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FOREWORD

Since 1962, when the first Symposium on Radioactive Dating was or
ganized in Athens by the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Joint 
Commission on Applied Radioactivity of the International Council of Scien
tific Unions (ICSU), the methods of radioactive dating have been continuously 
refined and applied to various problems in geochronology, archaeology and 
other disciplines. A number of new techniques have been developed which 
have resulted in an increase not only in range and accuracy of measurement 
but also in applications.

To present a comprehensive picture of the latest work, the same two 
organizations sponsored a Symposium in Monaco on 2-10 March on Radio
active Dating and Methods of Low-level Counting. At the meeting were 172 
participants from 30 countries, and 57 papers were presented.

To improve still further the accuracy of the radiocarbon dating method, 
some of the basic assumptions are being examined. Many physical and 
cosmochemical phenomena are involved in the movement of radiocarbon 
from the atmosphere into the biosphere and the oceans. The important con
clusions drawn from the recent work correlating the latest results are pre
sented in these proceedings; their implications throw much light on natural 
and cosmological events in the past.

There has been increasing interest in the study of meteorites, their 
origin, age and history, and the study of dating by primeval isotopes has 
been greatly advanced by perfecting the technique for detecting very small 
activities of radioelements.

The Symposium succeeded in attracting many of the recognized world 
authorities, and it is hoped that the present volume, which contains the 
papers and a record of the discussions, will be a significant contribution 
to the study of radioactive dating.
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HISTORY OF RADIOCARBON DATING

W .F. LIBBY
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY AND INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS, 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. ,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Abstract

HISTORY OF RADIOCARBON DATING. The development is traced o f radiocarbon dating from its birth 
in curiosity regarding the .effects o f  cosm ic radiation on Earth. Discussed in historical perspective are: the 
significance o f the initial measurements in determining the course o f  developments; the advent o f  the low- 
level counting technique; attempts to avoid low -level counting by the use o f  isotopic enrichment; the 
gradual appearance o f the environmental effect due to the combustion o f fossil fuel (Suess effect); 
recognition o f  the atmosphere ocean barrier for carbon dioxide exchange; detailed understanding o f the 
mixing mechanism from the study o f fallout radiocarbon; determination o f the new h a lf-life ; indexing 
and the assimilation problem for the massive accumulation o f dates; and the proliferation o f measure
ment techniques and the impact o f  archaeological insight on the validity o f  radiocarbon dates.

INTRODUCTION

The neutron-induced transmutation of atmospheric nitrogen to 
radiocarbon, which is the basis of radiocarbon dating, was discovered 
at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley in the early thirties. 
Kurie [la] , followed by Bonner and Brubaker [lb] , and Burcham and 
Goldhaber [lc] , found that the irradiation of air in a cloud chamber with 
neutrons caused proton recoil tracks which were shown to be due to the 
nitrogen in the air, and in particular to the abundant isotope of nitrogen 
of mass 14. The neutrons producing the tracks appeared to be of thermal, 
or of near thermal energy, and the energy of the proton therefore gave 
the mass of the 14C produced; from this it was concluded that the beta 
decay of 14C to reform 44N from 44C should release 170 kV energy 
(2.1 X 10*1 erg). So the work of Kurie, Bonner, Brubaker, Burcham, 
and Goldhaber laid the foundation in the reaction

n + l4N = XH + 14C ( 1)

The thermal-neutron absorption cross-sections for the elements 
were measured systematically by the Rome group, under Fermi, and 
it was found that the element nitrogen had an effective cross-section of 
about 1.7 b (one barn is 10~24 cm2) which is large, compared to most 
materials. This indicated that the (n, p) reaction (1) is unusually probable 
and that, in fact, thermal neutrons in air would be expected to be 
converted essentially quantitatively into carbon- 14 by this reaction.

At this early time, in 1936, the Table of Isotopes showed that there 
was a blank at the position mass 14 in the element carbon, and indicated 
therefore that there might be a radioactive isotope of this m ass. There
fore, following on the reporting of the (n, p) reaction with nitrogen, it 
seemed reasonable to try to produce radiocarbon by irradiating nitroge

3
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nous materials with neutrons. This was attempted by the author's group 
at the University of California at Berkeley by placing 100 kg or so of 
ammonium nitrate near the target of the newly completed cyclotron in 
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. The idea was that the neutrons 
would produce radiocarbon which would be trapped in the ammonium 
nitrate crystals as carbon monoxide, or carbon dioxide, and which 
would be released on dissolving in water. In the early research of 
Yost and collaborators [2] at the California Institute of Technology it 
was shown that carbon produced by a similar reaction behaved chemi
cally, as one would expect, and formed CO and C 0 2 . Therefore, it was 
supposed that any radiocarbon produced by the neutrons could be 
collected and measured for radioactivity. This was undertaken by 
Samuel Ruben for his doctoral thesis under the direction of the author 
in the Chemistry Department at the University of California at Berkeley. 
However, it was mistakenly supposed that the number of atoms needed 
would correspond to something like the case of sulphur-35, with which 
experiments had been made. Sulphur-35 has an average life of four 
months and it was thought that, since the 170 kV decay energy expected 
for radiocarbon was close to that observed for sulphur-35, the lifetime 
would be similar. Bombardments were therefore planned on the 
assumption that this would be the case. Actually, of course, the life
time is 8300 yr on average, so Ruben and the author made only 
1/25 000 of what was needed; therefore there was failure to detect 
any radiocarbon produced in this first experiment. It is known today 
that the procedures used were quite adequate and radiocarbon would 
have been found if it had been irradiated more intensely with neutrons; 
but the attempt was doomed to failure because of ignorance of the long 
lifetime. It is fair to say that, even today, the reason for the long 
lifetime is unknown, and in those early days there was discussion of 
very rough relationships between transition energy and lifetimes in 
analogy to the case for alpha radioactivity where tight relationships 
hold. Of course, it is most fortunate for radiocarbon dating that the 
lifetime is so very unexpectedly long.

Ruben went on to take his degree with the author on other subjects 
in physical radiochemistry and, after having finished, joined forces with 
Martin Kamen, who had come to the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
from Chicago a couple of years before to have another try at radiocarbon. 
This time they succeeded [3] . By bombarding graphite with a strong 
deuteron beam from the cyclotron, the (d, p) reaction on the 13C present 
in the natural mixture gave enough radiocarbon for them to detect. On 
the basis of this they gave the tentative value of 25 000 yr as the lifetime. 
This was in 1940. World War II came, Ruben died, and after the war 
Kamen went on to biochemical work. However, before his death, Ruben 
published a most distinguished series of papers on the use of radiocarbon 
in the study of photosynthesis.

The next step in the history of radiocarbon dating was the discovery 
by Korff that neutrons are produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rays.
A counter had been developed at Berkeley by Korff and the author's group 
which was capable of detecting neutrons [4] ; they found, on flying this 
counter on a balloon, that its count rate increased with altitude to a 
maximum at some 50 000 ft, after which it fell off again (Fig. 1). It 
was a reasonable assumption at the time that the neutron was radio
active with respect to the formation of hydrogen, but its lifetime was
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unknown. (Subsequently it was shown that the mean life is 18 min. )
It was clear, therefore, that there would be little chance that the neu
trons found would be cosm ic-ray primaries, since they would not have 
been able to survive the long times in flight which cosm ic-ray primaries 
undoubtedly require. Further, the fall-off at the top of the atmosphere 
was conclusive evidence that they were not primaries for, had they 
been, there would have been little, if any, fall-off; it appeared that 
the fall-off must be due to their having escaped the Earth. In his 
first reference to this work Korff [5a] pointed out how the (n,p) reaction 
on nitrogen would undoubtedly make carbon-14; from the data of Korff 
and Hammermesh [5b] it was possible to estimate that, on average, 
one or two atoms of carbon-14 would be produced in this way each second 
for each cm 2 of the Earth's surface.

(£
Ui

F IG .l. Neutron density in free atmosphere versus altitude at Princeton, N.J. (8 Jan.1949) 
(Phys. Rev. 74 (1948) 504; 76 (1949) 1267; 77 (1950) 728;
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 23 2 (1948) 21)

After World War II the story was taken up again when, in a general 
study of the effects of cosmic rays on the Earth, the author's group at 
Chicago decided to concentrate on carbon- 14 and tritium made by the 
cosm ic-ray secondary neutrons in the atmosphere. In an earlier 
research at Berkeley [6] Cornog and the author had shown that fast 
neutrons on nitrogen make tritium (radioactive hydrogen of mass 3 and 
mean life 18 yr) and carbon-12, somewhat in analogy to reaction (1) 
by which slow neutrons on nitrogen make ordinary hydrogen of mass 
1 and carbon-14. The plans for this research were outlined at that 
time [7] .

HISTORY OF RADIOCARBON DATING

The real beginning of the history of radiocarbon dating as such was 
in the realization that the cosm ic-ray production of radiocarbon in the
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high atmosphere leads to a continuous labelling of the biosphere and 
living matter, which is terminated at death. It is difficult to know 
exactly when this idea was born, but it was very soon after the author's 
plan was fixed to detect the effects of cosmic rays on the Earth's 
atmosphere. It was necessary to know how a test could be made for the 
radiocarbon that must be present on Earth, according to Korff's measure
ments; in considering where to look for this natural radiocarbon, and 
how to detect it, it was realized that the supply of radiocarbon from 
the well-mixed system, consisting of the carbon dioxide in the air, and 
the dissolved salts in the ocean and in the biosphere, would be cut off 
to any living being at the instant of death. From this, of course, the 
principle of radiocarbon dating was obvious — namely, that the decay 
of the radiocarbon normally present during life would measure the time 
elapsed since death — half of it being lost every 5730 yr.

The first step to be taken to develop the idea was to look for natural 
radiocarbon in living systems; the second was to measure the half- 
life accurately, so that if radiocarbon dating proved practical, it would 
be possible to give the dates accurately. At that time there was very 
considerable uncertainty that the Ruben and Kamen value of some 25 000 yr 
still stood. However, within a year or two, as a result of researches 
in the laboratory of the author's group at the Argonne Laboratory, and 
at the University of Chicago, together with a number of other teams, 
the value of 5568 yr [8a] was established; the radiocarbon dates have 
always been given on this basis, even though it is now known that 
it is some 3% low compared to the latest value of 5730 yr [8b, c, d] .
This convention has been adhered to for the purpose of avoiding 
confusion [9] .

The first task was to analyse living matter for radiocarbon to see 
whether it was true that about one atom in 1012 of the carbon in living 
systems was radiocarbon. The estimate of the amount of diluting carbon 
(the 1012 factor) was difficult, for it was not known at that time whether 
the oceans mixed in the lifetime of radiocarbon; it was clear that the 
ocean would contribute the dominant amount if it did mix. It was assumed 
that the mixing was rapid, essentially on an ad hoc basis, although 
comfort was taken from the argument that the thermal heat from the 
floor of the ocean was very likely to be adequate to mix the ocean, if 
nothing else did. Now, twenty years later, it is known that the 
assumption was correct, for the mixing time has been measured, using 
radiocarbon dating, and it has been found to be something less than 
2000 yr, on average. It was hoped, as this crucial assumption was made, 
that it was so, because radiocarbon dating could not have been as 
successful if the oceans were not equilibrated rapidly with the atmosphere 
and biosphere. The stability of the reservoir that is given by the ocean 
could not have been obtained in any other way; as the ice ages came 
and went, and the amount of living matter on Earth changed considerably, 
the diluting reservoir would probably have fluctuated wildly. Therefore 
the concentration of radiocarbon in living matter in times past would not 
have been constant and would have been difficult to estimate (Table I).
It is the essence of the radiocarbon dating method that at the instant of 
death the radiocarbon concentration is known accurately. The facts that 
the carbon in the ocean is some 30 times as abundant as that in the 
biosphere and the atmosphere combined, and that the volume and compo-
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TABLE I. EXCHANGE RESERVOIR 
(g C /c m 2)

Anderson and Libby W .W . Rubey a)

O cean "carbonate" 1 .25 6 .9 5  '

O cean , dissolved organic 0 .5 9
{ 0 .7 8

Biosphere 0 .33

Atmosphere 0.12 0 .125

T otal 8 .3 7 .9

a) RUBEY, W .W .,  Bull. G eol. S oc. o f  A m er. 63 (1951) 1111.

sition of the oceans have not fluctuated seriously during the last several 
tens of thousands of years, gave every reason to hope that, if the oceans 
mixed, the radiocarbon concentration in living matter would have been 
constant. There was, therefore, concern regarding the question of ocean 
mixing; the fact had to be faced that one did not know. However, it 
was clear that, if it were mixed, radiocarbon dating had a chance.

This mixing of the atmospheric carbon dioxide with the oceans, 
which was hoped for so ardently, did however cause one difficulty.
The factor of 30 of dilution involved pushed the concentration of radio
carbon which was expected (some 10 to 15 dpm/g carbon) out of the range 
of sensitivity of the existing instruments and measurement techniques. 
The author's group at Berkeley had developed a sensitive instrument — 
the screen wall.Geiger counter — for the measurement of feebly radio
active substances, and it would have been possible to detect natural 
radiocarbon with it at a level some 30 times higher than that expected 
on the assumption that the mixing of the ocean was rapid. It used 
essentially a good fraction of a square foot of solid sample surface in 
intimate contact with the sensitive gas volume, so that something like 
35 to 40% of all the radiation leaving the sample surface would pass 
through the sensitive volume of the counter, and be recorded. However, 
the radiation of radiocarbon is very soft (it is reduced by the factor 
1 /2 . 718 by a thickness of any light element absorber weighing 3m g /cm 2 
area); effectively, only the top 3 mg on each square centimeter of area 
would be recorded. Therefore, with the screen wall Geiger counter, 
with a sample area of about 600 cm 2, it was expected to have about 
2 g carbon disposed for measurement at about 35% efficiency (providing 
pure carbon was mounted). This would present 20 to 30 dpm total, 
of which about one third would be directed inwards towards the counter's 
sensitive volume, giving an expected count rate of between 7 and 10 cpm 
for pure carbon from the biosphere. However, it is a very well-known 
fact that Geiger counters have a kind of irreducible background due to 
cosm ic-ray secondaries which are too penetrating to be shielded out 
with thick iron or lead shields (u mesons) and this rate for the screen 
wall counter was expected to be about 100. Because of this, the 7 to
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10 cpm looked too small to find with certainty; thus the task of enriching 
the natural radiocarbon was undertaken so that it could be detected 
(Figs. 2, 3).

FIG. 2. Cross-section o f screen wall counter

FIG.3. Screen wall counter (front view)

Very fortunately, a friend, A. V. Grosse, was in the business of 
concentrating carbon isotopes, using methane as a process gas in a 
thermal diffusion column, and he was asked to join in the search for natural 
radiocarbon. The next task then was to find methane which was alive, 
in the sense of not having been too long out of the biosphere. Methane 
from an oil well would obviously contain no radiocarbon, since it would 
be far too old. This was accomplished by Grosse by asking Joseph Pew, 
of the Sun Oil Company, to persuade the mayor of the city of Baltimore 
to permit sewage methane from the Baltimore City sewage disposal plant
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to be used. It was this methane which Grosse concentrated in his 
thermal diffusion column at Marcus Hook, Penn. , and shipped to Chicago, 
where it was measured in the author's counters. G rosse's concentrates 
were measured for 13C enrichment, and from the observed 13 C enrich
ment the expected 14C enrichment was readily calculated [11] .

The enriched methane gas was placed directly in an ordinary cylindri
cal Geiger counter, rather than making carbon of it and using the 
screen wall, because the enrichments calculated were somewhat larger 
than the bare minimum. Unenriched methane was used for the back
ground measurement. A plot was made of the difference in count-rates 
for the enriched and unenriched methane, using thick shielding (a foot 
or so of iron and lead in all directions) to eliminate the background from  
radioactivity in the laboratory and leave only the meson level (Fig. 4).

ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT FACTOR 
(Cal. for C14 from observed C13 enrichment)

FIG.4. Radioactivity o f  biomethane samples versus isotopic enrichment (6 .5 -mm Hg pressure in 
1900-cm 3 counter at room temperature)
ANDERSON, E .C ., LIBBY, W .F ., WEINHOUSE, S. , REID, A .F ., KIRSHENBAUM, A .D . , 

GROSSE, A .V .,  Phys. Rev. 72 (1947) 931.

In this way a rise with enrichment, that fitted the theoretical curve well, 
corresponding to about the concentration predicted, was observed. The 
methane was then burned, and the C 0 2 was precipitated as calcium 
carbonate and was measured in the screen wall counter to observe its 
activity and to prove that it was chemically carbon. Finally, an absorption 
curve was run with aluminium foils placed over the calcium carbonate 
in the screen wall counter; thus it was possible to show that the 
radioactivity had the penetration characteristics of synthetic radiocarbon 
(absorbed to l /e  intensity by 3 m g/cm 2) (Fig. 5).

The good fortune in many stages of this research was most miracu
lous. As one example, it would have been difficult indeed to have done 
the research without Grosse's thermal diffusion columns, which one 
could not have afforded to construct. They just happened to be ready, 
and operating. As a second example, without the experience in the 
measurement of small amounts of radioactivity which the group had 
gained in other connections over the years, it would not have been possible 
to measure even the most concentrated samples. As a third example,
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the oceans do mix. As a fourth, no one in Baltimore had used synthetic 
radiocarbon from the Atomic Energy Commission for research at the 
time of the study, so it was quite certain that the radiocarbon found in 
the sewage was natural.

FIG. 5. Absorption o f  CaC03 radiation in aluminium and aluminium-absorption curve for synthetic 
radiocarbon (14C)
(ANDERSON, E .C . , LIBBY, W .F ., WEINHOUSE, S. , REID, A .F . , KIRSHENBAUM, A .D .,
GROSSE, A. V. , Phys. Rev. 72 (1947) 931)

After the discovery of natural radiocarbon, the question arose 
again as to how to measure the feeble amount of radioactivity accurately, 
for it was clear that radiocarbon dating would never be of practical use 
if each sample had to be enriched as Grosse had done. The dates would 
have been far too expensive; so, the 100 cpm of meson background re
mained a problem. The unshielded screen wall counter had a background 
rate of about 500 cpm sitting on the laboratory table, and this dropped 
to about 100 cpm when the counter was put behind heavy iron and lead 
shielding to shield the gamma radiation from radioactive materials in 
the walls and floor — uranium, thorium and potassium. (This was 
before radioactive fallout was noticeable. ) Further shielding did little 
good. It was known that the residual background was due to the cosmic 
ray g mesons, that they were extremely penetrating and that there was 
hardly any hope of absorbing them short of several hundred feet of rock. 
This problem remained for some weeks until the idea of anticoincidence 
shielding occurred.
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Noting that, if a shield of counters in close contact were to be placed 
around the radiocarbon dating counter, any mesons passing through the 
dating counter would certainly have to pass through one of the guard 
counters, it was realized that coincidences in time would always exist 
between the guard counter counts and those from the dater for those 
rays. Therefore, if coincidental counts were always eliminated from 
the record, it would be possible to be rid of the meson background without 
appreciable loss in the radiocarbon count rate, since the shut-off time 
could be as little as one thousand of a second per meson (Fig. 6). There-

FIG.6. First AC set and shield

fore, the trial set was built,the mesons thus eliminated,and the back
ground reduced by a further factor down to something like 6 cpm, to 
about 1% of the unshielded value. With this value it was then possible, 
with pure elementary carbon, to detect and measure the natural radio
carbon accurately at something like 7 to 10 cpm above background.

The next procedure was to develop the technique for reducing the 
carbon dioxide obtained by burning the object to be dated to pure carbon 
black for measurement in the screen wall counter. Today one uses the 
carbon dioxide gas itself. The carbon was formed by heating the C 02 
with magnesium metal turnings until a flame was formed by the reaction

2 Mg + C 0 2 = 2 MgO + C (2)
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Unfortunately, the magnesium-oxide ash produced clung to the carbon 
formed and it was never possible, even with extraction at length by 
hydrochloric acid solution, to obtain the carbon black entirely free of 
ash (Fig. 7). Therefore, one had to be content with the consequent reduc
tion in count rate which sometimes amounted, in extreme cases, to 20 
or 30%.

FIG. 7. Carbon black sample

It was found, however, that, by using the anticoincidence counter 
shield and a good heavy iron and lead shield, and the ash containing 
carbon, natural radiocarbon could be comfortably measured. On a 
background of about 6 cpm the rate was approximately doubled when 
the carbon black sample was placed on the counter wall. The screen 
wall counter is constructed in such a way [10] that the sample cylinder 
slides, so with the sensitive part of the counter in the middle third of 
the over-all length, the sample cylinder, with the sample disposed on 
half, has two positions, one with the bare wall in contact with the 
counter, and the other with the carbon sample in contact. In this way 
background readings can be obtained without tampering with the counter 
gas filling. It was this consideration which led to the use of the screen 
wall counter rather than the gas proportional counter which is now 
generally used. The first counting was done with gas counters with 
methane filling, as mentioned earlier; this could have continued, but 
there was the problem of background constancy and the necessity with 
gas counters of measuring the background with a separate gas filling.
With the enriched samples the count rate was too large for this uncertainty 
to be a problem. (This is done routinely now, and very successfully,
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with the carbon-dioxide proportional counters.) The screen wall counter 
and the carbon black method was used, because the background could be 
reliably measured throughout the run. The routine was to alternate 
between the sample and background positions of the sample cylinder 
every few hours during some 48 h or so to accumulate about 10 000 counts 
from the carbon sample being measured. From the laws of statistics 
10 000 counts are necessary for something like a 1% error in the count 
and so, at the rate of about 7 cpm above a background rate of about 6, 
it was necessary to measure something like 24 h in each position. Other 
subtleties were involved in the use of the screen wall counter also. The 
filling required a quenching gas, and the best quenching gas at that time 
was ethyl alcohol, which was avidly absorbed by the highly porous carbon 
black. This, of course, raised two problems — the radiocarbon in the 
alcohol (one had to be certain that it was derived from fossil fuel) and 
its absorbing effect on the 14C radiation from the carbon black. It was 
therefore necessary to make a further correction for the alcohol absorbed. 
After the runs the carbon samples were then bottled. About 700 samples 
were measured by the carbon black method, and the original bottles 
are still in the laboratory in Los Angeles, although some of them have 
been given to other radiocarbon dating laboratories for check measure
ments, using the more modern gas counting techniques.

Following the development of the counting technique, E .C . Anderson1 
proceeded to make measurements of biological materials from all over 
the world, using wood and flesh from various latitudes. He found, as 
was hoped, that the mixing was so good that, even though the cosmic- 
ray intensity varies strongly with latitude, the long lifetime of radiocarbon 
and the relatively short time that it stays in the ocean and the biosphere 
means that it is thoroughly mixed (Fig. 8). Thus, this assumption was 
found to be correct, and it was possible to continue towards radiocarbon 
dating itself (Table II).

At this stage James Arnold, of Princeton University, joined the 
group to test the radiocarbon dating method. To review, in the principle 
of radiocarbon dating it is assumed that the cosmic rays have been 
constant and have been irradiating the Earth at the present intensity for 
several radiocarbon lifetimes, i .e . perhaps 30 000 yr. There was 
evidence for this in the agreement observed between the concentration 
of radiocarbon in nature, as seen in the Baltimore sewage, and that 
calculated from Korff's measurements. It was therefore expected and 
hoped to observe in ancient matter radiocarbon concentrations cor
responding to the time elapsed since death, using the exponential law 
of radioactive decay, with Anderson's value for the concentration in 
living matter as the initial value. An object that had been dead 5730 yr 
(5568 yr was the figure for the half-life actually used, as it still is in 
radiocarbon dating tables) should have half the radiocarbon content, 
that is about 7. 5 dpm/g carbon, and one quarter, or about 3. 75 dpm /g 
after 11460 yr, or two half-lives. In this way the decay should proceed 
until, at 5 /300 yr, there would be only one part in 1024 (210 ) of what 
was there at the beginning.

Radiocarbon dating, therefore, is limited to the first 50 000 yr or 
so, the problem being that, even if the small amount of radioactivity left 
after that time could be measured, the problem of contamination, and of

Dr. E.C. Anderson wrote his Ph.D. thesis on natural radiocarbon.
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TABLE II. ACTIVITY OF TERRESTRIAL BIOSPHERE SAMPLES

Source
G eom agnetic

latitude
Absolute sp ec ific  activ ity 

(D p m /g )

W hite spruce, Yukon 60°N . 14. 84 i  0 .3 0

Norwegian spruce, Sweden 55” N. 1 5 .37  ± 0 .5 4

Elm w ood , C hicago 53°N . 14.72  ± 0. 54

Fraximus excelsior, Switzerland 49°N . 1 5 .1 6  ± 0 .3 0

H oneysuckle leaves. Oak Ridge, Tenn. 47 °N. 14. 60 ± 0 .3 0

Pine twigs and needles (12 0 00 -ft . alt. ) , 
Mount W heeler, . New M ex. 44°N . 15. 82 ± 0 .4 7

North African briar 40 °N. 1 4 .47  ± 0 .4 4

Oak, Sherafut, Palestine 34eN. 1 5 .1 9  ± 0 .4 0

U nidentified w ood , Teheran, Iran 28°N . 15. 57 ± 0. 34

Fraximus mandshurica, Japan 26°N . 14. 84 ± 0. 30

U nidentified w ood , Panama 20°N . 1 5 .9 4  ± 0 .5 1

Chlorophora exce lsa , Liberia 1 1 °N ., 1 5 .0 8  ± 0 .3 4

Sterculia exce lsa , C opacabana, Bolivia 
900 0 -ft . alt. 1*N. 1 5 .4 7  ± 0 .5 0

Ironw ood, M ajuro, Marshall Islands 0° 1 4 .5 3  ± 0. 60

U nidentified w ood , C eylon 2 °S . 1 5 .2 9  ± 0 .6 7

Beech w ood , T iera del Fuego 45°S . 1 5 .3 7  ± 0 .4 9

Eucalyptus, New South W ales, Australia 45°S . 1 6 .3 1  ± 0 .4 3

Seal o i l  from  seal m eat from  Antarctic 65*S. 15. 69 ± 0. 30

A v e ra g e ............................................... 15 .3  ± 0 . 1 *

Error o f  calibration o f  counter raises error on absolute assay to 0 .5 .

LIBBY, W. F . , Radiocarbon Dating, University o f  C h icago Press C h icago (1955).

the validity of the sample, becomes insuperable. At 57 300 yr a con
tamination of one tenth of one percent doubles the radiocarbon content 
and reduces the age as calculated by 5730 yr. Of course,.in principle, 
one could take a very large amount of sample and enrich it isotopically 
with techniques similar to those used by Grosse. DeVries [12] did exactly 
this with one or two samples years later. However, the problem of the 
integrity of the sample is obviously dominant in radiocarbon dating of 
very old materials.
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Arnold and the author gave first attention to the question of sample 
integrity, as it was conceivable that there would be nothing left of the 
original material in an ancient tomb. The question is twofold: "Is  it 
possible that contamination can be removed from a piece of ancient 
carbon-containing m atter?"; and " i s  it possible that, after decontamination, 
sizeable amounts of matter can be found which consist of the same atoms 
that were present when the object was alive?" . There was hope that 
this was so because of the unique nature of biochemical processes. It 
seemed very likely that only living processes can produce the molecules

FIG. 8. Latitudinal variation o f cosm ic-ray neutron intensity 
(After SIMPSON, J .A . , Jr., Phys. Rev. 73 (1948) 1389)

of which living things consist; thus the remains would retain their 
individuality in death, and contaminants would not imitate them so closely 
as to be inseparable. The contaminants would be of higher molecular 
weight in general and chemically distinguishable. Of course, there was 
the problem of sheer physical contamination, but it seemed possible 
that this could be solved by careful examination and cleaning. Thus a 
technique was developed for cleaning samples and authenticating them, 
which involved mechanical washing followed by chemical treatments to 
remove contaminants such as the humic acids from soil and calcium 
carbonate from limestone, etc. The proof of the adequacy of these 
techniques necessarily lay in finding the same age for a given site with 
a variety of different materials. Thus it was gratifying to observe that 
on the Two Creeks Forest bed in Wisconsin, made during the last glacial 
advance, the peat in the soil gave the same date as large pieces of wood 
from the trees that had been felled by the southward moving glacier as 
it advanced some 11400 yr ago (Table III). Similar tests in other sites 
and contexts showed that it is indeed possible to find matter containing 
carbon clean enough and authentic enough to give reliable radiocarbon 
dates. Charcoal has been found to be one of the best types of material.
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TABLE III. RESULTS FROM TW O CREEKS FOREST BED, WIS. 
SHOWING AGREEM ENT WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF SAMPLES

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tw o Creeks; w ood and peat from  Tw o Creeks

Forest Bed, M anitowoc C o . , W is. Underlies 

Valder’s Drift. Spruce forest pushed over and 

buried by last ic e  sheet

Sprucew ood, W ilson, Mass. — C -308

Tree root, Bretz, C h ic a g o -  C -365

Peat in w hich root was found, Bretz,
C h icago -  C -36 6

Sprucew ood, Horberg & Bretz, C hicago — C -536  

Peat, Horberg & Bretz, C hicago -  C -537

FED. REP. OF GERMANY

German A llerod : Z on e l ib , northwest Germany,

Firbas, Germany — C -33 7

UNITED KINGDOM

A llerôd I : p ea t, Hawks T or, Cornw all. Late G la cia l, 

Zon e  II. G odw in, Cam bridge — C -34 1

Godw in: lake m ud, Neasham, near Darlington, Zon e II.

Blackburn & G odw in, England — C -44 4

10 877 ± 740

11 437 ± 770

11 097 ± 600

12 168 ± 1500 

11 442 ± 640

11 404 ± 350

11 044 ± 500

9 861 ± 500

10 851 ± 630

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

Irish M ud: lake m ud, Knocknacran, County Monaghan.

Late G la cia l Zone II. M itch e ll, Dublin -  C -35 5  11 310 ± 720

It is found very widely and is associated with human occupation in most 
sites, for man is apparently the only animal that has learned to build 
fires. It is cleaned by picking out rootlets, washing, treating with 
sodium hydroxide solution to remove the soil acids, with hydrochloric 
acid to remove contaminant calcium carbonate, and finally with distilled 
water and drying, before burning to collect the carbon dioxide. Other 
good materials are wood (although tree rings need to be watched and con
sidered in the data calculation since the rings are of different age), cloth, 
and, in some cases when well preserved, sea shell — here the carbon 
is liberated by adding hydrochloric-acid solution since the shell is chemi-
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cally calcium carbonate. Thus it was found that there is no shortage 
of material which can be used.

The amount of material needed depends of course on the method of 
measurement. At the present time, with gas counters, as little as 1 g 
can be used under special circumstances. The black carbon method, 
which was used by Arnold and the author, needed about 10 g carbon per 
run, or something like two ounces of a sample of average composition 
for duplicate measurements with normal processing losses. The modern 
CO2 proportional carbon technique requires 4 to 5 g of elementary carbon 
per run and thus uses less material than the old black carbon method. 
Oeschger [13] recently reported being able to measure radiocarbon dates 
on samples of two or three hundred milligrams.

The earliest experience on ancient matter obtained by the author 
was with Egyptian material from the Oriental Institute at the University 
of Chicago, and the first measurement gave a satisfactory date. How
ever, the second measurement gave the supposedly Egyptian sample 
a modern or zero age. This was puzzling until it was learned with great 
relief that there was indeed a possibility that the material was modern. 
Fortunately this happened very seldom, as otherwise faith in radiocarbon 
dating would have been rapidly shaken and the research abandoned (once 
again good luck held! ).

Research into the accuracy of radiocarbon dates was necessarily 
in co-operation with archaeologists and geologists, so a request was 
made for a committee of experts of the American Archeological 
Association and the Geological Society of America to be appointed to 
assist in the selection and acquisition of samples for measurement.
A very distinguished committee, consisting of Frederick Johnson of 
the Peabody Institute in Amherst, Richard Foster Flint of Yale, Froelich 
Rainey of the Philadelphia Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, 
and Donald Collier of the Chicago Museum of Natural History, was 
appointed and served to select and acquire the materials to test the 
method. It also served to make a selection from samples offered through
out the first years and Johnson and Flint are still active in this role* 2.

As the method has been perfected, and accuracies have increased, 
it has been discovered, as might have been anticipated, that there are 
significant deviations between radiocarbon dates and the true dates, 
but during the early years good checks were found by the author's group 
[14], since the measurement errors gave dates accurate to only two cen
turies or so (plus or minus 100 yr) (Figs. 9, 10, 11). Apparently, and 
fortunately, the deviations are normally small in the periods of recorded 
history [15] , being of the order of 1 or 2% in radiocarbon content (1% is 
80 yr). A curve of correction has been published by Suess and others 
[16a, b, c, d, f, g] which can be used to about three thousand years ago 
to give results which are apparently fully concordant (Fig. 12).

It is very intriguing to try to understand what it is about the basic 
assumptions of radiocarbon which causes these deviations. A phase is 
now being entered where radiocarbon dates are used to test the validity 
of the geophysical parameters involved; for example, the constancy of 
the Earth's magnetic field, as was pointed out years ago by Elsasser,

2 The Radiocarbon Supplement o f  the American Journal o f  Science, in which most radiocarbon dates 
are reported anually, is edited at Yale University by R. F. Flint, E. S. Deevey and Irving Rouse.

2
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A D YEARS B.C.

FIG.9. Some tree-ring-dated samples

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
HISTORICAL AGE (YEARS)

FIG. 10. Samples o f  known age

Ney and Winkler [17a] . Changes in the Earth's magnetic dipole would 
cause a change of the radiocarbon production rate through changing the 
degree to which incoming cosmic rays are deflected away from the 
Earth and, therefore, agreement between radiocarbon and historical 
dates is indirect evidence for the constancy of the Earth's magnetic 
dipole [17b, 18, 19] . Of course, there is the matter of sensitivity for

2 *
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FIG. 11. Samples o f known age

FIG. 12. Correction curve o f Suess
Approximate empirical relationship between conventional radiocarbon dates (assuming T i =5568 yr) and 
dendrochronologically determined wood ages as derived from La Jolla A14C determinations. The diagonal 
broken line refers to data calculated with a 14 C halfrlife of 5730 yr 
(SUESS, H .E ., J. geophys. Res. JO (1965) 5937)

each effect. With a lifetime of 8300 yr considerable inertia exists in 
the system, and one cannot expect to record changes immediately a 
change in the production rate occurs [19] . However, if the change in



TABLE IV . CHRONOLOGIES OF THE EGYPTIAN DYNASTIES I-X II IN YEARS B. C.

H istorical chronologies
Radiocarbon chronologies

t i  = 5730

a)
Hayes

b)
H elck 1 Arizona

d)
British Museum UCLA a)

Beginning o f  dynasty ’"Beginning 2500 2490 2695

I c . 3100 2950 <

Early

M iddle

2690 2465

2410

^End 2540 2320

II - - 2335

(Early) 2225

III 2 6 91 2650 2330 2140

2340 2220

IV 2617 2579 1910 2185

V 2497 2460

VI 2347 2322
V II-X - -

XI - - 1655

XII 1991 1995 1480,1550 1650

a) HAYES, W .C . , in Cam bridge Ancient History, Ch. V I, ¿ (1 9 6 2 ) .  
k) HELCK, W . , in Handbuch der Orientalistik (1967) (in  press).
c ) DAMON, P. et a l . , U ncorrected dates, Radiocarbon, 10 (1968).
d) EDWARDS, I. E. S. et a l . , U ncorrected dates, British Museum, Radiocarbon Advisory C om m ittee  M tg. (7 D ec. 1966). 
e > BERGER, R . , LIBBY, W .F . , Radiocarbon 9 (1967) (in  press).

LIBBY
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production is large enough (and due to the fact that the mixing of the 
ocean is not an instantaneous process, requiring possibly ten years on 
average for the top layer of the ocean and the atmosphere to mix, and 
about twenty or thirty years for the top layer of the ocean to mix with 
the great depths), it can be expected that very sudden changes will be 
detected if they amount to 10% or more. A kind of amplification occurs 
for a brief period, which lasts for fifty years or so. For example, 
at present, due to the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, 
the radiocarbon level in the atmosphere and continental biosphere is 
about twice as high as the natural level (Fig. 13). At the same time

FIG. 13. Level o f atmospheric carbon dioxide activity at China Lake, Calif.
(RAINER BERGER and LIBBY, W .F .)

it has not increased more than about 20% in the top ocean layer and 
is even less in the great depths. Therefore, for the next thirty to 
fifty years the radiocarbon level in the continental biosphere and the 
atmosphere will be higher than in the ocean and will gradually fall 
until, when mixing with the ocean has occurred thoroughly, the level 
will be about 3% above the natural level. This condition will last for 
the lifetime of the radiocarbon, in diminishing degrees, losing half 
every 5730 yr. Variations in the production rate of radiocarbon can 
be traced if they last for periods which are appreciable with respect 
to the lifetime of radiocarbon.

As for possible sources of deviation, other than the Earth's magnetic 
dipole, Suess and others [16c, d, e] suggested that it is quite conceivable 
that deviations are a measure of solar activity, the correlation being 
with climate; thus, deviations during warm periods, when the sun is 
quite active, correspond to additional shielding of the cosmic rays by 
the solar wind, which the sun then emits in higher intensity, with the 
result that the production rate of radiocarbon is reduced, the opposite 
being the case during cold periods.

A new set of samples from the first twelve dynasties of Egypt was 
recently obtained by the British Museum to test whether, by chance, 
the Egyptian samples previously used were misleading (Table IV).
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In general, measurements of these samples confirmed earlier work, 
and there appears to be a deviation in the fifth millenium of about 
five or six hundred years, the radiocarbon date being younger than 
the historical date. It is conjectural whether the deviation is real, or 
whether the Egyptian historical dates are incorrect, or possibly both.

Other evidence indicates that it is the radiocarbon which deviates 
towards being too young. This evidence is from the Bristle Cone Pine 
tree rings. These trees live to be very ancient and, when carefully 
studied, can give tree-ring dates. Although the method of dating with 
these trees has not been so certainly established, especially in the fifth 
millenium, as has been the dating with other kinds of trees in the first 
three millenia, there is a tendency for the radiocarbon dates to be 
younger than the Bristle Cone Pine tree-ring dates, as the radiocarbon 
dates are younger than the historical dates of the Egyptian fifth millenium. 
Some radiocarbon dating experts believe that the discrepancy in the 
fifth millenium is about 10% at 500 B. P. , or about 800 yr. The question 
is open at the moment, because the Bristle Cone Pine dating technique 
remains to be established to the point of certainty needed, and the 
historical dates are themselves uncertain during the period 2000 B .C . 
to 3000 B. C.

Halfl ife
FIG. 14. Ratio o f observed activity to theoretical production rate o f  spallation products in Aroos iron 
meteorite versus half-life
(GEISS, J ., OESCHGER, H. , SCHWARTZ, U .. Space Scie. Rev. 1 (1962) 197)

The cosm ic-ray flux is one possible cause of deviation. However, 
studies of meteorites by Arnold and others [20a, b] have shown that the 
most likely cosmic rays have been quite constant (Fig. 14). Although 
the accuracies are less than desired, there seems to be no systematic 
tendency for cosmic rays to change in intensity over periods of hundreds 
of years. This is judged by the relative amounts of cosmic-ray-produced 
radioactivities of lifetimes varying between a few years and hundreds 
of millions of years. The meteorites travelling outside the Earth's 
magnetic shield are subject to solar wind shielding only, and thus serve 
more closely as a measure of the true extra-terrestrial flux. Therefore 
questions may arise regarding variation in the terrestrial and solar 
magnetic shields. The solar shield acts mainly through patches of 
plasma which are sent out by the sun, called solar wind, and which serve 
to scatter the cosmic rays [17b] away from the solar system. On this 
basis,as Suess has pointed out, there may be a correlation between the
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activity of the sun and the production rate of radiocarbon. On the other 
hand, the Earth's magnetic dipole may have undergone changes (Fig. 15). 
(It is noted that its direction is known to have changed; some evidence 
from the magnetism of rocks indicates that it has reversed its direction 
completely in periods during the last several millions of years. However, 
the mixing of radiocarbon is so effective that a change in direction in the 
Earth's dipole would not affect radiocarbon dates. ) There is a third 
possibility that the mixing of the ocean, which now takes about two thou
sand years on average, may have changed in times past. However, this 
seems quite unlikely, and it is probable that the cause of any deviations 
will have to be found in the cosm ic-ray intensity, as the atmosphere of 
the earth records it, this change probably being due to change in solar 
activity, or changes in the Earth's magnetic field, or both [18] .

D ec lin a tio n

FIG. 15. Observed changes in the annual mean direction o f the Earth’ s magnetic field at London since 
1580 A .D . The continuation to 1540 A .D . is extrapolated from observations at Rome 
(After BAUER, L. A. )

The techniques of measuring radiocarbon dates greatly improved 
with the introduction of the CO2 proportional counting method of deVries 
and Barendsen [21] . At present it is the most popular method. Other 
possibilities exist, and it is hoped that these will be investigated in practice 
but, on the whole, radiocarbon dates are probably measured now as 
accurately as is required in most cases. Further improvements to 
reduce the required sample size would be helpful.

Of course, in the prehistoric period there are no dates historically fixed 
with which to check. Therefore, radiocarbon is entirely alone. Arnold 
and the author were merely able to use consistency checks, such as 
the onset of the last ice age 11400 yr ago (Table V). This was seen to 
be true throughout the northern hemisphere, and was possibly world 
wide. Apparently the method passes all known tests of consistency and 
there is no reason to doubt that it is not systematic and reliable. There 
is,however, reason to doubt that the years, as written down, are 
chronologically accurate. Some indirect evidence exists that they are 
not far off, in the absolute sense, even in the prehistoric period, but 
the evidence is not conclusive.

It is difficult indeed to see how the checks can be improved, although 
it is to be hoped that possibilities exist of checking with other radioactive 
time clocks not as yet developed. The great gap between the radiocarbon 
time scale and that of 40K needs filling badly, for dating purposes. It 
is possible that something may be found in the cosm ic-ray isotope, l°B e, 
with a half-life of 2. 5 m. y. , and 26A1, with a half-life of 0. 75 m. y.
However, these are all very difficult to use, for one reason or another, 
and it is by no means clear that a practical method of dating by means
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TABLE V . APPARENT COINCIDENCE OF GLACIAL ADVANCES a)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA C -308 10 877 ± 740

C -365 11 437 ± 770

C -366 11 097 ± 600

C -53 6 12 168 ± 1500

C -537 11 442 ± 640

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY C -337 11 044 ± 500

UNITED KINGDOM C -34 1 9 861 ± 500

C -44 4 10 851 ± 630

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND C -355 11 310 ± 720

NEW ZEALAND N Z -3 3 9 , 112 11 500 à 170

N Z -3 4 0 , 334 11 900 ± 200

¿0
'  BERGER, R . , Proc. 37 Int. Congr. o f  Am ericanists, Argentina (1966).

of any of them can be developed. Ionium, as supported by the decay 
of uranium in sea-water, offers some promise as measured in sea sedi
ments. The lifetime of ionium, about 120 000 yr, is of the proper order 
to check radiocarbon, and the evidence at present indicates that radio
carbon dates do not deviate greatly, judged by ionium. However, it is 
not possible to say at present that radiocarbon dates are known to be 
absolutely correct, unless one is restricted to the first 3000 yr where, 
after the application of the Suess corrections, there is evidence that 
this may be so.

In terms of physical principles of course, a method which works 
for three thousand years might extend all the way to fifty thousand. 
However, this is mere conjecture, and until more solid evidence is 
available, the fact that radiocarbon is known to be not absolutely 
accurate in the prehistoric period has to be accepted and the radiocarbon 
time scale for this period must suffice.

During the trial period of the method, which has taken fifteen years, 
various improvements in technique have occurred which should be cited. 
In particular, there are the improvements in counting technique 
previously mentioned. In addition, the use of bones for dating has been 
accomplished by the development of a gentle method of acid dissolution 
of the bone mineral which leaves the bone protein, collagen, unhydro
lysed [22] . In many cases bone is the only certainly authentic material 
available.
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ORIGIN AND EXTENT OF 
ATMOSPHERIC 14 C VARIATIONS DURING 
THE PAST 10 000 YEARS
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RADIOCARBON LABORATORY, YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN,
C O N N ., UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Abstract

ORIGIN AND EXTENT OF ATMOSPHERIC HC VARIATIONS DURING THE PAST 10 00Q YEARS.
Lake sedimentation rates are, in general, variable, and changes in rate are normally loca l and not correlative 
timewise over large areas, especially as between different lakes. A possible exception is a synchronous 
change in sedimentation rate due to a world-wide clim atic change. In addition, changes in the 14C time 
scale due to long-term variations in atmospheric 14C content may add "fictitious" changes in sedimentation 
rate calculated from 14C dates. A ll sedimentary processes in suitable basins should register synchronously 
these fictitious changes (signal) but should not record synchronously other rate changes o f loca l nature (noise). 
It is therefore possible, in principle, to separate changes due to variations in 14C time scale or a world-wide 
clim atic change from changes due to other variations by analysing a sufficiently large number o f sedimentary 
events and removing the synchronous variations in sedimentation rate.

This study reports the detailed 14C analysis o f  sediments flooring three lakes? Rogers Lake, C onn., 
in the United States o f America, Lake Victoria in Africa, and Lake Yueh Tan in Formosa. The lakes 
were chosen from widely different latitudes to avoid synchronous variations induced by loca l clim atic 
changes- Two o f the lakes, Rogers Lake and Lake Victoria, show a surprisingly steady sedimentation rate- 
When corrected for changes in time scale, known from tree-ring studies, the absolute sedimentation rates 
for both lakes appears to have been constant for the past 6000 calendar years.

The sedimentation rate study affirms the change in tim e scale observed in 14C ages o f tree rings 
and Egyptian samples o f  known ages around 2500 B. P. In addition, important synchronous changes are 
lacking in the sedimentation rates o f  all three lakes between 2500 and 10 000 years B. P. This implies that 
there have been neither important variations in sedimentation rates due to world-wide clim atic changes nor 
drastic changes in the 14C time scale during this time span. The results strongly suggest that the rising trend 
in 14C concentration, determined from tree-ring studies as occurring between about 2500 years B. P. and at 
least 6000 B. P ., continues back to at least 10 000 years B. P. The present 14C results from lake sedimentation 
rates agree to a remarkable extent with the hypothesis o f  a "super-quiet" sun (a sun without the convection 
pattern associated with the sunspot cycle ) as being die cause for glacia l intervals.

INTRODUCTION

A large number of precise measurements [1-4] on tree rings and 
Egyptian materials of well-known age show that appreciable variations in 
atmospheric 14C content have occurred during the past 6000 years. 
Basically, these variations are of two types: (a) short-term variations of 
a few per cent lasting at most for a few centuries, and (b) a long-term  
increase of about 14% in atmospheric 14C content from about 2500 B. P. 
to 6000 B. P. Measurements of tree rings older than about 6300 B. P. are 
not yet available.

Variations in atmospheric 14C content may result from changes in 
14C production rates, e. g. through variations in cosmic-ray flux, or they 
may reflect changes in the size and exchange rate of reservoirs in which 
the 14C is distributed. Two different mechanisms might be responsible
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for variations in cosmic-ray flux: (a) changes in the Earth's magnetic 
dipole moment, and (b) changes in solar wind intensity.

Variations in the total Earth magnetic dipole moment alter the cosmic - 
ray flux in the Earth's atmosphere as the deflection of the incident cosmic 
rays varies with the magnetic-field intensity. The total 14C production 
in the atmosphere is approximately inversely proportional to the square 
root of the field intensity. Measurements of remanent magnetism in 
pottery and bricks indicate a variable magnetic-field intensity for the past 
6000 years [5, 6], However, the precision of these paleo-magnetic field 
measurements is not great, and correlation of magnetic-field changes 
with the short-term variations in atmospheric 14C concentration is not 
possible.

Variations in solar wind intensity strongly influence the cosm ic-ray  
flux in the Earth's atmosphere. An increase in solar wind intensifies the 
weak magnetic field carried by the solar wind throughout our planetary 
system. In the Earth's vicinity a smaller cosmic-ray flux results, as 
cosmic rays directed towards the Earth will be more deflected. Because 
appreciably greater solar wind intensities are associated with sunspot 
maxima, a lower 14C production is to be expected for extended periods of 
high sunspot activity. This helio-magnetic modulation theory was proposed 
by the author in 1961 [7]; more recent studies give additional confirmation 
of its validity as the basic mechanism responsible for the short-term  
atmospheric 14C fluctuations [2, 8-10],

Various explanations have been advanced for the long-term increase 
of 14C activity between 2500 and 6000 B. P. Damon [11] suggested a 
correlation between atmospheric 14C content and global temperature, and 
predicted that atmospheric 14C activity should have returned to its present 
level around 8000 B. P. This would agree with the postulate of reduced 
oceanic circulation and resulting higher atmospheric 14C activity during 
the warmer Hypsithermal Interval. Damon's observational evidence is 
a decrease in 14C content of tree rings that were formed about 6350 years 
ago; such a decrease, extrapolated to greater ages, would account for 
the agreement between 14C values and ages determined by the controversial 
De Geer varve chronology. The upper two curves in Fig. 1 are taken from  
Damon's paper [11] to illustrate his point.

In this paper an accurate check of this climatic model is made through 
the study of sedimentation rates expressed in 14C years. The long-term  
trends in atmospheric 14C content result in changes in the 14C time scale, 
and if the climatic model is correct the sedimentation rates of stable 
sedimentary processes, expressed in 14C years, should vary according 
to the lower curve in Fig. 1. A large fictitious change in sedimentation 
rate, amounting to a reduction by a factor of two should have occurred 
around 6000 B. P.

Previous work for the calibration of pollen curves suggested that lake 
sediments were formed at reasonably stable rates. A completely stable 
sedimentation rate is not essential for this type of study, because most 
changes would be of local origin and not correlated timewise over large 
areas, especially as between different lakes. One possible type of ex
ception would be a synchronous change in sedimentation rate in several 
basins due to a widespread climatic change, but such synchrony, though 
regional rather than local, would possibly not be world wide. As fictitious 
changes in sedimentation rate caused by changes in the 14C time scale
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would be registered on a world-wide scale, it is possible to separate them 
from real changes due to other variations by analysing a sufficiently large 
number of lake sediments. The results of a detailed 14C study of sediments 
flooring three lakes are given in the next section.

FIG. 1. Correlation between A14C (in per m ille) and climate during the last 12 millennia according to 
Damon [1 1 ] . Circles are tree ring data, squares are derived from 14C data on pollen zone boundaries 
with reference to pre-radiocarbon chronology. Bottom curve has been added to show the expected changes 
in virtual sedimentation rate for a stable sedimentary process subject to changes in the 14 C time scale

LAKE SEDIMENTATION RATES

Several factors must be considered in the use of sedimentation rates 
in lakes to determine atmospheric 14C variations:
1. Organic material formed in lakes is often deficient in 14C in comparison 
with organic material of the same age formed in direct exchange with
the atmosphere. The 14C deficiency results from the utilization of lake- 
water CO2 originally derived from carbonate rocks. As a result, 14C 
measurements of recently formed sediment in fresh-water lakes yield 
virtual ages up to several thousand years. Even in carbonate-deficient 
districts, such as southern New England, the virtual age can be 600 years 
or more. All 14C ages obtained for sediments in a certain lake must be 
corrected for the virtual age of the top section (with the exclusion of the 
extreme upper layer which presently contains large amounts of nuclear 
bomb 14C). This correction factor is only approximate because the 14C 
deficiency of the lake water is not necessarily constant with time.
However, age errors exceeding a few hundred years seem unlikely.
2. The time lag between variations in atmospheric 14C content and the 
consequent variations in the 14C content of lake sediments, analysed here, 
is probably insignificant and can be neglected. The present doubling of 
atmospheric 14C activity caused by bomb-produced 14C has raised 
significantly the 14C activity of dissolved CO2 in lake waters [12],
Queechy Lake, a hard-water lake in New York State, has registered a 
20% increase in 14C activity since 1960. Complete equilibrium between 
atmosphere and water can never be attained in a spring-fed lake, but
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approximate equilibrium of 14C content seems possible within a few tens 
of years for this hard-water lake. The lakes investigated for the sedi
mentation rate study are soft-water lakes and should respond even more 
rapidly to atmospheric changes in 14C content.
3. Synchronous variations induced by local or regional climatic changes 
were avoided by investigating lakes from widely different latitudes. Two 
of the lakes, Rogers Lake, Conn., and Lake Yueh Tan, Formosa, have 
areas not exceeding 200 ha and depths not exceeding 20 m. The third lake, 
Lake Victoria, is the second largest fresh-water lake in the world, with
a total area of approximately 70 000 km2 and a maximum depth of 80 m.
4. Progressive compaction of the sediments as a function of depth results 
in much higher densities for the lowermost samples. This compaction has 
been accounted for by plotting the 14C results as a function of total 
accumulated sediment in g / c m2.
5. Diagenesis is presumably responsible for the steadily declining per
centages of organic material with depth in Lake Victoria and Rogers Lake. 
Adjustment of total accumulated sediment can be made by assuming a 
constant organic production in the lake. The correction, however, does 
not significantly influence the basic results, because even fresh sediments 
are dominantly clastic, not organic. Total accumulated sediment values 
given in this paper are therefore based on uncorrected values.

Correction of the 14C data to true ages in calendar years between 
2500 and 6000 B. P. have been made by employing the available tree-ring  
data. The resulting sedimentation rate in g /cm 2 per calendar year is 
constant over the last 6000 years for both Lake Victoria and Rogers Lake 
(Figs 2 and 4, Tables I and III). For Lake Yueh Tan (Fig. 3 and Table II)

FIG.2. Age, organic and pollen content o f  Rogers Lake sediment as a function o f  total accumulated 
sediment. Tree-ring data have been utilized for the calculation o f true ages in calendar years. Vertical 
lines denote standard deviation in die age determination. The pollen data, supplied by M. Davis, are 
recalculated from estimated pollen number per cm 3 wet sediment
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FIG. 3. Age and organic carbon content o f  Lake Yueh Tan as a function o f  total accumulated sediment. 
Tree-ring data have been utilized for the calculation o f true ages in calendar years. Vertical lines denote 
standard deviation in the age determination
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FIG. 4. Age and organic content o f  Lake Victoria as a function o f total accumulated sediment. Tree-ring 
data have been utilized for the calculation o f true ages in calendar years. Vertical lines denote standard 
deviation in the age determination

the constancy in sedimentation rate is limited to the last 4000 years; a 
local change in sedimentation rate is found for this lake in the 4000- 
6000 B. P. interval. This change in sedimentation rate (in calendar years) 
is the only change encountered for all three lakes during the past 6000 
years. Lakes, therefore, seem to have a much more constant sedimentary 
process than has been assumed hitherto.

Real changes in sedimentation rate prior to 6000 B. P. can probably be 
recognized from the organic and pollen content of the sediment. Variation 
in the percentage of organic material should occur when the amount of 
detrital material supplied to the lake fluctuates. A reduction in the supply 
of detrital material will result in a lower sedimentation rate, and with a 
more or less constant organic production in the lake, the percentage of 
organic materials in the sediment should increase. This seems to be the
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TABLE I. 14C AGES OF ROGERS LAKE SEDIMENT AS A FUNCTION
OF DEPTH AND TOTAL ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT3

Laboratory
No.

Depth below  
surface 

(cm )

A ccum ulated 
sedim ent 

below  surface 
(g /c m 2)

MC age 
with 5568 yr 

h a lf-l ife

14C age
corrected for 14C 
d e fic ien cy  and 

with 5730 yr 
h a lf-life

Y -1678 2-7 0 .5 6 630 50 è 60

Y -1677 4 2 -4 8 5 .7 760 180 ± 60

Y -1676 106-112 1 3 .8 1640 1080 ± 60

Y -1675 167-172 2 1 .8 2210 1680 ± 80

Y -1674 227-232 2 9 .0 2660 2140 ± 80

Y -1673 285-290 35. 9 3220 2720 ± 80

Y -1672 344-349 4 5 .3 3570 3080 ± 80

Y -1671 404-409 5 4 .0 4120 3640 ± 80

Y -1670 467-472 63 .7 4550 4080 ± 80

Y -1669 527-532 7 3 .4 4990 4540 è 80

Y -1749 542-547 7 5 .9 5240 4810 ± 90

Y -1722 557-562 7 8 .4 5710 5270 ± 80

Y -1748 572-577 80. 8 5330 4900 i  80

Y -1668 586-591 8 3 .0 5500 5050 ± 100

Y -1747 602-607 85. 8 5390 4950 ± 60

Y -1721 617-622 88. 6 5680 5240 ± 60

Y -1667 649-654 9 4 .1 5940 5510 ± 120

Y -1720 667-672 9 7 .5 5930 5510 ± 60

Y -1666 692-698 102. 7 6260 5850 è 120

Y -1454 704-709 1 04 .9 7320 6940 ± 120

Y -1746 709-714 1 05 .9 6410 6000 ± 60

Y -1745 714-719 1 06 .9 6820 6420 ± 100

Y -1696 719-724 107. 9 6860 6460 ± 60

Y -1744 724-729 1 08 .9 7050 6660 ± 100

Y -1679 730-735 110 .1 7290 6800 ± 60

Y -1743 739-744 112. 0 7550 7270 ± 80

Y -1693 742-746 1 12 .5 7700 7320 t  120

Y -1695 754-759 1 15 .1 7980 7620 ± 60

Y -1692 758-763 1 16 .0 7810 7440 ± 80
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TA B L E  I. (contd. )

Laboratory
No.

Depth below  
surface 

(cm )

Accum ulated 
sediment 

below  surface 
(g /c m 2)

14C  age 
with 5568 yr 

h a lf-life

MC age
corrected for 14C 

d e fic ien cy  and 
with 5730 yr 

h a lf-life

Y -1742 .764-769 1 17 .3 8320 7960 è 80

Y-1741 769-774 1 18 .3 8370 8010 ± 80

Y -1694 774-779 119 .3 8670 8320 ± 60

Y-1740 779-784 120 .3 8460 8110 ± 120

Y-1453 784-789 1 21 .3 8460 8100 ± 120

Y -1739 789-794 122 .3 8750 8400 ± 140

Y -1452 811-817 127 .6 8900 8560 ± 160

Y -1728 823-828 1 30 .1 9190 8860 ± 160

Y -1738 833-839 1 32 .4 9050 8720 ± 100

Y-1726 851-857 1 36 .4 9120 8790 è 120

Y-1451 857-863 137 .5 9010 8670 i  160

Y -1725 863-868 138 .6 9140 8810 ± 80

Y -1450 868-874 139. 8 9630 9310 ± 120

Y -1724 874-880 1 41 .1 9520 9200 ± 80

Y -1449 880-886 1 42 .4 9660 9340 i  120

Y -1723 886-892 1 43 .6 9500 9170 ± 140

Y -1448 898-903 1 46 .2 9950 9640 ± 200

Y -947 918-923 151 .3 10.510 10. 220 ± 160

The d e fic ien cy  o f  the lake is equivalent with an age correction  o f  about 600 years.
Previous measurements indicatéd a 14C d e fic ien cy  o f  770 yr [1 8 ].

pattern for the periods with reduced sedimentation rate in Rogers Lake 
and Lake Yueh Tan. Two maxima in organic content are associated with 
a reduced sedimentation rate (in 14C years) in Rogers Lake for the 
intervals 6000-8200 and 8800-10 000 B. P. Even more pronounced maxima 
are encountered in the curve representing the number of arboreal pollen 
per milligram of sediment. It is likely, therefore, that the rate changes 
in Rogers Lake sediment are local changes and not the changes in time 
scale concerned with here.

With the exception of Lake Yueh Tan, for which the absolute dates 
give a local change in sedimentation rate around 4000 to 6000 B. P . , the 
sedimentation curves do not show the drop in sedimentation rate, suggested 
by the climatic model, about 5000 14C years ago. For Rogers Lake (Fig. 2), 3

3
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TABLE II. 14C AGES OF LAKE YUEH TAN SEDIMENT AS A
FUNCTION OF DEPTH AND TOTAL ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT3

Laboratory Depth below
Accum ulated

sediment 14C age
i4C  age

corrected  for 14C
No. "surface" below  "surface" with 5568 yr d e fic ien cy  and

(cm ) (g /c m 2) h a lf-life with 5730 yr 
h a lf-l ife

Y -2000 6 .9 -1 7 .7 1 .2 1280 620 ± 100

Y -2001 3 7 .7 -4 8 .4 4 .7 1750 1100 ± 100

Y -2002 1 7 7 .7 -1 8 9 .0 26.1 2240 1600 ± 100

Y -2003 2 4 8 .7 -2 5 9 .0 3 8 .6 2520 1890 ± 120

Y -2004 3 0 9 .5 -3 1 9 .0 4 8 .8 2890 2280 è 100

Y -2005 3 4 9 .5 -3 5 9 .0 56. 8 2990 2380 ± 100

Y -2006 3 8 9 .5 -3 9 9 .0 6 5 .0 3270 2670 ± 100

Y -2007 4 4 6 .8 -4 5 8 .1 77 .0 3490 2890 ± 100

Y -2008 5 2 1 .8 -5 3 2 .7 9 0 .8 3600 3020 ± 80

Y -2009 5 4 1 .1 -5 5 0 .6 9 5 .2 4130 3550 ± 80

Y -2010 5 8 7 .5 -5 9 8 .3 107 .7 4070 3490 ± 80

Yr2011 6 2 8 .4 -6 3 9 .1 117 .0 4500 3940 ± 50

Y -2012 6 8 7 .4 -6 9 8 .0 1 28 .0 4480 3900 è 80

Y -2013 7 2 5 .5 -7 3 6 .0 1 34 .7 5150 4600 ± 60

Y -2014 7 9 3 .0 -8 0 2 .0 1 47 .0 5790 5250 ± 100

Y -2015 8 2 8 .0 -8 3 8 .0 1 56 .1 5950 5430 è 80

Y -2016 8 6 8 .0 -8 7 8 .0 1 65 .9 6270 5750 è 80

Y -2017 9 0 2 .3 -9 1 2 .4 173 .6 6690 6190 ± 120

Y -2018 9 4 1 .1 -9 5 0 .8 1 8 3 .2 7080 6590 ± 100

Y -2019 9 7 9 .7 -9 8 8 .9 194 .5 7540 7060 i 80

Y -2020 1 00 2 .1 -1 0 1 2 .9 1 97 .0 7890 7420 ± 80

Y -2021 1 03 7 .6 -1 0 4 8 .4 2 03 .2 8270 7810 ± 80

Y -2022 1 0 6 7 .7 -1 0 7 8 .4 2 09 .2 8510 8050 ± 80

Y -2023 Appr. 1120 Appr. 218 .9 8950 8510 ± 100

Y -2024 Appr. 1155 Appr. 228 .0 9220 8790 è 100

Y -2025 Appr. 1174 Appr. 233 .0 9670 9260 ± 100

3 The 14C d e fic ien cy  o f  the lake is equivalent with an age correction  o f  about 700 yr. 
"Surface" denotes the top o f  the co r e ; due to in com plete  recovery the top o f  the core  is an unknown 
number o f  centim etres below  the m ud-w ater interface.

3 *
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TABLE III. 14C AGES OF LAKE VICTORIA SEDIMENTS AS A
FUNCTION OF DEPTH AND TOTAL ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT3

Laboratory
No.

Depth below  
surface 

(cm )

Accum ulated 
sedim ent 

below  surface 
(g /cm 2)

UC age 
with 5568-yr 

h a lf-life

14C age
corrected for 14C 

d e fic ien cy  and 
with 5730-yr 

h a lf-life

Y-2027 50-75 3 .6 860 480 ± 120

Y -2028 100-120 6 .5 1200 830 ± 120

Y -2029 150-170 9 .5 1440 1090 ± 100

Y-2030 205-225 1 2 .5 2000 1660 ± 120

Y-2031 255-275 15. 2 2300 1960 à 80

Y -2032 305-325 18 .5 2390 2060 à 100

Y -2033 355-375 2 1 .5 2870 2560 ± 80

Y -2034 405-425 25 .0 3200 2900 ± 60

Y-2035 455-480 2 8 .5 3240 2930 ± 100

Y-2036 505-525 3 2 .0 3660 336.0 è 60

Y -2037 605-625 4 0 .0 4280 4010 ± 100

Y -2038 655-675 4 5 .0 4630 4370 ± 60

Y -2039 705-725 50 .0 5190 4940 ± 80

Y -2040 752-772 5 4 .2 5490 5230 ± 100

Y-2041 806-826 5 9 .0 5820 5590 ± 100

Y -2042 855-875 63 .5 6160 5940 ± 100

Y -2043 905-925 6 8 .0 6500 6290 ± 120

Y -2044 955-975 72.5 6990 6790 ± 160

Y -2045 1010-1030 77 .5 7340 7150 ± 120

Y -2046 1110-1130 87 .0 8130 7970 ± 160

Y -2048 1210-1230 98 .0 8950 8810 è 100

Y -2049 1249-1270 103 .0 9550 9430 ± 200

The 14C d e fic ien cy  o f  the lake is equivalent with an age correction  o f  about 400 yr.

a sufficient number of small samples was available for a more detailed 
analysis, the results indicate a short-term 14C oscillation between 
6000 and 6500 B. P. (absolute, or 5000 to 5300 B. P. in 14C years) with a 
drop in 14C content of about 5%. The two oldest tree-ring data of 
Damon [11] agree with this oscillation (see also Fig. 6).

The sedimentation rates of the three lakes, based on 14C years, are 
given in Fig. 5. The rates have been normalized by equating the sedi-
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14FIG. 5. C sedimentation rates for Lake Victoria, Rogers Lake and Lake Yueh Tan as a function o f 14C 
age. The sedimentation rates have been normalized by equating the sedimentation rate for the last few 
thousand years to 1

FIG.6. Atmospheric 14C activity in percent deviation from age-corrected oxa lic-acid  standard. The 
solid line (and the two points near 6300 B .P .) are based on tree-ring work covering the past 6300 calendar 
years [1 1 ]; the dashed curve is based on the lake sedimentation-rate analysis

mentation rates of all lakes to 1 for the last few thousand years. The only 
change in sedimentation rate common to all lakes is around 2500 B. P.
This change has to be interpreted as a change in time scale, because it 
is very unlikely that local, unrelated sedimentation changes would coincide
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so precisely. The average increase in sedimentation rate amounts to a 
factor of 1.5, corresponding with a shortening of the time scale by the 
same factor prior to 2500 B. P. Tree-ring measurements indicate a 
shortening of the time scale prior to 2300 B. P. with about a factor of 1.4. 
The sedimentation rate study thus affirms independently the change in 
time scale observed in 14C ages of tree-rings and Egyptian samples of 
known ages. Within the inherent accuracies of the methods the agreement 
is excellent.

Although the sedimentation rate method is not sufficiently accurate to 
detect changes of a few percent in the 14C time scale, it is certainly 
capable of detecting changes exceeding 10%. Such a detectable change is 
only found around 2500 B. P. Changes in sedimentation rate common to 
all curves are not seen for the remaining time interval. Therefore, the 
long-term increase in 14C activity prior to 2500 B. P. has not been 
interrupted to any significant extent between 2500 and at least 10 000 14C 
years B. P. The 14C time scale is about a factor of 1.4 shorter than our 
calendar system over this interval; 14C ages R and true ages T in calenders 
seem to be related to each other according to the equation T = 1.4 R -  900. 
This formula deviates slightly from the one previously given for the 
2500 - 6000 calendar years' interval (T = 1.4 R - 1100, [13]).

The atmospheric 14C activity during the past 10 000 calendar years 
is given in Fig. 6. The part of the curve representing atmospheric 14C 
activity during the last 6000 calendar years is based on tree-ring work 
by Damon [11]; the dashed extension is based on the lake sedimentation 
rate analysis.

DISCUSSION

Long-term variations of atmospheric 14C concentration can be caused 
by changes in oceanic circulation, Earth magnetic-field strength, or solar 
wind intensity. The long-term decrease in atmospheric 14C activity since 
10 000 B. P. is probably not produced by a change in the oceanic circulation 
pattern. Glacial periods are normally associated with increased oceanic 
circulation due to lower oceanic temperatures. Increased oceanic circu
lation should lower the atmospheric 14C content, but this inference 
conflicts with the higher atmospheric 14C activity actually encountered 
10 000 years ago.

An alternative explanation, a slow increase in magnetic field strength 
since 10 000 B. P . , is compatible with the 14C results. The Earth's 
magnetic dipole moment would need to have increased twofold during this 
interval in order to produce the observed effect. In view of the known 
variability of the magnetic field such a change is certainly possible. 
However, direct measurements of the paleomagnetic field are lacking 
for a large part of the time interval under discussion, and as yet the 
influence of magnetic field changes on 14C activity is not known.

As discussed previously, short-term variations in 14C activity are 
produced by solar modulation of the cosmic-ray flux. It is possible that 
the same mechanism is also responsible for the long-term change in 
atmospheric 14C content. The possibility of changes in the solar constant 
has always been included in the multitude of theories for the origin of the 
ice ages. From a comparison of the planetary blue magnitude of Uranus
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and Neptune with those of carefully selected background stars, evidence 
has been presented of a systematic increase of the solar constant totalling 
about 2% between 1953 and 1958 [14], During the same interval, sunspot 
activity increased from a minimum to the highest maximum ever recorded. 
Supplementing this direct observation are many climatic studies [e. g. 15-17], 
but the strength and even the direction of the correlation between climate 
and sunspot activity are not very clear. If the correlation between sunspot 
activity and solar constant is justified, however, glacial ages should be 
associated with low sunspot activity. Combining this hypothesis with the 
solar modulation model of 14C variations, an increase in 14C production 
during glacial ages is to be expected. As suggested by Suess [2], the 
observed long-term trend could be a relict of the past ice age.

Short-term variations in production rate lasting on the order of a 
hundred years are attenuated considerably in the atmosphere because of 
the large size of the reservoirs involved. For the atmosphere the attenu
ation factor for production changes lasting about one hundred years is
12.5 [7], The variations in 14C activity observed during the past 2000 years 
have a magnitude of about 2%, and accepting the solar modulation theory 
for their cause, the changes in production rate must have been about 25%.
If one postulates a "super-quiet" sun (a sun without a sunspot cycle) as 
being the cause for glacial intervals, it follows that the atmospheric 14C 
activity during glacial ages was also increased by at least 25%. This is 
the approximate magnitude of the observed change as inferred from the 
sedimentation-rate analysis.

Results of this study therefore agree with any theory of the origin of 
ice ages that postulates solar variability. The correctness of the "super
quiet" sun hypothesis is not thereby proven, however, as long as the 
Earth's magnetic field intensity remains such an unknown quantity.

A sudden reduction in production rate at a certain time previous to 
10 000 B. P. could not produce the long-term trend in 14C activity. Such 
a change would result in an exponential decrease in atmospheric 14C 
activity with a half-life of around 5700 years. The observed change 
corresponds with a much longer "h alf-life " of about 20 000 years, and so 
slow a trend can only be produced by a slow continuous change in Earth 
magnetic field or solar behaviour.
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D I S C U S S I O N

J. THOMMERET (Chairman): What radiocarbonate substance do you
use to measure 14C in lake deposits?

M. STUIVER: The actual substance used is the organic content of
the sediment itself. The cores have no carbonate content; one is working 
with pure organic material, and the total organic content is dated.

J. THOMMERET: But when the sediments are very old — of the
order of 6 or 8000 years for example — is the quantity of organic matter 
remaining in them sufficient?

M. STUIVER: Usually, in the case of the more organic lakes, we
used a core of about 2 cm diameter, and the total length we needed for 
analysis was 5-10 cm.

P. E. DAMON: One consequence of Dr. Stuiver's conclusions based
upon sedimentation rates is that the varve chronology would be incorrect 
by some 2500 to 3000 years. Would Dr. Stuiver, or perhaps Dr. Tauber, 
care to comment on the probability of such a large error in the varve 
chronology?
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H. TAUBER: The Scandinavian varve chronology for the last 12 000
years is very consistent, as shown by the internal agreement between 
series of varve countings from different parts of the region, e. g. from  
Finland and Sweden. The modern corrections to the classical de Geer 
chronology usually amount to only some tens of years. Furthermore, 
the varve scale is linked with the present with a gap of only about 200 years. 
It is therefore very difficult to see how an error of the order of 3000 years, 
as implied in the present paper, could arise in the Scandinavian varve 
chronology. The overall error in the scale is more likely to be of the 
order of a few hundred years.

The close agreement between the varve chronology and 14C dates for 
the late glacial period (Nilsson, I9601; Tauber, 19652) is thus very 
difficult to explain if the atmospheric 14C concentration is assumed to rise 
steadily between 2500 and 10 000 B. P. I think we have a real discrepancy 
here.

1 NILSSON, E ., The recession o f the Land-Ice in Sweden during the Allerÿd and the Younger Dryas 
Ages, Int. Geol. C ong., 21st, Copenhagen 1960, Rept. 4 (1960) 98-107.

2 TAUBER, H .. Recent development in 14C dating, 6th INQUA Congr., Warsaw (1961) 1 (1965) 
729-741.
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Abstract

CARBON-14 CONCENTRATIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS AND THEIR TEMPORAL 
FLUCTUATIONS. Artificial 14C in the atmosphere is produced in nuclear reactions (14N (n,p)14C) 
between nitrogen atoms in the air and neutrons liberated in the explosion o f nuclear devices. Consequently 
14C concentrations in the Earth’s dynamic carbon reservoir have been substantially increased'as a result 
o f  atmospheric testing during the past decade. Atmospheric carbon dioxide is the ultimate source o f the 
carbon in all living organisms, so that fluctuations in the radiocarbon concentration o f the former would 
be expected to produce parallel variations in the latter.

This correlation between 14C concentrations o f atmospheric and plant materials has been 
investigated. To measure the i4C activity o f  plant materials o f  recent but known age a number o f 
spirit samples have been analysed. It was assumed that the 14C concentrations o f  samples would be 
indicative o f  the activity o f  the grain during the growth period.

Fluctuations in atmospheric 14C concentrations during and after periods o f  nuclear-weapons testing 
have been followed by many workers. Individual data are available from several different latitudes, 
and results have been selected for comparison purposes.

Data show that there is a general correlation between the 14C concentrations o f  spirits and 
atmospheric C 0 2 samples with the result that the year o f  manufacture o f  the spirits is predictable. The 
"Suess effect" and the "bom b effect" are considered in the light o f  this correlation.

INTRODUCTION

Concentrations of 14C in the Earth's atmosphere have been changed 
during the past century in opposing ways by two of man's major 
activities. The results of these activities are commonly referred 
to as the "Suess effect" and the "bomb effect". The former stems 
from the combustion of fossil fuels resulting in the release of 
14C-free carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. It originated with the 
industrial revolution and became pronounced in the late nineteenth 
century. The "bomb effect" is of more recent origin, being the 
result of production in the atmosphere of considerable quantities of 
14C through the neutron-activation of atmospheric nitrogen 
(1 4 N J h £ _ . 14C ) .

The neutrons involved are the product of the fission and fusion 
processes which form the basis of nuclear devices. In Table I the 
total energy yields of nuclear devices tested during the period 
1945-1962 are presented [1], Since the total energy yield for a

41
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TABLE I. FISSION AND FUSION ENERGY YIELDS  
OF NUCLEAR DEVICES

Period
Fission y ie ld  (Mton)

Air tests Surface tests

Fusion yield  (Mton)

Air tests Surface tests

1945-51 0 .1 9 0 .57 - -

1952-54 1 .0 3 7 .0 - 2 2 .0

1955-56 5 .6 7 .5 5 .4 9 .5

1957-58 3 1 .0 9 .0 2 6 .0 1 9 .0

1959-60 Test Moratorium

1961 2 5 .0 - 9 5 .0 -

1962 7 6 .0 - 1 41 .0 -

Total 1 39 .0 5 4 .0 2 67 .0 5 1 .0

nuclear process is related to the neutron yield, Table I stresses the 
cause of the increase in the atmospheric 14C activity. It is significant 
that a "surface" test will yield considerably less 14C than that produced 
in a corresponding "a ir " burst and that almost all the neutrons escaping 
from the exploding nuclear device appear to produce 14C when they 
are absorbed by the atmosphere.

Several references can be cited on the quantity of neutrons released 
to the atmosphere by nuclear devices but the values most commonly 
used are 2X 1026 n/Mton of fission and fusion in the case of an air 
burst and 1 X 1026 n/Mton for a surface burst. The total production 
of carbon-14 to date is estimated therefore at 92 X 1027 atoms 
(excluding any contribution from tests since 1962). This would be 
sufficient to raise the carbon-14 concentration by almost a factor of 
four were it to be contained in the troposphere.

Increases in the 14C-activity level of the atmosphere were first 
observed in 1954 following the onset in 1952 of the thermonuclear 
era. Since 1952, 74C has been injected sporadically into the 
atmosphere and the 14C level has followed a general, but irregular, 
increase. Fluctuations in atmospheric 14C concentrations during and 
after periods of nuclear-weapons testing have been followed by 
numerous workers, and individual data are available from many 
different latitudes [2-6],  In comparison with the radiocarbon 
production by the "bomb effect", dilution of the 14C specific activity of 
the atmosphere through the "Suess effect" has remained relatively 
small.
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Plants absorb carbon dioxide through photosynthesis and thus it 
would be expected that the 6 * * * * * * * 14C concentrations in plant materials would 
be related to atmospheric 14C concentrations. A correlation has 
already been indicated by the results of Broecker and Walton [2],
Nydal [4], and others. The object of this study was to investigate 
this correlation further and to do so plant material of recent origin was 
required. Alcoholic spirits offered a convenient source of these 
materials, on the assumption that the 14C concentration of a spirit 
sample would be indicative of the 14C activity of the grain from which 
it was manufactured. Malt whisky specimens of recent age were 
used to derive plant 14C activities. Should the correlation between 
plant and atmospheric 14C activities be well defined, it would thus be 
possible to establish a short-term dating method for the spirits 
themselves. Malt whiskies were chosen because they are manufactured 
exclusively from barley grown in Scotland.

The geographical region of growth of the grain was therefore 
known as opposed to the circumstances prevailing in "blended whiskies" 
where the grain may be a mixture from various regions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples were selected from a single distillery in consultation 
with the manufacturers. The sample ages were known only to the 
distillers. Each sample was freed from colouring matter through 
distillation, yielding about 20 g. The 14C activity of each sample 
was measured at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington,
Middx, by the carbon dioxide gas counting method. Mass-spectrometric 
measurements enabled corrections for isotopic fractionation to be 
made. Results are reported as 6 14C and A where

6 13C and 6 14C are the observed per mille deviations from the 13C and
14C standard.

The factor 0.950 normalizes the oxalic acid 14C activity to the
14C activities of age-corrected 1850 wood, while the factor -50.0  
brings the A result for this material close to zero. For the spirit
samples the radioactive decay since harvesting of the grain is 
negligible since concern is with samples of age fifteen years or less,
compared to the 14C half-life of 5730 ± 40 yr [7 ].

Atmospheric 14C activities have been followed by many workers
on a universal scale, so that it was necessary initially to select the 
data most relevant to the latitude of growth of the barley. In Fig. 1 
the results of three series of 14C determinations in atmospheric
samples are shown as a function of time [2-5]. With the exception 
of the data obtained by Isotopes Incorporated, Avalúes (in per cent)

, U.Í70U V
ô 14C  _ A* SAMPLE________A OXALIC ACID

Ó.950 AqXALIC acid
X 1000%o
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are plotted. Results are derived from atmospheric samples collected 
in the middle and upper latitudes of the northern hemisphere. These 
data were chosen in view of the rapid mixing of 14C believed to occur 
in the troposphere within the 42°N to 78°N latitude band [8],

The marked increase in 14C concentrations in the environment from 
1954 onwards is clearly seen. Prior to this time values of A —  3% 
(30%o) are a direct result of the "Suess effect".

MANUFACTURE OF SPIRIT SAMPLES

The principal stages in the manufacture of malt and blended whiskies 
are shown in Fig. 2. Since an assessment was being made of the 
correlation between atmospheric 14 C concentrations and those in the 
spirits, it was important to determine whether there existed any 
potential source of carbon, other than the grain, in the final alcoholic
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fraction. Three sources do, in fact, exist: water, yeast and 
colouring matter that are used in various stages of the process. 
Colouring matter was removed in the distillation stage, yeast acts 
primarily as a catalyst in the sugar-to-alcohol conversion, and it is 
anticipated that the water contributed little, or no carbon to the alcohol 
fraction obtained from the original grain starches. It is believed, 
therefore, that no substantial source of carbon contamination of the 
alcohol could occur in these manufacturing steps.

FIG.2. Manufacture of malt whiskies

RESULTS

Since barley is grown in Scotland during the period April to 
September it might be expected that only during this time would the 
grain incorporate 14C from the atmosphere. From the data in Fig. 1 
the mean 14C activities for this "growth" period and the corresponding 
winter months were calculated for each year. At the time of measurement 
the ages of the spirit samples were not known. By comparing the 
atmospheric and whisky 14C activity data the most probable year of 
growth of the original barley was allocated to each sample. A 
summary of results is shown in Fig. 3, in which the mean "growth" 
and "winter" 44C activities are plotted for each year. Brackets 
indicate the total 14C-activity range within that period. Each spirit 
140 activity is accompanied by a shaded area whose ordinate represents 
the standard deviation associated with the A determination.

For samples B, X , C, and F, the years of barley growth 
appeared to be quite distinct. Sample A, with a Avalué of -3.34%, 
seemed to belong to the pre-1954 era. This relatively large negative 
value would thus be directly attributable to the "Suess effect". Samples 
D and E, A values of 26.5% and 22.6% respectively, were difficult to 
assign to a specific year of growth. In the case of sample D, however, 
it was noted that only during the 1959 growth period did atmospheric 
14 C concentrations rise to values that were capable of yielding the 
observed result. For sample E, however, there existed the possi
bility that it, too, could have been manufatured from 1959 grain. It
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was assigned to 1961 since no two malt samples were selected from 
the same year.

At this stage the true ages of the samples were revealed. Since 
whisky is made from barley grown during the previous year, the true 
year of growth of the barley from which each sample originated, was 
known.

IOO-
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FIG.3. Correlation between 14 C concentrations in whisky and atmosphere

DISCUSSION

With the exception of sample A, the " 14C age" of the barley agreed 
withitstrue age. Sample A was assigned to the pre-1954 era and was, in 
fact, manufactured from 1953 grain. Sample X consisted of a blend of 
predominantly three individual whiskies — some 1939, some 1951, but 
mainly 1955. That this sample was assigned to 1955 implies that the 
method is sufficiently sensitive to detect the major component of a 
blended whisky of this period. This might not be the case, however, 
for blends of different composition.
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The results indicate that barley is a good measure of atmospheric 
14C activity via the spirits produced from it. The correlation between 
the 14C activities of whisky and atmospheric samples is sufficiently 
good to justify this technique as a dating method for certain spirits.
An application of such a method could be in the detection of illicit 
blenders and distillers.

Perhaps the most interesting application of this study could be its 
use in measuring the temporal fluctuations of atmospheric 14C concen
trations due to the "Suess effect". The A value of sample A indicated 
the desired sensitivity. 14c analyses of spirits manufactured at regular 
Intervals from the early nineteenth century to 1954 could permit the 
gradual dilution of atmospheric 14C to be quantitatively followed. This 
method would be free of some of the practical difficulties encountered 
in tree-ring studies. Satisfactory measurement of the "Suess effect" 
might permit the range of this dating method of spirits to be extended, 
although the accuracy of any assignments would be limited.
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Abstract

VARIATIONS IN THE PRODUCTION OF COSMOGENIC RADIONUCLIDES. A brief review of data 
concerning the tim e variations o f 14C concentrations in atmospheric C 0 2 , and their various interpretations, 
is given. The possible processes which can affect the 14C / 12C ratio in the atmosphere and in the biosphere 
are discussed, in particular changes in the production rate and the exchange rate between different reservoirs. 
It is shown that a change in one of these processes has different consequences for different isotopes, 
depending on their geochem ical behaviour. Based on this fact, experiments are proposed and described 
which make it possible to decide which of the two generally considered processes is mainly responsible for 
the observed 14C variations.

The following preliminary results are obtained:
Tritium deposition in Greenland shows variations which can be explained by the varying solar activity. 

Variations are also observed for the 32Si deposition in the ice layers on the Jungfraujoch. The 81 Kr 
activity o f atmospheric krypton is found to be not higher than twice the expected value.

INTRODUCTION

There are mainly two aspects in the variations of the concentration 
of 14C found by many authors in recent years. Need for the conversion 
of 14C ages to "true" ages makes it necessary to know these variations 
as accurately as possible. Knowledge and understanding of the processes 
which led to these variations could finally lead to a deeper understanding 
of many geochemical and geophysical processes. A large number of in
vestigations have been carried out to solve the problem of the origin of 
these variations. Among the most recent papers covering this field are 
those of Damon, Long and Gray [1], Kigoshi [2], Suess [3], Dyck [4], 
and Bray [5], but it is not necessary to make a comprehensive review of 
these and other papers here. Two groups of hypotheses can be 
distinguished:

14C variations are caused by climatic changes, and
14C variations are caused by variations of the production rate.

In this paper the authors review these theories critically.

DISCUSSION OF THEORIES

The climate of the world has undergone considerable change during 
the last few thousand years, and before. These facts are known from  
historical data, pollen analysis, stable isotope analysis and other methods. 
It is of course very tempting to try to make a correlation of the biospheric 
14C content with some kind of climatic data like temperature, winter 
severity index or precipitation rate. It is well known that such corre
lations exist.
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This fact can be understood only qualitatively. At climatic optima 
the biospheric activity will certainly become higher, thus depleting the 
atmosphere of COs and hence raising the 14C concentration.
Simultaneously the ocean will be warmed up, causing it to de-gas old CO2 

which will dilute the 14C . It is not known definitely which effect is 
stronger. It seems that the latter process is the stronger one in the long 
run, but it is not known at which frequency of climatic oscillations it will 
become stronger. Too many unknown parameters are involved, and a 
quantitative analysis does not seem promising.

Similar uncertainties are involved in the hypotheses which consider 
a production variation. Nothing is known so far about variations in the 
galactic cosmic radiation. Therefore a correlation with a shielding 
effect of some kind remains to be found. The geomagnetic field is such 
a shielding phenomenon. If the dipole moment has varied, which seems 
probable from the data available [6, 7], the production rate must have 
varied also. The authors have estimated the influence of a change in the 
geomagnetic dipole moment to the production rate of spallation stars from 
the change in production rate with geomagnetic latitude. The result is 
shown in Fig. 1 [8], It can be seen that a large variation in the geomagnetic 
dipole moment is necessary to produce a production variation of a factor 
of two. A correlation with data on paleomagnetism is hard to achieve, 
since these data show a broad spread. Neverthe ess, Kigoshi sees some 
slight indication for a correlation [2],

FIG. 1. Global spallation-star production rate (P) as a function o f the geomagnetic dipole moment (M).
Present production rate (P0) and present dipole moment (M0) are assumed to be unity [8 ]

Another shielding effect is that of the plasma clouds ejected by the 
sun. According to Simpson [13], the integrated flux of galactic particles 
varies by factors of 2 to 4 during one solar cycle due to variations in the 
solar activity. Therefore, Stuiver [14], and later Suess, compared the 
14C concentration with the solar activity as far back as data is obtainable. 
From Suess's data [3] it is obvious that there is a significant anticorre
lation, at least from 1500 A. D.  onwards, where the sunspot data are reliable. 
However, production variations must have been at least 20% in order to 
result in concentration variations of 2% because of the strong damping
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which such oscillations undergo. For a period of 200 years, a phase shift of 
some 50ó has to be applied. Under these circumstances, Suess's anti
correlation becomes even better.

For the high concentration prior to 2000 B. P.  a production variation 
of the same size could have been responsible, since the damping is much 
less for slow changes.

GENERAL

In the opinion of the authors, nothing basically new can be learned 
from the existing data. It is known that dendrochronologists are working 
hard to extend their time scale, and i4C laboratories are trying to achieve 
still higher accuracy, so that more and better 14C data will be obtained. 
There should, however, be other possibilities of obtaining facts from 
measurements.

If the production rate of 14C has varied the production rate of other 
cosmogenic radionuclides must have varied to a similar extent. But 
if isotopes with a geochemical behaviour which is quite different from that 
of 14C are considered, climatic effects will have different consequences. 
With the appropriate half-lives of the different cosmogenic isotopes dif
ferent time scales can be investigated. This is necessary, since the 
mechanisms which have caused long-term and short-term fluctuations 
were probably quite different.

Some of the possibilities and some preliminary results are given in 
the following:

The appropriate cosmogenic radioisotope to investigate variations in 
periods of 10 to 100 years is tritium. As most cosmogenic nuclides, 
with the exception of 14C and a few others, it is produced by reactions with 
a relatively high threshold energy, namely 4 MeV. The flux of thermal 
and fast neutrons is certainly not the same, but there is no reason why 
they should not v.ary proportionally. Unlike all other isotopes tritium is 
accreted directly from the sun in amounts which are not negligible. When 
interpreting tritium measurements this fact has to be taken into account.

In the authors' laboratory six profiles from Greenland were analysed 
with respect to tritium [9] . One example is shown in Fig. 2. Strong 
variations show up with a period half that of the solar cycle. Maxima, 
which coincide with maxima of solar activity, are due to the accretion of 
tritium from the sun and production by solar protons, while maxima 
coinciding with solar minima are caused by minimum shielding of the 
galactic component of the cosmic radiation.

The time scale was established using accumulation rates obtained by 
three different methods: classical stratigraphy, isotope stratigraphy, 
and decrease of the mean tritium concentration with depth.

If the production of tritium is a function of sunspot numbers, and if 
the same function is applied to the production of 14C, a variation of a 
factor of two is obtained from 1600 to 1700 A. D.  in polar regions, leading 
to a mean global variation of 30%. Such investigations should also also be 
repeated at other locations. Unfortunately the time for this is short, since 
the measurement of pre-bomb tritium becomes more and more difficult, 
and even if no more thermonuclear weapons are exploded, a natural level 
of tritium concentration will never be reached.
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FIG.2. Sun-spot activity 1925-1952 compared with tritium concentration in Greenland ice . Samples 
are from "Station Centrale” [9 ]

Over ice-covered mainlands, such as Greenland and Antarctica,
2i°pb could serve as an indicator of variations in atmospheric mixing, 
since at these locations 210 Pb comes mainly from the stratosphere.

If periods of the order of 102 to 103 years are to be investigated, 32Si 
seems to be most suitable. It is produced by spallation reactions from 
argon and can be found, among other places, in glaciers.

The authors undertook a search for variations in 32Si-deposition in an 
ice shield at Jungfraujoch, Switzerland [10], This ice shield is penetrated 
by a tunnel. Unfortunately, the ages of different layers, which can be seen 
throughout the tunnel, are not very well known, By a simplified flow model, 
for the age t of a layer at a depth x:

To evaluate the unknown parameters zq (accumulation rate) and K 
(flow constant), measurement of the mean thickness of the annual layers 
at a certain depth, with the help of a deuterium profile, was attempted1. 
From this, and the above-mentioned model, an accumulation rate of 
40 cm water equivalent per year was obtained.

A total of seven samples, ranging in size from 1 .5  to 2. 5 tons (metric) 
were taken. Measurements were made according to well-known proce
dures. Every sample was measured at least twice, once in Berne and

1 The authors are indebted to Dr.E. Roth and Mme. L. Metlivat for having measured the deuterium 
samples.
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FIG. 3. Concentration o f cosm ic-ray-produced 32 Si in ice from Jungfraujoch, Switzerland [1 0 ], See 
also text for comment on time scale

once at the Tata Institute in Bombay. The results, together with the 
adopted time scale are plotted in Fig. 3. These data can be interpreted 
with caution. To be very precautious, it can be said that there are 
variations in concentration. The question arises as to whether this also 
means variations in deposition rate. Of the many processes which could 
convert a constant deposition rate into a variable concentration none is 
strong enough to produce such big differences, neither recent contami
nation, enrichment by filtering or evaporation, nor change in precipitation 
rate. Therefore, there is a strong indication for production variations, 
However, since the glacier in question is relatively warm, these results 
should be confirmed in cold glaciers, and a check made to see if they show 
up all over the world.

Being less precautious, the time scale can also be studied. The 
maximum at 1900 looks rather intriguing, but a corresponding 14 C 
maximum would have shown up several decades later and been masked by 
the Suess effect. In the same period of time, more could be learned from 
numerous and more precise 14C measurements. It would be very 
interesting to know the exact form of the variations since 1500 A. D.  This 
could tell if the variations were more or less sinusoidal or if they had 
the character of bursts. Since the damping factors are frequency dependent, 
this information is needed if production variations are to be estimated 
from concentration variations.

In the region of several thousand years it is obvious that more 14C - 
data, preferably down to 10 000 years, are needed. These will possibly 
come in due course by the extension of the dendrochronological time 
scale. In principle there is also the possibility of making tests in ice.
One problem here is whether glaciologists can make a reliable stratigraphy 
over such a large span of time. The other problem is whether 14C can 
be measured with satisfactory precision. Preliminary tests were made in 
the Tuto tunnel in Greenland [11]. With the present technique it is possible 
to measure 40 mg of carbon with a precision of 6%. Hence, only minor 
ameliorations are needed to measure at least the general trend of the
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14C concentration before 6000 B. P. Almost certainly there have been 
variations in the production rate of cosmogenic isotopes during the last 
several 10s years. Meteoritic data indicate that no large variations have 
occurred, but this is only true for the mean location of the meteorites, 
that means 3 or 4 AU2 from the sun, but not necessarily for the surface 
of the earth. Here, 81 Kr could give some indication. This was proposed 
by Houtermans long ago, but measurements are difficult, first, because 
of the extremely low specific activity of atmospheric Kr, secondly because 
contemporary Kr has a high 85Kr activity; 81Kr is produced by thermal 
and fast neutrons and a specific activity of 1 . 3X 10-2 dpm/l krypton can 
be expected [8], The authors attempted measurement of this activity in 
a sample of pre-bomb krypton, but only upper limits were achieved. At 
least it can be said that the specific activity is not more than twice the 
expected value.

CONCLUSION

From the few measurements already made during this programme 
it seems likely that the short-term variations observed for the last few 
centuries are caused by varying solar activity. The correlation with the 
climatic changes are too good to be coincidental. It seems, therefore, 
that the climate also is influenced by the solar activity. Although 
meteorologists are noi-happy with this idea, such correlations were ob
served long ago. One of the most recent papers is that by Vanni [12], 
who observes small glaciers on the southern slopes of the Alps . Small 
glaciers respond very quickly to climatic changes, and Vanni could 
correlate their length with the sunspot activity over three solar cycles.
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D I S C U S S I O N
B. T VERn^GEN: On what samples and over wnat period were the

tritium variations with sun-spot activity observed?
S. K. AEGERTER: We used glacier ice samples from Greenland,

covering the period 1920-1954.
A. WALTON: Could you explain the physical processes that lead to

the periodicity of deuterium concentrations indicated in one of the figures 
shown in your oral presentation?

S. K. AEGERTER: The isotopic composition of precipitations —
i.e.  the content of deuterium and of lsO — depends on the condensation 
temperature. We thus observe seasonal variations in D-content as a 
function of the seasonal variations of temperature.
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Abstract

EFFECT OF INDUSTRIAL FUEL COMBUSTION ON THE CARBON-14 LEVEL OF ATMOSPHERIC COz .
As was previously noticed in 1953 by SUESS, the radiocarbon content of atmospheric C 0 2 was slightly lower 
in the 20th century (before the increase in the carbon-14 level due to the addition o f artificial 14C) than at 
the time before the beginning o f the industrial revolution in the 19th century. An exact knowledge o f the 
magnitude o f this effect is o f interest in connection with the question o f the rate o f isotope exchange between 
atmospheric C 0 2 and the bicarbonates o f the oceans. However, the radiocarbon level in the C 0 2 o f the 
atmosphere is also subject to natural fluctuations caused by a variable cosm ic-ray production rate o f  carbon-14. 
To investigate this the authors have cross-correlated sunspot numbers (as indicators o f  cosm ic-ray activity) 
with the carbon-14 level in wood, and have detected a significant coherence between the two time series.

The observed coherence permits an extrapolation of the natural carbon-14 values beyond the time o f 
the beginning o f artificial combustion o f fossil fuel, around 1880. The results show that the observed small 
decrease in the carbon-14 level is somewhat affected by the increase o f the production rate o f carbon-14, 
as a consequence of relatively low solar activity during the preceding decades. The effect o f industrial fuel 
combustion upon the carbon-14 level o f  the atmosphere can then be estimated for the Northern Hemisphere 
to be in the vicinity o f -3%.

INTRODUCTION

Since the middle of the 19th century increasing amounts of fossil fuel 
have been burned, and in this way carbon dioxide, free of carbon-14, has 
been released into the atmosphere. The amount of this carbon dioxide can 
be estimated fairly accurately from the statistics on coal mining and crude- 
oil production. In 1940 the cumulative amount corresponded to just about 
10% of the natural carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere. It is well 
known that the marine bicarbonates are approximately in thermodynamic 
equilibrium with the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, but the rate by 
which this equilibrium is established is not known. Previous estimates 
for this rate range from a few days to many thousands of years.

A first estimate as to the order of magnitude of this rate, made in 
1953 [1], makes use of the carbon-14 -free carbon dioxide that was added 
to the atmosphere by human activity. In the case of a slow equilibration 
between oceanic bicarbonate and the carbon dioxide in the air, it was 
expected that the additional radiocarbon-free CO2 had caused a corre
sponding decrease in the specific activity of the carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere. In the case of very slow interaction the decrease would 
amount to almost the full 10%, the figure for the radiocarbon-free CO2
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added. Obviously, however, some of this CO2 would have been taken up 
by the terrestrial biosphere, so that the expected effect has to be smaller 
than this figure of 10%. If no observable change in the radiocarbon level of 
the atmosphere since the 19th century had occurred, then this would indi
cate that the exchange of carbon dioxide between the atmosphere and the 
ocean is rapid and occurs on a time scale of a few years. Actually, wood 
grown between 1940 and 1950 shows, indeed, a lower carbon-14 content 
than wood grown in the 19th century. The difference was known to be 
about 1 to 2% [2] . Several new measurements are reported here in Table I.

TABLE I. DIFFERENCES BETW EEN THE RADIOCARBON  
CONTENT (A 14C in per m ille) OF WOOD OF A  FIR TREE FROM  
OREGON CAVE NATIONAL MONUMENT (40° N, 123°W ) AND THE 
WOOD OF THE SAME TREE GROWN BETW EEN 1875 AND 1885

U  No. Year o f  
growth

S13C
(± 0 .2 )

a14c

(± 4 )

754 1900 -  1 .4 + 5

757 1908 -  6 .6 0

1241 1910 -  3 .6 + 9

756 1912 -  3 .5 -  1

1453 1942 -  1 .1 -  10

1455 1945 -  0 .1 -  15

1242 1945 + 0 .2 -  25

1237 1945 -  1 .3 -  24

1235 1945 0 -  23

1240 1948 -  0 .1 -  27

1239 1948 -  0 .1 -  18

1236 1948 -  1 .5 -  24

A time constant of 10 to 30 years can be estimated from these values [3]. 
Since 1950 large amounts of artificial radiocarbon have been added to the 
atmosphere by the testing of atomic weapons and by other artificial means, 
and this has by now almost doubled the level of carbon-14 in atmospheric 
carbon dioxide. This artificial carbon-14 will eventually serve as a better 
tracer for the determination of geochemical rate constants involving C 0 2 
than the phenomenon of industrial fuel combustion [4], but a more accurate 
knowledge of the magnitude of the latter effect of fossil fuels is still of 
interest.

In 1956, De Vries [5] found that the carbon-14 level had not been 
constant during the last three or four centuries, but had varied by several 
per cent. DeVries suspected correlations with climatic fluctuations. It 
is now well established that these changes in the carbon-14 level are corre
lated with sunspot numbers. This conclusion is based on recent precise
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measurements of the carbon-14 level during the past thousand years, both 
in La Jolla [G] and at Yale [7] . It is presumably due to changes in the 
intensity of incident galactic cosmic rays, caused by a modulation of 
magnetic fields originating on the sun, which is itself correlated with 
sunspots. The correlation is in the sense that, during periods of low solar 
activity, the carbon-14 in the atmosphere rises, and during periods of 
high solar activity the carbon-14 decreases.

A mathematical analysis of the sunspot and A14C data shows, indeed, 
that the subjectively recognized correlation between sunspot numbers and 
the carbon-14 level in the atmosphere is statistically significant. A de
scription of this analysis is given below, and a more complete treatment 
will be published elsewhere [Houtermans, to be published] . The authors 
use the fact of this empirical correlation to attempt a prediction, based on 
the observed magnitude of sunspot activity, of the undisturbed carbon-14 
level from the time before the onset of the industrial revolution into the 
20th century. This prediction would not require any knowledge of the 
geophysical parameters which might be responsible for the correlation 
[8] . As will be seen, it is actually not possible to make a precise numeri
cal prediction, but this treatment does confirm the earlier qualitative 
conclusions concerning the disposition of atmospheric industrial carbon 
dioxide and the rate of exchange of CO2 with other reservoirs.

COHERENCE

The problem of establishing a correlation between the two time series 
of sunspot numbers and atmospheric carbon-14 concentrations is made 
difficult primarily by the small number of data points and the poor quality 
of the sunspot record prior to 1750, but also by uncertainties in the A14C 
values, which are not small relative to the amplitudes involved. The 
density of measurements for both time series is about one point per 10 or 
20 years, and in order to have a sufficiently large sampling group it was 
certainly necessary to use more than the 150 years of data between 1750 
and 1900, where the sunspot numbers are best known. Various lengths for 
the two series were tried between the extremes of 900 to 1900 A. D. and 
1600 to 1900 A. D ., with the hope that a compromise could be reached 
between poor data and poor statistics.

The original A14C series consists of some 90 A^C measurements 
between 260 and 1900 A . D . ,  includes eight standards near 1870 A . D . , and 
has values ranging between ± 30 per mille, with standard deviations of 
about 6 per mille. These measurements were made in the La Jolla Radio
carbon Laboratory on samples of wood from tree rings dated dendro- 
chronologically [6] .

The sunspot numbers were taken from Schove [9] who gives the 
average number of sunspots per year at the time of maximum sunspot 
number, i . e . ,  at intervals averaging 11 years. Sunspots have been ob
served only since 1750, and therefore the data given by Schove prior to 
1750 represents estimates based on historical records of such phenomena 
as aurora borealis, solar flares observed by the Chinese, etc. These 
estimates are probably most valuable in giving relative values over a 
rather short span of time, and in noting those times of extreme solar 
activity or inactivity. Between 900 and 1500 A. D. (especially before
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1300 A. D. ) the record is indeed very poor. The use of at least part of 
this early period yields a great increase in statistics, at the expense of 
some loss in coherence, and was used in some of the trials in the hope that 
a strong correlation in the subsequent data would minimize this loss.

For this work BOMM, a computer language designed for operations 
on time series, which was developed by Bullard, Oglebay, Munk, and 
Miller at the Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics in La Jolla, 
C alif., was used. The calculations were made with a Control Data 3600 
computer at the University of California at San Diego.

In both time series values were interpolated at ten-year intervals 
from 900 to 1900 A. D ., by the method of second differences. To eliminate 
high frequencies due to random experimental errors, both of the inter
polated series of 101 points each were smoothed with a digital low pass

FIG. 1. Upper curve is A 14C (in per m ille). The lower curve is the sunspot number per year (at maxima) 
on an inverted scale. Both curves have interpolated points at 10-yr intervals from 900 to 1900 A .D . and 
have had higher frequencies removed

filter with 6 decibels (1/2 amplitude) rejection at a frequency of four cycles 
per century (cpc). The resulting sunspot and A14C curves are shown in 
Fig. 1. Note that the sunspots are plotted on a negative scale. The co
herence of these two time series was then investigated. The records were 
truncated at various beginning dates and were terminated at 1900 A .D .
The two cases discussed below have beginning dates of 900 A. D.  (101 terms) 
and 1500 A. D.  (41 terms). The discussion will be in terms of the first 
truncation, with numbers in parentheses referring to the second truncation.

The power spectra of A14C and sunspot time series, their co-spectrum  
and quadrature spectrum were calculated for the 51 (21) frequencies from 
0 cpc to 5 cpc at intervals of 0.1 (0.25) cpc. Let these be designated by 
E ji, E12, C12 and Q12. The power spectra of the sunspot and 14C series, 
in logarithmic form, and their phase, arctan (Q 1 2 /C 1 2 ) in degrees, are 
given in the lower part of Fig. 2 (Fig. 3).
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Independent estimates of phase can be made for each harmonic, that 
is, within bands of 0.1 (0.25) cpc width. The coherence of two time series 
is evidenced by the fact that the phase is a smoothly, usually slowly varying 
function of frequency. To test for coherence one sums E n , E2 2 , Ci2 ,
Q12 over v  elementary bands, thus obtaining E n , Ê22, C12, Q12, and
forms R ^ i y )  = (C|2 
expected values are

+ Ó1 2  ) /Ê n  Ê22. In the 
as shown below.

case of random series the

V = 1 2 3 4 5

bandwidth, AF = 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 cpc
(0. 50) (0.50) 1; o . 75 ) (1.0) (1.25) cpc

expected R^2 ( v ) = 1 . 0 0.50 0.33 0.25 0.20

FIG. 2. Record length from 
900 to 1900 A. D. From 
bottom to top: phase at 
51 bands, sunspot power 
spectrum, A14C power 
spectrum, coherence after 
summing over v =5 e le 
mentary bands, and 
corresponding phase. The 
open and closed circles 
represent only a shift in 
the starting point o f  the 
summing. Plotted are the 
logarithm o f power and 
square o f coherence. A14C 
lags sunspots by given phase

If the calcuated value of R^2 is significantly closer to 1 than the expected 
value, then there is an indication of true coherence. Clearly, the case
V. .5 4  affords no test; it simply states that both series can be perfectly 
represented,by Fourier series, and that for any one harmonic there is 
a fixed phase relation. It needs tobe emphasized that the band-dependent
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coherence R^2(i/) is a function of frequency. It is perfectly possible (in fact 
quite likely) that two time series may be correlated within some frequency 
bands, but not in others.

FIG. 3. Record length 
from 1500 to 1900 A. D. 
From bottom to top: phase 
at 21 bands, sunspot power 
spectrum, A14C power 
spectrum, coherence after 
summing over v -  2 (open 
circles), v = 3 (crosses), 
v -  4 (closed circles) 
elementary bands, and 
corresponding phase. 
Plotted are logarithm of 
power and square of 
coherence; ¿}4C lags 
sunspots by given phase

The power spectra in Fig. 2 show the coincidence of a strong peak for 
each series at 0.5 cpc, or a period of 200 yr. (The logarithmic plot tends 
to de-emphasize the significance of this coincidence.) A somewhat less 
striking coincidence occurs at 2 cpc, or 50-yr period. The 2 cpc peak is 
more evident in Fig. 3, which represents the time span of 1500 to 1900 A. D. 
This figure reduces the 0.5 cpc peaks, indicating they may be rather 
narrow. The high scattering of the phase in the lower part of Fig. 2 is less 
strong near 0.5 and 2 cpc, and probably indicates poor coherence, except 
in the region of these two frequencies. This may reflect the fact that the early 
part of the data is so poor, since in Fig. 3 the phase is much smoother in 
the whole region from 0.5 to 2 cpc.

The phase and coherence which result from summing over adjacent 
frequencies are shown in the upper part of Figs 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 for the 
1000-yr record the sum is over v = 5 elementary bands. The open and
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the closed circles represent bands centred at different frequencies. The 
values for the coherence at 0.5 and 2 cpc are significantly above the value
0.2 expected for uncorrelated series. This can be seen from the open 
circles which give values at these two frequencies. In Fig. 3 for the 
400-yr record the open circles, crosses and closed circles represent 
sums over, respectively, v = 2,3, or 4 elementary bands. Here the 
extremely poor statistics of this case (41 points) make clear the loss of 
resolution which accompanies a low expected value of the coherence.
Indeed the open circles at 0.5 cpc are only slightly above expectation, 
indicating as above that the peaks here are narrower than 0.5 cpc. The 
low values of coherence for the cases v = 3 and 4 at the frequencies 0.25 
and 0.5 cpc, respectively, are probably due to difficulties of summing 
near the end points of the frequency scale. At or near 2 cpc, however, 
the values shown are all well above their expected values.

The high coherences at the high end of the spectrum are probably only 
coincidental, and are in any case not significant since the power at these 
frequencies is already down by a factor of about 1000. The phase values 
at the band frequencies (upper part of Figs 2 and 3) are probably significant 
only near the points of high coherence: about 90° near 0.5 cpc and about 
60° near 2 cpc.

As a further test of coherence between sunspots and A14C, a pair of 
series of pseudo-random numbers was tested for coherence in precisely 
the same way. Two different pairs consisting of white noise were generated. 
All four series had zero mean, unit variance, and a Gaussian distribution 
of values between ± s/TT. In order to simulate as closely as possible the 
actual sunspot and A14C series, each random series was digitally filtered 
with ah appropriately chosen low pass filter to get two sunspot-like and 
two A14C-like series. The power spectra of these, as produced by the 
band summing described above, were a good approximation to the spectra 
of the real sunspot and A14C series. For both pairs of random series, 
values of the coherence squared spectrum were indeed near the expected 
values of 0.2 for the 1000-ÿr record, and 0.5, 0.33, and 0.25 for the three 
types of band summing in the 400-yr record, and were much less than that 
of the real series pair. The only exceptions were in the high frequency 
portion of the spectrum and were, therefore, not important. (For example, 
a value of 0.7 for the coherence was attained at a frequency of 3 cpc in 
the case where the expected value was 0.2! )

It may be concluded from the above that there is indeed a significant 
coherence between sunspot number and A14C, especially near the frequencies
0.5 and 2 cpc (periods of 200 yr and 50 yrs).

PREDICTION

As mentioned above, the measured values of A14C, since about 1900, 
must reflect the dilution of the 14C /12C concentration in atmospheric CO2 

due to the combustion of fossil fuel. To predict what the A14C values since 
1900 would have been in the absence of such a dilution, use is made of the 
correlation between carbon-14 concentration and sunspots, and the fact 
that the sunspot activity is known to the present time. Apart from 
linearity, no analytical relation, derived from a model of the mechanism 
by which sunspots affect the A14C, is assumed in order to make this 
prediction. The connection between the two series is considered a "linear 
black box", which converts sunspot numbers to A14C values.
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This is done analytically by finding an optimum spike response, or set 
of weights, W¡, (i=-n, . . .  -1 , 0, . . .  m) which, when applied to the sunspot 
series, produces the measured A14C series. The ith weight gives the 
response of A14C at time t, to a sunspot delta function, ô (t+id), where the 
interval between terms is d = 10 yr. If the sunspot series and the A14C 
series are designated respectively by Cj, (j = 0, 1, 2, . . .  N), and Sk,
(k=-n, . . . -1 , 0, 1, . .  . N+m),: then the predicted A14C series, Cj, is given by

m

Cj = Y  WiSi+j, j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  N (1)

i - -n

It is assumed that m = 0, so that the A14C cannot be affected by future values 
of the sunspot number. The maximum lag time, L = lOn, is the "m em ory" 
of the system: a A14C value is not affected by sunspots farther in the past 
than L. Note that the sunspot series must begin L years before the A14C 
series, but both end at the same time. The weights W¡ are determined by 
requiring that the residual variance,

P2 = 1
N+l

N

y  (Cj - C j )2

i=o

( 2 )

be a minimum. They are calculated in the BOMM programme by means 
of the usual least-squares matrix inversion. Predicted carbon-14 values 
may now be calculated from Eq. (1) up to any j > N for which sunspot 
numbers are known. 2 2 / 2One measure of success of the prediction is the quantity r12 = 1- p /a  , 
where the variance of the observed A14C series is

■ TîVî I <’>
j=0

The quantity r^ is related to the coherence of the two time series in the 
sense that a perfectly coherent pair would have p2 = 0 and r22 = 1. In the 
limit of perfect incoherence, where the prediction should fail completely, 
the expected value for uncorrelated series, <^rj|^, would depend on the 
auto-correlation functions of the particular two series under consideration. 
For this paper, however, the view is taken that <r12 )> is simply related to 
the relative lengths of the Cj and S j , i. e. ■(r2̂  = 2n/(N + n).

A large number of cases were run for predicting A14C values at 10-yr  
intervals from the years 1880 to 1940. (The measured A14C for 1880 and 
1890, although as yet unaffected by the industrial carbon-12 "contami
nation", were considered to be somewhat unreliable and were not used in 
determining the spike response. ) In the various cases, two parameters 
were varied: the starting time, Ts , of the sunspot series, and the 
maximum lag time, L( i . e .  the number of weights). It seemed necessary 
to take Ts at least equal to 1300 A. D.  to avoid the bad sunspot data, and 
this imposed a limit on L for any particular theoretical prediction of fit, 
< r12 . For example, using sunspot data between Ts = 1300 and
Te = 1870 A. D ., and requiring that < r 22 >̂ be less than, say, 25%, it is 
found that the condition n < 7.12, or L < 70 yr holds.

Table II shows, for various Ts and L, the theoretical fit <(r22 y attained, 
both using the sunspot, A1̂  series pair, and using the pairs of random
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series discussed above. One sees that the coherence of sunspots and 
^ 4C is always significantly higher than both the theoretical value and the 
"experimental" values from the random series. The latter comparison is 
the more significant because one is sure that it is made between comparable 
quantities. This result tends to confirm the correlation.

It was found, however, that the predicted A14C values, when plotted as 
in Fig. 4, were in fact not at all convincing, unless the theoretical fit itself 
was already very high. Five of the many cases run are shown in order to 
illustrate how the prediction gets better as L approaches one half of the 
sunspot record length. The poor predictions occur for lags L less than

1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900

YEAR A.D. ------ ►
FIG.4. Five cases for various T s and L, o f  observed A14C values (circles) from T s + L to 1870 A .D . , and 
the values (lines) predicted by using the sunspot curve (lowest curve) from Ts to 1870, and the optimum 
set o f weights. T$ is the starting time o f the portion o f the sunspot record used, and L is the lag in years. 
From 1880 to 1940, only the predicted values are shown, except for two observed A14C values (broken line) 
reflecting 12C "contamination". Sunspots are on an inverted scale

about 100 yr, while the good fits for greater lags of course prove very 
little, since one expects them to be almost as good for uncorrelated series. 
Lags as large as 100 yr were not expected to be extremely crucial since, 
although the "m em ory" of spikes in the carbon-14 input to the atmosphere 
(related to the atmospheric residence time of C 0 2) may be as large as 
100 yr, most of the effect would have occurred already. As was seen in 
the analysis above, the coherence between sunspot numbers and A14C values

5
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TABLE II. COHERENCE VALUES RESULTING FROM THE 
PREDICTION OF A14C FROM SUNSPOTS FOR VARIOUS START AND 
END TIMES T , Te, AND LAGS L

Start End Lag Expected Actual Random Random

Years (%)

T c T* L r2 r2 r2 r2
12 12 12

1300 1900 10 3 .3 51 0 .3 4 .1

1300 1900 20 6 .7 52 0 .5 6 .0

1300 1900 30 10 53 0 .6 7 .6

1300 1900 40 13 56 1 .1 8 .3

1300 1900 50 17 56

1300 1870 70 25 60 5 .8 7 .9

1300 1870 100 35 73 15 12

1300 1870 130 45 85

1300 1870 180 68 92

1300 1870 200 70 93 63 58

1300 1870 280 98 100

1400 1900 20 8 64

1400 1900 40 16 67 0 .0 3

1400 1870 70 30 66

1400 1870 100 43 74

1400 1870 110 47 77

1400 1870 150 64 92

1700 1900 50 50 90

1700 1900 80 80 97

1700 1900 100 100 99

is limited to two frequency bands at 0.5 and 2 cpc. This limited coherence 
is most probably the explanation for the poor values obtained by the predic
tor, since the theory is based on the existence of coherence over the whole 
frequency range.

Shown in F ig .4, for Ts = 1300 and 1400 A. D.  are the sunspots, the 
predicted A14C, and the measured A14C, which extend, respectively, from 
Ts to 1940, from Ts +L  to 1940, and from Ts +L  to 1870. Of course, the 
two values shown of measured A14C after 1870 were not used in 
the prediction. Information on these cases is also included in Table II.

Although there seems to be some connection between the sunspot 
behaviour after about 1870 and the A14C during this time, there is a large

5 *
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scatter, and certainly no consistent pattern. In all the cases which were 
calculated, however, no A14C values for 1940, or indeed between 1880 and 
1940, were found to lie outside the range of -5  per mille to +35 per mille. 
These cases included starting times between 900 and 1700 A. D ., and 
maximum lags between 10 yr- and one half the sunspot record length.

It seemed significant to the authors that in no case did the predicted 
value for A^C in 1940 come close to the measured value of -22 ±4  per mille 
near 1940. In spite of the very poor quality of the prediction, it is felt to 
be reasonable to draw the conclusion that industrial fuel consumption did 
indeed depress the 14C /12C concentration of atmospheric CO2 . The extent 
of this depression was probably between -2  and -6% , and close to -3%.

CONCLUSION

Some degree of correlation appears to exist between sunspot number 
and atmospheric carbon-14 concentration. The best evidence for this 
occurs at periods of 200 yr and 50 yr , where the coherence is well above 
the coherence of pairs of random series which have similar power spectra, 
and also well above the expected value for the number of degrees of freedom 
of the problem. Since the statistics were so poor, the former result 
which represents an "experimental control" is of much greater significance 
than the latter. The prediction phase of this work also gives some indi
cations confirming the correlation, and again the comparison with the 
results from the random series is emphasized. However, the prediction 
itself has only a very limited success, probably because of a lack of co
herence at bands which are not near 0.5 cpc or 2 cpc, the only bands where 
high coherence was found.

The fact that in no case did A14C values predicted from the sunspot 
data fall below -5  per mille seemed to warrant the conclusion that the 
effect of industrial fuel consumption on the atmospheric carbon-14 con
centration does exist; in 1940 this effect was between -2% and -6%. There 
seems to be no question that the observed decrease in the first half of the 
20th century is not a fluctuation of the type observed during the preceding 
centuries, but must be due to the addition of carbon dioxide, free of radio
carbon, as had been previously concluded.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. OESCHGER: Five to ten years ago the "Suess effect" was the
subject of much discussion. The general view was that it should be higher, 
an effect of 3 or 4% being expected on the basis of model calculations. It 
seems to me that the calculations in your present paper provide confir
mation of this.

H. E. SUESS: Y es, this is broadly true, but I think it premature to
commit oneself to a precise magnitude; it depends very much on the 
model you take.

R. M. WALKER: Professor Suess, you and other researchers have
reported a decrease in 14C production with increased sunspot number — 
presumably arising from the modulation of the primary galactic radiation. 
But an active sun is also capable of giving positive contributions, either 
through direct injection or by high-energy flare protons. What can one 
infer about the magnitude of the potential positive contribution from the 
sun in the light of the observation that galactic modulation clearly pre
dominates? In particular, can one say anything of interest concerning the 
proposed high rate of 26A1 production in cosmic dust — an effect that has 
been interpreted as showing the predominance of flare particles in 
producing nuclear reactions in small particles?

H. E. SUESS: As far as 14C is concerned, there seems now to be
no doubt that the decrease in 14C production rate with increased sunspot 
number is the predominant factor. This may not be so in the case of other 
nuclear species.

W. F .  LIBBY (Chairman): Fossil 14C introduced into the troposphere
may not mix uniformly before entering the biosphere, while atmospheric 
14C from cosmic radiation will almost certainly be distributed much more 
uniformly. I recall that in your first papers on the Suess effect you 
indicated a different magnitude depending on the location, with the southern 
hemisphere registering a lower level than the northern. Could not this 
difference in geographical distribution be used to separate the Suess effect 
from the variation due to the primary production rate?

H. E. SUESS: It would indeed be interesting to do this, but it would
be a major, time-consuming operation.
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Abstract

VERY HIGH 14C ACTIVITY IN ABISKO, SWEDEN DURING SUMMER, 1965. During the summer 
of 1965 there was remarkably high 14C activity in the atmosphere at Abisko in the northern part o f  Sweden. 
The 14C activity over Spitsbergen was much lower and the increase started much later. The excess at 
Abisko was more than 30 OOO'Jlo o f the standard and was decreasing very rapidly. Samples collected at 
the end o f April show the authors' measured maximum. Ten days earlier the intensity was about 760%o 
and ten days later about 7000*7oo above the standard. Twenty days after the large peak the excess was about 
2000%o. In the beginning o f September the excess was still a little more than lOOO'Voo above the standard. 
The Abisko values indicate a second peak in July. The second peak is, however, only about 1300%» over 
the standard. The values for the winters before and after the summer o f  1965 were about 760 and 700*700, 
respectively. In May 1966 the excess in Abisko was still below 150°/oo. The international 14C standard, 95*7» 
of the activity in 1950 o f oxalic acid , from the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in Washington, D. C . , 
was used as the reference sample. The samples were collected by absorption In NaOH solution in a tray 
with an open surface o f  about 900 cm 2. Each collection  period was three or four days. The samplers 
were mounted in the open air a few metres above ground level. From the beginning o f April to the end 
of November 1965 about 15 samples were measured from Abisko but only five from Spitsbergen. A 
possible explanation o f the activity peak is contamination due to special 14C experiments in Abisko.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1961 the 14C activity of the atmosphere in Abisko had 
a remarkably high maximum, as measured in four samples in Heidelberg 
[1-4] . The liquid for the samples was prepared in Uppsala, and each 
sample was exposed for three days to the air in Abisko and sent to 
Heidelberg via the Uppsala 14C laboratory. Since this peak could not 
be detected anywhere else, although small insignificant increases could 
be seen, and some high-activity samples had been handled in Uppsala when 
the liquid for the samples was prepared, the possibility of contamination 
in the 14C laboratory could not be excluded [2, 3] . The results were, 
however, not definitely rejected because special precautions had been 
taken to avoid contamination.

Another local peak was observed in Abisko during the summer of 
1965. It was very high and lasted for months. There are three possi
bilities for the origin: (a) contamination in Uppsala, (b) contamination in 
Abisko, (c) local injection through the tropopause. For further geophysical 
discussions it is of great importance to determine what really caused this 
Abisko peak. Some until recently unknown experiments with 14C or some 
possible source of injection, not before known to the present authors, may 
be suggested. The theory of local contamination seems most probable 
at present.

69
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2. TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

2.1.  Preparation of samples

The carbon dioxide is absorbed by the static method by 1 .5  1 0. 5 N 
sodium hydroxide in a tray 30X 30 cm. This liquid is prepared in Uppsala 
from boiled distilled water. A small volume of strong sodium hydroxide 
is tested for its carbonate content by adding BaCl2- If any carbonate is 
precipitated, which normally does not occur since the procedure is 
carried out very quickly, the liquid is centrifuged. Some BaCl^ is added 
to the liquid and any precipitation is discarded by decanting the liquid 
carefully into the tray. This is washed after a sample has been collected. 
Acetic acid is sometimes used. The tray is heated electrically, the 
temperature being controlled by a thermal switch. If the evaporation 
is too high the sample is diluted with boiled distilled water. The tray 
is equipped with a roof preventing rain water from mixing with the sample. 
A metal mesh prevents birds and larger animals reaching the liquid and 
allows good air circulation. When the bottles arrive in Uppsala the samples 
are evaporated down to a smaller volume in a glass bottle by electrical 
heating. The bottle has a long neck, about 14 cm long and 4 .8  cm diam ., 
which is extended by the use of a 16.5-cm -long glass tube, diam. 1.0 cm, 
to avoid absorption. When the temperature is increased the top is closed 
by a stopper which is later pushed away by the vapour. The narrow tube 
is closed again after the heating as soon as the vapour allows a stopper 
to be put in the tube. If possible, the liquid is taken to the apparatus to 
release C 02 from hydroxide and carbonates before it is cool. If the 
samples have to be stored for future use, they are precipitated with 
BaCl2, washed, and dried. In some cases these precipitated samples 
have been used for measurements. Nothing indicates that they are con
taminated with carbon dioxide from the air in the laboratory. Precipi
tated samples are indicated with an " s "  after the collection number in the 
list in Radiocarbon [4] .

The carbon dioxide is released by adding HC1 to the sample in a 
vacuum-tight container which has first been evacuated and then filled 
and flushed with oxygen. The carbon dioxide is flushed with oxygen through 
the normal purification system of the i4C laboratory and condensed in a 
trap cooled by liquid oxygen [5] .

2 . 2 .  Presentation of data

The results are given as the corrected per mille f4C excess over natural 
concentration, the reference sample. This latter is 95% of the activity 
of the NBS oxalic acid standard in the year 1950. Corrections for devi
ations from the normal 13C /12C ratio are applied. 6 * * *

6 14C is the measured 14C deviation from the standard in per mille,
ô 13C is the measured 13C deviation from the PDB standard in per mille.
The PDB standard is a cretaceous belemnite, Belemni tella americana,
from the Peedee formation of South Carolina.
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2.3.  The 3 * * * * * * * * * * 14C activity in Abisko and on Spitsbergen

Figure 1 gives, in a logarithmic diagram, the 14C activity from 1964 
to the summer of 1966 in Abisko and on Spitsbergen as measured in the 
Uppsala 14C laboratory. The activity shows one very high peak starting 
at the end of April 1965, followed by at least one other small peak during 
June to July of the same year. The first peak has two extremely high 
values. In Fig. 2 the activity is given showing the seasonal variations 
together with the positions of the two highest values indicated. In this 
diagram the peak of 1961 is also seen.

CK EXCESS

FIG. 1. The per m ille 14C excess over natural concentration at Abisko, Sweden and Kapp Linné, Spitsbergen

3. DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENT POSSIBILITIES FOR 
CONTAMINATION

3.1,  The preparation of the liquid

In Fig. 3 the measured activity is plotted as a function of the time
when the NaOH solution was prepared. From this figure it is seen that 
the three samples giving the highest activities were prepared at the same 
time as one sample giving quite normal activity in Abisko. The next two
preparations for Abisko gave samples with rather high activity. It is
quite clear that the preparation done at the end of April for Spitsbergen
gave five samples with normal activity. The distribution is such that 
if there is any probability for contamination during the preparation it is 
very small.

It could be mentioned that the four samples from the peak in February 
to March 1961 were prepared on 14 and 15 February. The active C 0 2 
for the half-life measurements was released on 12 October 1960. Other
samples for Abisko were prepared on 19 November 1960 and 2 January
1961.

3 .2 .  The storing of the liquid and absence of memory

In Fig. 4 the measured activity in Abisko is plotted as a function of 
the time during which the most interesting samples were away from
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Uppsala. The large difference between samples in one set of bottles 
sent to Abisko or in one sent back to Uppsala implies that the storing 
in Abisko is of no interest in the discussion of the origin of the activity. 
It should be noted that the samples sent from Uppsala at the end of May 
were sent before the bottles with the three most active samples came 
back to Uppsala. Thus there cannot be any memory effect in the plastic 
bottles giving rise to the second peak, which occurred in June to July 
1965. No other sample with high activity was treated in the Uppsala 14C 
laboratory during 1965 until the beginning of October.
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3.3.  The evaporation and precipitation of the samples

In Figs 5 and 6 the activity is plotted as a function of the period of 
time between the exposure and the gas preparation. The samples were 
mostly stored as a liquid. In some cases they were precipitated and 
stored as BaCOg. No relationship between the activity and the storing 
time can be seen from the diagrams.

When the volume of the sample is reduced by evaporation some con
tamination could occur by absorption from the air or by memory effect. 
The absorption from the air is reduced by the long ¡narrow tube on the 
•bottle, as described above (2.1),  and is still less since the bottle is open 
as short a time as possible -  about half an hour to three quarters of an 
hour. Some memory could occur if the glass is badly washed between the 
samples. From Fig. 5 it can be seen that the May 1965 sample giving a 
A-value slightly higher than 2000%o was evaporated to a small volume 
before the April sample giving the highest A - value. The first sample in 
May was, however, evaporated down to a small volume and precipitated 
only one day after this had been done on the high-activity sample from  
April. If a sample with a normal activity for May, A = 760%o, is contami
nated with a sample with the high activity of April, A = 35 000%o, the con
tamination must be 18% of the sample, if the measured activity would
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correspond to A = 7000%o. Such a contamination is much larger than one 
can expect from memory due to bad washing. The first peak, in April, 
and the second peak, which occurred in June to July, cannot be explained 
as memory effects. The tray is never used for anything other than the
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FIGS. 5 and 6. The activity as a function o f  the storing period after exposure. Each sample is given by 
an arrow starting with a circle , when the liquid was exposed to the air, and ending with the point when 
the C 0 2 was released. An oblique line indicates the day when the volume was reduced by evaporation and 
a vertical line the day when the carbonate was precipitated ( i f  it was precipitated)

samples of the Uppsala 14C laboratory. It is washed with distilled water 
between the samples. If the samples are evaporating too much during 
the exposure some boiled distilled water from Uppsala is added. The 
shape of the curve implies that it is not possible to explain the points as 
memory from one atmospheric sample to the next. Even if we do not 
exclude the possibility that a single point might have been somewhat 
affected by a memory effect (e.g.  by the most active sample) the general 
shape cannot be explained in that way.
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4. OTHER EXPERIMENTS WITH 14C IN ABISKO

One scientist from the Limnologie Institute of the University of 
Uppsala occasionally carries out experiments with 14C in Abisko.

The labelled samples are in solution, as sodium carbonate in 
ampoules, each with an activity of 0 .5  juCi. The carbonate is mixed in 
a bottle with 125 ml water from the lake Torne Trask and the closed 
bottle is put back in the lake. When the bottle is taken out from the lake 
the liquid is filtered in the laboratory and the solid particles are recovered 
but the labelled water is rejected. Most of the activity is left in the water, 
which proceeds from the basin through a discharge pipe, together with 
all sewage from the station, to a big underground tank with an over
flow line to Torne Trask. It is believed, however, that aU waste is stiH 
in the tank since it was installed in 1962. The laboratory is situated 
150 m to the north of a small building, on the roof of which the C02 
sampler is placed during the exposures. The liquid and the sampler 
are stored in this small building and the tray is washed there. Some 
other 14C experiments are performed in the same area, but these samples 
are never at the Abisko station.

The limnological 14C experiments were started in August 1954.
Usually 10 to 20 ampoules are used at each series. One exception is 
the series of 21 June 1964, when 100 ampoules were used. In Table I 
the dates for the experiments are given. From this it is seen that one 
experiment was performed on 25 April. Due to trouble with the electricity 
that day the samples were filtered in the small building instead of in the 
laboratory, as on all other occasions.

TABLE I. THE LIMNOLOGICAL U C EXPERIMENTS  
UNTIL JANUARY 1967

Dates

1954 August 

1958 August 

1960 June

1962 4 November, 9 December

1963 25 February, 9 A p ril, 11 May, 28 July, 7 November

1964 26 March, 12 and 21 June, 5 August, 16 September

1965 1 and 5 March, 25 A p ril, 29 June, 5 and 10 August
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5. THE “ C /12C RATIO

The 13C/!2C ratio of the carbon dioxide was measured by Ryhage and 
co-workers, of the Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm. Nothing strange 
within the peak could be detected, as can be seen from Fig. 7. In a few 
cases the gas was not measured due to accidents in the transportation. 
When measurements could not be performed an assumed normal value was 
used in the calculations. Deviations may be due not only to the sample 
itself, but also to the circumstances during the collection and the treat
ment in the laboratory. No correction for oxygen isotope variations was 
made. From the data given by Stockholm one could expect a standard 
error of about 1 %o.

ÍC'3
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FIG. 7. The 13C/12C ratio for the atmospheric samples measured in Uppsala
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6. THE PEAK

In Fig. 8 a curve indicating the expected peak in Abisko is drawn by 
using the values from Spitsbergen and values from Nordkapp given by 
Nydal [6] . The points belonging to the tail of the Abisko peak are also 
given in the diagram. The expected activity of each sample belonging to 
the Abisko peak is taken from the curve in Fig. 8 and subtracted from the 
measured activity. The net activity of the injection in the Abisko area 
is plotted as a function of the time in Fig. 9.

The extra peak decayed initially with a half-life of four or five days 
but with a much longer half-life at the end of the summer, as can be seen 
from Fig. 9. This would indicate a local increase in Abisko.

If the points are connected by a curve, as in Fig. 9, one can see that 
three of the four peaks have their increases coincident with the limno
logical experiments. The previous limnological 14C experiments have 
not given any detectable excess over the normal 14C activity in comparison 
with results from other collection places.

It should be mentioned that on 18 April 1965, thus coincident with the 
peak, an interesting cosm ic-ray event occurred [7] . A great magnetic 
storm started on 17 April [8] . No direct correlation between such events 
and the present world-wide high 14C activity was seen earlier.
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C“ EXCESS 
A 7..

FIG. 8. The expected activity curve in Abisko drawn by using values from Spitsbergen and Nordkapp

EXTRA C'4 EXCESS 
â %.

FIG .9. The 14C excess over the expected level during 1965. The days, when limnological experiments 
with MC were performed, are indicated. The indicated errors include only the statistical errors of the 
measurements at the Uppsala laboratory

Although the coincidence with the cosmic event of April 1965 seems 
interesting, it is now believed that the origin of the extra peaks is due to 
contamination, probably via the sewage system and the air, from the 
limnological 14C experiments in Abisko.
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. F .  LIBBY (Chairman): I must say that I have always been
impressed by the good fortune which the majority of us seem to have 
enjoyed in not experiencing more instances of contamination; many radio
carbon dating laboratories are located quite close to laboratories where 
considerable concentrations of radiocarbon are being used for tracer 
purposes. It would appear that you have been less fortunate than most 
of us!
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Abstract

AN ANALYTIC MODEL OF CARBON-14 DISTRIBUTION IN THE ATMOSPHERE. An analytic model 
describing carbon-14 distribution in the atmosphere has been derived. The model assumes that the 
atmosphere and ocean comprise a closed system with respect to carbon-14 exchange and that the total 
carbon-14 content o f the system is constant during the period under consideration. Using these basic 
assumptions, the equilibrium o f carbon-12, -1 3 , and -14  dioxide in the atmosphere and ocean is evaluated.

Changes in ocean temperature, volum e, pH, and some variables o f  the m odel, are discussed with 
reference to atmospheric carbon-14 concentration available for plant growth. An expression is derived 
for the difference in age, At, that a sample would have i f  it were grown under a carbon-14 concentration 
different from that existing today. Since the "modern" carbon-14 specific concentration must be based 
on the equilibrium between the atmosphere, the biosphere and ocean reservoirs, changes in the reservoirs 
should affect the carbon-14 available for plant growth.

The ice age o f about 18 000 years ago is known to have decreased the temperature and volume of 
water in the oceans. It must have also changed the amount o f carbon dioxide available in the reservoirs. 
The model attempts to define an equilibrium condition o f atmosphere-ocean at ocean temperatures from 
5 -  0°C less than the present average world ocean temperature. Results are presented in terms o f the 
difference in the expected age o f samples grown at ocean temperatures less than the present temperature.

The analytic model presented does not negate the effects o f  changes in cosm ic flux, geomagnetism, 
sunspots, e tc . , on previous atmospheric carbon-14 concentration, but presents additional information on 
the possible distribution o f carbon-14 based on changes in the equilibrium o f the atmosphere, biosphere 
and hydrosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

In radiocarbon dating one primary assumption is that the "modern" 
carbon isotopic ratio is representative of past carbon isotopic ratio 
( Libby [1]) . The carbon ratio in the atmosphere is significantly influenced 
by the world oceans since the atmospheric carbon dioxide is in equilibrium 
with ocean bicarbonate. It is also influenced by the amount of carbon fixa
tion occurring in the biosphere as explained by Revelle and Suess [2] 
and Dyke [3], Changes in world ocean temperature would significantly 
alter the carbon dioxide-bicarbonate equilibrium as well as the concentra
tion of organic matter in the biosphere. Broecker et al. [4] suggest three 
possible reasons why the atmosphere 14C /12C ratio might change with 
time: (1) fluctuation in the rate of carbon-14 production; (2) variations 
in the amount of stable carbon in the dynamic reservoir; and (3) varia
tions in the pattern of the inhomogeneous distribution of carbon-14 within 
the dynamic reservoir. The purpose of this study was to see if by physical- 
chemical methods an approach could be found which would relate differences 
in measured and expected carbon-14 ages to world ocean conditions.

*  Present address: Hazleton Nuclear Science C orp ., subsidiary o f Isotopes I n c ., Palo Alto, C alif.
* *  Present address: Columbia University, New York, N .Y .
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2. EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON ATMOSPHERIC CARBON-14

The effect of climatic changes on the carbon-14 content of the atmos
phere must be approached by considering world variations of temperature 
and volume in the dynamic reservoirs used by Craig [5], To attempt to 
simplify the complex interactions between the reservoirs, the relationship 
between atmosphere and ocean must be considered, in particular how such 
variations would affect the carbon-14 specific activity of atmospheric 
carbon dioxide.

In general, carbon dioxide solubility and isotopic fractionation of the 
carbon-12, carbon-13, and carbon-14 isotopes in sea-water are temperature 
dependent. Thus, if the average world ocean temperature decreased, more 
carbon dioxide would be absorbed in the ocean, resulting in a decrease 
from the "base line" of the present atmosphere of 0.03% carbon dioxide.

FIG. 1. Comparison of "known" age with carbon-14 age in archaeological samples found in Crete, Egypt, 
Iraq, Israel, Sudan, and West Pakistan, and dated by different laboratories, as tabulated by Schell [18]

Assuming an average constant carbon-14 input into the atmosphere due 
to the cosmic flux, the specific activity (i .e.  the 14C02/ 12C02 ratio) would 
increase in any plant growing in an atmosphere which contained less than 
the present 0.03% carbon dioxide. This higher specific activity would 
indicate an age of plant material calculated from the carbon-14 measure
ment less than the true age. This "younger" age is what is, in fact, ob
served from archaeological samples of known age greater than about 2000
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years, shown in Fig. 1. Since changes in world climate have been accurate
ly documented only within the last few centuries, carbon-14 dating may 
extend our knowledge of past world climate by indirect evidence.

Two atmospheric models are presented which relate changes of 
temperature and volume to changes in the 14C /12C ratio in atmospheric 
carbon dioxide. The first model considers the interaction of the total 
ocean with the atmosphere. Since possibly the ocean may be divided into 
a "mixed ocean layer" in contact with the atmosphere and a "deep sea" 
completely removed from atmospheric contact, the second model con
siders the interaction of the atmosphere with the mixed ocean l'ayer only.

An expression is derived for the difference in age between a sample 
dated by the carbon-14 method and its actual age, as a function of world 
ocean temperature and volume, and calculations are made using the two 
models to attempt to explain the carbon-14 deviations observed in wood 
samples by numerous investigators.

3. DERIVATION OF TEMPERATURE EQUATION

Since oceanic carbon dioxide bicarbonate and carbonate are assumed 
to be in equilibrium with the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, it is 
reasonable also to assume that a change in the ocean temperature will, 
in turn, affect the atmospheric carbon dioxide (Eriksson [6]). The 
carbon-14 age of a wood sample is dependent on the specific carbon-14 
content of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Hence the change in the oceanic 
system will indirectly change the carbon-14 age.

To express mathematically the interaction of carbon-14 between 
atmosphere and ocean, two basic assumptions are made:
(a) The ocean and atmosphere comprise a closed system with respect 

to carbon-14 exchange;
(b) The total carbon-14 content of the system is constant during the 

period of consideration.
Symbols used in describing the dependence of the carbon-14 age on 

oceanic temperature are found in Appendix A. A symbol with neither an 
asterisk nor a circle above, such as T, is defined to be dependent on 
oceanic temperature. An asterisk above a symbol, such as X*, means the 
quantity the symbol describes is not temperature dependent. A circle above 
a symbol, such as A ° , means the quantity the symbol describes is evaluated 
at some standard oceanic temperature. This standard oceanic tempera
ture is defined as the average oceanic temperature now. The carbon-14 
age of a wood sample measured now would be:

t = A  standard wood
A *sample

= 1 . 8 5 1 X  1 0 4  l o g A  standard wood
A *sample

(1)

In radiocarbon dating it is generally assumed that the standard specific 
activity has been constant throughout time, or, in the authors' notation, 
-A standard = S tan d ard  • A °standard represents the specific activity of the 6

6
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carbon at a standard temperature. If A°tandard and A standard were not 
identical, the age would be computed as:

t° = 1.851 X 104 log A  standard w ood

A *sample

The difference in age, on simplifying (1) and (2) would be:

(2)

At = t - t °  = 1.851 X 1 0 4 log A stan dard w ood 
A"

standard
(3)

Since one of the basic assumptions of the radiocarbon dating method 
is that the specific activity of organic matter is proportional to the 
specific activity of the atmospheric carbon dioxide, the difference in age, 
At, can also be expressed in terms of the activity of the air:

At = t -  t° = 1.851 X104 log A  standard 

"^standard -
(4)

Hence, data on changes in the specific activity of air with changes in 
oceanic temperature, for example, would give the difference between the 
true age of a sample and the age of the sample as determined by carbon-14 
methods.

In the model calculations the atmosphere is reduced to a total pressure 
of one atmosphere with the partial pressure of carbon dioxide varying. 
Then, assuming as a first approximation that the carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere follows perfect gas laws, pV = nRT, the activity can be ex
pressed in terms of the ratio of partial pressures of the carbon-14 dioxide 
to total carbon dioxide:

Similarly

X * 6 . 0 2 X 1 0  23 P ° u c o 2
4 standard 12 ■ C O ,

(5)

= X * 6 . 0 2 X 1 0 23 f ° 14C Q 2
standard ^ 2  p °

Substituting (5) and (6) into (3) and simplifying, the difference in age, 
At, is expressed in terms of partial pressures:

At = 1.851 X104 log
P ‘4 c o 2P °c o2
p  P °
^ C 0 2 14 C O ,-I

( 6 )

(?)

Experimental data are available for the total carbon dioxide partial 
pressure but not for the 14COz partial pressure. In order to obtain the 
latter, the equilibrium existing between the 14C 02 in the atmosphere and 
the H14CC>3 and 14CO| in the ocean must be considered. Since data for 
the carbon-14 system are not available, it is necessary to relate them 
to known data on the 1 2 C0 2 - H 1 2 C0 3 - 1 2 C0 ¡  equilibrium system. The 
statistical thermodynamic method of Urey [7] was used by Stranks and

6 *
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Harris [8] to obtain data for isotope effects in the carbon-14 and carbon-12 
equilibrium, system. Equilibrium constants are used in preference to 
the thermodynamic constants because actual concentrations are required 
for the solution of (7). The activity coefficients in sea-water, needed 
for the thermodynamic equilibrium constants, are not well known.

The isotopic equilibrium equations used in the derivation are as 
follows:

12c o 2 + h 2o  

h ++ h 12cc>3 

14c o 2 + h 2o  

h 14c o ¡  + h +

K i
H 12CC>3+H +

k 2
12CO = + 2H +

K ' a l
H 14C O '+ H  +

K«2
14C 0 3=+2H+

_ [H 12C Q 3l[H +*1 

„  [12 CO â1[H+*]
2 "  [h 12c o 3-]

[H 14C Q 3l[H +*1 
«1 [P  ][H 9 0 ]“ C02 2

K- [ 14C 0 .3 l[H +*] 
“2 [H 14COg]

1 2 C 0 2 + H 14 C 03* 14C 0 2 + H 1 2 C0g 0^ = ^ -
a l

i<r o

H12  CO 5 + 14 CO § iz? H14COj + 12COg a¡32 

Rearranging (12) and (13):

K Oil
Ki

ap!

K„2

( 8 )

(9)

( 10)

(11)

( 12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Data for Ki and K 2 are available (Wattenberg [9]) and Urey [7] gives 
a theoretical statistical thermodynamic method of determining afi 1 and al32, 
while pointing out limitations. Using this method Stranks and Harris [8] 
give data for aj3i and d'j32 at various temperatures. Hence and K a2 
may be computed. The partisil pressure of 14C 02 may then be determined 
from the equilibrium constant calculated above for the 14C 0 2 — H14CC>3 —
~  14CO§ system and, using the assumption that the total carbon-14 in the 
atmosphere and ocean has been constant during the period under 
consideration:

N + N =
14C atmosphere 14C ocean 14

N = HJ Pl4C°2 Vatm-
14 C atmosphere 14C02 R ^ T

(16)

(17)
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N « C o c e a „  = [ H l 4 C ° 3  +  1 4 C 0 3 ] V ocean

EU = + [H1 4 CO3 + 1 4 CO3] V3-J v ocean

(18)

(19)

Solving (11) for 1 4 C 0 3 and substituting into (19) and simplifying:

4CO? V atm. V o ce a n  [H 14ÇO sl[H+* + Ka2]
R*T [h +*; ( 20 )

Solving (20) for H 14CO¡:

[H1 4 C 0 3] =
r Ef4 R *T - P I4c0 2 Vatm_ 

R*T
[H+

Vocean [H+* + K a2]
( 2 1 )

Equating H1 4 C 0 3 in (21) to the H 1 4 C 0 3 calculated from (10), simplifying, 
and solving for Pi4 C 0  :

E*4R*T [H+*12

“ co2 [H + " ] 2 Vatm_+K'al [H2 0] Vocean R -T [H ^ + K a2] ( 22 )

Letting K ai = [H2 0] K'ai :

14 CO, [H + !!3=72"
E*4R* T[H +* 1  2

V , + K J  R*T[H-*atm. a l  ocean : + Ka2]
(23)

Substituting (23) into (7) and simplifying, the change in age with ocean 
temperature may be expressed by the following equation:

At = 1 .8 5 1 X 10 4

+ log

log "t  " + log
^po

CO*
rpo pL co2 2

r (H+*)2 V°atm + K al W ean
L(h +^ V atm. +  K « l  V ocean + K0í2 J

(24)

The actual evaluation of (24) used the data found in Table I. The 
equilibrium constant, K2, may be obtained directly from this Table, 
but K4 requires further calculation, since the bicarbonate concentration 
is not available. The data given in the Table for the total carbon dioxide 
are for oceanic water at pH 8 .0  and 8 . 2 and salinity of 35 per mille. Under 
these conditions, the total carbon dioxide may be represented by 
[H C 03]+  [COj], Using this fact, K 4 can be derived as follows:

Total C 0 2 = [HCO3 +C O 3 ] = [HCO-] + [CO=] (25)

Solving for the carbonate from (9), substituting into (25), and solving for 
bicarbonate:

[HCO3 ] Fh +* i [h c o 3 + co3i 
[h +* + k 2] (26)
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Substituting (26) into (8 ):

= [h+*]2 [Hcoj+co n
■ p co2 [H+>!c + K 2 ][H2 0]

(27)

Using the notation of Urey [7] and Stranks and Harris [8 ] , afij and 
afi j are calculated by:

2 Ü  c o
q ! 2  U 0 2

O14
^ h c o 3

(28)

=

Q14 

■ Q12
HCO3

CO3

(29)

where the Q 's are the partition functions of the molecules.
The equilibrium constants, K al and K a2, needed in (24) are then deter

mined by subsituting (28) and (29) into (14) and (15), respectively:

K,a l
[H+* r  [HCO3 +C O 3 ] 

P r n .  [ H +*  + K 9]

§ £  HC°i
Q 14
Q 12

CO;

aï CO’ 'I
Ka2 = K2 p“ ï4"

CO3 j

t ^ HC°3

(30)

(31)

Equation (24) is in a form which permits the solution of the system, 
atmosphere-ocean, with respect to. the expected carbon-14 concentration 
in wood samples. Since this is only one mathematical expression for what 
possibly may be a physical system, it is necessary to justify the logic and 
input data used in its solution before showing the results obtained. 4

4. LOGIC OF COMPUTATION

Equation (24) was evaluated using "best available literature data" 
for the ocean. Naturally, better basic data would give better results, but 
the present results, obtained using the IBM 709 computer, appear to be 
realistic models for the variation of carbon-14 in the atmosphere as a 
function of ocean temperature.

As mentioned earlier, the two models used express:
(a) Carbon-14 interaction between atmosphere and total ocean;
(b) Carbon-14 interaction between atmosphere and mixed ocean layer only. 

The choice of many of the basic parameters used in the evaluations may
be justified as follows.
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TABLE I. DATA USED IN COMPUTATION OF CHANGE IN AGE 
WITH OCEAN TEM PERATURE (At)

Property
Temperature (#C)

Reference
0° 10° 20° 30° 40"

pc o 2 atm ) PH 8 .0 4.3 4.8 5 .2 5.7 19]

pH 8 .2 2.5 2 .8 3 .0 3.1
(salinity = 35-7») pH g 4 1.5 1.6 1 .6 1.7

H C O j + C O ; (in 1 0 ‘ 3 pH 8 .0 2 .2 6 2 .2 0 2 .1 5 2 .1 0

m 0les/1) pH 8 .2 2 .1 6 2 .1 0 2 .0 3 1 .96
(salinity = 35% .) pH g 4

2 .0 5 1 .96 1 .88 1 .81

- log K 2 (salinity = 35%o) 9 .2 4 9 .1 2 9 .0 0 8 .9 0

14Q / 12Q for CO 2 1 .444 1.397 1 .358 [8 ]

14Q / 12Q for HCOg 1.509 1 .451 1 .403

14Q / 12Q for C O , 1 .478 1 .424 1 .378

Estimate o f  C 0 2 in atmosphere 0. 0235 X 1020 g [1 0 ]

Estimate o f  C 0 2 in ocean 59 .5  X COj in atmosphere [5 ]

Estimate o f  C 0 2 in m ixed layer 1 .2 x C0 2 in atmosphere [5 ]

4 .1 . Hydrogen ion concentration at pH 8 .0  and 8 . 2

The hydrogen ion concentration, pH, averaged over the total ocean is 
approximately 8 .18  at a salinity of 35 per mille (Hedgpeth [10]). Assuming 
that the buffering action of ocean salts has prevented any appreciable 
change from this value in the past, calculations were made using data 
at pH 8 . 0 and 8 .2 .

4'. 2. Temperature of atmosphere higher than ocean

The temperature of the atmosphere at the atmosphere-ocean interface, 
averaged over the world, was both assumed to be identical to the ocean
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temperature and assumed to be 5°C higher as a maximum value. Since 
the change of temperature did not influence At, the maximum case, i. e. 
atmosphere 5°C higher than the ocean, was used to approximate the land- 
atmosphere-ocean conditions averaged over the world.

4. 3. Temperature of ocean at glacial maximum 5°C less than present 
(reference temperatures of from 8 to 1 2 ° C)

Using !8  0 / 160  ratios in Foraminifera, Emiliani [11] estimated that 
at the last glacial maximum (about 18 0 0 0  years ago) the temperature of the 
surface ocean was from 3°C to 8 °C less than at present, and that the 
bottom ocean temperature varied only a small amount during glacial ad
vance and retreat. The temperature of the ocean at glacial maximum was, 
therefore, assumed to be 5°C less than at present.

Since this time the ocean temperature has warmed to approximately 
10° C. A range of reference temperatures of from 8 °C  to 12° C was, there
fore, chosen to include the present average world temperature.

4. 4. Effective volumes of total ocean and mixed ocean layer only at 
glacial maximum 0 to 15% less than present effective volumes

The ocean volume decreased appreciably when water was removed 
and deposited on land during glaciations, but the magnitude of the change 
can only be estimated. While the maximum and real extent of the glaciers 
has been well established (approximately 32% of the land mass was covered), 
the thickness, and hence the volume of the ice sheets, are still a matter 
for speculation, particularly in view of the data on the thickness of the 
Antarctic ice sheets (Robin [12]). If the mean thickness over the Northern 
Hemisphere at one time approached the present mean thickness of 
Antarctic ice, the volume of water removed from the oceans would be 
much greater than the normally accepted figure of 2 .5%  (Flint [13]).

Since past volumes can only be estimated, effective volumes based 
on carbon dioxide in sea-water have been used for the purposes of this 
study. The magnitude of the change in effective volumes at glacial 
maximum was expressed by a range of percentages from 0 to 15%, in 
2.5%  increments, less than present effective volumes. A wide range 
was used since the change in volumes remains a conjectural matter. The 
volumes were assumed to increase linearly with increasing temperature 
from glacial maximum up to the present.

4 .5 . Treatment of mixed ocean layer separately

The structure of the ocean is such that, in general, the deeper and 
colder waters are separated from direct contact with the atmosphere by 
a relatively well-mixed and less dense surface layer (Defant [14]). Deep 
sea-water has been measured and contains much less carbon-14 than sur
face water, indicating slow mixing between the deep sea and mixed ocean 
layer. The deep sea can, therefore, be ignored, to a first approximation, 
and calculations were made which concerned only the equilibrium between 
the atmosphere and the mixed ocean layer (Bien et al. [15]).
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FIG.2. Deviation in age with temperature at pH 8. 0 and 8 .2 . Effective volume o f the total ocean 
at glacial maximum 0 to 15% less than the present effective volume and reference temperature o f  10*C

FIG.3. Deviation in age with temperature at pH 8. 0 and 8 .2 . Effective volume o f  mixed ocean 
layer only at glacial maximum 0 to 15% less than the present effective volume and reference 
temperature o f  10*C
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5. RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

The results of the calculation of the carbon-14 content of the atmosphere 
as a function of ocean temperature, using Eq. (24), are expressed in the 
form of deviations from the expected age of wood samples.

In the first series of curves (Fig. 2) calculated, using the total ocean 
volume, the reference ocean temperature is 10° C. The strongest depen
dence shown by the curves is on the effective ocean volume. The zero 
percent change in effective ocean volume gives a negative age. However, 
it has been established that the actual volume of the oceans must have 
changed by at least 2. 5% at glacial maximum. Above 2. 5% effective 
volume change, positive age deviations are shown.

Figure 3 illustrates calculations using the mixed ocean layer volume 
only. The change in effective volume again is the important variable but 
the effect differs from that using the total ocean volume in that there are 
positive age deviations at zero percent effective volume change.

With regard to the deviation in the age of a wood sample, the curves 
may be interpreted in the following manner:
(a) Assume a present average world ocean temperature, for example

10°C (Fig. 2);
(b) Assume a change in the effective volume of the total ocean at glacial

maximum, for example 7.5%  change.
At 1°C less than the reference temperature, i. e. an ocean temperature 
of 9°C, the difference in age would be 100 years. Therefore, the true 
age of a sample under the above oceanic conditions would be 1 0 0  years 
greater than that determined by carbon-14 dating.

The deviation in age under the same conditions, but using the mixed 
ocean layer volume only, may similarly be seen from Fig. 3. At 1°C 
less than the reference temperature, i .e . 9°C, the difference in age would 
be predicted at 90 years.

It is recognized that much of the basic data employed in these cal
culations are conjectural, and the results may not be a true representa
tion of the past physical system. The two models represent extreme con
ditions of equilibrium at all times, very slow mixing within the ocean 
reservoirs, and ignore any biosphere effects. While these factors would 
influence the carbon-14 distribution in the atmosphere of the past, they 
were disregarded in this initial study as they were thought to be second- 
order pertubations.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

The data compiled on tree-ring deviations and archaeological de
viations show that the carbon-14 concentration in the atmosphere was 
slowly decreasing from some high value beyond about 2000 BC (Damon 
et al. [16], Suess [17] and Schell [18]).

One possible explanation may be a direct correlation between a 
change in climate and the 1 4 C 0 2 /i 2 C 0 2 ratio in the atmosphere. The 
derivation and its evaluation consider an ocean temperature increase 
from glacial maximum to the present. On warming, the oceans would 
increase in volume and total carbon content, due to the melting of glaciers. 
The atmosphere would reflect this oceanic change by an increase in total 
carbon dioxide of a lower specific carbon-14 content, resulting in a de-
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crease in the 14 C /12C ratio. Plants growing in this changing environment 
would consequently show slowly decreasing carbon-14 known age deviations.

It must be concluded that much more geophysical data are needed 
before the distribution of carbon-14 in the atmosphere and ocean of the 
past can be determined accurately. A unified inter-disciplinary approach 
should be made to collect this better data. Carbon-14 may then prove to 
be a valuable research tool in the investigation of past world climatic
conditions.

APPENDIX A 

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

Nl4co2 Number of moles of carbon-14 dioxide in the atmosphere

n 14co2 Number of molecules of carbon-14 dioxide in the 
atmosphere

N14C atmosphere 

N * C  ocean

N c o 2

CO 2

Pco2

^atmosphere

Number of moles of carbon-14 in the atmosphere

Number of moles of carbon-14 in the ocean

Number of moles of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

Partial pressure of carbon-14 dioxide in the atmosphere

Partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

Effective volume of the atmosphere in terms of its 
atmospheric carbon content at standard conditions

V ocean Effective volume of the ocean in terms of its oceanic 
carbon content

T Temperature of the atmosphere at air-ocean interface

X* Decay constant for carbon-14

A  standard Specific activity of reference air
a

standard wood

t

Specific activity of reference wood 

True age of a sample (years)

t° Age of a sample at a standard reference ocean 
temperature (years)

At
a *sample

R*

Age deviation: true age less standard age (years) 

Measured specific activity of a wood sample 

Universal gas constant

[H+*] Hydrogen ion concentration in ocean water (moles/1)

[HCOJ] Concentration of bicarbonate ion in ocean water 
(m oles/1 )
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[COI] Concentration of carbonate ion in ocean water 
(m oles/1 )

í""cooo£

Concentration of carbon-14 bicarbonate ion in ocean 
water (m oles/1 )

[14 CO I] Concentration of carbon-14 carbonate ion in ocean 
water (m oles/1 )

Ki First apparent dissociation coefficient of H2 C 0 3 in 
ocean water

k 2 Second apparent dissociation coefficient of H2 C03 in 
ocean water

K'«l First apparent dissociation coefficient of H2 1 4 C 0 3 in 
ocean water

K«i [H2 0] K'al

K « 2 Second apparent dissociation coefficient of H2 1 4 C0 3  in 
ocean water

First apparent isotopic exchange coefficient

o/32 Second apparent isotopic exchange coefficient

^14 Total number of moles of carbon-14 in the atmosphere 
and ocean
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D I S C U S S I O N

P. E. DAMON: One consequence of your equilibrium model would
be a negative fluctuation of the A 14C curve during the hypsithermal episode 
from 7000 to 4000 years B. P. Would you care to comment on this point?

W. R. SCHELL: The temperature and the effective volume increase
of the ocean might possibly balance out the hypsithermal effect. You have 
an interesting point here, but offhand I cannot suggest anything more by 
way of comment.
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Abstract

TRANSFER OF BOMB 14C AND TRITIUM FROM THE ATMOSPHERE TO THE OCEAN. INTERNAL 
MIXING OF THE OCEAN ON THE BASIS OF TRITIUM ANDl4C PROFILES. On the 1965 Atlantic cruise 
o f  the German research vessel 'M eteor', (IQSY Expedition1), a sampling programme was initiated including 
atmospheric CO2 and surface water for 14C analysis, and atmospheric water vapour and depth profiles for 
tritium analysis. On following shorter 'Meteor* cruises in the Northern Atlantic this programme was 
continued, and has recently been extended to 14C profiles down to a depth o f 1000 m . This paper presents 
results obtained so far for surface-water samples and depth profiles.

The surface-water samples o f both 14C and tritium show a maximum at mid latitudes and a distinct 
drop at the equator. Excluding samples on or near the shelf leaves a rather smooth latitudinal distribution 
o f  surface concentrations. Depth profiles o f tritium show that in higher latitudes the tritium has penetrated 
to a considerable depth, whereas near the equator the bulk is still contained in the mixed layer.

Presuming the 14C depth profiles to be similar to those o f  tritium, and comparing them to atmospheric 
concentrations o f the last decade, yields the oceanic inventory o f MC and an estimate o f  the C 0 2 exchange 
velocity atmosphere ocean as a function o f latitude. The data indicate a latitude-dependent exchange 
velocity o f  C 0 2 in the range from 0 .7  to 3 .2  km /yi with an average o f around 2 .1  km /yr, which 
corresponds to an exchange tim e o f 5 .4  yr.

Since the fast vertical mixing at high latitudes in connection with transport by ocean currents 
may also result in a north-south gradient o f  the 14C inventory, the latitudinal dependence o f  the exchange 
velocity calculated from the measured data is considered to be an upper lim it only.

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric testing of the last decade has contributed large amounts 
of man-made 14C and tritium to the natural inventory of these nuclides. 
By this the natural distribution has been altered, a fact which is widely 
used in studies of the mixing processes in natural reservoirs. This 
paper deals with applications to the oceans. Emphasis is on the 
air/sea exchange. For C0 2 , as for other permanent gases, the 
exchange resistance [1-6] controlling 14C uptake is localized within 
the uppermost millimeter of the liquid. The uptake of HTO is only 
partly due to rain, the presumingly bigger part being contributed by 
downward turbulent transport in the vapour phase. In this case the 
resistance is largely localized in the air very near the interface [7-10].

1 IQSY = International Year o f  the Quiet Sun.

*  This paper is a preliminary report of work to be published in Meteor-Forschungsberichte (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft, Ed.), Verlag Bomtraeger, Berlin.
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F IG .l. 14C excess in atmospheric COg due to nuclear tests, given in per m ille o f  the natural level (A14C 
in Lamont normalization). Upper curve Europe, lower curve South Africa (J.C . V ogel, private communica
tion). Atmospheric 14C reached twice its natural concentration in 1963. See also [11-13]

FIG.2. Comparison o f bomb 14C , left ordinate as in F ig . l ,  and tritium [1 4 ] , right ordinate, given 
in T U ( I T U  is equivalent to a concentration o f 1 tritium atom in 1018 H atoms). The interpolated 
increase o f  14C concentration in the ocean in 50*N is also shown

In the ocean itself transport is by eddy diffusion and one will 
therefore expect tritium and 14C to be conservative tracers for the 
vertical mixing of water. Consequently similar depth profiles of 14C
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FIG.3. Map o f  the Northern Atlantic Ocean indicating the sampling positions. No. 1-13 IQSY Expedition, 
August to December 1965. Samples north o f 50°N were taken on various cruises during 1966 
O 14 C sample
• 14C and tritium sample. Where two numbers are given the upper number is the 14C number 
A Tritium sample 
□  U C sample, 1958

and tritium are expected as long as the tropospheric supply of these 
nuclides is similar.

Atmospheric concentrations for the period 1958 to 1966 are 
summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the variation of 14C 
with time and latitude revealing the well-known north-south hemispheric 
delay of one to two years. Figure 2 gives yearly averages of the 
concentrations at 50°N for 14C and tritium. Due to the relatively long 
exchange time of atmospheric CO 2 with the ocean of several years, 
the 14C injected from the stratosphere is accumulated in the tropo
sphere, resulting in a nearly step-like response to the injection. 
Tritium, on the other hand, is roughly proportional to the injection 
rate and is thus peaked in years of high injection. The history of tropo
spheric 14C and tritium can be grouped into approximately three 
periods, the first period of moderate injection up to 1957, the stronger 
injection during the years 1958/59, and lastly the dominating injection 
during the years 1963 and 1964.

The variations of the tritium concentration with locality and time 
are more complex than those of 1 4 C. The data shown are for Central 
Europe. However, owing to the fact that tritium levels at different 
sampling stations are well correlated to each other, the tritium data 
of Fig. 2 can be used as a relative measure of the tropospheric tritium 
supply in the northern hemisphere. Whereas it is possible in principle 
to construct the absolute level of tritium in rain for any given locality, 
the magnitude of turbulent exchange with the ocean is difficult to 
estimate and moreover may vary systematically with latitude.
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FIG.4a. Tritium concentrations (in TU) in ocean surface water. Curve drawn by eye excludes the 
samples in brackets which are supposed not to represent the conditions o f  the free ocean (see Fig-3), 
namely sample 1 at 47*N, 11 at 30°N, and 10 at 15*N. The effect is especially obvious for sample 1 
(influence o f  the channel shelf) and 10 (14C low at that position). For the surface samples at 60°N see 
F ig .5 (see also [1 5 ,1 6 ,21 ])
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FIG. 4b. 14 C excess over the natural level in ocean surface water. Simply the excess count rate o f  the
sample over 0.95AOX (Ao x = specific activity o f  NBS oxalic acid) is given on the ordinate (= 6 14 C in the 
Lamont notation [T 7 ]) . The natural 14C level o f  surface water is therefore at about zero o f the ordinate 
scale, or slightly below, depending on sampling location, not around -50%o, as i f  the quantities Aor 
A14C [17] are used for the 13C normalized data [18] (A can be obtained by subtracting 50 %  throughout, 
see caption to Fig. 8a). Higher values o f  bomb 14C in Pacific surface water have been published by 
Bien et al. [19]

SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENTS

On the Atlantic IQSY Expedition in 1965 of the German research 
vessel 'Meteor' a sampling programme for both isotopes was initiated 
which included surface water samples and depth profiles for tritium. In
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the following shorter North Atlantic cruises of 'Meteor' the programme 
was continued and has been also extended to depth profiles for 14C. The 
results obtained so far are presented here. Figure 3 indicates the 
sampling positions.

The 14C depth profiles have been made on 50-1 samples taken with 
stainless-steel samplers lent to the authors by Dr. H. Kautsky of the 
Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut. The sea-water is flushed with 
air circulated by an aquarium pump in a closed system, the CO2 being 
absorbed in 200 ml N NaOH before shipment to the laboratory.

Results of surface samples are summarized in Figs. 4a and 4b. As 
a whole, both distributions are quite smooth, with a maximum at mid
latitudes and a distinct drop at the equator. High 14C values are found 
for two samples from the North Sea, being due to its shallowness. The 
low value near the Dakar coast might be due to upwelling. Similar 
information is taken from the tritium curve. Here sample 1 is right 
at the boundary of the continental shelf. Also excluded is sample 11 
which seems to show shelf influence (c f. Fig. 3) and sample 10 because 
of the low 14C value found at that position. The tritium data reveal a 
further peculiarity at higher latitudes. Here the summer values (open 
triangles) are remarkably higher than the winter values (full triangles). 
The winter values agree, however, with the samples of the summer 
profiles at 100 m depth. This behaviour is due to the well-known build 
up of a shallow temporary mixed layer during* summer [2 2 ],

It is concluded from this data that, by carefully selecting the 
sampling positions off-shelf, one is able to get a good idea of the general 
14  C and tritium distribution from a relatively small number of samples. 
The decrease of both curves towards higher latitudes is due to faster 
mixing with deeper layers. The steeper latitudinal gradient of tropo
spheric tritium partly compensates this and the effect is therefore less 
distinct than with 14 C.

To arrive at the 14C inventory one has to integrate the 14C with 
depth. As a 14C profile is available only for 60°N, the depth distribution 
of tritium is used instead and this is assumed to be proportional to the 
distribution of excess 1 4 C. From Fig. 2, discussed above, this 
approximation seems justified. The tropospheric tritium concentration 
is peaked in 1963/64. Comparing the area of excess 14C before and 
after this tritium peak indicates that, in a diffusion model, the mean 
penetration depth should in fact be similar for both. In the period after 
the main tritium peak tropospheric 14C is relatively higher than tritium, 
but the same is true for the period before the peak. Therefore some 
14C should be localized slightly higher than the bulk of the tritium, but 
this should be compensated approximately by the fact that there is also 
some older bomb 14C which should have penetrated to deeper layers.

Tritium depth profiles are shown in Fig. 5. In accordance with 
general knowledge of oceanic mixing the mean penetration depth of 
tritium is high at high latitudes and is continuously decreasing towards 
the equator. The profiles at 60°N show the temporary mixed layer near 
the surface which has been mentioned above. One profile at 43°W also 
shows some influence of Greenland melt water. South of 34°N a permanent 
mixed layer begins to form, and from this latitude to the equator an 
increasing fraction of the total tritium is found in the mixed layer. The 
depth spacing of the samples is not sufficient to determine the depth of

7
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FIG. 5. Tritium depth profiles 62°N to 6*S (see tex t)
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FIG. 6. Comparison o f 14C and tritium at 60°N. The 14C profile shows good agreement with the tritium 
(see Fig. 5). Again uncorrected <5i4C values as in Fig. 4b are given. The surface value shows a pile-up in 
a thin floating "mixed layer” . The 14C content o f  the 1000 m sample is in agreement with previous 
measurements o f  Broecker et al. [1 8 ]. To obtain Avalúes 50%0 are to be subtracted from the values 
listed here (see caption to Fig. 8a)

the effective thermoclines. Round figures therefore have been chosen 
for this depth, namely 125 m for 34° and 21°N and 75 m for 15° and 
9°N, respectively.

Figure 6 gives a comparison of tritium and 14C depth profiles at 
60°N. This seems to indicate that the depth profiles for the two nuclides 
are indeed very similar.

7*
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FIG. 7. Amount o f  tritium contained in a depth profile in TU x metres (left ordinate) and equivalent 
depth o f step distribution in metres (right ordinate) presented as a function o f latitude. The curves are 
calculated from Figs. 4 and 5. Also shown in brackets is the equivalent depth for a profile at 47®N which 
is right on the slope o f the channel shelf (sample 1 o f  Fig. 3) indicating a much lower depth o f penetration 
at that position

TABLE I. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DRIVING 
FUNCTION FOR THE 14C EXCHANGE

Latitude 50 ’ N O’ 25 ’ S

Atm ospheric supply 3 .8 3 .2 2 .5  C U x years

Feedback 0 .4 0 .3 0 .2  C U Xyears

Driving function 3 .4 2 .9 2 .3 C .U  X years

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

It is the profiles as shown in Fig. 5 which have been used to calculate 
the equivalent penetration depth of tritium, i. e. the depth of a step 
distribution having the tritium concentration of the surface sample and 
containing the same total amount of tritium. For 60°N the extrapolated 
surface tritium value has been used, disregarding the summer maximum. 
Also shown is the total tritium content in the profiles in T U X meters 
(Fig. 7).

Multiplication of the equivalent penetration depth and the 14C content 
of surface water in Fig. 4 gives the excess 14C inventory of the profile.
In analogy to the units used with the tritium, namely T U (see caption 
of Fig. 2) which is a concentration unit, and T U X meters, which is 
an amount per unit area of the Earth's surface, the following units are 
defined: as concentration unit C U (i4C unit) is used, which is excess
14C expressed in multiples of the natural recent 1 4 C /12C ratio (represented
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FIG. 8. Evaluation o f 14C inventory and gas exchange rate neglecting meridional transport o f  ocean water

(a) Driving function (left ordinate) = difference o f  14C levels in the atmosphere and the ocean integrated 
with time and given as a function o f  sine latitude. 14 C in atmosphere and ocean are first taken in multiples 
o f  their respective natural values, being A ~  0 for the atmosphere and 6 14C ~  0 (A = - 50% ) for the ocean. 
Then both per mille values are divided by 1000 to obtain the respective fractional excess over natural level 
in CU. The ôOfoo difference in the natural levels o f  atmosphere and ocean, i f  expressed as 13C normalized 
A values, is due to the pile-up o f natural 14C at the interface. It is masked by isotopic fractionation, 
being o f roughly equal size and opposite sign [4 ,2 0 ]. Thus i f  the uncorrected Ôi4C values are used for
the ocean and A for the atmosphere, the natural level is approximately zero in both cases. This simplified 
procedure seems to be sufficient here

(b) 14C inventory; 14C excess in surface water (Fig.4b) multiplied with the mean penetration depth (Fig. 7) 
and expressed in CU x m 0 (1 CU is equivalent to an excess over normal o f  = +1000%o or double 
natural concentration) on the left-hand ordinate, and in CU x km^ on the right-hand ordinate. Since
an ocean water layer one metre thick contains as much carbon asO. 118km o f air at a pressure o f  1 atm, 
a value o f 1 CU x m 0 represents the same amount o f  14C as 0.18 CU x km^

(c) 14C exchange velocity obtained by dividing the values o f  Fig. 8b by those o f  Fig. 8a. The result is 
obtained in km/yr and denoted on the right-hand ordinate pointing downwards. An exchange velocity o f 
1 km /yr means that CO2 appears to be pushed from the atmosphere to the ocean with this velocity , being 
replaced by an equal amount o f  CO2 leaving the ocean

by the specific activity of 0.95XNBS oxalic acid). According to this 
definition 0.5 C U is equivalent to 6 14C = + 500%„ in the Lamont 
normalization [17]. The amount of excess 14C per unit area is measured 
in C U X m 0, where m 0 means meters of sea-water. As the molar 
concentrations of carbon in sea-water, as well as in the air, are 
well-known constants, the ratio being about 180: 1 , the excess 14C per 
unit area can be expressed as well in C U X km a, km* meaning the
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equivalent atmospheric height in km at standard pressure. With these units 
the 14C inventory is shown in Fig. 8b.

The remaining figures necessary to arrive at the CO2 exchange 
velocity between atmosphere and ocean are summarized in Table I.

For the latitudes 50°N, the equator, and 25°S, the atmospheric 
concentration of excess 14C, according to Figs. 1 and 2, has been 
integrated with time to yield the "atmospheric supply". The estimated 
concentration of the water shown in Fig. 2 is also integrated to yield 
the oceanic "feedback", and the difference of the two is the "effective 
driving function" (Figs. 8 a, b and c).

The ratio of the 14C inventory and the driving function gives the 
CO2 exchange velocity which in the authors' units is directly in km/yr. 
The exchange velocity thus calculated is strongly latitude dependent, 
varying from 0.7 km /yr at the equator to 3.2 km /yr at 60°N. The 
average value is 2.1 km /yr. The height of the atmosphere at constant 
standard pressure is 8 km. If account is taken of the ratio of total 
ocean surface to total surface of the earth, being 0.71m the height of 
an equivalent atmosphere covering the oceans only is 8/0.71 = 11.3 km. 
Thus, for the mean lifetime of CO2 in the atmosphere one has
11.3/2.1 = 5.4 yr, which agrees well with previous estimates.
Strictly, correction would have to be made individually within each 
latitudinal belt for its ratio of ocean surface to total surface. This 
correction, however, is a minor one.

Unfortunately, the fact that five times more bomb 14C is found in 
higher latitudes than in low ones could also be explained in quite a 
different way. This is immediately clear if very rapid latitudinal 
mixing in the ocean surface layers is assumed. Regardless of what 
the latitudinal input pattern would look like, in a well-mixed surface 
reservoir the 14C concentration would be the same everywhere, and in 
higher latitudes the total amount would be larger, simply because the 
reservoir is deeper. As an example, if the surface water is divided 
more specifically into two "boxes" equal in area (from the equator to 
30° north and from 30° to the pole, respectively) but with a depth ratio 
of 1:3,  and if it is assumed that 14C input to both boxes is equal, no 
exchange at all will make the ratio of the amounts present in each box 
1: 1, while the concentrations are 3: 1, If, however, horizontal exchange 
is allowed, which makes this concentration difference decrease, the 
system will be left at a concentration ratio of only 1.5: 1 after one 
relaxation time t of the system, and the ratio of the 14C amounts in the 
two boxes will be 1.5: 3 = 1:2 and will lead to the false conclusion that 
the input pulses were 1: 2 instead of 1: 1. It is obvious from this that 
exchange, during even less than one relaxation time, results in a 
serious overestimate of the inventory in the large reservoir and a 
corresponding underestimate in the small one.

A good example for this consequence of horizontal exchange is the 
North Sea. Excess 14C concentrations of surface waters in the Channel 
and in the North Sea are 2 and 2.5 times, respectively, higher than the 
values for the open ocean in the same latitude (see Fig. 4a and b). This 
is due to the shallowness of this part of the ocean. Assuming the input 
to be equal to that of the free ocean one would conclude that the mean 
penetration depth, that is here the average depth to the bottom of the 
North Sea, should be by this factor smaller than the mean penetration 
depth in the free ocean (approximately 700 m) at this latitude. This then
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results in a depth estimate for the North Sea of nearly 300 m, which is 
by a factor of three too high. Obviously, the high concentrations of 
bomb products resulting from the shallowness of this reservoir are 
being "milked" by the surrounding surface reservoirs extending to 
greater depth and therefore of lower 14C concentration. A rough 
estimate, assuming the same CO2 exchange rate for the North Sea as 
for the free ocean of this latitude, gives a residence time for the water 
of the North Sea of about 1.5 yr.

If one similarly assumes the same CO2 exchange rate for the ocean 
above and below the 30°N latitudinal circle 1  it would need a residence 
time of less than two years for the low latitude surface water to mix 
with the surface water reservoir above 30°N, a time which is very 
probably longer in reality. This discussion shows, however, that the 
meridional variation of gas exchange given in Fig. 8 c must be taken 
as an upper limit only.

This study is being continued, and more elaborate calculations are 
under way. It is unfortunate that the meridional 14C concentration 
gradient is such that concentration on the average decreases towards 
the north, so that one cannot exclude considerable northward transport 
by exchange through ocean currents. If it were the other way round, 
as it had appeared to be from some of the authors' preliminary results 
showing shelf influence, interpretation would be easier and the variation 
in Fig. 8 c would be a lower limit. A future publication will present 
more details of this'study and also other data on atmospheric CO2 , 
rain and water vapour.

The data obtained by Suess and co-workers from the Northern 
North Pacific [19, 21] show that the surface concentrations of both 
tritium and 14C are in fact higher than those found by the authors in 
the North Atlantic. This is probably due to less intense vertical mixing, 
a fact which is not at all unexpected. In the Pacific one obviously has 
the case mentioned above of non-decreasing surface values towards North 
which is much easier to interpret so far as the increase of gas exchange 
with latitude is concerned. It should, however, be mentioned that the 
average value for the exchange rate found in this paper, which is 
equivalent to an.atmospheric residence time of about 5 yr, is of course 
not influenced by the uncertainty in the latitude modulation of this 
exchange rate.

A final remark is in connection with the question of the most 
economical way to assess the total amount of bomb 14C in the ocean.
It is felt that, provided the hypothesis of analogous depth distribution 
of bomb tritium and bomb 14C is verified in a number of cases, tritium 
data which are obtainable with less effort (smaller samples) will be 
sufficient for the evaluation of the mean penetration depth. Bomb tritium, 
moreover, has the important advantage over bomb 14C that it is un
affected by natural background, since practically all tritium found in the 
ocean is bomb produced.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

U. Môller of the environmental radioactivity group of this institute 
took care of the sampling on the IQSY Expedition. On this cruise, and

to explain the experimental data
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particularly on the following ones where, for most of the time no-one 
from the Heidelberg group took part in the cruises, the authors 
encountered very generous help in securing the samples by the Deutsche 
Hydrographische Institut, the Seewetteramt, the Meteorologische Institut, 
Universitat Hamburg, the Institut für Meereskunde and Institut für 
Kernphysik, Universitat Kiel. Various staff members of these insti
tutions have contributed to this programme. A discussion of the results 
with Professor Dietrich and his collaborators, Kiel, was very helpful.
H. G. Junghans of the authors' laboratory is in charge of the technical 
system on board the Meteor and also arranged for the 50-1 sampling 
for 14C profiles around 60°N. G. Bader, D. Berdau, and R. Grimme 
performed the measurements in the laboratory. Financial support 
came from theDeutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the Heidelberger 
Akademie der Wissenschaften.
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. R.  SCHELL: Could you perhaps resolve the problem represented
by the varying wind effect on the exchange of 1 4 Co2 as a function of latitude 
by an analysis of 85Kr in sea-water?

K. O. MÜNNICH: Such measurements would indeed be very interesting.
They would not, however, counter the difficulties of interpretation caused 
by the possibility of meridional exchange through ocean currents.

G. S. BIEN: I am not too familiar with what happens in the Atlantic,
but in the North Pacific at least there is an upwelling effect which dilutes 
the surface 14C values. Do you think that the low 14C values in high 
latitudes of the Atlantic might also be due to such an effect?

K. O. MÜNNICH: Some such factor may possibly come into play. I
must say, however, that this does not seem likely on the basis of the data 
obtained so far. We have never found shallow profiles in high latitudes 
or deep profiles in low latitudes, and thus have reason to believe that our 
figures are representative. Further samples will of course show whether 
this is correct or not.

A. WALTON: I assume that your exchange rates, presented in terms
of km /yr, can be expressed in units that have been frequently cited in the 
literature, e.g.  moles C O j/m 2 yr? What is the conversion factor that 
should be applied for this purpose?

K. O. MÜNNICH: The exchange rate in question is defined by the
CO2 flux density j, originating from the atmosphere, penetrating the ocean 
surface film and being thus incorporated into the liquid phase for a time 
longer than a few seconds. The same flux density proceeds in the opposite 
direction, but in this case the CO2 — leaving isotope separation aside — 
has the composition of the oceanic carbon reservoir. The exchange 
velocity W = j /C  which I employed here is simply this flux density j divided 
by the atmospheric CO2 concentration C, and is thus independent of the 
latter quantity. At room temperature and with 315 ppm CO2 in the gaseous 
phase, an exchange velocity of 1  km /y r  corresponds to an exchange flux 
density of 13.1 moles C 0 2 /m 2 yr.

W. F .  LIBBY (Chairman): Do you think that the slowness of the
hydration reaction for carbon dioxide and its catalysis by the enzyme 
carbonic anhydrase could have a significant effect on the rate of uptake of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide by the ocean?

K. O. MÜNNICH: The experimental exchange data for the ocean
indicate that the normal hydration of C 0 2 is just a bit too slow to play a 
significant role in this exchange. This situation could indeed be different 
if the reaction were enhanced by a catalyst.
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Abstract

TRANSFER AND EXCHANGE OF 14C BETWEEN THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE SURFACE WATER OF 
THE PACIFIC OCEAN. Since 1958 the La Jolla Radiocarbon Laboratory has been carrying out determinations 
o f  carbon-14 in the bicarbonate o f  the surface and subsurface waters o f  the Pacific Ocean. In addition to 
the 85 determinations published previously, 55 new determinations have been carried out recently. The 
determinations show that, due to the uptake o f bomb carbon-14, the carbon-14 content o f  surface water 
o f  the Pacific has been rising during the period o f  the observations. In the spring o f 1966 it reached a 
level, in the northern latitudes o f  the Pacific Ocean, o f  approximately 20% above the normal. Going 
south, the increase becomes smaller and is negligible south o f the Antarctic divergence. Also,, the 
increase is smaller in coastal areas than in the open ocean and it shows flat minima in the equatorial 
regions and around 45* northern latitude. The local variations can be explained by considering upwelling 
and increased rates o f  downward m ixing. During the same period, the carbon-14 level in the atmosphere 
has increased to approximately 90% above normal. A comparison between the carbon-14 concentration 
in atmospheric carbon dioxide and ocean bicarbonate gives information on the rate o f  isotope exchange 
between atmosphere and ocean, a quantity most important in the evaluation of data for the fluctuations of 
the carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere. The knowledge o f changes in the carbon-14 content o f  the 
inorganic bicarbonate o f  the surface water is also valuable in connection with carbon-14 age determinations 
o f  living and organic material in the surface waters o f  the ocea n .

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 12 years considerable amounts of carbon-14 have 
been released into the atmosphere and stratosphere during nuclear 
bomb tests and by other means. This artificial carbon-14 can now be 
used as a radiochemical tracer in the study of the geochemistry of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and its interaction with the bicarbonate 
of the oceans and with the organic carbon of the biosphere. In particular, 
the following four rate constants are currently being studied with the 
help of carbon-14 as a tracer:
1. Rate of mixing within the stratosphere and from the stratosphere 
into the troposphere.
2. Rate of mixing of tropospheric air masses across the equator 
between the two hemispheres.
3. Rates of exchange and transfer of carbon dioxide between the 
troposphere and ocean surface.
4. Rate of mixing of ocean surface water through the-thermocline into 
deeper layers of the ocean.
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Considerable work has been done on the carbon-14 distribution in 
the stratosphere and troposphere and its transfer from the stratosphere 
into the troposphere [1-4]. The concentration of artificial carbon-14 
in the troposphere at ground level has been accurately measured by a 
number of laboratories [5-8].  In comparison with these extensive 
investigations, surprisingly little is being done about the uses of 
radiocarbon as an oceanographic tracer and in the study of the inter
action of atmospheric carbon dioxide with the bicarbonate in ocean 
water. The potential usefulness of radiocarbon from nuclear tests for 
this purpose was discussed in detail by Broecker and Olsson [9],

Measurements of the carbon-14 level in ocean surface water 
contribute to the following two_basic problems:
1. Rate of transfer of carbon dioxide between the troposphere and 
the surface ocean water. Knowledge of this transfer rate is in many 
ways of great interest, for example, in connection with the following 
two objectives:

(a) Knowledge of the isotopic exchange rate between atmospheric 
CO2 and dissolved bicarbonate is needed for an interpretation of the 
secular variations in the natural cosmic-ray-produced carbon-14.
These variations are caused by fluctuations in the cosm ic-ray flux 
which can be correlated with solar activity and also with world-wide 
climatic changes (Suess [10]).

(b) Continuing the addition of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere by 
the combustion of fossil fuel may lead to an increase in the CO2 content 
of air large enough to affect the terrestrial climate [11]. If, and when 
this will be the case can only be determined by careful study of the rate 
of uptake of CO2 by the oceans. Measurements of the CO2 concentration 
in the atmosphere can give information on this rate, but additional 
information can also be obtained from carbon-14 studies, because the 
isotope exchange rate is correlated with the rate of CO2 transfer.
2. Carbon-14 as an oceanographic tracer for observing the downward
mixing of surface water through the thermocline. Other tracers that 
can be used are tritium, as well as various fission products, such as 
strontium-90, caesium-137, etc. ,  but it is thought that such measure
ments are, in general, more difficult to interpret than carbon-14 data. 
The reasons for this are as follows: In the case of radiocarbon,
so-called local tropospheric fallout is far less important than in the 
case of other isotopes. Solid particles in bomb debris will rarely 
contain carbon-14. Most other radioisotopes, including tritium, are 
washed out of the atmosphere by rain within a short period of six to eight 
weeks, but carbon-14 stays in the atmosphere for many years. Excess 
carbon-14 is distributed along latitudinal belts within a few days or 
weeks. For this reason, particularly "hot" spots of radiocarbon have 
never been observed on the ocean surface, although locally high levels 
of other isotopes are quite frequent. Also, below the ocean surface, 
conditions for carbon-14 are simpler than for other radioisotopes: 
sedimentation through particulate matter is not important and the 
homogeneous distribution of the dissolved bicarbonate is only affected 
by organic material and biological processes.

The amount of carbon-14 taken up by the surface water of the oceans 
is in good approximation a function of time and latitude only. The 
amount of excess radiocarbon found in surface ocean water at a given
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location is, therefore, in general only a function of geographic latitude 
and of the local rate of downward mixing.

OBSERVATIONS

The experimental procedure used in this investigation was described 
by Bien, Rakestraw, and Suess [12]. Although a few measurements 
of the carbon-14 in the bicarbonate of ocean water had been carried out 
as early as 1955 [13], systematic investigations were not begun until 
1957. At that time, measurements were made at three laboratories: 
at the New Zealand [14] and La Jolla Laboratories [15, 16] on samples 
from the Pacific Ocean and at the Lamont Geological Observatory on 
samples from the Atlantic [17]. In 1957 a small amount of artificial 
carbon-14 was already present in ocean surface water, but the data 
obtained permit a fairly good estimate of the pre-bomb distribution of 
natural radiocarbon in the oceans. As a general trend, a very marked 
latitudinal dependence of the carbon-14 concentration prevailed in the 
Pacific Ocean, especially in the south. Abnormal values were observed 
as expected in areas of upwelling, such as along the coast of California. 
As the upwelling also affects the temperature, a simple qualitative 
rule was postulated by Burling and Garner [14] which states that the 
warmer the surface water the higher is its carbon-14 content. This 
rule can also be applied for the case of artificial carbon-14.

The A 14C data (for definition see Broecker et al. [17]), obtained by 
the La Jolla Radiocarbon Laboratory for Pacific surface water are 
listed in Table I and shown graphically in Fig. 1, where the data from 
the New Zealand Laboratory are also included. The majority of the 
values were taken from the mid-Pacific Ocean between 140°W and 
170°E. Samples used during 1965 and 1966 came primarily from  
locations along 155°W. Increased downward mixing occurs not only 
along the continental coast of North America, but also in certain 
regions around 42° northern latitude. Experimental carbon-14 data 
from along the equator are scarce. In Fig. 1 an estimated decrease in 
carbon-14 at the equator, due to equatorial upwelling, is shown.

Measurements of carbon-14 in coastal areas, particularly in 
La Jolla shore water, are not included here. The very pronounced 
decrease of the carbon-14 content at 45°N and 155°W, as indicated in 
Fig. 1, will be discussed in a separate paper.

Table II lists the results of measurements of carbon-14 in 
sub-surface water down to a depth of 500 m. The majority of 
measurements from deep ocean water were discussed in two previous 
papers [ 1 2 , 16] in connection with an investigation of the distribution 
of natural radiocarbon in deep water. The table and Fig. 2 show, in 
agreement with expectations, that the artificial radiocarbon taken up 
by the ocean did not penetrate downward beyond a depth of 200 m. Even 
at a depth of 100 m the carbon-14 content is, in most cases, con
siderably lower than on the surface. However, the measurements of the 
radiocarbon distribution in the upper layers of the oceans are too in
complete to lead to more than a confirmation of expectations.

In Fig. 3 changes in the level in the atmosphere since 1960 are 
compared with those in ocean surface water. The data on carbon-14 in
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TABLE I. RADIOCARBON IN SURFACE W ATER OF 
THE PACIFIC

Sample
N o. Latitude Longitude

T em p.

C O

14C

$•)

Date
co lle cted

LI-410 64* 11 ' S 168" 58’ W 1 .7 0 -120 ±20 13 Feb. 1961

U -41 2 60" 12’ S 171” 32 ’ W 5 .5 0 - 66 ±20 15 Feb. 1961

U -321 58" 2 0 ' S 168" 58’  E 6 .3 2 -  63 ± 6 7 Feb. 1961

U -41 4 57" 3 4 ' S 144" 15 ' W - -  52 ± 7 16 Feb. 1961

LJ-413 55" 39 ’  S 177" 51 ’ W -  45 ± 4 17 Feb. 1961

U -417 52® 37* S 178" 57 ’  W - -  30 ± 5 19 Feb. 1961

LJ-418 49" 4 2 ' S 178* 52 ’  W 9 .3 -  35 ± 5 20 Feb. 1961

U -9 0 46" 3 0 ' S 116" W 9 .2 -  60 ± 8 8 D e c . 1957

U -93 42* 4 3 ' S 96" 06 ’  W 11 .5 - 40 ± 8 15 D e c . 1957

LJ-408 40" 2 2 ’ S 164” 2 4 ' W - 4  ±20 3 M ar. 1961

U -40 9  ' 36" 2 7 ' S 163* 09 ’ W - -  7 ± 5 5 M ar. 1961

LJ-68 34* 50 ' S 135* 53* W 17.7 -  38 ± 8 15 N ov . 1957

U -32 6 34" 04 ' S 161” 5 4 ' W 2 1 .4 -  24 ±10 7 A pr. 1961

U -41 5 30" 2 6 ' S 160" 32* W - - 12 ± 4 9 M ar. 1961

U -32 5 26" 2 9 ' S 160" 33* W 2 7 .2 -  3 ±20 11 M ar. 1961

U -41 6 24" 41* S 155" 1 5 ' W - -  4 ±  4 12 M ar. 1961

LJ-877 16" 2 2 ' S 161" 4 9 ' W - 19 ±10 16 Jan. 1964

U -87 6 11" 25* S 117" 30* W - 46 ± 8 15 D e c .1963

U -6 6 7 " 00 ' S 132" 00 ' W 2 6.7 -  31 ± 8 26 Feb. 1958

U -87 8 0" 138" 58 ' W - 24 ± 8 19 F eb . 1964

U -6 2 5" 00 ' N 130" 00 ' W 2 8 .0 - 33 ± 8 21 F eb . 1958

U -879 5" 00 ' N 134" 00 ’ W - 61 ±10 21 Feb. 1964

U -1 4 6 a 5" 32 ’  N 120* 0 5 ' W 2 7 .5 -  75 ± 8 27 July 1959

U -4 9 4 7 " 03 ' N 158" 38* W - - 27 ± 5 26 July 1960

U -49 5 8" 14 ' N 156" 38 ’  W - -  9 ± 3 29 July 1960

U -88 0 10" 00 ' N 133* 00 ' W - 42 ±10 23 F e b .1964

U -49 3 10" 3 9 ' N 155" 56 ' W - -  27 ± 4 30 July 1960

U -467 14" 55’  N 133* 3 0 ' W - 42 ± 5 20 J a n .1962

U -88 1 15* 00 ' N 130* 0 0 ' W 67 ± 9 24  F e b .1964

a Samples taken at 10 m  depth.
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TABLE I. (cont. )

Sample
N o. Latitude Longitude

T em p .

C Q

14 c

<7«)
Date

co lle cted

U -58 19° 35 ’  N 125° 00’  W 2 4 .4 -  3 3 *  8 26 Feb. 1958

U -882 20° 00* N 126° 40’  W - 66 i  9 26 F e b .1964

U -1407 21° 00’  N 119° 14’  W - 1 4 1 *1 0 1 M ay 1965

U -561 24° 28* N 131° 25 ’  E 2 5 .0 3 3 *  9 7 June 1962

U -883 25° 00* N 123° 00’  W - 8 5 .7  ±10 27 Feb. 1964

U -1428 26° 00* N 155° 00* W 2 2 .5 152* 8 11 Jan. 1966

U -560 27° 11* N 140° 00’  E 2 5 .0 2 6 4 *  9 6 June 1962

U -1047 27° 21’  N 155° 00’  W - 137 * 10 12 Sept 1964

U -4 2 0 a 27° 27 ’  N 150° 35* W 2 5 .0 4 2 3 *  5 20 A u g .1961

U -1406 27° 4 4 ’  N 118° 14’  W - 116 * 10 29 A pr. 1965

U -1430 28* 00’  N 155° 00’  W 2 1 .5 149* 5 12 Jan. 1966

U -1432 30* 00’  N 155° 00’  W 19 142* 8 13 Jan. 1966

U -559 30° 16’  N 147° 4 9 ’  E - 5 9 * 1 0 4  June 1962 ,

U -1048 31° 29* N 155° 00’ W - 131 * 10 10 Sept 1964

U -0433 32° 00’ N 155° 00’  W 18 1 44 *  8 14 Jan. 1966

U -1026 33° 46 ’ N 135° 01* W - 187 * 10 7 A u g .1964

U -1429 34° 00’  N 155° 00’  W 1 6 .5 1 59 *  7 15 Jan. 1966

U  "558 34° 47 ’  N 160° 20 ’  E 2 0 .4 2 3 * 1 0 2 June 1962

U -557 35° 00’  N 170° 02’ E - 57 ±10 31 May 1962

U -540 35* 00’  N 150° 00’ W 17.00 -  4 0 * 1 0 22 M ay 1962

U -541 35° 01’ N 160° 00’ W 1 8.06 5 3 * 1 0 24 May 1962

U -1027 35° 00’  N 155° 00 ’  W 2 4.26 140 * 12 11 A u g .1964

U -538 35° 02’ N 140° 08’  W 16.53 7 4 * 1 0 20 May 1962

U -550 35° 05’  N 180°b 17.79 6 1 * 1 0 28 May 1962

U -549 35° 46 ’ N 170° 13’  W 17.50 5 5 * 1 0 26 M ay 1962

U -1431 36° 00’  N 155° 00’ W 1 4 .5 121* 8 16 Jan. 1966

U -1435 40° 00’  N 155° 00 ’  W 1 2.00 9 6 *  8 17 Jan. 1966

U -10 3 0 41° 0 0 .9 ’  N 155° 00’  W 21 .8 6 2 * 1 1 13 Sept 1964

U -1436 42° 00’  W 155° 00 ’  W 10.8 136* 7 18 Jan. 1966

U -1045 42° 0 9 .2 ’  N 155° 02 ’ W - 2 9 * 1 0 4  Sept 1964

U -1439 44° 00’  N 155“ 00’  W 9 .0 135* 7 18 Jan. 1964

b
180' = meridian.
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T A B L E  I (c o n t.)

Sam ple
No.

Latitude Longitude
T em p.
c o

“ C
(.%>)

Date
co lle cted

LJ-429 44* 55 ’  N 134* 55 ’  W 16.70 22 * 5 21 Sep. 1961

U -1033 45* 00 ’ N 155' 0 0 ’ W 1 5 .85 144 i  12 15 A ug. 1964

LJ-1440 46* 00 ’  N 155' 0 0 ’ W 7 .3 0 149 ± 22 19 Jan. 1966

LJ-1059 47* 3 8 .1 ' N 155* 00 ’  N - 80 ± 10 28 A ug. 1964

U -1443 4 8 ' 0 0 ’ N 155' 00* W 6 .5 0 134 * 20 20 Jan. 1966

U -1037 4 9 ' 00 ’  N 154' 58 ’ W 11.59 114 ± 10 16 A u g .1964

LJ-1437 50* 00 ’  N 155* 0 0 ’ W 5 .2 139 ± 4 21 Jan. 1966

U -14 3 8 52' 00* N 155* 0 0 ’ W 4 .0 117 ± 5 22 Jan. 1966

U -1044 52* 5 6 .5 ’  N 155* 0 .3 ’  W - 101 ± 10 16 Aug. 1964

LJ-1441 54* 00 ’ N 155' 0 0 ’ W 3 .5 71 i  6 22 Jan. 1966

U -1042 54 ' 3 4 ’  N 155' 00* W 11 .5 122 ± 12 18 A ug. 1964

U -1442 56* N 155* W < 4 .0 76 ± 8 23 Jan. 1966

F IG .l. Carbon-14 content o f  surface water o f the Pacific Ocean expressed as per m ille deviation from 
that o f  a standard [1 7 ] , plotted against geographic latitude. The different symbols (circles, triangles, 
squares) refer to the different expeditions during which samples were collected . For details see Table II 
The curves shown in the figure indicate estimated values for the years 1957 through 1966 in the vicinity 
o f  150#W. Values for southern latitudes and 1957 are taken from Burling and Garner [14]
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TABLE II. VERTICAL PROFILES

Sample
N o. Latitude Longitude

Depth
(m)

T em p.
( " Q

A 14C  f a ) Date
co lle cted

U -149 30* 04 ' N 118* 02 ' W 10 1 9 .30 - 13 ± 8 14 O c t . 1959
U -15 0 " H 75 1 5 .85 - 32 ± 8 "
U -15 1 " 120 1 3 .40 - 38 ± 8
U -15 2 * " 390 6 .6 0 -100 ± 8 "
U -153 600 5 .2 1 -169 ± 8

U -541 3 0 “ 01* N 160* 00' W 0 18.06 53 ± 10 24 May 1962
U -542 " 50 15.27 44 1 9 "
U -543 " 100 14.87 16 ± 9 **
U -5 4 4 " 500 7 .3 8 -150 ± 8 **
U -55 0 35* 05* N 1 8 0 ' 00' W 0 17.79 61 é 16 28 M ay 1962
U -55 1 " " 50 1 7 .40 59 1 10
LI-552 100 15.48 - 22 t  10

U -1033 45° 00 ' N 1 5 5 ' 0 0 ' W 0 1 5 .85 144 i  12 15 A u g .1964
IJ-1031 " » 100 7 .6 8 44 ± 11
LI-1032 * 200 7 .2 2 -  59 ± 8 "
U -1040 " * 500 3 .9 6 -133  ± 8 "

U -1037 4 9 ' 0 0 ' N 1 5 4 ' 58* W 0 11.59 114 i  10 16 A u g .1964
LI-1036 " " 107 4 .4 8 67 t  8 **

U -1 0 3 4 “ " 210 3 .5 2 -  77 ± 11
LJ-1035 498 3 .5 2 -141 ± 8

U -1417 15“ 55 ' N 1 1 9 ' 57 ' W 0 _ 104 i  8 4  May 1965
LI-1419 " * 200 - -  60 i  8 "

LI “1420 " " 300 - -  71 ± 8 "

U -1421 « » 400 - -  77 ± 10 *

LI-1423 " 500 - -110 ± 5 "
LI-1407 2 1 ' 0 0 ' N 119* 14 ' W 0 - 141 ± 10 1 May 1965
LI -1408 " * 100 - 134 ± 8 *•

U -1409 " 200 * -7 0 .6  ± 6
LI “1410 » " 300 * -7 6 .8  ± 9 n

LI-1411 " 400 - -  94 ± 7 **

LI-1412 500 - 1 1 7 .5 ± 9

the atmosphere are taken from Nydall [6 ], Berger and Libby [8 ], and 
Rafter [20, unpublished]. The estimates for carbon-14 in ocean water, 
shown in the lower part of Fig. 3, do not include data for areas with 
increased downward mixing. The 1966 data were taken in mid winter 
and they appear lower than expected from an extrapolation from  
previous years. This indicates the possibility of seasonal effects and, 
therefore, only data from lower latitudes, around 20° and 35°, were 
used for the estimates shown in the figure and treated below.
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FIG. 2. Carbon-14 content as a function o f  depth, according to the data given in Table II. In some 
cases averages from two measurements are shown in the figure

FIG. 3. Rise o f  carbon-14 level in the ocean as compared with that in the atmosphere. In the upper 
part o f  the figure the line for 65°N is according to Nydal [6 ] ,  for 35*N according to Berger and Libby [8 ] ,  
and the New Zealand Line from Rafter [2 0 ] . Crosses indicate values for the South Pole as given in [2 ] .  
The carbon-14 in surface ocean water is estimated from La Jolla measurements as discussed in the text

PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATIONS OF THE DATA

The decrease of the carbon-14 in the atmosphere during the time 
interval from 1880 to 1954, caused by the combustion of fossil fuel, 
made it possible to estimate the residence time of carbon-14 in the
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atmosphere to be between 10 and 30 years (Revelle and Suess [HD-  
Other authors suggested considerably lower values for this residence 
time. The exact value of this quantity, however, is, in part, a matter 
of definition. According to Revelle and Suess, the residence time of 
carbon dioxide is defined as the average lifetime of a CO2 molecule in 
the atmosphere before it gets dissolved into the ocean. A much better 
estimate for this residence time than that derived from the carbon-14 
decrease during the time interval from 1880 to 1950 can, in principle, 
be derived from the much larger increase in carbon-14 since 1950. 
However, to obtain an accurate value, the observations of the carbon-14 
level have to be carried out in the troposphere as well as in the ocean 
over a period of time comparable in length to the residence time of 
carbon-14 in the atmosphere. The observations during the past eight 
years are now just beginning to yield useful information.

From Fig. 3 one can see immediately that the CO2 residence, as 
defined above, is of the order of many years. A way in which a more 
quantitative estimation can be made is by considering the material 
balance of the artificial carbon-14 in the atmosphere and in the surface 
oceans. This is done in the following, though the uncertainty in the 
data is large enough so that the resulting residence time is still uncertain, 
within perhaps a factor of two.

Consider the atmosphere in the vicinity of 35°N and normalize the 
concentration of artificial carbon-14 by setting the concentration of 
natural carbon-14 equal to one, then Fig. 3 shows that the amounts of 
artificial carbon-14 were:

-0 . 76 in January, 1965
-0.  70 in January, 1966

From tritium data (Dockins et al. [18]) one can estimate that the 
amounts of bomb-produced radionuclides that entered the troposphere 
from the stratosphere during the time of the "springleak" were, in 
1964, about 50% of those which entered in 1963, and in 1965 about 50% 
of those supplied during the previous year. From this the amount of 
carbon-14 added during 1965 can be estimated. A comparison with 
the Southern Hemisphere data allows an estimate of the amount trans
ferred across the equator during that time. Finally, it is known that 
an appreciable fraction of CO2 exchanges each year with the terrestrial 
biosphere. The following estimates are then obtained for the balance 
of carbon-14 (in units of natural carbon-14) in the atmosphere during 
1965:

Observed decrease +0.06
Added from stratosphere +0.13
Transferred across equator -0 .06
Taken up by terrestrial biosphere -0.10

Therefore, taken up by the ocean +0.03

Accordingly, the amount taken up by the ocean during 1965 corresponds 
to about 4% of that present at the beginning of the year, indicating a 
residence time of CO2 in the atmosphere of the Northern Hemisphere 
of 25 years. The CO2 residence time in the atmosphere of the whole

8
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Earth, as defined above, should be somewhat smaller because of the 
extended ocean surface in the Southern Hemisphere. In any case, the 
result agrees with the previous estimates and rules out values below 
1 0  years for a residence time, as defined above.

The amount of carbon-14 transferred to the ocean is, of course, 
paralleled by a corresponding increase in the carbon-14 concentration of 
the ocean surface water. As indicated in Fig. 3, this increasè can be 
estimated to be about 4% of the concentration of natural carbon-14. The 
CO2 equivalent in the mixed layer of the oceans is about 1.2 times the 
total amount of CO2 in the atmosphere. Because of the relatively large 
land area it is only about one for the latitudinal belt around 35°N. Hence, 
the observed rise in carbon-14 in the surface ocean water at this latitude 
is in agreement with the estimated decrease in carbon-14 in the 
atmosphere of 4%, as obtained above, if one assumes that the excess 
carbon-14 has, during a period of one year, homogeneously distributed 
itself into the mixed layer.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Undoubtedly, the data on the carbon-14 level in the surface water of 
the Pacific Ocean, observed during the period from 1958 to 1966, will be 
useful in connection with a variety of research problems. They could 
certainly be used in the study of such problems of marine biology as 
food chains, life spans of marine organisms, and others. For the 
specific purpose of the determination of the rate of air-sea CO2 exchange 
and of mixing processes in the surface layers of the oceans, the 
observations during 1965 were the first that can be evaluated in a 
relatively direct manner. During future years carbon-14 determinations 
on surface ocean water will become increasingly valuable. If bomb 
testing affects the carbon-14 inventory to a degree that changes the 
general trends, the observed data would have to be evaluated by an 
approach such as that followed up by Houtermans [19] in connection 
with the problem of fluctuation of the natural level of carbon-14 in the 
atmosphere.

Should the perturbations through renewed bomb-testing be small 
enough that the time of maximum carbon-14 content of ocean water is 
not changed appreciably, then an analysis, as presented by Broecker 
and Olsson [9], will give meaningful results.

It appears obvious, therefore, that measurements of the carbon-14 
level in ocean surface water should be continued for many more years. 
The authors had planned to do this, at least for the period of the 
International Hydrological Decade, but unfortunately the necessary 
financial support for sea-water collection and CO2 extraction was 
terminated.
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. F .  LIBBY (Chairman): It will be interesting to see what lies
behind the recorded difference between the Atlantic and Pacific as regards 
the uptake of atmospheric C 0 2. There is now some body of evidence to 
show that differences between the two oceans in this respect do in fact 
exist.
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Abstract

ON THE TRANSFER OF RADIOCARBON IN NATURE. In radiocarbon dating work, knowledge o f 
the exchange rate o f radiocarbon between various reservoirs in nature is o f  great interest. Artificial 
radiocarbon from nuclear tests performed in 1961 and 1962 has been used as a tracer in the present work. 
It was possible to investigate the rates o f mixing between the various parts of the atmosphere before 
equilibrium was reached, in about four years.

At the present time there is a good opportunity to make accurate measurements of the exchange 
rate between the atmosphere and the ocean. For this purpose, during the last year the amount o f  radio
carbon in the surface layer o f  the Atlantic Ocean has also been examined.

INTRODUCTION

Appreciable attention has been paid to the transfer of radiocarbon 
(14C) in nature since it was discovered that this isotope could be applied 
in 14C dating. It has been of special importance to estimate the ex
change of 14C between the atmosphere and the ocean. Craig [1] calcu
lated the exchange rate of COa between various reservoirs, making use 
of the equilibrium between production and disintegration of natural i4C 
in nature. He found a residence time of COa in the atmosphere of 7 ± 3 yr 
before absorption in the ocean. Revelle and Suess [2] calculated the 
residence time for C 02 in the atmosphere by considering the dilution of 
natural 14C by inactive carbon from industry. The result they obtained 
of approximately 10 yr agreed fairly well with that obtained by Craig.
The opinion of several investigators in later years has been a residence 
time of 3 to 5 yr [3-5] .

Artificial 14C from nuclear tests has been an effective tool in studying 
the transfer of 14C between the reservoirs. Because of the short time 
which has elapsed since such tests have been performed, only the shorter 
exchange processes have been studied. These processes include ex
change between various parts of the atmosphere and between the at
mosphere and the surface layer of the ocean.

The best opportunity for tracer studies in the atmosphere was given 
after the nuclear tests in 1961 and 1962, when 14C was introduced in high 
northern latitudes at a height of 20 km, where the main production of 
natural 14C also probably occurs. The artificial 14C will have almost 
the same route through the reservoirs as if the production had been 
caused by an enormous solar flare.

The present work was commenced in 1962 [6], and regular measure
ments of 14C at several latitudes have been obtained. In describing the 
exchange that has occurred between the reservoirs in 4 years, a six-box 
model has been applied.
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CHOICE OF BOX MODEL

On the box model in Fig. 1 the northern and southern parts of the 
globe are each divided into the stratosphere, the troposphere, and the 
mixed layer of the ocean ( + biosphere). The observations, mainly 
during 1963, show that there may be reasons for dividing the northern 
and southern troposphere respectively into two reservoirs, one between 
0-30°N, and the other between 30°N and 90°N [5] . The complication is

0°- 90° S 0°- 90° N

STRATOSPHERE , *11 STRATOSPHERE
X12

ktfj | *21 *12j  | *21

TROPOSPHERE TROPOSPHERE
X22

k22
X21

*2sj j K32 *23]  |*32

OCEAN MIXED 
LAYER + 
BIOSPHERE

4 K33 OCEAN MIXED 
LAYER + 
BIOSPHERE

X32 *33* *31

FIG. 1. Exchangeable carbon reservoirs
R2 • R3

Xu . X x7"
Kn * K12

size o f  each carbon reservoir 
excess o f  14C (%) 
exchange coefficients

that the 0-30°N cell (Hadley cell) receives 14C from both the stratosphere 
and from the northern troposphere in an unknown ratio. From the avail
able tropospheric data it is apparent that the transport of i4C to lower 
and southern latitudes through the stratosphere is important. There may 
be further exchange between the most northern cell (30°-90°N) and the 
southern troposphere without any exchange with the cell between.

One generally speaks of the mean residence time t  of an atom (or 
molecule) in one reservoir before it is transferred to another reservoir. 
This mean residence time is generally defined as

t  =
N„

t=o

Ndt

where nj is the number of atoms with a residence time tj. The number 
of atoms N in one reservoir decreases with time according to the formula 
N = N0 e"Kt, where K is named as the exchange or transfer coefficient. 
Substitution of N in the above equation gives

1
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CALCULATION OF EXCHANGE

The exchange between the reservoirs can be described by the following 
set of six equations:

R
d x 11

R.

1 d t  " ( k l l  + k 12^R l X l l  +  k l l R l X 1 2 + k 21R 2 X 21

d x 12
1 d t  = ' ( k l l  +  k 1 2 )R l x 1 2 + k l l R l x l l  +  k 21R 2 X 22 

d x 2i
R 2 d t  ^ 1  + k 23 +  k 2 2 )R 2 x 21 +  k 2 2 R 2 X 22+ -k 32R 3 X 31 +  k 1 2 R l X l l

d x 22
* 2  “ d T  = • ( k 21 +  k 22 +  k 23 ) R 2 X 22 +  k 22R 2 X 21 +  k 32R 3 X 32 +  k 12R l X 12 

d x „
R ol

3 d t  ( k 32 +  k 3 3 )R 3 X 3 1 + k 23R 2 X21 + k 33 R 3 X 32 

dXg2
R 3 “ d t  ^k 32 +  k 33^R 3 X 32 +  k 23R 2 X 22 +  k 3 3 R 3 X 31

(1)

( 2)

( 3 )

( 4 )

( 5 )

( 6 )

The injected amount of 14C does not disturb the steady state for C 0 2 
exchange between the reservoirs, and the relations k^R j = k 21R2 and 
k 2 3 R 2 = k32R3 exist.

By introducing the difference in activity between the northern and 
southern stratosphere (x = x11-x 12), the northern and southern troposphere 
(y = x 24-x 22), and the northern and southern ocean (z = x 31-x 32), the six 
equations can be reduced to the following three:

ri y
dF = -(2kn +k12)x+k12y (7)

= -(2k22+k21+k23)y+k2ix+k23z (8)

dz—  = -(2k33+k32)z + k32y (9)

For the troposphere the derived second order differential equation has to 
be solved:

^ 2  + (s l + s 2) | f  + (% X s2- s 3)y = k23(s1- s 4)z (10)

whe re
Si = 2kn +k i2  

s 2 = ^ 2 2  +  ^ 2 1  + k 23 

s 3 = k 1 2 k 2 1 + k 2 3 k 32 

S4  = ^ k 33 +  k 32
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It turns out that the activity in the mixed layer of the ocean is very ir 
regular (Table I) because of upwelling water [7] . The exchange between 
the troposphere and the ocean is so slow that it is unreasonable that a 
probable mean difference between the northern and southern ocean should 
influence the exchange between the northern and southern troposphere. 
From tropospheric measurements taken in the winter of 1965 and 1966 
it is apparent that the activity in the northern and the activity in the 
southern troposphere quickly approach each other, regardless of the 
various activities in the ocean. The conclusion is that the ocean term  
k23 (s i - s 4)z in equation (10) can be cancelled. The y-function can then 
be written simply:

y = Ae‘ ait( l -e ‘ azt) ( 11)

where

ai :
s i + s2 + \/(s 1 _s2 )2 + 4s.

a2 = n/ ( B i - s2)2 + 4 s3

It is to be noticed that if 4s3 is small compared with (S j-s 2)2 (which 
is also verified), the following values for a1# and a2 are obtained:

a i 2kl l + k 12

2k22 + k2l+k« -< 2kl l +k1*) •23 11 12 '

Originally E q .( ll)  contained two intregration constants (Ax and A 2) which 
have been reduced to one (A) in order to obtain y = 0 for t = 0. This is ap
proximately correct at about 1 March 1963. When this date is fixed, the 
parameters A, aĵ  and a2 can be determined from observations at various 
latitudes. The reference curve in the southern troposphere is linked to
gether from observations done by Rafter [8] and the author's own 
measurements on Madagascar. Some objections may arise because of 
using a single station from 1964 as representative for the southern 
troposphere. The reason is that, from this time, there were very small 
differences in activity between various parts of the southern troposphere. 
The measurement by Rafter on a similar plateau in 1960 confirms this 
opinion. The dotted curve in Fig. 2 should, within a limit of error of 
about 2-4%, represent the mean activity in the southern troposphere.
This mean activity is applied as the basis for calculating the differences 
in activity between the southern and various northern latitudes.

The oscillation in activity in higher northern latitudes has caused 
some difficulties in the search for the mean variation. The problem has 
been solved by regarding the least mean square of the function (11), where 
all the observations have been applied.

( -a jt .+ lnA  + ln U -e 'V i  )-lny.)2 =S . ( 1 2 )
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TABLE I. VARIATIONS IN 14C IN THE SURFACE LAYER  
OF THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC OCEANS

Date o f  
co lle ction

Latitude Longitude
T em p.
(”C )

6 13C
C7o°)

6 14C
(% )

A14C
m

1 5 /1 1 -6 5 72°32'N 19°64'E -2 .9 1 3 .2 8 .2

2 1 /1 1 -6 5 74°40*N 39°00’ E + 1 .2 1 2 .6 6 .8

1 0 /2  -66 71°50’ N 07*20*E + 0 .5 11 .3 5 .6

2 /6  -66 74°14*N 20*11 *E + 0 .1 3 + 1 .0 1 3 .4 7 .5

1 3 /6  -66 72°14’ N 19*38'E + 5. 38 + 0 .2 14 .1 8 .3

2 4 /1 1 -6 6 72*38'N 14*39'E + 0 .5 a 9 .8 4 .2

1 2 /1 2 -6 5 64°28*N 11°00'W -0 .4 13 .7 8 .1

27 /1  -66 63*45'N 01*00'W + 1 .5 1 2 .5 6 .6

2 0 /6  -66 66°00'N 12’ 30'W + 1 .2 1 3 .5 7 .6

2 1 /6  -66 63*25 'N 04*00’W + 2 .6 10 .7 4 .4

5 /7  -66 41°57’ N 10°04’W + 1 .4 13 .6 7 .6

7 /7  -66 37°08'N 30*51 *W + 2 .6 24 .3 1 7 .4

2 6 /9  -66 45°12*N 07°56*W +20 + 1 .9 13 .7 7 .6

1 /1 0 -6 6 45*00'N 124°00*W + 2 .8 18 .3 1 1 .7

2 5 /1 0 -6 6 35”30'N 29*10 ’W + 0 .5 a 1 5 .2 9 .3

3 /7  -66 29*21*N 15*43'W -0 .1 1 0 .0 4 .5

4 /7  -6 6 27*35’ N 50*30'W -0 .1 1 8 .2 1 2 .3

2 5 /9 -6 6 29°40*N 15*28 *W +25 -7 .2 26 .1 2 1 .6

2 4 /1 0 -6 6 31°27'N 39°00'W + 0 .5 a 20 .1 1 4 .0

1 /7  -66 17*20*N 21’ 50*W + 0 .2 7 .5 2 .1

2 1 /9  -66 17°50*N 21*05'W +28 + 1 .3 12 .1 6 .2

1 3 /1 0 -6 6 14°20’ N 95*25'W + 2 .8 1 3 .3 7 .0

2 7 /6  -66 05°25'S 33*05*W + 1 .2 9 .3 3 .6

1 7 /9  -66 07°12'S 33*25’ W +28 + 0 .2 1 9 .6 1 3 .6

Not measured
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For each chosen value of a2 the corresponding values of ax and A are 
calculated. The parameters in the best fitting curve are found by search
ing the minimum value of S by varying a2. The calculation has been per
formed by a UNIVAC-1107 computer. The values obtained for the pa
rameters A, aĵ  and a2 are seen in Table II. There are relatively small 
variations in a± (â  ̂= 1 .0 ± 0 . 2), when the result at 43°N is neglected; aj 
is mainly dependent on the transfer of 14C from the stratosphere, and 
not the exchange within the troposphere. The best fitting curves for 71°N 
and 9°N, respectively, are seen in Fig. 2 (dotted curves), where the y- 
function is constructed upon the mean curve for the southern troposphere.
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FIG.2. Variation in l4C at various latitudes

In Fig. 3 the best fitting curves for six northern latitudes are shown. 
The curves at Addis Ababa (9°N), Gran Canaria (28°N), and Nordkapp 
(71°N), seem to be most successful. At Santiago de Compostela, where 
the activity was largely lower during 1965 and 1966 than at other latitudes 
above 28°N, it is presumed that there may have been some contamination.

It would be of great interest to calculate the y-function for obser
vations at other localities. Up to the present time this has not been 
possible. It is already clear that the longitudinal variation of the tropo
spheric activity is rather minor [5] .

The difference in activity between the northern and southern strato
sphere obeys E q.(7). There seems to be a good approximation when the 
tropospheric term (k12y) is neglected and the following solution is used:

x = xn -x 12 „ " (2 k u +  k12)t -  x0e (13)

The parameters x0 = (25. 2 ± 1. 1)1027 atoms, and 2k11 + k12 = 0.73 ± 0.05 y r '1 
have been determined by using the least mean square on the observations
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T A B L E  H . CALCULATION OF THE PARAM ETERS IN THE 
EXCHANGE EQUATION FOR THE TROPOSPHERE

A

(% )
a i

( y r '1 )
a 2

( y r '1)
§■ O  = 2 . 5 yr)

N ordkapp 108 1 .0 2 .2 - 9 . 4

S an tia go  de 
C o m p o s te la

220 1 .7 1 .4 - 4 .8

Gran C an aria 88 1 .0 3 .9 - 7 .3

T e n e r ife 210 1 . 4 0 .9 -7 .  7

D akar 52 0 .7 8 .1 - 6 . 2

A ddis  A baba 52 1 .0 2 .7 - 4 . 4

FIG. 3. Difference in 14C activity between the northern and southern troposphere
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by Feely et al. [9], where mean values in the northern and the southern 
stratosphere have been calculated for each four-month period from 1963 
to 1965. In the southern stratosphere, the activity is nearly constant 
during three years [9], and the following equation is obtained:

x 12 = at+b (14)

where a = (0.16 ± 0. 10) 1027 and b = (5 .4  ± 0 . 2)1027 . The conversion to per 
cent for x and x 12 inEqs.(13) and (14) has been done by using 6 .7 X  1027 14C 
atoms as the normal amount of 14C in the whole stratosphere [10].

The standard errors for the parameters in Eqs.(13) and (14) are 
probably too optimistic, because of the very large errors (20-25%) in each 
number [9] . Because of the small spread in the mean values, one should 
suggest that the individual limits of error are mainly of systematic 
character. The fairly good agreement between independent determi
nations of 2k11+k12 by measurements in the stratosphere and troposphere 
indicate that a final value for 2k11 + k12 is between 0, 7 and 1.0  y r "1. For 
further application of Eq.(13) only the values for the parameters derived 
from the stratospheric results are used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The calculation of the exchange coefficients has to be performed at 
a time when there is fairly regular exchange between the reservoirs. The 
first part of 1963 has to be avoided because of a great local accumulation 
of 14C in the lower northern stratosphere. The optimum accuracy can 
be obtained in 1965, where a plateau for the activity is established in 
both the southern troposphere and stratosphere. The following formulae 
applied in calculation of k12 and kgg, are derived from E q s.(l) to (6):

dx1L+ dx 
dt

12
dt

12 X11+X12-(X21 + x22̂
(15)

^ l / dxU + dx
R2ydt

12
dt

d x 21 d x 22 
dt dt

23
(16)

X 21 + X 2 2 _ ^X 31 +  X 32^

In the present calculation Rj^/Rg is put equal to 0 .23  [10] . The accurate 
error in this number is not known here. x31 and x 32 are estimated to 
7±5%  each, according to Table I. The mean value for dx21/dt ( -6 .3 1 1 .1 )  
is calculated from Table II. kn  and k22 are calculated from the relations 
2k11 + k1 2 =a1 (a-̂  = 0 .7  to 1.0) and 2k22 + k2i + k23 = a !+ a 2 . The large vari
ations in a2 make k22 very uncertain. The mean value for a2 (a2= 2.9 - 0.7)
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based on the three best fitting curves (Fig. 3) has been applied. The 
following results for the residence times have been obtained;

t = 1 /k  = 3 .5  ± 0 .8  yr

t = l / k  =3-5  yr 
11 '  11 J

T22 = 1 /  k22 = 7 ± 2 months

T23 = 1 / k 23 = 4 - 5 ± 1 - °  Y r -

The values for and t 12 are somewhat surprising and indicate about the 
same exchange rate between the northern and southern stratosphere as 
that between the stratosphere and troposphere. The values for t22 and 
t23 are in fairly good agreement with results obtained by several investi
gators [3-5] .
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. E. SUESS: You give a residence time of 4.5 years for 14C in the
atmosphere. Is this the time elapsing before transfer into any reservoir, 
including, for instance, the biosphere, or that elapsing before final 
transfer into the ocean?

R. NYDAL: In my six-box model the ocean and biosphere constitute
a single reservoir. I have not attempted to separate the two.

H. E. SUESS: Then I believe that this changes the atmospheric
residence time before transfer into the ocean quite appreciably. We may 
infer from other evidence that the residence time so defined — which in 
my view is what is mainly of interest — may be as long as 20 or 30 years.

R. NYDAL: All I can say is that recorded data for the 14C activity
in the surface layer of the ocean strongly inclines me to the belief that the 
atmospheric residence time before transfer into the ocean must be less  
than 10 years.

H.E.  SUESS: Again it depends what we mean by "ocean". I am
speaking of the deep ocean.

K. O. MÜNNICH (Chairman): In my view the influence of the biosphere
on the total atmospheric residence time before transfer to the ocean is not 
so very great, since most of the 14C in the biosphere is in very rapid 
exchange with the atmosphere (residence time of 1 to 2 years), while the 
remainder, marked by very slow exchange, is a comparatively small 
proportion of the whole.

P. E. DAMON: I should also like to make a comment on this problem
of residence time, by referring to a figure from a paper by D. Grey,
A. Long and myself. Unfortunately I do not have the figure with me but 
I can describe it roughly. It has an upper curve which shows the observed 
14C fluctuation curve with data from Yale, La Jolla and Arizona. The 
lower curve is generated by iterative integration using Schove1 s and the 
Zurich sunspot data combined with Lingenfelter1 s relationship between 
sunspots and cosmic ray intensities. The sunspots are assumed to 
generate cosmic rays and 14C on the basis of Lingenfelter ' s relationship 
with the introduction of a lag time representing the residence time in the 
reservoirs which are in rapid exchange with the biosphere. To obtain a 
best fit of the theoretical and experimental curves the residence time 
cannot be more than about 40 years. This figure agrees with 
Professor Suess ' comment on the paper under discussion. It is quite 
reasonable because 14C tied up in the surface oceans and biosphere 
(forests) continues to buffer the atmosphere. Only gradually is it absorbed 
by the deep ocean.
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Abstract

TRITIUM IN THE MIXED LAYER OF THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN. Some 350 samples o f  surface 
water collected between late 1959 and m id -1966 have been analysed for tritium in a continuing attempt 
to determine the age ( v i z . , the average lifetim e before transfer into any other reservoir) o f  the mixed 
layer o f  the North Pacific Ocean, and the relative magnitudes o f  the tritium input by precipitation, and 
input by molecular exchange and other mechanisms.

After the steep rise in the tritium concentration in North Pacific surface water in 1963 from an 
average o f about 8 tritium units (TU) to 13 TU the average level remained essentially constant, reaching 
a flat maximum in late 1964 or 1965. Since then the level has decreased much more slowly than has the 
tritium concentration in Northern Hemisphere precipitation. These decreases, which are at most o f the 
order o f  25°jo and a factor o f three, respectively, enable one to make an estimate o f time constants and 
volumes involved.

Estimations o f the tritium input rate derived from the tritium concentrations o f  oceanic and coastal 
rains, together with the observed tritium concentration in ocean surface water, can be used to calculate 
values for both the residence time and size o f the mixed layer.

Over the past decades the science of hydrology has become increasing
ly important in the investigation of water resources for human needs; the 
hydrogen isotope, tritium, has become an increasingly valuable tracer 
for these investigations. In this connection knowledge of the tritium .con
tent of the surface water of the oceans, as one of the factors that deter
mine the tritium content of atmospheric water vapour, is desirable. For 
this reason the authors' measurements of the tritium content of ocean 
water were included in the hydrology programme of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA). In addition to various other investigations, the 
La Jolla Tritium Laboratory has carried out tritium measurements on 
ocean water from 12 stations in the Pacific Ocean, and on rain-water from 
various locations.

The tritium content of ocean surface water can also be used for the 
study of mixing processes within the surface of the ocean and through the 
various thermoclines of the oceans. From this viewpoint earlier discus
sions of the results of tritium measurements in La Jolla were published 
by Bainbridge in 1963 [1] and by Houtermans in 1965 [2] . To facilitate 
the use of these measurements as a basis for further investigations, in 
the following a summary is given of empirical observations and the 
recognized trends of tritium in Pacific Ocean water in comparison with 
tritium data in rain-water. Experimental procedures have been described 
by Bainbridge, Sandoval and Suess [3] and by Bainbridge [4], Most of 
the results of the La Jolla determinations are contained in the IAEA 
Tritium Lists [5], The data are not evaluated here in regard to their

129
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oceanographic and météorologie significance. A paper on this subject 
by Bainbridge and Houtermans is in preparation.

The amount of radiocarbon taken up by the ocean per unit of area 
is strictly proportional to the amount of excess radiocarbon present in 
the atmosphere. The amount of tritium taken up by the ocean per unit 
area, however, depends not only on the tritium content of the water 
vapour in the air, but also on rainfall and humidity at the location in 
question. La Jolla carbon-14 samples have been collected on oceano
graphic cruises, because the sampling locations are not too critical.
It is desirable, however, to obtain tritium samples repeatedly from the 
same locations in order to investigate trends in the tritium level over 
a period of years. Therefore, a network of island stations have beem 
employed for obtaining these samples. It was requested that ocean 
water samples be taken at regular two-month intervals. Any effect

F IG .l. Upper part: Average tritium concentration (TU) - 10-18 T /H ) in moisture and precipitation o f  
Southern California according to Leventhal and Libby [6 ] is shown as a broken line. Solid line indicates 
average tritium in rains on four Pacific islands (Wake, Johnston, Oahu and Midway) as well as Ocean 
Station Victor, according to La Jolla measurements [5 ]

Lower part: Tritium in ocean surface water o ff shore Midway (crosses) and Oahu (circles).
See also Table I

of upwelling of deeper water along the shores of these islands appears 
insignificant, as can be seen by a comparison of the island station data 
with data obtained from samples collected on expeditions in the open 
ocean. In Table I all the data measured in the laboratory for ocean 
water and rain-water in the Pacific area are listed.

9*
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In the upper part of Fig. 1, the broken line shows the average tritium 
content of atmospheric humidity and precipitation along the coast of 
Southern California, as determined by Leventhal and Libby [6], The 
solid line refers to the tritium content of rain-water from four island 
stations in the Pacific between 15° and 35° northern latitude, as deter
mined in La Jolla (see Ref. [5] for individual data). The well-known 
pulse nature of the tritium input, as a consequence of the so-called "spring 
leak", can be recognized in the figure: the tritium values show maxima 
in early spring of each year, due to downward mixing from the stratosphere 
into the troposphere at this season. The tritium thus transferred into 
the troposphere is washed out by rains within a period of a few weeks [7], 
The surface water of the ocean responds to this tritium input by an in
stantaneous rise which, however, appears to be temporary and only 
affects the very top layer of the ocean. (See lower part of Fig. 1.) 
Distribution throughout the mixed layer causes a subsequent decrease.
The steady-state level of tritium at the ocean surface, which is reached 
within a few weeks thereafter, is somewhat higher than that before the 
input.

FIG. 2. Changes in the tritium content o f  Pacific Ocean water along latitudinal belts for the period from 
1960 to 1966. Arrows indicate latitudes o f stations, and crosses time o f  sampling (see Table I for individual 
values). The slanted numbers give the approximate values in tritium units for the lines o f  constant tritium 
activity

How the addition of tritium from the atmosphere affects the tritium 
content of the whole ocean is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. Many 
fallout products, such as strontium-90 and caesium-137, will presumably 
show a similar distribution. The localized areas of high tritium content, 
present at the end of 1959, were caused by weapon testing in the Pacific 
Ocean. These localized high levels of tritium disappeared relatively 
rapidly, presumably .because the tritium became more homogeneously 
distributed within the mixed layer and also because of tritium migration 
into southern parts of the Pacific. The steep rise in atmospheric tritium 
(due to the prior bomb testing) during the time of the "spring leak" in 1963, 
is reflected in the North Pacific by a rise in the tritium concentration of
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about 10 tritium units, from less than 15 to nearly 24 TU. Southern 
latitudes were affected by this rise with a delay of several weeks or 
months, and in these latitudes the increase was also less rapid. In the 
northern hemisphere a slight decrease in the overall tritium concentration 
can be observed since 1965, but the tritium content in the southern hemi
sphere is still rising. Whether or not downward mixing into deeper ocean 
layers below the thermocline is already affecting the surface concentration 
of tritium in a noticeable manner cannot as yet be decided. Future measure 
ments, which will include tritium measurements from sub-surface water 
down to a depth of several hundred meters, will help to decide this question 
and will ultimately allow the deduction of an average residence time for 
surface ocean water.
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TABLE I. TRITIUM IN SURFACE OCEAN WATER

Adak, Alaska 
51’ 53'N  176#32'W

Canton Island 
2®50'S 171°40'W

Date (TU) Date (TU )

1959 1959
1 D ec. 7 .2 18 D ec. 2 .5

1960 1960
1 Feb. 6 .9 28 Jan. 2 .7
7 June 7 .5 8 Apr. 2 .2
1 Jul. 5 .2 2 June 1 .4
1 Aug. 7 .5 6 Aug. 1 .8

30 Sep. 4 .5 8 O ct. 2 .2
1 D ec. 6 .7 3 D ec. 1 .8

1961 1961
2 Feb. 6 .7 5 Feb. 2 .6

31 M ar. 55.7 29 Mar. 2 .6
1 June 4 .2 3 June 2 .7
1 Aug. 4 .1 2 Aug. 1 .6

12 O ct. 3 .9 21 O ct. 2 .0

1962 1962
4 Apr. 7 .1 27 Jan. 2 .6

11 June 6 .7 1 Apr. 2 .1
31 Jul. 9 .5 11 June 2 .1

8 O ct. 8 .6 28 Jul. 2 .5
1 D ec. 7 .7 10 O ct. 2 .2

5 D ec. 2 .3
1963

1 Feb. 9 .6 1963
1 Apr. 12.8 1 Feb. 2 .1

31 May 2 0 .9 28 Mar. 2 .1
2 Aug. 32 .1 1 June 2 .8
3 O ct. 2 6 .7 31 Jul. 3 .3
2 D ec . 14 .0 1 O ct. 3 .0

30 Nov. 2 .7
1964

1 Feb. 45 .1 1964
1 Apr. 2 1 .5 29 Feb. 3 .1
1 June 34 .3 2 Apr. 3 .0
4 Sep. 19.9 13 June 2 .5
5 O ct. 19.2 12 Aug. 2 .7
2 D ec. 20 .9 5 O ct. 2 .8

3 D ec. 2 .5
1965

8 Apr. 2 2 .0 1965
10 June 28.8 4 Feb. 4 .3

4 Aug. 20 .7
1966

1 O ct. 21 .1
2 .3

6 -Dec. 20 .1
1966

31 Jan 11 .3
4  Apr. 15 .3

28 May 17.4
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T A B L E  I. (cont.)

O cean Station "P" Tutuila, Am erican Samoa
50°N 145°W 14T 6'S 170”43'W

Date (TU) Date (TU )

1960 1959
21 Jan. 7 .0 1 D ec. 1 0 .4
14 Apr. 6 .6

1960
29 June 9 .8

1 Apr. 2 .1
12 Sep. 9 .3

6 .8
9 June 3 .3

8 D ec.
î . i2 Aug.

1961 4  O ct. 0 .7
20 Jul. 7 .7 1 Nov. 0 .1
18 O ct. 
14 D ec.

8 .4
1961

7 .4
1 Feb. 0 .3

1962 7 Apr. < 0 .1
13 Apr. 11.2 1 June 2 .3
10 Sep. 18.9 1 Aug. 1 .1

3 D ec.

1963

11.8 2 Nov.

1962

0 .3

1 Feb. 14.9 10 Feb. 2 .1
23 Jul. 25 .2 5 Apr. 1 .5
22 O ct. 28 .6 12 June 2 .6
30 D ec . 19 .7 1 Aug. 1 .6

1964
2 1 .7

2 O ct. 
2 D ec.

2 .1
1 .9

7 June
2 Sep. 

Feb.
1965

3 1 .4
1 Feb. 
1 June

1963
3 .0
1 .9

33 .8
33 .1

1 .7
2 Feb. 1 Aug.

1 O ct. 2 . 0
20 M ay 31 .2

2 D ec. 2 .1
22 Jul. 32 .1

7 O ct.

1966

3 7 .4
1 Feb.

1964
1 .5
1 .8

10 Jan. 36.1
24 Apr.

2 6 .1
34.8

27 June 2. 5
1 Apr. 
6 June

12 Aug. 2 .3
2 Nov. 1 .9
1 D ec.

1965

3 .3

1 Feb. 2 .9
7 Apr. 2 .3
5 June 2 .5
2 Aug. 3 .2

10 D ec.

1966

2 .5

26 Jul. 1 .9
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TABLE I. (cont.)

M idway Island 
28 '15 'N  177°25'W

Date

1959
15 D ec.

1960
15 Feb.

1 Apr. 
4 June
1 Aug. 

10 O ct.
9 D ec.

1961
7 Apr. 
1 Aug. 

30 O ct.

1962
1 Feb. 

30 Mar. 
13 June

6 Aug. 
4 O ct.
5 D ec.

1963
1 Apr. 
5 June

10 Aug.

1964
5 Feb. 
1 Jun. 

31 Jul.
3 D ec .

1965
5 Feb. 
3 "Apr. 
9 June 
2 A ug. 
5 O ct.

1966
31 Jan. 
28 Mar.

Kw ajalein A to ll, Marshall Islands 
8°46'N  167°38'E

(TU ) Date (TU)

13.2

12.0
10.1

9 .3
8 .5
8 .5  

10 .7

9 .0
9 .3
9 .0

12.1
11.0

11.1
14 .4
14.0
12.8

12.8
2 3 .1
2 0 .8

24 .2
24 .3  
72 .6  
17..6

18.5
17.5
2 2 .4  
18 .0
18.3

13.2
20.6

13 D ec.
1959

16 .5

24 Jan.
1960

15.7
21 Mar. 8 .1

3 JUne 6 .8
22 Jul. 5 .1

1 Nov. 6 .1
15 D ec. 7 .2

3 Feb.

1961

7 .1
6 Apr. 7 .6

26 Jul. 4 .4
1 Nov. 6 .1

7 Feb.
1962

6 .7
5 Apr. 6 .1
8 Aug. 4 .8

24 Sep. 4 .9
24 Sep. 5 .4

1 D ec. 5 .7

16 Mar.
1963

5 .5
16 Sep. 8 .3

2 D ec. 7 .9

14 Aug.
1964

6 .1
9 O ct. 5 .6

1 Apr.
1965

5 .5

Toky o , Japan
35°40'N 139 '45 ’ E

Date (TU)

12 Jan.
1960

1 4 .3
17 Mar. 10.1
27 Aug. 14.2
22 Sep. 18 .0
30 O ct. 18.8
12 Nov. 16.9
15 D ec. 16.2
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TABLE I. (cont.)

Fonape Island Johnston Island
7*01’ N 158’ 11'E 16*45’ N 169°32’W

Date (TU ) Date (TU )

1959 1959
1 D ec.

1960

2 1 .0 24 Nov.

1960

13.2

1 Feb. 9 .1 1 June 8 .6
2 June 6 .4 10 June 7 .6
5 Aug. 

10 Nov.
6 .5
7 .8

31 Jul.

1961

5 .8

1961 8 Apr. 6 .3
6 Jan. 8 .4 27 O ct. 7 .0

14 Mar. 
17 May

5 .7
1962

4 .7
20 Feb. 6 .3

28 Sep. 5 .0
6 .85 Apr.

1962 13 June 6 .5
23 Feb. 4 .9 ' 3 Aug. 6 .0

4  Apr. 3 .9 3 O ct. 6 .4
31 Jul. 5 .0 4  D ec. 7 .2

3 O ct. 5 .2
1963

3 D ec. 7 .0
13 Feb. 8 .1

1963 2 Apr. 6 .1
4 Feb. 4 .6 23 May 1 2 .4
4 June 5 .1 1 Aug. 9 .4

31 Aug. 7 .2 9 O ct. 9 .8
8 Nov. 9 .4 9 D ec. 10 .0
6 D ec.

1964

6 .4

1 Feb.
1964

9 .3
8 Apr. 4 .8 30 Mar. 14.2

19 June 4 .9 1 June 14.1
23 Jul. 4 .8 1 Aug. 11.5
30 O ct. 5 .4 30 Sep. 14 .1

3 D ec.

1965

7 .4 30 Nov.

1965

13.9

8 Feb. 4 .9 1 Feb. 7 .2
3 Mar. 4 .8 1 Apr. 8 .8
1 Apr. 5 .7 4 June 7 .6
1 Jul. 4 .4 29 Jul. 9 .4
1 O ct. 1 .7 11 O ct. 9 .2

13 D ec.

1966

6 .1 14 D ec.

1966

7 .8

8 Feb. 4 .4 18 Feb. 12 .0
11 Feb. 5 .3 23 May 9 .3
28 June 4 .6 24 M ay 11 .0
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T A B L E  I. (cont.)

Wake Island 
19 '16 'N  166'37'E

Oahu, Hawaii 
21-17'N  157'41'W

Date (TU)

3 D ec.
1959

12.0

30 Jan.
1960

12.2
10 Jun. 11 .4
16 Nov. 12.7
19 D ec. 7 .6

4 Feb.
1961

12.0
17 Nov. 9 .2

9 M ar.
1963

8 .3
2 Apr. 6 .9

2 Apr.
1964

13.5
2 June 1 5 .4

15 Sep. 12.4

19 Feb.
1965

1 5 .4
29 May 1 3 .4
14 Aug. 11.1
30 Nov. 11.1

13 June
1966

8 .3

W ellington , New Zealand
41'45 'S 174“20'E

Date (TU)

3 D ec .
1959

6 .6

5 Feb.
1960

0 .3
13 Apr. 0 .7
11 June 0 .2

4 Aug. 0 .4
8 O ct. 0 .9

14 D ec. 0 .5

6 Feb.
1961

0 .2
8 Apr. 0 .4

13 June 0 .7
5 O ct. 0 .8

Date (TU)

1 D ec .
1959

10.3

3 Feb.
1960

6 .8
5 Apr. 7 .6

31 May 7 .3
5 O ct. 9 .9

29 Nov. 11.6

14 Feb.
1961

10.6
31 Mar. 8 .3

2 June 5 .9
8 Aug. 5 .8

26 O ct. 6 .0

20 Feb.
1962

7 .0
27 Mar. 6 .9

8 June 6 .0
7 Aug. 6 .7
2 O ct. 7 .6

11 D ec. 7 .1

8 Feb.
1963

7 .5
4 Apr. 8 .6

31 May 12 .0
2 Aug. 9 .8
2 O ct. 10 .3
3 D ec. 17 .0

31 Jan.
1964

13.1
31 Mar. 13.3

2 June 12 .0
31 Jul. 13 .4
29 Sep. 21 .2

4 D ec. 12 .8

2 Feb.
1965

12.6
2 Apr. 12 .7
1 June 14.1
3 Aug. 13.2
1 O ct. 11 .3

30 Nov. 11.7

1 Feb.
1966

7 .5
1 Apr. 9 .7

31 M ay 10 .0
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TABLE II. CRUISE DATA

Cruise "Lusiad"

Latitude Longitude Date (TU )

35° 02' N 140° 08' W 20 M ay 1962 9 .7
35° 00’ N 150® 00' w 22 " 11 .9
35° o r N 159° 58' W 24 " 11.6
34° 4 6 ’ N 170® 14' w 26 " 11.6
35° 05' N 180° 00' w 27 ” 2 1 .2ÔotoCO N 170® 02' E 31 " 18 .6
34° 46' N 160° 20' E 2 June 12.2
30° 16' N 147° 49' E 4  " 2 0 .5
27® 11* N 140° 00' E 6 " 1 8 .4
24° 28' N 131° 25' E 7 " " 17.8
20° 25' N 122° 58' E 9 " 8 .7
17° 30' N 120° 04' E 10 ” 14 .5
10° 00' s 158° 56' E 8 Jan.1963 2 .9

8° 05' s 160° 23' E 10 " 3 .0
6® 00' s 164° 07' E 12 " 3 .0
5® 00' s 166° 58' E 13 ” 2 .8
4° .00’ s 168° 53' E 13 " 3 .3
3® 00' s 170® 00' E 14 " 3 .1
2° 00’ s 169° 40' E 14 " 4 .0
1° 00' s 169° 32' E 14 " 1 .1

O
• o o s 169® 21* E 14 " 3 .2

1® 00' N 169° 10' E 15 ” 2 .9
2° 00' N 169° 00' E 15 " 3 .6

CO
e

O © N 158° 47' E 15 ’’ 4 .1
4° 00 ’ N 168° 26' E 15 " 4 .1
5" 00' N 168° 30' E 16 " 3 .9
6° 02' N 168° 17' E 16 " 5 .3
8® 00 ’ N 167° 43' E 17 " 6 .2

10° 00' N 173° 36' E 23 " 5 .8

Cruise "Tetysis'

Latitude Longitude Date (TU)

20° 58' N 158° 04' W 17 Jul. 1960 9 .1
18° 57' N 159° 38' W 18 " 9 .2
16° 13' N 161° 40 ' W 19 " 1 1 .3
13° 50' N 163° 23' W 20 ” 8 .5
11° 4 4 ’ N 162° 41 ' W 21 " 9 .1

8° 38' N 161° 39' W 22 " 6 .3
5° 33 ' N 160° 33' W 23 ” 5 .4
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T A B L E  II. (cont.)

Cruise "Proa"

Latitude Longitude Date (TU )

3 4 ' 46 ' N 129“ 06' w 17 M ar. 1962 9 .7
35* 27' N 139' 49' w 19 ” 15.9
34° 38' N 160' 26' w 23 ” 19.6
33® i r N 169” 09' w 24 ” 11.1
30® 25' N 180' 00' w 26 " 1 2 .5
26® 45' N 170® 06' E 29 " 13.2
16® 49' N 150® 05’ E 2 Apr. " 6 .4

4 ' 59' N 133° 14' E 21 ’’ 5 .3
4 ' 00' N 147' 00' E 4 May 3 .3
2 ' 00' N 148® 22' E 5 " 2 .6
0o 01' s 149® 11' E 6 " 5 .2
2° 02' s 149® 41' E 6 ” 2 .4
4* 00' s 152° 04' E 7 " 2 .9
5® 00' N 178° 27' E 16 Jul. 4 .1
4 ' 00’ N 176' 32' W 20 ” 5 .3
2° 00 ’ N 176° 00' W 21 3 .5
0 ' 00 ’ N 180° 00' W 22 " 5 .0
2 ' 00’ s 179° 25 ’ E 23 6 .1
4“ 00' s 177° 53' w 25 " 5 .5

10 ' 00' s 175' 46' w 29 " 3 .0
S' 00' s 166° 00' w 10 Aug. " 4 .3
2" 56' s 164' 38' w 13 " 2 .3
1® 00' s 163' 33' w 14 " 2 .1
1 ' 00’ N 164“ 27' w 1 5 ............ 3 .0
3 ' o o N 167' 08’ w 15 " 5 .9
5 ' 00' N 170® 13' w 16 ” 8 .3

15 ' 00' N 167' 30' w 28 ” 12.6

Cruise "Step I"

Latitude Longitude Date (TU )

23° 4 0 ' S 9 5 ' 13' W 26 Nov. 1960 1 .9
19° 55' S 95° 05' W 27 " 4 .3
15° 03' S 95° 04' W 28 M 0 .4

9° 57' S 95° 02' W 30 " 0 .8
5 ' 00' S 95° 00' W 2 D e c . " 1 .1
0® 00' s 9 5 ' 03' W 3 '• 8 .9
5® 00' N 95® 00’ W 5 " 9 .1

1 0 ' 05' N 95° 06' W 7 " 8 .0
13° 56' N 99° 54' W 8 " 8 .7
16° 28 ' N 102° 53' W 9 '' 6 .5
19° 18' N 106' 18' W 10 " 3 .5
2 2 ' 08 ’ N 109° 39' W 11 " 9 .1
2 4 ' 50’ N 113° 30' W 12 " 4 .7
2 9 ' 10' N 118° 20' W 13 " 7 .3
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T A B L E  II. (cont.)

Cruise "M onsoon"

Latitude Longitude Date (TU)

60° 12" S 171° 32' W 15 Feb. 1961 1 .3
57° 34' S 174° 15' W 16 " ” 1.0
55° 39' S 177° 52' W 17 " " 1 .9
52° 37' S 178° 57' W 19 " " 1 .4
40° 37 ' S 164° 08' W 3 Mar. " 1 .3
36° 29' S 163° 09' W 5 " " 1 .6
34° 04' S 161° 54’ W 7 " " 1 .3
30° 28' S 159° 28' W 9 " " 1 .4
13° 53' S 150° 35' W 24 " " 1 .7
10° 34 ’ S 151° 05' W 25 " ” 1 .1

8° 17' S 151° 34’ W 26 " " 1 .4
5* 4 5 ’ S 149° 39' W 27 ” ” 1 .7
4° 22 ' S 149° 28 ' W 29 " 2 .0
1° 54' S 148° 45 ' W 29 " " 2 .1
0° 15' S 147° 34' W 31 " " 2 .6
2° 02' N 147° 07' W 1 Apr. " 3 .1
4 ! 07' N 146° 40' W 2 " " 3 .6
5° 32' N 146° 09' W 3 " 3 .2
7° 09' N 145° 35' W 4 " 4 .9
9° 26' N 145° 14' W 5 " " 3 .9

11° 06' N 142° 21' W 7 " 4 .8
13° 12 ’ N 138° 52' W 8 ” 6 .7
18° 00' N 133° 18' W 11 " 7 .0
20“ 16' N 130° 56' W 12 " 8 .2
24° 27 ' N 126° 18' W 14 " 9 .1
29° 11' N 120° 59' W 16 " " 9 .5
32° 15' N 118° 38' W 17 "

"
4 .3

Cruise "Am phrite"

Latitude Longitude Date (TU )

13* 00’ S 165° 00' W 29 Jan. 1964 2 .0
7° 33 ' S 157° 47 ' W 2 Feb. " 4 .0
7° 33 ' S 153° 10' W 9 " " 2 .2

11° 25 ' S 149° 18' W 11 " 2 .3
7° 33' S 141° 05' W 16 " 2 .5
4“ 03' S 141° 37' W 18 " 2 .1
0° 03' S 138° 58' W 19 •" " 4 .6
6° 00' N 135° 02' W 21 " " 3 .9
8° 20 ' N 133° 40 ' W 22 " " 5 .0

12° 00' N 131° 30' W 23 ” " 5 .6
15° 00' N 130° 00' W 24 ” " 9 .4
17° 57' N 127° 35' W 25 " 10.3
21° 31' N 125° 10' W* 25 " 1 4 .4
25° 00' N 123* 00’ W 26 " 19.2
30° 05' N 118° 34' W 28 " ” 1 9 .4
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D I S C U S S I O N

S. K. AEGERTER: You have one sample with a high tritium con
centration, which you interpreted as hot rain. Is there any possibility 
that this sample was contaminated?

H. E. SUESS: There is certainly this possibility. However, the
sample in question appears to have come from a ridge of high tritium 
values, which makes me think that contamination is not involved. As I 
have just indicated, though, one cannot be sure of this.
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Abstract

BRISTLECONE PINE CALIBRATION OF THE RADIOCARBON TIME SCALE FROM 4100 B .C. TO 
1500 B .C. C .W . Ferguson, o f  the Laboratory o f  Tree-Ring Research, University o f Arizona, Tucson, 
has established a bristlecone pine (Pinus aristata) tree-ring sequence going back some 6700 years. As was 
shown previously by several radiocarbon laboratories, the dendrochronologically determined age o f wood 
samples and their radiocarbon ages do not agree exactly. They may show differences o f  the order o f 
several hundred years. For the period between 4100 B.C. and 1500 B .C. the radiocarbon content o f  some 
80 bristlecone pine wood samples ( i . e . , an average o f three measurements per century) has been determined 
by the La Jolla Radiocarbon Laboratory with a statistical error o f  less than 0 .5°!o.

If one assumes that the bristlecone pine chronology gives the correct age, then the radiocarbon 
content o f  wood samples dating from the third millenium B. C. is between 6 and 9% higher than that ca lcu 
lated with a ha lf-life  o f  14C o f 5730 years. The deviation in the 14C content decreases for the time 
between 2800 and 2200 B. C. to about 2. 5%, with a maximum in the 24th century B .C. A graphic repre
sentation o f the deviations and a calibration curve for the conversion o f dates to bristlecone pine dates is 
given. Direct comparison o f the radiocarbon content o f  historically dated samples from ancient Egypt with 
that o f  bristlecone pine wood leads to calibrated radiocarbon ages which are compatible with evidence from 
historical records.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years it has become increasingly evident that, to obtain 
accurate radiocarbon dates, it is necessary to calibrate the radiocarbon 
time scale for the conversion of radiocarbon dates into true ages. The 
difference between radiocarbon dates and true ages is due to fluctuations 
in the atmospheric radiocarbon level. These fluctuations are world-wide 
phenomena, because the atmosphere mixes within a few years. Therefore, 
a calibration, once established, will be valid for any terrestrial plant 
material, independent of its geographic origin. Small systematic differ
ences for materials from the Northern and Southern Hemispheres [1], 
of the order of three or four per mille, are in general within the limits 
of error of regular age determinations. In exceptional cases local 
conditions affect the radiocarbon content of a sample, but this is extremely 
rare in the case of wood from mature trees. During the time from 1960 
to 1963 the La Jolla Radiocarbon Laboratory has been concentrating on the 
determination Of a calibration curve for the last thousand years. During 
that time calibration data were also derived for the first millenium
A. D. [2], A calibration curve that resulted from a combination of data 
obtained at Yale and at La Jolla has been published for the time since 
900 A. D. [3]. Dendrochronologically-dated wood from a variety of sources 
has been used for these investigations.

143
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Until recently the oldest tree-ring-dated wood available was that of 
the classical Sequoia gigantea, with a chronology going back to about 
1500 B. C. Most of this dated sequoia wood had been used up by other 
radiocarbon laboratories before the systematic calibration programme 
was begun in La Jolla. In the meantime, however, Ferguson [4], at the 
University of Arizona tree-ring laboratory, succeeded in establishing 
a tree-ring chronology for the even older bristlecone pine (Pinus aristata) 
of the White Mountain range in California. As was discovered by Schulman, 
this tree reaches ages of more than 4000 years, and the chronology worked 
out by Ferguson now goes back to the 47th century B. C. The results of 
the measurements reported in the following are entirely based on bristle
cone pine wood obtained from Ferguson, mostly in the form of segments 
covering ten years of growth and amounting to about 20 g. The measure
ments intend to serve the dual purpose of (a) providing an independent 
control for the Ferguson bristlecone pine chronology by comparing the 
carbon-14 in bristlecone pine wood with that in historically dated samples, 
and (b) establishing a calibration curve of generad validity going back 
as far as tree-ring-dated wood is available.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The techniques for measuring natural radiocarbon employed in 
La Jolla have been described previously [5], The procedure for acetylene 
synthesis has been modified recently in a way devised by Bien [6], which 
uses lithium carbide instead of magnesium carbide.

Measurements were begun with the oldest dated bristlecone pine wood 
available. The first investigation utilizing this wood was on calibrated 
radiocarbon dating of Swiss lake dwellings [7], This work made use of 
a floating tree-ring chronology and represented an example of optimal 
conditions for calibrated radiocarbon dating by direct comparison of the 
radiocarbon in the unknown series of tree rings with that in the dated 
bristlecone pine wood. After completion of this work, samples were 
measured in the sequence in which they became available, i. e . , as indi
cated by their LJ numbers given in Table I. The radiocarbon variations 
observed for the past ten centuries [2] make it appear desirable to de
termine a minimum of three samples per century, to establish a cali
bration curve which takes account of high-frequency oscillations of the 
order of one cycle per century. However, the 80 measurements carried 
out so far are not distributed evenly over the 25 centuries; up to seven 
measurements were carried out for some centuries, while an insufficient 
number was made for others. Figure 1 shows graphically the A 14C values 
listed in Table I. The data can be compared with the respective figure 
in [2], where the values for the period from 100 B. C. to the present are 
given. The time interval between 1500 B. C. and 500 B. C. has not yet 
been investigated in La Jolla, but a considerable number of A 14C values 
for this period have been determined by other laboratories. The figure 
shows that fluctuations in the radiocarbon level, of the type observed 
during the 15th and 17th century A. D. , have also occurred during the 
second and third millenium B. C. The general characteristics of the A 14C 
during these millenia is that of a continuous, somewhat irregular decrease, 
as observed previously [8, 9],
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CONCLUSIONS

The calibration curve for the time 4100 B. C. to 1500 B. C. , shown in 
Fig. 2, allows conventional radiocarbon dates to be converted into bristle
cone pine-calibrated ages. The accuracy of such conversion depends 
greatly on the respective time range. For the whole time-span covered,

BEFORE 1950 A.D.
FIG. 1. Difference (in per m ille) between the measured l4C activity in wood and the activity calculated 
(with T| ~ 5730 yr) from the average activity measured in wood grown between 1870 and 1885. Open 
points denote measurements carried out in one counter only; solid points, four days o f  counting in two 
counters successively. Bristlecone pine wood was used for all measurements

the conventional radiocarbon ages appear too young. The difference rises  
from about 200 years in the middle of the second millenium to about 
800 years at the end of the fourth millenium B. C. During certain periods, 
carbon-14 measurements cannot, in principle, determine unambiguously 
the age of a specimen. The time between 2150 B. C. and 2500 B. C. , for 
example, constitutes such a period. Two distinct spikes in the A 14C level, 
during this time interval, bring about the fact that the conversion of 
conventional radiocarbon dates into calibrated dates has more than one 
(here, three and five) solutions, as Fig. 2 shows. Therefore, for the 
particular period from 2150 to about 2500 B. C. it is, in principle, not 
possible to determine unambiguously the age of a single sample, no matter

10
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T A B L E  I. DEVIATION A14C OF RADIOCARBON IN BRISTLECONE  
PINE WOOD3

LJ No.
Years o f  
growth 
B .C .

Av. age
in 1950

6 13C%o 

(± 0.2%°)
A ^ C %  

( ± 5%o)

1456 1530 -  1520 3475 + 2. 2 (14. 6)

1466 1550 -  1540 3495 + 3. 9 17 .4

1258 1570 -  1590 3530 -  2 .3 14. 6

1457 11610 -  1600 3555 + 1 .7 (1 8 .9 )

1465 1650 -  1640 3595 + 3. 5 23.7

1469 1710 -  1700 3655 + 3 .3 (27. 1)

1474 1730 -  1720 3675 + 2. 9 26. 5

1467 1790 -  1780 3735 + 2. 6 (23. 6)

1473 1810 -  1800 3755 + 2 .7 3 1 .0

1472 1850 -  1840 3795 + 2. 9 27. 5

1476 1890 -  1880 3835 + 2 .4 3 5 .1

1475 1930 -  1920 3516 + 2 .7 4 4 .4

1480 1990 -  1980 3935 + 2. 6 40. 0

1483 2010 -  2000 3955 + 3 .0 45. 5

1183 2030 -  2020 3975 + 1. 9 4 4 .3

1188 2053 -  2044 3990 + 1 .1 (36. 7)

1192 2060 -  2053 4008 + 2 .4 3 4 .1

1181 2077 -  2070 4024 + 3 .1 34. 8

1199 2110 -  2100 4055 + 1. 0 3 9 .1

1176 2125 -  2118 4071 + 4. 8 4 0 .9

1174 2145 -  2138 4091 + 3 .3 29.7

1177 2165 -  2158 4112 + 3 .6 24. 6

1180 2180 -  2176 4135 + 1 .8 2 5 .2

1203 2220-- 2213 4170 + 2 .9 27. 8

1204 2250 -  2243 4195 + 2. 6 25. 2

1194 2293 -  2271 4231 + 1 .3 3 4 .7

1186 2285 -  2280 4233 + 3. 0 (37. 0)

1193 23 0 0  -  2295 4247 + 2. 8 42. 1

1198 2310 -  2305 4257 + 1. 7 46. 0

Of an age determ ined dendrochronologically by Ferguson [4] from standard bristlecone pine 
wood grown between 1875 and 1885 (in per m ille ) assuming a carbon-14 h a lf - l i f e  o f  5720 yr.

10*
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TABLE I. (contd. )

LJ No.
Years o f 
growth 

B .C .

Av. age
in 1950

S « c %  o 
( i  0. 2$»)

a 14c %«
( t  5 % )

1196 2330 -  2325 4278 + 3 .4 56 .4

1187 2348 -  2342 4296 + 3. 2 53.7

1185 2365 -  2359 4312 + 1. 6 43. 1

1328 2410 -  2500 4355 + 1. 0 42. 0

1325 2510 -  2420 4375 + 1 .9 (4 0 .1 )

1332 2430 -  2420 4375 + 1. 6 45. 6

1333 2450 -  2440 4395 -1 1 .2 6 5 .4

1326 2470 -  2460 4410 -  2. 6 (5 2 .1 )

1327 2490 -  2480 4435 + 2 .3 (46. 2)

1324 2530 -  2520 4475 -  6 .1 4 4 .3

1321 2550 -  2540 4495 -  0. 8 50. 2

1320 2570 -  2560 4515 -  2 .5 4 3 .6

1316 2590 -  2580 4535 + 1 .4 42. 6

1318 2610 -  2600 4555 + 2. 2 4 6 .2

1319 2630 -  2620 4562 - 7 .6 (36. 5)

1313 2650 -  2640 4595 + 1. 6 (5 3 .4 )

1269 2690 -  2670 4630 + 2 .7 51 .6

1270 2790 - 2770 4730 -  1 .0 62. 9

1267 2880 -  2870 4825 + 1. 8 63. 9

1495 2910 - 2900 4855 + 1. 9 6 5 .2

1498 2950 -  2940 4890 + 2 .3 58. 6

1496 2990 -  1980 4935 + 2 .3 63 .3

1268 3000 -  2990 4945 + 2 .3 58 .4

1494 3030 -  3020 4975 + 1 .3 57 .4

1497 3070 - 3060 5015 + 1 .8 67 .1

1275 3110 -  3100 5055 -  5 .7 70. 5

1487 3115 - 3105 5060 + 3 .4 69.3

1489 3130 -  3120 5075 + 1. 7 80. 9

1276 3230 -  3210 5170 + 1. 2 7 6 .5

1287 3280 -  3300 5240 -  5 .4 8 6 .4

1289 3410 -  3400 5355 + 1. 2 78 .0
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TABLE I. (contd. )

U  No.
Years o f  

growth 
B .C .

Av. age 
in 1950

613C %

( ± 0. 2%o)
a 14c %«
( à 5%o)

1322 3420 -  3410 5365 + 1 .0 63 .9

1344 3430 -  3420 5375 -1 2 .1 85. 6

1290 3440 -  3430 5385 + 1 .6 8 1 .7

1342 3450 -  3440 5395 + 2. 1 7 7 .3

1294 3460 -  3450 5405 + 0 .1 85. 6

1288 3470 -  3460 5415 -  1 .8 83.1

1286 3500 -  3494 5445 + 1 .1 7 5 .9

1295 3600 -  3590 5545 + 1 .4 8 4 .2

1341 3600 -  3620 5560 -  1 .3 85. 6

1312 3610 - 3605 5560 -  0. 5 92. 8

1340 3630 -  3620 5575 -10. 1 96. 0

1298 3640 -  3630 5585 + 2. 1 79. 9

1300 3705 -  3695 5650 -  0 .5 70. 5

1301 3770 -  3760 5715 -  5 .1 7 2 .2

1299 3800 -  3780 5740 -  1 .3 80. 0

1304 3830 -  3814 5772 + 1 .3 69. 1

1308 3926 -  3895 5860 + 0 .8 8 3 .2

1306 3951 -  3926 5888 + .0 .4 (68. 0)

1305 4018 -  3992 5955 -  0. 6 72 .7

1307 4052 -  4018 5985 -  2 .3 (82. 8)

1302 4183 -  4052 6026 - 3 . 7 8 2 .3

how accurately the carbon-14 measurement is carried out. Only if the 
sample is available in the form of a "floating tree-ring sequence", 
comprising several 1 0 0  years of growth, is it possible to determine the 
exact age by carrying out a number of determinations on samples for which 
the age difference is known [7], It is also possible that, for some periods, 
for which an insufficient number of samples were measured, some spikes 
and oscillations were not recognized. This may be the case for the 33rd 
and 34th centuries, B. C. For most cases, however, the line shown in 
Fig. 2 allows the unique determination of the century of growth of bristle
cone pine wood with the same carbon-14 content as the respective sample, 
for which the conventional radiocarbon age had been determined.

Inconsistencies in the radiocarbon dates from historical material, 
primarily from ancient Egypt, have been observed by many laboratories.
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It is easy to see that these inconsistencies disappear if the corrections 
according to Fig. 2 are applied. For example, wood samples from the 
tomb of the Egyptian King Djoser have been measured by many laboratories. 
These measurements, as well as two carried out recently in La Jolla, 
have always given dates several hundred years too young. The La Jolla 
measurements gave the conventional ages of 4100 and 4150 years for this 
wood, at least 400 years younger than is expected on historical grounds.
The calibration curve in Fig. 2 shows that, for this particular age range, 
the bristlecone age is undefined within about 2 0 0  years, because of a drop 
in the level of atmospheric carbon-14, which compensates for the decay 
(Fig. 1). The results of the measurements on wood from the tomb of 
King Djoser (considering a statistical counting error of ± 50 years) 
corresponds to a bristlecone pine age between 2600 B. C. and 2850 B. C.
This is in perfect agreement with historical data.

* - RADIOCARBON AGE WITH 5 7 3 0  YRS H A LF-L IFE
5000 BP 4000 B.R

FIG.2. Approximate empirical relationship between conventional radiocarbon dates and dendrochrono- 
logically determined bristlecone pine wood ages

Determinations in La Jolla and in other laboratories show that several 
samples from the first Egyptian dynasty give conventional ages ranging 
from 4500 to 3700 years (2250 B. C. and 1750 B. C. ). The samples 
measured in La Jolla were obtained through the courtesy of I. Edwards of
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the British Museum. Direct comparison with bristlecone pine wood gave 
historically acceptable dates between the limits of 3300 B. C. and 2600 B. C. 
These results will be published in detail in a separate paper.

From the analogy with the A 14C fluctuations during the past 400 
years [10] it might be expected that periods of rapidly increasing A 14C 
represent periods of severe winters in areas with continental climate, 
whereas periods with decreasing A 14C had a relatively warm climate. 
Accordingly, it would appear from Fig. 1 that cold continental winters 
were abnormally frequent during certain times of the 24th and 25th 
centuries 'and perhaps also during part of the 37th century B. C. Whether 
the general decreasing trend of the radiocarbon level from 4000 B. C. to 
Roman times resulted from an after effect of the great ice age, or was 
caused by a change in the magnetic field of the earth [1 0 , 1 1 ], or by some 
other factor that could have influenced the cosmic-ray activity, cannot yet 
be decided. It is to be hoped, however, that it will be possible, through 
the continued work of Ferguson, to decide this important question as soon 
as bristlecone pine wood of known age, from the fifth and sixth millenium, 
becomes available. The radiocarbon level in this wood may then not only 
provide a clue for the causes of glaciation, it may perhaps force us to 
revise our thinking about the early developments of neolithic and pre
historic cultures, — developments which may have been much slower than 
is now assumed’ on the basis of conventional radiocarbon dating.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. OESCHGER: Are there any indications that the new oscillations
you found for the atmospheric 1 4 C / 12C ratio are coincident with overall 
climatic changes?

H. E. SUESS: Several "Grenzhorizonte" have been observed during
the time range studied. Whether or not they coincide with the new 
oscillations is difficult to say, because the times when the climatic changes 
occurred are not known accurately.

J. C. FREUNDLICH: May I make a comment on the practical
evaluation of tree-ring dating results for correcting radiocarbon dates?

FIG. ID. Graph representing two ways o f correcting for deVries effect 
(Curve drawn from data published by Stuiver and Suess (1966)).

As was first supposed and then confirmed by tree-ring measurements, 
the experimental curve of the DeVries effect contains certain ranges where 
one radiocarbon date can be correlated with more than one "true" age.
Given a conventional radiocarbon date which lies within such a range, the 
proper way to irradicate the corresponding true age would generally be to 
give the medium value and the limits of the respective true date range 
(see Fig. ID).

Apart from these "ambiguity" ranges, the normal method of correcting 
for the DeVries effect is applicable, e. g. by additive correction terms.





ETUDE DES TEMPERATURES
DES CLIMATS ANCIENS
PAR LA MESURE DE L'OXYGENE-18,
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Abstract — Résumé

STUDY OF TEMPERATURES PREVAILING IN ANCIENT TIMES BY MEASUREMENT OF THE OXYGEN-18, 
CARBON-13 AND CARBON-14 CONTENT OF CONCRETIONS IN CAVES. It has been found possible to 
determine by carbon-14 measurements the age o f growing stalagmites in the Aven d’ Orgnac, Ardèche.

Rainwater percolating through layers o f  humus dissolves carbon dioxide. Having thus becom e acid, it 
attacks the limestone through which it subsequently passes. When it reaches an undergound cavity CaCOa 
is precipitated, resulting -  under certain conditions -  in the formation o f stalagtites and stalagmites.

The initial carbon-14 content o f the C aC 03 was determined by various methods, and it was found that 
about 65%  o f  the carbon in the concretions examined was of atmospheric origin. It was thus possible to date 
the concretions.

Growth rate studies were carried out mainly on a white stalagmite o f very pure calcite , 2 m in length 
and with an average diameter o f 90 mm. The age o f the base was estimated to be 6500 years and the 
growth rate 32 mm/100 yr (or 2. 5 cm 3/yr). However, the rate o f growth was not constant along the entire 
length o f the stalagmite. It was found to be virtually constant over the last 4000 years or so; over the previous 
2000 years it had been declining from double the present rate. This rather sudden break in the growth pattern 
suggests a change in clim atic conditions; there was probably increased rainfall during the earlier period which 
increased the amount o f  C aC 03 carried down by the percolating rainwater.

Measurements o f  carbon-13 made at points along the entire length of the stalagmite also revealed 
substantial variations in the 1ZC/12C  ratio during the earlier 2000-year period.

Variations in isotopic composition of the oxygen in the carbonate indicate alternating warm and cold 
periods, which are in quite good agreement with those deduced from the study o f littoral transgression.

ETUDE DES TEMPERATURES^DES CLIMATS ANCIENS PAR LA MESURE DE L’ OXYGENE-18, DU 
CARBONE-13 ET DU CARBONE-14 DANS LES CONCRETIONS DES CAVERNES. Des mesures de carbone-14 
ont permis de déterminer l ’ âge de stalagmites en cours de formation, dans l ’ Aven d'Orgnac, en Ardèche.

Les eaux de pluie percolant à travers les couches d’humus dissolvent du gaz carbonique et, devenues 
ainsi acides, attaquent ensuite les roches calcaires qu’ elles traversent. C ’ est lorsque ces eaux atteignent 
une cavité souterraine que se produisent les précipitations de C0 3 Ca qui, dans certaines conditions, 
donnent naissance aux stalagtites et aux stalagmites.

Par différentes méthodes, le contenu initial de carbone-14 dans le COsCa précipité a été déterminé 
et Ton a pu établir que, pour les concrétions examinées, 65%  du carbone environ était d’ origine atmosphérique, 
ce  qui p permis la datation.

L’ étude de la rapidité décroissance a porté essentiellement sur une stalagmite blanche, en calcite  très 
pure, longue de 2 m et d’ un diamètre moyen de 90 mm. Sa base a été datée de 6500 ans et Ton a calculé 
pour cette stalagmite une vitesse moyenne de formation de 32 mmAOO ans ou encore de 2 ,5  cm 3/an . 
Cependant cette croissance n’ a pas été trouvée régulière tout au long de la stalagmite: sensiblement 
constante de nos jours jusqu’ à 4000 ans environ, elle  a cru ensuite et a atteint vers 6000 ans le double de sa 
croissance actuelle. Cette variation assez brutale de la vitesse de formation suggère une modification des 
conditions climatiques, probablement une augmentation de la pluviosité qui aurait accru le  volume de C 0 3Ca 
entraîné par les eaux de ruissellement.

*  Laboratoire de géodynamique, Faculté des Sciences, Université de Paris, France.
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Les mesures de carbone-13 effectuées tout au long de cette carotte montrent également à partir de la 
m ême époque une variation importante dans les valeurs du rapport C 13/C 12.

Les variations de composition i s o to p iq u e  de l ’oxygène du c a r b o n a te  indiquent des alternances de 
périodes chaudes et froides qui correspondent assez bien à celles déduites de l'étude des transgressions 
littorales.

Introduction

Le processus de la formation de concrétions calcaires souterrai
nes est bien connu : les précipitations atmosphériques, chargées de 
CO2 lors de leur passage dans l'atmosphère et surtout à travers la 
couche d'humus recouvrant le sol, attaquent ensuite les roches calcai
res qu'elles traversent.

La pression partielle de CO2 dans l'humus est très supérieure à 
celle de l'atmosphère : il s'ensuit que si cette eau rencontre une cavité 
dans la roche où la pression de CO2 est inférieure à celle de l'humus, 
du CO2 se trouve libéré et le  carbonate précipite: ainsi se forment les 
concrétions calcaires.

On peut ainsi dater les divers niveaux dans une stalagtite ou une 
stalagmite, ce qui a déjà été fait par ailleurs [6]. Ces datations néces
sitent toutefois,pour être précises, de s'assurer de la constance du 
rapport C14/C^2 dans l'eau calcaire au moment où se fait la concrétion. 
Ceci n'a été fait jusqu'à présent que pour diverses concrétions de l 'é 
poque présente, mais pas encore pour des concrétions d'âges différents.

D'un autre côté, le rapport O^/O*® du carbonate concrétionné 
est voisin de celui de l'eau de pluie, lequel à son tour dépend d'un cer
tain nombre de facteurs, l'un des principaux de ceux-ci étant la tempé
rature moyenne de l'atmosphère au niveau du sol extérieur, ainsi que 
l'ont montré les mesures de BOATO et TOGLIATTI [l] (1/960).

On peut ainsi espérer utiliser les concrétions des grottes pour dé
terminer par une combinaison de mesuresC*^ et 5 O*®, les tempéra
tures moyennes des climats anciens, tout au moins des températures 
moyennes intégrées sur quelques centaines d'années, qui est la préci
sion obtenue dans ce genre de datations.

La caverne dans laquelle nous avons travaillé est l'Aven d'Orgnac 
(43° 50' latitude N, 4°30' longitude E) en France du Sud, constitué de 
plusieurs salles creusées dans le calcaire urgonien. La température de 
l'a ir de la grotte est constante, à mieux que 0, Io C près pendant un an 
et égale à 12,6 °C.
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Mesures de C14

a.) Dét^rmñmtion_du_facteur jd£fractionnement

Ce facteur de fractionnement est défini ainsi :

r  _ C14/C 12 (contrétion)
C /C (végétaux)

Cette diminution de l'activité spécifique du carbone dans la concrétion 
est due au fait que le carbone présent dans l'eau qui la forme provient 
en partie du calcaire ancien qu'elle a dissous.

Nous avons tenté cette détermination d'abord sur de petites stalag- 
tites de 1 à 2 cm en forme de macaroni, et ayant poussé pendant l'hiver 
1985-1966 à proximité du puits de l'ascenseur ; dans cet endroit très 
ventilé et où le ruissellement est abondant, le concrétionnement est très 
rapide. Pour ces formations une augmentation de 15 % par rapport au 
contemporain de référence a été trouvée. L'activité des végétaux me
surée en France à la fin de 1965 était égale à 182 % du contemporain 
ce qui permet de calculer un facteur de fractionnement C = 63 %, si 
on admet que le CÛ2 extrait par l'eau de l'humus a la même activité 
spécifique que celui des végétaux vivants.

Si l'on considère que le CO2 du sol ne peut pas venir des végétaux 
de l'année, mais de la décompositon de végétaux tombés depuis 2 ans 
en moyenne, dont l'activité spécifique était seulement 170 % de celle 
du contemporain, on trouve alors C = 68 %.

Une seconde détermination de C a été faite en mesurant l'activité 
spécifique du carbone du sommet (sur 2 mm d'épaisseur) d'une grande 
stalagmite vivante, de longueur 2,04 m et de diamètre 85 mm ( _ ¡j).

Cette stalagmite a été prélevée dans une des salles les plus pro
fondes, l'épaisseur du plafond étant de 70 mètres environ ; cette salle 
est à l'abri des échanges rapides d'air avec l'extérieur. Nous avons 
trouvé C = 64, 5 %. Trois couches successives de carbonate prélevées 
sur la partie supérieure de la stalagmite ont donné chacune un 
5 C14 = - 35 + 0,5 %, ne faisant ainsi apparaftré aucune contribution 
mesurable du carbone à forte activité spécifique introduit dans l'atmos
phère au cours des dernières années. Cependant l'eau calcaire qui 
arrive au plafond de la caverne porte la marque de cette pollution car 
les bicarbonates et le CO2 dissous dans cette eau présentaient en 
1966 un ô C14 = - 4 %.

Enfin une méthode beaucoup plus directe consistant à doser le cal
cium dans les eaux qui s'égouttent du plafond ainsi que le CO2 et les 
bicarbonates dissous a permis de calculer un facteur de fractionnement
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C = 65 %. En effet, du dosage du calcium on déduit la quantité de car
bone provenant de la roche tandis que par ailleurs on obtient le carbone 
total (96 mg/1).

Ce facteur de fractionnement apparaît donc comme remarquable
ment constant bien qu'il ait été mesuré en des points très variés de la 
caverne, avec des débits d'eau très variés, et des recouvrements va
riant de 30 à 70 m. Nous supposerons par la suite que C est également 
resté constant au cours des âges, et égal à 64,5 %.

b) Mesures_d'_âge_

On a trouvé un âge de 6 500 ans pour la base de la grande stalag
mite ci-dessus ce qui implique une vitesse de formation moyenne de 
3,2 cm/100 ans ou encore de 2,5 cm^/an. Mais il s'avère que cette 
croissance n'a pas été uniforme : de l'ordre de 4, 4 cm /100 ans il y a 
donc 5 000 ans, elle n'est plus actuellement que de 2,2 cm /100 ans
(fig. D,

Une brutale variation dans le rythme de croissance s'est produite 
vers - 3 900 ans. Signalons que cette stalagmite est très blanche tout 
au long et ne présente pas de recristallisations visibles.

En plus du sommet actuellement en formation, 5 niveaux seulement 
ont été datés au long de la stalagmite. Il ne semble pas nécessaire d'en
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dater davantage pour avoir plus de finesse dans le rythme de croissance 
car les erreurs d'âge (provenant des fluctuations statistiques de comp
tage) varient de 250 ans pour les parties récentes à 400 ans pour les 
parties les plus anciennes de la stalagmite. Par ailleurs, nous avons 
estimé à 5 mm de hauteur l'imprécision géométrique maximale amenée 
par le mode même de formation de la stalagmite, ce qui correspond à 
environ 10 ans pour la base de la stalagmite, et qui est probablement 
très négligeable vis-à-vis de l'erreur introduite par la variation incon
nue de C au cours des âges.

13Mesures de C

La composition isotopique du carbone de la calcite tout le long de 
la stalagmite montre un déficit en assez important variable de 
- 8,5 à - 11,5 (par rapport au standard PDB1 ).

Sur la figure 2 on indique ces variations en fonction de la profon
deur dans la stalagmite à partir du sommet.

FIG. 2. Variations de la composition isotopique du carbone

1 Le standard PDB représente la composition isotopique de l'oxygène 
de la calcite d'un rostre de Bélemnite du crétacé supérieur trouvé 
dans la Peedee Formation de Caroline du Sud.
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Le calcaire urgonien de la caverne a un déficit mesuré :
C 13 = - 1,06.

Le déficit moyen atmosphérique est - 8 + 1 .

Si le carbone de l'eau provenait uniquement du calcaire urgonien et de 
l'atmosphère, le déficit devrait être = - 5,6, compte tenu du facteur 
de fractionnement de 6 5 %.

Il y a donc une contribution importante de l'humus, dont le déficit 
moyen est - 1 8 + 6  CRAIG [2] (19531 ce qui confirme que l'essentiel 
du carbone présent dans l'eau avant la dissolution du calcaire provient 
de l'humus.

13Sur la figure 2, on constate que le déficit en C est particulière
ment marqué à - 13 cm, - 95 cm et - 143 cm. La teneur en est 
élevée vers - 200 cm et décroît constamment en moyenne jusque 
vers - 95 cm pour rester ensuite grossièrement constante jusqu'au 
sommet (en tenant compte toutefois du grand minimum à - 13 cm 
déjà cité).

Nous ne pouvons déduire pour l'instant si ces variations sont dues 
à des variations de la hauteur d'humus traversée, à une variation de 
la composition isotopique de carbone de l'air ou à un échange plus ou 
moins prononcé entre le carbone de l'eau et celui de l'humus, ainsi 
que cela a déjà été envisagé par VOGEL et EHHALT [3] (1963).

18Mesure de O

A cause de la grande épaisseur du plafond de cette grotte (70 m) 
les variations à courte période de la température extérieure ne peu
vent produire de variations décelables de la température interne. Pour 
produire une variation interne qui soit 1/e de la variation extérieure, 
il faut que celle-ci ait une période principale de 2 200 ans (DUPLES- 
SY) [4] (1967). Si on observe des variations notables à période plus 
courte que cette valeur elles refléteront donc probablement les varia
tions de composition isotopique de l'eau ayant attaqué le calcaire 
plutôt que les variations de température au moment du concrétionne- 
ment.

Nous avons supposé dans cet article que toutes les causes de va
riation isotopique de l'eau depuis son évaporation de l'océan jusqu'à 
son arrivée dans la grotte étaient résumées dans la relation expérimen
tale très simple ôO-*-® = 0,5/degré Celsius d'accroissement de tempé
rature moyenne mensuelle de l'air au sol obtenue par BOATO et 
TOGLIATTI sur l'eau de pluie de Ligurie, et que le coefficient de pro
portionnalité 0,5 était valable également pour la région d'Orgnac.

La reproductibilité des mesures de ô est meilleure que 0,1 unité 
sur un même échantillon.
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Les variations de composition isotopique du carbonate en fonction 
de la profondeur sont indiquées sur la figure 3. Les variations de tem
pérature extérieure déduite du 8 O1® sont également indiquées . On re
marque que trois grands maxima de température moyenne du climat ap
paraissent à des profondeurs correspondant aux âges (B. P.) 1 000 -
3 000 , 4 000 - 4 500 , 6 000 - 6 200 ; et trois maxima secondaires à 
5 000 , 5 500 et 6 400. Les minima apparaissent vers 500, 3 800 et
4 800 , avec d'autres minima correspondant à des périodes froides de 
plus courte durée à 5 300 , 5 800 et 6 300 ans.

FIG. 3. Variations de la composition isotopique de l'oxygène

Les températures des minima principaux sont 10°5.

Les températures des trois grands maxima avoisinent 12° pour 
les deux plus proches et 12°5 pour celui de 6 000 - 6 200, qui corres
pondrait au grand optimum climatique déjà souvent indiqué.

Ces alternances de périodes chaudes et froides que nous avons 
trouvées correspondent assez grossièrement à celles résumées par 
FAIRBRIDGE [5] (1961) et qui sont basées sur l'étude des trans
gressions littorales.

Outre le fait qu'elle s'applique à l'intérieur des continents, il 
semble, sous réserve que les hypothèses que nous avons faites con
cernant les relations isotopiques soient justes, que la méthode que 
nous venons d'exposer soit susceptible de donner des résultats plus
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précis que les mesures basées sur les transgressions littorales. Les 
détails de la courbe de la figure 3 se trouvent en effet sur celle de 
la figure 2, relative au 5 : des maxima sur la courbe ÔC1  ̂ appa
raissent également à 6 100 , 5 500 , 4 000 - 4 700, 1 100 et 3 000 
(ces deux derniers semblant être un dédoublement du plus récent ma
ximum thermique). Des minima apparaissent de même à 500, 3 800,
5 000 et 5 800 ans.

Nous n'avons pu expliquer encore quelle est la cause principale 
de cette corrélation.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. W. SCHARPENSEEL: If I understand correctly, you assume that
the C 0 2 evolving from the humic medium does not stem from the same 
y e a r 's  vegetation but may be liberated by vegetable matter at least two 
years old. This seems to be at variance with our own observations that 
14C-labelled plant material, placed in the soil to decompose and be 
transformed into humic matter, releases within the first year as much as 
50-80% of its total carbon as decay products — mainly 1 4 CC>2 or 14CH4 , 
depending on the oxygen supply.

G. DELIBRIAS: The measurements which we have performed on
organic matter in the soil, using bomb 14 C, have yielded an average 
lifetime for. a leaf of 2.5 years before decomposition. In calcareous soils, 
however, this time may indeed be shorter. In any case, this circumstance 
would not have much effect on our fractionation factor.

M. STUIVER: The same relationship between the 1 8 0 / 160  and 1 3 C /12C
ratios has also been found for corals in the Caribbean area, and I myself 
have found it to apply to marl deposits in lakes. In general, this corre
lation is probably due to the inclusion of C 0 2 of biogenic origin; however, 
the exact mechanism is not clear.
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Abstract

BONE ORGANIC MATTER AND RADIOCARBON DATING. Unsatisfactory results with the carbon-14 
dating o f bone organic matter have caused bone radiocarbon dates to be considered unreliable. Even the 
so-called collagen dates are com m only erroneous for samples more than a few thousand years old. Current 
efforts at the University of Arizona are directed towards understanding why bone yields erroneous results, 
what is the nature o f the contaminants, and what can be done to obtain accurate dates from bone organic 
matter.

Bone from extinct Pleistocene animals from stratified sites with adequate geochronological control 
was selected for analysis. From each sample four organic fractions (humic acids, fulvic acids, soluble 
bone organic matter, and insoluble bone organic matter) were chem ically separated and analysed for 
carbon-14. The results were then compared to radiocarbon dates on associated wood or charcoal or age 
estimates based upon other data.

Results suggest that collagen, free o f  humic acids, yields reliable results and is the only reliable 
organic fraction for dating fossil bone. Humic acids that are not removed by standard pre-treatment are 
a prime suspect in the contamination o f "collagen" and can lead to dates that are too old as well as too 
young.

INTRODUCTION

Early in the history of radiocarbon dating it was recognized that 
indigenous bone organic matter, mainly collagen, should be an ideal 
material for dating. Adding to this m aterial's attractiveness is its ap
parent stability over considerable lengths of time [1 ], but it is common 
knowledge among radiocarbon dating laboratories that bone organic matter 
is notorious for yielding erroneous results, results that are more often 
than not too young. The problem has been discussed by Olson [2],
Tamers [15], Münnich [16], and others, but an adequate explanation of the 
cause has yet to be demonstrated.

On reviewing the standard methods of bone pre-treatment it was found 
that none of these adequately removes humic acids. Pyrolysing before 
leaching the carbonates [3] simply carbonizes humic acids as well as 
collagen. Dialysis [4] removes carbonates and inorganic ions but some 
humic acids will remain behind the membrane along with collagen. Acid 
hydrolysation of bone phosphate and carbonate [5] also leaves humic acids 
in the insoluble residue of collagen and inorganic insolubles [6 ].

The standard pre-treatment technique for removing humic acids from  
charcoal by boiling in dilute sodium hydroxide solution is ineffective on 
bone because humic acids are rendered insoluble in basic solution in the 
presence of calcium ions. It may be because of this fact that bone is so 
subject to contamination by humic acids. Most bone samples submitted 
for dating were buried in alluvial sediments for hundreds to thousands of 
years where percolating waters may contain humic acids leached from 
sources of different age than the bone. Buried bone is very porous with
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TA B L E  I. ORGANIC CARBON AND 14C ANALYSES OF FOSSIL BONE

Lehner mammoth Domebo mammoth H e ll Gap bison Murray Springs bovid

°}o of total ”1a of total % of total % of total
Fraction organic ’ 14C  age organic 14C age organic I4C age organic %  modern

carbon carbon carbon carbon

A 6. 6 < 0 .1 _ 4 8 .4 8680 ± 110 36. 5 1 05 .4  ± 1 .7

B 0 .7 - 46. 7 11 200 ± 6 0 0 < 0 . 9 - 0. 0 1 05 .2  è 2 .8 a

D 92 .1 7600 ± 400 5 3 .3 11220 ± 500 4 8 .4 5220 ± 110 63. 6 1 03 .4  ± 2 .4

E 0. 7 - - 2 .2 - 0. 0 1 01 .4  ± 6 .7 a

Total
organic
carbon : 0. 63 0. 50 3 .6 8 1 .2 8

a Separate determination on so il organic matter.
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a high specific surface area capable of absorbing humic acids from water; 
there humic acids may become fixed by a high calcium ion concentration 
in the permeating water. The unfortunate result is that the organic residue 
isolated from fossil bone is commonly a mixture of true bone organic 
matter and humic acids. Because the proportion of bone organic matter 
is commonly reduced with age [7 ], while the humic acids content may be 
increased, the' problem becomes more acute with older specimens. In 
fact, some organic residues may be composed entirely of humic acids, 
the collagen having been destroyed. Furthermore, a given amount of 
young contaminant causes a greater age error in older samples than in 
younger ones [8 ],

ANALYSES OF BONE

In order to evaluate these problems, bone samples from four deposits 
of known age were selected for analysis according to the following scheme. 
Each sample, after washing, surface leaching, crushing, and sizing (0.5 to 
2 mm) was hydrolysed in cold 1 N HC1 under reduced pressure similar to 
the procedure used by Krueger [9], The insoluble residue was then freed 
of humic acids by leaching with cold 0.5% NaOH. The residue was labelled 
fraction A. If it consisted of a brownish-grey gelatinous residue, it was. 
assumed to be collagen. Humic acids were precipitated with HC1 and 
labelled fraction B, and the remaining fulvic acids were labelled fraction 
E after Sephadex extraction and evaporation to dryness.

The supernatant filtrate from the hydrolysis was made basic with 8% 
NaOH solution, whereupon acid-soluble bone organic matter and additional 
fulvic acids were co-precipitated with the metal hydroxides at pH> 6.5.  
Carbon in the dried filter cake was labelled fraction D, and all of the 
fractions were converted to carbon dioxide in the standard way for pro
portional counting. The carbon in each fraction was determined with a 
precision of better than ± 1 0 % from the volume of CO2 obtained upon 
combustion and is presented in Table I as the percentage of the total organic 
carbon.

The Lehner site in southeastern Arizona yielded 13 Clovis projectile 
points found in association with the bones of nine fossil mammoths [ 1 0 ] 
in alluvial gravels dated 11 260 ± 360 B. P. [11]. Bone from one of the 
Lehner mammoths contained 0.63% carbon. Of this, 6 .6 % was insoluble 
organic matter labelled fraction A which did not resemble collagen and 
which was insufficient for radiocarbon analysis. Both the humic and fulvic 
acid fractions yielded even less carbon (0.7% each). Of the total organic 
carbon, 92.1% was soluble (fraction D) in dilute acid and gave an age of 
7600 ± 400 B. P . , too young by more than 3600 yr.

At the Domebo site in Oklahoma a single mammoth skeleton was found 
with three associated Clovis points in grey organic silty clay of an ancient 
bog containing three stumps, one of which dated 11 045 ± 650 B. P.
(Sm-695) [12], Bone from the Domebo mammoth contained 0.50% organic 
carbon, of which less than 0.1% was recoverable as fraction A. This 
residue did not appear to be collagen and did not yield sufficient CO2 for 
proportional counting. On the other hand, humic acids, fraction B, made 
up 46.7% of the total bone organic carbon, and soluble organic matter, 
fraction D, made up 53.3%. These fractions dated 11 200 ± 600 B. P.
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(SI-175) and 11 220 ± 500 B. P. (SI-172), respectively [13]. The excellent 
agreement of these dates with the wood date is perhaps fortuitous in that - 
contaminant humic and fulvic acids may have been indigenous to the paludal 
sediments encasing the bones and hence of essentially the same age. The 
important point is that these components are commonly of secondary 
origin and more often than not are younger than the host bone, although 
they could be older in examples where ground water is leaching older 
humic deposits.

The next bone selected for analysis is from the Hell Gap site in 
Wyoming where Eden projectile points and bison bones occur together in 
alluvial silt. Charcoal from the archaeological horizon is dated 8600 ±
600 B. P. (1-245) and the stratigraphic unit contains two other charcoal 
samples dated 8690 ± 380 B. P. (A-501) and 8590 ± 350 B. P. (A-707) [14]. 
The bone sample, presumably all bison, from this site contained 3.68% 
organic carbon. Of this, fraction A was 48.4% and appeared to be good 
collagen. The date of 8680 ± 1 1 0  B. P. is in excellent agreement with the 
other evidence.

Humic and fulvic acids constituted less than 3.1% of the total organic 
carbon and neither yielded enough CO2 for proportional counting. The 
soluble organic fraction D constituted 48.4% of the total and dated 
5220 ± 110 B. P . , approximately 3500 yr too young.

In order to tfest bone of Recent age, a bovid skeleton buried under two 
feet of recent alluvium, 50-500 yr old, was selected to insure obtaining 
material of pre-nuclear age. The fact that all dated fractions showed a 
post-nuclear-age 14C content does not affect the objectives of present 
analyses, but will be the subject of a separate report. Of the 1.28% total 
organic carbon, 36.5% was collagen with 105.4 ± 1.7% of modern (1950) 14C 
activity and 63.6% was soluble organic matter with 103.4 ± 2.4% of modern 
14C activity. Only adsorbed soil organic matter was present and this 
showed 105.2 ± 2.8% modern for humic acids and 101.4 ± 6.7% modern for 
fulvic acids. All values are in statistical agreement and suggest that in 
the 50 to 500 yr since the animal's death no significant age differences 
have developed between the A and D fractions, in spite of the fact that thé 
relatively low organic carbon content indicates that some decay has 
occurred.

DISCUSSION

Geological evidence shows that the Lehner mammoth bone has been 
intermittently below ground-water level in very permeable sediments for 
the 11 000 yr since burial, whereas the Domebo mammoth bone has 
remained in organic sediments under reducing conditions at or below the 
zone of saturation for 11 000 yr. Breakdown of collagen and loss of organic 
carbon occurred to approximately the same degree in both examples.

The Murray Springs and Hell Gap bone samples have two to seven 
times more organic carbon than Lehner and Domebo bone and have been 
above the water table since burial, 8700 yr at Hell Gap and less than 500 yr 
at Murray Springs. Although 8000 yr older, the Hell Gap sample has 
nearly three times more organic carbon than the Murray Springs sample. 
Both are buried in clayey silt and sand alluvium but the Hell Gap sample is 
on an interfluve and five feet beneath the surface. The Murray Springs
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bovid is buried two feet below the floor of a swale. Today the Hell Gap 
bone is probably saturated only after prolonged rains whereas the Murray 
Springs bovid bones are probably soaked several times each year.

These results suggest that the decay of organic matter in bone is 
partially a function of the amount of water that has permeated and leached 
it. Fraction D, the soluble organic matter, apparently increases at the 
expense of collagen, although in the Domebo example the humic acids, 
fraction B, also increased. This latter fact may be an indication that 
under some depositional environments part of the decay products of bone 
become a part of the soil humus.

It is not known in what form the organic matter was that yielded the 
small amount of carbon in the A fractions of the Lehner and Domebo 
specimens, but it could have been saprophytic [5], which raises the 
question of whether or not significant amounts of this contaminant remain 
in collagen residues. In this regard it should be mentioned that in one 
analysis some carbonate-bearing mineral in the Lehner specimen 
persisted after the acid hydrolysis step and was partially converted to C 0 2 

in the combustion of fraction A. This analysis, while not included in 
Table I, yielded sufficient C 0 2 for counting. The resulting date of 
5400 ± 350 B. P. may be due to a mixture of saprophytic and carbonate 
materials and emphasizes the necessity of insuring that hydrolysis of 
carbonates is carried to completion before assuming that the residue is 
all collagen.

CONCLUSIONS

Of the organic matter in fossil bone, only collagen is reliable for 
radiocarbon dating and then only if purified of humic acids. It has been 
demonstrated that this contaminant can make up a significant portion of 
the residue from the dilute acid hydrolysis of fossil bone and would be 
converted to CO2 along with any collagen if not removed by base extraction. 
Because this pre-treatment step has not been included in most analyses 
many so-called collagen dates may be suspect. Furthermore, because 
buried soils, peats, and trees are ancient sources of humic acids that can 
enter ground water, the contamination of collagen by humic acids can lead 
to collagen dates that are too old in spite of statements to the contrary [15], 
The role of saprophytes in contaminating collagen remains unassessed.
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. F.  LIBBY: Are you planning to do collagen dating on the
Egyptian samples?

C. V. HAYNES, Jr. : Yes. We have a stock of approximately 20 bone
samples collected over the past three years, and I have deferred the 
analysis of these until we have a better understanding of the problems of 
dating bone. We intend to date the Egyptian samples in the near future 
and will examine the collagens for extraneous organic matter.
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Abstract — Résumé

USE OF CARBON- 140F THERMONUCLEAR ORIGIN TO STUDY THE DYNAMICS OF CARBON IN THE SOIL. 
The nuclear explosions which have taken place in recent years have given rise to a considerable increase 
in the specific activity o f  carbon in the atmosphere and in the biosphere. The organic matter in soils 
which is derived from plant debris o f  every kind, leaves, dead branches and radicles, is thus slowly being 
labelled with this artificial radioactivity. It is therefore possible to use the variations in carbon specific 
activity to follow the different stages in the transformation o f plants in the soil.

The study was made on forest soil at the edge o f a thinly planted wood o f chestnut trees in the 
Paris region, and was begun in 1964. The 14C measurements deal principally with decayed plant matter, 
the humic acids, which are soluble in alkaline reagents and can be precipitated by sulphuric acid, and 
the humin, which is the insoluble organic part o f  the alkaline reagents. In this way it has been possible 
to show that in this soil humin is an intermediate stage in the transformation o f plant matter into humic 
acids, and that in every case it is more contaminated with artificial 14C than are the humic acids.

The time which passes between the falling o f the leaves and the formation o f humic acids, the 
final stage in the transformation o f organic materials, has been found to be between four and five years, 
while the duration o f  the decomposition o f a leaf into humin is about 25 years.

It has also becom e apparent that in the layer o f  soil immediately above the mother-rock, the 
specific activity o f the humic acids was not affected in 1965 by the increase due to artificial *4C, which 
suggests that the transport time o f these acids from the surface is more than 12 years.

m
UTILISATION DU CARBONE-U  D’ORIGINE THERMONUCLEAIRE POURL'ETUDE DE LA DYNAMIQUE DU 

CARBONE DANS LE SOL. Les explosions nucléaires qui ont eu lieu au cours de ces dernières années ont 
provoqué une augmentation considérable de l'activité spécifique du carbone dans l'atmosphère et égale
ment dans la biosphère. La matière organique des sols qui provient de débris végétaux de toute nature, 
feuilles, rameaux morts et radicelles, se trouve ainsi peu à peu marquée par cette radioactivité artificielle.
On peut donc utiliser les variations de l'activité spécifique du carbone pour suivre les différents stades 
de la transformation des végétaux dans le sol.

L’étude a été effectuée en sol forestier, à l ’orée d’un bois clair de châtaigniers, dans la région 
parisienne, depuis 1964. Les mesures de 14C ont porté principalement sur les débris végétaux, sur les 
acides humiques qui sont solubles dans les réactifs alcalins et précipitables par l'acide sulfurique, et sur 
l ’humine qui est la partie organique insoluble dans les réactifs alcalins. On a pu de cette façon mettre 
en évidence que dans ce sol l ’humine est un stade intermédiaire dans la transformation des végétaux en 
acides humiques, l'humine présentant dans tous les cas une pollution par 14C artificiel supérieure à celle 
des acides humiques.

Par ailleurs, le temps qui s'écoule entre la chute des feuilles et la formation des acides humiques, 
étape finale de la transformation des matières organiques, s'est trouvé être quatre è cinq ans, tandis que 
la durée de décomposition d'une feuille en humine est de 25 ans environ.

De plus, il est apparu que,dans la couche de sol immédiatement au-dessus de la roche mère, 
l ’activité spécifique des acides humiques n'était pas affectée en 1965 par l'apport de i4C artificiel, ce 
qui suppose un temps de transport de ces acides à partir de la surface supérieur è 12 ans.

La méthode de datation par le radiocarbone est utilisée depuis 
plusieurs années pour la mesure de l'âge des matières organiques du 
sol [1-5] ; de même le 14 C provenant des explosions nucléaires peut
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être considéré comme un traceur dans l'étude du comportement du 
carbone organique dans les divers constituants du sol.

GENERALITES

Quelle que soit la nature du sol, sa matière organique est formée 
essentiellement par la décomposition des rameaux, des feuilles mortes 
et d'autres débris végétaux [ 6 ], Dès leur arrivée au sol, ces débris 
se décomposent plus ou moins rapidement selon l'activité biologique 
en donnant naissance, d'une part à des produits minéraux tels que NH3 , 
NO3 H, 0O 2. . . ,  et d'autre part à des complexes colloïdaux (complexes 
humiques) qui sont plus stables et résistants à l'activité microbienne.
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Mais les acides humiques ne sont pas les seuls constituants de la 
matière organique du sol; en fait il existe un mélange de plusieurs com
posés organiques de nature chimique différente [6 ]. Ainsi on peut 
distinguer des composés solubles dans l'eau (acides créniques); des com
posés solubles dans les solutions alcalines et’ non précipitables par 
HCl ou H2 SO4 (acides fulviques); des composés intermédiaires ne préci
pitant que par H2 S04 suffisamment concentré (complexes humoliguines 
ou composés humofulviques); des composés précipitables par H2 S04 à une
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concentration plus faible, par exemple pH 2, 5 (acides humiques, bruns, 
gris et acides hymatomélaniques), et enfin cette masse de matière 
organique insoluble dans les réactifs alcalins: l'humine. La nature de cette 
dernière fraction a été beaucoup discutée par plusieurs auteurs; les uns 
la considèrent comme intermédiaire entre les acides humiques et le

TABLEAU I. PROFIL PEDOLOGIQUE DE GIF-SUR-YVETTE  
Station d'agronomie, CRASO3, Pont de la Maye (Gironde)

N° de référence de la station 10.082 10.083 10.084
0 - 3  cm 3 - 9  cm 9 -2 0  cm

Pour cent de terre brute

Cailloux, > 2 cm  
Graviers, 2 mm -  2 cm 
Terre fine

Analyse granulométrique en pour cent
de terre fine séchée à l ’air

Humidité 3,8 1,7 1,0

Argile , < 2 /im 3,1 3 ,0 2,8

Limon fin , 2 -  20 jim 2,.5 1,6 0,6

Limon grossier, 2 0 - 50 jim 1,5 2 ,5 2 ,5

Sable fin, 50 - 100 jim 
" " 100-200  jim 60,0 67,0 73,5

Sable grossier, 200 - 500 jim
" " 500 -  1000 jim 
” " 1000-2000 jim

7,0 14,0 14,0

Matière organique 18,3 5,8 ' 2 ,9

TOTAL 96,2 95,6 97,3

Calcaire total Néant Néant Néant

Calcaire actif

pH-eau 4 ,40 4,50 4,55

pH-KClN 3,80 3,85 3,65

Pour m ille de terre sèche

Azote total 6,72 2,45 1,15

Carbone 107,8 34,2 17,2

C /N 16,0 14,0 15,0

Capacité d ’échange 27,5 10,5 6,5

Potassium 0,145 0,110 0,045

Sodium 0,013 0,009 0,006

Calcium 2,256 0,846 0,188

Magnésium 0,125 0,075 0,028

Acide phosphorique

Centre de recherche agronomique du sud-ouest.



TABLEAU II. EVOLUTION DE L'ACTIVITE SPECIFIQUE DU CARBONE DANS LES DIVERS 
CONSTITUANTS DE LA MATIERE ORGANIQUE D'UN SOL FORESTIER DE LA REGION PARISIENNE 
(GIF-SUR-YVETTE) EN FONCTION DU TEMPS

0 - 3 cm 3 - 9 cm 9 - 2 0  cm

Année
Feuilles

6 U»)a
Humine

ô c7d)
Acides humiques

ô (ÿo)
Racines

ô (%)
Humine

6 (ft)
Acides humiques

ó U»)
Humine

« oy»)
Acides humiques 

Age (ans)

Août 1964 + 37,4 + 28 + 15 + 50,6 + 9 0 0 380 ± 100

Août 1965 + 62 + 29 + 17,5 + 58 + 12,5 0 0 420 ± 100

Août 1966 + 73,5 + 40 + 20,5 + 62 + 28 0 0 390 ± 100

a L'augmentation est calculée par rapport au carbone contemporain ( 0 ,95x  acide oxalique NBS).
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charbon [7], les autres ne la considèrent pas comme un groupe séparé 
mais comme un mélange de débris végétaux [8 ] à différentes étapes 
d'humification.

Donc l'activité spécifique du carbone dans les différentes fractions 
de la matière organique du sol doit suivre avec un retard plus ou moins 
grand les activités spécifiques du carbone observées dans l'a ir et dans 
les végétations depuis le début des explosions nucléaires (fig .l) .

ECHANTILLONS ETUDIES

Les prélèvements ont été effectués en sol forestier, à l'orée d'un 
bois clair de châtaigniers (un peu de chênes) dans la région parisienne 
(Gif-sur-Yvette), au mois d'août de chaque année, depuis 1964.

Trois couches ont été étudiées (tableau I), 0 - 3  cm, 3 - 9  cm et 
9 - 2 0  cm, après avoir enlevé les feuilles de surface; dans la couche 
qui est prise (couche superficielle 0 - 3  cm), les feuilles ont déjà subi 
une décomposition partielle.

Ces 20 cm de sol reposent sur la roche mère et les caractéristiques 
de ces couches sont données dans le tableau I.

Les mesures de 14C ont porté
-  sur les débris végétaux incorporés dans chaque couche,
-  sur les acides humiques qui sont solubles dans les réactifs alcalins et 

précipitables par H2 S 0 4 concentré,
-  sur la fraction organique insoluble dans les réactifs alcalins (humine) 

(tableau II et figures 2 et 3).
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lC dans les divers constituants de la matière organique

Nous donnons ici une brève description de la séparation chimique 
des différentes fractions sur lesquelles nous avons travaillé.

SEPARATION CHIMIQUE

Le sol est séché à l'a ir, tamisé (1 mm) et décalcifié par traitement 
dans une solution 2NHC1. Les acides humiques sont extraits par agitation 
dans une solution d'oxalate d'ammonium ( 1 0 0  cm 3 de solution d'oxalate
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d'ammonium à 3% pour 20 g de sol); une deuxième extraction est néces
saire pour assurer la séparation totale des acides humiques. La solution 
humique est filtrée, chauffée à 60° C et les acides humiques sont préci
pités par addition d'acide sulfurique concentré (10 cm 3 de H2 S0 4 pour 
100 cm3 de solution humique). Pour assurer la pureté des acides 
humiques (traces d'oxalate d'ammonium), ils sont redissous dans une 
solution de 5% NaOH et reprécipités par H2 S04 concentré.

La matière organique qui reste insoluble dans la solution d'oxalate 
d'ammonium (l'humine) est iavée et séchée.

L'échantillon ainsi séparé est ensuite transformé en gaz carbonique 
pour la mesure.

Année de prélèvement

FIG. 3. Evolution de l'activité spécifique du 14C dans les divers constituants de la matière organique 
du sol de Gif-sur-Yvette (couche 3 - 9  cm )

DISCUSSION DES RESULTATS

En comparant l'évolution depuis trois ans de l'activité du carbone 
dans les différentes couches du sol étudié à l'évolution de l'activité 
spécifique du carbone dans les végétaux, on peut déduire quelques 
valeurs concernant les vitesses de transformation des matières orga
niques dans ce sol, et par ailleurs faire quelques remarques:

Le temps de séjour moyen d'une feuille dans la couche superficielle 
avant sa disparition est ~ 2 ,  5 + 0, 5 ans. L'activité spécifique de l'humine 
de cette couche semble suivre les activités spécifiques des feuilles des 
années précédentes, avec le décalage de temps nécessaire pour la dé
composition des feuilles. L'activité spécifique des acides humiques de 
cette couche suit lentement l'augmentation atmosphérique car elle est 
diluée par l'accumulation des acides humiques depuis de nombreuses 
années; sa décomposition étant lente, le temps nécessaire pour la form a
tion des acides humiques dans cette couche superficielle, après la chute 
des feuilles, serait ~ 4, 5 +0, 5 ans.

Les racines trouvées dans la deuxième couche présentent aussi une 
augmentation considérable d'activité spécifique du carbone puisqu'elles 
proviennent de plantes récentes.

En ce qui concerne l'humine de cette couche, deux facteurs peuvent 
expliquer l'augmentation de son activité spécifique: le transport vertical 
d'humine à partir de la surface et la décomposition des racines. Mais
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l'augmentation considérable de l'activité du carbone constatée dans la 
dernière mesure (1966) nous incite à croire que les racines sont la 
source essentielle de l'humine de cette couche.

Les acides humiques ne présentent aucune augmentation d'activité 
spécifique. Donc, on peut déduire que l'accumulation des acides humiques 
dans cette couche ( 3 - 9  cm) est un phénomène très lent, probablement 
supérieur à 1 2  ans puisque aucune pollution n'est encore apparue à cette 
profondeur.

Dans la troisième couche ( 9 - 2 0  cm), l'humine ne présente pas 
nonplus d'augmentation. Quant aux acides humiques, • ils présentent un 
appauvrissement en 14C par rapport au carbone contemporain, ce qui 
permet de leur attribuer un âge moyen de 400±100 ans.

Des conclusions générales en ce qui concerne le sol étudié peuvent 
être tirées de cette étude:
-  L'humine dans toute l'épaisseur du sol considéré a toujours une , 

activité supérieure à celle des acides humiques. Elle est donc plus 
jeune que ces acides et représenterait ainsi une étape dans leur 
formation.

-  Sauf dans la couche superficielle, l'accumulation des acides humiques 
est un phénomène lent qui peut atteindre plusieurs centaines d'années 
dans les couches profondes.

-  Il ne semble pas y avoir d'important transport par les eaux d'infiltration 
d'acides humiques de la surface dans les couches profondes, dans le 
temps considéré.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. W. SCHARPENSEEL: The suggestion that humins are precursors
of humic acids stands in direct opposition to the generally-held view that 
humins are superior in C-content, molecular weight and age to the humic 
acids, i. e. that humic acids are in fact probably precursors of the humins.

As sources of error I would nominate the shallow, lithic and acidic 
soil with low capacity for transformation of organic matter into humic 
matter, and also the probable inadequacy of just sieving the soil before 
Na-oxalate extraction, which does not prevent small roots and particles 
of organic debris from contributing to the extracted humic acids as well 
as to the humin residue.

Humins have lost nearly all the functional groups, such as the carboxyl 
carbonyl, phenolic OH, and so on, and are chemically fairly inert. They 
can scarcely be imagined to reconvert into humic acids containing some
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3-8  mg CO OH '/g. As I said just now, it is rather the opposite process 
which is more credible.

C. NAKHLA: The presence of old organic matter will result in a
reduction of the specific activity of carbon in young samples, otherwise 
the specific activity of the carbon in the humins in the surface layer 
(0-3 cm) stands in a direct relationship to that in leaves of the previous 
years. The same thing can be observed in the second layer, where the 
specific activity of the humin carbon increases rapidly from one year to 
another.

As to the possibility of contamination, I do not deny the presence of 
microquantities of fresh material in the humin samples measured, even 
after sieving and washing several times, but I do not believe that the 
presence of these microquantities will make any significant contribution 
to increasing the specific activity of carbon in old organic matter. Also 
in the third layer studied, where plant residues are reduced to a minimum, 
the specific activity of humin carbon remains constant, and is usually 
higher than that of humic acids.

Regarding chemical composition, what you say is of course true, but 
the chemical structure seems to me to have nothing to do with age, and I 
suspect that in soils there may occur a sequence of processes involving 
decomposition and synthesis of organic matter.

At all events, a good number of measurements on different soils and 
on different fractions of soil organic matter are needed in order to clarify 
this complicated problem.
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Abstract

DATING SOIL LAYERS BY 10Be. The main problem in dating soil layers by the cosmogenic nuclide 
10Be is the isolation o f beryllium from big quantities o f sample materials. The authors apply the following 
chem ical process: leaching the sample material with HC1, extraction o f Be as acetylacetonate, and 
ion exchange on diallyl phosphate.

It is thus possible to isolate Be(OH)2 in a chem ically pure form containing no other radionuclides. 
This procedure was tested by the determination o f 7Be accumulated in soil. The measured 7Be 
activity corresponds well with the mean activity o f  7Be in rain water.

Besides humic acids in soils metal hydroxides are able to concentrate Be to a large extent. Thus 
10Be was found in iron ore deposits containing limonite.

A calculation o f the 10Be production rate is given and the possibility o f radioactive dating with 
I0Be using the chem ical process mentioned above is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of the 10Be content has already been carried out on 
meteorites, deep-sea sediments and bones. In meteorites the ratio of 
10B e /26Al and 10B e /36Cl, respectively, is used to obtain information 
about the time of fall. On the other hand, from the 3H e /10Be ratio the 
radiation age of a meteorite may be derived. Furthermore, variations 
of the 10Be content in sediments were used to estimate the 10Be pro
duction rate. Only few data exist on the 10Be content of prehistoric 
bones and it is felt that there is little chance for 10Be dating.

This paper describes the possibility of dating soil layers by their 
10 Be content. The basic assumption is that a layer is able to fix the 
10 Be which is deposited by rain; suitable layers may be trap tuffs, 
iron-rich soils and peat.

To date 10Be the production rate of cosmogenic 10Be must be known. 
Ignoring horizontal transport processes in the atmosphere the production 
rate is equal to the deposition rate. After Peters, Arnold and Lai [1, 2, 3] 
the 10Be production rate is approximately

(1.6 to 3.2) X 10 6 (cm ' 2 yr-l )

The main problem in practice is the isolation of very small 
amounts of Be from large amounts of sample material. The chemical 
process described was tested on quantities as large as 10 kg. To 
control the chemical isolation and radiochemical purity of the Be obtained, 
tested measurements were made on the 7 Be activity present in surface 
soils and in rain water. By this method it is possible to compare the 
total soil activity with the activity which may be calculated from rain
water measurements over a period of a few months. These values 
are in good agreement. The authors were therefore confident to 12
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undertake further experiments on the 10Be dating of soil layers, the 
first aim being to find samples suitable for determination of the 10Be 
production rate, as there appeared to be insufficient experimental data 
in existence.

2. PROCESSING OF SOIL SAMPLES

Fine-grained material is decomposed by means of concentrated 
HC1 in 10-1 plastic barrels. After 24 h the acid solution is decanted 
and the sample again treated with the same amount of HC1, which is 
filtered off after a second period of 24 h. The remaining residue is 
washed with water. Depending on the amount of sample material used,
5 to 20 1 solution is collected and evaporated up to the beginning of 
crystallization; HN 03 is added to destroy organic material.
Precipitates are redissolved with concentrated HC1. From this very 
strong acid solution iron is extracted by methylisobutylketone (MIKB). 
After the complete extraction of iron the solution is again evaporated to 
the beginning of precipitation. If alkaline-earth metals are present in 
small amounts only, some Ba and more particularly Sr carrier is added. 
During heavy stirring concentrated H2 S 0 4 is added to the boiling solution 
in a sufficient amount to precipitate the sulphates. The solution is 
cooled and the precipitate filtered off. This solution is diluted with 
double its amount of water. Sufficient concentrated NH3 , with EDTA, 
is added to prevent precipitation at pH 7. Depending on the type of soil 
material, up to several kilogrammes of EDTA may be necessary. 
Beryllium is extracted as acetylacetonate, Be(AA)2, at pH 6.5 — 7.
As extracting agent 1 ml acetylacetone (AA) dissolved in 100 ml CHCI3 

is used for each litre of aqueous solution. Thus the Be is extracted in 
three stages at 20, 40 and 60 min, respectively. Concentrated HNO3 

is added to the collected CHC13 phases, and this mixture is evaporated 
to dryness.

The résidue is treated with HNO3 several times to oxidize all 
organic materials. It remains an easily crystallizing salt which 
consists mainly of Be(N 03)2. The residue is dissolved in diluted HC1. 
The solution is brought to pH 6.5 by the addition of EDTA and NH3, and 
heated for some minutes. After cooling it is transferred to a 
Diallylphosphate (DAP) column (1 cm diam. and 10 cm long for 
preparation (see [4, 5]). The column, which had been prepared with
0.15 M NH4-EDTA at pH 7, is then saturated with NH*. Be is 
exchanged quantitatively and with great selectivity.

The column is washed twice with 25 ml of 0.15 M EDTA solution.
Be is eluted with 100 cm 3 of 1 M NH4 F solution into a large platinum 
crucible. The eluate is evaporated to dryness in a glove box and the 
excess of NH4F is sublimated. The residue is converted to BeS04 by 
the addition of concentrated H 2 S 0 4. One drop phenol red indicator is 
added to the solution in the platinum crucible and the Be is precipitated 
by as much alcoholic NH3 as is necessary to change the colour to 
violet.

The hydroxide is filtered with the aid of a Hahn's frit. The 
membrane filter with the Be(OH) 2 is prepared for counting the /3 and 
y radiation, respectivley, in the usual way. After counting, the filter is

12*
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ashed with concentrated HNO3 to determine the amount of 9B. The 
acid is evaporated, the white residue is dissolved in diluted HC1 and 
filled up to 50 cm3 in a calibrated flask. Three aliquots are taken for 
the quantitative analysis of Be. With the remaining volume the last 
purification step is repeated.

Thus a new counting sample is prepared which, together with a 
second 9Be analysis, leads to a good control for the specific activity of 
’ Be or 10Be.

The quantitative determination of the 9Be content is performed by 
a photometric method, using 8 -Hydroxyquinaldine described by 
Motojima [6 ],

3. TESTING THE CHEMICAL PROCEDURE

To check the reliability of the process for isolation of radiochemically 
pure Be, the authors applied this method first to the determination of 
7Be in surface soils. The specific surface activity (i. e. the total 7Be 
activity per cm 2) was compared with the accumulated activity, which 
may be derived from rain-water measurements.

3,1,  Determination of 7Be activity in surface layers

For details of soil samples and results see Table I. Samples A and 
F were taken from a large plain area, and samples D and E from the 
lowest point of a flat depression in a Berlin forest. All the samples from  
this light, loamy soil covered with humus were divided into three layers, 
namely

Layer I (0.5 cm): Raw humus
Layer II (1 to 1.5 cm): Sandy soil, with large content of humus,

coloured from black to light brown
Layer III (3 to 3.5 cm): Sandy soil, with low humus content,

coloured from light brown to grey.
To separate 7 Be, 1 mg of 9Be was added as carrier. The sample 

prepared by the method described above was counted in a 1 -channel 
7  spectrometer equipped with a 2 in. X 2 in. Nal(Tl) well-type crystal.
To analyse the data obtained it was assumed that 10.3% of 7Be decays 
to 7 Li, accompanied by 0.48 MeV 7  emission.

The counting efficiencies, given in Tables I and II, are affected by 
an error of ± 3%. The assembly was calibrated by using the nuclides 
13 7mBa, 54Mn and 203Hg (standard sources from the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA)). The radiochemical purity of the Be obtained can 
be seen by the fact that there was no other 7  peak detectable, besides that 
of 7 Be. A low-level counter (0.3 cpm background) did not indicate any 
a or ¡3 activity; )3 particles of 50 keV and a particles of at least 1 MeV, 
respectively, would penetrate the BOqg/cm2 window of the detector. 
Furthermore no a particles were detected under vacuum, using a 
Si semiconductor detector.

To calculate the chemical yield, the 9 Be content of layers II and III 
must be determined separately. Analysis was done by applying the 
isotope dilution method, with 7Be. Procedure for the isolation of Be 
was the same as that described above. The 9Be content of the soil was



TABLE I. 7Be MEASUREMENTS IN SOILS

S am ple/
layer

Date o f  
sampling

Surface 
area x 
thickness 
o f  layer 
cm 2 X cm

"b------

Net rate 
corrected 

(cp m )

Counting
effic ien cy
± 0 .0005 

(%>

C hem ical
yield

m

d p m /cm 2 
o f 7Be

A / l 2 2 .4 .6 6 2500 (a ) 2 1 .2  * 0 .7 0.0192 51 * 1 .5 0 .8 7  * 0 .0 6 ' 0 .8 8  ± 0 .05
(b) 1 4 . 1 * 1 . 0 0.0192 33 ± 1 .3 0 .8 9  * 0 .0 8

A /2 2500 X 1 (a ) 1 7 . 1 * 0 . 7 0.0192 65 * 4 .0 0 .5 5  * 0 .0 5 0 .5 5  * 0. 05
(b ) 7 .9  * 0 .9 0.0192

A /3 2500 X 3 (a) 2 .6  * 1 .4 0.0192 35 ± 4 .0 0 .1 5  * 0 .0 8 0 .1 5  * 0 .0 8

D / l 2 6 .7 .6 6 1050 (a ) 2 0 .8  * 1 .0 0 .0124 61 * 1 .5 2 .6  * 0 .2 2 .5 6  * 1 .2
(b) 2 3 .0  * 1 .0 0.0181 49 * 1 .5 2 .5  * 0 .2

E /l 2 6 .7 .6 6 1200 (a) 5 5 . 4 * 1 . 1 0 .0224 86 * 1 .6 2 .4  ± 0 .1 2 .4 2  * 0 .07
4 6 .6  ± 1 .4 0.0192 86 * 1 .6 2 .4  * 0 .1
3 2 . 5 * 0 . 9 0 .0124 86 * 1 .6 2 .5  * 0 .2

(b) 3 6 .5  * 0 .9 0.0181 72 * 1 .4 2 .4  * 0 .1

F / l 6 .9 .6 6 2400 (a ) 6 2 . 2 * 0 . 7 0 .0124 81 * 1 .6 2 .6  * 0 .2 2 .5 0  * 0 .11
(b) 7 7 .0  * 1 .0 0.0181 73 * 1 .5 2 .4  * 0 .2

F /2 2400 X 1 .5 (a ) 9 .3  * 0 . 4 0 .0124 68 * 5 .0 0 .4 6  * 0 .0 5 0 .4 4  * 0 .03
(b ) 1 2 . 0 * 0 . 8 0.0181 66 * 5 .0 0 .4 2  * 0 .0 4

F/3 2400 X 3 .5 (a ) 1 .6  * 0 .4 0 .0124 19 * 2 .3 0 .2 8  * 0 .0 8 0 .2 0  * 0 .0 5
(b ) 0 .9  * 0 . 5 0.0181 19 * 2 .3 0 .11  * 0 .0 6
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TABLE II. 7 Be MEASUREMENTS IN RAIN WATER

Sam ple Date o f  
sampling

V olum e o f 
sample
* 1%

(1)

Net observed 
activ ity , corr. 

(cpm )

Counting
effic ien cy
± 0 .05  

(%>

C hem ical
yield
(%)

S pec ific  disint 
rate

(dpm /1)

sgration

(dpm /1)

1 1 4 .4 .6 6 54 (a) 108 * 2 3 .0 0 41 * 2 163 * 10 158 * 8

(b ) 3 4 . 9 * 0 . 9 1 .9 2 22 * 2 153 ± 12

2 2 5 .4 .6 6 64 90 ± 10 1 .92 65 * 2 114 * 13 114 * 13

3 5 .5 .6 6 63 (a ) 162 * 1 .4 1 .92 89 * 2 152 * 6 148 ± 4

(b> 150 * 1 .3 1 .92 86 * 2 144 ± 6

4 1 0 .5 .6 6 63 47 ± 1 .1 1 .9 2 53 * 2 74 ± 4 74 è 4

5 1 9 .6 .6 6 64 (a ) 1 5 1 .0 * 0 .7 1 .92 7 1 * 2 175 i  6 181 è 4

105 ± 1 .7 1 .2 4 184 ± 8

(b ) 124 * 2 1 .81 60 * 2 181 ± 9

6 1 1 .7 .6 6 63 (a ) 39 * 1 .2 1 .2 4 57 * 2 8 7 .6  ± 4 85 ± 4

(b ) 4 9 . 9 * 0 . 8 1 .81 53 * 2 8 2 .6 *  4

m ean: 127 * 17

SM
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found to be 0.11 ± 0.02/ug/g soil. Accuracy of the spectral photometric 
determination in the range of 0.1 to 2 pg/cm * i * 3 * S * was ± 0.03 pg/cm 3.

Samples A and F represent a complete profile of the 7Be content of 
surface soils. It may be seen from Table I that layer I contains 60 to 
80%, and layer III less than 10% of the total activity.

3. 2. 7 Be in rain water

Rain-water measurements were carried out by processing 50 to 60 1 
with a cation exchanger. Table II shows the results. It is assumed 
that the cosmogenic 7Be is deposited mainly by rain.

Efficiency of the column was checked by adding 1 mg of Be to the 
water container. The total amount of water was passed through the 
column over a period of 48 h (column: 70 cm 3 Dowex 50 W X 8 ,
acidic form). Each rain-water sample was collected at periods of 
not longer than two days.

Specific activities were found to be 74 and 181 dpm/1. These 
variations are certainly larger than those due to counting statistics and 
are the results of the discontinuous character of rainfall and 
horizontal transport processes in the atmosphere.

3 ,3 , Comparison of soil and rain-water activity

In a very simplified model the average of the six rain-water samples 
represent the true mean of the 7Be deposition rate. Thus, the experi
mental uncertainty has to be calculated from the fluctuations of the 
values given in Table II. The 7Be activity S to be expexted in soil may 
be calculated from the average specific rain-water activity R by the 
equation

S = ^  RX h ;f j (dpm c m -2) (1)

i = 1

hj cm = height of fallen rain on the i-th day, before the soil sample
was taken;
R dpm /cm 3 = average specific activity of rain water;
f¿ = factor, accounting for the radioactive decay of 7 Be after i days.

From the above R is considered as a constant, which allows Eq. (1) 
to be written as follows:

S = R Y  h¡f¡ (2)

1 =1

Figure 1 shows the monthly data of Elqfi, computed for the first 
day of each month, with respect to the day of sampling, A and F. It 
is obvious that the high specific activity of sample F -  compared to 
A -  is the result of unusually heavy rainfalls within one month.

Table III compares the observed values of the 7Be activity found 
in surface soil with those computed after Eq. (2) from rain-water 
measurements. There seems to be satisfactory agreement between
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these values, so this fact may be taken as good proof for the chemical 
process applied to Be isolation from soil samples. Some data, which 
are calculated from other measurements in the literature, are added 
in Table III for comparison [7, 8 ].

FIG. 1. Monthly values o f  Ehffi (see Eq.(2)) computed for the first day o f  each month, with respect 
to the day o f sampling

4. DETERMINATION OF 10BE PRODUCTION RATE FROM 10BE
CONTENT OF SPECIAL SAMPLES

The method is based on an idealized model. Suppose that some 
material is able to fix Be in an irreversible way. If this material forms 
a layer close to the surface, and has been in this position from its 
formation until the time of sampling, it will have accumulated 
practically all the Be deposited in this area. If the commencement 
of the build-up time of this layer is known it is obviously possible to 
calculate the 10Be deposition rate.

Meadow limonite is considered to meet these requirements rather 
well. A deposit near Hannover-Langenhagen in the Wietze valley, 
Urstromtal, was selected. The limonite layer now has a thickness of 
20 to 30 cm, and is about 5 to 10 cm under the surface.

All data are listed in Table IV. The net count rates are obtained 
by extrapolation of the 10Be absorption curve to the absorber thickness 
zero. By controlling the radiochemical purity of each sample absorption 
curves were measured up to 184 m g/cm 2 absorber thickness. The 
counting was not started until 14 d after the sample had been prepared. 
This was done with respect to the possible presence of 90Sr which has 
almost the same /3 energy as 10Be. It is therefore only detectable by the 
radiation of its daughter, 90Y. The absorption coefficient for the 
radiation of 10Be (0.56 MeV) has been found from these measurements 
to be (35± 10) cm 2/m g. For comparison, that of 90Sr (0.54 MeV) is 
(34± 1) cm2 /m g, and of 137Cs (0.51 MeV) is (37.5 ±  1) cm2 /m g. The 
advantage of this counting method is that fluctuations in the background.



TABLE III. COMPARISON OF 7Be MEASUREMENTS

Date o f Lhjf Mean spec ific  activ ity S pec ific  disintegration rate o f  7B e /cm 2
sampling o f rain water (a) com puted from rain-water measurements
location (m m ) (b) found in soil

Literature
(dpm /1) (7B e /l) (d p m /cm 2) o O (7B e /cm 2)

J  2 2 .4 .6 6 . 110 127 ± 17 (1 .4  ± 0 .2 )  107 (a) 1 .4 0  ± 0 .0 8 (a) 6 .3 (a ) 1 .5 4  X 105
\  Berlin (b) 1 .5 8  ± 0 .1 1 (b) 7 .1 (b ) 1 .7 4 X 1 0 5

F I 6- 9 ' 66' 213 127 ± 17 (1 .4  ± 0 .2 ) 107 (a) 2 .7 1  ± 0 .1 5 (a) 12.2 (a) 2 .9 9  X 10s
L Berlin (b) 3 .1 4  ± 0 .1 3 (b ) 14.2 (b ) 3 .4 6  X 105

June 1964, 
Ispra

(a) 12.0 (a) 2 .9  X 105 [7 ]

April to July
1965,
Freiburg

(2 .2  ± 0 .3 ) 107 [8 ]
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TABLE IV. 'Be DATA10

Sam ple /
layer2

Weigl

total
(kg)

it o f  sample

analysed
(kg)

Net observed 
activity

(cp m )

Amount

found

(m g)

o f  Be

theoret
ica l

(m g)

H orizontal surface 
area o f  sample

(cm  )

dpm 10B e /c m 2 

(d p m /cm 2)

H - I / l 5 .7 5 5 .7 5 0 .3 1 ± 0 .0 3 0 .3 4  * 0 .03 4 .2 0 525 (2 .4  4 0 .2 ) X 10-2

/2 12.30 6 .50 0 .1 2  4 0 .0 2 0 .3 9  ± 0 .0 1 8 .96 525 (1 .8  4 0 .2 ) X 10-2
(4 .2  4 0 .3 ) X 10-2

H /II /1 7 .4 5 7 .4 5 1 .05  ± 0 .0 3 1 .0 5  4 0 .0 2 5 .4 4 700 (2 .6  4 0 .1 ) X 10*2

/2 12.75 6 .2 5 0 .1 6  4 0 .0 2 0 .3 7  4 0 .01 9 .30 700 (1 .9  4 0 .2 ) X 10-2
(4 .5  4 0 .3 ) X 10-2

T he samples were horizontally d ivided into two layers. Layer 1 is the upper one.
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as they are introduced by cosmic rays, do not influence the value of 
the net count rate too much. The mean background, as obtained over 
a period of 20 d, was (0.30 ± 0.02) cpm. The 9Be content of the limonite 
was determined by applying the isotope dilution technique, using 7 Be.
The concentration of Be was found to be 0.73 mg/kg limonite. The 
efficiency of the low-level |3 counter for 10Be was determined to be 30%, 
using an IAEA 137Cs standard source. Self absorption in the counting, 
samples may be neglected, because the sample thickness did not exceed 
1  m g/cm 2.

Consider now the basic assumptions involved: (a) The cosm ic-ray
intensity, and consequently the production rate of 10Be, have been 
constant over the last 2X 104 yr; (b) The selected limonite retains all 
Be from rain; and (c) A sufficient fraction of limonite capable of 
absorbing Be was formed within a short period of time compared to the 
total accumulation time of lOBe.

It is well known that the first assumption is correct. To test 
point (b) laboratory experiments were made, using iron hydroxide 
absorption columns; 1 0  1  of rain water containing carrier-free 7Be 
were passed through a column (10 cm long, 0.3 cm 2 cross-section) at 
a rate of 2 to 2.5 l/h . Under these conditions 95% of the 7Be was 
absorbed on the column. If these conditions are Compared to natural 
circumstances they correspond to a period of 600 yr, assuming 
550 mm of rain/yr. Considering the fact that the flow rate in the 
natural soil is several orders of magnitude lower than in the authors' 
experiment, and that the limonite layer has grown up during this 
time, gaining permanently new absorption capacities, it can thus be 
derived that all Be will have been fixed.

It is felt that the requirements of (c) are in reasonable agreement 
with the data given by [9, 10]. Such a hydroxide-rich layer could have 
been built up -  even in the subarctic climate of the late glacial -  within 
a period of a few thousand years. From the above-cited literature it 
is estimated that the accumulation period for the 10Be is about

(16 ± 4) X 10® yr.

The uncertainty of this value represents the error in the 10Be 
production rate.

From the data in Table IV the production rate of P = (4 to 7)X 10® 
B e-10 /cm 2 yr is obtained.

Assuming 1 6 000 yr as the most probable value of the accumulation 
time, it follows that the most probable production rate P is

P = 5X 106 10Be /  cm2yr

5. METHOD OF DATING SOIL LAYERS

Consider the simplest case -  growing soil in a large plain area.
The growing of the soil may be due to autochthonic processes. Assuming 
that the Be deposited will be fixed immediately by the surface layer, 
it then follows that the concentration of 10Be in a surface element is

v (3)
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P = 10Be deposition rate,
v = velocity of growing perpendicular to the surface, 
c 0 = concentration of 10Be in the surface layer at the time of 

deposition.
This concentration decreases with time due to radioactive decay. 

When equilibrium between the deposition and decay of 10Be has been 
established, one obtains the total number of 10Be atoms per cm2by 
integration:

c(x) = concentration of 10Be as a function of depth 
X = decay constant of 10Be

For the most general case fluctuations of v in time must be taken 
into consideration. Then, from Eqs. (3) and (4), for the gradient of 
10Be concentration (in the direction of x) the following is obtained:

As may be seen from Eq. (5), the l°Be concentration need not 
decrease monotonously with increasing depth.

Further details of this method will be published elsewhere.

6 . DISCUSSION

It has been shown in this paper that the chemical process applied 
to the determination of cosmogenic i°Be in soils is applicable at a 
laboratory scale up to 1 0  kg of sample material with reliable results. 
The serious limitation of this method results from the following: only
those soils can be dated which are able to fix 10Be completely.

To date the fixation of 10Be is known with certainty only in the case 
of soil layers with a high content of metal hydroxides. Further ex
periments have to be made to show the applicability of this method.
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D I S C U S S I O N

G. RAJAGOPALAN: Have you tried to investigate the decay and
determine the half-life of the 7Be from the rain and soil in order to be 
sure of the correct identification of the nuclide?

P. MOLLER: We are quite sure that we have separated 7Be. Each
sample was measured twice in a period of 6 - 8  weeks. The results are 
given as (a) and (b) respectively in Tables I and II. After we had corrected 
the counting rates of 7Be for the radioactive decay, the disintegration rates 
of both determinations agreed well.
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Abstract

ALUMINIUM-26 IN DEEP-SEA SEDIMENTS. The “ Al activity o f pure A l extracted from South 
Pacific red clay has been measured with a relative accuracy o f lS7o. To decide whether this “ Al is mainly 
produced by cosm ic radiation in the upper atmosphere or located in cosm ic dust particles, red-clay samples 
were separated by chem ical and physical methods into fractions o f  different grain size and density. The 
high-density (>  3 g /cm 3 ) fraction was measured and a positron activity o f  about half a disintegration per 
minute and kilogramme o f dry sediment was obtained.

In 1966 Amin, Kharkar and Lai [1] measured 26A1 in samples from  
deep-sea sediments, from the South Pacific (57° 35' S, 174° 15' W) and 
from the North Pacific (8 ° 20' N, 145° 24' W). They found a mean 
activity of 0.46 dpm/kg of dry sediment. Later Wasson, Alder and 
Oeschger [2] found in another Pacific sample from 14° S, 155° W an 26A1 
activity of 0.8 ± 0.12 dpm/kg. The two results are in good agreement, 
taking into consideration the possible differences in age and the respective 
sedimentation rates of the samples. Figure 1 shows the energy spectra 
of sample and background. Results are given in Table I. From the 
annihilation peak an apparent 26A1 activity of 1.02 ± 0.15 dpm is obtained. 
The small counting efficiency for the typical y  ray of 1.83 MeV, as well 
as for the sum peak, does not allow clear identification of 26Al. To 
estimate possible contamination by natural Th and U, the Th and 226Ra 
were measured under the same conditions as the sample. Based upon the 
relative peak heights, contamination by 238u  through 226Ra can be excluded, 
whereas about 10% of the 0.51 MeV sample peak seems to be due to Th 
contamination. The corrected decay rate is 0.91 dpm, which gives the 
above-mentioned specific activity. For a detailed description of the 
measuring techniques and discussion of the results refer to Wasson 
et al. [2 ],

The activities reported are one order of magnitude higher than L a i's  
calculations of the atmospheric production of 26A1. [3]. This fact can be 
explained by the influx of 26A1 in extraterrestrial material. Wasson [4] 
estimated a specific 26Al activity in cosmic dust of 12 dpm/g. This value 
holds only if secular equilibrium is reached. Since the shrinkage time of 
the orbits of cosmic-dust particles is of the order of 1 0 5 yr,undersaturation 
by a factor of 1 0  is expected.

*  In collaboration with U. Gasser and W. Nabholz o f  Geologisches Institut der Universitat, Berne 
for the part on sedimentology.
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F IG .l. Spectra o f red-clay sample from 14“S, 155”W and background for 11650 min

TA B L E  I. RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENT OF R E D -C LA Y  
SAM PLE FROM 14°S, 155°W

Energy range 
(M eV)

Counting rates 
(cpm )

Sample Background Net

0. 51 ± 0. 035 0. 0705 ± 0 .0019 0. 0526 ± 0 .0020 0. 0179 è 0. 0027

1. 83 ± 0. 080 0 .0180  ± 0 .0011 0 .0 1 4 6 ± 0 .0010 0 .0034  è 0 .0016

2 .3 4  ± 0. 080 0 .0104  ± 0 .0009 0. 0084 ± 0. 0009 0 .0020  ± 0.0013

Efficiency A ctiv ity

fl°) (dpm )

0. 51 ± 0. 035 1. 75 1. 02 ± 0 .1 5

1. 83 ± 0 .080 0. 17 2. 0 è 0. 9

2. 34 i  0. 080 0 .17 1 .2 t 0 .8
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In 1964 Fireman and Langway [5] searched for 26A1 in dust from the 
Greenland ice sheet. They found an upper limit of 3 X 10"6 dpm of 26A1/1 
of meltwater for particles > 0.45 qm in the residues from about 2 X 105 1 
meltwater. Assuming an accumulation rate of cosmic dust of 106 ton/yr 
on earth these values correspond to 0.3 dpm/g of dust.

Further study of the 26A1 activity seems justified, because this isotope 
could serve for the radioactive dating of deep-sea sediment cores, since 
the specific activity of the cosmic dust is of importance for estimates on 
the solar proton flux and the orbit shrinkage time of cosmic-dust particles. 
To satisfy the condition of separation of the cosmic from the atmospheric 
component of 26A1, physical separation techniques were applied, and 
measurement of activity in the different components is being attempted.
For this purpose Professor G. Arrhenius of the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, La Jolla, supplied a sample from the North Pacific 
(8 ° 20' N, 145° 24' W), named Monsoon 147 G, extracted 23 to 35 cm 
below the surface of the core.

The aluminium produced in the upper atmosphere is oxydized, adsorbed 
onto aerosols, and is finally rained out. The atmospheric portion is thus 
expected to be attached to very small particles, or in clay minerals, 
after exchange reactions, whereas the cosmic component will be found in 
cosmic minerals, such as olivine and pyroxene, including enstatite. All 
these minerals have densities above 2.9 g /cm 3, while clay minerals, 
quartz and carbonates have densities below 2.9. Density separation of a 
sediment sample at 2.9 g/cm 3 should give good enrichment of the cosmic 
dust in the higher density fraction. The amount of material in this fraction 
does not exceed a few grams out of 1  kg of dry sediment, and should 
contain the main 26Al activity. The lower density fraction will contain the 
atmospheric component of the 26A1 and the volatilized part of cosmic dust 
and meteorites.

The low specific 26Al activity would call for the analysis of large 
quantities of sediment; however, the availability of the material and the 
laborious separation technique limited the authors to about 500 g of dry 
sediment.

SEPARATION TECHNIQUE

Viewing possible differentiation of the activities in different grain- 
size classes of the cosmic material the original sediment sample was 
separated into six grain-size fractions, which are listed in Table II. This 
separation was effected by the method of Atterberg [6 ], based on the 
different settling times of multi-sized grains in water. The settling times 
for the grain size limits are calculated with the Stokes formula for a mean 
density of cosmic material of 3.78. Thus the size distribution obtained 
was no longer representative for clay minerals, since a lower density 
causes a shift to bigger sizes. To remove soluble salts, which hinder 
complete disaggregation, the sample had to be washed several times 
before the size separation. The water used for washing and settling was 
preserved and reduced in volume by evaporation, then subjected to chemi
cal Al extraction with the low density fraction to avoid losses of soluble 
Al salts.
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TA B L E  II. GRAIN SIZE AND DENSITY SEPARATION OF SAMPLE  
MONSOON 147 G a

Size fraction 
(Mm)

Density < 2. 9
Density > 2. 9 

amount (g)
amount (g) (%)

< 2 b 338.7 65. 7 not separated

2 to 10 131. 6 25. 6 0 .140

10 to 20 21 .4 4 .2 0 .100

20 to 30 8. 6 1 .7 0 .110

30 to 45 4. 5 0. 9 0. 120

>45 10.1 1 .9 0 .130

Location : 8°20' N, 145°24’ W
Depth from surface o f  the co re : 20 to 35 cm
Total weight: 515. 2 g (dry weight)

b
Unfortunately part o f  this fraction was lost during the procedure.

The different size fractions were then subjected to density separation. 
The < 2 pm class was not separated by density. Since only a few grams 
could be handled at once on the centrifuge, the separation was done in 
two steps to obtain an enrichment of the high-density material for the final 
separation. In the first step cut off was at 2.6, in the second one at 
2.9 g /c m 3. In the first step bromoform diluted with dimethylsulfoxyde was 
used and in the second one pure bromoform. The whole sample was 
subjected twice to each step. Disaggregation in bromoform was helped by 
the use of an ultrasonic generator.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT

The chemical treatment had two goals:
1. Increase of the specific 26A1 activity.
2. Reduction of the activities of 40K, natural Th and Ra.
Since the atmospheric 26A1 is expected to be mainly in clay minerals, 
repeated leaching with HC1 should bring out all Al of interest. From this 
HC1 solution,' Fe(OH)3, is precipitated with NaOH. In the filtrate Al(OH)3 

is precipitated with NH4OH — buffering with NH4CL The yield of this 
procedure is estimated to be about 90%.

MEASURING TECHNIQUE

1. Measurement of the low-density fraction

For the AI2 O3 from the low-density fraction a normal 7 - 7  coincidence 
array is used, as described in [2 ], completed by a cylindrical anticoinci
dence gas counter for protection against muons and their secondaries.
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The gate is set at 0.51 ± 0.035 MeV. The gas counter is filled with 
ethylene at a pressure of 700 mm Hg. It has a length of 70 cm and the inner 
diameter accommodates the 4 X4 in. crystals which are surrounded with 
2 cm of high-purity lead, instead of the previously used Bi rings. The 
anticoincidence counter reduces the background by 30% to less than 0.04 cpm 
for the 0.51-M eV peak. It does not affect the efficiency of the counting 
array, which is about 2% for the kind of sample expected (30-50 g).

2 . f?  measurement in samples of a few grams

The efficiency of a y - y  coincidence counter system is only a little 
higher for small am )unts of material. Therefore, the only promising 
improvement is a rigorous reduction of background without great loss in 
efficiency for the measurement of very low absolute activities.

The y - y  coincidence background is due to two main components:
( i) annihilation of positrons from cosmic rays; and
(ii) gammas which are Compton scattered from one crystal to the 

other, losing about 0.5 MeV in the gate crystal.
The first component can be suppressed by an anticoincidence counter. 

The second component can be eliminated if, in addition to the annihilation 
quanta, the positron itself is detected. This can be done with a Lal-type 
window counter interspersed between the two crystals (see Fig. 2). In 
this device a positron decay causes a triple coincidence between the two 
crystals and the window counter. The remaining background is less than
0.015 ± 0.002 cpm in the 0.51-M eV peak.

The addition of an anticoincidence counter (Figs 2 and 3) suppresses 
the background almost completely. For the energy range from 0 to 2.8 MeV 
the integrated background in this device is 2.3 ± 0.5 counts in one thousand 
minutes. The efficiency is about 2% for a layer of 10 m g/cm 2 26A1. The 
active surface of the window counter is 2 0  cm2.

FIG.2. 8+ counter for small samples (maximum 5 g)
1 and 2 4 x 4  in. Nal crystals surrounded by 2 cm  lead
3 Lal-type window counter
4 Photomultipliers
5 Cylindrical anticoincidence gas counter
6 Copper shielding

It is clear that this counter system is adequate only for very small 
samples because of the small range of positrons in matter. The maximum 
positron energy of 26A1 is 1.16 MeV. For this energy a mass-absorption  
coefficient of 14.5 cm2 /g  is valid. Thus, if the sample material reaches 
70 m g/cm 2 (1. 5 g total amount) the counting efficiency is reduced to 1% 
by absorption of the positrons in the sample; 3 g (150 m g/cm 2) are 
measured with a yield of 0. 5%.

The whole system is rather complicated, and the long measuring 
times require a very stable operation of each component. The equipment 
has to be protected with great care against parasitic pulses.

The almost complete suppression of background makes the device very 
valuable for the measurement of positron emitters in samples smaller 
than about 5 g, such as cosmic dust, surface samples from the moon, or 
for comparison of )3+activities of separated minerals from meteorites.

13
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However it has to be realized that the detection of the positron does not 
contribute much to the identification of a /3+ emitter, if the sample contains 
emitters of gamma quanta, which are in coincidence with high-energy 
/3~ particles. One example is the 208T1, an isotope of the Th series, which 
emits a /3~ particle of 1.8 MeV maximum energy, followed by a 0.51 and 
a 0.58 gamma. The contribution of a activities, however, is negligible 
because of their small range.

'<9—a -o n4 6 8
aC

_ - a7 8 10

ad — □  □ — Uo5 6 9 8

□ 8
1Ç8

5 6 ol.
FIG. 3. Schematic view o f counter system and electronics used for the measurement o f  small samples
1 Anticoincidence-counter 7 Anticoincidence-logic-unit
2 Window-counter 8 Scalers
3 Crystals 9 Single-channel-analyser
4 Preamplifiers 10 Coincidence logic unit
5 Photomultipliers 11 TMC- pulse- hight- analyser
6 Amplifiers

COUNTS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spectrum obtained by measurement of the high-density fraction 
during 9820 min is shown in Fig. 4. It is remarkable that the total number 
of counts is only 490. A peak at 0.51-MeV is clearly visible. Unfortunately, 
another peak at 0.58 to 0.60 MeV is even better marked. Most probably 
this peak is due to 208T1. In the 0.51-MeV peak there are 50 counts, giving
0.0051 ± 0.0007 cpm. The efficiency is 1.5% for the 30 m g/cm 2 sample. 
Assuming again a contamination in the 0.51-M eV peak of 10% by 208T1, 
a 0+ decay rate of 0.3 dpm is obtained, or a specific activity of 0.6 dpm/kg 
of dry sediment. This fi+ activity cannot be identified absolutely as 26Al;

13»
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however, in the spectrum the sum peak at 2.34 MeV is indicated. Although 
measurements on this sample are not yet completed, agreement with 
previous results can be seen, and the assumption that the main p 1' activity 
in deep-sea sediments is due to the accretion of cosmic dust is supported.

It is shown that the counter system described is very valuable for 
jS* measurements in cosmic dust. The 0.58-MeV peak could possibly be 
lowered or even suppressed by chemical treatment of the high-density 
fraction.

Measurements of the ratios of stable neon isotopes and 53Mn will allow 
more detailed discussion of the 26Al measurements considering the irradi
ation time of cosmic dust in the planetary system. Application to the age 
dating of sediments seems possible.
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D I S C U S S I O N

G. F. CLEMENTE: Have you considered that the use of a summation
gamma-gamma coincidence method such as that described by Hoogenboom 
(Nuclear Instruments 3̂ (1958) 57) might give better results in your work?

At the Environmental Radioactivity Laboratory of the Casaccia Nuclear 
Studies Centre (Rome), we have developed a system for carrying out 
measurements similar to those performed by you and we are making use 
for this purpose of a summation gamma-gamma coincidence system which 
is giving very satisfactory results.

B. ALDER: I am familiar with Hoogenboom's system, which could
be applied to our work. I am not certain, however, whether it would yield 
any substantial advantages.
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Abstract

DETERMINATION OF COSMIC-RAY-PRODUCED NUCLIDES 53Mn, AND æAl IN METEORITES 
BY NEUTRON ACTIVATION, AND GAMMA COINCIDENCE SPECTROSCOPY. A number o f stable and 
unstable nuclides formed by spallation processes are investigated by the combined techniques o f  neutron 
activation and advanced gamma spectroscopy. The need for an econom ic use o f  precious meteorite 
material is thus ensured. In the case o f  æAl, non-destructive analysis is found to be most valuable. Besides 
it was found that unlike 22Na, which has a otherm o f  9 x 104 b for neutron capture, 0̂ ^  o f 26Al is 
< 750 b.

Intense neutron bombardment transforms the long-lived K-emitter 53Mn into 54Mn, which is detected 
by its 0. 84 MeV gamma rays. Using the (n, y) cross-section — recently derived by Millard — 53Mn values 
in the range o f  60 to 600 dpmAg are found in 10 iron meteorites, which were only ~  3 g in weight. The 
determination is very specific and unaffected by side reactions. The attempt to use the ‘wTi(n.-y)45Ti 
reaction for die analysis o f  spallogenic titanium failed because the otherm o f  44 Ti was found to be 
expectedly low «  10 b. '“ Sc was determined by its 46Sc gamma activity.

Neutron-produced 60Co was measured in Sichote Alin and Ramsdorf non destructively.

INTRODUCTION

Cosmic and solar radiation induces nuclear reactions in exposed 
material; therefore analysis of spallation and fragmentation products can 
'be of great value to obtain information on the primary cosmic flux, the 
energy spectrum etc. [1-3]. As to meteorites, one is interested to know 
the exposure age, possible break-ups, pre-atmospheric size, neutron 
flux, terrestrial age, and other facts. The long-lived radionuclides 
1 0 Be, 26A1, 36 Cl, 39Ar and ^Mn, proved to be very useful in this 
respect [4, 5],

26 Al IN STONE METEORITES

Dealing first with 26Al, it has been found that chemical processing in 
connection with G-M  counters gave unsatisfying results [6 ]. The authors 
therefore preferred to use non-destructive y - y  coincidence spectrometry, 
which was first applied by Anders and then by other authors [7-10]. The 
results of the 0.51 X 0.51 y - y  coincidence measurements on stone meteo
rites are presented in Table I.
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T A B L E  I. 26A1 IN STONE METEORITES

Sample Net. counts
M eteorite weight [cAOOO m in g] KA1 dpm A g

[g]

C alliham , Texas 83.7 1. 2 ± 0 .1 5 6 1 .5  ± 7 .7

Dim m it, Texas 176 .0 0. 742 ± 0. 043 28. 75 ± 1. 65

s Dhurmsala (a) 359. 8 0. 528 ± 0. 034 68 ± 4. 0
co Dhurmsala (b) 6 0 .2 1 .5 1  ± 0 .0 8 50 .3  ± 2 .6
U

A chilles 183 0. 675 ± 0 .0 2 52 ± 1 .7

Ramsdorf 92. 7 1 .4 5  ± 0 .1 2 56. 8 ± 4 . 5

HERPERS et al,
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Samples from 60 to 300 g were used. The positron emitter 22Na 
always decayed, and the amount of ^ T i  -*■ 44Sc ( “̂ Sc is the j3+ emitter) can 
be neglected, at least in stones. The apparatus is similar to that of 
Anders, consisting of two 3-in.Nal(Tl) crystals in connection with a 
400-channel analyser. The coincidence spectrum clearly shows the
0.51-MeV annihilation peak. On average the 26Al content in the stones is 
50 dpm/kg. This agrees very well with the values given in litera
ture [7-11], In the case of Dhurmsala even a depth effect can be settled. 
With regard to the formation of 22Na and 26A1 from iron, these radionuclides 
have small spallation yields, and long counting times are required. A 
remarkable fact is now, that 22Na (an odd-odd nuclide such as 26A1) has 
a very high thermal neutron capture cross-section (ct = 9 X 104 b) [12], To 
discover the fftherm ° f  26Al a cyclotron-produced 26A1 sample was brought 
for 35 d into a nuclear reactor with an nvt = 3 X 1020 . However, the 
(preliminary) result has shown that the value of a therm for 26 Al £ 750 b.

DETERMINATION OF 53Mn

Another interesting long-living nuclide is 53Mn [13-15], Its soft 
X -rays can be measured only with elaborate techniques. The amount of 
(mostly precious) meteorite material for "low -level" counting is relatively 
high (> 100 g). Therefore, a more economic method was sought.
Millard [16] had already pointed out the possibility of converting 53Mn(n, 7 ) 
MMn (T = 300d) a 7  emitter with a characteristic 0.84-M eV 7  line to 
establish cr̂ enu of 53Mn. Assuming the value of T = 2 X 106 yr [17], a 
cross-section of 170 b was derived. Because of difficulties in the de
termination of the 53Mn half-life the atherm value is still not known exactly. 
Nevertheless, taking these data from Millard [16] the authors studied a 
number of iron meteorites (files) in this way. The results are listed in 
Table II. The range from 58 to 590 dpm/kg is covered. This is in agree
ment with values found by other authors, and by different methods. The 
highest 53Mn contents are found in Trenton (total mass ~  80 kg), where a 
high 36C1 of 17.5 dpm/kg has been established [18] and in Tlacotepec (total 
mass ~  100 kg). Whereas Cuernavaca (35 kg) and Moctezuma (2 kg) show 
the lowest ^Mn contents. It is not known whether these irons are smaller 
pieces of a larger object, or that their "terrestrial" age is rather high.

An obvious advantage is the small sample weight, necessary for 53Mn 
estimation. Normally ~  3 g iron is sufficient; however, in spite of this 
MMn counting rates of several hundred cpm were obtained.

The specificity is excellent and can be further increased by following 
the decay. Interfering nuclear reactions, such as 55Mn (n, 2n) MMn and 
^F e (n, p) MMn can be easily controlled; only minor corrections have to 
be considered.

EXPERIMENTAL

The wet analytical procedure included the addition of (minor) known 
amounts of 54Mn as tracer to control the chemical yield of the "ca rrier" 
manganese. After dissolving the iron files in H2 SO4 and oxidation with 
persulphate to MnQj ions, precipitation by tetraphenylarsoniumchloride



T A B L E  II. DETERMINATION OF 53Mn BY 5 3Mn(n, t ) 54Mn REACTION

M eteorite

Sample

weight

(g)

Mn

Carrier

(m g)

Chem.

Y ield

d ^ C ?-)

Irrad.

53Mn + 55Mn 

(m g)

R ecycl.

Y ield

d 2C(%)

C alc. & Corr. 

d ¡ = d 2 = 100% 

54Mn (dpm)

53Mn 

1 0 '11 g /g

53Mn

(dpm A g)

Cascas Grandes3 10.180 1 0 .54 52.1 5 .495 90 .6 3130 2. 75 ± 0 .0 8 210 è 6 .1

Cuernavaca 3 .104 5 .0 80. 55 4. 82 54. 9 514 0. 786 ± 0. 091 5 8 .82  ± 6 .8

Duchesne 3 .1729 5 .0 45. 8 2. 80 58.75 3670 5 .5 ± 0 .46 4 1 1 .5  ± 34

M octezum a 3. 0267 5 .0 69. 05 4 .1 1 60. 55 876 1. 37 ± 0 .13 102. 81 ± 9. 7

Puente del Z acate 3 .0177 5 .0 70. 25 3. 87 39. 95 3515 5. 52 è 0. 29 414. 06 ± 22

Sichote A lin3 10. 070 5. 06 65. 7 3 .3 2 53. 0 4920 4 .3 7 è 0 .1 1 335 è 8 .4 5

St. G eneviève 3. 1554 5 .0 69 .4 3 .9 2 3 4 .9 924 1 .3 9 ± 0 .1 4 104 .3  ± 1 0 .7

Tam bo Quem ado 3. 0772 5 .0 81. 65 4. 57 58.3 3420 5. 28 ± 0. 28 394. 5 ± 21. 3

T lacotepec 3. 0952 5 .0 6 6 .4 4 .2 7 56.95 5055 7. 76 ± 0 .43 581 ± 31. 8

Trenton3 10.410 5 .0 6 74. 0 3 .7 4 88.3 9010 7. 68 ± 0 .1 8 590 è 13. 9

Mn Standard - - - 1 ssMn 5 9.4 26. 6 (n , 2n)

Mn Standard3 - - - 1 55Mn 35 .1 14. 2 (n . 2n)

Fe Standard - - - 1 Fe 74 .3 80 (n, p)

Irradiation: 328*1
Therm al neutron flu x : 6 X 1012/c m z sec 

3 (168h)

b dj is  the Chemical yield of Mn carrier before irradiation, 
c

d 2 is the ch em ica l yield  o f  the irradiated Mn ( recyclin g  y ield ).

2°2 
HERPERS et al,
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was used. Separation of the Mn from iron was accomplished by repeated 
ether extractions of FeCl3 - Purified MnC>2 samples were then neutron 
bombarded. Internal and external standards, normal manganese, iron 
and caesium were used to control the thermal-neutron dose received.
An advantage of the Mn and Cs standards is that the 56Mn and 134Cs y-peaks 
are nearly identical in energy with the MMn peak. In recycling the irradi
ated samples — besides the above-mentioned procedure — precipitation 
of Mn02 from concentrated HNO3 by the addition of KCIO3 proved to be 
favourable.

STUDY ON THE ANALYTICAL USEFULNESS OF THE ^T ifn , y)45Ti 
REACTION

The question arose as to whether, in a very similar case of ^ T i  
(T = ~  102 to 103 yr) neutron activation could be applied. This would 
anticipate a fairly high thermal (n, 7 ) cross-section. To establish a^em,, 
a preparation of lOnCi of ^ T i (carrier-free) was exposed for 9 h to a 
thermal-neutron flux of 5 X 1013n cm ' 2 sec"1.

Allowing for the growth of 4 4Sc, after chemical separation, a value 
of ajjjgjjj, s 10 b for the ^T ifn , y )45Ti reaction was found. This means that 
this value is too low for a reasonable analytical application in meteorite 
research.

Sc DETERMINATION IN IRON METEORITES

Continuing the neutron-activation experiments, the next step was to 
measure the induced 46Sc activities by coincidence techniques; the 7  lines 
at 0.89 and 1.12 MeV were discriminated. Some of the results are listed 
in Table III. Wânke [19, 20] has demonstrated earlier that the bulk of 
scandium in iron meteorites is normally of spallogenic origin. However, 
care must be taken to avoid contamination by non-spallogenic scandium. 
(Files are not very suitable). The interference of 46Ti(n, p)46Sc has to be 
considered. With the exception of Trenton, all 45Sc values are of the 
expected order of magnitude.

T A B L E  III. Sc IN IRON M ETEORITES. 4 5 Sc(n, y)46Sc

M eteorite
M eteorite- 

weight (g)

^ S c C oinc. 

(cpm )

45 Sc

d o -9  g)

C hem ical yield

flo)

« S c

(1 0 -9 g/g)

Arispe 0 .9579 0.11 0. 765 9 1 .4 0. 875 i  0. 056

Casas Grandes 0. 9593 1 .1 5 8. 0 94. 6 8. 83 à 0. 5

Duchesne 0. 9289 0 .37 2. 58 85. 5 3 .2 5 ± 0 .2

Sichote Alin 0. 7795 0. 5 0 .13 90.1 SO. 18 è 0. 05

Trenton 1 .0264 941 65 91.2 69.3 ± 4. 5

Treysa 0. 5437 0.667 4. 63 79. 5 10.7 ± 0. 51

Sc Standard - 151 1050 -
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DETERMINATION OF NEUTRON-PRODUCED 60Co

Radionuclides in cosmic matter can also be produced by capture of 
secondary neutrons [21]. 60Co was recently discussed in monitoring 
neutron flux, when compared with the production of 39Ar, etc. It seems 
likely that an inverse relation between 39Ar and 60Co, as a function of 
depth of the object considered, is valid [22], 60Co can be measured within 
the same coincidence counting unit in a similar manner to 26A1.

If, for example, 26A1 could be substituted for 39Ar in this relationship 
to 60Co, simple non-destructive measurements of both activities (in the 
same meteorite sample) would be of real advantage. The results of 60Co 
and of 26A1 measurements of an iron (Sichote Alin) and of a chondrite 
(Ramsdorf) are presented in Table IV.

TA B L E  IV. DETERMINATION OF NEUTRON-PRODUCED 60Co

M eteorite
(fa ll)

Sample
weight

(g)

60C o

(dpm/kg)

60Co(‘t0)

(dpm /kg)

60C o(t0) 
by others 
(dpm/kg)

æA l

(dpm /kg)

Sichote Alin 90. 2 23. 5 ± 2. 47 255 ± 27 196-*• 390 1 .9  ± 0 .4
(1947)

Ramsdorf 92. 7 8. 5 è 1. 05 26 ± 3. 2 5 6 .8  ± 4 .5
(1958)

The contribution of 60F e ai to the 60Co activity is not yet known. 
Probably comparisons with neighbouring 53Mn data, which are now not 
very difficult to obtain, can help to obtain a better estimation of this 
contribution.

The authors' Sichote Alin values are in good agreement with those 
in the literature [22-24], Applying the concept of Eberhardt and Geiss 
in Ref. [25], a pre-atmospheric shielding of the Sichote Alin sample of 
about 50 cm was arrived at, a value which seems to be not too unreason
able.

With respect to 60Co in Ramsdorf, one already knows that 60Co 
contents in stones seem to depend rather strongly on the chemical compo
sition, in particular on the moderator effect of the water content, which 
can go up to 1 2 %.

The purpose of this investigation was to develop analytical techniques, 
the first aim being to ensure economy in the saving of valuable meteorite 
material.

Results on 53Mn are so far really promising. Conclusions have not 
been drawn on exposure ages, depth effects and other common aspects; 
however, the authors intend to do this with a more appropriate (selected) 
meteorite material.
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D I S C U S S I O N

G. HARBOTTLE: In view of the unusually high figures for several
cosmogenic nuclides found by you in Trenton, I wonder whether you have 
any information relating to other nuclides which would indicate an 
especially great exposure age for this meteorite.

W. HERR: As far as I know, the Trenton iron has an exposure age
of the order of 500 m. y.  The content of 53Mn and of 36C1 is not exception
ally high, and lies rather in the range expected for a relatively small 
meteorite. Even pure spallogenic 6Li and vLi (ratio ~  1: 1) has been 
detected recently by Professor Hintenberger in the Trenton iron, and 
perhaps he would like to comment at this point.

H. HINTENBERGER: I should only like to add that this 6L i /7Li ratio 
is not unusual, and we have found it in other iron meteorites with radiation 
ages of the order of several hundred million years. As Professor Herr 
has just indicated, the exposure age of Trenton (40K -41K age) is 575 m. y.  
This is fairly normal for a medium octahedrite.





RADIOACTIVITE INDUITE PAR LE 
RAYONNEMENT COSMIQUE DANS 
LA METEORITE SAINT SEVERIN

J. TOBAILEM, B. DAVID ET D . NORDEMANN 
CENTRE D'ETUDES NUCLEAIRES DE SACLAY (CEA), 
CENTRE DES FAIBLES RADIOACTIVITES (CNRS),
GIF-SUR-YVETTE, FRANCE

Abstract — Résumé

RADIOACTIVITY INDUCED BY COSMIC RADIATION IN THE SAINT SEVERIN METEORITE. On 
27 June 1966 at 2 .40  p .m . G .M .T ., a stone meteorite (chondrite) fell close to Saint Séverin (Charente, 
France). Eight fragments were found with respective masses o f  113 kg, 57.6 kg, 46 kg, 27.2 kg, 19.9 kg, 
5 .2  kg, 2 .7  kg and 0.35 kg. They are distributed with good approximation along a straight line in the 
east-west direction over a distance o f  about 10 km.

Low-activity gamma spectrometry measurements (N al(Tl) scintillator 10 cm x 8 cm ) were commenced 
on the 113 kg fragment only 60 hours after it fe ll, allowing the detection o f short-lived radioactive cosm o- 
nuclides. The following nuclides were found* ^ N a, 52 Mn, « V ,  56 C o+  5*Co, « S c ,  54Mn, 22Na, 60Co,
26 Al and 40 K.

RADIOACTIVITE INDUITE PARLE RAYONNEMENT COSMIQUE DANS LA METEORITE SAINT SEVERIN. 
Le 27 juin 1966, a 14 h 40 TU, est tombée près de Saint Séverin (Charente, France) une météorite de pierre 
(chondrite). Huit fragments ont été retrouvés, de masses respectives de 113 kg, 57,6 kg, 46 kg, 27,2  kg, 
19,9 kg, 5 ,2  kg, 2 ,7  kg et 0 ,35 kg. Ces fragments sont répartis avec une bonne approximation sur une 
ligne droite de direction est-ouest, sur une longueur d'environ 10 km.

Des mesures de spectrométrie gamma a faible niveau d ’ activité (scintillateur N al(Tl) de 10 cm x 8  cm ) 
ont pu être com m encées, sur le fragment de 113 kg, 60 heures seulement après la chute, permettant la dé" 
tection de cosmonucléides radioactifs à vie courte. Les radionucléides suivants ont été dosés: ^ N a, 52Mn, 
« V ,  56Co + 5!Co, * S c ,  54Mn, 22Na, 60Co, 26 Al et 40K.

Le 27 juin 1966, à 14 h 40 TU, est tombée en France, dans la région 
de Saint Séverin (Charente) et d'Allemans (Dordogne), une météorite de 
pierre de la catégorie des amphotérites [1]. Le fragment le plus im
portant pèse 113 kg et la masse totale récupérée est de 272 kg. Les 
points de chute sont répartis avec une bonne approximation sur une ligne 
droite de direction est-ouest, sur une longueur d'environ 1 0  km.

Le présent mémoire décrit les mesures de spectrométrie gamma 
effectuées sur le fragment principal A de 113 kg et les résultats ainsi 
obtenus. Nous avons pu récupérer et ramener ce fragment au Centre 
des faibles radioactivités 60 h seulement après la chute [ 1 ]; des mesures 
de spectrométrie gamma ont été immédiatement entreprises, sans 
séparation chimique-

Ces mesures ont été effectuées au moyen d'une installation décrite 
précédemment [2, 3], qui comporte principalement un cristal d'iodure 
de sodium activé au thallium de 1 0  cm X 8 cm, à faible teneur en potassium, 
un sélecteur d'amplitude SA 40 Intertechnique à 400 canaux et un stabi
lisateur de spectres Stabimat HVL-SES. L'enceinte de protection com
prend une paroi constituée par 1 0  cm de fer à l'intérieur et 1 0  cm de 
plomb. Le volume interne utile est 60 cmX 65 cmX 80 cm, ce qui a
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permis d'y placer aisément la météorite sur laquelle le détecteur a été 
posé. Afin d'observer la décroissance des émetteurs gamma à vie courte, 
des mesures partielles de 5 h, puis de 10 h se sont succédées à partir du 
30 juin 1966, 2 h 40 TU. Au total, des mesures successives ont été 
enregistrées pendant plus de 1300 h. Aucune défaillance de l'électronique 
ne s'est produite au cours de ces mesures.

FIG. 1. Spectrogramme du fragment A de la météorite Saint-Séverin (100 premières heures de mesure)

L'activité des émetteurs gamma de période suffisamment courte 
(2 4Na, 5 2 Mn, 48V, 46 Sc, 56Co+ 58Co) a été déterminée d'après l'étude de 
la décroissance des taux de comptage compris dans les différents domaines 
d'énergie correspondant à leurs pics d'absorption totale. Pour les 
émetteurs de période plus longue (2 2 Na, 60 Co, 26Al et 40K), les activités 
ont été obtenues par la résolution d'un système d'équations portant sur 
les différentes contributions des nucléides dans des domaines choisis 
des spectres gamma.

La figure 1 présente le spectrogramme obtenu pour les 100 premières 
heures de mesure, le mouvement propre ayant été déduit. On peut noter 
en particulier la présence de pics à 0, 511 MeV (rayonnement gamma 
d'annihilation des positons provenant des émetteurs |3+: 2 2 Na, 26Al, . . . ),
0, 835 MeV (5 4 Mn), 1, 28 MeV (22Na), 1,46 MeV (4 0 K, 8 2Mn), 1, 83 MeV 
(26A1).
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La figure 2 montre la variation des taux de comptage dans la région 
de 2,76 MeV (valeur de l'énergie de l'une des deux émissions gamma du 
sodium-24). Ils ont été obtenus après soustraction du taux de comptage 
de la même région correspondant à un temps suffisamment grand après 
la chute, tel que le sodium-24 ait disparu. On observe une décroissance 
en accord avec la période du sodium-24 (15 h), ce qui permet de conclure 
à la présence de ce nucléide [4].

La figure 3 montre la courbe obtenue de même pour la région de 
1,43 MeV; cette région correspond à l'une des émissions gamma du 
manganèse-52; l'étude de la décroissance a permis d'évaluer l'activité 
de ce nucléide.

L'étalonnage de l'installation dans les conditions de mesure de l'échan
tillon de 113 kg a été effectué pour les principaux nucléides détectés.
Ces déterminations ont été réalisées au moyen d'une maquette simulant 
en géométrie et en densité électronique le fragment de la météorite 
étudié. Dans cette maquette, les sources étalonnées ont été réparties, 
à des distances variées du détecteur.

Le tableau I résume les résultats des étalonnages de l'installation 
pour les mesures effectuées sur le fragment A de la météorite Saint- 
Séverin.

Les étalonnages sont relatifs à la détection d'émetteurs gamma 
uniformément répartis dans la masse de l'échantillon. Compte tenu 
de l'atténuation des protons cosmiques dans la matière, la répartition 
â l'intérieur des météorites des produits dus à l'irradiation cosmique 
n'est certainement pas uniforme [2], Les variations sont cependant peu

14
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importantes au voisinage du cœur de la météorite; il se trouve que la 
face sur laquelle le détecteur a été posé lors des mesures de spectro
métrie gamma est probablement une face de rupture secondaire et non 
une surface externe n'ayant subi que l'ablation atmosphérique [5] : les 
mesures ont ainsi porté sur le cœur de la météorite pour lequel l'ap
proximation de la répartition uniforme est supposée valable.

FIG. 3.. Variation du taux de comptage S 1,43 MeV en fonction du temps

TABLEAU I. RESULTATS DES ETALONNAGES POUR LES 
MESURES D'ACTIVITES DANS LE FRAGM ENT A 
DE LA M ETEORITE SAINT SEVERIN

N ucléide
Energie gamma 

(M eV)
Rendement
(cp m /d p m )

54 Mn 0,835 0,00173

60 Co 1,17 0,00136

22 Na 1,28 0,00107

40 K 1,46 0,000109

26 Al 1 ,83 0,00110

24 Na 2 ,76 0,00075

14*
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TABLEAU II. ACTIVITES DES EMETTEURS GAMMA DETECTES  
DANS LE FRAGM ENT A DE L A  M ETEORITE SAINT SEVERIN

Les activités sont calculées pour la date et l'heure de la chute

N ucléide Période
A ctiv ité

(d p m /k g )
Principaux modes de form ation

24 Na 15,0  h 83 ± 25 zsNa(n, y )24N a ¡24 M g(n ,p )24Na¡ 28 S i(p , 4pn)24Na

52 Mn 5 ,6  j 35 ± 6 56 F e(p ,2p3n)52M n; 54Fe(p ,2pn)52Mn

48 y 16 ,1  j 29 è 6 56 Feip^pÔ n)48 V

56 CO 77 ,3  j | 56 Fe(p, n)56 Co

58 Co 72 j J £6 58 N i(n ,p )58Co

«S C 8 3 ,8  j 13 ± 5 56 Fe(p, 6p ôn)46 Sc

54 Mn 3 11 ,9  j 85 ± 10 54F e(n ,p )54M n; 56 Fe(n,p2n)54M n; 56 F etp^pn J^M n

22 Na 2 ,6 0  a 72' i  8 23 Na(n,2n)22 Na¡ 24 M g(p ,2pn)22Na¡ 28S i(p ,4p 3 n )22Na

6® CO 5 ,27  a 21 ± 4 59C o(n ,y )60Co

26 Al 7 ,38  - 105a 57 ± 7 28 S i(p ,2p n )æA l; 27A l(n ,2 n )*  A l; 58 Fe(p, 14p 1 7 n )«A l

40 K 1 ,2 7  -109a 1720 ± 150 Nucléosynthèse; 56 F e(p ,8p  9n)40 K; 40C a (p ,n )40K

Le tableau II présente l'ensemble des résultats des mesures de 
spectrométrie gamma effectuées sur le fragment A de 113 kg de la 
météorite Saint Séverin.

Grâce au très faible intervalle de temps séparant les premières 
mesures de la chute, le sodium-24 (période 15 h) a pu ainsi être détecté 
et dosé pour la première fois dans les météorites [4], Le manganèse-52 
(période 5, 6 j) avait déjà été mesuré dans la météorite Granès (chondrite 
de 9 kg) tombée le 13 novembre 1964, et son activité trouvée égale à 
6 ± 6  dpm/kg [6 ], La valeur obtenue pour la météorite Granès avait été 
considérée comme particulièrement faible; celle de la météorite Saint- 
Séverin est, compte tenu des teneurs voisines en fer, plus élevée, 
suggérant à l'opposé une irradiation cosmique près de la Terre égale 
ou supérieure à la valeur moyenne dans le système solaire.

La valeur obtenue pour le potassium-40 correspond à une teneur 
en potassium naturel égale à 0, 091 + 0, 008%. Cette valeur est identique 
à celle fournie par une mesure de spectrométrie de flamme portant sur 
un prélèvement du fragment D de la météorite.

La principale application des mesures de spectrométrie gamma non 
destructives effectuées sur les météorites peu de temps après leur chute 
réside dans la possibilité de détecter des cosmonucléides à vie brève. 
C'est ainsi qu'il a été possible au cours de ce travail de mettre en évi-
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dence et de doser le sodium-24 et le manganèse-52. Ces activités per
mettent d'évaluer les variations possibles du flux d'irradiation cosmique 
auquel les météorites sont exposées lors de leur approche de la Terre.

Ainsi, par exemple, l'activité du sodium-24 mesurée nous a permis, 
en collaboration avec Yokoyama, d'évaluer le flux moyen de neutrons 
thermiques secondaires à l'intérieur de la météorite pendant les dernières 
24 h environ de son trajet dans l'espace [4].

Le sodium-24 est produit dans les météorites de pierre, sous l'action 
du rayonnement cosmique

1) Par la capture radiative des neutrons thermiques secondaires 
par le sodium-23 contenu dans la météorite: 2 3Na(n, y)24Na;

2) Par les réactions provoquées par les neutrons rapides secondaires, 
principalement 2 4Mg(n, p)24Na, 2 1Al|n,ff)24Na;

3) Par les réactions de spallation à haute énergie provoquées sur 
les constituants de numéro atomique supérieur ou égal à 1 1 , principale
ment 2 3 Si(p, 4pn)24Na, 26Mg(p, 2pn)24Na, 2 5 Mg(p, 2p)24Na, 2 7 Al(p, 3pn)2 4 Na, 
56Fe(p, 16pl7n)24Na.

Les contributions des modes de formation 2) et 3) ont été évaluées 
par ailleurs [4] et trouvées égales à

27+10 dpm/kg pour la production par neutrons rapides 
26+10 dpm/kg pour la production par spallation:

La contribution de la réaction 2 3Na(n, y)24Na est ainsi trouvée égale 
à 30+29 dpm/kg et le flux de neutrons thermiques responsable égal à

6 , 9+6 , 6 n /cm 2-s

Cette valeur relativement élevée suggère, dans le cadre des études 
actuelles de Yokoyama et Mabuchi [7, 8 ] ,  que ces neutrons ont été princi
palement formés par action du rayonnement cosmique solaire et que l 'ir 
radiation solaire a été néanmoins faible pendant les derniers millions de 
kilomètres parcourus par la météorite Saint Séverin.
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D IS C U S S IO N

C. SONNTAG: What kind of material did you use for the background
values which have to be subtracted from the sample measurement? In view 
of the size of the large sample, I should have thought that there would be
a problem here. It is well known that common material available in 
large amounts, especially stone, has considerable intrinsic activity and 
would not be suitable as a blank for background measurements.

I may mention here that our results for the Saint Séverin gamma 
activity — we used a small sample — agree well with yours.

D. NORDEMANN: I am gratified to hear that. Regarding the
material, we used a mock-up made of stainless steel and high-density 
PVC slabs. These materials were selected for their non-detectable radio
activity. The mock-up was used both for background and calibration 
determinations.

However, I would point out that, under the measurement conditions 
concerned, we needed the true background only for the determination of 
nuclides with long half-lives. For the measurement of nuclides with 
short half-lives we merely subtracted from each other measurements 
separated by a long enough interval of time to allow the decay to be 
apparent.

W .F . LIBBY: How did you find the meteorite?
D. NORDEMANN: The meteorite fell with a loud noise on 27 June

and the piece weighing 113 kg was found by the inhabitants of Saint Séverin 
almost immediately. The occurrence was reported in the local press on 
28 June and the Paris press on the morning of 29 June. We at once left 
by car for Saint Séverin, 500 km distant, and returned with the large 
piece on the same day.

On 1 July we again went to Saint Séverin and Allemans to investigate 
the holes about which we had heard during our first visit, and thus 
collected most of the currently available samples of the meteorite.





TRACES D'IONS LOURDS DANS LES MINERAUX 
DE LA CHONDRITE DE SAINT SEVERIN

Y . CANTELAUBE1, M . MAURETTE2 * ET P. PELLAS1 

Abstract — Résumé

HEAVY ION TRACKS IN THE MINERALS OF THE SAINT SEVERIN CHONDRITE. Heavy ion tracks 
have been detected, after chem ical treatment, in hypersthene, plagioclase and whitlockite crystals contained 
in the stony meteorite (amphoterite) which fell on 27 June 1966 at Saint Séverin (Charente). By studying the 
variations in track density with depth, the geom etrical characteristics o f the tracks and the uranium concen
trations in the crystals, it was possible to distinguish the tracks due to heavy ions from the primary flux of 
cosm ic radiation (Z > 20) from those due to fragments produced by the spontaneous fission o f 238U and the 
extinct nuclide 244Pu.

On the basis o f  the data on the variation with depth o f track densities in the hypersthene, it was possible 
to make an evaluation o f the ablation rate in the Earth's atmosphere ( »  3Crfo) -  the maximum value corre
sponding to a spatial erosion rate o f zero -  as well as of the upper lim it o f  the erosion rate in space 
(<  0. 5 cmAO6 yr) for the minimum ablation rate.

By measuring the spontaneous fission track densities in whitlockite crystals shielded from the effects o f 
the heavy ions from the primary flux, the authors were able to estimate the value o f A T 0, the time interval 
between the end o f nucleosynthesis and the moment when the whitlockite crystals begin to retain the 
spontaneous fission tracks. The estimated value was 400 x 106 yr.

TRACES D'IONS LOURDS DANS LES MINERAUX DE LA CHONDRITE DE SAINT SEVERIN. Des traces 
d'ions lourds ont été révélées par attaque chimique dans des cristaux d’hypersthène, de plagioclase et de 
whitlockite de la météorite pierreuse (amphotérite) tombée le 27 juin 1966 à Saint Séverin (Charente). Les 
variations des densités de traces avec la profondeur, l ’ études des caractéristiques géométriques des traces et 
les mesures des concentrations en uranium dans les cristaux ont permis de différencier les traces dues aux ions 
lourds du flux primaire du rayonnement cosmique (Z  > 20) de celles produites par les fragments de fission 
spontanée de 238U et du nucléide éteint 244Pu.

Les variations avec la profondeur des densités de traces dans l'hypersthène ont permis de donner une 
évaluation -  maximum pour une vitesse d'érosion spatiale nulle -  du taux d'ablation dans l ’ atmosphère 
terrestre («SO^o), ainsi qu'une limite supérieure de la vitesse d'érosion dans l ’ espace (<  0 ,5  cm A O 6 ans) 
pour un taux d'ablation minimal.

La mesure des densités de traces de fission spontanée dans des cristaux de whitlockite protégés de 
l ’ action des ions lourds du flux primaire a permis d'estimer à 400* 106 ans la valeur de AT0, intervalle de 
temps séparant la «  f i n »  de la nucléosynthèse du moment ou les cristaux de whitlockite ont com m encé à 
retenir les traces de fission spontanée.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fleischer et al. [1, 2] ont montré récemment qu'il était possible, 
en fonction de certains critères, d'identifier les sources d'ions lourds 
produisant des traces révélables par attaque chimique dans les 
cristaux des météorites. Ces différentes sources sont: a) les ions 
lourds du flux primaire (Z> 20); b) les interactions de spallation; 
c) les fissions induites des éléments lourds présents a l'état de 
traces dans les cristaux des météorites; d) les fissions spontanées 
de 238U; e) très probablement les fissions spontanées de 244Pu.

1 Laboratoire de minéralogie du museum d'histoire naturelle. Paris, France.
2 Laboratoire de chim ie physique, faculté des sciences d'Orsay, Paris, France (actuellement: Physics

Dept., Washington University, St. Louis, Miss., United States o f  America).
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TABLEAU I. CRITERES D'IDENTIFICATION DES TRACES DANS LES CRISTAUX METEORITIQUES

Distribution des Distribution Variation des densités
Source longueurs de traces angulaire de traces avec la 

profondeur
Observations

Ions lourds du 
flux primaire 
(Z  >20)

Fréquence maximale pour 
les faibles longueurs, 
traces rares ( >20 pm) 
traces très rares(>  100 pm)

Anisotropie 
accentuée 
(Rfl> 10 cm)

Très accentuée En un point donné, 
les densités de tra
ces sont constantes dans 
les minéraux a même 
sensibilité d'enre
gistrement

Fissions induites 
par des particules de 
haute énergie 
( >100 MeV)

Lmax « 1 3 p m Faible aniso - 
tropie

Moins de 2X 
entre 0 et 60 cm

Densités variables 
de traces en V, fonc
tion des teneurs en 
éléments lourds fissiles, 
identification statistique par 
irradiation aux protons

Fissions induites par les 
neutrons thermiques

Lmax «  13 p m Isotropie Faible
pour R0 430 cm

Variation en fonction 
de la teneur en U

Interactions de 
spallation

Lmax «  5P m 
fréqu. maximale pour 
les faibles longueurs

Faible aniso
tropie

Moins de 2X 
entre 0 et 60 cm  -

Identification statistique par 
irradiation aux protons, 
variation en fonction de la 
teneur en impuretés

Fissions spontanées
238 u

Lmax «  13 pm Isotropie Nulle Varie avec C u , identification 
statistique par irradiation aux 
neutrons thermiques

Fissions spontanées 244Pu Lmax w 13 Pm Isotropie Nulle Varie a vecC u  et la température de 
rétention des traces du minéral, exd 
de traces par rapport à Cu pour
Ts = 4, 5* 109 ans
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Nous nous sommes proposé, au cours de cette étude préliminaire, 
d'appliquer cette méthode d'identification à la chondrite tombée le 
27 juin 1966 dans la région de Saint Séverin (Charente), "dont la 
masse des huit fragments recueillis sur une distance de 9 km atteint 
271 kg [3], La chondrite appartient au groupe des amphotérites.
Parmi les minéraux transparents, l'olivine prédomine (60-70%) et, 
en proportions beaucoup plus faibles, l'hypersthène, un plagioclase 
voisin de l'albite, et la whitlockite.

Les résultats de l'étude des gaz rares obtenus par Funkhouser, 
Kirsten et Schaeffer [4] et Eberhardt, Geiss et Graf [5] montrent que 
les âges de U, Th-He et K -Ar sont concordants et voisins de 4,4 • 109 

ans. L'âge d'exposition au rayonnement cosmique est de 12 ± 1- 106 

ans [4], Cette amphotérite est donc intéressante car, étant donné 
qu'elle s'est comportée comme un système clos depuis son refroi
dissement, on peut espérer observer dans les cristaux où la 
concentration en uranium n'est pas trop faible -  la whitlockite en 
particulier -  les traces de fission spontanée du nucléide éteint 244Pu. 
De plus, l'hypersthène est un détecteur particulièrement favorable 
pour l'étude des ions très lourds ( Z >23) du flux primaire du rayon
nement cosmique.

2. CRITERES D'IDENTIFICATION DES TRACES

Le tableau I résume les caractéristiques géométriques des traces 
de différentes origines que l'on peut observer dans les cristaux des 
météorites d'après Fleischer et al. [1].

3. TECHNIQUES EXPERIMENTALES

3 .1 . Prélèvement des échantillons

Des prélèvements ont été effectués sur toutes les faces des 
fragments A (113 kg) et F (45 kg). Une étude préliminaire a permis 
d'identifier la face II du fragment A comme présentant la densité de 
traces la plus élevée. Huit prises en divers points de cette face ont 
montré des densités de traces constantes. Un carottage effectué dans 
cette surface d'isodensité a permis d'obtenir des prélèvements aux 
profondeurs suivantes: 0 -0 ,4  cm; 1 ,9 -2 ,4  cm; 4 ,2 -4 , 8  cm; 6 ,6 -7 ,1  cm;
8 ,9 -9 ,5  cm.

3, 2. Techniques de révélation

Après broyage et tri granulométrique, les traces ont été révélées 
dans les minéraux de la météorite par les méthodes d'attaque suivantes: 

hypersthène: solution KOH (13 g KOH, 6 crrí* 3 H2 O), 40 min
d'ébullition douce

plagioclase: idem, 45 à 50 min d'ébullition douce
whitlockite: solution HNO3 (2,5%), 40 s.
Les traces d'ions lourds du flux primaire ont été essentiellement 

étudiées dans l'hypersthène, accessoirement dans le plagioclase étant
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donné sa moindre abondance. Les traces de fission spontanée 
(238U, 244p u) ont été observées dans les cristaux de whitlockite à 
l'abri des ions lourds du flux primaire.

3 ,3 . Caractéristiques des détecteurs

3 .3 .1 . Hypersthene

Ce minéral se prête très bien à l'étude des traces des ions lourds 
du flux primaire (ions VH). En effet: a) sa faible teneur en uranium
(C u« 15 ppb, concentration maximale déterminée par irradiation aux 
neutrons thermiques) rend négligeables les densités de traces dues aux 
fissions spontanées ou aux fissions induites; b) Fleischer et a l.[l], 
par comparaison avec d'autres détecteurs, ont estimé que la charge 
minimale d'une particule détectable dans l'hypersthène est Z *1 231; 
les ions lourds du flux primaire de Z >23 , c 'est-à  dire essentiellement 
ceux du groupe du fer [6 ], seront donc enregistrés; c) la faible valeur 
de l'âge d'exposition permet de négliger les densités de traces 
attribuables aux interactions de spallation2 ; d) son abondance relative 
(« 2 0 %) permet toujours d'obtenir des plages favorables pour 
l'observation des traces.

Une irradiation par des fragments de fission de 2 *̂ C î  a permis 
de vérifier -  par comparaison avec le mica -  que des cristaux 
d'hypersthène terrestre présentaient une efficacité d'enregistrement 
très voisine de 1 , et une isotropie de la distribution azimutale des traces 
(fig. 1); l'attaque chimique révèle donc de vraies traces. La distribu
tion angulaire dans le plan d'observation des cristaux d'hypersthène de 
la météorite, très anisotrope, constitue donc un critère d'identification 
des ions VH (tableau I) (fig. 2).

Un deuxième critère très net a été également utilisé pour identifier 
les ions VH: la décroissance très accentuée des densités de traces
(pVH ) dans l'hypersthène avec la profondeur. Accessoirement nous 
avons vérifié dans certains prélèvements que les densités de traces 
mesurées dans le plagioclase étaient comprises dans l'intervalle de 
valeurs mesurées dans l'hypersthène. Enfin un raccourcissement de 
la longueur des traces avec la profondeur a été observé, attribuable 
au fait que les ions originels du groupe du fer subissent une fragmenta
tion lors de leur parcours dans la météorite.

3. 3. 2. Whitlockite

Les cristaux de whitlockite, 0 -C a 3 (PO-ih, ne sont pas répartis 
de manière uniforme dans l'amphotérite; ils présentent souvent de 
grandes dimensions (100 à 500 pm), sont très riches en inclusions 
gazeuses, et malgré leur faible abondance, il a été presque toujours 
possible d'en extraire sur les différents prélèvements. La whitlockite,

1 Des expériences sont en cours pour déterminer cette charge critique avec plus de précision.
Dans l'attente des résultats nous utiliserons cette estimation relative.

2 Une irradiation de différents minéraux mêtêoritiques au cosmotron de Brookhaven a permis
de vérifier que les densités de traces (L >2 iim) résultant des interactions de spallation étaient négligeables
pour une durée d'exposition simulée de 3 -107 ans [ 2] .
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identifiée sur clichés Debye-Scherrer, correspond exactement au 
minéral décrit par Fuchs [7],

(119 traces)
rrt.T 3T .T l - - - - - - ______

30® 60® 90®

F IG .l. Distribution azimutale des traces de fragments de fission du * 2C f sur une face de clivage (010) 
d ’hypersthène terrestre 
------------  isotropie

FIG.2. Distribution angulaire dans le plan d ’observation des traces d'ions VH dans un cristal d'hypersthène 
de la météorite de Saint-Séverin (densité de traces: 7 ,2  • 10® cm "2)

FIG.3. Distribution azimutale des traces de fission spontanée dans un cristal de Whitlockite de Saint-Séverin 
(densité de traces: 8 • 10® cm**2)

Les cristaux à l'abri des ions VH du flux primaire (pVH< 0 ,l -  106 cm " 2 

dans l'hypersthène) présentent des densités de traces élevées (de 7 à 
8 - 106 cm" 2 ). En tenant compte des critères d'identification du 
tableau I, ces traces présentent toutes les caractéristiques des 
traces de fission spontanée. La distribution des longueurs (L max"1 2  pm) 
est très sensiblement identique à celle des traces de fission induite par 
les neutrons thermiques; leur distribution azimutale est isotrope 
(fig. 3); enfin la densité de traces est constante à 20% près, quels que 
soient les points de prélèvement des cristaux dans la météorite à 
condition que l'épaisseur d'écran soit suffisante v is-à -v is  des ions 
VH. Par contre, si l'épaisseur d'écran est insuffisante, les cristaux 
de whitlockite présentent des densités de traces plus élevées 
correspondant sensiblement à la contribution des ions VH mesurée 
dans l'hypersthène à la même profondeur.

La concentration en uranium de la whitlockite a été déterminée 
en irradiant aux neutrons thermiques un fragment de météorite 
préalablement recuit.
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4. RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX 

4, 1. Ions lourds du flux primaire

4. 1. 1. Distribution des traces

La distribution des longueurs de traces présente une fréquence 
maximale pour les faibles longueurs, déjà signalée ailleurs [2 ],
Cependant, les faibles dimensions des cristaux d'hypersthène (souvent 
très inférieures à l 0 0 jum)ont empêché presque toujours une observation 
systématique des traces longues (L > 20 nm), et toujours celle des 
traces très longues (L > 50 Aim), c 'est-à -d ire des traces dues aux ions 
W H  (Z >32).

S'il a toujours été possible d'observer une anisotropie dans la 
distribution angulaire des traces pour des densités pVH >3- 1 0 e cm*2 , 
cette observation devient difficile à des profondeurs croissantes car 
le raccourcissement de la longueur des traces augmente de façon notable 
l'erreur dans la mesure de l'angle, jusqu'à la rendre tout à fait aléatoire 
pour des longueurs de 2 à 3 pm. De plus, les dimensions des cristaux 
ne permettent pas une précision statistique suffisante pour pVH <3- 106 cm "2 

Il n'a donc pas été possible, dans nos conditions expérimentales, 
d'étudier la variation de la distribution angulaire des traces avec la 
profondeur.

4. 1. 2. Décroissance de pVH avec la profondeur

La variation de pvh en fonction de D, distance à la surface pré
atmosphérique, a été calculée [ 1 ] pour des météorites sphériques de 
différents rayons R0, dans l'hypothèse d'une vitesse d'érosion spatiale 
nulle. Pour des valeurs données de D et de Ro, Pvh varie suivant 
l'orientation de la section du cristal étudiée par rapport à la surface 
préatmosphérique (plan tangent) la plus proche. Ainsi, pvh est maximal 
lorsque les deux surfaces sont parallèles, minimal lorsqu'elles sont 
perpendiculaires. Pour une météorite sphérique, les taux de production 
de traces des ions VH en fonction de D sont donnés [1] par les relations

W SL- 2 ml ( S h )  ( t F )  AR<Z> 11 * * F" *  W
o ' '

• exp(-^r( 0 )) sin 0 1 cos 0  j d0

pour /3=0, c 'est-à -d ire lorsque la section du cristal est parallèle à la 
surface préatmosphérique

F i) ( !T ? 1) AR<z,I1+,,Ii r , ")1 ...
o

• exp(-^r( 0 )) sin2 0 d0

pour j3= ir/ 2, c 'est-à -d ire lorsque la section du cristal est perpendiculaire 
à la surface préatmosphérique.
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Dans ces relations,

r (0) = -(R 0 - D) cos 0 + (Ro cos 2 0 + 2R0 D sin2 0 -  D2 s i n 2  0)^

correspond à la distance du cristal étudié à la surface préatmosphérique 
dans la direction 0; dNz /dE est le spectre différentiel des primaires 
de charge Z; {¡j, la probabilité d'interaction par unité de parcours des 
primaires; F0, le paramètre de fragmentation, c 'est-à -d ire la 
fraction de particules qui, après avoir subi une interaction, conservent 
encore une charge suffisante pour produire une trace révélable (F0 a 
été choisi égal à 0,25 par analogie avec les résultats obtenus dans les 
émulsions nucléaires [8 ]); enfin AR, la longueur de trace révélable, 
et a l'efficacité d'enregistrement.

Pour des valeurs données de D et de R0, une autre source de 
variation de la densité dé traces pvh est due à l'épaisseur de chaque 
prélèvement, 0,5 cm dans nos conditions expérimentales.

Un intervalle de valeurs de pVh est ainsi mesuré pour chaque 
prélèvement. On observe une décroissance des valeurs limites de 
ces intervalles en fonction de la distance à la surface postatmosphérique. 
Mais pour pouvoir comparer les résultats expérimentaux à la 
décroissance calculée à partir des équations (1 ) et (2 ), il est nécessaire 
de connaître la distance D du prélèvement à la surface préatmosphérique. 
Dans l'hypothèse d'une vitesse d'érosion spatiale nulle, le calcul montre 
que si R0> 20 cm et pVH> 3- 106 cm-2, la densité de traces n'est 
fonction que de la profondeur, quel que soit le modèle de météorite adopté, 
sphère ou demi-plan. Or, la masse de météorite recueillie (271 kg) 
fournit, dans le cas de l'approximation sphérique, une limite inférieure 
de 26 cm pour le rayon; et la plus forte densité de traces est 
“ 8 - 106 c m '2. La distance D de cette surface (postatmosphérique) à la 
surface préatmosphérique a pu ainsi être déterminée en se rapportant 
aux courbes des équations (1) et (2). On détermine alors la distance 
de chaque prélèvement du carottage à la surface préatmosphérique; 
il est donc possible de suivre la variation de pvh en fonction de D et de 
comparer la décroissance mesurée à la décroissance calculée, dans 
le cas de l'approximation sphérique.

Les résultats reportés sur la figure 4 présentent un accord 
satisfaisant, et montrent que l'approximation sphérique est suffisamment 
justifiée. Mais cet accord apporte surtout la preuve qu'il s'agit bien 
de traces d'ions lourds du flux primaire de charge Z > 23, essentiellement 
le pic du fer. Il permet encore d'admettre que pendant la durée 
d'exposition de 12 millions d'années le spectre d'énergie dNz/dE et 
l'abondance chimique des ions VH n'ont pas varié essentiellement, car 
une variation importante de l'un de ces deux paramètres aurait 
modifié sensiblement la courbe expérimentale pvH(D).

4 .1 . 3. Limite par excès de la vitesse d'érosion dans l'espace

Price et al. ont montré (9] que l'érosion d'une météorite dans 
l'espace avait pour effet de déplacer vers le bas la courbe Pvh(D)> et 
cela d'autant plus que la vitesse d'érosion est élevée.

Sur la figure 5 nous avons reporté les variations de pvh en fonction 
de D (dans le cas où 0=0 et Ro = 30 cm) pour une vitesse d'érosion nulle
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(courbe I). et égale à 0,5 c m /1 0 6 ans (courbe III) qui serait, selon 
Fischer [10], la vitesse d'érosion minimale des chondrites. Or, même 
en supposant une ablation dans l'atmosphère terrestre aussi faible que 
0,5 cm, les valeurs expérimentales les plus élevées depVH ne 
coïncident pas avec la courbe III. Nous en déduisons donc que la 
vitesse d'érosion de la météorite de Saint Séverin a été inférieure à

FIG.4. Taux de production calculés (équations (1) et (2)) des ions VH en fonction de D pour des météorites 
pierreuses sphériques (1) et pour un âge d'exposition de 12 • 106 ans
a) Ro = 30 cm : courbe I pour 8 = 0; courbe T pour 8 = rr/2
b) R0 = 60 cm : courbe II pour 8 = 0; courbe II' pour B = rr/2
Le T t
Les croix représentent les points expérimentaux. *}■* pour pyp¡ maximal; pour pypj minimal

0,5 c m /1 0 6 ans. Si ce résultat était vérifié pour d'autres chondrites 
il faudrait en conclure que le modèle d'érosion dans l'espace, proposé 
par Fireman et de Felice [11] et modifié ultérieurement par Fischer [10], 
pour expliquer la distribution des âges d'exposition des chondrites doit 
être révisé.
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4. 1. 4. Mesure du taux d'ablation

En supposant une vitesse d'érosion dans l'espace négligeable, les 
valeurs de pVH mesurées sur toutes les faces des fragments A et F 
permettent une évaluation du taux d'ablation. Deux cas se présentent:

FIG. 5. Taux de production calculés des ions VH en fonction de D, dans le cas d ’une météorite pierreuse 
sphérique de rayon R0 = 30 cm (pour 0 = 0) et présentant un age d'exposition de 12 • 106 ans: vitesse d’érosion 
nulle (courbe I); vitesse d'érosion = 0 ,5  cm /106 ans (courbe III). Les points expérimentaux ont été placés 
en supposant une ablation dans l'atmosphère de 0 ,5  cm  pour la face II du fragment A (Pv h  = ® cm "*)

a) les faces ont des densités p v h  > 1 0 6 c m '2; la figure 4 fournit alors 
directement une estimation de D, donc de la masse ablatée; b) les 
faces ont des densités pvh<0, 1 - 1 0 6 c m '2 ; ces faces sont alors 
considérées comme des faces internes résultant de la fragmentation 
en vol. Nous montrerons dans une publication ultérieure qu'il est 
possible de donner une limite supérieure et une limite inférieure du 
taux d'ablation. Ainsi, pour les deux fragments A et F qui représentent 
59% de la masse recueillie, le taux d'ablation est compris entre 
25% et 33%.
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4. 2. Les traces de fission spontanée

Dans les cristaux de whitlockite à l'abri des ions VH, (D>15 cm), 
les traces sont dues à la fission spontanée de 238U et éventuellement 
de 244pu, si on néglige, en première approximation, la contribution 
des traces de fission induite par les nucléons primaires et secondaires.

Les comptages effectués sur de nombreux cristaux provenant de 
différents prélèvements et portant sur plus de 3000 traces ont donné 
une densité de traces assez constante: ps = 7 ,4±  1 ,5 -106 cm -2.

4. 2. 1. Mesure de Cu dans la whitlockite

La concentration en uranium dans la whitlockite est déterminée par 
la densité de traces de fission induite par les neutrons thermiques.
Les mesures effectuées sur sept cristaux ont donné une valeur 
remarquablement constante: Cu = 0,4 ± 0,03 ppm3 *.

4. 2. 2. Evaluation de AT0

La densité de traces de fission spontanée de 238U pendant 4,5- 109 

ans, calculée à partir de Cu. ne représente que 1/7  de la densité de 
traces de fission spontanée ps . La différence est attribuable à la 
fission spontanée de 244Pu [13], et permet ainsi de déterminer la 
concentration en 244Pu, donc le rapport (238U /244Pu) au moment où 
la whitlockite a commencé à retenir les traces. Une évaluation de 
ATo, intervalle de temps qui a séparé la « f in »  de la nucléosynthèse 
du moment où le cristal a commencé à retenir les traces, est alors 
possible si l'on se donne une valeur de ce même rapport (2 3 8U / 244Pu)o 
à la fin de la nucléosynthèse, et si l'on admet que la variation du rapport 
n'a été due qu'a la décroissance des deux nucléides. On obtient ainsi:
a) pour ( 238U /244Pu)o ®45, c 'est-à -d ire une synthèse à un taux 
décroissant durant 1 0 10 ans [14], un intervalle ATo = 430± 180' 106 ans;
b) pour (238U /244P u ) o 60, c 'est-à -d ire une synthèse à un taux constant 
pendant un temps 2 - 10 10 ans [15, 16], ATo = 400 ± 170 -106 ans.

Il faut remarquer que, dans la mesure où la contribution des traces 
de fission induite par les nucléons primaires et secondaires a été 
négligée, ces évaluations représentent des limites inférieures de ATo •

Les divergences notables qui existent dans l'estimation de AT0 par 
(I-Xe) et (Pu-Xe) pourraient sans doute être mieux interprétées en 
déterminant les rapports isotopiques du xénon contenu dans les 
cristaux de whitlockite en différents points par rapport à la surface 
préatmosphérique, ce qui permettrait ainsi une meilleure définition de 
la composante fissiogène de cet élément et de la composante de 
spallation.

4. 2. 3. Guérison des traces par recuit dans la whitlockite
L'estimation assez élevée de ATo à partir de la whitlockite de 

Saint-Séverin, comparée aux déterminations de Rowe et Kuroda [17]

3 Cette valeur de C u  est considérablement plus faible que la valeur mesurée dans la whitlockite
de Vaca Muerte 90 ppm) [ 12] .
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(Pu-Xe “ 300- 106 ans) et de Pépin [18] (Pu-Xe, I-Xe ®i220± 40- 106 ans) 
pour l'achondrite de Pasamonte, ainsi que de Fleischer et al. [12, 19] 
pour le fer de Toluca i*5300- 106 ans), pourrait être due à une faible 
température de rétention des traces dans la whitlockite. En effet, 
ces derniers auteurs ont observé qu'un minéral présentant une 
température de rétention des traces élevée contenait une fraction du 
nombre de traces attribuables au 244Pu plus importante qu'un minéral 
ayant une température de rétention des traces plus faible. Ainsi,

A N S  TEMPERATURE (°c)

TEMPERATURE ' ( i 0 3/“ k )

FIG. 6. Courbes de guérison thermique des traces dans des minéraux des météorites pour des durées de 
recuit extrapolées jusqu'il 1010 ans. Les courbes du diopside, plagioclase, enstatite et olivine ont été 
tracées par Fleischer et al. [1 ] ,  La courbe de la whitlockite recoupe ce lle  de l ’ enstatite à t »  10 ans

pour une durée de recuit extrapolée à 1 0 8 ans, les températures de 
rétention des traces sont respectivement 550°, 750°et950°K dans la 
séquence enstatite-albite-diopside. Or, dans une phase silicatée de 
Toluca cette séquence minérale montre que la fraction du nombre de 
traces dues au 244Pu augmente de l'enstatite au diopside.

Les expériences de recuit, pour une même durée extrapolée, ont 
montré que la température de rétention des traces dans la whitlockite 
était « 500°K, inférieure donc à celle de l'enstatite (fig. 6 ). Nous 
n'avons pu déduire une vitesse de refroidissement, car il aurait fallu 
comparer les valeurs de AT0 obtenues pour différentes espèces 
minérales d'une même météorite. En effet la vitesse de refroidissement 
dépend de la localisation a l'intérieur du corps parent et de la dimension 
de celui-ci, ces deux facteurs pouvant varier pour chaque météorite. 15

15
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D I S C U S S I O N

P. K. KURODA: The uranium content of the whitlockite is very high,
i. e. 400 ± 30 pplO9 in comparison with that of average chondrites, in 
which it is some 10 to 20 pplO9. I wonder whether this mineral did not 
crystallize at a much later stage than the bulk of the meteorite body, and 
therefore whether you were justified in taking it as the representative 
material. If the uranium content of whitlockite were, say, 50 pplO9 

instead of 400 pplO9, the At value for 244Pu would be about 120 m. y.  This 
is in line with the 129I - l 29Xe decay intervals of many ordinary chondrites.

If, on the other hand, the At value for 244Pu is as long as 400 m. y.  , 
there should be no excess 129Xe in the whitlockite. Have you measured 
the excess 129Xe?

Finally, I should like to know whether you used the new half-life value 
found by Fields et al. for 244Pu — i. e. 82 m. y.  instead of 76 m. y.

P. PELLAS: As a co-author of the paper perhaps I may reply to
Professor Kuroda's questions. The whitlockite in the Saint Séverin 
meteorite does in fact have a uranium concentration of 400 pplO9. This 
is the concentration measured in the crystalline phase. The overall 
uranium content of the meteorite is much lower and probably lies within 
the 10-30 pplO9 range. It must just be borne in mind that we measure AT0 

in the whitlockite, and the value we get is governed by several parameters, 
in particular the position of the meteorite in the parent body, the dimensions 
of the latter, and the retention temperature of the tracks in the mineral.
The retention temperature of tracks in whitlockite is in fact relatively low, 
and this may explain our ATo value.

As to 12 9Xe, Professor O. A. Schaeffer has, I believe, actually 
measured an excess of this isotope in the Saint Séverin meteorite.

Regarding the values recently obtained by Fields et al. for 244Pu, we 
did not use these and had we done so the absolute ATo figure would 
naturally have been modified. However, I would again emphasize that 
evaluation of AT0 depends on numerous factors.

R. M.  WALKER: I should like to say something more about AT
variation with crystal type. Any AT determination, whether by tracks or 
by rare gases, must be considered in its operational context; it is not an 
absolute age. In rare gas studies it denotes the time interval elapsing 
until gas retention; in track studies, it denotes the interval until tracks 
are retained. Fleischer, Price and myself have in fact measured 
different AT values in three different mineral phases of the Toluca iron 
meteorite and have found values ranging from 95 m. y.  to 400 m. y.  From  
these data we have constructed a cooling curve for the meteorite parent 
body. The rate of cooling inferred from this curve is independent of 
assumptions about the initial Pu/U ratio. The fact that the rate of cooling 
so measured agrees with the completely independent value derived from  
electron microprobe studies of the same meteorite constitutes, in our 
view, the strongest evidence for the correctness of the Pu hypothesis.
Here the big problem is the possibility of induced fission, particularly 
in Th. There is no question as to whether excess fission events occur; 
the question is whether they are spontaneous or induced. Induced fission 
events would have given identical AT values in all three mineral phases, 
and thus are clearly incompatible with the experimental results obtained.
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P. K. KURODA: Let me add that I consider that M essrs. Cantelaube,
Maurette and Pellas have produced a beautiful piece of work, and deserve 
to be congratulated. And if they could spare us some samples of the 
meteorite for our use at the University of Arkansas we should be highly 
gratified!

Y . CANTELAUBE: We shall be most happy to let you have some.
D. E. FISHER: Referring to the comment made by Dr. Walker a

moment ago, an active sun during the formation and cooling period of 
the meteorites would, it seems to me, provide a particle irradiation that 
would be consistent with the temperature-annealing data observed in 
various minerals.

R. M. WALKER: I think it just conceivable that early neutron
irradiation of a cooling body might duplicate the Pu cooling curve, but I 
consider it so unlikely as not to raise a serious objection. To account 
for the presence of neutrons, and the fact that there are no strong indi
cations of neutron irradiations in stones, it would have been necessary 
that all the meteorites that we have found with excess fission tracks should 
have been exposed in about the same position in the parent body, and that 
this position should have been very close to the periphery. Dr. Fisher 
has, however, touched on a fundamental point. I could invent a history 
for the meteorite in which neutron irradiation from an active sun induced 
fission (predominantly in Th), followed by a close passage round the sun 
with partial warming in just the right way to duplicate the cooling curve 
based on the Pu hypothesis. It is obvious that this bizarre event, although 
it cannot be completely ruled out, is extremely unlikely. As I shall 
indicate when I present my paper on alpha-recoil tracks (SM -87/72), I am 
optimistic that a comparison of alpha-recoil and fission tracks will settle 
this question once and for all.

P. PELLAS: With reference to the possibility of an active sun whose
neutron emissions might have induced fissions in the whitlockite corres
ponding to the densities of the fission tracks measured by us therein, it 
should be noted that Ps is quite constant throughout the meteorite.
However, in the zones nearest to the pre-atmospheric surface, the 
whitlockite exhibits an additional contribution due to the VH ions, and this 
contribution corresponds very largely to the density of the PVH tracks 
measured in the hypersthene at the same depth. In short, a variation of 
± 2 0 % in the fission track density is observed at all sampling points.

P. K. KURODA: Reverting for a moment to Professor W alker's
suggestion that Th fission induced by radiation from an active sun might 
just conceivably be responsible for the production of the excess fissiogenic 
xenon, I would point out that we should be able to observe this m ass- 
spectrometricaHy in the krypton isotope region.

D. E. FISHER: As regards space erosion determinations, is it not
true that the method is limited to those meteorites which have not 
undergone much erosion, and that therefore whenever you get an answer, 
it must be, a priori, that the meteorite in question has undergone little 
erosion? But most meteorites give no answer at all, perhaps because 
they have suffered substantial erosion and thus have a low track density.

Y . CANTELAUBE: It is a fact that the method of evaluating the
space erosion rate from the PVH track densities measured at the surface 
is applicable only to meteorites exhibiting sufficiently high track densities. 
If the PVH values are low, it is impossible to tell whether you are dealing 
with space erosion or ablation in the atmosphere.
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In any case, an effort must be made when dealing with chondrites in 
future to localize the irradiated external surfaces, since a surface showing 
a very low PVH value may correspond to an internal surface created by 
fragmentation during flight through the atmosphere. With each of the two 
pieces of the Saint Séverin meteorite which we investigated, one surface 
showed a high P VH value; the other surfaces exhibited lower values 
(greater ablation) or zero values (internal surfaces resulting from  
fragmentation).

R. M.  WALKER; Although it is true that the space erosion rate can 
be shown to be low only in cases where there is a high track density — 
and this has so far been possible in only two cases — I do not think that 
this is particularly relevant. Meteorites have suffered considerable 
ablation, terrestrial erosion and — almost always — actual breakup. In 
general, a surface existing at present was not very close to the original 
surface in space. But if, whenever a measurement can be made, it turns 
out that space erosion is negligible and if the meteorites in question are 
perfectly normal varieties, with typical exposure ages, then it is hard 
to argue that other meteorites with the same ages have those ages because 
of a limit imposed by space erosion. The real point at issue is the 
absolute value of the space erosion rate. If this can be shown to be very 
small (^  0 . 1  c m / 1 0 6 yr) then one cannot account for the limit imposed 
on stony meteorite ages by space erosion. I should remark that con
siderable improvement in the heavy-ion determination of ablation rates 
is possible and that future experiments may then settle this question 
completely.

D. E. FISHER: In reply to this I would point out that, according to
the model of space erosion under discussion, typical ages o f 25 m. y.  
are not affected by space erosion, and therefore a meteorite of typical 
low age may or may not show erosion. There is no reason at all for a 
meteorite that has undergone little space erosion to show an anomalous 
age. In-any case, as Professor Walker has just said, only two such 
meteorites have been described, whereas about 30-40 show low track 
densities which may or may not be due to erosion.

At all events, Professor W alker's upper limit of about 2 X 10"7 cm/ yr  
is not really far from the proposed value.

Y . CANTELAUBE: I feel that we have to separate two problems
which have become rather mixed up. First, it is true that in the space 
erosion model proposed by Dr. Fisher, exposure ages below about 25 m. y.  
are only slightly affected; this is in any case of no significance for our 
results. Secondly, we measured with VH ion tracks an upper limit for 
the space erosion rate (< 0. 5 cm/ 10 6 yr). At the same time, reference to 
the curves in Fig. 5 of our paper will show that an erosion rate of the 
order of 0. 1-0.  2 c m/ 10 6 yr would be quite possible. Now this estimate 
was performed on an extremely normal amphoterite, that of Saint-Séverin. 
If this value for the erosion rate were revised to be confirmed subsequently 
it would be necessary for Dr. Fisher 1 s model to be revised since, on 
the present basis, it is impossible to explain the cut-off at 55 m. y.  in 
the exposure ages of chondrites.
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Abstract

COSMIC-RAY-PRODUCED ACTIVITIES IN CHONDRITES. Cosmic-ray-produced activities in the new 
carbonaceous chondrite Esebi and in the freshly fallen amphoterite St. Séverin have been studied by non
destructive gamma-spectroscopy. The total spectrum o f the radionuclides was measured. Long-lived 40K 
and 26Al were the dominant radioactivities detected. The radiation o f the 0 + emitters 22Na and ^A l was 
measured by a y (511 keV)-y coincidence method.

The 26Al specific activity o f the St. Severin meteorite (date o f fall: 27 June, 1966) was found to be 
0.058 dpm /g. The 22Na specific activity was 0.091 dpm /g. For the carbonaceous meteorite Esebi (date 
o f fall: July 1957)upper limits o f  < 0 .08  and < 0.01  were derived for 26A1 and 22Na, respectively.

Spallogenic zlNe and 22Ne contents o f these meteorites were measured by mass spectrometry. From 
the 22Na activity the ^Al activity, and the rare gas content, exposure ages were derived. The method 
was calibrated by comparison with the 26Al to 21Ne ratio of other meteorites o f  well-known age. Radiation 
ages o f 13 X 106 yr for St. Séverin and 1 X 10® yr for Esebi were determined. Histograms o f 21Ne- 26A1 
radiation ages for amphoterites and carbonaceous chondrites are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Before meteorites are captured by the Earth they are exposed to 
cosmic radiation. When high-energy cosmic rays pass through meteorite 
material they induce nuclear reactions. Some of the reaction products 
are positron emitters whose j3 decay is followed by y  radiation. Important 
nuclides are

26Al (tj = 7 . 5 X 1 0 6 yr) and 22Na (tj = 2. 58 yr),

which decay predominantly by positron emission. The main reaction 
for their production is the spallation by neutrons of the cosmic radiation:

28Si (n, p 2 n) 26Al

27Al (n, 2n) 26A1

Since the production rates of cosmogenic rare gases are also well known, 
measurements of the gamma-ray activity of the meteorites combined 
with rare gas values can be used to calculate the cosm ic-ray exposure age.

231
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

For the measurement of 26A1 and 22Na non-destructive y - y  coincidence 
spectroscopy was used. The principle of the method was introduced by 
Anders [l].  The /3 decay of both positron emitters leads to an excited 
state of the daughter nuclide. De-excitation releases the following 
y radiation:

( 26A l : E y = 1830 keV, 22Na :Ey = 1280 keV).

Each positron annihilation within the meteorite material creates two 
7  quanta (511 keV), which leave the sample in opposite directions. Com
bined with the nuclear y radiation there are three coincident y  rays 
detected by two scintillation counters. The first detector (trigger branch) 
looks only for the 511-keV y ray. This event gives a signal to a gate in 
the spectroscopy branch. The second scintillation detector records 
the total 7  spectrum.

N a l(T I)

F IG .l. Geometry o f the scintillation crystals and block diagram o f the y -y  coincidence apparatus

Both 7  detectors are surrounded by an anticoincidence G-M  counter 
ring to reduce background, which is mainly caused by the q-mesonic 
component of cosmic radiation. This ring is further shielded by 4 in. 
of Pb and is situated in a concrete bunker located 9 ft below the surface of 
the earth. Figure 1 shows the geometry and a block diagram of the 
apparatus. The advantage of the 7 - 7  coincidence method is the large 
background reduction. The following values were obtained for the co
incidence background: annihilation peak (511 ± 75 keV) 0. 065 cpm,
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22Na (1280 ± 75 keV), 0. 010 cpm, and 26A1 (1830 ± 75 keV) 0. 0055 cpm. 
Radiochemistry is not necessary because y - y  coincidence counting 
provides an effective discrimination against j3 and many y emitters.

An exact description of the coincidence apparatus is given in a 
following report by Sonntag.

RESULTS

The authors measured the chondrites Esebi (date of fall: July 1957) 
and St. Severin (date of fall: 27 June 1966). The apparatus was first 
tested with the same Bruderheim sample, earlier used by Biswas et al. [2] 
for 26A1 search with y - y  coincidence spectroscopy. Good agreement of 
the results with those of Biswas et al. was achieved.

Figure 2 shows the total spectrum of the meteorite St. Séverin. 
Predominant peaks are caused by the annihilation quanta (511 keV),
54Mn (840 keV), 40K (1460 keV), 22Na (1280 keV), and 26A1 (1830 keV).

In Fig. 3 the y - y  coincidence spectrum is shown. It consists mainly 
of the 511 keV quanta; the nuclear y  rays and the sums of both peaks 
appear with lower intensities.

For background measurements a meteorite model was used. A cast 
was made of Araldite having the same shape as the specimen. While
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TABLE I. AVERAGE CHONDRITIC COMPOSITION AND 
ELECTRON DENSITY (UREY [3])

Component
Average chondritic 

com position
eft)

Electron density 
(10 23 e lectron s /g )

S i0 2 3 8 .04 3 .0 0

MgO 2 2.84 3 .0 0

FeO 12.45 2 .8 5

A I2O3 2 .50 2 .9 8

CaO 1.95 3 .0 1

Fe 11.76 2 .8 0

FeS 5.73 2.88

Ni 1 .34 2.88

moulding the model a thin aluminium foil and a layer of silicon grease 
protected the meteorite from the Araldite.

In the energy region of 0. 5 to 3. 0 MeV, Compton absorption and 
scattering are the only significant interactions occurring in the meteorite 
material. To calculate the electron density the average chondritic 
composition, as determined by Urey [3], was taken (see Table I) and 
the chondritic electron density value was estimated to be 2. 9 X 1023 

electrons/g. Since the electron density of iron is nearly equal to that 
of a stone meteorite, the models were filled with iron pellets.

Total sample counting times ranged from 10 000 to 20 000 min.
The meteorites and the iron-filled mock-ups were counted alternately 
for periods of 1000 to 3000 min.

To obtain absolute decay rates it would be necessary to know the 
following factors:
(1 ) geometry of the counting arrangement;
(2 ) efficiency of the crystals; and
(3) self-absorption of the 7  quanta in meteoritic material.

To circumvent determination of these factors the same meteorite 
models as described above were used, but were filled with a mixture of 
iron and Eucerin. One part of Eucerin is able to bind about double the 
quantity of aqueous solution. In this way it was possible to add exactly 
known amounts of 26A1 and 22Na activities to the filling. These standards 
were measured in the same geometry as the meteorites. Calibration 
based on a simple comparison with a known standard is the most reliable 
technique with the smallest errors.

DISCUSSION

Because no experimental data for relative production rates of 2 2 Na, 
26A1, 21Ne and 22Ne have yet been determined, the calculation of exposure
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ages required a calibration method. For this the meteorites Bruderheim 
and Fayetteville were used as radiation age standards because the ages, 
rare-gas contents, and radioactivities of cosmogenic 22Na and 26A1 have 
been carefully determined [2, 4, 5, 6 ] . These values and the calculated 
production ratios are given in Table II.

TA B L E  II. CALIBRATION VALUES AND PRODUCTION RATIOS

“ A l 22Na 21Ne 22Ne Production Ratio Exposure Age
Meteorite

(dpm/kg) (cm3 STP/g) “ A l/ 21Ne 22Na/  22Ne ( y r )

Bruderheim 6 0 .7 94 1 0 .IX  1 0 "8 9 .5  X 1 0 '8 0 .30 0 .5 26 X 106

Fayetteville 50.0 11 .5  X IQ '8 0 .2 4 - 29 X 106

Zâhringer [7] has determined the rare-gas contents of these same 
two meteorites by mass spectrometry.

Using his rare-gas values, the authors' 22Na and 26A1 activity 
measurements, and the above-mentioned production ratios, the exposure 
ages of St. Sevérin and Esebi were calculated to be 13 X 106 yr and 
1 X 106 yr, respectively. All pertinent values are shown in Table III. 
The errors listed include the uncertainties of the 26A1, 22Na, 2 1Na, 21Ne 
and 22Ne determinations, but not the errors of the production ratios, 
which may be somewhat dependent on meteoritic size and sample depth.

FIG.4. 21N e /26Al age o f 17 carbonaceous chondrites, calculated with an average 26Al content o f 37 dpm/kg
and 21Ne values from Refs [4 ,9 ,1 3 ,1 8 ]

Study of the radiation ages of carbonaceous chondrites is of special 
interest because many of them have very low ages — for example, Cold 
Bokkeveld with 250 000 yr. The radiation age is one of the clues available 
to obtain information on the origin of various types of meteorites. A low 
radiation age points to a break-up close to the Earth, and for carbonaceous 
chondrites a lunar origin has been considered previously (Anders [8 ]).

A compilation of all 21Ne/  26A1 radiation ages of carbonaceous 
chondrites is given in Fig. 4. Although many low radiation ages are found, 
there are also quite a number of very high ones.

When compared with calculations of capture lifetimes of interplanetary 
objects, the measured age distribution gives some indication of the place 
of origin of these meteorites. The great number of low radiation



TABLE III. DATA FROM ESEBI AND ST. SEVERIN

M eteorite
Weight o f  sample 

(S)

Date o f  fa ll
2«A1 22Na 

(dpm /k g)

21Ne 22Ne 

(cm 3 S T P /g)

Exposure age

( y r )

Esebi 141.0 July 57 61 - 0 .5  X 1 0 - 8 1 .0  X 10" 8 (1 .2  ± 0 .1 5 ) X 106

(13 ± 2 )X  106 ( 26A1)

St. Séverin 95.7 June 66 58 91 5 .2  X 10 "8 5 .5  X 1 0 "8 (16 ± 2 )X  106 ( 22Na)
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ages points to a source near the Earth's orbit, possibly the Moon's 
surface. But for those meteorites with ages above 10 X 106 yr, a more 
distant source might be taken into consideration, e.g.  the asteroids.
It seems likely that several sources are effective in producing carbona
ceous chondrites.

Figure 5 shows a clustering around 12 X 106 yr for the radiation 
ages of the amphoterite chondrites, which is not related to the average 
age of 4 X 106 yr found for the bronzite chondrites (Zâhringer [9]). 
Radiation ages, and also mineralogy (Mason [10]) of the amphoterite 
chondrites, classify these meteorites as a subgroup of the hypersthene 
chondrites ànd, as considered by Wánke [11], the hypersthenes do not 
originate from the Moon. The asteroids which already cross the orbit of 
Mars should have lifetimes short enough to account for the age distribution 
of the hypersthene and the amphoterite chondrites. Sitte [12] has pointed

FIG. 5. 21 N e /26A1 age o f 29 amphoterites, calculated with an 26Al content o f  49 dpm /kg and 21Ne values
from Refs [9 ,1 6 -2 0 ]

out that even objects from the asteroid belt can be deflected by multiple 
elastic scattering into eccentric orbits and reach the Earth within 
reasonably short times. According to their radiation ages, the ampho
terites must have had a history similar to that of the hypersthenes, and 
their place of origin has to be farther away than the Moon.
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D I S C U S S I O N

D. E.  FISHER: In a discussion on the possibility of a lunar origin
for any group of chondrites, one should bear in mind the results of the 
photometric measurements of the Moon's surface, carried out in 
particular by B. Hapke, indicating incompatibility with material of 
chondritic composition. I think that this is a stronger argument against 
a lunar origin than any considerations of radiation age, which might be 
explained by space erosion destruction of the older meteorites with no 
corresponding effect on the younger ones.

G. SPANNAGEL: In 1966 Vinogradov in the USSR carried out some
measurements, the interpretation of which does not exclude a chondritic 
composition for the lunar surface. Furthermore, the deeper layers of 
the M oon's surface may be responsible for the origin of meteorites.

G. J. WASSERBURG: Do you consider that the work of Sitte is
conclusive with regard to lunar origin or to any of the orbital trajectories 
of the meteorites?

G. SPANNAGEL: Sitte' s paper puts forward some proposals for an
asteroid origin of the meteorites. To your question whether I regard his 
work as conclusive, I would answer that I do not do so yet.
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Abstract

RADIATION AGES AND GAS-RETENTION AGES OF CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES AND 
UNEQUILIBRATED ORDINARY CHONDRITES. Helium, Ne, and Ar were determined by mass spectrometry 
in 25 carbonaceous chondrites, and in 12 unequilibrated ordinary chondrites. The occurrence o f primordial 
inert gases, and the possibility o f  severe diffusion losses in certain carbonaceous chondrites, leads to the 
following considerations: (a) U, Th-He ages cannot be estimated for the Cl and C2 types o f carbonaceous 
chondrites; (b) only "minimum" 3Hec ages can be estimated for the C l and C2 types o f  carbonaceous 
chondrites; and (c) 38Arc ages cannot be estimated for any o f the meteorites, except Karoonda.

The radiation ages o f the carbonaceous chondrites and o f the UOC are not grossly different from those 
o f the ordinary chondrites. However, the following trends can be noted: the ages of the C l and C2 
carbonaceous chondrites are, on average, shorter than those o f the ordinary chondrites -  none o f the former 
is greater than 15 m. y. ; and four, perhaps five C2 carbonaceous chondrites, Boriskino, Cold Bokkeveld, 
Haripura, Nawapali, and Nogoya, may com e from a single collision 0 .1  -  0 .6  m .y . ago, with the most 
likely date o f 0 .2 ± 0 . 1 m .y .

There is a rough correlation between the types o f  carbonaceous chondrites and K-Ar ages -  Cl 
meteorites give ages o f  1 -  1 .5  x 109 yr, C2 meteorites of 0 .6  -  4 .6 X 1 0 9 yr, and (C3 + C4) meteorites o f 
2 -  4 X 109 yr.

The great majority o f the UOC seem to have cooled to below 200 -300°C  some 2 . 5 - 4 . 5x  109 yr ago. 
Among the L3 chondrites there is a rough anti-correlation between retention age and degree o f  recrystallization. 
This seems to imply that the more highly equilibrated chondrites com e from greater depth inside the parent 
object than the UOC.

INTRODUCTION

The inert gases have been measured in recent years in several 
hundred ordinary chondrites, and useful information has been obtained 
pertaining to their origin from radiation and gas-retention ages estimated 
from such data.

It has already been noted that the carbonaceous chondrites generally 
show lower K- Ar  ages than the ordinary chondrites. Most authors have 
concluded that the carbonaceous chondrites nearly always suffered serious 
40Ar diffusion losses (cf. Mason [1]). It has also been noted that certain 
carbonaceous chondrites show unusually low radiation ages. In the case of 
Cold Bokkeveld, Anders [2] has confirmed by 26A1 measurements that the 
low age of -  0. 2 m. y.  is not simulated by diffusion losses. So far, how
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ever, a systematic study of the inert gases of carbonaceous chondrites has 
been lacking. This seemed necessary to obtain firmer conclusions. In 
this paper are presented measurements of He, Ne, and Ar in three Cl, 
fourteen C2, six C3, and one C4-type chondrite (the classification by 
Van Schmus and Wood [3] has been adopted). This study thus comprises 
all but a few of the known carbonaceous chondrites.

The so-called unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (hereafter ab
breviated as UOC) are chondrites with bulk compositions in the ranges 
of the H, L, and LL-group chondrites (except for certain minor con
stituents, such as carbon). These meteorites are unusual in the following 
respects: UOC show large dispersions of olivine and orthopyroxene 
compositions; they have well-preserved chondrules and chondritic tex
tures; they frequently contain igneous glass in chondrules; and they are 
systematically richer in carbon and the heavier primordial inert gases 
(Wood [4], Mason [5], Keil and Fredriksson [6 ], Dodd and Van Schmus [7], 
Dodd, Van Schmus and Koffman [8 ], Heymann and Mazor [9]). At present, 
some 24 UOC are known, and the authors have determined the inert gases 
in 12 of these. With data available from the work of others (Eberhardt, 
Eugster, Geiss and Marti [10], Heymann [11], Hintenberger, Kftnig, 
Schultz and Wânke [12], Kirsten, Krankowsky and Zâhringer [13], 
Vinogradov and Zadorozhnii [14]) the number of UOC for which rare gas 
data are available is thus brought to seventeen. Hence, at least tentative 
conclusions should be possible.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The authors' procedures have been described elsewhere ([11],
Heymann and Mazor [15]); these will not be repeated in detail. The fol
lowing are the salient features.

Small samples (100 mg, or occasionally about 50 mg) were melted 
for gas extraction in a molybdenum crucible, which was placed in a water- 
cooled enclosure of Pyrex glass. The melting lasted for 30 min. During 
this stage H2 released by the samples was pumped off through a hot Pd 
barrier. The remaining gas was purified on a hot Ti-getter. The early 
removal of H2 yielded considerably lower background peaks on the masses 
1 , 2 and 3.

Argon, and the heavier elements Kr and Xe, were adsorbed on charcoal 
at liquid N2 temperature while the isotopic compositions of He and Ne 
were determined with the mass spectrometer. The absolute quantities of 
these gases were obtained by the method of peak comparison, i. e. metred 
amounts of 3 He, 3 He and Ne (~ 70% 2 0Ne) were added to the gas extracted 
from the samples, and the increase of the ion current of the masses 3,
4 and 20 was recorded.

Helium and Ne were pumped off, and Ar admitted to the mass spectro
meter by warming up the charcoal to room temperature. After the isotopic 
composition was obtained, the absolute amount of Ar was determined by 
peak comparison with Ar standards of atmospheric isotopic composition.

The mass discriminations were checked (about 2% per mass unit was 
found for Ne and about 1% per mass unit for Ar), and the appropriate cor
rections were made.

Each sample was remelted to monitor the completeness of the gas 
extractions. In most cases the extraction was virtually complete upon the
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first melting. The sample melting system was outgassed after each run. 
Only traces of He, Ne and Ar were obtained in the subsequent blank runs. 
These data were used for background corrections.

RESULTS

The data of individual runs are listed in Table I. The extremely low 
inert-gas content of Bells should be noted; there are serious doubts that 
the sample used comes from a genuine meteorite. It should be further 
noted that substantial amounts of primordial He, Ne, and Ar occur in 
many of the chondrites, and that there are often significant variations 
between two or more results of the same meteorite.

That the primordial gases vary in a carbonaceous chondrite was not 
unexpected. These variations seem to arise from structural charac
teristics similar to those of "g a s-rich " ordinary chondrites such as Pantar. 
The authors have previously shown that Nogoya consists of "light" and 
"dark" portions, with the "dark" portion approximately an order of 
magnitude richer in primordial gas than the "light" portion (Heymann and 
Mazor [17]). From a simple visual inspection of Nogoya, it was con
cluded that the two portions were not "cleanly" separated, i . e.  that the 
"light" portions contain many "dark" inclusions, and it was surmised that 
other carbonaceous chondrites, especially of the C2 variety, might contain 
similar structures, which have remained undetected because of the general
ly dark colour of the carbonaceous chondrites. In the present study only 
small weights were available for sampling. Moreover, the two samples 
of Cold Bokkeveld came from two different sources; the four Mokoia 
samples also came from two different sources.

The variation of primordial Ar in the UOC is of a different nature [9], 
Here the differences probably reflect portions with different degrees of 
recrystallization [ 18], The two samples of Krymka, Bishunpur, and 
Chainpur come from different sources. Bremervorde is probably a 
"gas-rich " ordinary chondrite with sample 6 8 8  containing a somewhat 
greater proportion of "dark" material than sample 532 (H. Wânke has 
stated that his specimen of Bremervôrde is a clear-cut "gas-rich " 
chondrite).

The duplicate runs show that the accuracy for cosmogenic gases, such 
as 3He, is fair to good (15-5%) .  However, there are large variations 
for Cold Bokkeveld (~ 25%) and Pollen (nearly a factor of 2. 5), which at 
present are unexplained. For Cold Bokkeveld with only '• 0 .5  X 10"8 cm3 
STP/g of 3 He, inaccurate background corrections may be the cause, but 
certainly this cannot be true for Pollen.

As is customary, the following symbols are used (no subscript always 
refers to the measured value of a given isotope) to distinguish the three 
components of the inert gases:

16

c refers to the cosmogenic component 
p refers to the primordial component 
r refers to the radiogenic component
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TABLE I. INERT GAS CONTENTS OF CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES AND UNEQUILIBRATED  
ORDINARY CHONDRITES 
(Units 10 ‘ 8 cm 3 ST P /g)

Type M eteorite Run N o. 3 He 4 He 20 Ne 21 Ne 22Ne 36Ar 38A r 40Ar 3He c 2IN ec

Carbonaceous chondrites

C l  Alais 639 4 .6 4370 14.3 1 .5 3 .3 50 9 .6 386 2 .9 b 1 .4 6 e

Ivuna 645 5 .5 9430 34 .6 0 .50 4 .0 82 17.2 337 1 .7 b 0 .3 9 e

Orgueil 644 6 .1 10 800 31.2 0 .80 4 .3 77 . 1 5 .9 518 1 .8b 0 .7 l f

C2 A l Rais 632 11.3 3180 18.2 3 .3 5 .6 38 8 .0 1420 9 .8 b 3 .2 5 e

Bells 691 0 .0 2 15 0 .7 5 < 0 .0 1 0 .0 8 12.2  • 2 .3 3400 d d

Boriskino 683 4 .8 11800 55 0 .33 5 .3 4 6 .4 9 .0 610 0. lb 0 .1 7 f

C old  Bokkeveld 638 0 .4 4 1760 7 .2 0 .10 0 .9 0 1 7 .8 ' 3 .5 294 > 0 .0 b 0. 08e

C old Bokkeveld 673 Ó.56 2 024 7 .6 0 .1 5 1 .0 12.0 3 .0 235 > O.ob 0 .1 3 e

Erakot 681 5 .3 1890 8 .9 1 .6 2 .8 3 7 .5 8 .2 1250 4 .5 b 1 .5 8 e

Haripura 635 0 .4 5 2 500 7 .9 0 .0 5 1 .0 3 1 .5 6 .3 576 > 0 .0 b 0 .0 3 e

Kaba 631 3 .7 1930 11.2 3 .5 5 .0 2 5 .0 5 .7 784 2 .9 b 3 .4 8 e

Kaba 646 4 .5 2 770 14.1 3 .7 5 .5 2 4 .8 6 .9 390 3 .4 b 3 .6 7 e

M ighei 640 2 .1 3 960 14.2 0 .7 5 2 .5 58 .6 11 .5 1490 0. 5b 0 .7 1 e

M okoia 633 56 89400 352 4 .3 3 1 .0 19.0 3 .8 1170 20 b 3 .2 7 f

M okoia 641 56 96 300 301 5 .3 2 8 .6 27 .2 6.1 1170 17 'b 4 .4 7 Í

M okoia 674 52 94 600 285 3 .6 2 5 .8 2 2 .5 4.7 1330 14 b 2. 77l

M okoia 680 54 81200 208 2.8 1 8 .9 16 .5 3 .9 1010 22 b 2.22 Í
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Table I (com.)

Murray 643 13.1 31400 151

Nawapali 637 9 .2 28 500 125

N ogoya-light 670 1.1 4270 17.

N ogoya-dark 671 16.0 48 300 252

Pollen 647 2 5 .6 22 000 87.

Pollen 690 9 .0 15 600 87.

Sta. Cruz 636 5 .3 3450 12.

Sta. Cruz 650 5 .0 3370 13.

C3 Felix 652 91 2 500 18.

Grossnaja 653 1.2 1760 7.

Lancé 649 6 .3 1630 5.

Ornans 634 37 2400 6.

Vigarano 654 8 .3 4450 16.

Warrenton 648 58 2200 10.

C4 Karoonda 630 85 2 660 15.

Karoonda 657 83 2 850 14.

Unequilibrated ordinary chondrit £S

H3 Bremervorde * 20.6 2 370 10.

Bremervorde 688 2 1 .7 4200 19.

Prairie Dog Creek 675 44 1520 - 7 .

1 .6 14.3 8 9 .9 18.2 805 0.5b 1 . 16f

0 .43 10.9 2 6 .0 6 . 2 390 > 0 .0 b 0 .0 5 f

0 .12 1 .8 14.2 3 .1 473 > 0 .0 b 0.07e

0.80 2 1 .6 58.1 12.6 1400 > 0 .0 b 0 .0 6 f

0 .60 8 .0 72.2 17 .0 546 16.8b 0 .3 5 f

0 .70 7 .8 77.1 14.6 603 3 .4b 0 .45 Í

1 .6 3 .1 4 0 .4 8 .5 a 3. 9b 1 .56 e

1 .7 3 .4 58 13.3 1360 3 .7b 1 . 66e

15.2 17.7 118 2 3 .8 2 300 91 e 1 5 . 2 e

0 .60 1 .4 24 4 .9 797 1 .2 C 0 .6 0 e

1 .6 2 .1 137 2 6 .3 1690 6 .3 C 1 .6e

4 .8 5 .9 57 11 .0 2250 37 c 4 .8 e

1 .8 3 .2 31 6 .2 2240 8 .3 C 1 . 8 e

7 .4 9 .5 103 2 0 .4 2 830 58 e 7 .4 e

16.8 18.5 3 .8 2 .7 1390 85 e 1 6 .8 e

14.8 16.8 4 .3 2 .1 1430

OCOCO 14.8e

4 .3 5 .4 10.1 2 .5 a 2 0 .6 e 4 .3 e

3 .8 5 .4 5 .9 1 .4 2 830 2 1 .7 e 3 .8e

8 .3 8 .4 8 .4 2 .3 4 700 4 4 .0 e 8 . 3 e
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Table I (co m . )

Type M eteorite Run N o. 3He 4 He 20Ne 21Ne 22Ne 36 Ar 38 A r « A r 3Hec 21N e c

L3 Krymka * 42 2 030 a) 9 .1 a) 64 13 .2 a 42 c 9 .1 e

Krymka 665 50 2 370 13.6 11.5 12.6 37 8 .1 4 070 cn o a 1 1 .5 e

Bishunpur ❖ 13.2 1680 4 .1 3 .7 3 .3 60 11.6 a 1 3 .2C 3 .7 e

Bishunpur 663 14.7 1700 6 .6 3 .2 3 .5 39 7 .7 3 930 1 4 .7C 3 .2 e

Manych 667 15.0 600 4 .5 2 .4 2 .8 15.6 3 .3 4830 1 5 .0C 2 .4 e

Khohar 664 16.0 870 2 7 .3 6 .0 8 .3 25 .6 5 .3 1830 1 6 .0C 6 .0 e

M ezo-M adaras 666 52 690 11 .1 11.1 12 .7 16.3 4 .3 660 52 c 1 1 .1 e

Carraweena 686 6 .9 187 4 .1 3 .0 3 .3 3 .9 0 .9 3 600 6 .9 ° 3 .0 e

Barratta 687 16.0 200 4 .6 3 .0 4 .2 4 .9 1 .2 377 1 6 .0C 3 .0 e

LL3 Chainpur ❖ 42 1840 10 .0 8 .4 9 .8 60 12 .3 a 42 c 8 .4 e

Chainpur 627 48 2080 13.8 10.6 11 .8 51 1 0 .5 4  940

ÜCO 1 0 .6 e

Parnallee 668 8 .6 1000 4 .4 3 .2 3 .9 13.8 2 .9 2 720 8 .6 C 3 .2 e

*  These runs have no numbers. 
a Not measured.
k 4He assumed to be  w holly prim ordial. 
c  4He assumed to be  radiogenic + cosm ogen ic.
^ Very sm all.
e From 20N ep= 20Ne -  zlNe, with 20N e p /21Nep = 338. 
 ̂ From 20N ep= 20N e -  21Ne, with 20N e p /21Nep = 354.
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PRIMORDIAL GASES AND DIFFUSION LOSSES

The calculation of radiation and gas-retention ages is greatly en
cumbered by the primordial gases, and by the consideration that serious 
diffusion losses may have occurred for the very fine-grained Cl and C2 
chondrites.

TABLE II. URANIUM AND THORIUM CONTENTS OF 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES

Type M eteorite
Uranium
(ppm )

Ref.
Thorium

(ppm)
Ref.

C l Orgueil 0 .008 [31]

C l Orgueil 0 .0242 [33] 0.0648 [33]

C2 M ighei 0 .021
[32]

0 .008

C2 M okoia 0.0140 [33] 0 .0605 [33]

C2 Murray 0 .0 1 8 '

0 .028 ■ [32]

0 .015

C4 Karoonda 0 .0137 [33] 0.0566 [33]

The average U and Th contents of ordinary chondrites of 0. 01 ppm and 
0. 04 ppm show that these meteorites could have retained up to approxi
mately 2 X 1 0 ' 5 cm3 STP/g 4 He, since 4 -4 .5 X 1 0 9 yr ago. Table II shows 
the present known values of the two radioactive parents in a few 
carbonaceous chondrites; no data are available for the UOC, but it is a 
reasonable assumption that their U and Th contents are comparable to those 
of ordinary chondrites proper. It can be inferred from Table II that the 
maximum 4 Her contents of carbonaceous chondrites cannot be grossly 
different from 2X10 "5 cm 3 STP/g.

With this criterion the meteorites in Table I fall into two categories: 
(1) those that do not contain detectable amounts of 4 Hep, namely Bells,
Cold Bokkeveld, Erakot, Haripura, Kaba, all the C3 and C4 chondrites, 
except Vigarano, and all the UOC, except Bremervôrde (run No. 6 8 8 ); 
and (2) those that certainly contain 4Hep (all the remaining meteorites). 
There are considerable doubts, however, that this simple division is 
tenable. Consider the evidence of Fig. 1. It can be seen that the Cl and 
C2 chondrites always contain detectable amounts of 20Nep, whereas only 
one-third of the remaining chondrites do so (only two of the UOC, 
Bremervôrde and Khohar contain 2(>Nep). It is even more remarkable 
that the 4Hep/ 20Nep ratio of the Cl and C2 chondrites is always near 200 to 
300, whereas the points of the remaining chondrites scatter, mainly 
above the curve. An especially telling piece of evidence is the fact that 
what is considered to be a genuine 4 Hep/ 2 0 Nep ratio in a number of
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ordinary chondrites ("gas-rich ") and enstatite chondrites is near the value 
of 300 (cf. [16]). Thus, it can be surmised that 4He in the Cl and C2 
chondrites is actually 4 Hep + 4 Hec .

The origin of 4He in Cold Bokkeveld, Erakot, and Haripura is, then, 
ambiguous. In the "g a s-rich " chondrites of the Cl and C2 varieties, and 
in Vigarano, most of the 4He is certainly 4 Hep. Hence, a U, Th~He age 
cannot be estimated in any of these cases.

FIG. 1. 4He versus 20Nep for the meteorites in Table I 
O : (Cl +C2) chondrites 
• : (C 3 + C4) chondrites and UOC
--------- : 4H e/20 Nep = 250.
Note that all the C l and C2 chondrites agree closely with this ratio. The points along the left vertical 
axis represent chondrites with 20Nep< 1. 0 X 10"! cm 2STP/g

A similar dilemma arises for 3He in the carbonaceous chondrites. 
Although the 4 Hep/ 3Hep ratio in chondrites is known to be large ([16], 
Hintenberger, Vilcsek and Wânke [19]), 3 Hep cannot be neglected here, 
either because 4Hep is large, or because 3He is small. Moreover, there 
is evidence for diffusion losses of 3He during or after the exposure era. 
Anders [20] has calculated 2 1 Nec production rates in carbonaceous 
chondrites. From his data one expects 3 Hec/ 2 1 Nec of ~10 in the C l, of ~ 7 . 5 in 
theC2, of ~ 6  intheC3 and C4 chondrites, and of ~5 in the UOC. These values 
are probably on the low side for the carbonaceous chondrites because of 
their small masses (cf. [10]). The 3 H e /21Ne ratios of Alais, Al Rais 
(run No. 632), Cold Bokkeveld (run No. 673), Erakot, Kaba, Mighei,
Sta. Cruz, and Grossnaja are at least twice as low as the expected values 
shown in Table III. The true 3Hec/ 3 1 Nec would be lower still if accurate 
corrections for the primordial components could be made. Such cor
rections are intractable, mainly because the corrections for 3 Hep from 
4 Hep and corrections for diffusion losses are coupled in an unknown way, 
because the 4 Hep/ 3 Hep ratio seems to depend markedly on the proportion 
of He lost [19], and because the ratios shown in Table III are only 
approximations.
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TABLE III, PRODUCTION RATES OF 3 Hec AND 2 1 Nec 
(Units 10"8 cm 3 S T P /g  per million years)

Type 3Hec zlNec Ref. 21Nec 3Hec / 21Nec

C l 2 .0 0 .20 [20] 10.0

C2 2 .0 0 .2 7 [20] 7 .4

C 3, C4 2 .0 0 .32 [20] 6 .2

H3, L3, LL3 2 .0 0 .38 [24] 5 .3

It is useful, however, to calculate 3 Hec values by neglecting possible 
diffusion losses. In this sense they are minimum values. For the Cl and 
C2 chondrites, and for Vigarano, 4He has been considered to be wholly prim
ordial, and a 4Hep/  3Hep ratio of 2500 was adopted. No 4Hep is considered to be 
present in the remaining meteorites. The results are shown in column 11 
of Table I.

The calculation of 21Nec is less ambiguous. Cosmogenic Neon is known 
to contain the stable isotopes in nearly equal proportions. Thus a good 
approximation for 2°Nep is 20N e -2 1Ne, especially since the 2 0 Nep/ 2 1 Nep 
ratio is about 340. The 2 0 Nep/ 2 2 Nep ratio in chondrites is known to vary 
from ~  8 to 14, with the larger values occurring in the so-called "gas-rich " 
meteorites. The 2 0Nep/ 2 1 Nep in chondrites also varies [17]. For chon
drites with He> 10-4  cm3 STP/g, a value of 354 has been adopted (the 
value in the dark portion of Nogoya); for chondrites with 4 He< 10' 4 cm 3 

STP/g, the atmospheric ratio of 338 has been used (Eberhardt, Eugster 
and Marti [21]). The results are tabulated in column 12 of Table I.

Only in Karoonda is 38Arc greater than 50%. In the remaining 
chondrites the cosmogenic component is masked by 38A rp. Accordingly, 
no 38A rc ages are calculated.

RADIATION AGES

As a working theory the authors consider that the meteorites are 
fragments ejected by impacts from moderately large parent objects; that 
the meteorites did not suffer significant mass losses after they departed 
from their parent objects, and that the average cosmic-ray intensity was 
constant in space and time during the last 10 m .y . Perhaps the second 
point is not quite realistic for the friable carbonaceous chondrites. A 
number of authors have suggested that space erosion is pertinent for stony 
meteorites. They argue that the cosmic-ray intensity inside these objects 
has increased during their exposure because of the continuous erosion of 
the surface by impacts of dust, atoms and ions. Space erosion has probab
ly played a minor role for the ordinary chondrites and achondrites, but 
may have been more important for the carbonaceous chondrites.

Most workers seem to agree that the 3 Hec production rate in all 
varieties of stony meteorites is near 2 .0  X 10"8 cm3 STP/g per million 
years. This value is based on 3 HC measurements in a number of ordinary 
chondrites (Geiss, Oeschger and Signer [22], Goebel and Schmidlin [23]).



TABLE IV . RADIATION AGES AND G AS-RETENTION AGES

Type M eteorite Run No.
A

3Hec age 
(m .y . )

B

21Nec age 
(m .y )

U, T h-H e age 
(1 0 9 yr)

K -A r age 
(109 yr)

K (ppm )

C l Alais 639 1 .5 7 .3 a) 1 .6 380

Ivuna 645 0 .8 5 2 .1 a) 1 .1 580

Orgueil 644 0 .9 0 3 .7 a) 1 .5 580

C2 A l Rais 632 4 .9 12 a) 3 .9 270

Bells 691 > 0 0 .0 1 > 0 a) b) b)

Boriskino 683 0 .0 5 0 .63 a) 2 .5 300

C old Bokkeveld 638 > 0 0 .22 0 .3 0 a) 1 .2 420

C old Bokkeveld 673 > 0 0.28 0 .48 a) 1 .1 420

Erakot 681 2 .3 2 .7 5 .6 a) 3 .7 270

Haripura 635 >0 0 .2 3 0 .1 1 a) 1 .6 580

Kaba 631 1 .5 1 .9 13 a) 4 .6 100

Kaba 646 1 .7 2 .3 14 a) 3 .4 100

M ighei 640 0 .2 5 2 .7 a) 3 .3 420

M okoia 633 1C 12 a) 3 .3 330

M okoia 641 8 .5 17 a) 3 .7 330

M okoia 674 7 .0 11 a) 3 .5 330

M okoia 680 11 8 .2 a) 3 .3 330

Murray 643 0 .2 5 4 .3 a) 2 .7 330

Nawapali 637 . >0 0 .1 9 a) 0 .6 3 1300
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Table IV (cont.
N ogoya-ligh t 670 > 0

N ogoya-dark 671 > 0

Pollen 647 8 .4

Pollen 690 1 .7

Sta. Cruz 636 2 .0

Sta. Cruz 650 1 .9

C3 Felix 652 46

Grossnaja 653 0 .6 0

Lancé 649 3 .2

Ornans 634 19

Vigarano 654 3 .2  4 .2

Warrenton 648 29

C4 Karoonda 630 43

Karoonda 657 42

H3 Bremervôrde $ 10

Bremervôrde 688 11

Prairie D og Creek 675 22

L3 Krymka * 21

Krymka 655 25

Bishunpur * 6 .6

Bishunpur 663 7 .4

0 .2 6 a) b) b)

0 .2 2 a) b) b)

1 .4 a) b) b)

1 .7 a) b) b)

5 .8 a) c) 1000

6 .5 a) 2 .0 1000

48 4 .9 4 .0 410

2 .0 4 .4 3 .2 240

4 .7 4 .2 2 .0 1160

15 4 .9 2 .2 1400

5 .6 a) 3 .7 480

24 4 .6 4 .0 430

53 4 .4 4 .1 240

48 4 .6 4 .1 240

11 4 .8 c) 750

10 a) 4 .1 750

22 3 .8 3 .4 (800)

24 4 .5 c ) 580

30 4 .8 4 .4 580

9 .7 4 .2 c ) 830

8 .4 4 .3 3 .7 830
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T able IV (c o m .)

Type M eteorite Run N o.
3Hec  age 

( m .y . )
A B

21Nec  age 
( m .y . )

U, T h-H e age 
(1 0 9 yr)

K -A r age 
(10® yr)

K (ppm)

L3 Manych 667 7 .5 6 .3 1 .9 2 .8 1830

Khohar 664 8 .0 16 2 .6 2 .6 830

M ezb-M adaras 666 26 29 1 .6 1 .3 915

Carraweena 686 3 .5 7 .9 0 .6 1 1 .1 750

Barratta 687 8 .0 7 .9 0 .4 8 0 .8 0 915

LL3 Chainpur # 21 22 4 .3 C) 1000

Chainpur 627 24 28 4 .5 3 .8 1000

Pam allee 668 4 .3 8 .4 3 .1 3 .0 915

Refs: K contents o f  C l ,  C 2, C3 were taken from  Mason [1 ] ,  except Warrenton, which was taken from Edwards [2 9 ] . 
K contents o f  the UOC were taken from  [8] , K content o f  Prairie D og Creek was assumed to be 800 ppm .
U and Th contents in T ab le  II were used. In the rem aining cases U was assumed to be  0 .0 1 1  ppm : T h /U  = 36.

A : age ca lcu lated  with the assumption that 4He is w holly prim ordial.
B : age ca lcu lated  with the assumption that 4He is radiogenic and cosm ogen ic.
a) 4H e defin ite ly  or probably prim ordial.
b) no K data ava ilab le .
c ) no 40Ar values ava ilab le.
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These measurements show that the production rate is probably accurate 
within ±  20%. The value shown in Table III has been adopted. For the 
2 1 Nec production rate in the UOC, Cobb's [24] average value for chondrites,
0. 38 X 10' 8 cm3 STP/g per million years has been adopted. With this value 
Anders's [20] 2 1 Nec production rates for carbonaceous chondrites have 
been recalculated. The results are shown in Table III. The errors of 
these production rates cannot be ascertained easily. Eberhardt et al. [10] 
have shown that 21Nec production rates in chondrites vary more than the 
3 Hec rates, but their ingenious correlations cannot be used for the 
carbonaceous chondrites. Judging from 28A1C measurements by Rowe,
Van Dilla, -and Anderson [25], it is concluded that variations by ±50%  are 
not uncommon among ordinary chondrites. If carbonaceous chondrites 
are generally as low in mass as their recovered weights seem to suggest 
(the largest Lancé weighs 52 kg, but 10 to 100 g is more typical), sig
nificant fluctuations of the 2 1 Nec production rates must be anticipated 
(cosmic-ray secondaries escape more easily from very small objects).

As mentioned in the preceding section, 3 Hec ages were calculated 
for the Cl and the C2 chondrites, and for Vigarano with the assumption 
that all 4He is, in fact, primordial. All the remaining 3 Hec ages were 
calculated in the usual way, i .e . 4 Hep is considered negligible. For Cold 
Bokkeveld, Erakot, Haripura, and Kaba 3 Hec ages were also calculated on 
the basis that 4He is wholly radiogenic and cosmogenic. In some 
meteorites the 3 Hep correction is greater than 3He actually present. In 
such cases the 3 Hec age is listed as > 0 m .y . The radiation ages are 
listed in Table IV, and are shown in the distributions of Fig. 2.

“ 1 T I I I  T III]---------1—1 T 1 1 1111

Cl
. . . .  &

C3.4 m rift ft ft ft

H3
L3
LL3 • ________Oa________

_____■ . ............................ . . .....I_____■ , ...............1______1 IIIU.U____ ■ ■ .............. ......... ..................................I I I ......... I_____ I I I I u .u lo.oi o.i i 10 loo
RADIATION AGE,m.y

FIG. 2. Radiation ages o f  carbonaceous chondrites and o f  UOC
Open symbols: average o f sHec and 21Nec ages; filled-in symbols: 21Nec age only
Circles: inert gas data from the present work; triangles: inert gas data from [1 0 }, [12] and [34]

No distinct trends show up for the three Cl chondrites. As expected, 
the 2 1 Nec ages are considerably greater than the 3Hec ages.

The 2 1Nec ages of the C2 chondrites range from 0.1  (Haripura) to 
about 14 m .y . (Kaba and Mokoia). The most interesting group is the one 
comprised by Boroskino, Cold Bokkeveld, Haripura, Nawapali, and Nogoya, 
with ages of 0.1 to 0 .5  m .y . No other carbonaceous chondrites are found 
in this age interval; in fact, among the several hundreds of ordinary 
chondrites for which inert gas data are available there are only four with 
ages near this interval, and only one of these, Morland, is in the interval.
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This is remarkable, and seems to imply that the five carbonaceous 
chondrites come from a single, or very few collisions. That the ages do 
not agree with a single value can be due to a number of causes. First, 
the known masses differ vastly, from 0.03 kg of Bells to 4 kg of Cold 
Bokkeveld. Second, the short ages are rather sensitive to errors in 
background corrections. It is curious that the uncorrected 3 Hec ages of 
Cold Bokkeveld and Haripura are near 0 .2  m .y . The 2 1Nec age of Cold 
Bokkeveld, on the basis of the data by Kirsten et al. [13], is near this 
value. Anders [2] finds an 26A1C age of 0.1 - 0 . 2  m .y . for Cold Bokkeveld. 
He states that Nogoya gives an 26A1 age of about 0. 15 m .y . Hence, it 
seems that at least Cold Bokkeveld, Haripura, Nawapali and Nogoya come 
from a single collision occurring about 0 . 2  ±  0 . 1 m .y . ago.

It is interesting in this respect that Dufresne and Anders [26] have 
discovered differences in mineralogy which seem to parallel the age trend. 
The authors find that the insoluble minerals of Cold Bokkeveld and Haripura 
(ages ~  0. 2 m .y .)  consist, among others, of 13% olivine and 13% of a 
magnetic spinel, whereas those of Mighei (age ~ 3  m .y .)a n d  Murray 
(age ~ 4 .  3 m .y .)  contain 50% olivine and only traces of spinel. It would 
be interesting to know whether all the C2 chondrites with ages of < 1 m .y . 
are of the Cold Bokkeveld type, and those with ages of > 1 m .y . of one or 
more different types.

Like the ages of the overwhelming majority of the other stony 
meteorites, those of the Cl and C2 chondrites are several orders of 
magnitude smaller than the radiation ages of iron meteorites (0 . 2  to
2 .0  X 109 yr). Most authors agree that this implies a different origin, 
with the stony meteorites coming from objects nearer to the orbit of the 
Earth. Grossly, the ages of the irons agree with collision lifetimes of 
debris from Ring asteroids or Mars asteroids, whereas the ages of the 
stony meteorites are more nearly comparable to collision lifetimes of 
debris from the Moon, or from Apollo asteroids. That the known 
carbonaceous chondrites come to Earth directly from Mars, or from the 
distant asteroids, can be ruled out on the basis of the present results. The 
objections against such an origin of the ordinary chondrites, stated by 
Arnold [27], are equally, if not more pertinent for the Cl and C2 
carbonaceous chondrites, whose ages are always less than 15 m .y . (the 
ages of ordinary chondrites range up to about 60 m .y .) .

It seems thus certain that the Cl and C2 carbonaceous chondrites 
come either from the Moon, from an Apollo asteroid, or perhaps from a 
comet. A lunar origin of the stony meteorites was first suggested by 
Urey [28] on the basis of their short radiation ages. In one form or 
another his theory has been adopted by a number of workers, while others 
have argued against it, accepting, however, as they did that certain rare 
varieties of meteorites, such as carbonaceous chondrites, might well 
come from the Moon (cf. [2]). The main objection against the lunar origin 
seems to be that it is somewhat difficult to imagine that an impact on the 
Moon could accelerate the friable carbonaceous chondrites to escape 
velocities without reducing them to dust. Perhaps carbonaceous 
chondrites represent the freakish survivors of such collisions.

The ages of the C3 and C4 chondrites present no fresh clues. Among 
the seven cases there are no ages of < 1 m .y . (if the 2 1Nec age ofGrossnaja 
is counted only). With two ages near 50 m .y . these meteorites are more 
comparable to the ordinary chondrites in this respect.
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No gross differences exist between the ages of the UOC and those of 
the ordinary chondrites proper (Fig. 3). In fact UOC ages occur in or near 
all of the age clusters, peaks, or intervals of the ordinary chondrites that 
have been proposed as having arisen from major impacts, such as at 
4 to 6 and 20 to 25 m .y ., for the bronzite chondrites, or 7 to 13 and 
16to31 m .y . for the hypersthene chondrites. It has been suggested by 
various authors that the UOC come from nearer the surface of chondrite 
parent objects than ordinary chondrites proper. Heymann [11] has pointed 
out that the ordinary chondrites may have come to Earth in two steps.
First, they were located on distant asteroids, perhaps one or a few Mars 
asteroids, which were fragmented by collisions (substantial evidence points

C 3 ,4

-------------.------- 1— ....................

H 3 i .

L 3  .

L L 3

0.1 I 10
U T h - H e  A G E , 10’ yr

FIG. 3. U, Th-He ages o f  carbonaceous chondrites and o f UOC
Open symbols: discordant ages; filled-in symbols: concordant ages; starred symbols: no 40Ar data available 
Circles: inert gas data from the present work; triangles: inert gas data from [1 0 ] , [12] and [34]

to a collision some 0. 5 X 10® yr ago, involving a hypersthene object). 
Subsequently a number of the asteroidal fragments of the original body, 
still of considerable size, were deflected by Mars into Earth-crossing 
orbits, such as those of the present Apollo asteroids. Impacts on these 
fragments produced the meteorites that come to Earth. The fact that UOC 
are nearly always present among the major age clusters of the ordinary 
chondrites seems to require that the collisions at those times involved the 
virtual destruction of an asteroid fragment, with meteoritic debris produced 
from what were originally near surface, as well as deeper locations of 
the original Mars asteroid.

GAS RETENTION AGES

No U, Th-He ages were estimated for the Cl and C2 chondrites, for 
Vigarano and Bremervôrde (run No. 6 8 8 ), because part, if not all 4He is 
primordial. In the remaining cases, except for Karoonda, the U contents 
were considered to be 0.011 ppm and the Th contents 0.040 ppm (cf. [11]). 
For Karoonda the U and Th data of Table II were used; 4He was corrected 
for 4Hec with 4 Hec / 4 Hec = 5 .0  [11].

Potassium contents for the carbonaceous chondrites were taken from
[1], except for Warrenton in [29]; the K contents for the UOC were taken 
from [8 ], In the case of Prairie Dog Creek, for which no K measurement 
was available, a K content of 800 ppm was assumed (the overwhelming 
majority of bronzite and hypersthene chondrites agree within + 1 0 % of this 
value).
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The following decay constants were employed:
X (238U) = 1 .54 x iO ' 10 y r "1; X (2 3 3U) = 9. 8 XIO ' 10 y r '1;
X(232Xh) =4. 99 X lO' 1 1  y r ’ 1; Xk =0. 583 X 10 ’ 10 y r '1;
X e = 4 .74  X 10 ' 10 y r ' 1

Like the radiation ages, the gas-retention ages shown in Table IV are only 
rough approximations. For the UOC, which are compositionally com
parable to ordinary chondrites proper, the error of the U, Th-He ages 
from the adopted average U and Th contents alone may be as high as 
±  25%, judging from the known U and Th contents of the ordinary chondrites. 
The U, Th-He ages of the C3 chondrites may be even more in error, 
inasmuch as there is no assurance that their U and Th contents are com
parable to those of ordinary chondrites. In fact, the U, Th-He ages of the 
C3 chondrites are highly anomalous in that these are systematically 
greater than the K -A r ages. This is unusual because 4 Her diffuses faster 
than 40A rr in ordinary chondrites, and probably also in the C3 chondrites. 
The systematic difference seems to imply that either the U and Th contents 
of C3 chondrites are substantially greater than 0.011 ppm and 0 .04 ppm, 
or that, contrary to the conclusion, significant proportions of 4He in these 
meteorites are 4 Hep. Although reliable K measurements are available for 
most of the chondrites, it must be cautioned that these were always ob
tained with different samples than the 40Ar data. For consistency K data 
have been employed for the carbonaceous chondrites from the work of one 
analyst, H .B . Wiik, whenever possible. His results are always in good 
agreement with those obtained by others, which seems to imply that K 
does not vary by much (± 1 0 -1 5 %  perhaps) in any given carbonaceous 
chondrite. Among the K analyses of the UOC, five of which are from the 
work of Wiik, only Manych with 1830 ppm is highly unusual. The remain
ing values are not inconsistent with the chondritic average of about 800 ppm, 
which seems to imply that the K data are probably accurate within + 20% 
for the samples. Some caution must, however, be maintained, especially 
for the LL3 meteorites, which are compositionally similar to the 
amphoteric chondrites. Kaiser and Zâhringer [30] have found vast K 
variations in the latter.

A survey of the ages (Figs 3 and 4) reveals that there is a rough cor
relation between the types of carbonaceous chondrites and K -A r ages:
Cl meteorites give ages of 1 to 1 .5  X 10 9 yr, C2 meteorites of
0. 6 to 4. 6 X109 yr, and (C3 + C4) of 2 to 4 XIO9 yr. However, the dif
ference between C2 and (C3 + C4) is certainly not very pronounced; both 
varieties contain a substantial fraction of meteorites with ages only 
slightly lower than the accepted age of the solar system. The most con
sistent theory is that the carbonaceous chondrites were only slightly heated 
4. 5 XIO9 yr ago, if at all, and that the extremely fine-grained nature of 
the matrix material, which evidently contains the potassium [1 ], makes 
the carbonaceous chondrites especially liable to lose 40Arr by diffusion.
This in turn is consistent with the general evidence for substantial He 
losses from these meteorites.

The great majority of the UOC seem to have cooled to below about 
200 to 300° C -  the temperature interval in which 40Arr retention changes 
from virtually complete loss to virtually complete retention [2 0 ] -  between 
4. 5 and 2 .5  X 109 yr ago. In this respect it is interesting that the con
cordant U, Th-He ages (agreement with K -A r  ages within about ±  20%) 
point towards the same general conclusion. Notable exceptions are
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Barratta, Carraweena and Mezb-Madaras, all three of the L3 variety. 
(Clovis, from the work of Hintenberger et al. [12] has a very low U, 
Th-He age of < 0.1 X IO 9 yr; obviously this meteorite suffered severe 
He losses during the cosm ic-ray exposure era). The K -A r age of

Cl

....................i

C 2

C 3 ,4

H 3

L 3 n m

L L  3

0.1 I 10
K - A r  A G E , 10’ yr

FIG.4. K-Ar ages o f  carbonaceous chondrites and o f UOC
Circles: inert gas data from the present work; triangles: inert gas data from [1 0 ], [12 ] and [34] 
Symbol K refers to Kaba

FIG. 5. U, Th-He ages (from Fig. 3) o f  the UOC versus "percent mean deviation o f  olivine” , taken 
from [8 ]
Open circles: H3; filled-in  circles: L3; triangles: 1X3 chondrites. Lettering: BA=Barratta,
BI = Bishunpur, BR = Bremervôrde; CA =Carraweena; CH = Chainpur; CL = Clovis; KH = Khohar; 
KR = Krymka; MA = Manych; MM = Mezô-Madaras; PA = Parnallee; PDC = Prairie Dog Creek; 
TI '  Tieschitz

Tieschitz, given as 2. 8 6  XIO9 yr by [10], was recalculated with the K 
content now available [8 ], It has been noted before [11] that Barratta and 
Carraweena seem to have been definitely involved in a collision of a 
hypersthene parent object some 500 m .y . ago. Heymann's [11] study of 
the hypersthene chondrites has further shown that the 500 m .y . collision, 
while being the most prominent feature in the U, Th-He age distribution
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below 2 XIO9 yr, is certainly not the only catastrophic collision for which 
there is evidence in this time interval; a few earlier as well as a few more 
recent collisions are indicated by the data, but the ages of these are un
certain. Mezô-Madaras, and perhaps Khohar and Parnallee, with con
cordant ages of about 1. 5, 2 ,6 , and 3 .0  X 109 yr, may have been involved 
in earlier collisions.

The UOC open an interesting possibility for studying the 3 to 4 X 109yr 
time interval. It has been argued by various workers that the degree of 
metamorphism is related to the depth at which these chondrites found 
themselves beneath the surface of the meteorite parent body, i. e. that the 
least recrystallized and equilibrated ones were nearer to the surface, and 
vice versa. One would expect that those nearer the surface cooled faster, 
and hence show the greater U, Th-He and K -A r ages. A test for this 
hypothesis is shown in Fig. 5. The U, Th~He ages (which are more sen
sitive indicators of storage at higher temperatures than the K -A r ages) 
are plotted along the vertical axis. Along the horizontal axis is plotted 
the quantity "percent mean deviation of olivine" taken from [8 ]. This 
quantity is proportional to the degree of unequilibration of the chondrites. 
There is no trend discernible among the H3 chondrites (Clovis must be 
discounted). However, there is a distinct trend among the L3 chondrites 
with decreasing U, Th-He ages for increasing degree of equilibration.
With only two points, no firm conclusions are possible for the LL3 
chondrites, however, it is noteworthy that the more equilibrated chondrite 
Parnallee also has the lower U, Th-He age. Roughly, then, one can 
conclude that the gas-retention ages are not inconsistent with the hypothesis 
that the more highly equilibrated ordinary chondrites come, on the 
average, from greater depths in the parent objects than the more un
equilibrated ordinary chondrites. This conclusion has interesting im
plications for the origin of these meteorites.
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D IS C U S S IO N

H. E. SUESS: May I just make a remark on nomenclature? I see
you use the term "unequilibrated" chondrites. Now I am prepared to go 
on record as maintaining that all chondrites (with very few exceptions) 
are essentially unequilibrated. The term "equilibrated" chondrites may 
perhaps refer to some pre-existing parent material from which this type 
of chondrite was formed. There is, of course, also no reason to call 
the one group of chondrites more primitive than the other.

O. A. SCHAEFFER: While the choice of words may be unfortunate
in implying the existence of a state of matter that is not recognized by all 
workers, there are definitely several classes of chondrites which can be 
described and differentiated on mineralogical and petrographic grounds, 
and one group appears more equilibrated than the rest. These conclusions 
are borne out by the results of rare-gas measurements of "primordial" 
gases.
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Abstract

DATING METHODS BASED ON THE EXTINCT RADIONUCLIDES IODINE-129 AND PLUTONIUM-244. 
The meteorites and the Earth contain various amounts o f excess fissiogenic xenon isotopes and there seems 
to be a simple relationship between the amounts o f fissiogenic xenon and the present-day abundances of 
uranium. The spontaneous fission o f the extinct radionuclide 244Pu appears to have contributed to the 
inventories o f  the fissiogenic xenon in the meteorites and in the Earth’s atmosphere. Most achondrites 
contain about 5 X 10-5 cm 3 STP 136̂ Xe/g U, while the amounts in chondrites seem to be larger than this 
by a factor o f 2 or 3 . The meteorites also contain various amounts o f excess radiogenic 129Xe, which 
is the decay product o f the extinct radionuclide 1291 . The 244P u /I36Xe and 1291 /129Xe decay intervals of 
many meteorites were found to be concordant.

INTRODUCTION

The hypothesis that spontaneous fission of extinct 244Pu is responsible 
for the xenon isotope anomaly in the mass region 131-136 was put 
forward by Kuroda [1-3] in 1960. Experimental evidence for the 
existence of excess amounts of fission-produced (fissiogenic) xenon 
isotopes, which appear to be the spontaneous fission decay products of 
244Pu, has recently been reported in several meteorite samples [4-9]. 
Fleischer, Price and Walker [10] have also reported that the density 
of fossil fission tracks observed in some meteoritic minerals is much 
greater than can be explained by the spontaneous fission of 238U, ancj 
suggested that the spontaneous fission of 244Pu has probably contributed 
to the production of the fossil fission tracks.

The dating method based on the decay of extinct nuclide 1291 for the 
early solar system has been known prior to the time the 244Pu dating 
method was proposed. Reynolds [11], in 1960, found that the xenon 
extracted from the meteorite Richardton was highly enriched in 129Xe.
This phenomenon (the so-called 'special' xenon anomaly) has since 
been observed in many meteorite samples. The time intervals between 
cessation of nucleosynthesis and formation of the meteorites have been 
calculated based on the 1 2 9 I- 129Xe method for a number of meteorites.
The values thus obtained for the 12 9 I - 129Xe decay intervals turned out 
to be rather short; for example, about 50 m .y . for the meteorite 
Richardton [8 ],

Kuroda and co-workers [6 ], in 1966, studied about a dozen meteorites, 
including Ca-rich and Ca-poor achondrites, and found that almost all 
the meteorites seem to fit an 'isochron' corresponding to the 244P u -136Xe 
formation interval of approximately 300 m. y . , whereas the values of the 
i2 91- 129Xe formation intervals tend to scatter more or less randomly
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within the range of 100-300 m. y. They suggested that these results can be 
interpreted on the basis of the hypothesis that 244Pu is synthesized 
solely in the supernova explosion, while 129I can be synthesized in the 
solar, as well as in the galactic nucleosynthesis processes [12, 13].

Attempts are now being made in this laboratory to establish a 
reliable dating method for the early solar system based on the two 
extinct radionuclides, 129I and 244Pu, and the results obtained so far 
are summarized in this report.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experimental procedures for the measurements of the isotopic 
compositions of xenon have been described earlier [4, 7], The iodine, 
uranium and tellurium contents of the meteorites were determined, 
using the neutron activation technique, by irradiating the meteorite 
samples in the CP-5 pile at the Argonne National Laboratory [6 ], 
Details of the experimental procedures will soon be published.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tables I and II show the isotopic compositions of xenon and the 
abundances of iodine, tellurium and uranium in 14 samples of meteorite 
studies in this laboratory during the past few years [4, 6 , 7, 14].
Figure 1 compares the m ass-yield distribution of the excess fissiogenic 
xenon isotopes in the meteorite Pasamonte calculated from the data 
reported by Rowe and Kuroda [4], with the m ass-yield curves for the 
spontaneous fission of 238U (15), 242Cm [16] and242Pu [17]. In 
calculating the excess amounts of fissiogenic xenon in the meteorites, 
the following two methods have been used:

«1 = (Xe^Xe130” )M - (Xei/X e 130)p, (1)

and

Aj = (XeVxe130p )M - (Xe ‘/X e 130 )A, (2)

where the subscripts M, P and A refer to the isotopic ratios in the 
meteoritic, primordial (Murray) [18], and atmospheric xenon [19], 
respectively, and 13°PXe is the primordial component of 130Xe.
Although 130Xe is a shielded nuclide, a considerable fraction of the 
130Xe in some meteorites is cosmic-ray produced and hence,

( 130Xe ) = (13°PXe) + (13 0 cXe) (3)

where the superscript £  refers to the cosmic-ray-produced component.
The relative cosmic-ray-production ratios of the xenon isotopes 

have recently been measured in this laboratory and elsewhere [20-23],
The following cosmic-ray-production ratio was used in this work;
124:126: 128: 130: 131: 132 = 0.57:1.00: 1 .53:0.86: 2 .5 :0 .60 .
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TABLE I. ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS OF XENON  
IN METEORITES

M eteorite 124 126 128 129 130 131 132 134 136

I . . . . . . 0 .529 7 .4 8 1 .0 0 4 .9 6 6 .0 5 2 .2 3 1 .9 3

II . . . . . . 0 .520 6.97 1 .0 0 5 .16 6 .4 0 2 .4 1 2 .0 9

m 0 .034 0 .034 0 .5 5 7 .4 0 1 .0 0 5 .0 5 6 .21 2 .3 6 2 .0 0

IV 0.202 0 .292 0 .8 0 6 .30 1 .0 0 6 .30 7 .3 4 4 .4 4 4 .3 3

V 0.093 0 .142 0 .59 5 .9 4 1 .00 5.21 6 .16 2 .4 8 2 .1 6

VI 0 .440 0 .666 1 .1 0 4 .7 3 1 .0 0 4 .78 6 .2 0 4 .0 0 3 .9 3

VII 0 .035 0 .043 0 .52 7 .9 1 1 .0 0 5 .2 5 6 .65 2 .5 6 2 .1 9

VIII 0 .613 0 .258 0 .7 9 6.16 1 .0 0 5.92 8 .3 9 4 .78 4 .7 5

IX 0.028 0 .026 0.51 18.6 1 .0 0 5 .0 4 6 .1 4 2 .3 5 1.97

X 0 .145 0 .230 0 .69 5 .56 1 .00 5.08 5 .90 2 .6 2 2 .3 6

XI 0.297 0 .523 1 .0 0 4 .0 2 1 .00 5.18 4 .6 5 2 .57 2 .5 0

XII 0 .023 0 .025 0 .5 0 6 .52 1 .0 0 5 .26 6 .63 2 .5 9 2 .1 9

XIII 0 .050 0 .070 0 .52 9 .02 1 .00 5.27 6 .4 5 2 .6 2 2 .2 4

XIV 0 .072 0.087 0.58 6 .45 1 .0 0 5 .2 4 6 .81 3 .28 2 .9 6

Atmosphere 0 .024 0 .022 0 .470 6.47 1 .0 0 5.18 6.58 2 .5 6 2.17

I, Fayetteville Dark; II, Fayetteville Light; III Bruderheim;

IV, Juvinas; V, Stannem; VI, Petersburg; VII, Cumberland Falls;

VIII, M oore County; IX, Shallowater; X, Sioux County; XI, M t. padbury;

XII, Shalka; XIII, Pena Blanca Spring; XIV, Pas am onte.

As shown in Fig. 1, 6 , and A¡ values agree with each other rather 
well except for at mass number 132. The general shape of the ói curve 
is in essential agreement with the mass-yield distribution pattern for 
the spontaneous fission of 238U (and 242Pu), whereas the Ai curve shows 
some resemblance to the 242Cm spontaneous fission mass-yield  
distribution pattern.

Figure 2 compares the 6, curves for the excess fissiogenic xenon 
extracted from six achondrite samples. Most ó¡ values fall within the 
shaded area between the spontaneous fission mass-yield curves for 
242Cm and 238U (2 4 2 p u ). Considering the facts that the amounts of 
excess fissiogenic xenon in the meteorites are extremely small (of the 
order of 10 - 12  cm3STP/g meteorite) and a large correction for the 
cosmic-ray-produced xenon components has to be applied to obtain the 
ôi values, the resemblance between the shapes of the ói curves and 
the spontaneous fission m ass-yield curves for 238XJ, 242pu and 242Cm 
is quite remarkable.
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TABLE II. I, Te, U AND Xe IN METEORITES

Meteorites
I

(PP 109)
T e

(ppm)
U

(PP 1C?)
130 Xe

(1 0 -12 cm 3 STP/g)

I

II

71 1 28 49 ± 21 430

III 21 ± 4 4 .9  ± 0 .9 12 ± 1 23

IV 35 ± 4 i  ± i 210 ± 18 4 .2

V 635 ± 20 i  ± i 176 ± 16 17

VI 83 ± 25 1 .6  ± 0 .3 103 ± 6 3 .4

VII 460 ± 50 2 .0  ± 0 .3 21 ± 5 6 .2

VIII 81 ± 8 0 .3  ± 0 .2 45 ± 6 2 .5

IX 188 ±18 6 .9  ± 1 .3 49 i  7 40

X 1 4 .0  ± 0 .3 0 .4  ± 0 .3 107 ± 10 8 .7

XI 96 ± 2 0 .8  ± 0 .1 109 ± 10 4 .0

XII 125 ±59 0.07 ± 0.01 5 .6  ± 1 .2 4 .8

XIII 2 9 .0  ± 1 .2 1 .0 ±  0.3 13 .1  ± 0 .4 6 .0

XIV 113 ± 48 1 ± 1 78 ± 28 3 .3

The possibility that the neutron-induced fission of 235U is partially 
responsible for the production of the excess fissiogenic xenon in the 
meteorites cannot be entirely excluded. Figure 2 shows that all the 
5i36 values lie between the mass-yield curves for 238U spontaneous 
fission and 235U neutron-induced fission. It may become possible to 
calculate the contributions from the 235U fission, if the mass-yield  
ratio. 136/134 for the spontaneous fission of 244Pu turns out to be the 
same as that for 235U spontaneous fission. Further studies along 
these lines are in progress in this laboratory.

Figure 3 shows that most of the meteorites contain about 5X 10"5 cm3 

STP 136f X e / g U, while a number of meteorites show indications that they 
may contain perhaps by a factor of 2 to 3 greater amounts, i. e. about 
1 to 1 .5 X IO- 4 cm3 STP/g U.

This is at least one order of magnitude greater than that expected 
from the 238U spontaneous fission alone. Rowe and Kuroda [4] have 
shown that the amount of fissiogenic xenon found in the meteorite
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FIG. 1. Mass-yield distribution o f  the excess heavy xenon isotopes in the meteorite Pasamonte

FIG.2. Mass-yield distributions o f  the excess heavy xenon isotopes in six achondrites
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Pasamonte (about 5X 10' 5 cni STP/g U) is consistent with the 244pu_136xe 
formation interval of this meteorite of approximately 300 m. y. Meason, 
Rao and Kuroda [24] have recently re-determined the isotopic compo
sition of xenon in the Bruderheim meteorite. They found that the 
amounts of excess 136Xe and excess I29Xe in this meteorite are 
(1.1± 0.4)X 10' 12  and (50± 2)X 10"12  cm®STP/g meteorite, respectively. 
The excess 136X e/U  ratio is calculated to be (9 .5± 3 .3 )X 10' 5 cm3 STP/g U, 
while the excess 129X e /l ratio is (2 .4± 0.5)X 10“3 cm3 STP/g I. From  
these data, the 244P u /136Xe and the 12 9 l / 129Xe decay intervals were 
calculated to be (144± 46)X 106 yr and (134± 5)X 106 yr, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Relationship between the amounts o f  excess 136Xe and uranium content o f  the meteorites

The 244P u /136Xe and the I29i/l29xe decay intervals for a number 
of other meteorites were also recalculated and the results are shown in 
Fig. 4. The concordant decay intervals can be obtained for the 
chondrites and achondrites from the observed 136fX e/U  and 1291 X e /I  
ratios in the meteorites and the theoretically calculated initial ratios 
of 244Pu/U and 12 9 1/I at the time of the cessation of nucleosynthesis 
given by Kuroda [2] in 1961:

« = (244Pu/U)o

P244 A-238 -A* exp(-A»A) - exp(-X^44A) (4 )
P238 x 244-x * exp(-X* A) - exp(-A238A) ’

1

and

j3 = (1 2 9 I /I )  = £ 1 2 2 . A i L .
0 Pi27 A129 exp(X* A )-l (5)
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where P2 4 4 etc. are the production rates of 244Pu etc. , the A's are the 
decay constants, A* is the rate constant for the nucleosynthesis and 
A is  the duration of nucleosynthesis.

TIME AFTER NUCLEOSYNTHESIS ( I 0 6 Y EA R S )

FIG.4. The 136̂ Xe/U  and 128rX e /I ratios in several meteorites.
Notice that the 244 P u /136Xe and 129I / 129Xe decay intervals are concordant. The data for the Bruderheim 
chondrule BC-15 were taken from C. Merrihue (J. geophys. Res. 71 (1966) 263); Bruderheim IV is based 
on the xenon isotope data reported by Manuel and Rowe (Geochim. cosm ochim . Acta 28 (1964) 1999) 
O : BrfXe/U
□  : i»* X e /U

For A* = 0.1 X 10' 9 yr‘ t and A= 6 X 109 yr, the foil owing values 
are obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5), if the new 244Pu half-life values [25] 
are used:

and a = 2.35 X 10-2, ( 6 )

/3 = 3.OX 10-3. (V
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These values correspond to the 136fX e/U  and 129rX e /l ratios of

(136 6Ce)o /U  = 3.2 X IO- 4 cm3 STP/g U< (8 )

and

(129rXe)o/I  = 5.3X 10' 1 cm3 STP/g I, (9)

for the meteorite, which started to retain its xenon immediately after 
the cessation of galactic nucleosynthesis.

Sabu, Ganapathy and Kuroda [26] have recently calculated the 
244pu/i36Xe and 12 9 l / 129Xe decay intervals of the meteorites Nakhla 
and Lafayette. These meteorites also have concordant decay intervals.
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D I S C U S S I O N

J. ZÂHRINGER: I have three questions for Professor Kuroda.
1. In a recently published paper, J. H. Reynolds reports a very narrow 
region of about 2 m. y .  for the 129Xe retention. How does this agree with 
your ^ P u  data?
2. The measurements that we have made on a large number of chondrites 
show that the "prim ordial" 36Ar, 84Kr and 132Xe contents vary by a factor 
of as much as 100, while the 12 9 X e /132Xe ratios are more or less constant. 
(For ordinary chondrites 129X e /132Xe «  1.5 ± 0.4. ) A similar situation 
exists for the excess of the fission component, and I should like to know 
whether you have any explanation for this fact.
3. The 129X e /132Xe ratio in the Saint-Séverin meteorite is, as I know from  
measurements we have made, 1.55, with 132Xe = 0.004 X 10"8 cm3 /g . Yet 
from the considerations put forward by you one would not expect much 
129Xe excess, and I wonder whether you would care to comment on this.

P. K. KURODA: I will reply to your questions in order.
1. In the preprint to which you refer, Reynolds simply carries out 
heating experiments on several irradiated chondrites and shows that there 
is a correlation between the 129X e /132Xe ratio and the 128* X e /132Xe ratio. 
From the slope of the straight line which can be obtained-for the high- 
temperature fractions, he concludes that the chondrites were all formed 
within ± 2 m. y.  or so. I think that the conclusion is an interesting one, 
but dangerous. The measurements should be repeated.
2. I note that you have a variation in the 12 9X e /132Xe ratio of 0.9 to 1.9, 
and the chondrites studied by you will probably fit in the diagram which I 
showed in my presentation. The I and U contents should be measured and 
the xenon isotope data should be normalized to 13 0Xe.
3. Your data show that there is excess radiogenic xenon in the Saint- 
Séverin meteorite. This is likewise very interesting, and here again 
the I content of the meteorite should be determined.

G. J. WASSERBURG: I should like to hear your latest views on the
isotopic composition of terrestrial xenon.

P. K. KURODA: My belief in the existence of M4Pu spontaneous
fission xenon in the Earth 1 s atmosphere remains essentially the same 
as in 1960. However, the problem of the cosm ic-ray production of xenon 
in meteorites and its relation to the difference in the isotopic compositions 
of meteoritic and terrestrial xenon still remains to be solved. There is 
a possibility that the terrestrial xenon may represent the "prim ordial" 
xenon, and that the entire meteoritic xenon represents the alteration 
products. I may publish something about this in the future.

D. E. FISHER: You presented data on I, T and U abundances. Are
those averages of multiple determinations or individual runs?

P. K. KURODA: They are the average values of at least two
determinations. In some cases, for example Bruderheim or Pasamonte, 
the measurements have been made many times, and by different workers. 
Wânke reported the U content of Pasamonte to be 54 pplO9, while Nix and 
Kuroda (1966) obtained a value of 132 ± 7 pplO9 (three determinations). 
Clark, Rowe, Ganapathy and Kuroda (1966) have reported the intermediate 
value figuring in this paper.

R. M. WALKER: I should just like to comment on the importance of
working with separated mineral phases. May I point out again that any
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AT values are going to depend on the crystal phase in which they are 
measured? Unless the iodine and plutonium occur in the same mineral 
phase, one would not in general expect exact concordance. Indeed the 
AT values might be quite different. This point can be studied by working 
with separated minerals, and in addition new information, such as the 
cooling curve that I described earlier, can be obtained.

P. K. KURODA: I have the feeling that concordant ^ P u  and 129I
dates should also be obtained for the different mineral phases. It would 
be a good idea to perform the experiments needed to check this.
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Abstract

COSMIC RADIATION AGES AND SPACE EROSION. 2. THE IRON METEORITES. Previously measured 
“ A r/^C l, 3A r /39Ar, and 4IK /40K cosm ic radiation ages o f eight iron meteorites are compared. In all 
cases the potassium age is higher, and in four cases the discordancy is beyond the experimental error limits. 
The discordancy cannot be removed by considerations o f  argon-diffusion loss, and considerations based solely 
on a long-term variation o f the cosm ic-ray intensity are not satisfactory. A time-independent space erosion 
effect o f 2 X 1 0"8 cm/yr can resolve the discrepancy and bring all the radiation ages into agreement within 
a conservative error lim it o f ± 1CVJo.

INTRODUCTION

There are at the present time two well-established methods for the 
determination of the cosmic radiation ages of iron meteorites: the 40K /41K 
method of Voshage and Hintenberger [1], and the 36C l /36Ar (or 39A r / 38Ar) 
method of Schaeffer and Heymann [2], Davis and Sprenkel [3], and other 
workers. The various difficulties seem to have been worked out of these 
two methods and one would expect that when individual meteorites are 
dated by both these techniques the resulting ages would agree within the 
bounds of experimental error. This, however, is not the case.

Schaeffer and Heymann [2] have measured the 38A r /30Ar and/or 
36C l /36Ar ages of six dated fall iron meteorites. The ages quoted in their 
paper are incorrect; however, their published raw data are correct and 
the ages calculated from these data are given here in Table I. Cobb [4] 
has measured the 38A r /39Ar ages of several irons. His data (for those 
meteorites which have also been dated by the 40K /41K method) are included 
in Table I. Several other workers [3. 5] have reported 36C l /36Ar ages of 
iron meteorites, but these either were done on finds rather than falls 
(so that terrestrial decay of 36C1 introduces an unknown and sometimes 
obviously large error) or both the 36C1 and 36Ar were not measured on 
the same sample (so that depth effects may be important) or 36Ar was not 
measured at all but was calculated from Ne and He measurements. These 
data are not considered at the present time. Also shown in Table I are 
the 40K /41K radiation ages of these same meteorites [6 ]. In every case 
the 40K /41K age is older than the 36A r /36Cl age; in four of the eight cases 
the discrepancy lies beyond the bounds of experimental error. Further, 
the older meteorites show the larger discrepancies. These are plotted 
in Fig. 1; the only exceptions to this general rule are Norfork and Grant.

*  Contribution No. 763 from the Institute o f  Marine Science, University o f M iami. Research 
supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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TABLE I. 40K /41K, 36C1 / 36Ar, 38A r /39Ar, and 21N e/26Al COSMIC 
RADIATION AGES OF IRON METEORITESa

Meteorite "K / ^ K  Age “ Cl/ “Ar Age 99Ar/ 38Ar Age
(m. y. ) 8

21Ne/26A l Age

Arispe 905 100

Aroos 920 610 635 830

Duchesne 200 165

Grant 695 625 ± 100 490

Norfolk 685 500 (500)

Norfork 700 640 670

Odessa 890 300

Sikhote A lin 355 ± 70 290 à 70 340 270

Treysa 620 420 370 440

Bogou 560 i  80 390

Charlotte 340 i  100 255

Santa Apaloria 730 700 è 350

a (Data from references [ 2 ,4 , 6, 8] ).

K<0/ K41 AGE (m .y .)

F IG .l.  Age discrepancy versus measured 40 K / 44 K ages

It is shown in a later section that Norfork, because of its size, is expected 
to show only a small space erosion effect while Grant has a large error 
associated with its 36A r /36Cl age and a disagreement between this age and 
the 2 1 N e/ 26A1 age which does lie on the general curve of Fig. 1.
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Such a discrepancy was previously ascribed tentatively to space 
erosion and/or cosmic radiation variations in time [1, 7], Recently 
Lipschutz et al. [8 ] stated that the discrepancy does not exist, largely 
because of their work on the 2 1N e /26Al method of radiation age determi
nation. But their technique was normalized to the published 36A r /36Cl 
age of 600 m. y.  for Norfolk [2], whereas the correct 36A r /36Cl age for 
this meteorite is 500 m. y.  (see Table I). Correcting all their data for 
this change re-establishes the discrepancy, as is shown in Table I. If 
their argument is accepted that the discrepancy in the ages of Arispe and 
Odessa is due to multiple breakup, and note that their error limits on 
Santa Apalonia are too large for that datum to be meaningful, six meteorite 
ages are left to be compared to the 40K /41K ages. In all these cases the 
40K /41K ages are higher, and in three of these six the discrepancy is 
beyond the bounds of experimental error. Their Aroos age disagrees with 
that determined by both 36A r /36Cland 38A r / 39Ar. Since the 2 1N e /26Al 
method involves a normalization to an 36A r /36Cl age, and since the 
36Ar /  36C1 and 38A r / 39Ar ages for Aroos are in good agreement with each 
other, it will be assumed that the 2 1 N e /26Al age for Aroos is not valid.

There are two major distinctions between the potassium and the rare 
gas methods of cosmic radiation age determination: (a) The stable cosmo
genic nuclides and the 40K radioactive nuclide integrate the cosmic-ray  
flux over the entire time of exposure, while the 39Ar and 36C1 radioactive 
nuclides integrate only over the last thousand and million years, respective 
ly, and (b) the 36A r /36Cl and 38A r /39Ar method depends on rare gases, 
while the 40K /41K method does not. These lead to the possibilities that 
either space erosion or time variations in cosm ic-ray intensity, or dif
fusion losses of the rare gases may be responsible for the discrepancy.
In this paper it is considered that time variations of the cosmic rays should 
not be invoked from these data until it has been shown that neither of the 
other possibilities is sufficient.

Diffusion losses of argon will be considered briefly in the next section 
and shown to lead to effects which are not observed.

It has recently been suggested that space erosion may be an important 
effect in the observed cosmic radiation age pattern of about 70 stone 
meteorites [9], To a first approximation a space erosion rate of about 
0.56 X 10' 6 cm /yr seems to give reasonable agreement with the observed 
age spectrum. According to the limited information now available on 
cratering effects in various media [1 0 ] one would expect a space erosion 
rate of about 1  to 2 orders of magnitude less in iron meteorites than in 
stones [9], This would imply an effective erosion rate of about 10"8 cm /yr  
for the iron meteorites. The possibility that the observed discrepancy 
in cosmic radiation ages is due to such a space erosion rate will then be 
discussed.

ARGON DIFFUSION

The discordant ages could be reconciled by an argon diffusion loss of 
a few per cent per 108 yr, as shown by the data in Table II. Such a slow 
diffusion rate would not affect the measured 39Ar content, since this has 
all been formed within about the last 103 yr, and of course the 36C1 
content would not be affected, and thus the measured 36A r /36Cl and
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38A r /39Ar ages would be shorter than the true ages, given by the 40K /41K 
data.

Such a possibility cannot be ruled out by the few data available on rare 
gas diffusion in iron meteorites [1 1 ],
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FIG.2. Measured 3H e /38Ar ratios versus calculated 7° Ar loss (Table II)

If this, however, were the explanation, two other effects should be 
observed: (a) cosmogenic He would be lost faster than cosmogenic Ar, 
and therefore the 3H e/ 38Ar ratio would decrease faster than the total * 36Ar 
content. Then a plot of 3H e/ 38Ar versus %Ar loss (the percentage of Ar 
loss that would be necessary to reconcile the discordant ages) should show 
a correlated decrease. Figure 2 shows no such effect; (b) Ne would also 
be lost faster than Ar by any diffusion process. Then an age based on 
21Ne should generally be lower than an age based on 36Ar. As discussed 
in the previous section, the published 2 1N e /26Al age normalization was 
based on an erroneous 36A r /36Cl age. For the purposes of this section, 
their data can be normalized to the 36A r / 36C1 data in Sikhote Alin [2], since 
Sikhote Alin shows a negligible argon diffusion loss according to the 
conclusions of Table II. Then, from this normalization, 2 1N e /26Al ages 
can be calculated. The results are shown in Table III. It is clear that 
there does not exist a trend toward 21Ne ages being uniformly lower than
36Ar ages. It is therefore concluded that diffusion loss of Ar is not 
responsible for the discrepancy in the 40K /41K and 36C l /36Ar ages.

It has been suggested recently that the low 3H content of iron meteor
ites is due to diffusion loss after the meteorite has hit the ground [12]. If 
this mechanism were to be invoked for the cosmic radiation age dis
crepancies, then 39Ar would be lost as effectively as 36Ar and 38Ar. One 
would1 then observe a discrepancy between the 39A r /38Ar ages and the 
36 Ar /  36C1 ages, since 36C1 would not be lost by this mechanism. Such a 
discrepancy, as shown by the data of Heymann and Schaeffer [2], does not 
generally exist.

SPACE EROSION

In the case of the stone meteorites the first approximation taken was 
that of a time-independent erosion rate. Various time-dependent effects 
were then considered. In the case of the iron meteorites, so few age
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TABLE II. ARGON DIFFUSION LOSSES NECESSARY TO 
RECONCILE THE DISCORDANT AGES OF TABLE I

Meteorite 36Armeasured 
x  10~8s cm3/g

36Ardeficient 
X 10 8 s cms /g

7o36Ar(]ef¡cj ent ■Ü/108 yr

Aroos 25 12. 2 .33 3.6

Grant 18 2 10 1.45

Norfolk 24 8. 7 26. 6 3. 9

Norfork 23 - - -

Sikhote A lin 4 .4 - - -

Treysa 20 9 31 5. 1

Bogou 22. 5 6. 5 22.4 4.45

Charlotte 17.3 4 18.8 6

TABLE III. 2 iN e / 2 6 A i  AGES, NORMALIZED TO SIKHOTE ALIN

Meteorite 21Ne/26A l Age “ A r / ^ l  Age
(m. y. )

Aroos 960 620

Grant 570 625

Norfolk 580 500

Treysa 510 400

determinations are available that it does not seem reasonable to go beyond 
this first stage. A stone erosion rate of 0.56 X 10' 6 cm /yr seemed to best 
fit the data. A necessary assumption for that work was that stone 
meteorites are eroded much faster than are the irons. At that time no 
experimental evidence was available which had bearing on this problem, 
but a recent study [13] does indeed corroborate this assumption. Unfortu
nately, this work gives no quantitative data beyond the conclusion that the 
irons are eroded at a rate small compared to that of the stones. Other 
work [1 0 ] on cratering effects in various media leads to the conclusion 
that the iron erosion rate should be one to two orders of magnitude less 
than that of the stones: somewhere in the range (0.5 - 5) X 10' 8 cm /yr.

In the first paper on space erosion in meteorites, Whipple and 
Fireman [14] calculated a maximum erosion rate of 1.5 X 10”7 cm /yr; this 
was changed to < 5 X 1(T7 cm /yr due to a more accurately determined 
radiation age for Sikhote Alin [15], and a more strict limit of < 1 0 ' 8 cm /yr  
was determined for the Grant meteorite. This in turn was changed [9] to 
< 3.7 X 10' 8 cm /yr, as a result of a more accurately determined radiation 18

18
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age for that meteorite. These limits are in agreement with the above- 
named range of values, (0.5 - 5) X 10' 8 cm /yr. If the 40K / 41K radiation 
age of Aroos (920 m.y.  ) is taken as its true age, apparent 36A r /36Cl 
radiation ages of 840 and 390 m. y. can be calculated from those two 
erosion rates. The measured 36A r /36Cl age is 620 m. y.  [2], For the 
remainder of this discussion a "best" errosion rate of 2 X 10' 8 cm /yr, 
based on the Aroos data, is chosen.

The space erosion effect, as first pointed out by Whipple and 
Fireman [14], depends on the production rate of the stable nuclide X , over 
the radiation age T ' , being given by

Px (t) = Ae-a(r+Et) (1)

while that of the radioactive nuclide Y , formed only during the recent time 
interval of its mean life r  ( t  << T ) 1 is

Py(t) = Ae' (2)

where r is the preatmospheric radius and r > >  E r. 
ation age T is then defined as

T "
_ /  Px (t) dt CFT = 6 X —

o-v

The 36C l /36Ar radi-

(3)

and therefore

T = (1 - e‘ aET’ ) /aE (4)

For 40K, t is effectively equal to or greater than T ' , and so the effect is 
negligible. Taking the 4 1K /40K measured radiation ages of the iron 
meteorites to be their true radiation ages T ' , the apparent ages T, which 
would be those measured by the rare gas method can then be calculated. 
These calculated ages can then be compared to the measured rare gas ages 
as a test of the model.

A correction to the above must be made in the case of the small 
meteorites, since the production rate actually shows a build-up to a hump 
before the exponential decline of Eqs. 1 and 2 begins. The high energy 
production of nuclear reactions as a function of depth has been studied by 
Fireman and Zâhringer [16], Honda [17], and Shedlovsky and Rayudu [18], 
The mass 36 curve, together with that of neighbouring nuclides, is given 
in Fig. 3. This curve can be approximated, in the pertinent radius region,
by

P(r) = A' e'ar r > 8 . 9 (5a)

= A' 8 . 9 > r > 6 .4 (5b)

= Aear 6 .4  > r > 3. 8 , A 1 = 1.07A (5c)

Thus, for the case of Norfork, the recovered mass is 1 kg. A uniform 
correction of 50% is applied to all the meteorites for atmospheric ablation, 
in the absence of any better estimates [18], giving a pre-atmospheric

18*
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radius r of 3.8 cm. The 40K / 41K radiation age T 1 is 700 m.y.  At a 
constant erosion rate E = 2 X 10"8 cm /yr, 14 cm were eroded during 
Norfork's lifetime in space, so that its original radius r0 was 17.8 cm,
700 m. y.  ago. Then, while it was eroding from 17.8 to 8.9 cm, the first 
445 m. y.  of its life, the "norm al" space erosion effect (Eq. 5a) was taking 
place. For the next 125 m . y . , while it was being eroded from 8.9 to 
6.4 cm, the production rate was constant, but slightly higher than that

FIG. 3. Production cross-sections o f  several nuclides, by high-energy protons on iron, as a function o f 
depth (from Honda [1 7 ])

measured by the 36C1 data (Eq. 5b and Fig. 2). Then, for the last 130 m.y.  , 
eroding from 6.4 cm to its final value of 3.8 cm, the opposite effect 
(Eq. 5c) was taking place. Apparent rare gas ages of 369, 123, and 
139 m. y.  can be calculated for the three time intervals, leading to a total 
rare gas age of 630 m. y.  , i .e.  a small space erosion effect is to be 
expected for this meteorite. And this is what is seen, measured 36C l /36Ar 
and 39A r /38Ar ages being 640 and 670 m . y . , respectively, (Table I).

Similar calculations have been made for the eight meteorites listed in 
Table I. The rare gas apparent ages calculated from their 40K /41K true 
ages are listed in Table IV, together with the rare gas ages actually 
measured, and the calculated ages have been plotted against the measured 
ages in Fig. IV. All the meteorites now show concordant ages, within 
experimental error limits. These are taken to be ± 10%, except where 
noted differently.
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TABLE IV. RADIATION AGES CALCULATED ON THE BASIS OF 
T ' =40K /41K AGES AND E = 2 X 10"8 cm /yr, COMPARED WITH 
MEASURED 36A r /36Cl AND 38A r /39Ar AGES

Meteorite Calculated Measured
radiation age radiation age

Aioos 620 620

Grant 520 625 ± 100 ( “ Ar/^Cl) 
490 (* iN e /“ Al)

Norfolk 510 500

Norfork 630 655

Sikhote A lin 300 ± 70 315

Treysa 470 420

Bogou 460 ± 80 390

Charlotte 320 ± 100 255

Duchesne 185 165 ( 21Ne/26Al)

Nuisance effects

Unfortunately, the conclusions are not so straightforward. The above 
space erosion effects are based on Eqs. (1) and (2) and these should be 
valid only at the centre of small meteorites or deep within large ones.
If, for example, the Treysa sample had been located near the surface of 
the meteorite, production of the rare gases due to cosmic rays entering 
from the near surface may have passed through the hump of Fig. 2, while 
production from cosmic rays entering through the opposite side of the 
meteorite would always have been on the exponential tail of the curve.
Such a situation would tend to decrease the space erosion effect. It is 
impossible at the present time to evaluate such possibilities quantitatively. 
The specification of location within the meteorite of all samples should be 
a part of all future published measurements.

The rate of space erosion may vary from one meteorite to another. 
Varying amounts of trace elements such as C and Mn may have an appreci
able effect on the hardness of the alloy, and various crystal structures 
may have different resistances to erosion. Experiments such as those of 
Comerford [13] should be carried out on a large number of irons of various 
classes.

Nothing is still known about the orbits of the irons. Different orbits 
may go through regions of varying dust concentrations, leading to varying 
erosion rates. In fact the erosion rate may be both time and space 
dependent. An attempt was made to investigate this possibility for the 
stone meteorites, where about 70 radiation age determinations have been 
published. Such an attempt for the irons, with only eight ages to play with, 
would be unwise.

Moreover, irons may have terrestrial residence times long enough 
for the 36C1 and 39Ar to have decayed away. This is shown by the 36A r / 3fcl
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age of 5724 m.y.  for the meteorite Klondike [5], Evidently much of the 
36 Cl had decayed before measurement. This adds to the work involved in 
radiation age measurements: one must either work with falls, which are 
none too plentiful, or one must do both 39Ar and 36C1 measurements. Then 
if the 39Ar is measureable, the 3®C1 data should be useful; the 39Ar data 
themselves, on finds, are not to be used.

FIG.4. Calculated versus measured 36C l / s6Ar radiation ages

Time variations of cosmic-ray intensity

The most that can be said at the present time, from the data of 
Table I, is that the cosmic radiation has been constant in intensity over 
the last billion years to within ± 50%. In order to set more strict limits, 
or to list a positive deviation from constancy, the effects of space erosion 
must be quantitatively settled. If these effects are such as discussed here, 
limits of ± 1 0 % may be set, but the arguments proposed here are made 
specifically on the assumption that the cosm ic-ray intensity has been 
constant and that the discordancy in radiation ages is to be resolved solely 
by space erosion. That the discrepancy cannot be resolved solely by time 
variations in the cosmic radiation is evident from considerations of the 
Norfolk and Norfork meteorites: over the same period of cosmic-ray  
irradiation (the past 700 m.y .  ) Norfork would show the intensity to have 
been nearly constant while Norfolk would show a large variation. This 
problem is resolved by space erosion due to the difference in size of 
these two meteorites and to the depth production curve of Fig. 2; Norfolk 
has always been on the exponential tail of the curve, while Norfork has 
passed through the hump, and thus different effects in measured rare gas 
ages are to be expected for these two meteorites, even though both have 
roughly the same true (40K / 4 1K) radiation age.
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Many more radiation ages must be measured by both rare gas and 
4 0K / 4 1K, and direct experimental tests of erosion effects on these mete
orites must be undertaken, before a rigorous stand can be taken on long
term time variations of the cosmic radiation.

CONCLUSIONS

The rare gas and 40K / 41K radiation ages of iron meteorites do not 
agree with each other within the limits of experimental error, the 4 0 K /41K 
ages being always older. The discrepancy cannot be removed by con
siderations of argon diffusion loss. An explanation based solely on time 
variations in the cosm ic-ray intensity is not satisfactory. Space erosion, 
of an amount approximately to be expected from arguments based on stone 
meteorite data, can resolve the discrepancy. It will be necessary to 
solve this problem of space erosion in a more quantitative and satisfactory 
manner before the radiation ages of iron meteorites can be used to 
investigate with rigour the past intensity of the cosmic radiation.

The space erosion model proposed here for the irons, and earlier for 
the stones [9], provides a frame into which all the presently available data 
fit nicely, despite or perhaps because of their paucity. The model 
accounts in a straightforward fashion for the two most puzzling aspects of 
meteoritic radiation ages: (a) that the chondrites are nearly all younger 
than about 50 m . y . , while the irons are typically 500 to 900 m.y .  old, and
(b) that the 40K /41K ages of the irons are all older than the corresponding 
rare gas ages. The erosion rates necessary are within the limits calcu
lated from independent considerations, with the admission that these 
limits are orders of magnitude wide. The peaks in the radiation age distri 
bution patterns are no embarrassment to this model. The chondrite age 
groupings observed by earlier workers seem to have been washed out by 
the accumulation of more data [9, 19], except for the bronzite cluster 
which fits easily into the model. The iron peaks observed by the 40K /41K 
method [6 ] should not have been affected by the ei osion postulated here, 
while the corresponding peaks, when observed by the rare gas 
method, should appear partially obliterated and shifted. This 
is precisely the case, but again the paucity of the data must be pointed out. 
Cobb [4] sees a rough indication of two peaks, at about 400 and 250 m. y . , 
in his 39A r /38Ar data on 17 irons. Altogether, the pieces of the model, 
formed separately from the stone and the iron meteoritic data, seem to 
fit together nicely to form, like a pornographic jig-saw puzzle, a picture 
that is interesting, although perhaps not representative of reality. The 
paths along which further data are needed are clear.
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D I S C U S S I O N

R. M. WALKER: The nuclear transition curves should be different
for different isotopes. In particular, as one gets further away in atomic 
number from the target, the maximum in the production curve should 
occur closer to the surface and should also be less pronounced. Thus 
one might expect a difference between N e/Al and Ar ages that would be 
definite proof of a change in size as a function of time. I wonder whether 
this difference has been explicitly taken into account and whether such 
an effect has been observed or is predicted to occur.

D.E.  FISHER: For the A r/A r ages and the A r /C l ages this effect
is negligible, but 21Ne and 26Ar might, I admit, show different behaviour. 
We did not take account of this because we felt that we should stick to a 
comparison of the potassium ages and the argon ages. The 21Ne / 26 Al 
ages agree with the argon ages for two meteorites, and disagree with 
them for two others, and I feel that, although this is a promising line of
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research, the uncertainties are still too great for any arguments to be 
based on these ages as yet.

R.M.  WALKER: I am curious about this erosion rate on grounds of
first principles. What sort of dust densities, what sort of velocities and 
what sort of model does one have to have in order to get the figure of 
2 X 1CT8?

D. E. FISHER: I would not claim to be dealing overmuch in first
principles.' I set my limits — which are an order of magnitude wide — 
by taking the erosion rate from stones. This is an ad hoc erosion rate — 
the number necessary to account for the cut-off in radiation age. Then, 
on the basis of numbers derived from data found by Gault and his co
workers, or from experiments on cratering in various media, one might 
expect 1  or 2  orders of magnitude less for the irons.
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Abstract

COSMIC-RAY EXPOSURE AGES AND ORIGIN OF IRON METEORITES. Determination o f the cosm ic- 
ray exposure ages of iron meteorites by the 41K /40K method1 has been continued. The ages o f more than 
60 iron meteorites have been obtained to date. Medium and fine octahedrites o f the Ga-Ge group III were 
essentially produced in two major collisions about 600 x 106 and 700 X 106 yr ago, and fine octahedrites of 
the Ga-Ge group IVa in one collision about 400 X I0 G yr ago. These three events alone already supplied about 
5 0% of all iron meteorites. Hexahedrites, coarse octahedrites o f  the Ga-Ge group I and nickel-rich ataxites 
reveal age distributions which appear to be rather continuous. The differences in the statistics o f  meteorite 
production events for different meteorite classes indicate that fundamental dissimilarities may exist in the 
parent iron masses and parent celestial bodies. Hence, the following models for the origin o f iron meteorites 
have been developed :

Rather com pact and large nickel-iron masses, perhaps fragments o f asteroidal nickel-iron cores, are 
considered as being the parent masses o f  the fine octahedrites and medium octahedrites o f the Ga-Ge groups III 
and IVa. The meteorites o f  each age group have been produced either when such a nickel-iron mass as a 
projectile hit another asteroid, or when a com et hit the nickel-iron mass.

The hexahedrites, coarse octahedrites of the Ga-Ge group I, and the nickel-rich ataxites are, on the 
other hand, considered as being fragments o f a multiplicity o f nickel-iron inclusions ("pools" according 
to Urey) within the surface layers o f Moon, Mars and asteroids (Mars asteroids), respectively. The fragments, 
together with stone meteorites, have been produced in a multiplicity o f crater-forming impacts by comets 
on Moon, Mars or asteroids.

This paper is concerned primarily with cosmic-ray exposure ages of 
iron meteorites and with the conclusions which are drawn from such ages 
as to the origin of iron meteorites. As indicated by the name, the exposure 
age represents the period of time during which the meteorite is exposed 
to cosmic rays in interplanetary space. It dates the time between the break- 
off of the meteorite from its parent body and the capture of the meteorite 
by the Earth.

THE 4 1K /40K METHOD

It was shown in former publications [1-5] that the cosm ic-ray exposure 
age of an iron meteorite can be determined by measuring the isotopic 
composition of potassium which was produced by the action of high-energy 
cosm ic-ray particles on the meteoritic nuclear matter. The principles of 
this so-called 4 1K /40K method are shown in Fig. 1.

On the left of this figure the time dependence of the amounts of the 
cosmic-ray-produced potassium isotopes is considered. Let "ze ro " be 
the moment at which the meteorite breaks off from its parent body and at 
which the bombardment by cosmic rays is "switched on" for the meteorite.

1 See Radioactive Dating, IAEA, Vienna (1963) 367.
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Nuclear species with mass numbers 41, 40 and 39 are now produced in 
relative abundances of

1 .1 8 . . .  1.14 : 1.00 : 0 . 8 8 . . .  0.85,

the exact values for 41 and 39 being dependent on the mean energy of the 
radiation, and thus dependent on the position of the sample within the

FIG. 1. Basic facts about the <1K/40K-method. The actual mass spectra obtained are spectra o f  mixtures 
o f  spallogenic and ordinary potassium, as shown by two examples. The cosmic ray exposure age T g is 
calculated from the mass spectrum o f  such a mixture by the equation

*-Ts __________ 41K /40K - a 39K /40K
1 . e ' XTs ' P (41K )/P (40K ) - a P ( 39K )/P (40K)

where X = decay constant o f  ®K,
a = 41K /39K o f  terrestrial potassium

meteorite. The whole production of nuclear species of mass numbers 41 
and 39 leads to 41K and 39K, respectively, but only 73% of the isobaric 
yield at mass number 40 is 40K, the rest going directly into 40Ar or 40Ca. 
Hence, the following relation holds for the specific production rates:

P(4 1K) : P(40K) : P( 39K) = 1.18. . . 1.14 : 0.73 : 0.88. . . 0.85.

Potassium-40 is, however, not a stable nuclide; it decays to 40Ar and 
4(t a  with a decay lialf-life of 1.2 7 X 109 yr. The result is that a portion of 
the potassium-40  already produced in the first few 100 X 106 yr of exposure 
to cosmic rays has disappeared some 100 X 106 yr later. The isotopic 
abundance ratios 4 1K / 40K as well as 39K /40K are, therefore, slowly 
increasing with the time of exposure. If after a period of time of, perhaps, 
900 X 106 yr the meteorite falls and the isotopic abundance of cosm ic-ray- 
produced potassium is analysed by mass spectrometry, a certain amount of
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potassium-40 is missing. From this deficit of potassium-40 the cosmic- 
ray-exposure age can be calculated, provided the ratios of the production 
rates of the three isotopes are known with a fairly high accuracy.

It is not the purpose of this paper to give more information on the 
4 1K /40K method than this, perhaps, rather poor survey on its very basic 
facts. As to a detailed description of the method, and of experimental 
techniques, reference must be made to the author's former publications. 
In the following results are shown and discussed which have been obtained 
at the laboratory on more than 60 iron meteorites. In addition, a few 
more data on exposure ages are included in the discussion which other 
authors have obtained by measurements on cosmic-ray-produced rare 
gases in iron meteorites.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A survey on the results is given in Tables I to IV and in Fig. 2. The 
lower part of the figure shows a histogram of the ages of 60 iron meteo
rites. The number of meteorites found within an interval of 50 X 106 yr is 
plotted versus the exposure age. Firstly, one notes that almost all the 
exposure ages are smaller than 1 X 109 yr. There are only three excep
tions: the nickel-rich ataxite Deep Springs with an age of 2275 X 106 yr, 
the medium octahedrite Clark County with an age of 1440 X IO 6 yr, and 
the coarsest octahedrite or granular hexahedrite Ponca Creek with an age 
of 1190 X 106 yr. One should note that all these ages are considerably 
lower than the 4.5 X 109 yr, which are accepted by most workers as being

TABLE I. COSMIC-RAY-EXPOSURE AGES OF FINE 
OCTAHEDRITES OF THE Ga-Ge GROUP IVa

No. a> Name
Exposure age

(106 yr)

1 Maria Elena 745

2 Bristol 470

3 H i l l  City 435

4 Huizopa 430

5 Putnam County 410

6 Yanhuitlan 370

7 Iron River 360

8 Charlotte 350

9 Duchesne 200

a) Refer to numbers in Fig. 3.
k) An accuracy of better than ± 100 x 106 y r cannot be guaranteed, but it  is  ex

pected that the accuracy is ,  in  general, better than this figure.
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TABLE II. COSM IC-RAY-EXPOSURE AGES OF 
NICKEL-RICH ATAXITES

No. a) Name G a-G e group
Exposure age*3)

(1 0 6 yr)

10 Deep Springs 2275

11 T lacotepec IVb 915

12 Klondike IVb 915

13 Piñón 790

14 W iley 740

15 Cowra 700 . . .  1400 c )

16 Cape o f  Good Hope IVb 630

17 Washington County 575.

18 W eaver Mtns IVb 385

19 Hoba IVb 300

20 Tawallah V alley IVb 245

21 Dayton 215

22 South Byron 210

23 Morradal 200

24 Wedderburn 100 . . .  200 c >

25 Monahans 40 d)

26 Babb's M ill 15 . . .  30 c >

a) Refer to numbers in Fig. 3. 
k) See Footnote 8) o f  Table I.
c ) Estimated from rare gas concentrations as measured by Schultz and Hintenberger [ 6 ] .
d ) B au er[ 7 ] ,

the solidification age of meteoritic and planetary matter -  in other words 
as the age of the parent bodies.

The most striking feature of this distribution of exposure ages is, 
however, that a few peaks occur: cosmic-ray-exposure ages of about 900, 
550 to 750, 400 and 200 X 10® yr are relatively abundant. This would 
support the view that iron meteorites were largely produced in a few major 
catastrophic collisions among different planetary bodies. But the situation 
is much more complex and requires that the overall age distribution in 
the lower part of Fig. 2 is resolved into distributions for each of the 
different classes of iron meteorites.
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TABLE III. COSM IC-RAY-EXPOSURE AGES OF MEDIUM AND FINE 
OCTAHEDRITES WITH Ge CONCENTRATIONS ê l  ppm

No. Name
Structural

class
G a-G e group

Exposure age 
(106 yr)

27 Clark County Om anom al. 1440

28 Carbo O f anom al. 850 a ) ± 140

29 Mungindi O f I»L 820 •

30 Delegate Om 111L 775

31 S. Apolonia Om m L 730

, 32 M t. Edith Om 111W 710

33 Norfork Om 111W 700

34 Grant O f-O m 111W 695

35 Puente d . Zacate Om 111L 690

36 Norfolk Om 111W 685

37 Anoka O f 111L 685 ±150

38 Thunda Om m L 680

39 W illiamstown Om 111W 660

40 Gundaring Om m L 630

41 Treysa Om m L 620

42 Carlton O f anom al. ? 615

43 Merceditas Om niw 600

44 Sanderson O f-O m 111 w 590

45 Tamarugal Om n i w 585

46 San A ngelo Om Inw 580

47 Trenton Om m w 575

48 Descubridora Om mw 510 a)

49 Sacramento Nftn. Om mw 285

50 Glorieta Mtn. O f-p anom al. 230

a) Very probably too low  by about 100 x 106 yr.
b) See footnote b) o f  Table I.

CLASSIFICATION OF IRON METEORITES

There are two possibilities for a classification of iron meteorites. 
The first one is the well-known classification according to the struc

ture. In the upper part of Fig. 2 the following structural classes are
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TABLE IV. COSM IC-RAY-EXPOSURE AGES OF COARSE 
OCTAHEDRITES AND OF GRANULAR (Hk) AND 
NORMAL (H) HEXAHEDRITES

No. Name
Structural

class
G a-G e group3)

Exposure age b)
(1 0 6 yr)

51 Ponca Creek Ogg-H k He ? 1190

52 Aroos Og I 925

53 Ainsworth Ogg-Hk lie 920 ± 300

54 Mount A y liff Og - 920

55 Bendegó Og (IIa) 910

56 Arispe O gg-O g anom al. 905

57 Odessa Og I 890

58 Bischtiibe Og I 830

59 Canyon Diablo Og I 650

60 Bogou Og I 560

61 Osseo O gg-O g I 490

62 Sikhote-A lin Ogg-H k lie  ? 355

63 Lombard H lib 295 ± 200

64 N ocoleche o g anom al. 250

65 Smithonia H lib 90

V  Preliminary classification according to Wasson [1 4 ] .
k) See footnote b) o f  Table I.

distinguished: nickel- rich ataxites, fine octahedrites, medium octahe
drites, coarse octahedrites, granular hexahedrites (which are sometimes 
classified as coarsest octahedrites) and "norm al" hexahedrites.

Another very important classification of the iron meteorites is based 
on their gallium and germanium contents. This follows from investigations 
of Goldberg, Uchiyama and Brown [8 ] , of Lovering, Nichiporuk, Chodos 
and Brown [9], and more recently of Wasson, and of Wasson and 
Kimberlin [10-14] . The basic facts about this classification are shown in 
Fig. 3, where the germanium contents are plotted versus the gallium 
contents for most meteorites for which the cosmic-ray-exposure ages have 
been determined in the laboratory. The Arabic numerals refer to the 
compilation of data in Tables I to IV, the Roman numerals IL, IIL, IIIL and 
IVl to the Ga-Ge classification of Lovering et a l . , and the Roman numerals 
Iw, IIIW, IVa, IVb to the Ga-Ge classification after Wasson. The main 
features of this Ga-Ge diagram are as follows: the nickel-rich ataxites 
are distributed along a "main sequence" extended over more than three 
orders of magnitude in Ge concentration, and over more than two orders 
of magnitude in Ga concentration. There is a cluster of ataxites with the
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lowest Ga and Ge concentrations, called Ga-Ge group IVb. Another cluster 
of meteorites, called Ga-Ge group IVa consists of fine octahedrites. A 
very large number of medium and fine octahedrites (see Table III) is con
centrated in the Ga-Ge group IIIw or IIIL. The situation for iron meteorites 
with Ge concentrations of more than 100 ppm is quite complex, and is 
referred to the original work by Wasson [14] which, presumably, will be 
published within the next few months. It should only be mentioned that 
these are coarse octahedrites, granular hexahedrites and normal 
hexahedrites, and that, among others, the existence of a Ga-Ge Group I 
composed of genetically related coarse octahedrites appears to be 
well established.
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FIG. 2. Distribution o f  cosmic-ray-exposure ages. Below: Histogram o f the ages o f  60 iron meteorites. 
Above: Age distribution o f  these 60 meteorites resolved into distributions o f  the various classes; in 
addition, some poorly determined ages are enclosed

AGE GROUPS AND AGE DISTRIBUTIONS

Returning to the discussion of the age distributions in Fig. 2 (see also 
Tables I-IV), the age distribution of the nickel-rich ataxites appears to be 
continuous. This holds even for those ataxites which belong to the Ga-Ge 
group IVb. The mean interplanetary lifetime for ataxites derived from this 
distribution is about 500 X 106 yr.

For fine octahedrites of the Ga-Ge group IVa the situation is quite 
different: seven of nine meteorites of this group seem to have been produced 
in one single major collision and break-up event 400 X 106 yr ago from one, 
single Ni-Fe parent mass. This is, at least, the author's explanation for 
the remarkable clustering of age values around 400 X 106 yr.
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A similar situation is found for the medium and fine octahedrites of 
the Ga-Ge group III which were certainly produced from one single metallic 
parent mass; these meteorites largely appear to have been produced in two 
major collision and break-up events about 600 and 700 X 106 yr ago. It is 
remarkable that the meteorites Carbo and Clark County (see Table III), 
which have considerably higher ages, and are marked in Fig. 2 by open 
circles, are "outsider", not only with respect to their anomality in exposure 
age; they do, moreover, definitely not belong to the Ga-Ge group III.

Go

FIG. 3. Gallium and germanium concentrations for most o f  the iron meteorites for which the ages have 
been measured at our laboratory. Data from Wasson and from Wasson and Kimberlin [10-14]

A continuous age distribution is found for the coarse octahedrites of the 
Ga-Ge group I. The mean interplanetary lifetime of these meteorites is 
about 700 X 106 yr. But it is not yet settled whether or not the other coarse 
octahedrites, which are marked by open triangles in the uppermost part 
of Fig. 2, or the granular hexahedrites (Hk) which are marked by full 
squares, are genetically related to the coarse octahedrites of the Ga-Ge 
group I. It cannot be excluded that Arispe, Bendegó, and Mount Ayliff, 
all with exposure ages of about 910 X 106 yr, represent members of a 
genetically independent group.
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There is no doubt that the "norm al" hexahedrites must be considered as 
a separate class. These meteorites are by no means adequately repre
sented in the author's collection of age values. Wânke [15] has demon
strated that hexahedrites have relatively low ages between about 5 X 106 and 
500 X 106 yr, the average being about 100 X 106 yr, and that the age histo
gram, where the number of hexahedrites within an age interval of 50X 106yr 
is plotted versus the age, can be approximated by a function which is 
continuously decreasing to higher age values.

SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

From all these results the following general conclusions can be drawn:
1. There are correlations between exposure ages, structural classes, 
and Ga-Ge groups. These prove that the remarkable groupings of iron 
meteorites according to some of their structural and compositional features 
are due to the fact that it was only a few distinct metallic parent masses 
which essentially contributed to the meteorite production. Some of these 
parent masses supplied the meteorites mainly in one or two "catastrophic" 
collisions and break-up events, thus indicating that they were big, coherent 
masses, largely homogeneous in structure and chemical composition.
2. The concept of metallic parent masses can, of course, also be applied 
to those meteorite classes which have quasi-continuous age distributions, 
that is, to normal hexahedrites, to coarse octahedrites of the Ga-Ge 
group I, and to ataxites. There is no doubt that the meteorites of each of 
these classes are genetically related. But the question arises as to what 
the difference between meteorite classes with pronounced age groups and 
those with quasi-continuous age distributions may mean in terms of the 
type and nature of the metallic parent m asses. It can be excluded that this 
difference is only a result of any statistics. It must rather bé concluded 
that there are fundamental dissimilarities in the structure and type of the 
parent metal masses and parent celestial bodies.

ORIGIN OF IRON METEORITES

To explain the results on cosmic-ray-exposure ages, models have been 
developed for the parent metal masses, parent celestial bodies, and for 
the fragmentation processes by which the meteorities presumably were 
made. The outlines of these models are given in Table V.

As to the meteorites with continuous age distributions, it is believed 
that there are fragments of Ni-Fe inclusions, so-called pools, which are 
contained within the stony and, perhaps, chondritic surface layers of 
planetary bodies like Moon, Mars, and asteroids. It was repeatedly 
maintained by Urey [16, 17], that such pools might exist on the Moon and 
on the parent bodies of iron meteorites. Pools might have been formed 
during the early accumulation of condensed matter into planetary bodies by 
the effect of an intense bombardment of these bodies with projectiles of 
different size. The surface layers of these bodies were heated up by the 
bombardment, and in some impact centres temperatures might have been 
reached so high as to melt and fractionate the accumulated material. 19

19
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TABLE V . SURVEY ON PARENT BODIES, M ETALLIC PARENT  
MASSES, AND M ETEORITE-PRODUCING EVENTS OF THE 
VARIOUS CLASSES OF IRON METEORITES

M eteorite class Parent Characterization o f M eteorite-producing
body m eta llic parent mass event

I. M eteorites with continuous
age distributions M ultiplicity o f  rather small Many crater-form ing im -

1. Hexahedrites Moon
and non-coherent Ni-Fe 
inclusions (pools) which

pacts o f  com ets on sur
face o f  Moon and Mars,

2. Coarse octahedr. I Mars are distributed within the respectively, and many

2a. Granular hexadedr. Mars ?
stony (chondritic) surface 
layers o f  M oon, Mars and

collisions o f  com ets and, 
perhaps, other "p ro jectiles ’

2b. Arispe, Bendegó "proto-asteroids", or in with asteroids and
M t. A y liff ! Mars ? stony m aterial o f  asteroidal asteroidal fragments

3. N i-rich  ataxites Asteroids
fragments

II. M eteorites with
age groups Large and coherent Ni-Fe N i-Fe mass is hit by a

4 . M edium  and fine 
octahedrites III

Asteroidal
fragment

masses, each largely 
hom ogeneous in structure

com et or (as a p ro jectile ) 
hits another asteroid. A

and com position ; perhaps very large number o f
5. Fine octahedrites Asteroidal N i-Fe cores which have iron m eteorites is produced

o f  G a-Ge group IVa fragment at least partially lost their in each o f  the three or,

6. (Arispe, Bendegó, 
M t. A y liff ?)

Asteroidal 
fragment ?

com plem entary stony m a
terial prior to the 
m eteorite-producing event

perhaps, four o f  such 
events which have been 
detected so far

In more recent times, when the surface layers of these bodies were 
already cold, comets and other "projectiles" may have hit the surface 
incidentally, thus forming craters and ejecting stony, as well as metallic 
fragments into space. From the distribution of cosmic-ray-exposure ages 
of stone meteorites [15, 18] one can conclude that crater-forming events 
occur at least one' time in 10 m.y .  Hence the age distribution of hexahe
drites, coarse octahedrites of the Ga-Ge group I and of nickel-rich ataxites 
which were produced in a multiplicity of such events, appears to be 
continuous.

According to this model stone meteorites are expected to be produced 
together with hexahedrites, coarse hexahedrites of the Ga-Ge group I and 
ataxites. At first sight, such a statement appears not to be compatible 
with the fact that stone meteorites with cosmic-ray-exposure ages ex
ceeding 100 X 106 yr are very seldom observed. This dilemma is generally 
solved by the following explanation: the lifetime of stone meteorites in 
interplanetary space is very limited, compared to the lifetime of 
iron meteorites, since collisions with other bodies occur frequently, where
by stones, due to their greater fragility, are destroyed more rapidly than 
iron meteorites.

It has been mentioned already that "norm al" hexahedrites in general 
have rather low exposure ages. This is only one of a number of arguments

19*
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which cause Wânke [15] to believe that the Moon is very likely to be the 
parent body of the hexahedrites. Fragments ejected from the gravita
tional field of the Earth-Moon system would have orbits which cross the 
orbit of Earth, and hence would be captured by the Earth rather soon.

There are similar arguments which persuade the author to believe 
that the coarse octahedrites of the Ga-Ge group I are fragments of nickel- 
iron pools, which are embedded within the surface layers of Mars, and that 
the nickel-rich ataxites come from metallic pools within stony material of 
asteroids and asteroidal fragments. This would not only explain the 
continuity of the age distributions for these meteorite classes, but beyond 
that certain structural and chemical features as well as the relative abun
dances of the meteorites of these classes.

As to the origin of some other coarse and coarsest octahedrites, as 
well as of granular hexahedrites which are included in Table V, no state
ment can be attempted with any degree of certainty at the present time.

About 50% of all iron meteorites, that is nearly all medium and fine 
octahedrites, have been produced in only three collisions 400, 600 and 
700 X 106 yr ago. Their parent masses must have been largely homo
geneous in structure and chemical composition, and they must have been 
rather large and coherent bodies. For these and other reasons it appears 
to be unreasonable to consider pools on Mars, Moon or any other planetary 
surfaces as being the parent masses of the fine and medium octahedrites 
of the Ga-Ge groups III and IVa. Rather the parent masses must have been 
something like nickel-iron cores of proto-asteroids, and these cores must 
have lost all or most of their complementary stony material prior to the 
catastrophic collisions by which the meteorites were made. The meteo
rites of each age group have been produced either when such a nickel-iron  
mass such as a projectile hit another asteroid, or when a comet hit the 
nickel-iron mass. Mainly surface material of the nickel-iron mass is 
expected to survive such collisions in the form of structurally undisturbed 
meteorites. Of these, a considerable portion may have been exposed to 
cosmic rays to a measurable degree prior to the collision. This is one 
possible reason for medium octahedrites and fine octahedrites existing with 
anomalous high cosmic-ray-exposure ages as, for example, Mungindi, 
Delegate and Maria Elena (see Tables I and III).

Although most experimental data on iron meteorites appear to be well 
explained, it must be admitted that these models need further confirmation 
by observations and measurements. On the other hand, reference should 
be made to a more extensive, but also much more voluminous presentation 
of these models which the author recently submitted for publication to 
Zeitschrift für Naturforschung [19] .
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D I S C U S S I O N

P. PELLAS: I should be interested to hear how you reconcile the
relatively low density of the moon with the hypothesis that the lunar surface 
consists not only of a chondritic crust (which is itself difficult to accept) 
but also of masses of iron.

H. VOSHAGE: In the "pool" or "raisin-bread" model of Urey it is
assumed that the more or less unfractionated (probably chondritic) rocks 
of the different parent bodies do possess a fairly high content of iron and 
nickel from the very beginning. The formation of "pools" or "raisins" in 
the course of local heating, melting and metal silicate fractionation 
processes during the early accumulation phase of these bodies does not 
change the average density of the different layers to any great extent. It 
is assumed that only a small part of all rocks has suffered such 
fractionation processes, so that the "raisins" are not very abundant.

G. J. WASSERBURG: Can you give some estimate of the reliability
of the relative production rates for the potassium isotopes?

H. VOSHAGE: Production rate values for the potassium isotopes as
derived from accelerator experiments are certainly not precise enough 
to be used in 4 1K /40K dating, and this situation will probably not change 
very much in the near future. Instead of using such data, I developed a 
calibration method for 4 1 K /40K dating which makes use of the fact that the 
production rates of the spallogenic rare gases are marked by a definite 
dependence on the effective intensity and hardness of the radiation to which 
the meteorite samples have been exposed, añd that this dependence must 
itself be correlated — again in a well-defined manner — with the measured 
36C1 and 39Ar activities in samples of meteorite falls (not finds). The 
possibility was also considered that the production rates were not constant 
in time.

These considerations and calculations are, however, not simple 
enough to be described in a few minutes. In any case these matters have 
been discussed in detail in earlier publications of ours (References [3] 
and [4] of the paper).

On the basis of these by now familiar considerations, which in the 
meantime have been worked over several times using more recent experi
mental data, I should like to offer the following remarks.

It is quite certain that the 4 1 K /40K age scale cannot be shifted by more 
than ± 100 m.y .  , and even a shift of more than ± 50 m.y .  appears to be 
very improbable. The discrepancy between 4 1K /40K age values and the 
published age values based on 36C1 and 39Ar measurements is, therefore, 
very probably caused by phenomena which are as yet imperfectly under
stood and which are thus normally not taken into account when exposure 
ages are calculated from measured rare-gas concentrations and from 
radionuclide activities. Perhaps space erosion is a phenomenon of this 
kind. Any contributions to solving this problem should therefore be taken
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seriously, also because the absence of stone meteorites with exposure 
ages of more than about 1 0 0  m.y.  requires, in my opinion, the occurrence 
of some sort of rapid "consumption" of the relatively friable stones in 
space.

I myself hesitated for a long time before accepting spàce erosion as 
a possible cause for the above-mentioned discrepancies. My doubts were 
based on the fact that the 4 1K /40K ages for Charlotte (350 m. y. ), for 
Treysa (620 m. y. ) and for Aroos (925 m.y.  ) all appear to be greater by 
a factor of about 1.5 than the corresponding 36A r /36Cl and 38A r /39Ar ages. 
At first sight one would expect that the discrepancy would be much larger 
for the old meteorite Aroos than for Treysa and Charlotte. The more 
sophisticated considerations which have just been put forward by 
Dr. Fisher in paper SM-87/59 indicate, however, that the discrepancy 
might' be fully capable of resolution in terms of space erosion.

Nevertheless, I should point out that the apparent discrepancies could 
also be explained, at least in part, in quite another way. Such an 
explanation was proposed by Wânke several years ago (Wânke, H. , Proc. 
Int. Conf. Cosmic Rays, Taipur IH (1963) 473). He suggested that most 
iron meteorites probably spent the greater part of their lifetime in 
interplanetary space, moving in orbits which lie more or less outisde 
that of the Earth, and that they achieved their highly eccentric orbits 
(crossing that of the Earth) only a short time before they were captured 
by the Earth. Provided that there is a considerable contribution to the 
production of spallogenic nuclides by high-energy particles from the sun, 
there should be an increase in the average production rates in the very late 
exposure history of these iron meteorites. This would, of course, mean 
that the exposure ages based on measurements of 3 6C1 and 39Ar would 
appear to be lower than the 4 1K /40K ages — as is actually observed. In 
connection with this point I may perhaps refer to the more elaborate 
presentation of these ideas contained in a recent publication of mine 
(Reference [19] of the paper).

D. E. FISHER: On the subject of Dr. Wasserburg1 s question, I
should like to say that I became involved in this work with the idea of 
reconciling the ages on the basis of possible errors in the potassium 
calculations. But as one goes closely into Dr. Voshage1 s calculations, 
it becomes clear that the internal consistency is so precise that the relative 
production rates cannot be pushed far enough to reconcile the data with 
the rare-gas ages.

P. SIGNER: Still on the lines of Dr. Wasserburg1 s question, may I
ask whether anyone can state the reliability of the production cross- 
section ratio 36C l /36Ar?

W. HERR (Chairman): In the case of 36C1, it is not yet possible to
perform the relevant analysis and determination on a very small sample. 
This is an extremely frustrating situation.

D. E. FISHER: It should be noted in this connection that the 36A r /36Cl
production ratio is entirely independent of the 38A r /39Ar ratio, and yet 
the ages for the same meteorites as yielded by these two methods agree 
in all cases to within 10%. This agreement of the 36A r /36Cl and 38A r /39Ar 
is therefore evidence that the discrepancy between the potassium ages and 
the rare-gas ages cannot be attributed to errors in these production ratios.

P. SIGNER: I should like to make a generad, comment on space
erosion. First I will mention some research by Mr. Nyquist, a member
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of our team, who computed what erosion rates would be compatible with 
the experimentally determined radial decrease of spallogenic rare gases 
in the iron meteorite Grant. Limits are set by the possible ranges of 
absorption and production cross-sections and the cosmic-ray intensity.
He found that rates of some 10' 8 cm /yr could indeed occur, and this is 
in agreement with Dr. F isher's conclusions. However, it is clear that 
such erosion rates are small compared with the absorption mean free 
path, and thus the rare-gas concentrations do not represent a sensitive 
tool for deciding whether space erosion takes place or not. In that respect 
the heavy primary flux provides a much better indication.

As pointed out by Dr. Fisher and others, erosion of some meteorites 
should be higher by a factor of about 100. Whether there is any real 
evidence for erosion rates high enough to affect the stone meteorite 
exposure ages is, in my opinion, questionable at the very least. Carefully 
designed experiments and a review of the data on dust densities as well 
as further studies of heavy primary tracks appear to be required in order 
to decide whether space erosion of meteorites exists. The question is 
one which has implications for other fields as well.

D. E. FISHER: I entirely agree with Professor Signer. However, I
should like to point out one misunderstanding concerning the space erosion 
model under discussion. In that model, the ages of the stones, particularly 
the young ones, are shifted very little by erosion. A 4 -m .y .  meteorite 
would have its age shifted to perhaps 3.95 m.y.  — an unobservable 
difference. The main effect of erosion on the stones is to provide an upper 
cut-off to the observed ages rather than to shift them. Erosion explains 
the fact that there are no chondrites in the age region >  100 m. y. Thus 
it does not effect the age or significance of the bronzite cluster, for 
example. For the iron meteorites the effect is different: the ages are
shifted, and there is as yet no cut-off effect.
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Abstract

OPEN SYSTEM MODEL FOR URANIUM-SERIES DATING OF PLEISTOCENE SAMPLES. One radio
active dating method is to use 230T h /234U and 234U /238U ratios in Pleistocene shell samples. In previous 
studies on uranium-series dating, the system was assumed to have been closed to the addition or removal o f 
238 U, 234 U, 230Th and 226Ra after the original incorporation o f uranium in the shells. One stringent criterion 
for a closed system, not included in previous studies, is the determination o f 231Pa and a demonstration that 
its growth from 235U gives an age concordant with that calculated for the growth o f 230Th from 234U.

Protactinium-231 has been determined in five aragonitic mollusk shells collected from elevated 
marine terraces in Southern California; however, none gave concordant ages for 231Pa/235U and 230T h /234U. 
Commonly, in mollusk shells greater than 100 000 years o f age, 231Pa occurs in excess o f  the amount required 
for radioactive equilibrium with 235U. Based on a closed system, no age can be calculated from the 
231Pa/235U activity ratios that have a value greater than one. Thus, samples containing excess 231 Pa indicate 
that a closed system did not exist in the shells and that, in permeating solutions, more uranium was available 
to the shell than was actually assimilated by the shell.

An open-system m odel describing the migration o f uranium in Pleistocene mollusk shells and in the 
surrounding environment is developed for uranium-series dating. Analyses o f 238U, 234U, 231Pa and 230Th 
are required for mathematical solution o f the model to determine radiometric ages extending to about 
300 000 years in the past. Ages based on an open system, compared to the apparent ages that would be 
obtained assuming a closed system for uranium migration, indicate that aragonitic shells which do not meet 
the rigid criteria demanded o f a closed system can be dated using an open-system model.

INTRODUCTION

One method for radioactive-dating of Pleistocene shell samples is to 
use 23^Th/2^ U  and 231Pa/235U ratios. The 23®Th/Z2ZtU ratio provides the 
most direct approach for determining age in the time range of 30,000 to
250,000 years, whereas the use of both ratios provides a more stringent 
test of the validity of age determinations.

Considerable previous work has been done on variations of this uranium- 
decay method [1]. BARNES, LANG and POTRATZ [2], in their study of coral- 
limestone cuttings from a drill core taken on a Pacific Ocean atoll, were 
the first to obtain data on the 23^Th/23®U ratio in Pleistocene rocks. 
SACKETT [3] made more extensive analyses on this type of material and esti
mated ages from the 230ïh/23®U ratio in Pleistocene rocks. TATSUMOTO and 
GOLDBERG [4] extended the study of the ionium-uranium dating technique to 
other carbonates of the marine environment, primarily oolites and corals 
from Atlantic Ocean islands. THURBER [5] demonstrated that 23¿HJ occurred 
in excess of that required for radioactive equilibrium with 23®U in marine 
fossils, and that 2™Th/23¿tU ratios must be measured [6] . Recently,
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THURBER et al. [7] extended the study of Pacific atoll coral to include 
230xh/23^U dating, and VEEH [8] investigated fossil and recent corals from 
the Pacific and Indian Oceans. BROECKER and THURBER [9] and OSMOND et al.
[10] have dated corals and oolites from the Bahama Islands and the Florida 
Keys. KAUFMAN and BROECKER [11] extended the study to mollusk shells in 
the Great Basin, and RICHARDS and THURBER [12] dated three fossil mollusks 
from the coasts of California and Oregon.

In all these previous studies on uranium-series dating, the system 
was assumed to have been closed to addition or removal of 238^ 234{ĵ
230xh and 226r3 after the original incorporation of uranium in the shell. 
Several criteria were established to determine the state of preservation 
of the specimens such as the 234u/238u, 232xh/234u an<j 226ga/234jj ratios. 
These criteria appear satisfied in most coral samples, and a closed system 
may exist where uranium was incorporated in living material [8] and was 
retained. An additional criterion, not included in previous studies, 
would be the determination of 231pa an(j a demonstration that its growth 
from 235u gives a concordant age with 230xh growth from 234y#

Live marine mollusk shells commonly contain less than 0.1 ppm U [13] 
[14], whereas mollusk shells exposed to ground water commonly contain more 
than ten times this much uranium [13]. Thus, accumulation of uranium had 
to be a restricted form of natural contamination to satisfy the closed 
system model. The requirements for uranium contamination are that all 
the uranium was assimilated by the fossil shell early in its history and 
that the fossil did not subsequently exchange uranium or long-lived radio
active daughters with its surroundings.

Both live and fossil coral samples commonly contain 2-3 ppm U [8], 
and excess 234u decays from the original 234u/238[j ratio of 1.15 to about
1.10 in the fossil corals during their approximately 120,000 years history 
as dated by VEEH [8]. Apparently this closed-system decay of excess 234g 
does not occur in fossil marine mollusk shells now existing in continental 
environments, because the 234u /238jj ratios in these shells are commonly 
greater than the 1.15 value that is considered constant in seawater for at 
least the last 150.000 years [8]. These results indicate that assimila
tion and exchange of uranium isotopes occurred in the mollusk shells after 
marine terraces were subjected to a continental environment. The purpose 
of this paper is to describe a model which can accommodate uranium migra
tion in Pleistocene samples, under the influence of an open system, through
out their history.

ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENTS

S e l e c t e d  m o l l u s k  s a m p l e s  f r o m  e l e v a t e d  m a r i n e  t e r r a c e s  in L o s  A n g e l e s  
C o u n t y ,  C a l i f o r n i a ,  w e r e  a n a l y z e d  for 2 3 1 p 3j 230xh, u r a n i u m  i s o t o p e s ,  a n d  
232xh. S a m p l e  d e s c r i p t i o n s  a n d  2 3 8 jj a n d 2 3 2 x h  c o n t e n t  a r e  s h o w n  i n  T a b l e
I. T h e  2 3 8 u  a n d 2 3 2 x h  c o n t e n t  w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  the t e c h n i q u e  o f  i s o t o p e  
d i l u t i o n  [15]. A  s p i k e  o f  e n r i c h e d  2 3 5 u  c a l i b r a t e d  w i t h  a n  a c c u r a t e l y  
w e i g h e d  a m o u n t  o f  s h e l f  u r a n i u m  (NBS-950 U3O8 s t a n d a r d )  w a s  u s e d  t o  d e t e r 
m i n e  the u r a n i u m  c o n t e n t  b y  m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  t h e  2 3 5 u / 2 3 8 u  r a t i o  o b t a i n e d  
o n  a 1 2 - i n c h  s o l i d  s o u r c e  m a s s  s p e c t r o m e t e r .  I n  a  s i m i l a r  m a n n e r  a  2 3 0 x h  
s p i k e  w a s  u s e d  to o b t a i n  the 2 3 2 x h  con t e n t .

T h e  2 3 0 T h  c o n t e n t  in the s h e l l s  w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  a l p h a  s p e c t r o m e t r y  
u s i n g  a s p i k e  o f  a l p h a  e m i t t i n g  2 2 9 x h  for the y i e l d  t r a c e r .  T h e  2 3 0 x h / 2 2 7 x h  
a n d  234u/238u r a t i o s  a l s o  w e r e  o b t a i n e d  b y  a l p h a  s p e c t r o m e t r y  u s i n g  s u r 
face b a r r i e r  d e t e c t o r s .  It is a s s u m e d  t h a t  r a d i o a c t i v e  e q u i l i b r i u m  is
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TABLE I. Uranium and thorium contents and descriptions of
mollusk samples from Los Angeles County, California

Sample0 Material**
Collection
locality

238u 232Ih 
(parts per million)

CMW-115 Tivela stultorum 
and

Olivella biplicata 
(aragonitic pelecypod 

and
aragonitic gastropod)

Terrace C; above 
Dume terrace 
and below Malibu 
terrace of 
DAVIS [20]

5.88±.09 0.031.01

M1710A Tivela stultorum Dume terrace [21] 3.22±.05 0.20±.01
(aragonitic pelecypod)

M1710B Astraea undosa 
(aragonitic gastropod)

Dume terrace 1.891.03 0.181.01

M1710D Trachvcardium quadragenarium 
(aragonitic pelecypod)

Dume terrace 2.68±.04 1.56±.03

M2017 Florimetis biangulata 
(aragonitic pelecypod)

Palos Verdes 
Sand, [22J 
S.E. corner 
of Pacific 
and Oliver 
Streets, San 
Pedro, Calif.

0.94±.02 0.03±.01

a X-ray measurements indicated that all five samples consisted of essen
tially 100 percent aragonite.

b Species identifications verified by W. 0. Addicott.

attained in the decay chain of 231pa_227Ac-227Th and that 231pa is measured 
by its daughter product 227-pj, [X6],

Chemical separations for the isolation of uranium and thorium to de
termine their isotopic composition have been described [15]; however, some 
modifications were made for the yield tracer of the natural-occurring thor
ium isotopes. A 10- to 30-gram sample of pulverized shell material was 
dissolved in 6N HC1. A measured spike of 229Th was added to the sample 
solution and allowed to equilibrate with the thorium isotopes in the shell 
material.

Uranium which was separated from thorium by anion exchange, was 
further purified by hexone extraction, and was then electrodeposited on a 
platinum disk for radioactivity measurements by alpha spectrometry. The 
234u /238u ratio was determined from this measurement; the 235(j/234u and 
238U/235U ratio was determined by mass spectrometry [17].

Thorium in the sample solution was purified by anion exchange followed 
by extraction into 0.25 molar thenoyltrifluoracetone (TTA) in benzene solu
tion to remove the 225pa anj 225ac daughters of 229xh that were introduced 
with the 229xh spike. Thorium isolated from the shell material was electro- 
deposited on a platinum disk for alpha counting.
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The reference sample GS-64 (uraninite in radioactive equilibrium) was 
used for comparison to obtain the isotopic composition of the thorium iso
topes. Several of these reference comparisons were made; each comparison 
required the same chemical separations and measurements with the 229xh 
spike as those used for the shell samples. Separate isotope dilution mea
surements by mass spectrometry, using the enriched 235u spike, were used 
to calibrate the quantity of uranium and subsequently ^^®Th in the refer
ence sample.

When this technique is used, all measurements are ultimately based on 
the NBS-950 U3Ûg standard, and all interrelated isotopic ratios are mea
sured on the same instrument during a common time interval. Thus all 
isotopic determinations were independent of chemical yield and of varia
tions in counting efficiency of the radioactivity detectors or in the 
collection efficiencies of mass spectrometer ion beams. The following 
equations were used to obtain the isotopic compositions; all ratios in 
parentheses were measured activity ratios obtained from the alpha particle 
spectra.

230,Th
234„

91 pg 238y
R e f .

sample wt. x 238.,
ppm

230  229( Th/ Th) samóle
L(230Th/229Th)_ Ref.
.234 ,238 . ,( h /  it ) sample
( 23V 38u) Ref.

231Pa
235.,

91 pg 238U,Ref.
(230Th/229Th) sample
(230Th/229Th) Ref.

. ^ 238,,sample wt. x U xppm
(230Th/227Th) sample
(23°Th/227Th) Ref.

234u (234U/238U) sample
238u (23V 238U) Ref.

234u 235 ,234 „ .U/ U Ref. .
238u " 235.. ,234 . U/ U sample

by alpha spectrometry

by mass spectrometry

238 238U reference was the amount of U with equilibriumvalue of 91 pg
Th used for each reference run; equations are based on equal amounts 

of 2" Th spike.

OPEN SYSTEM MODEL

The isotopic compositions in the shell samples are shown in Table II. 
iPa has been determined in only a few mollusk samples: however, none of 

these samples have concordant ages for 231pa/235y an{j 230p[1/234ui jn four 
of the five samples listed in Table II, 231pa occurs in excess of the 
amount required for equilibrium with 235(j_ Based on a closed system, no 
age can be calculated from the 231pa/235u activity ratios that have a value 
greater than one. In one sample in which an apparent age can be calculated 
from this ratio, the 231pa/235u gives an age value about 25 percent greater 
than that from 230xh/234u# Thus these samples containing excess 231pa in
dicate that a closed system did not exist in the shells and that, in per
meating solutions, more uranium was available to the shell than was actually 
assimilated. However, the daughter products, 231pa and 230ph, produced
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TABLE II. Isotopic ratios in mollusk samples 
from Los Angeles County, California

Sample

235̂
2 3 8 it

234„ 23V 230_

238̂  238u 23̂ u
----- uranium equivalent units----

231Pa
235„

CMW-115 1.00U.003 1.20+.01 1.20±.01 0.92±.03 1.26±,08

M1710A 0.996±,005 1.I6±.01 1.17±.01 0.72±.03 1.08±.07

M1710B 0.999+.005 1.23+.01 1.25±.01 0.85±.04 1.37±.10

M1710D 1.00U.005 1.33±.01 1.33±.01 0.87±.04 1.43±.12

M2017 0.997±.005 1.16±.01 1.17±.01 0.58±.03 0.9U.08

a 235U / 238U and 23¿+U/* 231 * 233 234U determined on mass spectrometer.

b 234 ,238 . ■ . . , .U / U determined on alpha spectrometer.

from both the assimilated uranium and the mobile uranium «ere accumulated 
in the shell material.

To account for this condition, an open-system model is constructed 
for uranium occurrences and migration in natural material. Since uranium 
is a necessary contaminant for determining the age of a specimen by 
uranium series disequilibrium methods, the model does not severely restrict 
the time and sequence of this contamination but allows for a continuous 
contamination throughout the history of the material investigated. Mollusk 
samples listed in Table I are used to demonstrate the model.

„ „ . . 238tI 235„ 234 231 . 230„u , . ,Determinations of U, U, U, Pa and Th are required for
solution of the mathematical model. The only isotopes in this group that 
occur in constant abundance ratio are 238jj an(j 235u, therefore, 231pa can 
be compared to either isotope. Four primary assumptions are required for 
the model:

231 230Essentially all of the Pa and Th were produced from the 
radioactive decay of uranium available to the specimen.

231 230Essentially none of the Pa and Th that was produced in the 
specimen was subsequently leached from the specimen.

In the water that entered the environment in which the shells 
had been deposited, the activity ratio of 234(j/238u had a rela
tively large excess of ^34y unsupported by 238(jj guch en assump
tion is justified by the data of THURBER [18).

234 238The concentration of uranium in the water and its U/ U 
ratio could have had short-term variations but' the long-term 
average of the concentration and isotopic composition should 
have been relatively constant.

The hypothesis for the model is based on the evidence that uranium is 
slowly assimilated in mollusk shell material over a relatively long period 
during its history after deposition in host sediments. Exposure to ground 
water was the predominant factor for shells now existing in elevated marine

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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terraces and this water represented the primary source of the uranium assim 
ilated. The shell material-may or may not have assimilated its total con
centration of uranium relatively early in its history; however, the source 
of uranium continued to permeate the host sediments even though the shell 
material assimilated all of the uranium its structure could accommodate. 
Isotopic exchange of uranium between the shell material and the source of 
uranium occurred both during the assimilation period and for the remainder 
of its history of exposure to ground water. Assimilation of uranium may 
have been a relatively inefficient process; therefore, uranium available 
but not assimilated must be accounted for in the model. Thus, the source 
uranium was represented by a uranium flux, and the uranium that escaped 
assimilation constituted leached uranium. Both 231pa and 230ph retained 
in the shell material were produced, in situ, in the uranium flux.

S Y M B O L S

UF
U ranium  f lu x  

u p
U ran ium  in  pore  w a ter

U ran ium  leached  fro m  spec im en  

C
C onstant

y. Pg, IÜ
A m o un t o f  iso tope  re ta ined  

in specim en  a na lyze d

/
R ad ioac tive  decay to  

d au g h te r p ro du c t

FIG. 1. Flow diagram for open-system model depicting migration o f uranium in the environment 
and in the specimen investigated

Á flow diagram for the proposed model (Figure 1), depicts the migra- 
tion of uranium in the environment and the specimen analyzed, and the 
mechanisms of accumulation of 231pa an(j 230xh in the specimen. The uranium 
flux, Up, is defined as the total amount of a uranium isotope that was 
available to the specimen. Leached uranium,U^, is defined as the amount 
of a uranium isotope removed from the specimen. Fixed uranium, U, is de
fined as the amount that was retained in the specimen. Uranium in pore 
water, Up, is defined as that amount of uranium, most of which was not 
retained in the specimen, which contributed daughter products retained in 
the specimen. The 234u balance is more complex than the 238jj or 235jj bal
ance because sime 234u was contributed from the radioactive disintegra
tion of 238p the specimen and some of the 234y was introduced in 
uranium flux. Authigenic 234u [19] is defined as that fraction of 234u 
produced, in situ, from the decay of 238u fixed in the specimen; its 
growth is governed by the decay function, 238q (l-e'^SAt). Interphase 
isotopic exchange between uranium in pore water and fixed uranium is more 
complicated for 234u than for ^ ® U  because of the authigenic ^34jj component 
thus the 2-î U ieached is not necessarily equal to the 234u in pore water.
In the following mathematical representation of the open-system model, a
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material balance of incoming and outgoing 234n according to the flow dia
gram (Figure 1), is used to account for the 234d retained in the specimen.

231Pa =  2 3V  ( l - e - X 23lt) =  238 ( 1 . a - \ 23 l t )

and 238, 231Pa 238.
L ( i - e ' ^ l t j  -------

t h e n  2 3 4 U  =  23V  ( e " ^ 2 3 4 t ) . 2 3 4  +  238 ( 1 . e ^ 2 3 4 t )

230,T h  =  [(23V  - 23V ) ]  [ 1 . 4 3 6 5 ( e ‘X 2 3 4 t . e ^ O * ) ]
r L

+ 2 3 8 u_ (l-1 .4365e'X234t + O ^ e S e '^ O * 1) 
r

to simplify the equations let the growth and decay functions

(l-e'^231t) = f,b
( e ' ^ 2 3 4 t ) =  f

0

(l-e-X234t) = f

211using Pa(half life = 32’500 yr) 
2 3 4using U(half life = 248 000 yr) 
230.using Th(half life = 75 200 yr )

6

[1.4365 (e'X234t.e-X230t)] = ^

then

( l - 1 . 4 3 6 5 e ' ^ 2 3 4 t +  O ^ e S e ' ^ O 1 ) =  f

238U = 233Pa/f - 23V-------- ---------- D L

234u = 23W )  - 23V  + 238u(f )r a L — — g

23°Th = (23\  - 234UL)(fx) + 238Up(f2)
234Combining equations (2) and (3) to eliminate U,

( 1)

( 2)

(3)

( 1)

(2)

(3)

! ^ T h ( f d) - ^ < v  = 23\  ( f gv  - 23\  ( f gw 2>

238using equation (1) to eliminate U, 
230 234.,

234.. .-T-h-(V  ‘----H-(f
UL ------------------------ FT

2 3 4to  e lim in a te  UT

!>
g i

using 234„ 234.,

" i ’  5 s -  ‘

(4)

(5)

20
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f W d) * f y ,  ( i s w 2 ') -  £ % ( , , )  

V r o :  n  i - —Pa
w

Z f â W a )

* w
234Combining equations (2) and (4) to determine U.

230t> -  *  ! ^ p . ( - 4 i " 7

ü h

234„

(6)

(7)

using 234., 238

V  = 238„
. and

U„ 231_ ,
F = ___ Pa/t

then
RF =

2 3 0 Th -  234U(fl) + 231Pa V~=TT
fgf r f 2

231Paeg
(8)

Representing complex growth and decay functions by

£«  ■ V i

£e ■ (£g£i)/£b

£r ■ < y r £d V « b

%  ■ < y i - y /£b-

then
Kl -

23°Th(fJ) + 231Pa(f̂ J) - 234U(f1) 

231pa(fp) -

(6)

"F
23°Th + 231Pa(f„) - 234U(fx)

231Pa ( f p)

(8)

234y _ 23°Th(fJ) + 231Pa(fr) - (4)

234„ 23°Th + 233Pa(f„) - 234U(f1) (7)

2 0 *
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All of the growth and decay functions used in equations (4), (5), (6),
(7), and (8) were calculated from t = 0 to t = 300 000 years in increments 
of 5 000 years. Trial and error solutions of equations (6) and (8) were 
made, and values of IL and R varying with time were obtained. If it is  
assumed that the uranxum available for assimilation in the shell material 
has a relatively high 234u/238y activity ratio [18], it is possible to 
establish limits for these ratios from which the age of a shell can be cal
culated: u/^3°u g  ¿  Rp. These limits represent the boundary
conditions of isotopic exchange of uranium between that in the environment 
and that incorporated in the shell material. In the case of complete is o 
topic exchange, the ratio of uranium isotopes leached. Rj.> should equal 
the isotopic ratio retained in the shell material, ^^^u/238u. For incom
plete isotopic exchange R^ should have a slightly larger value than 

j234jj/2 3 8 u . In the case of little or no isotopic exchange, the ratio of  
uranium isotopes leached, Rl , should be nearly the same as the ratio of  
the uranium isotopes calculated for the uranium flux, Rp.

Results of the calculations, based on isotopic data from mollusk 
shells, are shown in Table III; values for t, ^  Rp,
238Ul /‘3®Up , 234^, 234up, and are listed. For each sámple, two
sets of values were calculated; (1) for the boundary condition of Rl ■ 
234U/238Q and (2) for the boundary condition of Rl = Rf * Results calculated 
for each boundary condition indicate the difference in ages is small, for 
any individual sample, and its magnitude is less than the analytical error. 
Thus the degree of isotopic exchange of uranium between the shell and its 
environment does not affect significantly the age calculation.

230 234 234 238Ages calculated from the Th/ U and U/ U ratios, based on 
the closed-system model of KAUFMAN and BROECKER [11], are compared to 
those calculated on the basis of the open-system model. These values and 
the error in apparent ages calculated from counting statistics are shown 
in Table IV. Apparent ages of samples from the Dume terrace have consider
able variation when calculated by closed system, but they have less varia
tion when calculated by the open-system. The degree of deviation from a 
closed system also can be judged from the 238^/238^ term in Table III; 
as this fraction approached zero, a closed system is approached for the 
sample. This condition is nearly represented by the sample from Palos 
Verdes Sand, M2017, where little or no difference between ages was calcu
lated by the two methods; also a small uranium-leach fraction of 0.06 was 
calculated.

The open-system calculation should be more versatile than the closed- 
system and could be applied to date many additional samples which would 
not meet the rigid criteria demanded for a valid date calculated by the 
closed system. An open system would require a steady-state flux of uranium 
or at least a system where pulsations in the flux would yield an average 
which was relatively steady. To judge the validity of dating, several 
samples should be analyzed from each stratigraphic horizon to be dated and 
relatively consistent ages would be required to establish the true age.

FUTURE ANALYTICAL IMPROVEMENTS
231 238An improved technique for determining the Pa/ U ratio is currently 

being used for analyses of mollusk shell samples [J. N. ROSHOLT and B. J. 
SZABO, in preparation]. Thermal neutron activation of Z31Pa is used rather



TABLE III. List of terms in open- system equations calculated for mollusk shells

Sample
t

(years)
23^/238^

S 23\ / 23\
23\
(equivalent

23\
p p m )

23®u
( p p m )

CMW-115 186 000 1.20 1.20 1.33 0.23 2.0 10.0 5.88

177 000 1.41 1.41 0.22 2.4 10.6

M1710A 126 000 1.16 1.16 1.22 0.14 0.5 3.7 3.22

124 000 1.24 1.24 0.14 0.5 3.7

M1710B 145 000 1.24 1.24 1.37 0.30 0.8 2.7 1.89

138 000 1.47 1.47 0.31 0.9 2.7

M1710D 147 000 1.33 1.33 1.50 0.33 1.3 4.0 2.68

138 000 1.63 1.63 0.34 1.4 4.1

M2017 91 100 1.16 1.16 1.23 0.06 0.1 1.2 0.94

90 800 1.24 1.24 0.06 0.1 1.2

308 
ROSHOLT
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than measuring the 222xh/230Th ratio as described for the samples in this 
paper. In this technique, the nuclear reaction is:

231 Pa(n, >232^ 
7) Pa 1.3 d

232 U a
71.7 yr

228 Th

a = 340 barns

TABLE IV. Comparison of ages calculated by closed-system 
and open-system model of uranium migration

Sample

CMW-115

M1710A

M1710B

M1710D

M2017

Age of fossil (years) 
Closed system Open system

C

Dume

Dume

Dume

Palos Verdes 
Sand

232 000 ± 30 000 

133 000 ± 20 000 

180 000 ± 25 000 

190 000 ± 25 000 

93 000 ± 10 000

180 000 ± 35 000 

125 000 ± 25 000 

140 000 ± 30 000 

145 000 ± 30 000 

91 000 ± 15 000

The measurement of neutron-induced activity is made by alpha spectro
metry of highly purified uranium extracted from the irradiated sample [17]; 
the 232(j/238u activity ratio is determined and compared to that obtained 
from the equilibrium reference sample irradiated with the same neutron flux, 
Surface-barrier detectors are used to measure the alpha particle activity, 
and very low counting rates of 232u can be measured accurately because the 
background count of the detector, in the area of the 232u alpha peak, is 
much less than 0.001 count per minute.

Optimum irradiation time is about 10 hours at a thermal neutron flux 
of about 1.8 x 10^ n/cm2 sec. This amount of irradiation produces a 
232y/238u activity ratio of 0.03 for a sample in which 231pa is in radio
active equilibrium with 23^U. Lower irradiation levels can be used if 
counting periods of 10 to 15 days are desired; activity ratios with values 
as low as 0.003 can be obtained with less than ± 5 percent variation of 
both counting statistics and reproducibility.
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Abstract

STEPWISE DETERMINATIONS OF THORIUM, PROTACTINIUM AND URANIUM ISOTOPES AND THEIR 
APPLICATIONS IN GEOCHRONOLOGICAL STUDIES. A simple stepwise method for the quantitative 
determination o f thorium, protactinium and uranium isotopes which have favourable half-lives for Pleistocene 
dating has been developed and applied to carbonate samples. After the initial concentration by ferric hydro
xide precipitation, these elements were successfully separated by using an anion exchange column. Then 
the counting sources were prepared from each fraction by electrodeposition and the alpha spectrometries 
were carried out by a double-gridded ionization chamber with coincidence circuit to reduce the background 
activity. Reliable determination o f very low 23IPa activity could be made by using this chamber. The 
overall chem ical yields were known from the recoveries o f  tracers ( 234Th, 233Pa and 232U) originally added 
to the sample solutions. The contamination o f  natural alpha radionuclides from these tracers was also 
examined.

Dating by 231Pa had not yet been successfully applied, except for the core samples o f  deep sea sedi
ments having fairly high concentration o f this nuclide. For the first time the 231Pa growth method was applied 
to chem ically unaltered samples. Several corals and Tridacna shells, mostly still in aragonitic crystals, 
were collected from the Plio-Pleistocene and Holocene (including present-day) sediments in the Ryukyu 
Islands and their isotopic compositions were studied. The different parts o f a stalagmite sample were also 
analysed.

For corals, the results gave close ages, within statistical errors, o f  countings between the 230Th and 
231Pa method, though the systematically slightly larger 231Pa ages for young corals seem to indicate the 
existence o f  the initial protactinium in these samples. For Tridacna shells, any definite age assignment 
other than relative ages among specimens could not be obtained because o f  the inconsistency between 
230Th and 231Pa ages, or their ¿xcess concentration over the equilibrium values. These facts may be used 
to study the post-depositional diagenesis within the samples.

The most reliable age estimation can be made by cross-checking the 230Th age with the 231Pa age 
and the value o f uranium isotopes ratio 234U /238U from the data obtained by the above-mentioned method.

INTRODUCTION

The dating of carbonate of Quaternary has been made by a radiocarbon 
method, making use of the decay of 14C in a sample, but the relatively 
short half-life (5.73 X 103 yr) of 14C limits the application of this method 
to samples of Holocene and upper Pleistocene only (Fig. 1). In applying 
this method to Pleistocene samples, it must be mentioned that the possi
bility of post-depositional contamination with recent carbon becomes a 
serious cause of error, together with the uncertainty of initial 14C specific 
activity. On the other hand, there are other independent methods, based 
on the growth of daughter nuclides from initial deficiencies toward 
equilibrium with their parents. As one of such methods, the 230Th (ionium) 
growth method has been applied effectively to carbonate samples by several 
workers [1-9]. This method is more suitable for a sample of Pleistocene, 
owing to the half-life (7.52 X 104 yr) of 230Th, and the theoretical growth 
curves of 230T h/238U activity ratio may be somewhat different, according
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to the initial 234U /238U ratio as shown in Fig. 1. For example, if the initial 
activity ratio of these two uranium isotopes has the value of 1.15, which 
has been commonly accepted as this ratio in sea-water [10-12], 230Th 
activity shows a slight maximum and then approaches to the equilibrium 
value with 238U.

FIG. 1. Theoretical changes o f  activity ratios with time

To obtain the reliable age of the sample, it is desirable to cross
check the 230Th age with the ages estimated by other methods to support 
the assumption that the sample remained chemically closed since uranium 
was fixed in it. In this regard, checking by the 226R a /230Th ratio in the 
sample [1 ] may be useful to confirm the lack of interaction between the 
sample and its surroundings during the past few thousand years. But for 
the older samples the preservation of a closed system cannot be decidedly 
assured by this checking because the chemical alternation that occurred 
more than ten thousand years ago will have no influence on the 226R a/230Th 
ratio owing to the relatively short half-life (1.62 X 103 yr) of 226Ra.

Dating by the 234U /238U ratio had been applied for the core samples of 
coral [13]. As shown in Fig. 1 this method may be potentially applied to 
events over several hundreds of thousands of years because of the half- 
life (2 .48 X 105yr) of 234U, but it seems to be difficult to obtain a definite 
age owing to the fact that the experimental error of the measurement is 
fairly large, compared with the variation of this ratio with time. 
Nevertheless, determination of this ratio in the sample is very valuable 
to cross-check and to obtain the reliable 230Th age.

On the other hand, the method which makes use of the growth of 231Pa 
from its parent 235U in the sample seems to be suitable to cross-check  
the age of several tens of thousands of years because of the half-life 
(3.25 X 104yr) of 231Pa (Fig. 1). Although some experiments were made 
on the application of this method to carbonate samples [14], no successful 
result of dating has ever been obtained, primarily because of the poor 
state of preservation of the sample studied. For the first time the authors 
studied the applicability of the 231Pa growth method to chemically unaltered 
carbonate samples and their results are reported here, together with the
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results on 230Th and 234U contents. It is also shown in Fig. 1 that another 
age estimation may be made from the 23IP a /23ftTh activity ratio without 
knowing the uranium content of a sample.

From the above-mentioned, it is evident that the simultaneous 
determination of 238U, 234U, 230Th and 231Pa contents in a sample is very 
favourable for geochronological studies. For this purpose a simple, 
stepwise method for the quantitative determination of these radionuclides 
has been developed in the authors' laboratory and applied to carbonates 
in this study. The method is described below.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

(a) Radiochemical separation procedure

Carbonate samples (usually 20 to 40 g) in blocks were dissolved in 
200 to 400 cm3 of 6 M HNOg solution containing HF in 0.05 M to ensure 
the complete dissolution of protactinium. Known amounts of purified 
tracers of each element were then added to this solution to obtain the 
overall chemical yields of the following separation procedures. As 
tracers, 234Th was prepared from purified uranyl nitrate by milking with 
the ion exchange technique [15], and 233Pa was prepared by neutron irradi
ation of 232Th and purified by solvent extraction [16] or the adsorption 
technique [17], For the uranium tracer, it was impossible to prepare 
beta-emitter 237 U in carrier-free or highly-enriched form, even by the 
application of hot atom chemistry [18], so alpha-emitter 23 2U, having 
different alpha energy from natural uranium isotopes, was prepared by 
the neutron irradiation of 231Pa [19]. After adding these tracers the sample 
solution was once heated and then left for several days to fulfill the 
isotopic exchanges between tracers and radioisotopes in the sample. If 
undissolved residues, such as organic materials, remained in the HNO3 

solution, after filtering the solution, additional decomposition treatments 
of these residues with H2 S04, concentrated HC104 and HNOs (+HF) were 
applied and the resulting solution was added to the original filtrate.

The sample solution thus obtained was boiled to expel carbon dioxide 
dissolved in it and about lOmg of ferric iron carrier was added to the 
solution. Coprecipitation with ferric hydroxide was then carried out by 
passing ammonia gas into this solution. As it was possible that this ferric 
hydroxide precipitate may have contained calcium fluoride, treatment 
with H 2 S04 was applied to expel HF. After this procedure, the dilute 
HC1 solution of the sample was prepared and the ferric hydroxide co
precipitation process was repeated in two cycles. Finally, the precipitate 
was washed with boiling water containing ammonia to remove chloride 
and then dissolved in 5 cm3 of 0.5 M oxalic acid.

Stepwise separations of each element were accomplished as follows:
The oxalic-acid solution was passed through an oxalate form anion 

exchange resin previously conditioned by 0.5 M oxalic acid (Dowex 1 x 8 ,  
200 to 400 mesh, 6 mm X 80mm column) and washed with five free column 
volumes of 0.5 M oxalic acid. In this process Th, Pa and U isotopes were 
retained on the column with the iron carrier, although Ac„ Pb and alkaline 
earth elements (Ra) passed through the column [20], From this column 
Th isotopes could be eluted by six free column volumes of 8 M HC1, the 
column form being converted into chloride form during this process. The
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elution of Pa isotopes could be made by six column volumes of the mixed 
elutriant of 8  M HC1 and 0.1 M HF. After this process U isotopes could 
be successfully eluted by the mixed elutriant of 6  M HC1 and 1 M HCIO4 

without the elution of Fe and Po [20], Each fraction thus obtained was 
purified by the following methods, if this was thought to be necessary: the 
cation exchange method with 3 M HC1 for Th, the solvent-extraction method 
with diisobutyl-ketone for Pa [16] and the method with triisooctyl-amine 
for U [19],

(b) Preparation of counting sources and radioactivity measurements

The radiochemically purified Th fraction was taken up with 5cm3 of
0.5 MHC1 after the decomposition of oxalic acid with HNO3 and HCIO4 .
After the addition of 4 cm3 of 2 M NaCl, 1 cm3 of 0.5 M oxalic acid and
0.8 cm3 of 2 M ammonium formate to this solution, the electrodeposition 
of Th onto a stainless-steel cathode plate (35 mm diam. ) from this electro
lytic solution was made at a constant current of 0.5 A for two to three hours 
in a polyethylene cell, using a platinum wire as an anode. The electro
deposition of Pa could be made onto a stainless cathode plate by using the 
same composition of electrolyte and the same electrolytic conditions as 
in the case of Th, instead of using the conditions previously reported from  
the laboratory [21], In order to prepare the counting source of U, the 
purified U fraction was evaporated to dryness and then taken up with 2 cm3 

of 2 M HCIO4 , 2.5 cm3 of 2 M ammonium formate and 10 cm3 of distilled 
water. The electrodeposition of U onto a stainless-steel plate was made 
from this electrolytic solution of a constant current of 0.4 A for about 
three hours [18],

The counting sources for each radionuclide thus prepared were sub
jected to beta countings and alpha spectrometries. The G-M tube having 
a 5-cm -diam . end window was used to measure the beta radioactivity of 
234Th or 233Pa to determine the chemical yield of Th or Pa recovered on 
the counting plate. The alpha spectrometries were carried out by means 
of a double-gridded ionization chamber [22] (Osaka Denpa, Model No. 4) 
coupled with a coincidence circuit and a 1 0 0 - channels pulse height analyser 
(Kobe Kogyo, Model AN-100). Determination of very low alpha activity 
of 231Pa has become possible by using this chamber, because this detector 
has a very low background count ( 1  to 2  counts/ 1 0 0 0  min per channel in 
a channel width of 20keV) and good counting geometry of 2 7r for a counting 
plate. The energy resolution (FWHM1) with this chamber was found to be 
ábout 1.8% for a 23aU peak in good condition. In setting a channel width 
to be 20keV, 234U and 238U activities were determined in the ranges of 
20 and 18 channels, respectively, because the 234U /238U activity ratio of 
an old uranirute sample was found to become 1 . 0 0  ± 0 . 0 1  in the case of 
taking these channel ranges for each uranium isotope. The chemical 
recovery of U on the counting plate was determined from the 232U activity 
on the alpha spectrum of the uranium fraction. The alpha activities of 
230Th and 231Pa on each counting plate were determined in the ranges of 
22 channels and 27 channels on each alpha spectrum, respectively, in the 
condition of 20keV/channel. The counting time in the alpha spectrometry

1 FWHM = full width half maximum.
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was chosen to be from several hours to several days so that the statistical 
error of counting might be less than 2% for the 234U /23SU rati0  and 230Th, 
and less than 5% for 231Pa. Examples of alpha spectra are shown in Fig. 2.

FIG.2. Examples o f  alpha spectra
(a) uranium fraction for a coral (CK5)
(b) protactinium fraction for a coral (CK5)

SAMPLES

The carbonate samples studied in this work were collected from the 
Ryukyu Islands (Kikai, Izena, Kume, Miyako and Okinawa) in the western 
Pacific area (Fig. 3). The geotectonic framework and the stratigraphic 
units of the Ryukyu Islands were studied by K. Konishi and others (23 to 27). 
A tentative correlation of the limestone units among these islands is shown 
in Fig. 4. The Ryukyu limestone has been referred to Plio-Pleistocene 
and divided into three units lithostratigraphically as well as geomorpho- 
logically. A low-lying, emerged, reef-wall limestone unconformably 
overlies the Ryukyu limestone and predates present-day sediments. The 
last formation has been referred to Holocene and the radiocarbon dating 
vindicated this interpretation.

Each unit of subdivided limestone contains coralliferous breccia 
locally. The abundant herma-type corals often associate with Tridacna 
shells (a gigantic clam) in this form. These corals and Tridacna shells 
were collected for analysis in this work, special care being taken that 
their crystalline state remained in aragonitic form. The preservation of 
a chemically closed system is one of the important requisites for obtaining 
the reliable ages of samples and it is well known that a recrystallization 
process converts aragonite into calcite. The samples were examined for 
their aragonite-to-calcite ratio by the X -ray diffraction method before 
chemical treatment. The percentages of calcite in fossil carbonate 
samples provide information regarding the degree of alteration. The 
approximate stratigraphic positions and geographic locations are shown 
in the column section in Fig. 4, the letter "C "  representing coral and "T "  
Tridacna.

A stalagmite sample, of about 16 cm diam. was tested in the cave at 
Ike-jima, very near Okinawa-jima. To obtain basic data for the dating of
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The most reliable data of 230Th, 231Pa and the 234u / 238U ratio for 
present-day Tridacna shell were obtained by using the larger amounts 
(552 g) of the sample TGI which was collected on the coast of the small 
island Miyagi-jima, near Okinawa-jima.

To examine the reliability of analysis, the duplicate analyses of 231Pa 
were made by aliquots of the same solution prepared from TM2arg and 
consistent results were obtained, as is shown in Fig.6 .

Results for the stalagmite samples are shown in F ig .7, together with 
the uranium contents and the 234U /238U ratios of several natural water 
samples.

STALAGMITE
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FIG. 7. Analytical results o f  a stalagmite and natural waters

DISCUSSIONS ON SEVERAL SOURCES OF ANALYTICAL ERRORS

Besides statistical errors in counting, several causes of error may 
be considered; these factors are examined below.

The pipetting of 234Th and 233Pa tracers was carried out by ultra-micro 
pipettes having the capacity of 0.05 and 0.20 ml, respectively, and the 
errors introduced in the chemical yields of Th and Pa were estimated to 
be less than 3%, including geometrical variations for standard sources. 
Pipetting of the 232U tracer was made by a measuring pipette to add an 
appropriate amount of this tracer according to the uranium content of the 
sample. Activity of the 232U tracer spiked was determined by measuring 
the counts ranging from 3.5 MeV to 5.32 MeV in the alpha spectrum of the 
standard source, which was prepared by evaporating an aliquot of newly 
prepared 232U tracer solution. The value obtained by this method was found 
to coincide within a 2 % error with the value determined by the other
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method; this relied on alpha spectrometry of a counting source prepared 
by electrodeposition after purification with anion exchange resin, and used 
231U tracer [18] to find the chemical yield in these procedures. Further

more, the uranium contents of some Tridacna shells (TM la, T il and TOl) 
were also determined from the aliquot of the same sample solutions by 
fluorimetric analysis [30]; consistent data were obtained to show the relia
bility of the uranium contents quoted in this paper, using 232u as tracer.

As the contents of radionuclides in carbonate samples were very low, 
serious errors may have been introduced by contamination of these natural 
radionuclides from the tracers used for analysis. In this respect, some 
examinations were made as follows;

Contamination of 232U with target 231 Pa séemed to be a critical matter 
for the dating of younger samples by the 231Pa method. For example, even 
if the activity ratio of 2 3 1Pa/232U in a tracer has the value of 10"3, this 
231Pa corresponds to 2.2% of the equilibrium value with the parent uranium 
in the case of adding 232U in the same amount of activity with that of 238U 
in the sample. Therefore, purifications of 232U from 231Pa were made 
carefully by three cycles of solvent extraction and two cycles of anion 
exchange [19] and the absence of 231Pa in 232U tracer was confirmed by 
alpha spectrometric analysis.

As 234Th tracer was prepared by the milking technique from its parent 
238U, inevitably containing 234U, the growth of * 230Th from its parent 234U 
must be considered during the growth of 234Th, even if the cow uranium 
had been sufficiently purified from its original 230Th, in spite of the differ
ence of half-lives between 234Th and 230Th. Contamination of 234Th with 
230Th cannot be neglected if 234Th is prepared from aged uranium or used 
after long storage. This circumstance was avoided by using the depleted 
uranium having low 234U /238U as cow and by using freshly prepared 234Th 
which was obtained by milking after a short time of growth.

For 233Pa tracer prepared from a neutron-irradiated 232Th target, 
contamination with 232Th owing to insufficient chemical purification, the 
existence of 231Pa produced from 230xh in the thorium target and the growth 
of 233U from 233Pa may be considered. The first factor can be avoided by 
careful purification procedures, and the second factor proves to be negli
gible on account of low abundance of 230Th in the thorium target, but the 
last factor must be mentioned because 233U has nearly the same alpha 
particle energy as that of 234U and may interfere with the determination 
of the 234U /238U ratio of the sample of low uranium content. Therefore, it 
is desirable to purify the old233Pa stock solution in order to remove the 
233U produced in it.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

(a) Corals

For aragonitic corals, as shown in Fig. 9, the ages estimated from
230T h /234U are almost consistent with ages estimated from 231P a /235U and 
do not contradict with decrease in 234U /238U from their initial value of 
about 1.15. Although the statistical errors become larger, ages of the 
same order could be obtained from 2 3 1P a /230Th; for example, (33 ± 8 ) X 103 yr 
for CK4, (54 ± 13) X 103 yr for CK8 , (56 ± 14) X 103 yr for CK5 and 
(78± 10) X 103 yr for CK6 . The ages of CK1 and CK2 almost agree with
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the following 14C ages reported for samples from the same stratigraphic 
formation: 6630± 150 yr for coral (GaK-454) and 4370± 130 for Tridacna 
(GaK-452)2 *. Although a much younger age of 27200± 1200 yr has been 
reported for an echinoid sample (GaK-455)2 from a similar stratigraphic 
position with CK8 , CK5 and CK6 , the 230Th and 231Pa ages obtained in this 
study may be more reliable, because the contamination with recent carbon 
is quite probable for such an older sample. As for CK6 (a, b and c), the 
uranium contents and the apparent ages of three blocks become somewhat 
different. Such discrepancies are thought to be due to some secondary 
alterations in this sample rather than to some experimental errors 
referring to consideration of the sources of error mentioned above.

ca lc ite

aragonite

FIG. 8. Distribution o f sodium in Tridacna shells found by means o f "activography" (activation autoradiography)
(a) present-day Tridacna shell (TM1)
(b) fossil Tridacna shell (TUI)

Regarding the 231Pa ages of the younger samples (CU2, CK1-3), they 
are of the same order of value with their 230Th ages, but are slightly 
larger than the latter systematically. As the introduction of 231Pa from 
tracer solutions is considered to be negligible, as mentioned before, and 
this fact has been confirmed by the analysis of 231Pa in 232U tracer 
(having about 104 dpm activity) these excess values of 231Pa may be 
explained by the existence of original 231Pa in a relatively larger value 
in an equivalent uranium unit than that of the original 230Th. This as
sumption seems to be reasonable from the data on the 23 1P a/ 230Th ratio 
in sea-water [31, 32] and the results of the authors' study on present- 
day samples of coral (CU1) and Tridacna shell (TGI), although data has not 
yet been obtained as to the 231Pa content of coral of the same species with 
fossil corals in this study. It must be mentioned here that, if corrections 
of about 2 X 1 0 3 yr are made to the ages directly obtained from the values 
of 231P a /235U in younger samples, the corrected 231Pa ages come to be 
in good agreement with 230Th ages within statistical error (Table I).

For CK10 (a and b), the contents of 230Th and 231Pa exceed their 
equilibrium values with uranium and dating cannot be made by either 
nuclide, but the age of this sample may be estimated to be more than 
5 X 10s yr from its 234U / 238U rati0  Qn the assumption that the differential 
leaching of 234U and 238U has not occurred during the partial transformation

2 KIGOSH1, K .. KOBAYASHI, H ., Gakushuin natural radiocarbon measurements IV, Radiocarbon 7 
(1965) 10; and M il, H ., KIGOSHI, K ., Radiocarbon dating o f the ancient beach and coastal dune deposits.
Kikai Island, Amami. 14C age o f the Quaternary deposits in Japan XVIII, Earth Sci. 82 (1966) 43.

f
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T A B L E  I. CORRECTED 230Th AND 231Pa AGES OF CORAL

Sample 230Th ages 
(103 yr)

231Pa ages
(103 yr)

( 231Pa a g e )/(230Th age)

CU 1 0 . 0 ± 0. 2 0. 0 ± 0. 8 -

CU2 2 .1  ± 0 .3 - -

CK la 5. 0 ±  0. 4 5. 8 ± 2 .1 1 .1 6  ± 0 .4 3

lb 4. 2 ± 0. 3 4 .5  ± 1 .0 1. 07 ± 0. 25

CK2 5 .5  ± 0 .4 5. 2 è 1 .7 0. 94 ± 0 .2 1

CK3 6 .4  ± 0 .4 7 .4  è 1 .3 1. 16 ± 0. 21

CK 11 39 ± 2 50 è 6 1. 27 ± 0. 15

CK 12 42 ± 2 - -

CK 4 44 ± 2 48 ± 5 1. 09 ± 0. 12

CK 8 47 i  2 42 ± 5 0. 89 ± 0 .1 4

CK 5a 59 è 5 59 i  7 1. 00 ± 0 .1 3

5b 56 ± 5 - -

CK 6a 79 ± 5 80 ± 14 1 .0 1  ± 0 .1 9

6b 52 ± 4 87 ± 17 1. 67 ± 0 .3 3

6c 54 i  2 75 ± 15 1 .3 9  ± 0 .2 8

CK 13 64 è 3 63 ± 6 0. 99 ± 0 .1 1

Assumed initial values (in  equil. uranium unit )
C ora l: 23<krh = 1. 5 ± 0. 2. 231Pa = 7 . 4 1 1 . 5

of the crystalline state from aragonite to calcite. Samples CK7, COI and 
CK9, being completely recrystallized into calcite, were found to be 
deficient in uranium, and the estimated ages are not reliable.

To summarize, the ages of corals which appear to be chemically 
reliable fall into three relatively well-defined groups and are consistent 
with stratigraphic sequence. These ages probably show the non-glacial 
intervals which were favourable for the growth of coral in this area of 
the Pacific ocean.

(b) Tridacna shells and others

For Tridacna shells, it is conspicuous that the uranium contents range 
from a very small amount to about 1  ppm in contrast to the uranium 
content of aragonitic corals mentioned above, and fossil shells usually 
contain more uranium than present-day samples as has been found already 
for other molluscs in previous works [33, 34], As the hypothesis that
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uranium concentration in sea-water has undergone a large decrease during 
the past few thousand years is contradicted by the authors' results on 
corals, the secondary addition of uranium appears to be very likely; the 
date of this addition is considered to be not very recent as daughter 
nuclides have grown sufficiently; that is, the living Tridacna discriminate 
against uranium, and the secondary addition may have occurred soon after 
degradation of the organic materials in the shell. Furthermore, the most 
fossil shells, 230Th and 231Pa exceed their equilibrium values with uranium. 
This fact may be explained by another secondary diagenesis process 
(probably some loss of uranium) the date of which is thought to be not very 
old as 231Pa is greater than 230Th in the sample notwithstanding the fact 
that the half-life of 231Pa is shorter than that of 230Th.

Regarding these problems of diagenesis, interesting results were 
obtained on the distribution of sodium in Tridacna shells by taking the 
autoradiography of 24Na(Tj = 13. Oh) produced by neutron irradiation of 
the sample for about 6 h in the thermal column (f = 2 X lO10 n/cm 2 sec) 
of a T riga-Il-type atomic reactor. This new method may be called 
"activography", two examples are shown in Fig. 8 (a and b). From these 
autoradiograms it is clearly found that the distribution of sodium is not 
homogeneous, even in the present-day sample (TM1) or in the aragonitic 
part of the fossil shell (TUlarg), and almost complete leaching-out of 
sodium has occurred for the calcitic part of this fossil sample. It seems 
reasonable to suppose from these data that uranium and other trace ele
ments are also heterogeneously distributed in Tridacna shell.

It was possible to date fossil Tridacna shell for TK1 only and the 
estimated age of about 9 X 103 yr was found to be almost consistent with 
the age of coral in the same stratigraphic formation. But for the other 
samples only relative age estimations can be made by 234U / 238U on the 
assumption that the differentiation between 234U and 238U did not occur 
during diagenesis.

Dating of the stalagmite was difficult for the sample used in this study 
because of the small sample size and the existence in the sample of 232Th 
in a relatively larger amount to 230Th, but the data in Fig. 7 may serve as 
a basis for future studies of large stalagmite samples together with the 
2 3 4U /238U ratio of cave waters. The234U /238U ratios of sea-water obtained 
in this study are in good agreement with the commonly accepted value, 
within statistical error, and it seems to be reasonable to assume that the 
original 234U /238U ratio in coral and Tridacna do not differ so much from 
this value.

CONCLUSION

It was found that reliable radioactive dating could be made for 
aragonitic coral by cross-checking the 230Th age with both the 231Pa age 
and the value of 234u /  238U in the sample, but assignment of definite age 
was difficult for Tridacna shell, even if its crystalline state was still in 
aragonitic form. For Tridacna the process of diagenesis is more inter
esting and must be studied in detail. The stepwise method of analysis 
reported in this paper is not only useful for the dating of carbonates, 
uranium minerals [35] and other materials, such as core samples of sea 
sediments, but is also helpful for study of the diagenesis process. Light 
will be thrown on the Pleistocene history of carbonate sediments by this
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technique and the ages of one or more of the Pleistocene interglacials [36] 
in various places on Earth will be established as more absolute information 
on the age of carbonates and other material becomes available.
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D IS C U S S IO N

J. COLOMER: In many radiochemistry laboratories, electro
deposition is carried out on platinum plates. Electrodeposition on stainless 
steel is of course cheaper, but have you found any other advantages to 
its use?

I note that you perform alpha-spectrometry in a two-grid ionization 
chamber combined with a coincidence circuit. To what events do these 
coincidences relate?

M. SAKANOUE: In the early stages of our work we did in fact use
platinum plates, and also gold-coated copper plates. However, we have 
now succeeded in performing electrodeposition on stainless steel with a 
high deposition yield, and find that it has good resolution for alpha- 
spectrometry. For this reason, and also on account of the low cost to 
which you refer, we now use stainless steel almost exclusively.

In reply to your second question, the coincidence was made between 
the grid pulse and the collector pulse of the electrons produced in the 
chamber by alpha-ray ionization.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE: Do you think that calcite is formed only above
sea level, and why, if that is so, is there a continuous increase, with 
depth, of the calcite/aragonite ratio in deep borings on atolls?

M. SAKANOUE: I have not yet studied core samples of carbonates,
and so cannot say much about the situation in regard to calcite formation 
below sea level.

As far as the samples on which I have reported are concerned, I 
believe that the calcite was formed above sea level by fresh water (rain 
and so on), because the almost complete leaching of Na was confirmed 
by our activographic method. This method may be useful in investigating 
exactly where calcite formation takes place.

A. WALTON: Is there any detrital material present in the carbonate
samples that are dissolved in 6 M HNO3 and 0.05 M HF?

M. SAKANOUE: Some organic water does remain. After filtering
the solution, an additional decomposition treatment with H2 S04, cone. 
HCIO4 and HNOs(+HF) is applied and the resultant solution is added to 
the original filtrate.
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Abstract

SYSTEMATICS IN THE Pb-U-Th SYSTEMS AND MULTIPHASE ASSEMBLAGES. In a study o f 
oogenetic zircons, it was found that the measured 208Pb/232Th and 201 Pb/ 235U ratios formed a linear 
array in the corresponding coupled Pb-U-Th diagram which has an intersection on the concordia curve 
at approximately the same tim e point as determined by the coupled 206Pb/238U -2criP b /235U systems. The 
second point o f  intersection does not lie  on the concordia curve. Since this may be due to the variation 
in the Th/U  ratio in the natural separates, an investigation o f the Th and U distribution in single crystals 
was made using an electron microprobe. Large variations in the concentration o f these elements within 
single crystals were found as well as variation in the Th/U ratio. The theoretical aspects o f  a multiphase 
system with variable Th/U  ratios and U concentrations is presented and the degree o f  discordance in the 
Pb-U systems is discussed as well as possible interpretations o f  the Pb-U-Th systems. These results indicate 
that the Pb-Th system in conjunction with the Pb-U system may provide an additional independent dating 
method and a means o f understanding discordance in natural systems.

INTRODUCTION

In general, if a radioactive parent P with decay constant X 
produces a stable daughter product D, then the ratio of accumulated 
radiogenic daughter product to residual parent after a time t is 
defined to be rx. If the system is closed then r^ = e ^ -1 . However, 
if there is a pair of such parent-daughter systems with decay 
constants X, X', it is possible to define the primary age of a system  
even when the natural systems are open (Wetherill [1], Nicolaysen [2], 
Tilton [3], Wasserburg [4]) if certain rather general conditions obtain 
which generate a systematic relationship between possible sets of 
values of rx. and rv . The existence of such systematics is extremely 
important in age determinations and in understanding the mechanisms 
of transport of both parent and daughter products in geologic systems.

Here the primary age of a system is defined as the time when all 
the phases of the system were isotopically homogeneous with regard 
to the daughter element. That is, no "ex cess" radiogenic daughter 
isotope is present so that r*. = r K< = 0  for all phases.

Systematic linear relationships in the coupled parent-daughter 
systems 238U- 206Pb anc¡ 235U- 207pb are well documented, although the 
mechanisms of transport are still poorly understood.

Other systems may be useful in this connection, but it is most 
natural to expect the general conditions generating a regular relationship 
to obtain if the parents (and daughters) are isotopic species of a given 
element. The case of 2 3 2Th- 208pb js jn this manner distinct from the 
235lJ- 207pt) and 238 U - 206p b  systems and has therefore not been the 
subject of extensive investigation.

331
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The possibility of differential transport properties for 232 xh in 
comparison with U and 208Pb in comparison with 206Pb or 2(),?Pb make 
any broad generalizations for the 208Pb- 232Th system difficult. In 
addition, the fact that the 232T h /238U ratio is variable in nature as 
contrasted with the constancy of the 235u/233U ratio causes considerable 
complexity. This variability is, on the other hand, very useful since it 
emphasizes the effects of heterogeneity which occur in natural systems. 
If we define

^sso = 23^ P b /233U,

rX»u s 2°6pb /238u and r^232ThE 208pb /232Xh,

we may consider the behaviour of a natural system in terms of its 
representation on the (r ^ ,^ , r^238u) diagram and on the (rx235u, 
r\!Mrh) diagram.

Ahrens [5] first showed that some experimental data tended to 
define linear arrays in such representations. Studies of the Pb-U  
system have proceeded with some vigour (see, for example, Silver and 
Deutsch [6 ]); however, there have been few attempts previously to attack 
the question of the Pb-Th system due principally to the reasons stated 
above.

A recent study of Th-U-Pb in zircons separated from a single block 
of precambrian granite from the Sandia Mountains, New Mexico has 
been reported by Steiger and Wasserburg [7]. These authors also 
present a theoretical discussion of single-phase and two-phase systems. 
Allegre [8 ] has also presented several examples of regularities in the 
Pb-U -Th system from data reported in the literature.

In the present paper the authors review the results obtained and 
discuss the problem of discordance for zircon separates which tend 
to be mixtures of inhomogeneous impure crystals. They attempt to 
show that any explanation of the degree of discordance in natural systems 
must consider the heterogeneous distribution of uranium, thorium and 
lead.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of cogenetic zircon samples from a single rock fragment 
were investigated, following Silver [9], in order to eliminate differential 
effects which may be present in rocks from different localities. The 
rock sample was taken from an outcrop after drilling and blasting. The 
specimen appeared fresh and no obvious effects of weathering were 
present, as seen from both macroscopic and microscopic investigation. 
The more subtle effects of weathering are, of course, difficult to esti
mate since the daughter-parent systems appear to be more sensitive 
to alteration effects than can be detected by grosser petrographic and 
minéralogie changes.

An extensive Rb-Sr investigation of this pluton has been made 
(Wasserburg, Towell and Steiger [10]) and indicates an age of 1.42 X 109 yr 
(see F ig .l) . Grossly, the system appears undisturbed. However, 
evidence of redistribution of strontium is obvious in separates of epidote
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and sphene obtained from different phases of the granite, although the 
sphene crystals are primary and appear to be unaltered. Despite the 
clear evidence of Sr redistribution, it is difficult to evaluate the full 
extent of element mobilization. It appears to be very weak in comparison 
with the strontium isotopic equilibration found in localities of middle- 
grade metamorphism. There is no geologic evidence for any periods 
of "metamorphism" subsequent to the emplacement of the pluton, but 
the Sandia Mountains have clearly been involved in tetonic disturbances 
well into Tertiary time.

F IG .l. Rb-Sr evolution diagram showing data from several phases o f  the Sandia Mountain granite and 
the constituent minerals. The inset shows the anomalies in sphene and epidote and the difference between 
various apatites. The different numbers refer to various rock samples

Six zircon fractions were isolated from the original sample and 
analysed for Pb, U and Th. Prior to analysis the various fractions 
were subjected to an acid washing treatment to remove thorite, apatite, 
and other minerals. Samples of some of the mineral fractions were 
scanned with an electron microprobe to establish the possible presence 
of thorite, either as separate grains or as inclusions. The results of 
isotopic analyses are shown in Table I, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

The Pb-U data form a linear array on the (r ^ u , r ^ y )  diagram 
and yield an intersection with the concordia curve of between 1450 and 
1510 m .y . As shown by Wasserburg [4], any diffusion loss mechanism, 
whether continuous or episodic, will yield a linear array in the



TABLE I. AN ALYTICAL DATA OF COGENETIC ZIRCONS FROM THE SANDIA GRANITE, NEW MEXICO

Sample (N o.)
Concentrations

(ppm)

U Th

Th/U
Ratio

(atom ic)

Apparent ages3 
(in 106 yi)

Diffusion ages 
(in l 0 6yQ

206 p b  

238 y

207 p b 

235 u

208 p b

232 Th
207 p b  

206 p b

Q
°iiQ ahQ

NM 5 A b B -l 418 .2 182.1 0.447 1290 ± 15 1360 ± 10 1295 ± 25 1470 ± 25 1510 1500

6 -2 652.2 3 19 .2 0.502 935 ± 15 1105 ± 10 865 ± 20 1460 ± 20 1640 1580

NM 5 Bb 1 494.1 198.1 0.411 1100 ± 15 1215 ± 10 ____ c 1430 ± 20 1530 1490

2 4 84 .0 233 .3 0 .494 1100 ± 15 1235 ± 10 c 1460 ± 20 1560 1530

3 479.9 2 15 .9 0.461 1170 ± 15 1275 ± 10 1125 ± 25 1455 ± 20 1530 1510

4 506.0 2 42 .0 0.491 1130 ± 15 1250 ± 10 1065 ± 20 1455 ± 20 1540 1520

a Constants used: Xsssu = 1 •537 x 1 0 " 10y r " 1 : Xsssu = 9 .7 2  X 1 0 '10y r '1; \ 232Th = 4 .9 9  X 1 0 '11 y r '1; 233U / 238U = 1 /1 3 7 .8 . 

b Samples A and B are pieces from a single large b lock  o f  granite.

c  Pb could not be determined because the 20sPb tracer was added to the total sam ple due to the small sam ple size
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neighbourhood of concordia, and the point of intersection with 
the concordia curve is the primary age of the system. The fundamental 
nature of the open system behaviour, as to whether it represents a 
single episodic disturbance, following the model of Wetherill [1], or 
of more continuous diffusion losses (Tilton [3], Wasserburg [4]) is not 
clearly answered by these data. The primary age obtained from this 
array is in reasonable agreement with the Rb-Sr results shown in Fig. 1. 
The lower point of intersection for the best fit line is compatible with 
an episodic event at 60 m. y. The evidence for some Sr redistribution 
has been referred to earlier.

FIG. 2. Conventional ( r \ 2 3 5 u  * r \2 3 S jj ) diagram showing the data points for oogenetic zircons from the

Sandia granite, Albuquerque, New Mex. A single determination from the previous work o f Tilton et al. 
[11] is also shown. Line A is a best-fit line to the data points. For an episodic model the intersections 
correspond to a primary age o f 1470 m .y . and a disturbance .of 60 m .y . ago. Line B is a best-fit straight 
line to the upper region o f a continuous diffusion model D -D q  (a constant) for 1530 m .y . Line C is 
a best-fit straight line to the upper region o f  a continuous diffusion model D = D jt for 1510 m .y .

The degree of discordance of the various zircon fractions analysed 
is seen from Table I to be strongly related to the total concentration 
of U and Th. This supports the findings of Silver and Deutsch [ 6 ] and 
indicates that radiation damage must be a primary cause of the diffusive 
loss of lead, whether by continuous diffusion or episodic diffusion 
losses.

It was proposed for diffusion loss mechanisms related to radiation 
damage (Wasserburg [4]) that the diffusion coefficient is proportional 
to the integrated radiation damage and hence approximately to the total
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U and equivalent Th concentrations. If it is assumed that each sample 
fraction is homogeneous, and that the characteristic diffusion 
distance a is the same for a suite of samples, and that no parent loss 
occurs, it is possible to calculate the diffusion coefficients of different 
samples if one diffusion coefficient is known. For the models of episodic

FIG. 3. An (rx235u , r j^  ) diagram showing i

zircons from the Sandia granite. A single determination from the previous work o f Tilton et al. [11] is 
shown. The concordia curve for this diagram is given for \ 232xh  “ 4 *99 x 10"11 yr"1 (A) in heavy line and 
for i-232Th ~ 4 .8 8 x l0 _11yr"t (B). Note that the best-fit line intersects the abscissa to the right o f  the 
origin

diffusion loss [D(t) = u 6 (t-tj)], it follows that u should be proportional to 
the U plus equivalent Th concentrations. Figure 4 shows a graph of the 
function

R. £ rX238\ t ' (ext‘ -1) = « Ÿ  gM - q 2 y  u/ a2- l  = h(u/ a2 )e xt - exh n2 '
n = 1

and the experimental data normalized to sample j3 -l . It is evident 
that the diffusion parameter u /a 2, increases far more rapidly with an 
increase in the average concentration of the radioactive elements than 
the proportionality relationship suggested by Wasserburg [4]. It 
follows that some of the fundamental assumptions are in error in this 
model. One possibility is that the diffusion length is inversely
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correlated with U and Th concentration. In the above calculation each 
sample fraction analysed is assumed to represent a single phase, not 
a mixture of phases having different concentrations of radioactive 
elements. The authors now show that the Th-Pb results require the 
consideration of multiphase assemblages and that this is most likely a 
governing phenomenon in the discordance relationships presented above.

FIG.4. Comparison o f degree o f discordance o f r^23ĝ , as a function o f the corresponding diffusion para

meter. The gross discrepancies between the theoretical curve A and the experimental curve B should be 
noted. The experimental points are plotted on curve A at the values o f u /a2 necessary to obtain the ob
served R values. Curve B is drawn through the points calculated from the experimental data with the 
assumptions that a2 is constant and that u /a 2 is proportional to the integrated a  and recoil nucleus flux

THORIUM-LEAD RELATIONSHIPS

Figure 3 shows the experimental results plotted in an (r^æy, rx232Th ) 
diagram. The general form of the concordia curve in the (r^æjj, rx232Th ) 
diagram is similar to that in the (r ^ ^  , ) diagram, since the
high degree of curvature is due to the relatively short a35U half-life.
It can be seen by inspection that the experimental points form a linear 
array and that the sequence of discordance for these points corresponds 
to that found in the ( r ^ u , r^Sy ) diagram. A best fit to these 
points on a (r^*^, .■rxmrh) diagram is compatible with an intercept 
of 1470 m. y. on the concordia curve as was obtained for the (r^æjj , 
r ^ y  ) diagram. These data clearly demonstrate that it is possible 
to obtain linear arrays for cogenetic minerals in the Th-Pb, U-Pb 
system, that their intercept on the concordia curve is compatible with 
that obtained from the (r^æ^ , r ^ u  ) diagram, and that the degree

22
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of discordance in the Th ages follows that observed for the U ages, 
being a monotonically increasing function of the integrated radiation 
damage.

FIG. 5. Electron microprobe analyses for U, Th, Zr, Hf, Pb, Fe, and Al across sections o f  two cogenetic 
zircon grains from the Sandia granite. Grain 8 is acid washed, grain 4 was not acid washed. The dashed 
vertical line indicates the intersection between two perpendicular traverses. The inset sketches illustrate 
the direction o f the traverses ( i . e . . N-S or W -E). Approximate base lines are indicated for the elements 
Fe and A l. Increasing concentrations for these elements towards the margins o f  the grains may be due 
to contamination in the embedding material. The correlation o f Fe with U and Th would appear to 
explain the increase in radioactivity in the more magnetic fractions

A very fundamental difference, however, appears for the experimental 
results presented here for the case of the (r^a^ , rx232Th ), This is 
shown in Fig. 3, where it can be seen that the extrapolated line through 
these points lies to the right of the origin. It may be shown that, for 
a single-phase system, this type of linear array cannot be explained 
in terms of a non-fractionating diffusion loss mechanism, either 
continuous or episodic in character.

2 2 *
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS -

The fundamental character of the (r ^ y  , rx¡»2Th) diagram may 
be seen by considering the behaviour of a concordant sample to which 
pure 232xh is now added. The position of the concordant sample is 
(exp^y t -1 , expx2S2Th t-1 ). If pure 232Th is mixed into the system, 
the point representing the mixture will move downward vertically, since 
the ratio 207pb/235u will not be altered. In contrast to this behaviour, 
the addition of uranium (with a normal 23 5U / 238U ratio) will displace a 
concordant sample on the , r ^ ^ )  diagram along a chord
joining the origin and the point on the concordia curve, and the ratio 
(r ^ u  /rx23«u ) f °r the mixture will be unchanged. If, instead of 
pure 2 3 2Th, a discordant phase with a different Th/U ratio were added, 
the possible mixture would lie on a curve [7], The significance of such 
an effect is made evident by the heterogeneous Th/U distribution 
within a given zircon separate, as demonstrated by the electron micro
probe data presented in Fig. 5 on two grains from the Sandia granite.

Now consider a system £ composed of many phases. By a phase 
is meant a mass of chemically and physically homogeneous matter.
The behaviour of a two-phase system was discussed in detail by 
Steiger and Wasserburg [7], Consider here the more general case 
of a continuous distribution of phases with associated probability density 
functions which describe the frequency of occurrence of the various phases 

Because of the complexity of the problem the simplest case of 
episodic disturbance is treated. Assume that for an arbitrary phase 
"a "  which is a part of the total system £ that
(1) The discordance of a phase for each daughter-parent system  

is uniquely prescribed by the concentration of 238U (ca23i¡u) in 
that phase, and is independent of the daughter-parent system.

(2) The concentration of 232xh (c^xh) is uniquely prescribed by 
the concentration of 238u (c“238u) in that phase.

It follows that there are functions R (c^æy ) and p (c^jjjsuch that

rx“» u  - exp(X 23.U tjj + l 
exp(X 238 u t) - exp(X 238 0  t J

r X 232 T h  '  232T h  * 1 1 )  +  1

exp(A 232 t) - exp (A 232^  ̂ t^)

r \ 235 u -  exp(X 235 u t a) + l 

e x p (X  235u ^ ® x p (  ̂ 235u  ̂1 )

_ . a
f t ( C  238 ( j  )

and

i a \ = a i a 
P V C  2 3 8 y  ) C 232T h ' C  238 U  '

The first constraint means that each phase "ce" plots on a straight 
line segment connecting the time points tj and t on both of the (r^, r\-) 
diagrams. Now consider the system which is an assemblage of such 
phases. Let g(c) dc be the probability that a phase has a 238u 
concentration (in m oles/g) between c and c + dc. The average

«0
concentration of uranium is thus c 238 [J = /  cg(c)dc. Since, by

0
assumption, the concentration of thorium in a phase is given by
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c°232Th -  P (c^u  ), it follows that the average thorium concen-
oo

tration is given by c 232Th = /  cp(c)g(c)dc. The ratio of daughter (D\)

to parent (Px) in a phase is r “. The concentration of daughter atoms
in this phase is cp r “. Hence, by the proceeding assumption
r̂ “ = R fc^ u  ) { ex‘ -  e xtl} + { e Xtl - 1} and thus the average concentration

to
of daughter atoms for the assemblage is cD. = Jr, cg(c)dc = /  [ R(c)

x o o
{ e Xt - eXti} + { eXti - 1} ]g(c)cdc for 206Pb ^  207pb_ p or zospbg^) 
p(c)g(c) in the integrand.
Then

r k 238U “  C 20«pb / ^238U/c23l

' 235u

= eXp(X 238u tj)  - 1 +

: 207pb / C 235 U

= exp(X 235 u t j ) -  1 +

{ exp(> 238u t) - exp(X 288u t x)} / cR(c)g(c)dc

00
/  cg(c)dc

0

{ exp(> 2350  t)-exp(X235u t !)} , cR(c)g(c)dc

cg(c)dc

i, _ _
r X 2S2xh _ c  2®Pb / C 232Th

e x p ( >  232Th t i ) - l  +
{exp(X 232Th t) - exp(> 232Th tj)} / cp(c)R(c)g(c)dc

J cp(c)g(c)dc

It follows that the discordances for the total system are different 
for the Pb-U and Pb-Th pairs:

rX238u -  exp(X 238 u ti) + l 

expiXjasu t)-e x p (X 2880 ti)

cR(c)g(c)dc

cg(c)dc
= 4 (Ia)

r X  23 2 T h  - e X P ( X 2 3 2  T h t 1 ) + l

exp(X 222Th t) - exp(X 232Th-t j )

cp(c)R(c)g(c)dc

cp(c)g(c)dc

RTh (lb)
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In addition it is seen that

rfa»u - exp(X”»u ti) + l
rx » u  - exp(X235U ti) + l

and

{exp(Xa»»u t) - exp(>z38U ti)} 
{exp(X235 u t)-e x p  (>23Su tj )} (Ha)

r X  a t H l  -  e X p ( X  232T h  t i ) + l

r X 2S5tl - e i p U - o  t j )  + l
fexp(X 23*Th t) - exp(X232Th t j)}  RTh 
{ exp(X 235u t) - exp(X23Su tx)} R„

(Hb)

From inspection of Eq. Ia it is evident that the discordance for 
the multiphase system cannot be represented by the discordance law 
[R (C 2S8u )] for the one-phase system, but is the statistical average of
the discordance law with weighting function ^ 238u ^ g(C 238 u—)dC23«u

C  238j j

This reduces to Eq. 16 of Steiger and Wasserburg [7] for the two-phase 
model. An analogous relationship obtains for 208Pb- 232Th (Eq.Ib). 
The discordances for various simple cases are tabulated in Table II. 
They demonstrate the dependence of Ry on the weighting function 
assuming

R(c) = h( kc ) = (-m 27r2Kc).7rz m 2 
ra = 1

In any attempt to correlate the discordance with the concentration 
of radioactive elements it is obviously necessary to separate the 
"statistics'1 from the physical and chemical processes. For this 
purpose it is evident that the investigation of homogeneous crystals 
will be of prime importance in understanding the "law s" which apply 
to natural assemblages.

Inspection of Eq. lia shows that the .linear array formed in the 
(rx235u » rx238u ) diagram by the individual phases also obtains for the 
multiphase system. However from Eq. lib relating to the (r^sy > 
rx 232Th) diagram it is seen that the equations depend on the ratio 
R£Th /Ru and are therefore functional of the thorium and uranium 
distribution functions. In general, this will not maintain the original 
linear relationship (connecting points ti and t on the concordia curve) 
as obtained for the constituent phases.

The condition that a set of systems E consisting of different 
mixtures define a linear array going through the point of primary 
age t demands that

(1-R ti.) 

(l-R u  )

J  cp(c) { 1 -R(c)} g(c)dc cg(c)dc j

00 COJ C  {l-R (c )}  g(c)ds J cp(c)g(c)ds

a constant

0 o



TABLE II. CASE I DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR URANIUM

Case 1 (g(c) = |  0 s c < 2 c i  p(c) = A +  B c )a

c u
(ppm)

£T h /5U
4 fÆTh (i-R x h J /C l-R u )

200 0 .6 4 0 .6945 0 .6864 1.027

300 0 .96 0 .6344 0.6228 1 .032

400 1 .28 0.5861 0 .5714 1 .035

500 1 .6 0 0 .5454 0.5279 1.038
600 1 .9 2 0.5101 0 .4903 1 .040
700 2 .2 4 0.47 88 0.4571 1 .042

800 2 .5 6 0.4508 0 .4276 1 .042

900 2.88 0 .4254 0.4005 1 .043

1000 3 .2 0.4022 0 .3760 1 .044

1200 3 .8 4 0.3613 0.3310 1.047

1400 4 .48 0.3261 0.2963 1 .0 4 4

1600 5 .12 0.2956 0.2645 1 .0 4 4

1800 5 .76 0.2687 0.2369 1 .044

2000 6 .4 0.2450 0 .2126 1.043

a Constants used for this ca lcu lation :
K = 3 .8552  X l< r5/p p n i A /B  = 2.4 x 10"3 A = 1 note that the argument o f  the function h(kc) is k c .
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The general conditions which must obtain for this functional to be 
constant are not obvious. A special case for the two-phase system  
has been given [7], The existence of approximate linear behaviour in 
the neighbourhood of concordia also exists for the two-phase system. 
As a test of various mixing models for the continuous case the function 
Rjh /Ru was evaluated for various simple functions [9] again assuming 
that R(c) = h(icc). The results are shown in Fig. 2. From the results 
obtained it is evident that only an approximate linear relationship 
should be expected.

The assumption that the Th/U ratio and the discordance of each 
phase is uniquely determined by the uranium concentration is clearly 
a gross oversimplification. The more general case of variable Th/U  
ratios for a given uranium concentration has not yet been analysed.
If one continues to assume that

R(c) = h(xc) “ 1 — -r  (kc )̂  + 3kc (kc < 0.18;7T2

i. e. 90% discordance), then 

0. 18

j  c0 {1 c * + 3kc} g(c)dc

R£ = -fi-nu

c - ¿37T,+ 3k (c2 )

6k* (<?/2) + 3k(c2) 
ni c c

The bars (----- ) indicate averages. An attempt is now made to show
that only distinctly bimodal distribution functions g can yield large 
discrepancies between the functional form h(KC) and R§ (5). Four cases 
are investigated for g(c).
Case 1, uniform distribution;

g(c) = ic  (a constant) 0 < c < 2c
g(c) = 0 

Then
2c < c

Rs -  1 4 -Ru -  1 7 ? ( ^ kcV  + 3
V 25 / V 3 ,

As 32/25 » 4 /3  it follows that Ry behaves rather similarly to h(K'c) 
where k1 « 1.28 k, and is thus not greatly different from the one-phase 
case.
Case 2, triangular distribution, maximum at f  c:

4c
g(c) = 3 (5 ) 2  0 < c < I  c

I  c < cg(c) = 0
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Then

4
6

f f i

which again behaves like h(/c'c) where k 1 m (54/49)k . 
Case 3, triangular distribution, maximum at zero:

g(c)=è ‘ W F  ° « c < 3 c

g ( c )  =  0 3c < c

Then

Ru = 1 - ( TTtI  x c ' f  + 3 (1.5 kc)jrt V 1225 J

which behaves like h(x'c) where k ' 1728
1225

Case 4, two phases:

g(c) = fôfe-C i) + (l-| )ô (c -c 2) 0 < | < 1

and

c = Çc! + (1-Ç)c2

Then

1

z
Ru

gcih(KCi) + (1-g) C2 h(KC2 ) 
f Cl + (l-? )c2

g c V 2 t ( l - ? ) c ^ N ,
f Cl + ( l - i ) c 2 )

+ 3k 'gci + ( l - g ) c l  N
€ Ci+ ( 1  -  ? ) c 2 )

As shown in previous work [7], this may lead to a very different 
dependence on c if ci and C2 are appropriately different.

It is concluded from the above that the Sandia granite zircons studied 
constitute a bimodal system such as pertains to the distribution of both 
uranium and thorium.

For the th system, if p(c) = A + Be then

Rit +

r ;
Acu u>-

c2R(c)g(c)dc

'th i+i!i
A c„

c th / c u  =  A  +  B  ( c à ) / c u )
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For the case 1 distribution function for uranium the following is 
obtained:

* 4
Rt

2B
A

2 _
3 CU;

2 4 k* s/2  
711 7 (CuJ^H- 3k (c0 )2)

1 + B4 _
A3 CU

and

_ . 4B _ TT
c th / c u = A  +  —  cU

The numerical results for this model are tabulated in Table II.
1-Inspection of the ratio -Rth

-Rfi
indicates that this ratio is rather constant

for a wide range of c th /c 0 . Insofar as this result may be generalized 
to other distribution functions, it indicates that linear arrays may be
obtained in the (r\235U r^232th ) diagram with an intersection on the

concordia curve that is a good approximation of the true age. This will 
presumably obtain only when the th/U, ratio is a strongly correlated 
monotonie function of the uranium concentration.
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D IS C U S S IO N

M. H. DODSON: Could the "hot spots" in the zircon crystal be
produced by exsolution processes, and if so, at what stage in the history 
of the mineral would this occur?
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G. J. WASSERBURG: This is conceivable, and if there were exsolution
phases, I would expect them to have formed in a good deal less than
1.5 X 109 yr. Our principal concern with regard to the hot spots was to 
establish whether they were zircon or inclusions of other crystals in which 
the U and Th were concentrated. Microscopic examination shows the 
presence of apatite as inclusions. The possibility that the hot spots are 
due to inclusions of other crystals at the micron or sub-micron level 
cannot yet be categorically excluded.

E. J. ZELLER: Are the zircon crystals which you studied metamict
or not?

G. J. WASSERBURG: They are metamict but the nature and degree
of the metamictization is not yet known. In so far as the U and Th are 
heterogeneously distributed within a single crystal it is clear that the 
lattice spacings and the disorder phenomena associated with the damage 
must be determined with high-resolution back-reflection X-ray techniques. 
In some of the crystals only a few percent of the total volume contain the 
high U, Th concentrations. The simpler techniques normally used on 
relatively large homogeneous crystals will probably not resolve the 
problems which we face here.

E .E . PICCIOTTO: From your observations, would you conclude
that there is a preferential loss of 208Pb, and if so, do you have an expla
nation for this?

G. J. WASSERBURG: As shown by the single data point of Tilton
(1962), there may in fact be "preferential" loss of 206Pb or 207Pb compared 
to 208Pb. But as we can see from the mixing curves, this depends on the 
relative Th/U ratios of the various phases. Where the thorium is enriched 
relative to uranium in the phases with higher concentrations of radio
activity, a larger proportion of 208Pb than of 207Pb or 206Pb will be lost 
for a total sample. This may occur even if there is no preferential loss 
of 208Pb in any one phase, and will be due rather to the enrichment of 
thorium in those phases which are more heavily radiation-damaged.

R. T. PIDGEON: I think the degree of metamictization in these
crystals is extremely important. Do you consider that, under some 
geological conditions, parent loss (U, Th) could occur in addition to the 
loss of lead in the (presumably more metamict) "hot spots" of zircons?

G. J. WASSERBURG: There is no doubt that parent loss could play
an important role although, from the data at present available, it would 
appear that daughter loss is predominant. We ourselves have tended to 
ignore parent loss because of the great complexity of the Pb-U-Th system. 
This can be judged from the number of parameters in the general case.
In order to simplify the problem we have assumed that there is no 
fractionation in the removal of U or Th and likewise no fractionation in 
loss of 206Pb, 207Pb or 208Pb. These assumptions, I confess, are not 
obviously justified. I may add that some of the aspects of parent loss 
are discussed in our previous paper (SM -87/80).

P. PELLAS: In a system as complex as the one you describe, would
it not be preferable to simplify the parameters concerned? Thus, for 
example, the zircon might be separated — making use of density 
difference — into batches exhibiting varying degrees of radiation damage.
It would, I think, be well worth studying these variations.

G. J. WASSERBURG: Yes, this would be a good idea. The problem
with normal analytical procedures is that they involve large amounts of 
material, not one grain. We have ourselves selected grains from the
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various fractions which, on the basis both of fission-track measurements 
and microscopic investigations, appear to be as homogeneous as it is 
possible to get.

It is clear that with the fission-track method it is possible to investi
gate such samples on a single homogeneous grain basis. For analytical 
procedures we shall require micrograms or fractions of a microgram of 
daughter product. Single-grain analysis would seem rather a formidable 
undertaking, although there is a paper to be presented at this meeting 
which involves data on single grains. If it is possible to work with single 
grains from regular granites, then what you suggest should indeed be 
feasible.

P. E. DAMON: Have you any K-Ar data for the Sandia granite?
G. J. WASSERBURG: This granite was studied by Aldrich, Wetherill,

Tilton and Davis (1956) and gave a biotite argon age of 1.35 X 109 yr.
We are at present studying the argon ages of the various mineral phases 
of this pluton.
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Abstract — Résumé

STUDY OF MARINE TRANSGRESSIONS ON A PACIFIC ATOLL BY MEANS OF CARBON-14 AND THE 
URANIUM-234/THORIUM-230 RATIO. The last eustatic maximum o f +3 m is dated at -3000 ± 58 yr. 
the 0 m level at -5000 ± 500 yr. the - 7 m  level o f  the eustatic maximum o f  the last interglacial at 
-100 000 ± 20 000 yr (re-exceeded 8000 yr ago) and finally another eustatic maximum level, corresponding 
to a previous interglacial, at -400 000 ± 50 000 yr. This level was re-exceeded 200 000 ± 40 000 yr ago.

By dating the subjacent basalt, it was possible to evaluate the minimum average subsidence rate o f 
the atoll. The value obtained can be used to correct the above data.

ETUDE DES TRANSGRESSIONS MARINES SUR UN ATOLL DU PACIFIQUE PAR LES METHODES DU 
CARBONE-14 ET DU RAPPORT URANIUM-234/THORIUM-230. On date le dernier maximum eustatique de 
+ 3 m à -3000 ans è 58 ans, le  niveau de 0 m h -5000 è 500 ans, le niveau de maximum eustatique du 
dernier interglaciaire de -  7 m à -  100 000 ± 20 000 ans, refranchi il y a 8000 ans, et enfin un autre niveau 
de maximum eustatique correspondant à un interglaciaire précédent h -400 000 ± 50 000 ans. Ce niveau a 
été refranchi il y a 200 000 ± 40 000 ans.

Par une datation du basalte sous-jacent on a pu évaluer une vitesse moyenne minimale d'enfoncement 
de l ’ atoll, qui permet de corriger les valeurs ci-dessus.

L'atoll de Mururoa, 21° 5 sud, 139° ouest, est situé dans l'archipel de 
Tuamotu. Le Commissariat à l'énergie atomique y a effectué des forages 
expérimentaux dont nous avons pu tirer parti pour cette étude.

1. DESCRIPTION DES FORAGES

L'atoll de Mururoa se présente, en gros, sous forme d'un ovale dont 
le grand axe serait est-ouest et le petit axe nord-sud. Le grand axe a 
approximativement 25 km et le petit axe 10 km. La grande passe se 
trouve dans le quart nord-ouest de l'anneau corallien qui émerge actuelle
ment de 0,80 m dans la partie nord, et d'environ 3 m à l'extrémité ouest.

Nous avons pu obtenir trois forages, Colette, Dindon et Anémone 
(fig. 1).

Colette. Le sondage Colette est situé dans la partie la plus nord de 
l'atoll corallien. Il a été foré dans un «motu» peu élevé, environ 1 m 
au-dessus du niveau actuel moyen de la mer. La longueur totale du forage 
est de 461,60 m; en partant du haut, on trouve 125 m de formations 
coralliennes détritiques, en général plus ou moins ressoudées, puis 235 m

349
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de formations coralliennes compactes, et enfin 78 m de formations coral
liennes caverneuses et détritiques comprenant parfois des sables, avant 
d'atteindre à 438 m le basalte massif.

Dindon. Le sondage Dindon, situé à l'extrémité ouest de l'atoll, a 
atteint le basalte à 415 m. La profondeur maximale atteinte dans ce forage 
est de 565 m. De 415 m à 565 m on ne rencontre que des alternances de 
lave et de brèches volcaniques. La succession des formations calcaires 
est dans l'ensemble identique à celle de Colette. L'altitude moyenne du 
motu est d’ environ 3 m.

FIG. 1. Position des forages dans l'atoll de Mururoa

Anémone. Le sondage Anémone, situé sur le motu à la pointe est de 
l'atoll, n'a été que de 20 m de profondeur; il est assez identique, du point 
de vue morphologique, à la partie supérieure des deux autres sondages. 2

2. DATATIONS PAR LE CARBONE-14

Les datations par le carbone-14 ont été effectuées sur l'installation à 
C 02 de Gif-sur-Yvette. Seules les parties supérieures de Colette et 
d'Anémone ont été datées. Le tableau I donne les résultats de ces mesures.

Ces mesures nous permettent déjà de mettre en évidence deux points 
importants. En premier lieu, l'âge de 3000 ans environ de la partie 
émergée de l'atoll nous permet de conclure que la mer devait, il y a trois 
mille ans, se trouver à ce niveau, c 'est-à -d ire à 3 m au-dessus du niveau 
moyen actuel. Tous les atolls de l'archipel des Tuamotu présentent 
approximativement la même altitude moyenne; on peut penser qu'ils sont 
tous sortis de la mer à cette époque, à la suite d'une baisse générale du 
niveau de la mer. Le deuxième point important est la brusque différence, 
à - 7 m environ, où l'on passe sans transition de coraux âgés de 5000 à 
8000 ans à des coraux âgés de plus de 30 000 ans.

La méthode par le carbone-14 ne nous permettant pas d'étudier cette 
rupture de croissance, nous avons utilisé la méthode uranium/thorium-230 
(ionium) pour dater ces niveaux.
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TABLEAU I. RESULTATS DES MESURES DE DATATION PAR LE 
CARBONE-14 3

C olette Aném one

Niveau par rapport au 
niveau zéro m oyen  (m )

Age (ans) Age 14C (ans)

+ 3 3610 ± 200

+ 1 3020 ± 200

0 2920 ± 200

-  1 5300 ± 300 5500 ± 300

-  2

-  3 5880 ±  300 5600 i  300

-  4

-  5 4990 ± 300 8200 ± 350

-  6 5420 ± 300

-  7 > 25 000 17 300 ± 800

-  8

-  9 > 30 000 > 30 000

-  16 > 30 000

3. DATATIONS PAR LA METHODE URANIUM-234/THORIUM-230

Barnes et al. [1], en 1956, ont décrit les possibilités d'utilisation 
d'une méthode fondée sur les équilibres et déséquilibres de la famille de 
l'uranium dans les coraux. Les principes de base de cette méthode sont 
les suivants:

Les coraux vivants assimilent au cours de leur croissance l'uranium 
présent dans la mer et non le thorium; après leur mort, le thorium-230 
(ionium) (période 80 000 ans) créé par la désintégration de l'uranium 
s'accumule dans les cristaux d'aragonite qui forment leur squelette, et 
le rapport entre l'uranium et le thorium-230 donne l'âge du corail.

Les coraux cristallisent en aragonite et concentrent l'uranium de 
façon à peu près constante, aux environs de 3 ppm, mais les recristalli
sations en calcite introduisent des perturbations en modifiant la teneur en 
uranium, qui tombe à environ 0,5 ppm. Il n'est donc possible de travailler 
que sur des niveaux en aragonite, ou ne contenant que de très faibles 
quantités de calcite (< 5%).

Une première partie de l'étude a consisté à déterminer les variations 
de la teneur en uranium dans la carotte Colette, en fonction de la compo
sition minéralogique. Le tableau II donne les résultats ainsi obtenus pour 
Colette. L'uranium est dosé par spectrométrie alpha avec une chambre 
à grille Intertechnique S 14 de 40 cm 2 de surface. L'extraction chimique 
et la préparation des plaques à mesurer est décrite ailleurs [2] .
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Les niveaux d'aragonite présentent donc bien des teneurs en uranium 
de l'ordre de 3 ppm, et la présence de calcite est toujours accompagnée 
d'une diminution de la teneur en uranium. Cette teneur en uranium semble 
par ailleurs assez constante dans les niveaux de calcite (0,5 ppm). Au 
moment de la recristallisation, il y a donc rejet de l'uranium hors du 
réseau cristallin. Dans les niveaux de dolomite, il faut noter qu'à part 
le niveau profond à 339 m où l'on trouve une teneur anormalement élevée 
en uranium (2,1 ppm) on a des teneurs voisines de celles de la calcite.

Les mesures d'ionium ont été effectuées également par spectrométrie 
alpha après séparation chimique sur les mêmes prises d'essai dans les 
échantillons, pour éviter les possibilités de variations dues à l'échantil
lonnage. Ces mesures ont été effectuées sur les niveaux présentant le 
maximum d'aragonite dans les trois forages. Les résultats sont donnés 
dans le tableau III dans lequel on a aussi reporté les résultats des mesures 
par le carbone-14.

Nous avons vérifié d'une part que du corail actuel provenant de la 
même région présentait des concentrations en uranium voisines de 3 ppm 
et ne contenait pas de thorium-230. Par ailleurs, dans aucun des niveaux 
étudiés nous n'avons trouvé de thorium-232, ce qui aurait pu indiquer que 
du thorium a été introduit de l'extérieur lors d'une perturbation dans la 
cristallisation: nous en concluons que le thorium-230 est entièrement créé 
in situ, à partir de la désintégration de l'uranium contenu dans l'aragonite 
depuis sa formation.

4. DISCUSSION DES RESULTATS

Le mécanisme de formation des atolls, d'une part, et la variation du 
niveau des mers au cours du pléistocène, d'autre part, ont fait l'objet de 
nombreuses études au cours des dernières années. Une bibliographie 
commentée de la plupart de ces études, de 1945 à 1964, a été établie par 
Richards et Fairbridge [3], La principale donnée qui en résulte est l'existence 
de plusieurs niveaux fossiles de la mer, au- dessus et en dessous du niveau actuel.

Malheureusement, ces différents niveaux n'ont pas été datés de façon 
précise, sauf toutefois par Thurber et al. [4] dans une étude de l'atoll 
d'Eniwetok (12° N 162° E). Us ont, au cours de cette étude, trouvé que 
les dix premiers mètres, dont probablement quelques mètres (de 2 à 4 m) 
sont au-dessus du niveau actuel de la mer, étaient formés de corail mort 
depuis 5000 ans environ et que le corail ayant un âge de 100 000 ± 10 000 ans 
commençait brusquement à la cote -16 m, soit -12 à -14 m en dessous du 
niveau 0 de la mer. Nous trouvons -7  m. Ce désaccord n'est pas encore 
expliqué. Cela indique que la mer était à ce niveau à cette époque. Il 
était intéressant de voir si ces variations étaient dues à des mouvements 
locaux du sol sous-marin ou étaient eustatiques.

Nos résultats montrent au moins deux phénomènes importants:
a) Absence totale de coraux présentant des âges compris entre 

100 000 et 8000 ans (si l'on excepte la valeur de 17 300 ans trouvée par le 14C, 
non confirmée par la mesure du rapport Io/U à - 7 m dans Anémone et que 
nous ne pouvons actuellement pas interpréter avec certitude). Cet espace 
de temps correspond très probablement à la dernière glaciation: la plate
forme âgée de 100 000 ans située à - 7 m a dû être formée au niveau le plus 
haut de la mer du dernier interglaciaire; ensuite, pendant 92 000 ans, la

23
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TABLEAU III. RESULTATS DES MESURES D'AGES PAR LE  
CARBONE-14 ET  PAR LE RAPPORT I o /234U DANS LES 
TROIS FORAGES DE MURUROA

Niveau a 
(m )

Dindon Colette Aném one

Age I o /234U Age 14 C Age I o /  234U Age 14 C Age I o /234U

COX (ans) (x  103 ans) (ans) (x lO 3 ans)

+ 3 - - - 3610 ± 200 4 ± 1

+ 1 - 3020 ± 200 - - 4 ± 1

0 - - - 2920 ± 200 8 ± 2

-  1 4 è 1 5300 ± 300 8 ± 3 5550 i  300 -

- 2 - - - - 6 ± 1

-  3 3 ± 1 5880 ± 300 8 ± 3 5600 ± 300 -

-  4 - - - - 10 ± 2

-  5 - 4990 ± 300 8 ,5  ± 3 8200 ± 350 -

-  6 7 ± 1 5420 ± 300 - - 80 ± 15

-  7 - > 25000 120 ± 12 17 300 ± 800 -

-  8 - - - - 95 è 10

-  9 8 ± 1 > 30 000 130 ± 20 > 30 000 -

-  10 - - - - 110 ± 12

-  11 120 ± 12 - 160 è 20 - -

-  12 - - - - 90 ± 10

-  13 100 ± 12 - 160 ± 20 - -

-  14 70 ± 10 - - - 60 ± 10

-  15 - - 340 ± 50 - -

-  16 120 ± 10 > 30 000 - - 160 ± 20

-  17 - - 150 ± 15 - -

-  18 - - - - -

-  19 - - > 500 - -

-  20 210 ± 20 - - - ' -

-  21 300 ± 50 - - - -

-  29 > 500 - > 500 - -

-  39 - - > 500 -

a Les cotes sont données à 0 m . -  1 m (Dindon). ±0 ,2  m, -  1 m (Anémone)

23*
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mer a été plus basse, descendant probablement à -100 m environ si l'on 
admet les valeurs du minimum eustatique rapportées par Fairbridge. Ce 
minimum se serait produit au plus fort du Wurm II, vers -30 000 ans. 
Pendant le dernier glaciaire, les atolls se sont donc présentés comme de 
hautes îles calcaires émergeant en général de plusieurs dizaines de 
mètres. Puis à la fin du dernier glaciaire, la mer a remonté; lorsqu'elle 
a atteint à nouveau le sommet de cette île, il y a 8000 ans, et - 7 m environ, 
les coraux ont recommencé à se développer à partir de l'ancienne plate
forme, leur partie supérieure suivant sensiblement le niveau de la mer. 
Celle-ci a atteint son niveau maximal à +3 m, il y a 3000 ans. Il est à 
remarquer que la montée de la mer s'est faite très rapidement entre 
-7  m et + 3 m (5000 ans pour 10 m) et que la mer est probablement redes
cendue un peu après 5000 ans, cela étant indiqué par l'absence de coraux 
entre 5000 et 3000 ans à la cote -1 m. Ces valeurs peuvent être affectées 
d'une erreur que nous évaluons à 500 ans sur les âges et 1 m sur les 
hauteurs (cela à cause de l'espacement des échantillons disponibles). 
Ensuite, entre 3000 ans et maintenant, la mer se serait lentement retirée 
jusqu'au niveau actuel, laissant émerger les anneaux coralliens actuels, 
qui, depuis, sont soumis à l'érosion, variable pour les divers lieux de 
l'atoll. On peut déduire de cela, en tout cas, et du fait que la même 
valeur pour l'âge du sommet a été trouvée par Thurber et al. à Eniwetok, 
que tous les atolls du Pacifique ont dû sortir ensemble de la mer il y a 
3000 ans, et qu'elle était à ce moment 3 m au-dessus du niveau actuel.
Cet âge très jeune est en accord avec le très petit nombre d'espèces 
végétales présentes sur ces atolls. Enfin, le fait qu'il y ait à peu près 
concordance tant pour le sommet que pour le niveau de 100 000 ans trouvé 
par Thurber et al. à Eniwetok vers -16 m (+^S) sur deux atolls aussi 
éloignés l'un de l'autre montre que les mouvements locaux sont très lents 
comparés à la vitesse des variations du niveau général de la mer.

b) Une autre rupture dans la suite des âges (bien que moins nette que 
la précédente car la fréquence accrue de la présence de la calcite dans 
certains échantillons peut avoir faussé la mesure) se trouve vers -20  m.
A cette profondeur, on passe brusquement de 200 000 ± 20 000 ans à plus 
de 500 000 ans. Il est probable qu'on se trouve là en présence de l'avant- 
dernier niveau interglaciaire.

5. EVALUATION DE LA CORRECTION DUE A LA SUBSIDENCE

Dans toutes les évaluations précédentes du niveau de la mer nous avons 
considéré que l'édifice corallien était une construction stable par rapport 
au niveau de la mer. Cela n'est certainement pas le cas puisque le corail 
commence actuellement à 460 m en dessous de la surface de la mer dans 
le forage Dindon. Pour nous permettre d'évaluer la vitesse minimale de 
cette subsidence, nous avons demandé au professeur Krummenacher, de 
l'Université de Genève, de dater pour nous la partie supérieure du basalte 
à -443 m, l'échantillon de corail le plus profond dans la même carotte 
étant à -438 m. Les âges trouvés dans deux mesures sur le même échan
tillon sont 7 millions et 8 millions d'années. Si l'on admet en première 
approximation que la vitesse d'enfoncement a été constante durant ce 
temps, elle est en moyenne de 0,66 m par 10 000 ans. Cela est une vitesse 
moyenne minimale valable seulement si le basalte a été engendré au niveau 
actuel de la surface de la mer.
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TABLEAU IV. DIFFERENTES POSITIONS DE LA SURFACE  
DE LA M ER EN FONCTION DU TEMPS

Epoque
(années)

Niveau par rapport au niveau m oyen actuel
(m )

> 500 000 + 15

200 000 ± 50 000 - 6

120 000 ± 10 000 + 1

8 000 ± 500 - 6

5 000 ± 500 - 1

3 000 i  500 '  1

3 000 ± 500 + 3

0 0

Par conséquent, le niveau supérieur de la mer atteint il y a 120 000 ans, 
au cours du dernier interglaciaire, que nous avons trouvé à - 7 m, était 
au moins à 8 m au-dessus, soit à 1 m au-dessus du niveau actuel de la 
mer. Par le même raisonnement, la rupture dans la croissance des 
coraux que nous avons notée à -20  m et qui est datée à environ 200 000 ans 
se serait trouvée aux environs de -8 m.

On a ainsi les niveaux minimaux delà surface de la mer au moment de 
la culmination des deux interglaciaires. Avec ces corrections provisoires. 
les positions de la surface de la mer seraient donc celles indiquées sur le 
tableau IV.
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D IS C U S S IO N

D. J. BLUNDELL: Although there is a gap in your measurements 
during the last glacial period, am I right in assuming that the data given 
are indicative of an extremely rapid eustatic rise in the sea level about 
10 000 years ago?
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J. J. R . LABEYRIE: Yes, the fact that the dates are almost the same 
from -6  m t o - l m  (see Table III) does indeed indicate that there was an 
extremely rapid rise in the sea level. The gap occurring at -7 m, where 
the dates suddenly drop from -120 000 years to -8500 years, suggests that 
the sea level was lower than -7  m during this period. The same applies 
to the gap at -1  m, where the sea level was lower from about -5500 years 
to -3000 years.

P. PELLAS: If I understand you correctly, you suggest that there was 
a considerable drop in the level of the sea about 600 000 to 7 00 000 years 
ago. As you know, work has been going on for many years with a view to 
finding an impact crater which might have given rise to the Far East 
tektite field. Do you think that the drop in the sea level would have been 
sufficient to obliterate the traces of such a crater? Obviously the crater 
might have been very far away from the Mururoa atoll.

J. J .R . LABEYRIE: As far as I know, the level of the sea never 
dropped below about 100 m in the Pleistocene. Thus, the traces of a 
crater produced in the zone uncovered by this process could not have been 
obliterated. If the Far East tektites were caused by an underwater 
"terrestrial" impact, the crater must have been a large one, large enough 
for us to be able to locate it by means of underwater drilling. With luck 
it should be possible to discover tektites of the age you mention in coastal 
corals. This would enable us to date the impact very precisely.

P .E . DAMON: Ladd and Menard have suggested a value of 2 cm per 
1000 years for the rate of sinking of the sea mounts within the Darwin 
Rise. Can you comment on the difference between this result and yours?
Of course the value of 2 cm per 1000 years is an average figure for a much 
longer period of time, viz. since the Turonian stage of the Cretaceous.

J. J .R . LABEYRIE: Our value of 6 cm per 1000 years is based on 
Krummenacher's potassium-argon determination of the age of the basalt 
at the point where the coral starts. This determination is simply an 
average value based on the assumption that the subsidence rate of the 
volcano has remained constant for a period of seven million years. As  
far as I know, the results you mention were not arrived at in the same way.

R. NYDAL: How do you measure the 230Th? Is it measured directly 
in the sample or indirectly through the 222Rn content?

J. J. R. LABEYRIE: It is measured directly, by alpha spectrometry 
after chemical separation of thorium from the sample. I should add that 
the 234U is also measured by alpha spectrometry after chemical sepa
ration of uranium from the same sample.

H. I. WENDT: You give a value of ± 300 years as an error for your 
14C ages. This is an unusually high figure and I should be interested to 
know why it is so high. Were only limited amounts of sample available 
or are you including errors other than counting errors?

J. J .R . LABEYRIE: There was no shortage of samples. The core 
samples had a diameter of 7 cm and sampling was carried out continuously. 
I should like to point out, however, that, as most of the samples were 
small compressed pieces of coral from ancient lagoon sands, it was not 
necessary to obtain results of greater precision. As far as we know,
10 cm of coral sand corresponds to the ablation of massive corals 
dispersed over at least one or two metres.

G. J. WASSERBURG (Chairman): Since your samples may contain a 
detrital component, it does seem possible that the ages you report are
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mixed ages and that your statistical errors do not in fact provide a 
meaningful estimate of the uncertainty in age, particularly if the detrital 
material is old. Have you any comments on this?

J. J .R . LABEYRIE: The coral sand of the lagoon is made up largely of 
debris resulting from wave action against the outer ring, which consists 
of living corals. In studying the formation of this sand, we came to the 
conclusion that a geometrical error of 1 metre was involved in the case of 
a sample taken from a given point. This was a tentative conclusion and 
we are still very uncertain about it. In other words, the depths which 
we have dated are considered accurate to ± 0. 5 metre.

G. J. WASSERBURG: I have another question on the comparative data 
you give in connection with the relative height of the sea level. Would it 
not have been better to have made this comparison with the results from  
neighbouring atolls rather than stalactites in French caves or the distant 
Eniwetok atoll?

J. J .R . LABEYRIE: It would obviously be very interesting to know 
something about the ages and subsidence patterns of the neighbouring atolls. 
More information about the Mururoa atoll itself would also be valuable.

It looks as though subsidence did not proceed at precisely the same 
rate at all points of the same volcano and that it was faster on the western 
side. On the other hand, we have made two or three structural analyses 
by underwater drilling of various Tuamotou atolls and the slopes seem to 
be the same everywhere.

My only purpose in comparing these results with data from France 
and the Eniwetok atoll, by the way, was to indicate that the phenomenon 
was not simply local but a general and eustatic one.
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Abstract — Résumé

INDIVIDUAL AGE DETERMINATIONS OF ZIRCONS FROM GRANITIC ROCKS BY MEANS OF THE 
207pb/206pb r a t íO, ZIRCONS FROM THE QUINTIN GRANITE, COTES DU NORD, FRANCE. It is recognized by many 
authors that zircons in rocks may be inherited from an older formation. Zircon age measurements are 
generally carried out on several thousand individual zircons, and may thus represent averages. Another 
drawback is that chem ical treatments are liable to introduce traces o f  non-radiogenic lead.

The authors have tried to avoid these difficulties by working with individual zircons in the solid state 
without subjecting them to a chem ical preparation, and by making individual age determinations on the 
basis o f  the 207Pb/206Pb ratio. With this method the zircon crystal is fixed to the filament o f  a mass spectro
meter source by a mixture o f  orthophosphoric and hydrofluoric acid. The first o f  these acids is an effective 
agent for cementing the solid sample to the metal filament. The second attacks the zircon to produce silicon 
tetrafluoride SiF4 ; volatilization o f the latter, together with the water vapour, leaves behind a spongy 
surface.

By using this method it has been possible to obtain excellent lead spectra with a single zircon crystal 
(weighing about 0. 005 mg and containing 10"9 g o f lead). The main results so far obtained are given. In 
one case, a rock whose age had been established by reference to geological considerations or by conventional 
geochronological measurements was found to contain zircons o f the same age. Zircons can also be much older 
than the rock and provide information on periods preceding its formation.

The method has been applied to zircons found in Quintin granite for which two distinct formation 
periods -  310-340 and 260-300 m .y . -  had been determined by conventional geochronological measure
ments. Forty measurements were made, 14 o f which were rejected because o f the presence o f  a small 
quantity o f  204Pb. An age histogram of the zircons revealed the existence o f  two major populations -  
248-278 and 301-336 m .y . -  corresponding to the periods indicated above. It also revealed that the ages of 
some zircons varied between 350 and 365 m. y. and that one zircon was 391 m. y. old.

Irrespective o f how the older ages are interpreted, this agreement between the ages o f the two groups o f 
minerals (young zircons and muscovite on the one hand, and older zircons and biotites and feldspars on the 
other) must be regarded as a noteworthy result which provides further evidence o f  the very long duration o f 
granitization phenomena.

DETERMINATION DE L’ AGE INDIVIDUEL DES ZIRCONS DES ROCHES GRANITIQUES PAR LA MESURE 
DU RAPPORT 2û7Pb/2û6Pb, CAS DES ZIRCONS DU GRANITE DE QUINTIN (COTES-DU-NORD.FRANCE). D e  nombreux 
auteurs admettent qu’ il existe dans les roches des zircons hérités d’ une formation plus ancienne. Les mesures 
des «  â g e s »  des zircons se font généralement sur quelques milliers d'individus et risquent donc de donner des 
moyennes. Par ailleurs, les traitements chimiques peuvent toujours apporter des traces de plomb non radio- 
génique.

Pour pallier ces inconvénients, les auteurs se sont efforcés d'utiliser les zircons un à un, sous forme 
solide, sans préparation chimique, et de déterminer leur âge individuel par la mesure du rapport 201tïb /206Pb.
Le cristal de zircon est fixé sur le  filament de la source d'un spectromètre de masse par un mélange d’ acide 
orthophosphorique et d’ acide fluorhydrique. Le premier est un cim ent efficace entre un filament métallique 
et un échantillon solide. Le second attaque le zircon pour donner un tétrafluorure de silicium SiF4 volatil 
dont le départ, ainsi que celui de la vapeur d’ eau, forme une surface spongieuse.

Il a été possible, par ce  procédé, d’ obtenir d'excellents spectres de plomb avec un seul cristal de zircon 
(pesant environ 0, 005 mg et contenant 10 9 g de plomb). Les auteurs rappellent les principaux résultats déjà
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obtenus. Une roche dont l ’ âge a été bien déterminé par des considérations géologiques ou des mesures 
géochronologiques classiques possède des zircons ayant l ’ âge ainsi évalué, mais il peut exister des zircons 
beaucoup plus anciens témoins de l ’ histoire antérieure à la roche.

Les auteurs appliquent leur méthode aux zircons du granite de Quintin, dont la formation comporte, 
d’ après les mesures géochronologiques classiques, deux périodes: l ’une entre 310 et 340 MA, l ’ autre entre 
260 et 300 MA. Quarante mesures ont été faites, dont 14 ont été rejetées en raison de la présence d'une faible 
quantité de plomb-204. L'histogramme des âges des zircons montre deux populations importantes de 248 è 
278 MA et de 301 à 336 MA correspondant aux périodes indiquées ci-dessus, mais aussi des zircons dont l'âge 
varie entre 350 et 365 MA et un zircon de 391 MA.

Indépendamment de l'interprétation qui pourra être donnée des âges les plus anciens, la coïncidence qui 
apparaît ainsi entre les âges des deux groupes de minéraux (zircons jeunes et muscovite d'une part, zircons 
plus anciens et biotites et feldspaths d'autre part) constitue un résultat remarquable et apporte une nouvelle 
preuve de la très longue durée des phénomènes de granitisation.

De nombreux auteurs, parmi lesquels Tilton et al. [1] et Hoppe [2] 
ont admis dans une roche l'existence de zircons hérités d'une formation 
plus ancienne, ou même ont montré qu'un zircon pouvait être au cœur 
d'un zircon néoformé. Dans le même temps, Perrin et Roubault [3], en 
s'appuyant sur des considérations purement pétrographiques, ont mis en 
évidence le fait que certains cristaux de zircon, appartenant à un granite 
ou un gneiss, pouvaient provenir d'une roche antérieure au dernier 
métamorphisme ou à la dernière granitisation.

Depuis, de nouvelles recherches ont été entreprises dans ce domaine 
et les premiers résultats ont été confirmés par Deutsch et Silver [4],
Hart et al. [5], Gordon et de Lisle [6], Silver [7, 8], Cantazaro et Kulp 
[9], Tougarinov [10] et Even [11] .

Si l'on tient compte de ces faits,on voit tout ce que la méthode classique 
de détermination des zircons peut apporter d'erreurs.

La méthode Pb /a , qui n'est qu'une variante de la méthode du plomb 
total, admet à priori l'inexistence de plomb commun, car les rayons ioni- 
ques du plomb (1,32 Â) et du zirconium (0,62 Â) et le réseau serré du 
zircon ne permettent pas l'entrée de plomb étranger dans le réseau des 
cristaux. Il est néanmoins nécessaire de se méfier des contaminations 
toujours possibles.

Les progrès de la spectrométrie de masse réalisés ces dernières 
années ont permis l'analyse isotopique de plombs des zircons. Il devient 
alors possible de faire les corrections nécessitées par la présence d'un 
plomb commun éventuel. Malheureusement la méthode utilise générale
ment de 100 à 200 mg de zircon, ce qui représente par conséquent des 
populations importantes de quelques milliers d'individus (de 104 à 106 
d'après Deutsch et Silver [4]). Puisqu'il semble actuellement démontré 
que dans bien des cas une roche contient des zircons de générations 
différentes, les mesures obtenues risquent d'être des moyennes.

Par ailleurs, les échantillons sont broyés et traités chimiquement, 
par des procédés longs et délicats, et les nombreux réactifs employés 
peuvent toujours apporter des traces de plomb. Or les teneurs en plomb 
radiogénique du plom b-206 d'un zircon contenant 600 ppm d'uranium et 
âgé de 300 MA sont de l'ordre de 20 à 30 ppm.

Pour éviter ces inconvénients, nous nous sommes efforcés d'utiliser 
les zircons un à un, sous forme solide, sans préparation chimique, et 
d'obtenir, pour chacun d'eux, au spectromètre de masse, le spectre de 
leurs plombs isotopiques. Leur âge peut alors être déterminé par le
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rapport de leurs plombs 207 et 206. Le problème présente de grandes 
difficultés, car les zircons des roches ont, au maximum, un poids de 
l'ordre de 0,02 mg et contiennent des quantités de plomb qui se mesurent 
en nanogrammes ( 10-9 g).

METHODE

Aux laboratoires du Centre de recherches radiogéologiques de Nancy, 
des essais ont été effectués sur l'activation, par différentes substances, 
de l'émission par l'effet thermoionique de corps solides.

Le filament recouvert de silicate de zirconium, proposé par les 
auteurs russes Akishin et al. [12], s'est montré très efficace pour activer 
l'émission du plomb des minéraux uranifères [13, 14] .

Des études approfondies ont révélé qu'il est possible d'obtenir une 
émission du plomb, du thorium et de l'uranium, ainsi que des oxydes de 
ces deux derniers, à partir de cristaux de zircons naturels déposés sur 
filaments activés au silicate de zirconium [15] . Cependant, cette solution 
se montre peu commode pour la mesure de la composition isotopique de 
la faible quantité de plomb radiogénique de zircon, à cause du plomb 
commun apporté par l'activateur.

Le zircon étant lui-même un orthosilicate de zirconium, il devait être 
capable d'émettre le plomb, le thorium et l'uranium qu'il contient, à con
dition de le fixer sur le filament, de libérer par une attaque les éléments 
fixés à l'intérieur du réseau cristallin et d'obtenir une texture spongieuse 
nécessaire pour l'émission active. En fixant le zircon sur le filament par 
un mélange d'acide orthophosphorique et d'acide fluorhydrique, ces condi
tions sont réalisées. Le premier est un ciment efficace entre un filament 
métallique et un échantillon solide. Le second attaque le zircon et provoque 
le développement de tétrafluorure de silicium SiF4, substance volatile dont 
le départ favorise la formation d'une surface à texture spongieuse [16] .

Le mode opératoire est simple: une goutte d'environ 10"3 ml de 
mélange acide est posée sur le filament. Le cristal de zircon est placé 
dans cette goutte à l'aide d'un fil de platine (fig. 1). Le filament est 
chauffé par un courant électrique à environ 500°C pour évaporer l'excès 
d'acide (fig. 2), puis introduit à l'intérieur de la source du spectromètre 
de m asse. Cette méthode permet d'obtenir à partir d'un seul cristal de 
zircon, contenant une quantité de plomb de l'ordre de 10"9 g, une émission 
intense (environ HT13 A) et durable pendant plusieurs heures.

RESULTATS

Les premiers résultats obtenus par cette méthode ont été présentés 
au Colloque international de géochronologie absolue, qui s'est tenu à Nancy 
(France) du 3 au 8 mai 1965 [17] . Ils intéressaient des zircons d'un granite 
de la Clarté-Ploumanac'h (Côtes-du-Nord, France). Ce granite, daté par 
la méthode Rb/Sr [18], a un âge de l'ordre de 261 à 290 MA. Des observa
tions géologiques ont amené Sandrea [19] à le considérer comme post
hercynien. Or, si certains zircons datés individuellement présentent des 
âges voisins de 300 MA, certains d'entre eux atteignent 700 MA et même 
1316 MA; d'autres sont plus jeunes. Des mesures complémentaires non 
publiées ont confirmé ces résultats. Il a donc été mis en évidence dans
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un granite post-hercynien l'existence de zircons très anciens, donc 
«hérités». Ce fait, admis par différents auteurs sur la base de considé
rations géologiques et d'observations pétrographiques, se trouve donc 
clairement vérifié.

F IG .l. Zircon déposé sur le filament de la source du spectromètre de masse dans une goutte d’un mélange 
d 'acide orthophosphorique et d ’acide fluorhydrique. L 'échelle permet d'évaluer le poids du zircon 
à 0,01 mg

100y ,
FICj. 2. Le filament de la figure X a été chauffé pour évaporer l'excès d 'acide. Le zircon est fixé sur 
le filament. C elu i-ci sera introduit dans la source du spectromètre de masse

Après avoir fait, en liaison avec les Charbonnages de France, diffé
rentes mesures sur des zircons provenant de tonsteins stéphaniens, il 
nous a été possible de montrer que certaines veines ne possédaient que des 
zircons de cet âge, donc d'origine cinéritique, tandis que d'autres présen
taient à la fois des zircons stéphaniens (d'origine cinéritique) et des zircons 
plus anciens (donc détritiques).

Le problème a été repris sur des zircons de différents granites. Les 
essais nous ont montré que la méthode ne pouvait être généralisée, car 
certaines roches ont, en effet, des zircons trop petits ou trop peu urani
fères pour donner des résultats indiscutables. Le granite de Quintin 
(Côtes-du-Nord, France) a pu, par contre, nous donner d'excellents 
spectres isotopiques de plomb, comme le montre la figure 3.
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ETUDE CHRONOLOGIQUE DES ZIRCONS DU GRANITE DE QUINTIN

a) Situation et caractères pétrographique s

Le massif granitique de Quintin s'allonge à 10 km au sud de la route 
nationale n° 12, entre les villes de Guingampet de St-Brieuc (Côtes-du-Nord, 
France). Il a été étudié au point de vue géologique et pétrographique par.

FIG. 3. Spectre isotopique du plomb obtenu par un seul cristal de zircon du granite de Quintin. On 
constate dans ce  spectre l ’ absence totale de plom b-204. Cette absence est ensuite vérifiée par augmen
tation de la sensibilité

Barrois [20] et Graindor [21] . Plus récemment Baillet [22] a complété 
leurs résultats par une étude pétrographique, géochimique et radiogéolo- 
gique. Les zircons étudiés, provenant de la carrière de Roch Boss, sont 
extraits d'un «granité porphyro'ide subalcalin leucocrate a tendance monzo- 
nitique». La structure de ce granite est orientée et tous ses minéraux sont 
affectés par une phase tectonique. «L'orginalité de cette roche doit être 
recherchée dans sa texture cataclastique très poussée.»

z
*

X

O

s
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b) Radioactivité

Ce granite émet en moyenne 2,04 • 10~3 a /cm 2 • s. Sa teneur en uranium 
varie de 3,33 à 3,83 ppm, ce qui est relativement faible malgré la présence 
de nombreuses inclusions radioactives signalées par Coppens [23] et 
Demay et al. [24, 25] . Parmi celles-ci existent de nombreux zircons 
étudiés par Baillet [22] et surtout par Even [11] . Ces zircons ont des 
dimensions qui peuvent atteindre 250 pm, leur activité moyenne est de 
0,35 a /cm 2 • s, allant de 0,07 à 0,78 u /cm 2 • s, soit des teneurs de 500 à 
5000 équivalent-uranium. Certains d'entre eux (très rares cependant) ont 
un cœur ovoïde, sans doute hérité, entouré d'une couronne d'accroissement 
plus récente [11].

Ces minéraux ont été séparés par des procédés excluant les liqueurs 
denses et ont été distingués de la monazite et du xénotime. Une tonne de 
roche contient 540 g de zircons, c 'est-à -d ire que ceux-ci représentent 
1,3 ppm d'uranium pour l'ensemble de la roche.

c) Géochronologie classique

L’ étude géochronologique du massif de Rostrenen-Pontivy et de 
Quintin a été faite par Leutwein et Sonet [26] . D'après ces auteurs, ce 
granite représente des faciès liés à la granitisation des séries palozolques 
anciennes. En même temps, ou peu après leur genèse, une recristalli
sation purement thermique, sans apport de substances volatiles, a conduit 
à la formation de porphyroblastes de feldspaths. Si quelques biotites 
montrent un âge de 340 MA, la plupart des minéraux et les feldspaths 
alcalins donnent des résultats compris entre 310 et 320 MA. Ils se 
seraient donc formés à la phase asturienne de l'orgenèse hercynienne.

La muscovitisation s'est produite plus récemment, à la suite d'apports 
d'agents fluides ou hydrothermaux. Elle date de 260 MA et est donc d'âge 
saalien.

d) Géochronologie par les zircons

Les spectres des plombs isotopiques des zircons ont permis un certain 
nombre de mesures. Des essais préliminaires ont été effectués sur un 
ensemble d'une vingtaine de zircons. Ils ont donné les âges moyens 
suivants:

Quintin
Rostrenen

2 ° 7 p b  / 2 0 6 p b

0,05189
0,05229
0,05194

Age (MA)

290
308
293

Ces résultats semblent confirmer ceux de Leutwein et Sonet [26].
Par contre, l'étude des plombs isotopiques des zircons pris un à un 

donne des âges variant de 248 à 391 MA.
Le détail des résultats est donné dans le tableau I. Les spectres des 

plombs isotopiques montrant une légère présence de plomb-204 ont été 
systématiquement écartés. L'histogramme des 26 valeurs obtenues est 
donné par la figure 4.
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TABLEAU I. AGE DES ZIRCONS DU GRANITE DE QUINTIN

N® des échantillons 207 pb/206pb Age
(M A)

3 0,05337 355 è 61

4 0, 05160 277 ± 60

5 0, 05230 308 ± 60

7 0,05293 336 ± 61

8 0, 05158 276 ± 60

9 0,05360 365 è 61

10 0,05108 254 ± 60

11 0,05148 272 è 60

13 0,05269 325 ± 61

16 0, 05326 350 ± 61

17 0,05139 268 ± 60

20 0, 05423 391 i  62

21 0, 05286 333 ± 61

23 0, 05175 284 ± 61

25 0, 05357 364 ± 61

27 0,05272 327 ± 61

28 0,05163 278 è 60

29 0,05125 261 ± 60

30 0,05214 301 è 61

32 0,05095 248 ± 60

33 0,05136 266 è 60

34 0, 05246 315 ± 61

35 0,05112 255 ± 60

36 0,05229 305 ± 61

39 0,05288 333 ± 61

40 0,05240 313 ± 61

Nota: Les numéros absents correspondent à des zircons dont le  spectre a montré la présence 
de 204Pb.

On remarque un certain nombre de populations, dont deux, 248 à 
284 MA et 301 à 336 MA correspondent aux datations données par Leutwein 
et Sonet [26] .

En outre, on remarque quatre zircons d'un âge compris entre 350 et 
365 MA et un zircon plus âgé de 391 MA.
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La moyenne des rapports isotopiques est de 0,05226, ce qui conduit 
a un âge moyen de 306 MA, parfaitement en accord avec les mesures 
globales données précédemment.

FIG.4 . Histogramme des âges obtenus par les zircons du granite de Quintin

CONCLUSIONS

La nouvelle application de la méthode de mesure d'âge sur des cristaux 
isolés de zircon, qui vient d'être présentée, confirme sur un plan général 
l'intérêt considérable des mesures d'âge de minéraux d'une roche, pris 
un à un. Sans doute, comme cela a été souligné précédemment, les 
mesures ne peuvent-elles être effectuées sur des cristaux trop petits ou 
trop peu uranifères; mais, cette réserve étant faite, la portée pétrogra
phique des résultats enregistrés est très grande. Dans le cas du granite 
de Quintin, le groupement des âges en deux ensembles, respectivement de 
248 à 284 MA et de 301 à 336 MA,est d'autant plus remarquable qu'il 
correspond à l'âge déterminé, d'une part, pour la muscovitisation (Leutwein 
et Sonet, 260 MA [26]) et, d'autre part, pour les autres minéraux (biotites 
et feldspaths alcalins, 310 à 340 MA); en d'autres termes, la preuve est 
ainsi faite que le granite de Quintin, tel qu'il nous apparaît, résulte de la 
superposition in situ d'au moins deux phases de cristallisation, séparées 
par une période supérieure à dix millions d'années.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H.I.  WENDT: You say that you discard samples with a measurable 
204Pb peak. Would you please define this? In other words, what is the 
detection limit for 204Pb, assuming a normal 207P b /204Pb ratio?

R. COPPENS: We always tried to measure the intensity of the 204pb 
ion beam with the maximum sensitivity available. Whenever this intensity 
was distinguishable from the background, the sample was rejected. In
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order to establish that no 204Pb was present, we often used a sensitivity 
1000 times greater than was employed in the case of 206Pb and 207Pb. It 
was thus reasonable to consider the 204Pb content as negligible.

H.I.  WENDT: Are you absolutely sure that the 207P b /2°6pb ratio was 
not affected by other elements present in the zircon? It would be interesting 
for example, to know whether this ratio remained constant or not during 
a longer mass-spectrometer run and whether the 208Pb/ 206 Pb ratio 
changed with time during the measurement. The latter change would be 
quite possible since the Th/U ratio varies considerably within one crystal 
and the 208 P b /206Pb ratio could be expected to vary as well.

R. COPPENS: We regularly carried out blank tests without zircon 
with the mass spectrometer under normal utilization conditions and we 
found no isotopes within the range of the leads. We do not think that other 
elements in the zircon could interfere with the 206Pb and 207Pb masses.
The results obtained by other methods seem to confirm this.

The 207 Pb/ 206pb ratio remained within the same order of magnitude 
during the whole measurement. The. 208P b /206Pb ratio was of no interest 
to us and was not measured. It is not at all certain that this ratio does 
vary a great deal since it represents, not the value at a given point, but 
the average value of the whole emission surface.

H.I.  WENDT: I have one last question in connection with your 
207P b /206Pb data. I notice that these data vary considerably and I would 
be interested to know whether you have measured zircon samples from a 
more homogeneous specimen. If you have made such measurements, 
could you tell me whether the values obtained for the individual zircon 
ages agreed better with one another and also with the results obtained by 
standard isotope dilution methods?

R. COPPENS: The 207 P b /206pb ratios do of course vary considerably 
but I should like to emphasize that the ratio was relatively constant for 
each zircon (sometimes 50 or 60 measurements were made). So far, 
however, we have only carried out a small number of measurements and 
we have never had any homogeneous rock apart from the tonsteins 
mentioned in the paper.

E . E .  PICCIOTTO: These isolated crystal measurements certainly 
constitute a remarkable technical achievement. On the other hand, I 
think that the conclusions you draw with regard to the Quintin granite are 
open to criticism. For example, you distinguish two age groups. This 
division seems to me to be somewhat arbitrary in view of the continual 
overlapping of the experimental errors.

R. COPPENS: It is possible, I think, that the two age groups (248- 
264 and 301-336 million years) will become less easy and even impossible 
to distinguish when more measurements have been carried out and full 
account has been taken of the experimental errors. It is clear, however, 
that a definite age spread is involved here.

E . E .  PICCIOTTO: Another point I should like to raise is concerned 
with the 207P b /206Pb ratio. Assuming that the values you give reflect 
genuine differences, I don't think that reference to a crystallization age 
difference is a particularly plausible argument. There are other, more 
likely reasons. One possibility might be that lead was present in quantities 
so small as to make it impossible for it to be detected by tjie absence of 
a 204Pb mass peak but large enough to interfere with the radiogenic ratio. 
The explanation could also be sought in a loss of radiogenic lead occurring 
after the crystallization of the zircon.
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R. COPPENS: The loss of radiogenic lead is a possibility that cannot 
be ruled out. This problem was actually discussed at the 1965 Nancy 
symposium on absolute geochronology. We have not been able to do any 
calculations on this but we do not think that this loss would involve such 
a large age variation. On the contrary, our results — which are com
parable to those obtained by other methods — indicate that the errors made 
in regard to the 207 P b /206 Pb ages are much lower than is generally thought.

M .DELALOYE: What minimum uranium content must a zircon have 
to enable you to use this method?

R . COPPENS: This depends on the apparatus, and the size and age 
of the zircons. It is a question rather of an absolute lead content than 
relative uranium content. A reasonable approximation would be 500 ppm.

M. DELALOYE: When the zircon is deposited on the filament, does 
the attack last long enough to enable you to investigate the nucleus of the 
zircon?

R. COPPENS: The attack seems to be confined to the surface. We 
have never noticed any sudden variation in the 201P b /206Pb ratio indi
cating that an older nucleus was involved.

R. T.  PIDGEON: Have you tried to measure, as a standard, the 
207pb/206pb ratio of a piece of a homogeneous conformable zircon crystal 
which has a known 207P b/206Pb ratio obtained by means of conventional 
methods? This could, for instance, be taken from a selected piece of 
Ceylon zircon.

R. COPPENS: We have not done this but I think the potentialities of 
the method are demonstrated by the results. We dated a granite, for 
example. I have also mentioned the Stephanian zircons, which had been 
dated by geologists beforehand. These are valid checks, after all.

In this connection it is worth pointing out that a large zircon crystal 
does not necessarily have a homogeneous uranium or lead distribution.

P . PELLAS: I do not understand why one third of the crystals were 
found to contain 204Pb and no 204Pb was found in the others. Were the 
zircon samples collected in different places?

R. COPPENS: The zircon samples come from the same source (the 
Roch Boss quarry) and they were all given exactly the same treatment.
I can't give you any explanation for this phenomenon. I can only assure 
you that some zircons contain 204Pb and some do not.

P. PELLAS: Would it not be interesting to study the optical proper
ties of each of these crystals in view of the fact that these properties are 
affected by the irradiation dose received by the crystal? The size of the 
crystals would make this possible, I think.

R. COPPENS: This would certainly be interesting. It would also be 
interesting to study the zircons from the point of view of radioactivity 
before obtaining the spectra of the leads. We should certainly like to do 
this but you have to remember how difficult it is to handle crystals 
weighing only a few micrograms.

P . E .  DAMON: I cannot remember whether you said you dated the 
whole zircon or merely the outer layer. If the latter is the case, can you 
rule out the possibility of a superficial overgrowth being present? This 
could conceivably contribute to the spread of the measured 207P b/ Pb 
ratios.

2 4
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R. COPPENS: We always dated a superficial layer. I should add that, 
at the beginning of the emission, we always have a number of spectra which 
yield a high 20pb/206Pb ratio. This value diminishes very rapidly (in 5 or 
6 spectra) and then remains more or less constant subsequently during the 
emission. No account is taken of these first spectra, which are certainly 
caused by slight pollution by the lead outside.

24*



LA METHODE GEOCHRONOMETRIQUE 
DU PLOMB TOTAL APPLIQUEE A L' ETUDE 
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Abstract — Résumé

THE GEOCHRONOMETRIC METHOD OF TOTAL LEAD APPLIED TO THE GEOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
THE MASSIFS OF MONT BLANC AND THE AIGUILLES ROUGES (THE FRANCO-SWISS ALPS). The authors 
describe the method used for quantitative measurement of U, Th and Pb in a zircon concentrate. They go 
on to mention the various procedures they used to obtain high sensitivity, good reproducibility and high 
speed in the detection of these elements in trace amounts. The limitations, advantages and difficulties of 
X-fluorescence as applied to this particular case are discussed on the theoretical level, and then illustrated 
by practical examples.

The Larsen method, applied systematically to all the massifs o f the Alpine range, is put into practice 
on one o f them . The following conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained :
1. A first orogenic cycle  seems to go back to the Upper Precambrian. In fact, ages o f more than 600 m. y. 

have been obtained;
2. The intrusive granites were laid down during the Hercynian orogenesis (pre-Stephanian phase). The 

dispersion of the results may be partly attributed to the effects o f the Alpine orogenesis and o f the late 
Hercynian phase ;

3. The gneiss o f sedimentary origin (paragneiss and endomigmatites) give ages o f between 450 and 600 m. y. 
(Lower Palaeozoic).

LA METHODE GEOCHRONOMETRIQUE DU PLOMB TOTAL APPLIQUEE A L’ ETUDE GEOLOGIQUE DES 
MASSIFS DU MONT-BLANC ET DES AIGUILLES-ROUGES (ALPES FRANCO-SUISSES). Les auteurs 
décrivent la méthode utilisée pour doser quantitativement les éléments U, Th et Pb dans un concentré de 
zircons. Ils donnent ensuite les différents modes opératoires qu’ ils ont mis en œuvre pour obtenir une grande 
sensibilité, une bonne reproductibilité et une grande rapidité sur les dosages de ces éléments présents à 
l'état de traces. Les limitations, les avantages et les difficultés de la fluorescence X appliquée à ce  cas 
particulier sont discutés sur le plan théorique puis illustrés par des cas pratiques.

La méthode de Larsen, appliquée systématiquement à tous les massifs de l’ arc alpin, est mise en 
pratique sur l’ un d’ entre eux. On peut tirer les conclusions suivantes des résultats obtenus:
1) Un premier cycle  orogénique semble remonter au précambrien supérieur. En effet, des âges de plus de 

600 MA ont été obtenus.
2) Les granites intrusifs se sont mis en place durant l ’ orogenèse hercynienne (phase antéstéphanienne).

La dispersion des résultats peut être partiellement rapportée aux effets de l'orogenèse alpine et de la 
phase hercynienne tardive.

3) Les gneiss d'origine sédimentaire (paragneiss et endomigmatites) donnent des âges com pris entre 450 
et 600 MA (paléozoïque inférieur).

INTRODUCTION
Nous présentons une série de résultats d'âges apparents 

obtenus par la méthode du plomb total sur des zircons de ro
ches appartenant aux massifs cristallins externes du Mont- 
Blanc et des Aiguilles-Rouges.

Cette recherche a été rendue possible grâce à l'assis
tance financière du Fonds National Suisse pour la Recherche 
Scientifique.
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Nous donnons quelques indications sur la méthode utili
sée pour la détermination de l'U, du Th et du Pb dans les 
zircons. Par contre, en ce qui concerne les principes et les 
limitations de cette méthode, qui sont maintenant bien connus 
nous renvoyons le lecteur à nos publications précédentes (2, 
4,5).

PARTIE EXPERIMENTALE

La méthode, les appareils
Pour doser les éléments U, Th et Pb dans les zircons, 

nous utilisons la fluorescence des rayons X. Cette méthode 
présente le grand avantage de permettre des analyses de quan
tités relativement faibles de substance, ce qui est très im
portant puisque les teneurs en zircon dans les roches norma
les sont généralement comprises entre 5 et 10 ppm.

Nous disposons d'un ensemble de fluorescence des rayons 
X Philips composé d'un générateur PW 1010, d'un goniomètre à 
vide complet PW 1540, d'un discriminateur des hauteurs des 
impulsions et d'une armoire de mesure. Pour ces dosages, 
l'anticathode la plus appropriée est celle de Mo et le cris
tal analyseur le plus efficace est LiF. Nous utilisons une 
sonde à scintillation équipée d'un collimateur d'entrée spé
cial plus fin et plus long que le type normal afin d'augmen
ter le pouvoir de résolution.
Préparation des échantillons

100 mg de zircon extraits de la roche par broyage et 
purification sont broyés à moins de 400 meshs. Ils sont in
corporés à 200 mg d'un mélange contenant 50% de cellulose et 
50% d'oxyde de Mo. L'adjonction de ce mélange sert à obtenir 
une quantité suffisante de matériel garantissant l'homogénéi
té et la reproductibilité de la surface qui sera exposée au 
rayonnement X primaire. Le mélange est ensuite comprimé sous 
forme d'une pastille de 32 mm de diamètre au moyen d'une 
presse hydraulique atteignant une pression de 30 tonnes.

Les standards sont préparés de la même façon à partir 
d'oxydes de zirconium, silicium et uranium. On n'incorpore 
pas de thorium ni de plomb dans ces standards. Pour confec
tionner les zircons standards artificiels, nous utilisons les 
produits spectrographiquement purs de Johnson-Matthey à Lon
dres et du National Bureau of Standards à Washington.

Ajoutons encore que 100 mg ne représentent pas la quan
tité minimale nécessaire â l'analyse. Lorsque nous ne dispo
sons pas d'autant de matière, nous rajoutons la quantité man
quante avec un mélange de 65% de Zr02 et 35% de SÍO2 afin que 
la matrice soit identique à celle des standards. Les dosages 
sont encore possibles avec 40 mg de zircon.
Lés mesures

Les mesures sont effectuées en deux temps. Nous détermi 
nons tout d'abord les rapports U/Th et U/Pb en faisant oscil-
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1er la sonde automatiquement entre la raie analytique de l'u
ranium et celle du plomb. On dispose ainsi de 10 rapports U/Th 
et de 10 rapports U/Pb qui, en faisant les moyennes, donneront 
les valeurs utilisées dans les calculs des teneurs absolues.

Dans un second temps, nous mesurons les teneurs absolues 
en uranium. L'échantillon inconnu est comparé à des standards, 
de telle façon que 2 standards dont les teneurs en uranium 
diffèrent de 200 ppm encadrent cet inconnu.

Nous disposons d'une gamme de standards allant de 0 à 
2000 ppm par bonds de 200 en 200 ppm.

Le choix des standards adéquats se fait par une premiè
re mesure rapide au moyen de la courbe d'étalonnage de la 
fig. 1.

Les raies analytiques utilisées sont :
26 pic 20 fond continu

D L< 2 26° 15 26° 95

™ < 2 27° 50 28° 00
PbLfî,2 28° 25 28° 74
Afin d'éliminer le plus possible les erreurs dues à 

l'appareillage, nous conduisons les mesures dans l'ordre sui
vant :

U L«^ puis fond continu du standard inférieur
U Loĉ  puis fond continu de l'échantillon inconnu
U Lo(̂  puis fond continu du standard supérieur

Cette série de 6 mesures est répétée 5 fois dans l'ordre cité
Le temps de mesure sur chaque position a été fixé à 30 secon
des en fonction de la précision que nous désirons obtenir.

La fig. 1 représente la courbe d'étalonnage pour l'ura
nium telle qu'elle peut être construite avec notre gamme de 
standards.
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La précision de la méthode que nous utilisons ici a été 
vérifiée sur deux zircons standards contenant l'un 208 ppm et 
l'autre 2175 ppm d'uranium dosé par spectométrie de masse.
Nous avons pu constater que cette façon de procéder nous don
nait des résultats à + 2%.

Remarquons enfin que le rendement de fluorescence n'est 
pas identique pour les trois éléments U, Th et Pb. Puisque 
nous ne déterminons que l'uranium en valeur absolue et puis
que nous déduisons les teneurs en thorium et en plomb des 
rapports U/Th et U/Pb, nous devons introduire des facteurs 
correctifs. Ces facteurs ont été déterminés expérimentalement 
au moyen des deux zircons analysés par spectrométrie de masse. 
Les relations utilisées sont:

Th = 1,04 _U__
U/Th et Pb = 1,22 _U__

U/Pb
dans lesquelles U, Th et Pb sont exprimés en ppm.
Les interférences

Comme il s'agit de l'analyse d'éléments de poids atomi
ques très élevés, on pourrait s'attendre à ce que les phéno
mènes d'absorption ou de renforcement jouent un rôle impor
tant. Il n'en est heureusement pas ainsi, comme nous avons 
pu nous en rendre compte par quelques essais au moyen de mé
langes artificiels. En effet, tant que la somme des teneurs 
en uranium et en thorium ne dépasse pas 15 000 ppm, l'absorp
tion du spectre du plomb reste négligeable. Dans les zircons 
naturels, à part quelques rares cas, ces teneurs varient en
tre 100 et 3000 ppm. De plus, la dilution de l'échantillon 
lors de la préparation de la pastille abaisse encore ces va
leurs de 40%.
Avantages

Les deux principaux avantages que l'on peut trouver à 
cette méthode sont, d'une part la rapidité et d'autre part la 
polyvalence.

En effet, nous comptons 4 heures d'irradiation pour ob
tenir un dosage quantitatif des trois éléments U, Th et Pb. 
Sur ces 4 heures, 3 sont consacrées à la détermination des 
rapports U/Th et U/Pb; et comme ces mesures se font automati
quement, l'opérateur peut s'occuper de la préparation des é- 
chantillons ou des calculs finaux de détermination de l'âge.

L'autre avantage de cette méthode réside dans le fait 
que les échantillons ne sont pas détruits et qu'ils peuvent 
être utilisés pour des recherches gëochimiques intéressantes.

SITUATION GEOLOGIQUE
Le socle cristallin des massifs du Mont-Blanc et des 

Aiguilles-Rouges comprend quatre types principaux de roches 
(voir stéréogramme, fig. 2):
Les schistes cristallins de la "série des Aiguilles-Rouges"

Cette série forme l'ossature principale de la chaîne 
des Aiguilles-Rouges ainsi que la couverture du granite du
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Mont-Blanc. Depuis les travaux déjà anciens de CORBIN et OU- 
LIANOFF (6), on sait que la séparation de cet ensemble en 
deux massifs distincts, par la zone synclinale de Chamonix 
(sillon de roches secondaires et tertiaires), est due à la 
tectonique alpine. Au Mont-Blanc, cette dernière a fortement 
oblitéré les structures anciennes alors qu'elle les a épar
gnées dans les Aiguilles-Rouges.

Série de St. Gervais et des Aiguillettes 
( S. Satinée ) tsl

Série de Prarion -  Pormenoz 
( S. V erte ) H

Série des A iguilles -  Rouges

Série de Fu lly  ( Migmatites }

Granites M
Mésozoïque L Nappe de Mordes et porautochtone ) 7 6 9

Zone de Chamonix ( Mésozoïque )

Perm o -  T r io s  ( autochtone )

C o rb o n ifé re  s u p é r ie u r  :

Formation grossièrem ent détritique ( stéphonwn sup.?) 

Formation finement détritique ( Westphoiien D. -  Stéphonien inf.) 

Age " Plomb totol " en m illions d'années

FIG.2. Stéréogramme Mont-Blanc - Aiguilles-Rouges

La "série des Aiguilles-Rouges" (8), dont les faciès 
les plus typiques sont les "gneiss de type Lac Cornu" (1), 
provient d'une ancienne série riche en pélites. Le métamor
phisme méso-zonal profond à catazonal supérieur a provoqué 
l'endomigmatisation et l'homogénéisation de masses importan
tes affleurant actuellement sous forme de gneiss granitoïdes 
oeillés, veinés, rubanés ou homogènes.
Les miqmatites de la "série de Fully" (8)

Cette série n'apparaît qu'à l'extrémité NE du massif 
des Aiguilles-Rouges. Formée par ultra-métamorphisme, elle
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comprend des migmatites de types variés à cordiérite aboutis
sant à l'individualisation de granodiorite à biotite. Elle 
est d'autre part caractérisée par une grande richesse en en
claves plus basiques ou plus acides que les roches encaissan
tes .

Ces deux séries (Fully et Aiguilles-Rouges) ont des ca
ractères communs dont les principaux sont:
- une histoire multiple (domaine polycyclique caractérisé par 
deux phases distinctes de métamorphisme);

- une structure tectonique autonome, anticlinoriale (disposi
tion en éventail avec ennoyage vers le NW);

- un métamorphisme mésozonal profond à catazonal supérieur.
Les schistes cristallins des "séries de St. Gervais - Aiguil
lettes et Prarion - Pormenaz" (11)

Ces séries constituent l'extrémité méridionale du massif 
des Aiguilles-Rouges et viennent buter en contact tectonique 
contre le môle anticlinorial de la "série des Aiguilles-Rou
ges" .

Les schistes cristallins qui les composent proviennent 
du métamorphisme d'une formation géosynclinale unique compre
nant deux séries sédimentaires schisto-gréseuses (gneiss pla- 
gióclasiques et micaschistes de la série de St. Gervais et 
des Aiguillettes) traversées par un complexe volcanique de 
type ophiolitique (gneiss prasinitiques de la série de Pra- 
rion-Pormenaz). Leurs principaux caractères communs sont:
- une histoire monocyclique caractérisée par une seule phase 
de métamorphisme;

- une structure tectonique isoclinale faite d'objets géologi
ques orientés sensiblement N-S, limités par des plans de 
Cisaillement longitudinaux et subverticaux;

- un métamorphisme mésozonal à êpizonal inférieur (qui place 
stratigraphiquement ces séries au-dessus de celle des "Ai
guilles-Rouges" .

Ces séries cristallophylliennes ont des caractères qui 
permettent de les paralléliser avec celles de la partie sep
tentrionale du massif de Belledonne (3). Leurs relations sont 
les suivantes:
Série de St. Gervais (LAURENT) = Série satinée externe (BOR
DET)
Série de Prarion-Pormenaz (Id) = Série verte (Id)
Série des Aiguillettes (Id) = Série satinée interne (Id)

L'extrémité méridionale du massif des Aiguilles-Rouges 
représente donc la continuation parfaite de celui dé Belle
donne vers le nord et s'y rattache géologiquement. De plus, 
remarquons qu'en raison de leur disposition et de leur direc
tion, ces séries correspondent à une unité externe, par rap
port à la plus grande partie des massifs des Aiguilles-Rouges 
et du Mont-Blanc, plus interne.
Les granites du Mont-Blanc, de Vallorcine, de Pormenaz et des 
Montées-Pélissier

Dans les unités du Mont-Blanc et des Aiqj iIles-Rouges, 
le granite (protogine) du Mont-Bla^c (à contact éruptif, pa-
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rallêlement à la direction hercynienne, et mécanique, paral
lèlement à la direction alpine) et le granite de Vallorcine 
recoupent les assises des gneiss encaissants. Ils ont donc 
fait intrusion dans une structure préexistante et ont un ca
ractère nettement postcinématique par rapport à cette derniè
re.

En revanche, dans l'unité méridionale, les granites de 
Pormenaz et des Montées-Pélissier sont parallèles aux struc
tures de celle-ci et ont un caractère syncinématique typique.

DISCUSSION DES RESULTATS
Les granites

Les résultats concernant le granite du Mont-Blanc sont 
compris entre 242 Ma (millions d'années) et 355 Ma, ceux du 
granite de Vallorcine entre 237 Ma et 460 Ma et ceux des gra
nites de l'extrémité méridionale des Aiguilles-Rouges entre 
250 Ma et 347 Ma.

Les âges moyens obtenus sur ces trois groupes de grani
tes ne diffèrent pas sensiblement et la valeur moyenne (cal
culée sur les 14 échantillons) est de 302 Ma. Nous en tirons 
la conclusion que ces granites ont été mis en place au Carbo
nifère, durant l'orogenèse hercynienne, et qu'ils sont appro
ximativement contemporains.

Il est certain que seules les valeurs moyennes sont dé
terminantes. Un résultat isolé n'a, en fait, pas grande signi
fication. Par exemple, un âge manifestement trop élevé (460 
Ma pour un éch. du granite de Vallorcine) peut être dû à 
l'effet de xënocristaux de zircons provenant d'enclaves enna- 
logènes incomplètement digérées par la granitisation. Un âge 
trop faible (237 Ma pour un autre éch. de granite de Vallor
cine) peut résulter de pertes par lessivage de plomb radiogé- 
nique ou d'une adjonction, postérieurement à la cristallisa
tion, d'uranium ou de thorium.

Des galets du granite de Vallorcine (13) et de Porme
naz (10) ayant été trouvés dans les conglomérats du Carboni
fère supérieur, on savait ces granites antê-stéphaniens.
L'âge "plomb total" moyen de 302 Ma permet maintenant de pré
ciser qu'ils sont liés à la phase majeure de l'orogenèse her
cynienne (Carbonifère moyen).

La mise en évidence du même âge pour ces quatre grani
tes est importante, car leurs caractéristiques de mise en 
place sont différentes. Les granites de la partie sud des 
Aiguilles-Rouges sont syncinématiques, ce qui démontre que 
les structures de ces séries de schistes cristallins de la 
partie nord de Belledonne et de la partie sud des Aiguilles- 
Rouges se sont développées en même temps, et que toute cette 
unité est directement liée au cycle hercynien. D'autre part, 
l'étude structurale et pétrographique (une seule phase de mé
tamorphisme) le confirme.

Par contre, les granites du Mont-Blanc et de Vallorcine, 
à caractère postcinématique, recoupent les structures préexis
tantes. OULIANOFF (12) a montré que, dans le granite du Mont- 
Blanc, les enclaves non digérées s'alignent et dessinent les 
structures les plus anciennes. Ces diverses observations sem-
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blent prouver que la "série âes Aiguilles-Rouges" a été plis- 
sêe et métamorphisêe déjà antérieurement au cycle hercynien. 
L'étude structurale et pétrographique (domaine polycyclique 
caractérisé par deux phases distinctes de métamorphisme) le 
confirme également. Il reste à déterminer l'âge de ce cycle 
antérieur à l'orogenèse hercynienne; l'étude géochronométri
que des gneiss va nous permettre de répondre à cette question.
Les schistes cristallins de la "série des Aiguilles-Rouges”

L'âge du métamorphisme fondamental de la "série des Ai
guilles-Rouges" est difficile à déterminer. Il est nécessaire 
de tenir compte de l'effet de rajeunissement dû à l'orogenèse 
hercynienne, effet qui se fait particulièrement sentir dans
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• Granité de N&llorcine (Aiguilles-Rouges)
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• Faciès granitisés au contact du 
granite du Mont-Blanc
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des granités des gneiss migmatites de Fully

FIG.3. Relation entre l'age «P b  to ta l»  et la radioactivité des zircons

le voisinage des granites carbonifères intrusifs (migmatites 
de contact par remobilisation et recristallisation des gneiss 
encaissants). D'autre part, ces roches métamorphiques sont 
toutes d'origine sédimentaire et une partie de leurs zircons 
se trouvait sous forme de minéraux lourds dans les sédiments 
préexistants. Il est facile de s'en rendre compte par une étu
de de la morphologie des cristaux de zircons. A ce propos, il 
est intéressant de relever que ce sont les paragneiss non mig- 
matisés qui donnent les âges les plus élevés (583 et 590 Ma), 
dans cette "série des Aiguilles-Rouges".

Une solution élégante au problème de l'âge de cette sé
rie nous a paru pouvoir être cherchée dans la datation des 
puissantes assises de gneiss granitiques (endomigmatites).
Ces roches, placées dans des conditions physico-chimiques sub- 
catazonales, ont subi une évolution suffisamment poussée (re
cristallisation et homogénéisation) pour que la plus grande 
partie de leurs zircons soit néoformée et indique ainsi l'âge 
de ce métamorphisme.
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Le diagramme de la fig. 3 montre que les âges de ces 
gneiss granitiques sont bien groupés, entre 410 Ma et 509 Ma. 
En tenant compte d'une "composante détritique" encore possi
ble dans les zircons, on peut considérer que la valeur moyen
ne de 460 Ma (Ordovicien) représente un âge maximum pour le 
métamorphisme de cette série.

On constate d'autre part qu'aucun âge n'est inférieur à 
400 Ma, valeur que l'on peut considérer comme étant minimum 
en ce qui concerne l'époque de ce métamorphisme. On peut donc 
raisonnablement penser que le métamorphisme fondamental de la 
série des Aiguilles-Rouges" est lié à l'orogenèse calédonien
ne .

Les âges voisins de 600 Ma, obtenus sur des paragneiss 
non migmatisés, sont également fort intéressants. Ils indi
quent, en première approximation, que le matériel détritique 
ne provient pas de roches précambriennes, et qu'en conséquen
ce l'ancienne série sédimentaire des Aiguilles-Rouges, méta- 
morphisée lors de l'orogenèse calédonienne, est sans doute 
d'âge paléozoïque inférieur à moyen.

Les âges de moins de 400 Ma sont dus à l'effet de rajeu
nissement dont nous avons parlé précédemment; à cet égard, 
les échantillons MB 7 et 8, provenant de la zone du contact 
éruptif avec le granite du Mont-Blanc, sont très significa
tifs et illustrent bien ce phénomène.
Les migmatites de la "série de Fully"

La localisation très étroite de cette série de migmati
tes fondamentales, au métamorphisme catazonal, et son âge mo
yen "plomb total" de 750 Ma environ posent le problème de son 
origine; d'ailleurs, celle-ci est encore controversée (9). Il 
s'agit peut-être d'un granite d'âge précambrien supérieur re
présentant une portion du socle ancien, repris et incorporé à 
la "série des Aiguilles-Rouges" pendant l'orogenèse calédoni
enne. Cette hypothèse a l'avantage de tenir compte, d'une 
part de l'âge "plomb total" précambrien et, d'autre part, des 
observations de terrain. En effet, KRUMMENACHER (8) a montré 
que les relations géométriques principales entre la "série 
des Aiguilles-Rouges" et la "série de Fully" ont été effacées 
par le métamorphisme (existence de passages latéraux, inclu
sions de roches de la première série dans la seconde, etc.) .
Remarques sur certains caractères géochimiques des zircons

Depuis les travaux de GOTTFRIED et al. (7), on assigne 
généralement la valeur de 1 au rapport Th/ü dans les zircons. 
L'examen du tableau des résultats montre que les zircons des 
massifs du Mont-Blanc et des Aiguilles-Rouges présentent des 
valeurs très différentes et toujours inférieures à 1, par sui
te d'une plus forte teneur en U qu'en Th.

Le diagramme de la fig. 4, représentant le rapport Th/U 
en fonction de 1'activité<X, nous permet de constater que les 
mesures s'assemblent en trois groupes:
1) Les zircons de la partie N du massif des Aiguilles-Rouges 

("série de Fully", "série des Aiguilles-Rouges" et granite 
de Vallorcine intrusif dans cette dernière série) sont ca-



TABLEAU DES RESULTATS

Zircon
No Provenance

U
(ppm)

Th
(ppm) Th/U Activité 

(oc/mg h)
Pb
(ppm)

Age
(Ma.)

1. Granités
a) granite du Mont-Blanc

MB î, 34 Aiguille du Midi/Chamonix 2750 607 0,22 1061 150 355
MB 2, 53 Praz de Fort, Val Ferret 3725 698 0,18 1423 133 242
MB 4, 229 Tunnel du Mont-Blanc, km 5,270 2292 600 0,26 896 114 319
MB 5, 230 Tunnel du Mont-Blanc, km 4,920 2973 698 0,23 1156 130 284
MB 6, 234 Plan-de-1'Aiguille/Chamonix 2690 792 0,29 1002 136 340

b) granite de Vallorcine
AR 22, 283 Vallorcine 2371 275 0,12 896 94 267
AR 24, 286 Le Temeley/Les Marécottes 2531 316 0,12 959 89 237
AR 30, 292 Van-d'en-Bas (faciës à enclaves) 1479 216 0,15 563 65 293
V 2, 49 Miéville (faciès de bordure) 1335 253 0,19 511 95 460

AR 32, 306 Van-d'en-Haut (microgranite) 1374 244 0,18 527 57 275
c) granites de l'extrémité méridionale du massif des Aiguilles--Rouges

AR 7, 175 Pormenaz/Servoz 1328 1069 0,80 579 69 290
AR 15, 227 Pormenaz/Servoz 1231 1022 0,83 542 77 347
AR 8, 176 Montées^Pêlissier 1908 1292 0,68 811 82 250
AR 14, 211 La Motte, Megêve 1862 1110 0,60 778 85 271

2. Les schistes cristallins de la "série des Aiguilles--Rouges"
a) gneiss migmatitiques (endomigmatites)

AR 3, 73 Van-d'en-Haut 1000 138 0,14 378 62 410
AR 16, 233 Ravoire, Arpille 791 238 0,30 312 61 483
AR 20, 242 La Bâtiaz 971 112 0,12 367 75 507
AR 23, 285 s/Vallorcine 795 98 0,12 301 52 432
AR 25, 287 s/Vallorcine 1393 198 0,14 522 84 405
AR 27, 289 Emaney/Les Marécottes 656 208 0,32 259 50 475
AR 28, 290 Emaney/Les Marécottes 1071 174 0,16 409 84 509
AR 4, 84 Arpille/Martigny 932 160 0,17 355 49 350
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TABLEAU DES RESULTATS (suite)

b) paragneiss non migmatisës (ectinites)
AR 21, 243 Torrent du St.Barthélémy/St.Maurice 794 152 0,19 305 73 583
AR 29, 291 Emaney/Les Marécottes 797 156 0,20 307 74 590

C ) gneiss migmatitiques (faciès de contact du granite du Mont-Blanc)
MB 3, 209 Bovernier, vallée de la Dranse 2427 632 0,26 943 184 481
MB 7, 237 Plan-de-1'Aiguille/Chamonix 2236 1131 0,51 921 129 345
MB 8, 238 Plan-de-1'Aiguille/Chamonix 1246 583 0,47 509 80 389

3. Migmatites de la "série de Fullv tl

AR 1, 48 Mazeimbro 840 197 0,23 324 100 736
AR 5, 90 Fully, coude du Rhône 785 119 0,15 298 95 770

4 . Grès du synclinal carbonifère de Dorénaz
AR 17, 235 Dorénaz 1078 371 0,34 429 67 338

SM-87/35 
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ractérisés par un rapport Th/U faible (0,19) et une activi 
té oc relativement faible (451 cX/mg.h) .

2) Les zircons du massif du Mont-Blanc sont caractérisés par 
un rapport Th/U moyen (0,30) et une activité élevée (989 
<X/mg.h) .

3) Les zircons des granites de l'extrémité méridionale du mas 
sif des Aiguilles-Rouges sont caractérisées par un rapport 
Th/U relativement élevé (0,73) et une activité o< moyenne 
(678«/mg.h.).

^Extrém ité S des 
\  ®  \  Aiguilles -  Rouges

\  X

c®X
s

f+ + X

VI
Aiguilles - Rouges

©■\

— —  

Mont -  Blonc

3
___ 3

500 1000 1500 cx/mg.h

FIG.4. Relation entre la radioactivité et le rapport Th/U des zircons (même légende qu’à la figure 3)

Remarquons également que, si les zircons du 1er groupe 
sont plus faiblement radioactifs, c ’est parce que la plupart 
des roches métamorphiques sont comprises dans ce groupe. Or, 
d'une manière générale, les zircons de ce type de roches sont 
moins radioactifs que ceux des roches plutoniques.

Dans le cas particulier des massifs du Mont-Blanc et 
des Aiguilles-Rouges, les zircons des granites ont une radio
activité moyenne de 836 0</mg.h tandis que celle des zircons 
des roches métamorphiques et sédimentaires du massif des Ai
guilles-Rouges est de 351 OC/mg.h.

Dans chaque groupe, on constate également que le rap
port Th/U des zircons diminue alors que leur activité augmen
te, c'est-à-dire que les zircons les plus radioactifs sont 
les plus enrichis en U, par rapport au Th.

CONCLUSION
Nos mesures d'âges "plomb total" permettent de mettre 

en évidence :
1) Que les granites intrusifs des massifs du Mont-Blanc et 

des Aiguilles-Rouges sont d'âge carbonifère (moyenne des 
âges: 302 Ma), tous plus ou moins contemporains et liés à 
l'orogenèse hercynienne majeure.
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2) Que les schistes cristallins de la "série des Aiguilles- 
Rouges" dérivent probablement d'une série sédimentaire 
d'âge paléozoïque inférieur à moyen (âges inférieurs à 600 
Ma) et que leur métamorphisme fondamental, accompagné 
d'une endomigmatisation, est lié à l'orogenèse calédonien
ne (moyenne des âges: 460 Ma).

Les schistes cristallins des séries de St. Gervais-Ai- 
guillettes et Prarion-Pormenaz, de l'extrémité méridionale 
des Aiguilles-Rouges, sont plus jeunes et appartiennent 
entièrement au cycle hercynien.

3) Que l'intrusion, pendant l'orogenèse hercynienne, des gra
nites carbonifères a produit dans la zone de contact avec 
les gneiss encaissants une remobilisation suffisamment in
tense pour provoquer le rajeunissement des zircons (âges 
mixtes entre 300 et 500 Ma).

4) Que l'âge précambrien (750 Ma) des migmatites fondamenta
les de la "série de Fully" permet de supposer qu'il s'agit 
peut-être d'un socle ancien repris et incorporé pendant 
l'orogenèse calédonienne à la "série des Aiguilles-Rouges".
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D I S C U S S I O N

E. E.  PICCIOTTO: The determination of the age of a zircon by means 
of the Pb/U chemical ratio is based on two assumptions, viz. that the zircon 
has behaved as a closed system since its crystallization and that there was 
no ordinary lead at the moment of crystallization. Have you checked the 
validity of these assumptions and, if so, by what method?

M. DELALOYE: All one can do is to check that there is good agree
ment between the results obtained in rocks taken from different places 
within a given geological formation.

E . E .  PICCIOTTO: Would you not agree that the validity of the ages 
obtained with this method is somewhat limited?

M. DELALOYE: Yes, certainly.
G. J. WASSERBURG (Chairman): I should like to add that, while the 

lead-alpha method is an old-established one, it cannot be considered as a 
genuine dating method in the modern sense of the term. In particular it 
would appear particularly dangerous to apply this method to rocks in 
complex metamorphic terrains.

R. ALEXIS: It is stated in the paper that the samples were crushed
to a mesh size of 400. Am I right in assuming that this value is the limit 
beyond which there is no longer any fluctuation in the measured results?

M. DELALOYE: Y es.
R. ALEXIS: What type of crystal did you use to avoid interference

from the L a line of the uranium and the L/3 line of the lead?
M. DELALOYE: We use an LiF crystal but this is not what solves the 

problem. We have built a special, extremely fine collimator (5 lines/m m ) 
which is placed in front of the scintillation probe.



DATATION DES GLACIERS PAR LE PLOMB-210
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Abstract — Résumé

DATING OF GLACIERS BY LEAD-210. A method is described o f dating névé and ice, based on the 
radioactive decay o f 210Pb or RaD (T i  = 22 yr).

Two techniques have been developed to measure the very low activities o f  2J0Pb (0.1 to 5 dpm). One 
uses a semi-conductor detector to take spectral measurements o f the a-activ ity o f 210Po labelled with 208Po; 
the other is based on measurement o f the 0 -radiation o f 210Bi by a proportional counter.

The method has been applied to several sections o f  névé taken in the Antarctic, in Greenland and on 
an alpine glacier, each covering a period o f more than 100 yr.

The results show that in the Polar regions the névé behaves as a closed system from the moment o f 
precipitation, the 2i0Pb dating this moment. The accumulation rates deduced from the 210Pb distribution as 
a function o f depth are in excellent agreement with those o f  other methods.

In temperate glaciers, because o f the homogenization o f the névé caused by percolation’ o f the melting 
water, the event dated by the 2l0Pb is the transformation o f the névé into com pact ice.

The 210Pb ages obtained with ice samples from the ablation area o f the Kesselwandferner (Austrian Tyrol) 
are in good agreement with current ideas on glacier dynamics.

Comparison o f tire 210Pb and fission product concentrations has revealed no evidence o f  the artificial 
production o f 210Pb by the explosion o f nuclear devices.

With samples o f  2 kg, this method can be used to date ice  with an age o f  100 yr in the Antarctic and 
more than 120 yr in Greenland and in temperate zones.

DATATION DES GLACIERS PAR LE PLOMB-210. On présente une méthode de datation des névés et 
des glaces fondée sur la décroissance radioactive de 210Pb ou RaD (T i = 22  ans).

Deux techniques ont été mises au point pour mesurer les très faibles activités (0,1 à 5 désint. /m in) de 
210Pb. L'une utilise la spectrométrie, par détecteur à semi-conducteur, de l ’ activité cl d e 210Po tracé par 
208Po; l'autre est fondée sur la mesure du rayonnement 0 de 210Bi, par compteur proportionnel.

La méthode a été appliquée à plusieurs sections de névé, prélevées en Antarctique, au Groenland et 
sur un glacier alpin, et couvrant chacune un intervalle de temps supérieur à 100 ans.

Les résultats démontrent que, dans les régions polaires, le névé se comporte com m e un système fermé 
depuis le moment de sa précipitation; 210Pb date le  moment de cette précipitation. Les taux d’ accumulation 
déduits de la distribution de 21<£b en fonction de la profondeur sont en excellent accord avec ceux des autres 
méthodes.

Dans les glaciers tempérés, à cause de l ’homogénéisation du névé par la percolation des eaux de fonte, 
l'événem ent daté par 210Pb est la transformation du névé en glace compacte.

Les âges 210Pb d’ échantillons de glace prélevés dans la zone d’ ablation du Kesselwandferner (Tyrol 
autrichien) sont en bon accord avec les conceptions courantes sur la dynamique des glaciers.

En comparant les concentrations de 210Pb avec celles des produits de fission, on n’ a trouvé aucun 
indice d’ une production artificielle de 210Pb par les explosions d’ engins nucléaires.

Si Ton considère des échantillons types de 2 kg, on peut dater par cette méthode des glaces dont 
l'âge atteint 100 ans en Antarctique et plus de 120 ans au Groenland et dans les régions tempérées.

1. INTRODUCTION

Le Pb-210 (ou RaD), un émetteur p de 22 ans de période, est l'un 
des nuclides radioactifs naturels, descendants du radon, présents dans 
l'atmosphère et les précipitations. Son temps de résidence troposphéri» 
que est de l'ordre de 20 jours. Lié aux aérosols, il est entraîné au sol 
par les précipitations.

385
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La demi-vie de 22 ans du Pb-210 permet d'envisager d'intéressantes 
applications géochronologiques à l'échelle des 100 dernières années.

GOLDBEEG (1), au précédent colloque de l'Agence Internationale de 
l'Energie Atomique sur les méthodes de datation, en 1962, en a envisagé 
plusieurs. Une des plus intéressantes est la datation des glaces et des 
neiges des glaciers.

Nous présentons ici les développements et les résultats obtenus par 
cette méthode à Bruxelles, depuis ces trois dernières années.

Les principes de la méthode ont été discutés par GOLDBERG (1), 
CROZAZ, PICCIOTTO et DE BREUCK (2) et CROZAZ (3). Nous rappelons ici 
uniquement le modèle que nous avons appliqué, modèle particulièrement 
plausible qui sera justifié plus loin par son accord avec les résultats 
expérimentaux.

Au moment de sa chute, la neige contient uné quantité de Pb-210 
correspondant à une activité spécifique A . Comme dans le cas du radio- 
carbone, A n'est pas connu directement, sauf pour sa valeur au temps 
présent, et doit être déduite d'hypothèses justifiables.

Les hypothèses utilisées sont les suivantes :

- La valeur moyenne de A considérée sur plusieurs années n'a pas varié 
au cours du temps depuis les 100 dernières années ; hypothèse fort 
vraisemblable si on se souvient que la concentration du Pb-210 dans 
les précipitations dépend essentiellement du taux d'exhalation du 
radon à partir des roches.

- En un point donné, le taux d'accumulation de la neige est resté cons
tant en moyenne sur quelques années, également durant les 100 dernières 
années.

Nous pouvons alors écrire :

Ah Ao
-  A t

t = t  lu  A A  A  o h
ln A. = ln A - — hh o a

ou 
gr/cm'

l'indice h se rapporte à la profondeur de l'échantillon exprimée en 
cm . et où a est le taux d'accumulation de la neige, en gr/cm .an.

- Si le névé s'est comporté comme un système fermé pour le Pb depuis 
son dépôt, t représente le temps écoulé depuis la précipitation de la 
neige.
Cette situation a le maximum de chances d'être observée dans les ré
gions polaires où jamais la neige ne fond.

Si toutes ces conditions sont réalisées, les points expérimentaux 
représentant l'activité spécifique du Pb-210 en fonction de la profon
deur dans le névé, se placeront sur une droite dans un graphique semi- 
logarithmique. La pente de cette droite sera inversêment proportionnelle 
au taux d'accumulation de la neige.

25»
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2. METHODES

A , dans les précipitations de l'hémisphère nord, est de l'ordre 
de 5 desint./min. kg (voir par exemple ( k ) )  et, dans les précipitations 
antarctiques, de 1 désint./min. kg (2). L'application de cette méthode 
à des échantillons d'un volume raisonnable, de l'ordre de 1 à 2 kg, et 
âgés au maximum d'une centaine d'années implique la détermination de 
très basses activités de Pb-210 (de l'ordre de quelques désintégrations 
par heure).

La présence dans les couches de névé des 15 dernières années des 
produits des explosions nucléaires est fort gênante et requiert une 
chimie très spécifique.

On sait d'autre part que la mesure directe du Pb-210 est difficile 
à cause de la très faible énergie de son rayonnement p, aussi lui sub
stitue-t-on la détermination d'un de ses deux descendants : Bi-210 ou
Po-210.

210Pb f ; 1 8  keV\ 21CL.Bi
(RaD) Ti

/
= 22 ans (RaE)

; 1 , 1 6  MeV^
Ti = 5 3

210 .Po
(RaF)

a i 5.30 MeV 
= 138 ¿

2 0 6 .Pb
(RaG)

(stable)

Deux méthodes ont été développées, basées respectivement sur la 
mesure du Bi-210 et du Po-210. On trouvera les détails expérimentaux 
dans (2), (3) et (5). La méthode basée sur la détermination du Po-210 
est particuliéreme¡j{j intéressante : sa grande sensibilité permet la 
détection de 5.10 Ci de Pb-210. Les rendements chimiques de récupé
ration du polonium sont contrôlés par l'utilisation de Po-208 comme 
traceur (# de 5,11 MeV ; Tjj= 2,93 ans). Les énergies des deux isotopes 
208 et 210 du Po étant trèi voisines, il est nécessaire d'utiliser une 
installation de spectrométrie oc de haute résolution et d'une grande 
stabilité.

Si on considère des échantillons types de 2 kg, on peut dater, 
par cette méthode, des glaces dont l'âge atteint 100 ans en Antarctique 
et plus de 120 ans au Groenland et dans les régions tempérées.

3. APPLICATIONS

Pour deux des problèmes glaciologiques actuels, le Pb-210 est d'une 
utilité immédiate : la mesure de l'accumulation de la neige sur le plateau 
polaire antarctique où les méthodes stratigraphiques classiques sont diffi 
cilement applicables et l'étude de la dynamique des glaciers tant polaires 
que tempérés.

Nous présentons quelques cas étudiés sans toutefois insister ici sur 
les implications glaciologiques de ces résultats.
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3.1» Régions polaires

Afin de tester les hypothèses de base, nous avons étudié la distri
bution de l'activité spécifique du Pb-210 en fonction de la profondeur 
dans le névé à trois stations polaires où le taux d'accumulation était 
bien connu, à la fois par des mesures de surface, des études stratigra- 
phiques et des mesures des isotopes stables de l'oxygène.

Ce sont : la Base Roi Baudouin, sur la côte antarctique est ; la 
station du Pôle Sud et la station de Camp Century sur le plateau polaire 
du Groenland.

désint./h.kg.

Accumulation cumulée en m d'eau
FIG. 1. Activité du Pb-210 en fonction de la profondeur dans le névé à Camp Century (ÎV^IO’ N, 61*08’W)

Les figures 1 et 2 montrent les résultats obtenus. On voit que les 
logarithmes de l'activité en fonction de la profondeur se placent, pour 
chaque station envisagée, sur une droite. Le taux d'accumulation déduit 
de la pente est en parfait accord avec les résultats des autres méthodes 
((2), (6) et (7)).

Nous considérons ceci comme une preuve de la validité des hypothèses 
de base énoncées plus haut.

A la figure 2 sont également représentées les mesures au Pôle d'Inac 
cessibilité Relative, station particulièrement intéressante car elle est 
située dans la région la plus continentale, la plus haute et la plus froi 
de de la calotte polaire antarctique. Nos résultats montrent aussi que 
c'est la région la plus sèche du continent antarctique, comparable, à ce 
point de vue, aux régions les plus désertiques du globe. Le taux d'accu
mulation mesuré y est en effet de 3 cm d'eau par an, en bon accord avec 
les résultats d'autres méthodes (8).
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3.2. Glacier tempéré

Nous avons eu l'occasion d'étudier, en collaboration avec le Dr. 
AMBACH, la distribution du Pb-210 dans les zones d ’accumulation et 
d'ablation d'un glacier du Tyrol autrichien : le Kesselwandferner. Les 
résultats détaillés seront publiés ailleurs (9).

FIG.2. Activité du Pb-210 en fonction de la profondeur dans le  névé à trois stations antarctiques

Dans la zone d'accumulation du glacier, un puits de 20 m a été creusé 
dans le névé (10). Les teneurs en Pb-210 ne montrent aucune décroissance 
nette avec la profondeur. Les résultats montrent, comme on pouvait s'y 
attendre, que le phénomène de la fonte estivale dans les glaciers tempérés 
a conduit à une homogénéisation de la concentration en Pb-210 par perco
lation des eaux de fonte. Cette observation est confirmée par les mesures 
des produits de fission sur les mêmes échantillons.

Dans la zone d'ablation, Pb-210 a été mesuré sur une série d ’échan
tillons de glace proches de la surface prélevés le long de la langue 
glaciaire. Le Ra-226 a été mesuré sur les mêmes échantillons.

La teneur en Pb-210 diminue au fur et à mesure qu'on descend vers 
le front du glacier, les échantillons les moins actifs en Pb-210 se 
trouvant là où l'on s'attend à trouver les glaces les plus anciennes. 
D'autre part, les teneurs en Pb-210 diminuent bien sur une même ligne 
de niveau quand on se dirige de l'arête médiane aux parois du glacier.

Ces résultats semblent montrer que, dans le cas de la glace com
pacte d'un glacier tempéré, l'hypothèse d'un système fermé est très 
probable. Dans cette éventualité, l'âge t qu'on tire de la décroissance 
radioactive représenterait le temps écoulé depuis la formation de la 
glace compacte à partir du névé et non plus le temps écoulé depuis la 
précipitation de la neige, comme c'était le cas dans les régions polai
res .

A partir des teneurs en Pb-210, nous avons établi une échelle des 
âges (figure 3). Nous avons pris pour âge 0 celui où l'activité de
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Pb-210 est de *1,3 dpm/kg (moyenne dans les 20 premiers mètres de névé) 
hypothèse qui semble raisonnable puisque les résultats montrent une 
homogénéisation des produits contenus dans le névé.

FIG.3. Répartition des « â g e s  P b -21 0 » de la glace dans la zone d'ablation du Kesselwandferner

On en déduit une vitesse moyenne de déplacement projetée sur la 
surface du glacier de l'ordre de 3 0 m par an, en accord avec les obser 
vations directes de déplacement du glacier effectuées par le groupe 
d'Innsbruck (AMBACH, communication privée).

Pour terminer, nous mentionnerons le problème de la production 
artificielle du Pb-210 par les explosions de bombes nucléaires.
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La possibilité d'une telle production a été soulevée par divers 
auteurs dont STEBBINS (11) et plus récemment JAWOROWSKI (12). Nous 
n'entrerons pas ici dans le détail des résultats mais nous dirons sim
plement que nous n'avons trouvé aucune corrélation entre les teneurs 
en Sr-90 et en Pb-210 dans les névés des 15 dernières années, tant dans 
les glaciers antarctiques que dans le Kesselwandferner.

Nous en concluons que s'il y a une production artificielle de 
Pb-210, elle n'est pas perceptible dans les précipitations et n'inter
fère pas dans la datation des glaciers par le Pb-210 naturel.
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D I S C U S S I O N

M. DELALOYE: Fallout on névé in the Alps has been found to contain 
lead — there was a case in April 1964. This fallout is certainly not due 
to atomic explosions and I should be interested to hear your views on it.

G. CROZAZ: We are not directly interested in this problem. In any 
case there is no correlation between the fallout of lead and the 210Pb 
isotope.

L . M.  LIBBY: Have you measured tritium in these ice samples?
G. CROZAZ: No, we have not.
J. J.R.  LABEYRIE: In the course of these investigations was any 

ten-year fluctuation in the quantity of 210Pb found in the samples col
lected at the King Baudouin Base or at the Greenland stations?

G. CROZAZ: I am aware of the fact that you are interested in any 
information which might indicate the existence of a correlation between 
210 Pb deposition and solar activity. Unfortunately, no evidence for this 
was found at the King Baudouin Base or at the South Pole Station. We have 
no results from Camp Century.

H. OESCHGER: How were these samples collected and transported? 
Were they brought back to the laboratory in a frozen state?

G. CROZAZ: Most of them were brought back to the laboratory in a 
frozen state to prevent adsorption of the 210Pb onto the walls of the con
tainers. Carriers were always added before the samples were melted.

I .  M. AEGERTER: I was surprised to see from your paper that, for 
different precipitation rates, it was the concentration in dis/min per kg 
that remained constant rather than the deposition rate in atom s/cm 2 sec. 
Have you any explanation for this?

G. CROZAZ: This is something I cannot explain. In addition to the 
results presented in the paper, we have other data from ten antarctic 
stations. The accumulation rates at these stations varied between 3 and 
40 g /cm 2 of water per year but the concentration of 210Pb remained more 
or less the same (to within a factor of 2).

J. J.R.  LABEYRIE: Can you tell me whether in recent years measure
ments have been made of the fluctuations occurring in the radon content of 
the air near these sampling points on the névé?

G. CROZAZ: Systematic radon studies at the King Baudouin Base 
have been carried out by the Belgian Antarctic expeditions. United States 
experts have also made radon studies at the South Pole.

E . E .  PICCIOTTO: As co-author of the paper, I should like to add 
that the average radon contents have remained fairly constant over the 
years during which these measurements have been carried out.
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H. OESCHGER: Is it possible to form any conclusions from your data 
as to the mass balance of the Antarctic?

G. CROZAZ: Our 210Pb method is no more than a tool to measure 
the snow accumulation rate, which is one of the main parameters involved 
in the mass balance problem in the Antarctic. There is not much I can 
say in reply to your question except that our first results indicate that 
the accumulation rate is lower than previously believed,for the Polar 
plateau. I should add that this method is particularly useful for work on 
the Polar plateau, where conventional methods cannot be used.
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Abstract

DIRECT DATING OF FOSSILS BY THE HELIUM-URANIUM METHOD. The He-U method has been 
found to be applicable to the dating of fossil carbonates. This method furnishes a new dating technique 
particularly applicable to the Pleistocene and the Tertiary periods, especially the Late Tertiary, for which 
other methods o f age dating either fail or are difficult to correlate with the fossil record. The method has 
been checked for possible losses of helium and uranium from or to the surroundings. It has been found that, 
while a calcite lattice does not appear to retain helium, if  the lattice is aragonite there is good evidence 
that helium leakage is not a problem. This is true at least for times up to 20 m .y . For corals where the 
uranium is apparently uniformly distributed within the lattice as a trace element, the uranium does not 
exchange or undergo concentration changes. As a result aragonite corals yield reliable He-U ages. On the 
other hand, the uranium in mollusc fossils is apparently mainly in the grain boundaries and is not always a tight 
system as far as uranium exchange or concentration changes are concerned. To obtain a reliable age for 
a mollusc one needs additional evidence to ensure lack of changes in uranium concentration. If the 
measurement o f U and He is combined with 2S8U, 234U and 230Th determinations, it appears that many 
molusc shells w ill also be datable by the method. The resulting evidence for secular equilibrium in the 
2S8U chain is good evidence for a closed system as far as U concentration changes are concerned.

INTRODUCTION

The helium-uranium method of age dating is at once promising, 
because uranium is so widespread in the Earth's crust and helium is so 
easy to measure, and yet elusive, as the uranium appears to be not tightly 
bound and helium appears to leak out of the rocks. Before discussing the 
system of uranium and helium in a carbonate fossil lattice, it is well to 
consider the history of the helium method to understand clearly the pit- 
falls of the method. For a more detailed discussion see Harley [1] .

The use of the accumulated helium from the a decay of the radioactive 
uranium chains was recognized as a method of dating geological events as 
soon as it was realized that a particles are helium nuclei. One of the first 
radioactive age dates was that of Strutt, who measured the a activity and 
the helium content of thorianite. He found the thorianite contained 280 
million times as much helium as was generated in the mineral by the a 
activity in one year and concluded that the mineral is 280 m. y .  old.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that the helium frequently 
leaks out of uranium and thorium minerals. As a result ages based on the 
assumption of the retention of helium are suspect. On investigating the 
leakage of helium from minerals, it was found that many crystal lattices 
retain helium quite well, but at high uranium concentrations the radiation 
damage caused by the a particles so alters the crystal as to allow helium 
to escape. At this point it was suggested that, by using rocks where 
uranium was a trace constituant, the diffusion loss of helium could be
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eliminated. In spite of this, studies of basalts and granites showed that 
the helium-uranium ages were always systematically lower than ages based 
on lead measurements. It was usually assumed that the low ages are due 
to the diffusion loss of helium.

While helium may leak from some minerals, there are minerals which 
retain helium for times up to 109 yr. Yet even these minerals show low 
ages. At this point it became apparent that, in addition to helium loss, 
uranium addition must be considered as a cause for low helium-uranium 
ages. It was found that repeated acid leaking to remove surficial uranium 
caused the age of certain minerals to approach the lead age. For this 
reason it is believed that the added uranium is surficial and not within the 
crystal.

In the crystallization of an igneous rock, uranium is not usually a 
constituent of the major minerals, except in trace quantities. Uranium 
often crystallizes separately. As uranium is a trace element, it occurs as 
minute crystals on the surface and between the grains of the other minerals. 
In addition, the concentration of uranium tends to localize the helium in 
concentrated areas with resulting radiation damage and subsequent helium 
loss.

On the other hand, when the uranium is within the lattice, reliable 
ages can be obtained for samples as old as 4.5 X 109 yr. This is the case 
for olivine and pyroxene meteorites.

Studies with the helium method over the past 60 yr outlined above have 
clearly shown that in applying the method it is necessary to be sure of 
helium retention and in addition be sure of the chemical history of the 
uranium.

APPLICATION TO FOSSIL CARBONATES

The dating of raised beaches throughout the world, which presumably 
are related to sea level and local uplift, the dating of ocean cores, the 
dating of events in the pleistocene and the pliocene, would all be made 
possible by a method which is applicable to fossil carbonates.

A fossil carbonate shell or coral contains enough potassium to make 
a K -A r determination; however the amount of atmospheric contamination 
Ar is so large as to make an age determination for young samples very 
inaccurate. Uranium is found in many fossil carbonates in ppm amounts.
It was pointed out by Barnes, Lang and Potratz [2] that uranium is not at 
equilibrium with its decay series for certain corals. Investigation showed 
that initially only 238U, 235U and 234U are added to a coral with all other 
daughters growing in. This furnishes a method of dating carbonates up to 
about 300 000 yr ago.

If helium is retained in carbonate shells, and if uranium is a closed 
system, then the helium method should be applicable from about 100 000 yr  
ago to as old as samples are available. The helium-uranium method will 
furnish a check on the disequilibrium in the U decay series dates and 
extend the range of that method beyond the 300 000-yr range.

The direct dating of a fossil is of special interest for the last few 
million years of geological time; for the Paleozoic and Mesozoic absolute 
chronology is well worked out, so the presence of a reasonably complete 
faunal assemblage usually permits a more accurate date for a site than the
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direct application of a radioactive dating method to phases at the site.
For the last few million years this is not the case, as evolutionary changes 
are not rapid enough to precisely differentiate between one or two million 
years of time.

To demonstrate the applicability of the method it must be shown that:
(1) Helium is retained in carbonate fossils; and
(2) Uranium is a closed system, or at least a well-understood open 

system.
All the measurements were restricted to the aragonite form of calcium 

carbonate. Calcite is the stable form of calcium carbonate at normal 
conditions on the Earth's surface so that an aragonite lattice is almost 
certainly not recrystallized with attendant loss of probably both He and U. 
Not all corals and molluscs produce aragonite; however, a large number 
do, and this precaution does not seriously hinder the availability of 
samples.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To determine possible helium loss and uranium exchange in aragonite 
fossils, helium-uranium ratios were determined for known-age fossils.
The helium contents were determined at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(Fanale and Schaeffer [Fanale and Schaeffer [3] ) by a statistically operated 
mass spectrometer. Aragonite samples from 0.1 to 1 g were decomposed 
in vacuum, the evolved C 0 2 was frozen out in a cold trap at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures, the trap was isolated, and the remaining gas gettered with 
hot titanium. FinaHy, other cold traps and charcoal traps were cooled to 
liquid nitrogen temperature to reduce the residual pressure below 1 X 1 0 ' 6 
torr. At this point, the 4He and other residual gases were admitted to the 
mass spectrometer. The spectrometer was repeatedly calibrated with 
a gas pipette that admitted a known amount of ^ e  to the mass spectrometer. 
The sensitivity remained constant to within 10% for several months. The 
entire vacuum line, except the mass spectrometer tube, was constructed 
of all-metal valves and 1720 Pyrex glass to minimize inward diffusion of 
helium. The usual system blank was about 1-3 X 1 0 '9 cm3 STP. Modern 
coral shows a helium content of 3-6 X 10“9 cm3 STP/g and is the limitation 
on the youngest samples that can be dated.

Uranium contents were determined at Lamont Geological Observatory 
by fluormetric methods (Broecker [4] ). The methods employed in the 
a-spectrometry are described by Thurber et al. [5] .

RETENTIUM OF HELIUM

Samples were chosen for which the uranium and thorium values showed 
the sample to be in equilibrium, hence a closed system, as far as uranium 
is concerned. Two terraces in the Palos Verdes hills yielded samples of 
plecypods and gastropods which showed a direct proportionality between 
helium and uranium from which an age can be calculated. Figure I shows 
the results. The two raised beaches, one at 75 ft and the other at 1230 ft 
above present sea level, provided shells of varying uranium content, but of 
the same age. The beaches were dated by 230Th and 234U tobe 325 000 ± 6 0  000 
and 130 000 ± 20 000 yr, which agrees with the 4He - U ages of 350 000± 50 000
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and 100 000 ± 20 000 yr, respectively. The individual shells had variations 
in uranium from 0.1 to 7.0 ppm over a factor of 10; yet the results show 
quite clearly that the helium is proportional to the uranium in these shells 
of the same stratigraphic age. This is good evidence that the helium is 
retained, especially as the ages agree with those of the 230Th-234U method.

FIG. 1. Helium content as a result o f uranium content o f  selected mollusc shells 
from Palos Verdes Hills, Calif.

IS THE URANIUM IN MOLLUSCS A CLOSED SYSTEM?

Apparently, from results of Broeker [4], when a mollusc dies it 
contains relatively little uranium. Then, in certainly less than 1000 yr it 
adds uranium for at least a tenfold enrichment. For the rest of its fossil 
life it apparently retains this uranium with more or less exchange, addition 
and loss with the surroundings. At present'it appears that most molluscs 
exchange uranium with ground water. The evidence for the exchange and 
addition of uranium from ground water is based on ratios of the radio
activity of members of the uranium decay chains.

Uranium in the ocean contains about 15% excess 234U (Thurber [6]).
The 234U is presumably leached preferentially from rocks because of
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a-radiation damage at the áite Of 234U atoms in crystals. 238U decays as 
follows:

238U ------2—  234Th — 234Pa — 234U ------ 230Th (Ionium)
4. 5 X 10 yr short short 2. 5 X 105 yr

35 000 yr a

222 Rn 226.
1600 yr Ra

As all the 234U in an old mineral results from the decay of 238U, each 234U 
is at a cite that has suffered the radiation damage of one 238U a and two 
/3-particles. This preferential dissolution of results in an excess 
activity of 234U in ground water of as high as 8, Cherdyntsev et al. [7], 
above the activity of 238U. As the oceans contain 1.15 times the equilibrium 
amount of 234U, modem oceanic shells will show this disequilibrium. The

will return to the equilibrium amount with a half-life of 2.5 X 105 yr. 
Ionium (23°Th) will grow in with a 75 000 yr half-life in a more complicated 
way because part of the 230Th comes from the excess 234U which is not 
supported by 238U. 226Ra, on the other hand, comes to equilibrium with 
^ ^ h  in a few thousand years and is really a measure of the 230Th itself.
The usual method is to draw off the gaseous daughter 222Rn. The 230Th,
234U, and 238U are best measured by a spectrometry. A study of all isotopes 
makes possible several independent age estimates for fossils younger than 
300 000 yr. If the ages agree there is some evidence for a closed system 
as far as uranium is concerned; if the ages do not agree there is evidence 
for an open system and that chemical alteration has taken place.

There are molluscs of Pleistocene age which show concordant 230T h /234U 
and 234u/238u ages. These shells also show He-U ages in agreement with 
the disequilibrium ages (Fanale and Schaeffer [3] ). For these shells it 
would appear that the uranium is a closed system and that helium is re
tained. There are many other cases (Rosholt [8] ), Broecker [4] ) for which 
such agreement in ages is not the case and where chemical alteration is 
clearly indicated. Indeed, it appears that closed systems may be the 
exception in molluscs.

For samples older than several million years, all isotopes in the 
uranium decay series should be at equilibrium, as the longest half-life 
involved is considerably shorter than a million years. As a result, any 
evidence of an excess of a given isotope is evidence for exchange or addition 
from the surroundings. For these old samples the faunal stratigraphic 
control also allows an independent estimate of the age. For two areas 
studied (Fanale and Schaeffer [3] ), the 234U/238u ratio is not 1.00, but is 
significantly higher, which indicates an open uranium system.

The two cites are well known stratigraphically. One is the middle 
Eocene layer of the Paris basin, the classical location of the Eocene.
The other is from the Chesapeak, off Plum Point, Maryland, an area 
which is uppermost Oligocène to lower Miocene. The former corres
ponding to 50 m. y . ,  the latter to 28 m. y.  The He results are compared to 
the stratigraphic ages in Table I. It is seen that the Maryland cite gives 
good agreement while the Paris Basin cite shows a low helium age by a 
large factor. On checking the 234{j/238U ratio it was found that the Paris 
basin sample gave a value much in excess of 1.00, indicating that the 
uranium is exchanging with local ground water or, what is more likely
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TABLE I. HELIUM-URANIUM AGES FOR TERTIARY MOLLUSCS

Sample location Stratigraphic age
a)

He-U age
( m .y . ) (m .y . )

Plum Point, M d . , USA 27 ± 3 29 ± 7

Paris Basin, France 50 i 5 2 .4  ± 0 .1

From reference [ 3 ] ,

in view of the helium result, is added to the shell recently. The relatively 
high U content of these shells, 13 ppm and 17 ppm, would also indicate the 
addition of U. There is no way, however, to eliminate the possibility that 
these particular shells have lost helium. They were a species of snail 
which was different from any of the types studied in the late Pleistocene, 
where 230Th/234U /238U control was possible. In any event, it is clear that 
the Paris basin samples are not a closed system for the uranium.

The Plum Point sample, on the other hand, shows good agreement 
between the He age of 29 ± 7 m. y.  and the stratigraphic age of 27 ± 3 m. y.  
Yet, on investigating the 234U /238U ratio in this sample, it is found that 
the ratio is also considerably higher than 1.00, indicating that the system 
is not closed as far as uranium is concerned. The age was calculated, 
assuming a 234U /238U ratio of unity. As a result, the He generated by the 
excess 234U is not taken into account. What would appear to be a possible 
explanation for this result is that when the shell entered a non-marine 
environment, and because it was exposed to ground water with a 234U /238U 
ratio in excess of 1.15, the shell exchanged, and also possibly added some 
uranium. The added uranium would tend to make the He ages low, while 
the extra He from the excess would tend to give high ages. The Plum 
Point samples were taken from a bluff from a tidal area just behind a 
narrow beach. As a result it is probable that they have not been exposed 
to ground water for most of their history.

The Paris basin samples, on the other hand, have been non-marine 
for a considerable time, and hence show more of an effect from ground 
water.

Preliminary results from the Caloosahatchee Formation (Miocene in 
North Carolina) show low He ages by a factor of 2 to 4, and a high ^ U / 233!! 
ratio. The North Carolina samples were taken not from the coastal area 
but some distance inland, so their exposure to ground water is also more 
severe than the Maryland samples. On the basis of these first preliminary 
resultsit would appear that the application of the He-U method to molluscs 
is not a simple matter of determining the He and U and calculating an age, 
but that, and probably especially for non-marine environments, the system 
is open for uranium. It does appear, however, that most of the openness 
of the system is concerned with the exchange of uranium with the ground 
water, rather than the addition of uranium. This can be understood if, as 
seems to be the case, reduction of uranium is necessary for its deposition, 
then uranium is only deposited as long as the shell contains decomposing 
organic matter. While the organic matter is decomposing uranium is being
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reduced slowly and U2O8 is being deposited surficially on the aragonite 
grains of the shell. As soon as the organic matter is gone no further 
U2O8 forms, but the U2O 8 present remains in some kind of exchange 
equilibrium with the U in solution in the surrounding water.

It will take considerably more study to elucidate this problem. At 
present it seems, however, that the He-U age is only reliable if additional 
evidence indicates that the uranium is a closed system.

APPLICATION TO MARINE CORAL

The chemistry of the uranium in marine coral is considerably different 
from that of the uranium in molluscs. The uranium contents of living and 
fossil coral are approximately the same and not over a factor of 10 different, 
as is the case for molluscs. Also, the U /Ca ratio in coral is very similar 
to the U/ Ca ratio in sea-water. Thus, it appears that uranium is co
precipitated with calcium in forming the aragonite of living coral, which 
is decidedly not the case for molluscs. Coral cores have been studied by 
Barnes et al. 1956 [2], and it is found that, systematically, as one goes 
down a core the uranium chains attain equilibrium with no evidence for 
chemical exchange. It thus appears that coral is a closed system for 
uranium and should furnish reliable He-U ages. Such has been shown to be the 
case (Fanale and Schaeffer [3] ). For corals from a core at Eniwetok it was 
found that the upper part of the core agreed in helium age to 230T h /234U age, 
and that the lower part of the core extending into the Miocene agreed with 
the stratigraphic-palaeontological control. It would appear, then, that 
corals can be He-U dated through the Miocene.
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D I S C U S S I O N

J. J.R.  LABEYRIE: When aragonite from coral is transformed into 
calcite, the uranium content drops from 3 ppm to 0. 5 ppm, approximately. 
After this helium begins to accumulate again, probably from zero as the 
helium previously formed is lost during the transformation process. Could 
one not use this fact to assign a date to the aragonite-calcite trans
formation process? This would enable us to date the period during which 
the coral was exposed to soft water.

O. A . SCHAEFFER: This would perhaps be possible if calcite retains 
helium as well as aragonite does. We have had some slight experience

26
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with one or two samples of calcite with concordant 234U / 238 U and 
234 U/  230Th ages and this indicates that helium retention is likely to be 
a serious problem for calcite.

P. C.  LEVEQUE: I think we can look forward to obtaining some 
decisive results in the field of mollusc dating thanks to Dr. Schaeffer's 
method. However, there may be one or two stumbling blocks.

One difficulty is that the uranium content may vary within wide limits, 
depending on the facies and the characteristics of the biotype. Continental 
waters and hence terrigenous chemical elements may be involved and may 
lead to a considerable, if temporary, increase in the U concentration in 
the animal. Biological concentration factors would tend to increase this 
effect. I should be interested to hear your views on the effect of these 
irregularities in U content on the shell.

Likewise, the neritic coastal marine environment is not a closed 
system; quite the contrary, the movement of currents implies a perma
nent state of U and He transition.

Another point is that, during diagenesis, when sediments are being 
compacted, salts may either remain in the environment or be evacuated 
from it by the removal of interstitial water (cf. the work of Strakov et a l.). 
Uranium is of course very sensitive to these compacting conditions.
Would you care to comment on this?

O. A.  SCHAEFFER: In this work we have tried to avoid a non-marine 
environment to keep the chemistry as simple as possible, and I agree 
that, in practice, there are many conditions which might give rise to 
difficulties with the He-U method. Our investigations do indicate, 
however, that all aragonite coral and some aragonite molluscs are closed 
systems for He and U and that they are suitable for obtaining reliable 
He-U ages.

G. J. WASSERBURG (Chairman): In which crystal lattice sites and 
in which structural positions do you think that the U is located in either 
aragonite or calcite?

O.A . SCHAEFFER: I don't know.
G. J. WASSERBURG: The problem here is that all the old data on 

U we have from the Eniwetok and Bikini cores indicate significant vari
ations. The values for shelled animals also indicate significant variations, 
which would appear to be due to some exchange mechanism, as you have 
pointed out. Exactly what does happen in this system, however, seems 
to be rather obscure.

O . A . SCHAEFFER: It is important to remember that the aragonite
system does seem to be closed since aragonite yields concordant values 
for 230Th/ 234U, 238U / 234 U ancj He/U ages. Calcite may be different,
of course, and calcite, not aragonite, is the common form of coral. I 
am of the opinion that U is rejected when the aragonite-calcite trans
formation occurs. It would be very interesting to see whether the U in the 
aragonite lattice of a coral is concentrated in small crystallites similar 
to those you have found in the case of the localized U in zircon.

P .  C. LEYEQUE: In this connection I should like to draw attention 
to the fact that a study was carried out recently at the Science Faculty of 
Strasbourg University on the position of U in the aragonite and calcite 
lattice. This study was the subject of a thesis for a doctorate in engineering 
which was presented last year. It dealt with the mineralogical state of
U in the St.Hippolyte uraniferous schists in the Vosges.

26*
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ON DATING NATURAL AND MAN-MADE GLASSES 
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Abstract

INFLUENCE OF EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS ON DATING NATURAL AND MAN-MADE GLASSES BY 
THE FISSION TRACK METHOD. In age determination work by counting fission tracks the precision, 
besides the statistical counting error o f spontaneous and induced tracks, largely depends on exact determi
nation o f the neutron dose and close maintenance o f etching conditions. Slight variations in temperature 
and concentrations o f  etch batches may lead to considerable deviations. By dating several "Early Victorian" 
U-stained glasses the authors discovered the fact that the spontaneous fission decay constant Xsp> is still 
not known with sufficient accuracy. Since an age o f £  150 yr can be inferred from the style o f  these glasses, 
the most probable value o f Xsp_ ft should lie closely to 8 x 10~17 y r '1.

In establishing the coincidence o f  two geological events the uncertainty o f Xspi f  may be less 
important. The authors were able to confirm the agreement in the age o f moldavites (14. 9 ± 1. 6) x 106 yr 
and the Ries Crater glass (14. 9 ± 1. 5) x 106 yr.

Some years ago Fleischer, Price and Walker [1-4] showed that 
recoiling fission products in solids are able to produce disturbed lattice 
regions which can be made visible with a normal light microscope in the 
form of characteristic fission tracks. This can be seen in Fig. 1, which 
shows tracks in a neutron-irradiated artificial glass after etching with 
concentrated HF (40%) for 10 sec. It was established earlier that the 
number of detectable tracks, ps, will be proportional to the U content, and 
also to the age, t, of the sample if the spontaneous fission of 238U is 
regarded.

Ro
ps = 2N0 X C ^ sP’ f~ [exp(At)- 1] J 'q(z)dz X cos2|3c (1)

o

ps = number of etched spontaneous fission tracks per unit area 
of surface

N0 = number of atoms/cm3
C = 238U concentration at a time t
Xsp. f. = decay constant for spontaneous fission
X = total decay constant of 238U
dz = is a thin slab at a distance z from the surface which is 

attacked by the acid
q(z) = the fraction of the total number of fission events in the thin 

slab, dz, which traverse the surface and give rise to visible 
tracks after attack 

R0 = range of fission fragments 
/3C = critical angle for track etching
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Evidently, tracks can be produced by the neutron-induced fission 
in 235U. In this case the number of tracks, p¡, will be determined by the 
neutron dose, d, and the 235u concentration (Cu) present in the sample.

P i = 2 N0 X C0 X J(235) X d X <jf / q(z) X dz X cos2/3c (2)

P i  = number of etched induced fission tracks per unit area of
surface

J(235) = isotopic abundance of 235u
CTf = cross-section for 235U fission

F IG .l. Fission-tracks in man-made glass
(n-dose 2 ,7  • 1013 n 'c m -2 , etched with HF (40%) at 25°C, time 25 sec, m agnif.x 200)

By using these two equations and applying a known (thermal) neutron 
dose d, the amount of uranium element can be determined in glasses, or 
other suitable minerals, and also the age, t, of the material can be 
calculated by the ratio of the fission tracks.

t = E s X d x 2 L M 2 3 5 )  (3)
P i A sp. f.

In such a way the inventors of the method (and their co-workers) 
Fleischer, Price and Walker [5-11] and, recently, Wagner [12] succeeded 
in establishing the age of natural and man-made glasses which were found 
to be most suitable dating material.
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A presumption, and the most important requirement for "applying this 
method, is that the samples will contain appreciable amounts of uranium. 
Impact glasses, tektites, obsidians, and also minerals such as mica, 
quartz, feldspar, etc. normally have a U content of the order of 1 ppm 
only. With these facts a minimum age of 105 yr would be necessary to do 
successful dating work here. On average, in each cm3 of the glass or 
material only one U atom can be expected to undergo fission every two 
years. In Fig. 2 the relationship between the minimum age and U content 
is demonstrated by the supposition that ~  100 sp. fission tracks of 238U/cm2

M i n i m u m  U - c o n t e n t s  f o r  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  
" F i s s i o n  - T r a c k "  -  m e t h o d

FIG.2. Minimum U contents for the application o f the Fission Track method

will be sufficient for good counting.. It can be seen that age determinations 
are fairly well done with tektites (moldavites) and certain impact glasses.
It should be mentioned that obsidians of a relatively high age (106 yr) are 
more difficult to date because of their tendency to de-glass or recrystallize.

From the diagram it follows that a second region exists where the 
new dating method is applicable and might be of interest for work on 
artificial glasses.

Since 1789 it is known from the German chemist, H. Klapproth, that 
commercial glassware and fancy glasses can be stained yellow-green by 
the addition of U compounds. With a U content of between 0.1 to 1% 
dating is possible, even on quite modern objects. From Roman times, as 
far as is known, only one glass containing U has been discovered. It 
originates from the remains of a glass mosaic found in a feudal villa at 
Cape Posilipo, near Naples (destroyed in 79 A. C. by the eruption of 
Vesuvius [13]). This glass is supposed to have a U content of 1.2 to 1.6% 
U3Og; it deserves high interest for dating. Unfortunately, other antique 
glasses, e. g. from the Near East, Egypt, etc., mostly possess uranium 
in the ppm range only, so one might encounter serious difficulties in dating 
here.
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To study the accuracy obtainable by the fission-track method, the 
authors dated some of the glasses manufactured in the 19th century and 
tried to prove more precisely the experimental conditions which influence 
the magnitude of errors. The objects concerned are presented in Fig. 3. 
Considering that the U-rich glass samples themselves act as specific 
solid state detectors of 238U Sp. fission, there is evidently a normal 
statistical count-rate and error.

To establish p¡ the dose of thermal neutrons should be chosen in such 
a way that 103 to 105 tracks/cm 2 are present. One can see from Fig. 4a 
that a linear relationship between neutron dose and the number of tracks 
is guaranteed if the developing conditions, especially the time of etching, 
are constant. In Fig. 4b for different neutron doses it is shown how the 
number of fission tracks increases with etch time.

s a m p l e  No.

age.

W6H16 1616122 1651117 1634120

FIG. 3. "Early Victorian" U glasses investigated

Increase of the curves is determined by the integral

Ro
J '  q(z) X dz
o

and it is reasonable (to avoid an over-etching effect) that one chooses an 
etch time falling into the lower part of the curves.

It has already been pointed out that on glass and other materials a very 
sensitive U determination method can be accomplished. Nevertheless, 
one of the presumptions is that the etch curves of a necessary U-standard 
glass (with known U content) and those of the samples are in agreement.
For only under these conditions can the factor

J  q(z) dz X cos2/3c
o

(in Eq. 2) be the same.
The established parallel run of the etch curves of the authors' samples 

is demonstrated in Fig. 5 and the resulting U values are summarized in
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Table I. From the foregoing it is clear that in the determination of ps and 
Pj in two independent experiments, attention has to be given to the 
constancy of the etching conditions. Also, the number of tracks depends 
markedly on the composition of the etching fluid. By varying only the 
HF (40%) concentration (diluting with H2 O) 1 : 1; 1 :5  and 1 : 1 0 ,  the 
necessary times of etching (to produce the same number of tracks) are 
10 : 60 : 470 : 2000 sec (T = constant 25°C, see Fig. 6).

.8

° 2 0 0
«>•Q£¿ 100

/
/

/
/

/
r

©

20 A0 60  80  100 * 1 0 11
—  » N e u t r o n  dose [ n - cm~2]

FIG. 4. (a) Dependence o f p. on neutron dose
(b) Dependence o f p£ on etch time for different neutron doses

It is important that the HF should not be used repeatedly. Different 
HF batches may show different results.

Of similar influence and very critical can be the temperature (T) 
during the etch procedure. An increase in T by 1°C raises the error to 
~  1 to 2%.

All these sources of error can be avoided by having constant etch 
conditions. Thus only the statistical counting error will determine the 
exactness by which ps and p¡ can be evaluated. The authors found in their 
unirradiated samples an average 0.2 tracks per scope of view (0.185 mm2); 
therefore counting of ~  1 cm2 or ~  10 cm2, respectively, of surface area 
is necessary in order to reach an error of ± 10% or ± l% for ps. On the 
other hand, it is relatively easy to establish p¡ with the small error of ± 1%, 
only by choosing an appropriate neutron dose.



TABLE I. SUMMARY OF U VALUES

» u
Ps

d .. o f  X J (235) 
^sp. f.

Age

Sample
No. Object

U
content

Dose o f thermal 
neutrons

235 u
Pi (A) Xjp. f. (B) Xgp, f. tA ( l  11») tB(± 15»)

(d)
( c m '2)

= (6 .9  i  0.2) X 10 ” = (8. 2 ± 0. 8) X 10 17
<»> (cm -2) (n X cm -2 ) (y r '1) (y r '1) (yr) (yr)

136 ± 15 115 à 17
1 Candlestick 0.16 97. 3 i  10$ 8. 3 X 1011 i  2 » 3. 57 X 104 * 1 » S.O X104 4. 2 X 104

(1830 ± 15) (1851± 17)

Beaker 123 ± 13% 105 ± 16
2

I
0. 25 126. 6 ± 10% 8.3 X 10“  i  2 » 5.12 X 104± 1% 5. 0 X 104 4. 2 X 104

(1843 ± 13) (1861 ± 16)

Beaker 156 * 17 132 i  20
3

II
0. 17 117.6 ± 10% 8.3 X 1011 ± 2% 3. 78 X 104i  1<5S> 5. 0 X 104 4. 2 X 104

(1810 ± 17) (1834 ± 20)

177 ± 19 150 ± 22
4 Bowl 0. 25 195.3 ± 10% 8.3 X 10u ± 2% 5. 51 X104 i  Wo 5.0  XIO4 4. 2 X 104

(1789 ± 19) (1816 ± 22)

V Tektites
-ppm 1.13 X 10* ± Wo 1. 8 X 1014 è 5% 6. 9 X 103 i  11b 9.2X10® (14.9 1 1.6) X 104

a -  e Moldavites

VI
Ries glass ~ppm 1. 30 X 104 ± 1» i. 8 x io“ ± a» 8.3 x 108 ± 1% 9 .2  XIO® (14. 9 1 1. 5) X lCP

a -e

408 
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Accuracy in the determination of the thermal neutron flux and that 
the presence of fast neutrons can be excluded, is also important.

Irradiations were performed in the thermal column of the FRJ-1 
Reactor at Julich and d was controlled precisely by the Au-foil technique. 
Here an additional "minimum" error of ± 2% has to be considered.
Besides the experimental factors, the uncertainty of age determination is 
governed by the preciseness of the fundamental constants concerned.
While the isotope abundances of 235U and <rf are fairly well known in litera
ture, the values (Asp. f. ) of the 238u  decay constant spread rather wide.

FIG. 5. Dependence o f p. on etch time for standard U glass and sample No. 4

In Fig. 7 are gathered the available Asp.f, values. A relatively broad 
range from 5. 3 X 10'17(yr_1) to 1.6 X lO '-^fyr"1) is covered. For age 
calculations of the glassware samples the authors chose the two Asp.f. 
values (A) (6 .9± 0.2) X 10'17 (yr"1) and Asp. f. (B) (8.2 ±0 .8) X 10"17 yr"1 
respectively. The former was estimated by Fleischer and Rrice by 
counting tracks [16], the second was found by Parker and Kuroda by the 
radiochemical yield of "M o  [22], On the basis of each of the two accepted 
Asp. f. values two groups of ages of the glass samples were obtained: 

tA = Candlestick 1830 ± 15 (1830 ± 5)
Beaker I 1843 ± 13 (1843 ± 5)
Beaker II 1810 ± 17 (1810 ± 6)
Bowl 1789 ± 19 (1789 ± 7)
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tB = Candlestick 1851 ± 17 (1851 ± 12)
Beaker I 1861 ± 16 (1861 ± 11)
Beaker II 1834 ± 20 (1834 ± 14)
Bowl 1816 ± 22 (1816 ± 16)

The values in the brackets are obtained when ps can be determined with a 
± 1% instead of ± 10% error. Comparison of the t¿ and tB ages shows that 
the remaining uncertainty is mainly due to Xsp. f..

Ronge in  23>U -XSp f  d e te r m in a t i o n
( co lle c te d  from  l i t e r a l  u re  )

4 5 6 ? e 9 W 1.1 1.2 13 U  1.5 1.6 1 7  1.8 
-,--- ,---.— .— .— ■— .---y.

[ « ] Wognor 1966

[ « ] Rao e l at. 1966

[ « ] Fleischer 1964

[17] Fleischer - 1964

W Sorting 1959

[ « ] Parker « ¡956

po) Kuroda M 1957

[ " ] Kuroda - 19S6

( " 1 Porker 1956

P J ] Kuroda » 1954

M Kuroda 1954

[ « ] S e g rí 1952

p ej Lu Hoff 1952

p7] Perfitow 1947

p9] Maurer 1943

[ » ] Flérov 194 3

FIG. 7. Range in 238U '^ sp.f. determinations (collected from literature)

Following Kirchheimer [13] neither before 1800 nor in 1810 was U — 
stained glassware manufactured. It was not earlier than 1830 that demand 
and production started. However, this means that the radiochemically 
determined value (B) Asp.f. = (8.2 ± 0.8) lCf17 y r”1 would fit better into the 
picture, thus becoming more probable.

Uncertainty in the Asp. f. values will surely not be so very critical with 
respect to geological dating problems, especially if it is only the coinci
dence of geological events that has to be confirmed. An example would 
be finding the probable genetic relationship between the moldavite tektites 
and the impact crater at Nôrdlingen, Bavaria. Here the absolute age 
would also be dependent on the accuracy by which the dose (d) can be 
measured. However, as pointed out in Table I, the fission-track method 
gives practically identical ages for the tektites and for the Ries glass; the 
authors were thus able to confirm the age values of 14.9 ± 1.6 X 106 yr 
for moldavites and 14.3 ± 1.5 X 106 for the Ries glass. Those ages were 
found and published recently by Fleischer and Price [6, 7] and Wagner [12],

Summarizing, it can be said that the greatest care has to be directed 
towards the most accurate standardization of the experimental conditions. 
Regarding determination of ps, which, besides Xsp. f., is the most critical
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value of all, often limited by the number of events available, it is neces
sary to make some concessions to the required accuracy in order to spare 
time and trouble in counting a large number of (up to about 1000) events. 
(On smaller objects ps can be limited. )

Reviewing the Xsp,f. values in the literature an additional source of 
uncertainty still exists. If one assumes that Xsp.f, can be estimated 
precisely up to ± 5%, the true age of the Early Victorian glass could be 
found with only ~ ±  7 yr deviation.

Regarding the authors' attempts on "absolute" dating of the man
made glasses, it would be very desirable to obtain a figure of Xsp. f. as 
precise as possible. It is hoped that, for an "annagruen" Bohemian 
remembrance beaker, of which the date of "birth" has been issued oc
casionally, the question of the Xsp. f, half-life of 238U can soon be settled.
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D IS C U S S IO N

R. M. WALKER: I should first like to congratulate the authors on
their very careful work and then to make several comments.

First, in your Fig. 2 you show quartz as one of the minerals that can 
be dated. I must say that we have never found even trace amounts of 
uranium in this material and I think it is fair to say that on the average 
quartz is not suitable for fission-track work. The other minerals 
mentioned are suitable.

Secondly, in connection with track counting, I may mention that several 
teams are developing automatic methods of counting and that I have had 
verbal reports of success, though nothing has yet been published.

Thirdly, I think a careful redetermination of the spontaneous fission 
constant might well be performed. The experiment is simple in concept, 
using track techniques, but requires careful calibration. In this connection 
the point raised by J. G. Mitchell of Cambridge in private conversation 
with me, namely that one should not assume the equivalence of sponteneous 
and induced fission, should be looked at. It is probably a 2 or 3% effect.

W. HERR: Thank you for your congratulatory remarks. Perhaps I
may reply briefly to your specific points.

There may be a slight misunderstanding concerning quartz. In fact 
we have not actually studied it — I merely found references in the litera
ture indicating that it should be suitable for fission-track dating. The 
uranium content of quartz is certainly minimal — down to 1CT10 in the 
case of some which we have had analysed. Nevertheless, some quartz 
crystals are very old, as much as 3000 m .y . for some South African 
material, and dating might be possible. This would depend substantially 
on the rate of growth.

With regard to your observations on track counting, we have almost 
completed a study of the isotopic composition of uranium, and found the 
work of counting to be very tedious. We have therefore been using 
reflected light to measure the number of tracks over a certain area.

As to spontaneous fission half-life, it is useful to know the difficulties 
in the way of determining this. Radiochemical methods are hampered by 
the technique itself, and methods employing counting only are liable to be 
affected by various imperfectly understood phenomena.

On the whole, I feel that the fission-track method will gain in 
importance in view of the many materials that can be studied with it. And 
if it is possible to work with man-made glasses, then this will open up 
wide perspectives in the archaeological field.

P. K. KURODA: Some of the spontaneous fission half-lives reported
in the past from our laboratory were calculated by assuming certain values 
for the fission yields. This means that there were two unknowns involved. 
Dr. Rao's recent work has eliminated the uncertainty, and his new half- 
life value is intermediate between the values of Segré and Walker- 
Fleischer-Price.

W. HERR: I also consider that this new radiochemical determination
of the spontaneous fission half-life of 238U gives a figure which is very 
near the true value.

D. NORDEMANN: I suspect that a large part, if not all, of
"spontaneous" fission is in fact induced by cosmic-ray secondary neutrons 
or environmental neutrons. If this is so, the "spontaneous" fission decay
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constant is a function of latitude, altitude, atmospheric pressure and 
environmental m asses. Thus there may be no single value for the 
spontaneous fission decay constant. Do you feel that this factor was taken 
into account?

W. HERR: It is quite true that, for example, we know nothing about
the history of these old Bohemian glasses of ours. Some of them may have 
been standing for years in the high neutron flux of Joachimstal. And 
although Professor Walker and his co-workers have shown that the induction 
effect is prima facie negligibly small, I certainly consider that future 
investigations should endeavour to take account of the factor you mention.

P. PELLAS: In the case of natural glasses showing homogeneous
uranium distribution, one source of error can be eliminated by treating 
together in the same etching bath, and of course for the same period of 
time, the sample in which the 238U spontaneous fission tracks are counted 
and the sample containing the 235U induced fission tracks.

W. HERR: Y es, I think this is a good idea, although its application
would depend a good deal on the etching conditions of the material.

M. J. AITKEN: What degree of destructiveness is involved in
measuring fission tracks in the candlesticks and other glass objects you 
mentioned?

W. HERR: Etching and counting are most easily performed by
removing a few square millimetres of the glass. I need hardly say that 
the average museum curator will not be very happy about this, but we were 
fortunate enough to find these glasses containing uranium in an antique 
shop. We purchased them and could then use them as we wished.

I may mention, however, that age determination is also possible on a 
normal surface, provided that it is thoroughly cleaned before etching.
The method is then virtually non-destructive.

R. M. WALKER: In general, I feel that efforts should be made to
develop methods of track revelation other than chemical etching. I am 
convinced that there are tracks which are not revealed by this technique.
We have suggested other procedures such as electrical breakdown and 
decoration by metallic impurities, but so far we have not had much 
success. This is a subject of study which I should like to commend to the 
participants in the Symposium.
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Abstract

OBSERVATION OF FOSSIL a-PARTICLE RECOIL TRACKS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR DATING 
MEASUREMENTS. Samples that have been etched to reveal fossil fission tracks contain an accompanying 
high density of shallow etch pits that are clearly visible using phase contrast optical microscopy. A number 
o f lines o f evidence demonstrates conclusively that these shallow pits are produced by the heavy recoil nuclei 
accompanying ot-decay o f U and Th impurities. Measurement o f  the density o f fossil a -re co il tracks, 
coupled with measures o f the track densities induced by separate slow and fast neutron irradiations, gives a 
new track dating method. The new method is somewhat more complicated than the previously discovered 
fission track method, but is some 3 XIO3 times more sensitive. Because o f this enhanced sensitivity, the 
a -re co il method o f dating has a number of potential interesting applications. It should prove particularly 
useful in connection with the problem o f extinct isotopes in meteorites.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Huang and Walker [1] presented evidence for the existence of 
fossil nuclear particle tracks produced by the recoil nuclei accompanying 
a -particle decay of U and Th impurities. These newly discovered tracks 
form the basis of a proposed system of dating that is several thousand 
times more sensitive than the previously developed "fission-track method" 
[2, 3], In the present paper the authors give additional observations on 
a-reco il tracks and discuss the proposed a -reco il dating method in more 
detail.

II. OBSERVATION OF SHALLOW ETCH PITS

Fossil fission tracks arising from the spontaneous fission of 238U 
impurities are typically found in concentrations ranging from 102/c m 2 to 
104/c m 2 in muscovite samples. The tracks are revealed for study by 
immersing a sample in a 48% solution of hydrofluoric acid at room 
temperature for periods of time from j  to 10 h. At the shorter etching 
times the tracks appear as narrow black cylinders ranging up to 25(im in 
length when viewed by optical transmission microscopy. At the longer etch 
times, when the width of the etched channels becomes comparable with 
their length, the fission tracks show up as characteristic diamond-shaped 
etch pits. If the microscope is adjusted for maximum contrast, there is 
a suggestion of an additional background of etch pits.

*  This work was supported by the McDonnell C orp., St. Louis, Miss., under contract P.O . NO.Z60046T.
* *  Currently on leave from the Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, Université de Paris, France
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These very faint background pits emerge with startling and dramatic 
clarity when a sample is observed in phase contrast. Whereas in normal 
illumination the observer may have to search over a number of fields of 
view to find a single fission track, phase contrast will typically show a com
pletely saturated field of overlapping shallow etch pits.

The density of shallow etch pits, as measured by counts on a polaroid 
picture, increases with etching time up to about 2 h of etching and then re
mains constant. This effect, shown graphically in F ig .l , probably arises 
from a dispersion in nucléation times for the growth of different pits. A 
difference in nucléation times is further indicated by the fact that at the 
2-h saturation level there is a considerable variation in the widths of the 
small pits. In contrast, fission-track densities are essentially constant

TIME ( h)

FIG. 1. Density o f  fossil a -re co il tracks in muscovite as a function o f etching time (48^ Hydrofluoric 
acid (HF), 20°C). The annealed sample was heated at 500°C for one hour

once the tracks become visible (~20  min etching) and are much more uni
form in appearance. All shallow pit densities quoted later in this paper 
were measured after 2h etching, or its equivalent in micas other than 
muscovite.

Preliminary data, not yet definitive, indicate that the rates of en
largement of the shallow pits may be different from the rates of enlarge
ment of fission-track pits, even when both types of pits are of optical 
dimensions. If this surprising result is confirmed it would indicate that 
the track etching phenomenon in mica is a more complicated process than 
was hitherto believed.
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III. IDENTIFICATION OF SHALLOW ETCH PITS WITH a -RECOIL NUCLEI

A number of experiments convinced the authors that the shallow etch 
pits are in fact very short nuclear tracks produced by the recoil nuclei 
accompanying a-particle decay of U and Th impurities in the mica. The 
lines of evidence are as follows:

(a) The ratio of shallow pits to fission tracks is roughly constant in 
mica samples of very different origins and with widely varying densities of 
fossil fission tracks.

(b) The length of the tracks (pit depths) inferred on the basis of the 
a -recoil hypothesis agrees with the directly measured lengths using 
electron microscopy.

(c) The track lengths are compatible with calculated ranges of 
u -recoil nuclei.

(d) The authors are able to reproduce the etch pits by coating an
nealed mica samples with the a -emitter, 228 Th; and

(e) The annealing characteristics of the small tracks are qualitatively 
similar to the annealing behaviour of fission tracks (although, as is pointed 
out later, there is a significant quantitative difference).

Table I summarizes the data on the respective densities of short fossil 
tracks (hereafter referred to as « -R  tracks) and fossil fission tracks. It 
can be seen that the ratio of « -R  tracks to fission tracks varies only by 
~±60% , while the density of fission tracks themselves varies by a factor 
of ~ 7 0 . The average ratio is ~ 3 X 1 0 3. The question of the variation in 
the ratio of « -R  and fission tracks is discussed later. For the purposes 
of this section the strong correlation in u -R  and fission-track densities 
is taken as powerful evidence for a related origin of the two types of 
tracks.

Huang and Walker [1] showed that the measured « -R  to fission ratio 
leads to calculated value of average track length equal to 125A , provided 
it is assumed that the shallow etch pits arise from a -recoil nuclei and 
provided that the Th/U ratio is taken to be equal to 4. The average pit depth 
measured directly by electron microscopy of replicated surfaces is 
~  100 A . The excellent agreement between the calculated and observed 
values is strong evidence for associating the shallow etch pits with a -recoil 
nuclei. Huang and Walker also showed that the calculated range of a -recoils  
was considerably longer (~ 6 0 0 A ) than the measured pit depth — a result 
expected if the length over which the track can be etched is shorter than 
the total track length.

A decisive experiment that links the shallow pits observed in natural 
specimens to a -reco il nuclei is the production of new pits by «-em itters  
placed on the surface of mica samples. In the original paper on this 
subject it was shown that new pits were produced in mica samples coated 
with228Th solutions but not in samples placed next to uranium metal foils.
It was suggested that the difference might lie in the fact that the 228Th decay 
produced a series of « -re c o ils , while the uranium contributed only a single 
recoil. These experiments have now been extended with results that con
firm the early interpretation.

Drops from a standard solution of 228Th, in secular equilibrium with 
its daughter products, were placed on muscovite samples that had previously 
been annealed to remove fossil tracks. The drops were then evaporated 
to produce a thin coating of the radioactive material. Each mica sample

27



TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF FISSION TRACKS AND a -RECOIL TRACKS IN DIFFERENT MICAS

Fossil fission a -  recoil
a -reco il
fission

Age ( X 10® yr)

Sample tracks 
(N o./cm 2 )

tracks 
(N o./cm 2 ) Fossil fission 

track method
Radioactive 
decay method

1 Muscovite (RM) 4 .5 X  10* 1.0 X 10® 2 .2  X lo ’

2 Muscovite (IM) 1.5  X 104 ~ 5.0  X 107 ~ 3 .3  X 103

3 Phlogopite (Madagascar) 2 .2  X 104 > 2 .2  X 101 > 1.0 X 103 500

(Mafilely,4 Phlogopite
°  Madagascar)

4 .5  X 103 1.0 X 10T 2.3  X 103 350 4 3 360 - 485 (Pb)

a)
_ . (Malakialina,5 Muscovite '  .Madagascar)

1.8X 10s 8.4  X 10® 4 .7 ’X 103 575 * 15 514 * 5 (Sr)

6 Muscovite (Arnp&nohe, ^  
Madagascar)

7. 6 X 102 2.6  X 106 3.7  X IQ3 310 t  20 498 4 8 (Sr)

7 Muscovite^Grab° ’
Ivory Coast)

5.1 X 10*, 2 .1  X 10® 4.1  X 103 400 * 50 1950 * 20 (Pb)

b)
„  (Gossan-Lead-District,8 Muscovite . . TT„ . V Virginia, USA)

4 .0  X 103 6.0  X 10® 1.5  X 103 350 4 60 350 - 450

b)
„ , (Baltimore,9 Muscovite . . .Md, USA) 5 .6 X  10s 8.3 X 10® 1.5 X 10s 380 4 80 400 - 450

b)
10 Muscovite (New York, USA) 3.2  X 102 1.0 x 10® 3 .1 X 103 400 à 85 370 - 400

b)
(Edenvílle, N .Y ., 

llB M m e  USA)
4 .8  X 101 9 .5  X 10® 2.0  X 108 240 4 30 300 - 500

b>
... . (Bancraft, Ont.12 Biotite ' Canada)

8 .4  X 10s 1.3  X lo ’ 1.5 X lo’ 355 4 40 1000

 ̂ For Sample identification sèe Pellas, P ., Maurette, M ., Walker, R.M. Cl 964) [5 ],  
’  For sample identification see Fleischer, R.L. et al. (1&64> [6 ],

418 
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was then counted for its a -activity. After varying periods of time the 
mica samples were etched and track counts were made in the vicinity of 
the centre of the region covered by the original drop. The results are 
shown in Fig. 2, where track density is plotted as a function of exposure 
time. The exposure times shown differ slightly from the true times 
because of a correction factor to account for slight differences in total 
radioactivities deposited on different samples of mica.

T I M E  ( d )

FIG.2. Density o f  induced a -reco il tracks in muscovite as a function o f irradiation time with a 
standard intensity o f  228Th solution

The same experiment was also performed using solutions containing 
natural uranium and once containing the isotope 233U. No pits were ob
served for the natural uranium irradiations and very few for irradiations 
with 233U. The pit production rates per unit of a -radioactivity were 
respectively 0. 3, <10"3, and ~ 1 0 '4, for 228Th, natural uranium, and 
233U.

The negative uranium results indicate that the damage produced by 
a single a -recoil is not sufficient to nucleate an etch pit that is visible 
with present observational techniques. The initial decay chains for the 
isotopes 238U and 235U are as follows:

238U-
4 .5  X 109 yr* 290Th 24 d 91Pa

1 min
----------- *

92 2. 5X 105 yr

230Th ** a
90 8 X 104 yr

(1)

235'U-
92 7 X 108 yr

231rj
90 25 h 91

xPa-
3.4 X 10 yr

^  227AC 
89
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It is reasonable to assume that in the natural uranium sample, the 238u and 
234U isotopes are in secular equilibrium. For either of these isotopes or the 
235U there is a negligible probability, during the time of the experiment, for 
a second « -decay to follow upon an initial a-decay. Thus, only single re
coils are produced. The same is true for 233U.

In the 228Th experiment the situation is quite different; an initial 
a-decay of 228Th produces 224Ra which, in turn, « -decays with a half-life 
of 3. 6 d. The product nucleus then emits three additional «-particles in 
rapid succession. If five recoils in succession were needed to produce 
enough radiation damage to nucleate the growth of an observable etch pit, 
then the rate of production of etch pits in the 228Th experiment should 
start off low and then build up to a constant value with a characteristic 
lifetime of 3. 6 d. If, on the other hand, four « -re c o ils  in succession are 
as effective in producing a pit nucléation site as the five-recoil process, 
then a linear growth curve should be found. This follows from the fact that 
the 228Th and 224Ra start off in secular equilibrium in the solution.

Within the accuracy of the experiment, Fig. 2 shows a linear growth 
curve indicating that four recoils are about as effective as five recoils in 
producing pit nucléation sites. Additional experiments to determine the 
damage threshold for pit production are currently in progress.

It is shown in the next section that the annealing curves for the shallow 
pits and for fission tracks are qualitatively similar.

The net conclusion drawn from these experiments is that the shallow 
etch pits observed in profusion by phase contrast microscopy are short fossil 
tracks produced by the recoil nuclei associated with «-decay of U and Th 
impurities. It should be noted that, although uranium was not effective in 
producing « -R tracks in the experiments, uranium in old specimens should 
contribute to the « -re c o il background. An atom that has started down the 
uranium chain will emit eight «-particles and hence will be fully as effective 
as the Th decays in producing pits, provided the time scale is long enough 
(T »  105 yr) for the decay sequence to go to completion.

There is a possibility that the shallow pits seen are produced directly 
by the «-particles emitted in the radioactive decay process. In this case 
the difference in the rates of pit production between thorium and uranium 
would have to be explained by saying that the higher energy « -particles in 
the thorium irradiation were vastly more effective in producing radiation 
damage than the slightly lower energy «-particles from uranium. This runs 
contrary to expectation, since both ionization and atomic displacement rates 
increase with decreasing «-particle energies in this energy region. The 
authors thus consider this a very unlikely explanation. It should be noted, 
however, that even if this were the proper interpretation, the dating method 
proposed in a later section would still be essentially correct.

IV. ANNEALING OF «-RECOIL TRACKS

In Figs. 3 and 4 isothermal annealing data for fossil « -R  and fission 
tracks are shown. These measurements were obtained on cleaved samples 
of mica, one half of the sample being heated in air while the matching half 
was kept as a control. This procedure eliminates difficulties due to in
homogeneous track distributions. Several annealing experiments were also 
performed, using an argon atmosphere and a vacuum to verify that the 
recovery curves were independent of the atmosphere used. One sample
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was cleaved and measured after annealing to verify that the recovery in 
the interior of the mica was identical to the recovery measured on an 
exposed surface.

FIG. 3. Isothermal recovery o f fossil a -re co il tracks in muscovite. The track density is normalized 
to that measured with no heat treatment

FIG. 4. Isothermal recovery o f fossil fission tracks in muscovite. The track density is normalized to 
that measured with no heat treatment
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A one-hour isochronal curve constructed from the isothermal data is 
given in Fig. 5. It can be seen from this latter curve that the small a -R  
tracks are considerably more stable than fission tracks over most of the 
temperature range studied.

FIG. 5. Isochronal recovery o f fossil tracks in muscovite (annealing for one hour)

This result is not unexpected and, in fact, was predicted by the authors. 
The local damage produced by a recoil nucleus is probably very intense 
and it is a general observation in radiation damage studies that local 
clusters of damage are difficult to remove by annealing.

The difference in track stabilities has obvious implications for track 
dating work. Previous studies of fossil fission-track ages in micas [5, 6] 
have given ages that are often younger than ages determined by other 
methods. One interpretation of the observed discordancies has been the 
partial thermal recovery of fossil fission tracks. Comparison of fission- 
track ages with cr-R ages, determined as outlined in the next section, 
should shed light on this question. Discordant track ages, if observed, 
would provide a potentially valuable tool for studying the geothermal 
history of specimens.

V . PROPOSED n-RECOIL DATING METHOD

Considered first is the relatively simple case where the age of the 
specimen T is large compared to the lifetime of any of the daughter pro
ducts of 238U, 235U, or 232 Th a-decay, i .e . T »  105 yr. In this case
any initial decay of 238U, 235U, or 232Th, is followed by a cascade of 
n-decays, the net effect of which is to produce a damaged region capable
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of nucleating an observable etch pit. The density of etch pits on a cleaved 
surface is then given by the following expression:

p i 0. 993 Cy ( e 1 ) R 23s  ̂e 23a ^

+ 0. 007 Cjj (̂ e -  1 J R 23S y C235 y

+ CThleXThT" 1 J R TheTh (2)

where C is the present atomic concentration of an isotope, X is the decay 
constant, R is the average etchable track length produced by the sequence 
of o '-recoils, e is the efficiency of etch pit production per decay sequence, 
and N0 is the number of atom s/cm 3.

For specimens whose ages are <: 109 yr Eq.2 can be replaced with 
reasonable accuracy by the following expression:

P — N q  CyX 238 yTR 238̂j C 238 y  t" XÍ q  C 'J’^X R xh (2)

If it is further assumed that R 238u = R Th and e 238u = eTh> then the track 

density is given finally by the following equation:

p = N0TRe C jj Xz3« u + ^xh^Th ( 4 )

In this approximation the age can be determined by measuring res
pectively the concentrations of Th and U and determining the values of 
R and e .

The concentration of U and Th can be measured independently using 
fission-track techniques as described in the Appendix. The effective range 
R can be measured directly in the electron microscope, and the efficiency 
for pit formation, e , can be determined by using radioactive isotopes. In 
practice the best value of the product Re for a particular material will 
probably be obtained from samples that have given fission track ages that 
are concordant with ages measured in other ways. The value of Re once 
determined is, of course, constant for a particular material -  relative 
age determinations depend only on the track densities and the measured U 
and Th concentrations. It should also be fairly simple to calculate values 
of Re for a variety of materials (and to check the calculations using a 
standard 228Th irradiation) once the value has been firmly established for 
one material. Only detailed experimentation will show whether the approxi
mation used in obtaining Eq.4 is correct, or whether Re values will have 
to be determined separately for U and Th.
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The above equations are valid when T is considerably greater than 
the longest half-life in the uranium decay series, i .e . when T »  10s yr.
If T is less than this amount, the fact that several sequential decays are 
apparently required to produce enough damage to nucleate an observable 
etch pit, may give a non-linear dependence of a -R  track density with time. 
The Th decay chain goes quickly from 232Th to 228Th which, in turn, decays 
with a half-life of 1. 91 yr, giving subsequent decays with an even shorter 
time. Thus Th decays always give a number of a -recoils  in quick suc
cession. As is shown in Eq. 1, however, the situation is more complicated 
for uranium. If the daughter products of uranium were completely re
moved at the time of formation of the sample, then the initial rate of pro
duction of etch pits from uranium would be essentially zero and would build 
up to a constant value with a characteristic time of ~105 yr. If, on the 
other hand, the daughter products were incorporated in their equilibrium 
proportions, then the etch-pit production rate would be constant.

VI. DISCUSSION

It is too early to tell whether the a -reco il method of dating proposed in 
this paper will be useful or not. However, the fission-track dating method 
has already achieved considerable success [3,4] and the a -reco il method 
holds the promise of an increase in sensitivity by a factor of ~ 3  XIO3 .
The greater thermal stability of the a -recoil tracks also implies that 
a-reco il dates may be less affected by environmental factors than 
fission-track ages.

If the promised sensitivity can be realized in practice then many types 
of samples, previously not datable because of their low uranium concen
trations or young ages, now become measurable. In particular, the ob
servation of a -recoil tracks opens up the possibility of dating almost any 
man-made object containing a typical concentration of 1 ppm of uranium.

Alpha-particle recoil tracks also open up a new approach to the prob
lem of extinct 244Pu in meteorites. Because of the increase in the con
centration of a-emitting isotopes as one goes back in time, the a -recoil 
method is capable, in principle, of great precision in the determination of 
the ages of very old specimens such as those that are found in meteorites. 
The a -recoil age must necessarily be compatible with the cool-down time 
(the time between the end of nuclear synthesis and the formation of solid 
objects in the solar system), as measured by density of excess fission 
tracks attributed to the spontaneous fission of 244Pu in certain meteorites 
[7], for the extinct isotope hypothesis to be correct. Incompatibility 
(young a -recoil ages) of the a -reco il age would be sufficient evidence to 
reject the extinct isotope hypothesis.

Once some of the basic parameters, such as R and e , have been 
determined, and the experimental techniques have been established, the 
a-recoil method need not be much more complicated than the more familiar 
fission-track method. The major difference, a priori, is the necessity to 
perform two calibration irradiations, one with slow neutrons and one with 
fast particles, to determine independently the concentrations of U and Th 
(see Appendix).

There may, of course, be a number of practical problems and also 
problems of a more fundamental nature that will limit the method. The 
shallow etch pits characteristic of a -recoils are more difficult to observe
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than fission tracks and also have a less distinctive appearance. It may 
thus prove difficult to realize in practice the full sensitivity increase pro
mised by the new method, and some samples may well contain a back
ground of shallow pits, produced by other crystal defects, that will mask 
the a -reco il contribution. Improved observation techniques, such as the 
use of the stereo-scan electron microscope, may prove useful if these 
potential difficulties prove troublesome.

From the fundamental standpoint, the fact that several sequential 
recoils are apparently required to nucleate an observable etch pit may 
also prove to be a considerable complication. For example, any diffusion 
of the daughter products of the uranium series between successive a-decays  
may alter the effective value of e from one sample to the next. Also noted 
in the previous sections are some possible complications in very young 
samples arising from the disequilibration of the uranium series at the time 
of sample formation. Although complications of this sort may prove 
troublesome, especially in the beginning, it is also likely that they can 
be turned to advantage to learn more about the detailed history of particu
lar samples.

In the mica samples measured by the authors to date (see Table I) the 
ratio of a -R  to fission tracks varies by ~ ±60% ; the simplest explanation 
of this variation at present is to attribute the observed variation to dif
ferences in the Th/U ratios; measurements of these ratios are currently 
in progress to see if this simple explanation is correct or if some more 
subtle effects are responsible for the variation.

It also remains to be shown that a -recoil tracks can be found in 
materials other than mica. At the present time the authors have found 
some evidence for such tracks in hypersthene and apatite, but their exis
tence in these materials cannot be claimed to have been proven, as in the 
case of mica. Attempts to find a -R  tracks in glasses have so far been 
unsuccessful.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF Th/U RATIOS IN SOLIDS BY THE FISSION-TRACK 
METHOD

To measure the Th/U ratios (= k) in a sample, the track production 
rates are measured first in a thermal neutron flux and then in a flux of fast 
particles capable of fissioning 232Th (for example, as described later, 
fast protons from an accelerator or fission neutrons from a reactor). The 
first irradiation produces tracks only through the fission of 235U, whereas
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the second irradiation induces fission events in 235U, 238U, 232 Th, and
also, to a lesser extent, in other heavy elements. Provided the ratio of 
235 U to 238 U is constant, the first irradiation allows one to estimate the 
total uranium contribution in the second irradiation, and hence, to deter
mine the 232Th concentration.

The density of fission tracks crossing an internal surface of a sample 
irradiated in a pure thermal flux of neutrons is given by the expression:

pt =N 0Cuau (t)Fu(t)«p(t) (5)

where Cp is the atomic concentration of uranium, N0 is the number of 
atom s/cm 3, Op(t) is the effective thermal neutron fission cross-section  
for natural uranium (4. 19b); ç?(t) is the total dose of thermal neutrons and 
F 0(t) is a geometrical factor approximately equal to the range of fission 
fragments in the material.

The corresponding expression for the track density in the second 
irradiation is given by the following:

E
max

pr =N0 ^ c iFi J CT.(E)<p(E)dE

8 min

( 6 )

Consider first the case where the second irradition consists of a bom
bardment with monoenergetic particles and where the contribution of 
elements other than U and Th can be ignored. The density of tracks in 
the second irradiation is given by

Pr = N 0 C UCTu ( r > <P(r )F u ( r ) +  N 0 C Th CTT h ( r )  <P ( r ) F T h ( r )  (7 )

where a(r) represents the fission cross-section for the bombarding par
ticles in question. Since the ranges of the fission fragments are nearly 
equal in all the cases one may set Fp(t) = Fp(r) =FTh(r). Combining 
Eq. (5) with Eq. (7) and solving for CTh/Cp gives finally

'^TtA = (Pj_ \ gu(t)<P(t) _
C UJ Vpt J oTh(r)<p(t) oTh(r)<p(r) ( 8 )

Maurette et al. [8] have successfully applied this equation to the de
termination of Th/U ratios in tektites using 85 MeV protons as the bom
barding particles.

The use of high-energy charged particles in the second irradiation has 
the following disadvantages: (a) the presence of heavy elements, such as 
Bi, can complicate the experiment since these elements are fissioned with 
reasonable probability by high-energy charged particles; (b) it is difficult 
to obtain total doses greater than ~  1016 p /cm 2 with conventional 
accelerators — the method thus does not work for very low Th and U 
concentrations; and (c) as charged particles suffer considerable energy
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losses in traversing an absorber, only a limited number of samples can be 
irradiated at one time.

All these disadvantages can be removed by irradiating the samples 
with fast neutrons in a nuclear reactor. Both 238U and 232Th have neutron 
fission thresholds in the vicinity of 1 MeV where the cross-sections rise 
rapidly to the order of 1 b. By contrast, Phillips et a l.[9] have measured 
a value of ~ 1 0 '5 b for the fission of Bi by 14 MeV neutrons. Pile irradi
ation is thus highly selective for U and Th. There is also no problem in 
obtaining total doses in excess of 1019 n /cm 2; thus many samples can be 
irradiated at one time.

The principle problem with a reactor is, of course, the determination 
of the fast-neutron spectrum. As is now shown, this problem can be 
circumvented completely by including samples with known Th/U ratios 
along with the sample in which the Th/U ratio is to be determined. If 
the unknown and the calibration samples are irradiated in a flux of non- 
thermalized neutrons, the density of induced tracks is given by the 
following expression:

oo

0

«o

0
(9)

o

[A  + B + k c ]

where

o

CO

0

0

Consider a sample, x, of unknown Th/U ratio, k, and two standards, 
denoted by s and s ', one with no thorium and the other with a known Th/U
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ratio equal to 4/1. The track density induced in these samples by a fast- 
neutron irradiation is given by the following equations:

IPr )X = Î W C U>X [ A + B  + kC]

(pr ), =N SFS (Cu), [A + B] ( 10)

(pr ),. = N,.Fs.(Cu)s. [A + B + 4C]

From a separate thermal irradiation of the sample and of the standards, 
one has the following relations:

N X F X <C U > x  = l P t > x / f f U < t ) * < t )

N s F s ( C U>s = <Pt ) , / ° u t t ) ? ( t )  ( n >

N,.F1.(C U)I. = (Pt ) , . / ^u(t) <p(t)

Combining these expressions and solving for k one has finally

4 ( P t ) s> ( P r>x <Pt >, ‘

)* (Pr)s.(Pt )s -  (Pr )s (Pt)s.

( 12)

The values of k that can be measured in practice are limited by the 
flux of thermal and epithermal neutrons in the reactor spectrum. The 
sensitivity of the method is increased by shielding with cadmium and by 
irradiating the sample in a position where the ratio of the fission to the 
epithermal neutron flux is the highest. From published pile neutron 
spectra [10, 11] it is estimated that k values less than one would be 
difficult to measure by this technique. Fortunately, typical Th/U ratios 
in both terrestrial and extra-terrestrial specimens are generally about 
4/1  [12, 13]. The method should thus prove useful in most samples.
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D IS C U S S IO N

P. K. KURODA: I do not understand why the alpha-to-fission track
ratio should be as it is. It seems to me that the alpha-track method 
should be almost a million times more sensitive than the fission-track 
method.

R. M. WALKER: As I indicated during my oral presentation, the
observed track density is proportional to the product of the track length 
and the probability for decay. The reason for this is that only tracks that 
intersect a surface are revealed by etching. The quantitative agreement 
between expected and observed values is in fact one of the strongest 
arguments for the identification of alpha recoils.

G. J. WASSERBURG: It seems to me hardly correct to talk about
"tracks" in connection with alpha recoils; since these are uncorrelated, 
they would appear rather to represent volumes, of a far more complicated 
type.

R .M . WALKER: Your feeling is substantially correct, and in fact
a most interesting thing to do would be to observe at high magnification 
in the electron microscope before attack and try to see the zig-zag 
structure. In view of the diffraction contrast image dimensions and of 
the actual track length I am by no means certain whether one would 
actually see it, but the experiment is technically quite feasible and we are 
going to attempt it.

G. J. WASSERBURG: I am quite interested in precisely what was
observed in your phase contrast work. The dimensions given do not appear 
to me to be as unequivocal as those obtained by direct etch pit measure
ments.

R. M. WALKER: I must emphasize that the pits become visible and
hence they can be observed and counted by phase contrast. That is an 
experimental fact, and is not out of line with what one knows about phase 
contrast capabilities.

The actual depth measurements were of course made not by optical 
microscopy but by electron microscopy. They were performed by making 
shadow replicas of the surface and then observing at high magnification 
in the electron microscope.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF DELAYED NEUTRON TECHNIQUE AS RAPID AND PRECISE METHOD FOR 
DETERMINATION OF URANIUM AND THORIUM AT TRACE LEVELS IN ROCKS AND MINERALS, WITH 
APPLICATIONS TO ISOTOPE GEOCHRONOLOGY. The method described was developed partly to 
provide information on the uranium and thorium content o f samples which were to be dated by the 
uranium/lead, thorium/lead and lead/lead techniques. Since the method is non-destructive and 
involves no chem ical preparation it has the prime advantage that the same sample that has been 
analysed for uranium and thorium can also be analysed spectrometrically for lead; for the same 
reason blank errors are also obviated.

The method is based on the detection o f delayed neutrons emitted in the decay o f the fission 
products o f  uranium and thorium. Fission is induced by exposing the samples to the intense neutron 
flux inside a nuclear reactor. The fast neutron component induces fission principally in 232Th and the 
slow neutron component in 235U, so that by making two determinations, one in the mixed flux, one 
with the slow neutrons screened out by a cadmium shield, both thorium and uranium may be determined. 
A single determination o f  both uranium and thorium occupies about six minutes; the lower limits o f 
precise measurement are at present about 5X 10-8 g /g  for uranium and 2 x 1 0 -6g /g  for thorium.

A careful investigation has been made o f the range o f validity o f  the method when applied to the 
analysis o f  rocks and minerals, and it has been demonstrated that the adoption o f  proper procedures 
allows all but one o f the possible interference effects to be reduced to negligible proportions. The 
remaining interference is due to the intense y-ray flux emitted by the sample as a result o f neutron 
activation o f the sample matrix. The major advance made in the present work is the discovery that this 
interference, largely discounted by previous workers, can be very serious for geological materials, but 
that it can be reduced to an acceptable level by careful design o f the neutron counter. A survey o f the 
errors involved in the method and a discussion o f  the reproducibility o f  analysis is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two years a considerable effort has been devoted at 
Oxford (by E. I. Hamilton and H. J. Welke) to the development of precise 
and reliable techniques for the isotopic assay of lead at trace levels in 
rocks and minerals, so that the lead/lead dating method could be routinely 
applied to problems in geochronology and in meteorite studies. As a 
concomitant development it was highly desirable that a precise method 
should be available for the determination of uranium and thorium, so that 
uranium/lead, thorium/lead and lead/lead ages could all be established 
for the same sample. In addition there was considerable interest in
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other problems of a geophysical or geochemical nature which also 
required a technique for the assay of samples for their uranium or 
thorium content; amongst these were the investigation of some aspects 
of the uranium/helium dating method, the investigation of the concen
trations of the radioactive elements in relation to terrestrial heat 
balance, and the exploration of the geochemistry of uranium and thorium 
in igneous complexes such as the Skaergaard and Bushveld intrusions.

The nature of the work envisaged clearly made it desirable that the 
analytical method to be developed should be rapid, yet precise, and 
thus suitable not only for the radioactive dating application but also for 
the large-scale survey work necessary in the geophysical and geo
chemical applications. It was also desirable that the method should be 
non-destructive and of sufficient sensitivity, so that exactly the same 
sample that had been analysed for uranium and thorium could also be 
analysed for lead or helium. This was particularly important for the 
meteorite work, where large inhomogeneities in the distribution of 
both lead [1] and uranium [2] have been demonstrated and where the 
apparent lack of correlation between the uranium and lead concentrations 
throws grave doubt on the meteoritic lead/lead isochron [3], The scope 
of the work envisaged required further that the range of applicability of 
the method for uranium should be from ~ 10~8 g /g  (stony meteorites) to 
~10 '2 g /g  (some zircons), with similar limits for thorium, if attainable.

1 .1 . Comparison of analytical methods for uranium and thorium

It has long been recognized that the determination of uranium and 
thorium at trace levels in complex matrices presents considerable 
difficulty. A particularly serious problem is that most methods of 
analysis suffer from interferences which make imperative the destructive 
chemical treatment of the sample so as to allow the separation of the 
uranium or thorium prior to quantitative determination. Such a proce
dure is, of its nature, bedevilled by blank problems which, at trace 
levels, can cause a very serious over-estimate of the uranium or 
thorium concentration; this is well illustrated by the history of uranium 
and thorium determinations in meteorites. Table I presents a comparison 
of the major analytical methods available for uranium, from which it is 
at once apparent that the majority of the methods are involved, laborious 
and time-consuming and that many lack the necessary sensitivity for the 
determination of sub-microgram quantities of uranium. The only 
destructive technique which combines the virtues of high sensitivity and 
freedom from blank errors is the radiochemical one. Experience at 
Oxford [16] shows that both of the more usual radiochemical procedures 
(the one based on counting 239Np, the other on 140Ba) are laborious and 
time-consuming, and require a high degree of analytical expertise if 
they are to yield consistent results. Of the non-destructive techniques, 
those based on counting natural a-particle or y-ray activity are far too 
insensitive, time-consuming and inaccurate, emission spectroscopy is 
too insensitive, whilst X -ray fluorescence is subject to matrix inter
ference effects which make the accuracy of analysis suspect, particularly 
when one is dealing with many samples having widely different matrices.
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1 .2 . The delayed fission neutron method -  basic principles

It appeared from the outset that the only method which showed 
promise of meeting all the requirements was that based on counting 
the delayed neutrons emitted by some of the fission products of uranium 
and thorium. If a nuclide having Z )>90 (e. g. isotopes of thorium, 
uranium, plutonium and other transuranic elements) undergoes fission, 
some of the fission-product nuclides decay by negaton emission, with 
half-lives in the range Is to 60s to highly excited states of daughter 
nuclei which, in their turn, decay by emission of a neutron. These 
neutrons are emitted almost instantaneously after the precursor nuclide 
has emitted a negaton, and consequently they exhibit an apparent half-life 
in their emission which coincides for practical purposes with that of the 
precursor nuclide. These neutrons are known as delayed neutrons, in 
contrast with those neutrons which are emitted promptly during the 
process of fission.

In order to induce fission it is necessary to bombard the nuclides 
with a flux of neutrons. Figure 1 shows the neutron-induced fission 
cross-section as a function of neutron energy for the easily fissionable 
nuclides of thorium, uranium, neptunium and plutonium; it should be 
mentioned that the cross-section for fission of, for instance, 235U by 
thermal neutrons rises to 1000 b at 0.01 eV neutron energy. It is the 
difference between the various isotopes in the dependence of their 
fission cross-section on neutron energy which enables one to discriminate 
against some nuclides whilst fissioning and measuring others.

The first application of this technique was that of Echo and Turk to 
the determination of 235U in liquid samples and synthetic ore samples [17],
A much more extensive study of the method was made by Amiel [18, 19], 
who investigated very thoroughly its use in the analysis of liquid and 
solid materials (including geological samples) for their uranium and 
thorium content. This work was followed by an independent and careful 
study of the technique at Oak Ridge [20], The workers in Israel and in 
the United States all found the method to be sensitive, very rapid, non
destructive and accurate, and to require little or no sample preparation; 
the attainable sensitivity was established as “ 10‘ 10g of 235U ("ÎO '8 g of 
natural uranium) and “  10'® g of natural thorium. For a thorough discussion 
of the detailed principles of the method, and a survey of existing knowledge 
of the delayed neutron emitting components in the fission products of 235U 
and 232Th, the reader is referred to references [18-21].

2. EXPERIMENTAL

It is mentioned in section 1.2 that the emission of delayed neutrons 
subsequent to an irradiation by neutrons is characteristic of the presence 
of a fissionable nuclide. There are but two known exceptions to this rule; 
they are 0.17 s 3Li and 4.15 s ^N , both of which decay to highly excited 
states of daughter nuclei which are unstable against neutron emission.
The possibility of interference from these nuclides is discussed later; 
no other excited states of nuclides unstable against neutron decay are 
known which can be reached by reactions induced by neutrons of the 
energies available in a nuclear reactor. Since neptunium, plutonium

2B



T A B L E  I. COM PARISON  O F A N A L Y T IC A L  METHODS FO R  TH E D E TE RM IN A TIO N  O F URANIUM IN ROCKS

Method

Typical steps involved in 
addition to crushing and 

sieving

Typical time for 
single analysis 

of a sample 
containing 12 ppm Th, 

3 .5  ppm U 
(h)

Are 
blank 
errors 

involved ?

Approximate 
range of 

applicability 
(Mg)

Typical
error
<*»

References 
General 
refs [4.5]

Neutron activation 
followed by radiochemical 
separation

Dissolution, wet chemical 
separation, counting

5

(neglecting the acti
vation time)

No 10’ 4 -  104 a 5 to 2 [6]

Isotope dilution -  mass 
spectrometry

Dissolution, wet chemical 
separation, mass spectrometry

5 Yes 0.1 ppm upwards a 10 to 2 M-9]

Fluoroscopy Dissolution, liquid extraction, 
fluoride pellet preparation, 
fusion, fluorescence 
measurement

3 Yes 1 0 '4 -  1 a 50 to 5 £io]

X-ray fluorescence Tablet preparation, counting 1 to 3 Yes 10 ppm upwards a 50 to 5 126]

Paper chromotography Dissolution - Yes 10‘ 4 -  10! > [4]

Volumetric (including 
micro-volumetric) methods

Dissolution, wet chemistry, 
volumetric procedures

3 Yes 1 -  5 X 10s a 5 to 0 .5 in i

Emission spectroscopy Arcing 2 Probably 100 ppm upwards a 20 to 5 112]

a-particle auto
radiography

Cutting; preparation of 
polished surface; auto
radiography

5 to 50 Probably, due 
to contamin
ation

1 -  104 a 15 to 3 [13]

Colorimetry (dibenzoyl- 
methane)

Dissolution, wet chemistry, 
colorimetric procedures

5 Yes 10 -  104 a 5 to 1 in ]

y-ray radiometric 
methods

Packing, counting 15 No 25 -1 0 4 ± 15 114]

a-particle counting Packing, counting 50 No 50 -  5X10® a 15 [15]

Polarography Dissolution, wet chemical 
separation

5 Yes 1 0 '-  104 a 5 to 2 in ]

Potentiometry Dissolution, wet chemical 
separation

5 Yes 2 X 101 -  10* a 5 to 1 [in

Gravimetric methods Dissolution, wet chemistry, 
gravimetry

5 Yes 5 XIO4 a 2 to 0.1 [ in
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and other transuranic elements are present in geological materials in 
vanishingly small quantities, and in view of the energy dependence of 
the fission cross-sections, the detection of delayed neutrons following 
exposure of a sample to thermal neutrons is characteristic of the 
presence of 235U, whilst if the exposure was to fast neutrons the presence 
of 232Th and/or 238U is indicated. If, therefore, two determinations 
are made for each sample, one in a mixed (fast and slow) neutron flux, 
one with the slow neutrons screened out by a cadmium shield, both 
thorium and uranium may be determined.

0 .0 1 0 .0 2 0.05 0.1 0 2  0.5 VO 2  5  10

Neutron energy (MeV)

FIG. 1. Neutron-induced fission cross-sections as a function o f energy 
(Data from Lamphere, Ch.III E, Fast Neutron Physics, Interscience (I960))

The irradiations in this work were carried out using one of the 
pneumatic transfer tubes of the 5MW Herald swimming pool reactor 
at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (AWRE), Aldermaston. 
The thermal and fast neutron fluxes available in this facility are 
compared in Table II with those available in some other institutions 
having equipment for delayed neutron measurements. The irradiation 
containers (rabbits) were made of Tufnol, and the samples (usually 
from 3 to 6 g in weight) were contained in cylindrical polyethylene 
snap-top ampoules having a wall thickness of approximately 1.5 mm and 
of internal dimensions 27 mm high by 13 mm diam. For the measure
ments of thorium in samples also containing uranium, rabbits lined with
0.03-in-thick cadmium sheet (to screen off slow neutrons) were used.

The procedure adopted for irradiating and counting a sample is first 
to load it into the pneumatic transfer tube using a simple remote handling 
apparatus. An automatic timer is started on arrival of the sample at 
the irradiation position inside the reactor, the sample is irradiated for 
a pre-selected time of 60 s and then automatically removed from the 
reactor to the sending station. The sample is then rapidly removed 
from the rabbit, using remote handling apparatus, and dropped into



TABLE II. COMPARISON OF FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR DELAYED NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS

Location Reactor

M axim um  available 
neutron flux 

(n c m - 2 s e c - 1) 
Therm al Fast

M inim um
delay
tim e

(«)

Maximum
sample
weight

(g)

Cd Ratio 
(nat. U)

T heoretica l measured

Nat. U for a 
thermal flux o f 
5 x 1012 n c m -2 s - 1

(c /U g )a

Nat. Th for a 
fast flux corresponding 

5 x lOitn c m -z s - i  
( c / / ig )a

Israel AEC
Laboratories,
Rehovoth

IRR-1 1 .9  X 1 0 13 6 .7  X 1012 2 250 26 23 400 4 .6 5

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Tenn. 
United States o f  
Am erica

Oak Ridge
Research
Reactor

6 X IO 13 1 .6 X  1013 2 ? 31 26 180 1.2

AWRE.
Aldermaston, United 
Kingdom

HERALD 5 .OX 1 0 12 6 .5  X 1011 10 20 44 43 430 1 .1 6

A tom ic Energy Research 
Establishment,
Harwell, United 
Kingdom

DIDO 6, X IO 13 8X 1012 3 2 4 3 .3 This fa cility  is exp 
use in April 1967

ected  to com e  into

a A ll figures are for: irradiations = 60s, delay tim e = 20s, counting tim e = 60s
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the neutron counter. After a pre-selected delay time of 25 s (measured 
from the time when the sample started on the return journey from the 
irradiation position) the automatic timer starts the scalers and the count 
is made for a predetermined time of 60 s. The choice of irradiation, 
delay and counting periods was made as a compromise between the 
conflicting requirements of maximum sensitivity, accuracy and 
minimum interference from 9Li and 17N; a detailed discussion of the 
matter is given in references [18-20],

It is an important advantage of this technique that the outer irradiation 
container (including the cadmium shield, when used) is not counted with 
the sample. Both Amiel at Israel [19] and the Oak Ridge group [20] 
normally count sample and rabbit together, and this has been found to 
lead to a large and variable background, due partly to the oxygen and 
uranium content of the rabbit and partly to contamination picked up in 
the pneumatic transfer table. The polythene sample containers used 
in the present work have been demonstrated experimentally to have no 
delayed neutron activity after irradiation.

The delayed neutron emission from the irradiated samples was 
measured in a moderated BF3 counter assembly of roughly An -geometry. 
The detector (illustrated in Fig. 2) consists of eight 10BF3 proportional 
counters (Twentieth Century Electronics 40 EB 70/50G, of 5 cm diam. 
and 40 cm active length) embedded in a paraffin-wax cylinder to form 
a ring of 11 cm radius. The wax cylinder was covered with cadmium 
sheet 0.03 in. thick, and surrounded by a further 10 cm of borated 
paraffin wax for shielding from extraneous neutrons. The counters 
were operated in parallel from a common high voltage supply, and the 
pulses were fed through a charge sensitive head amplifier (to avoid 
capacitative loading effects) through a linear voltage amplifier and a 
pulse height discriminator to a fast scaler (dead time “ lO"7 s) which was 
operated automatically by the timer. The sample in its polythene 
ampoule was arranged to come to rest in the axial counting position 
against a removable stop; a cylinder of lead was arranged coaxially 
with the wax cylinder so that a minimum of 2.5 inches of lead 7 - ray 
shielding was interposed between the sample and the 10BF3 counters.
The counter was checked for stability and neutron counting efficiency 
with a standard Am /Be neutron source; for the rather high energy 
neutrons from this source the efficiency was “ 10%. The efficiency for 
delayed fission neutrons (computed from a comparison of the measured 
counts per gram of natural uranium with the estimated number of 
neutrons emitted for known flux and irradiation, delay and counting 
times) was “  17%. The background of the counter was found to be 
1 0  cpm with the reactor running at full power.

2 .1 . Calibration

Calibration measurements were made with varying amounts of 
natural uranium and thorium, prepared by normal gravimetric and 
volumetric techniques. Linear calibration curves were established 
over the range 1 to 500 jug of uranium and 0.5 to 100 mg of thorium. 
There was no difficulty with the thorium calibration (since natural 
thorium is mono-isotopic), but considerable difficulty was experienced 
in finding a pure uranium compound of natural isotopic abundance. All
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of the Johnson and Matthey "Specpure" U3 O8 samples tried proved to 
be of non-natural isotopic abundance; eventually natural uranium was 
chemically separated from a sample of pitchblende and U3 O8 prepared 
from it. The isotopic abundance was shown to be natural by mass 
spectroscopic examination.

FIG.2. Delayed fission neutron detector and associated electronic apparatus

Measurements of the cadmium ratio for natural uranium and 
thorium were also made; the ratio for uranium was about (43±2) 
whilst for thorium the ratio was (1.00± 0.02). As might be expected, 
the cadmium ratio for uranium was found to be dependent on the wall 
thickness of the polythene sample containers; for a sample in a thin- 
walled (“ 0.3 mm) polythene capsule the ratio was “ 49.7, for the same 
sample in a thick-walled polythene container (“ 2.0 mm) the ratio was 
“ 40.6. This may be attributed to the effect of the polythene in degrading 
to thermal energies some of the fast neutrons which pass through the 
cadmium shield. Fortunately the polythene ampoules used all have 
uniform wall thicknesses to within ~ ±  5%, geological materials usually 
have a low content of hydrogenous matter, and in any case (as will be 
shown later) the contribution of errors in the cadmium ratio to the overall 
error in determining uranium or thorium is small.
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As a further check, analyses were made of synthetic mixtures 
containing known amounts of uranium and thorium oxides over a wide 
range of compositions; agreement between the known and measured 
compositions was always within ~ ±  2 %.

In the routine analysis of samples reliance was never placed on 
calibration curves, which were measured merely to establish linearity. 
Instead, uranium and thorium standard measurements were interspersed 
among the unknowns, usually at the rate of one standard determination 
every thirty minutes.

2 .2  Interferences

There are four possible types of direct interference in the delayed 
neutron method for determining uranium and thorium; they comprise:
(a) Interference from other nuclides which fission, and thereby give 

rise to delayed neutron emitting nuclides.
(b) Delayed neutron emitters formed by primary or secondary (n, p) or 

(n, a) reactions.
(c) Neutrons from (7 , n) reactions, if intense high energy 7 -rays are 

emitted from radioactive isotopes formed by neutron activation of 
appropriate elements in the sample.

(d) Self-shielding effects in a sample containing nuclides with high 
neutron capture cross-sections which shield the interior of a 
sample from thermal neutrons during irradiation.
It has already been mentioned that, in geological materials, the 

transuranic elements are virtually absent, so that the only fissionable 
nuclides which will be present are 232Th, 235U and 238U. In a mixed 
thermal/fast neutron flux the thermal neutrons will fission 235U and the 
fast neutrons will fission 238 U and 232Th. However, slow thermal fission 
of 235U greatly predominates, so that the thorium interference in the 
Herald reactor is «0 .3%  for samples containing equal quantities of 
uranium and thorium. When the sample is irradiated inside a cadmium 
sheath, to screen out the thermal neutrons, only 23aTh and 238U will 
fission, but since the cross-sections for both are similar, there will 
be a serious interference in the thorium measurement. However, two 
measurements of the sample, one with slow and the other with fast 
neutrons, enables the interfering uranium to be determined, and the 
thorium content to be derived by difference. The same measurements 
also allow of the correction of the uranium analyses for the thorium 
interference.

A summary of the causes and effects of the other types of interference 
is given in Table III. It has already been mentioned that 9Li and 17N are 
the only known sources of delayed neutrons other than the fissionable 
nuclides. Fortunately, the half-lives involved are so short that 
interference from them can be reduced to quite negligible proportions 
by choosing a delay time before counting which is long enough for them 
to decay. For a delay time of 25 s interference from this source has 
been experimentaUy shown to be negligible, in agreement with the findings 
of Amiel [18, 19].

Interference of the third type might be expected to arise principaHy 
from the reaction 2 H(y, n) H; Q = -2.23 MeV, the deuterium being present 
in the large mass 170 kg) of moderating paraffin wax of the counter and



T A B L E  III. IN T E R F E R E N C E  AND SE L F -SH IE L D IN G  E F F E C T S

Source of interfering 
neutrons Production mechanism Overall effects of the interference4

9 Li - 8~ ,  > ’ Be* — 2------> *Be
T| * 0.17s prompt

(i) 9Befy,n)*Be (Q « -1 .6 7  MeV)
(ii) *Be( n, p) ®li (fast neutrons) (0  s - '13 .3  MeV)

Up to 5 x 10-* g of Be shows no effect
10 g of a typical igneous rock contains » 3  x l0 - 5g
of Be

n n — — 6;  . >1To* — -— » « oT| = 4.15s prompt

(i) ®Li(n, o0 t (slow neutrons) (Q =  + 4 ,8  MeV)
lsN (t.p) 1TN (Q -  - 0.15 MeV)

followed by<^
M0  (t, a  ) 17N (Q.= + 3 .8  MeV)

(ii) 170 (  n .p ) 17N (fast neutrons) (0  = - 7 .9  MeV)

Lithium contribution (for Vtfjermai s  5 x 1012 n c m -2 s-1) 
is « 8  counts/10-3 g Li 
10 g of typical igneous rock contains 
« 2  x l o - 4 g of Li

Oxygen contribution (for <f>fa8t = 2.5  x lo11 n cm -2 s -1) 
is « 0 , 5 counts/g O
10 g of typical igneous rock contains <«4.7 g O

a Irradiation time =60s; delay time * 25 8; counting time = 60 s

Neutron absorbing impurity Thermal neutron cross-section
Typical concentration in crustal rocks 

(ppm) g/10 g

Experimentally determined shielding effect

Lithium 8Li (7 .47 .); o = 950 b 20 2 X 10*4 « 1 .5 %  per 10‘ * g Li

Boron 10B (18.8% ); O = 4020 b 10 1 0 '4 «  4% per 10"2 g B

Cadmium 113Cd (12.3%) ; o  = 2.7 X 104 b 0.2 2 X 10*6 Not determined (theoretically expected 
value «  5%/lO*3gCd)

Gadolinium 157Gd (15.7%) ¡ o = 1.8 x 10 5 b 3 3 X 10*5 Not determined (theoretically expected 
value «  4%/10*'4 g Gd)

Self shielding of U 235U (0.72% ); o  = 590 b 3 3 X 10*5 None up to ÎO^3 g U
(Amiel has extended this limit to 5 x 10-1 g)

Self shielding of Th 232Th (100%) ; o  * 7 .5  b 10 10~* None up to 10 g Th
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the necessary high energy y-rays coming from activated sodium, calcium 
or antimony in the sample. That this source of interference is quite 
negligible has been demonstrated in the course of investigating the y-ray  
response of the neutron counter (described in section 2. 4. ); it has been 
found that the pulse height spectrum from the counter when exposed to a 
lm C i 24 * * *Na source (E ^-2 .75 MeV) shows only pulses of amplitude 
characteristic of the direct detection of y-rays, and none in the region 
of the spectrum corresponding to the detection of neutrons by the 
reaction 1 0 B(n, a)1 Li. A similar observation, but using a 150mCi 28Al 
source (Ey~1.78 MeV), demonstrates even more rigorously that 
negligible interference occurs for any possible photoneutron reactions 
with thresholds below 1.78 MeV.

The effects of self shielding due to lithium and boron, and to 
uranium and thorium themselves, have been investigated empirically, 
and the results are presented in Table III. It can be seen that self 
shielding does not present a problem for delayed neutron analysis of 
geological materials.

2. 3 Gamma-ray interference

An additional source of interference from the high y-ray flux 
emanating from irradiated samples stems from the fact that BP3 counters 
have a small, but finite, efficiency for the detection of y -rays. This
effect was recognized, but largely discounted, by the workers at 
Israel [18, 19] and Oak Ridge [20], Provision was made in the Oxford 
counter for the insertion of a lead cylinder to shield the BF3 tubes 
from y-rays, but in the early stages of the work it was not used. False 
measurements were not recognized until an attempt was made to 
measure the uranium concentrations of separate mineral phases from a
rock for which the overall concentration had been measured; it was found 
that the feldspar phase had an apparent concentration far higher than 
its modal concentration in the rock would allow. Further investigation 
showed that the apparent concentration obtained by measuring a small 
mass of the feldspar was reasonable, but that the apparent concentration 
increased sharply and rather erratically as a larger sample weight was 
taken. It was soon realized that the feldspar was aluminium rich, and 
that the observed anomalies were due to the effects on the BF3 counters 
of the very high y-ray flux from 28A1 (T  ̂ = 2.3 min), so that the 
observed count was partly due to delayed neutrons and partly a response 
to y-rays. That this was the case was demonstrated by repeating the 
observations with the lead shield inserted, when the measured uranium 
concentration was independent of sample weight up to the maximum 
amount of feldspar separately available (~ 2 g).

Table IV presents the results of calculations of the activities to 
be expected for various nuclides present in rocks after irradiation in 
the Herald reactor. It is clear that the activity from aluminium will 
usually far outweigh the others, and also that for a 5-g rock sample 
containing 15% aluminium a y-ray activity at the beginning of the delayed 
neutron count of ”  llO m C iis to be expected; far in excess of the 6 mCi 
60Co source used by Amiel to investigate this source of interference.
It was found empirically that the lead shield used in the Oxford counter 
attenuated the 1.78 MeV y-rays from an 28A1 source by a factor of



T A B L E  IV. A C TIV ITIE S  O F G A M M A -E M IT T IN G  NUCLIDES P R O D U C ED  B Y  NEUTRON  A C T IV A T IO N  O F T Y P IC A L  ROCKS

Element Target
nuclide

Thermal
neutron

cross-
section
<b)

Radio
nuclide
formed

Ey

(MeV)

Saturated activity 
[ <p = 5 x 1012 n c m '2 s*1] 

(m Ci/g)

Specific activity 
for 60 s 
irradiation
(m Ci/g)

Typical content 
of target nuclide 

in 5 g rock
(g)

Typical initial 
activity of 

rock
(m Ci/5g )

Aluminium *A1 (100%) 0.23 a Al (2 .3  min) 1.78 710 184 0.4  to 1.0 74 to 184

Manganese 5SMn (100%) 13.3 56Mn (2. 58 h) 0 .8 5 '

1.8

19 600 87.7 5 X 10-» 0.44

Sodium 2sNa (100%) 0.53 MNa (15 h)

2.1 

1.37 ' 1 910 1.47 0.12 0.18

2.75^

Magnesium æM g(ll% ) 0.03 27Mg (9 .5  min) 0.83 96 7 0.011 0.08

1.01

Titanium s°Ti (5.3%) 0.14 slTi (5 .8  min) 0.32 232 26.3 2 x 10-3 0.05

0.93 ,

Silicon »«Si ; 0.11 3>5i(2.62 h) 1.26
(weak)

304 0.91 0.05 0.045
( ffs chiefly)

Calcium «C a  (0.18%) 1.1 49Ca (8 .7  min) 3.1 1 900 146 3 X 10-4 0.044

4.0

Potassium 41K (6.8%) 1.1 42K (12. 5 h) 1.52 2 220 2.0 9 X 10"3 0.018

Iron MFe (6%) 2.2 ssFe (2. 9 yr) (NO y ) 3 380 2 .2 X 10?» 1.5  X 1 0 '2 3.3 X 10"® 
( 6 ’s only)

Iron 5*Fe (0.3%) 0.9 “ Fe (45 d) 0.19 1290 1.4  X 10"2 1 X 10?» 1.4 X 10"5

1.1

1.3
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about 20, whilst attenuating the delayed neutron flux by only about 3%.
With the lead in place it was found possible to adjust the discriminator 
bias so as to reject only about 5 to 10% of the pulses due to neutrons, 
whilst preserving a 7 -ray rejection sufficient that no increase in 
background was observable when a 0.9-g sample of pure aluminium 
was irradiated and counted. However, y rejection was not perfect, 
since a 2-g pure aluminium sample gave rise to a count of ~ 170 above 
background.

To understand these effects better it was thought worth while to 
measure the pulse-height spectra from the delayed neutron counter 
with and without lead shielding, and for various 7 -ray and neutron 
sources. For this purpose a multi-channel pulse-height analyser was 
employed (shown dotted in Fig. 2). In Fig. 3 are shown the response 
of the counter to 7 -rays from 28A1, with and without lead shielding, to 
delayed neutrons from a pure uranium standard, and to the mixed 
7 -rays and neutrons from a standard granite sample and a sphene sample. 
The cause of the anomalous results obtained without lead shielding is 
plain, especially when it is added that the magnitude and position of the 
secondary peaks in the 7 -ray spectrum depend on the weight of aluminium 
sample taken. The cause of the effect itself is not understood; it 
may be due to pile-up effects in the electronics, or (perhaps more 
probably) it may be due to the build-up of a non-uniformly distributed 
positive-ion space charge within the counter tubes under the influence 
of the 7 -ray flux [22, 23],

C H A N N E L  N U M B E R

FIG.3. Pulse-height spectra showing the counter response to gamma-rays and neutrons

The pulse-height spectra in Fig. 3 for the counter operating with 
its lead shield show that it is then possible to select a discriminator 
bias which, whilst it does not reject very many "neutron" pulses,
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rejects all the " 7 -ra y " pulses. However, it is regarded as slightly 
unsatisfactory that an acceptable compromise discriminator setting 
cannot be found if the aluminium content is more than “ 1  g, and the 
situation would of course be much worse if the delay time were to be 
reduced below 25 s. Further investigations are planned which it is 
hoped will allow an improvement in this situation.

3. ACCURACY AND SENSITIVITY OF THE METHOD

Expressions are easily developed for the amounts of uranium and 
thorium in a sample which is analysed once in the mixed flux and once 
with the slow neutrons screened out by a cadmium shield. The following 
terminology will be adopted.

Let the cadmium ratio for natural uranium in the reactor neutron 
flux (i. e. unshielded uranium counts/shielded uranium counts) be R, 
and the corresponding quantity for thorium be r. Let the calibration 
constant for natural uranium be K counts per pg; for thorium be k 
counts per pg. For a particular sample that is to be analysed, let its 
content of uranium and thorium be U and Th respectively, and let it 
register an unshielded count C and a shielded count S. It follows that

C = K. U + k. Th

S = T,  U , ThK. — + k .----R r

which, on rearrangement, become

U = C /r  - S
1
R (1 )

Th S - C/R

k ‘ 1 1  "
[r RJ

(2 )

Normal statistical methods may now be applied to compute the 
dependence of the standard deviations ctu and a Th on the measured 
quantities, applying the rule

2
<*a

'3_U  
.9 r ) X c *  +

' d  u  
9 R ) X a R2 + 9 U 

9 K ) X aK2 + '9 U 
9 C ) X

+ X CT2
s

9 U 
9 S

2
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with a similar expression for aTh2- The final expressions are

(C-S. R)R 
K(R-r)2 X a /  + '(S. r-C )r

K(R-r)2 X ffR +
(S. r-C)R  
K2 (R -r)

-|2
X crK2 +

aTh2 = (S. R -Q R -12 
k(R-r)2

r r 2 2 Rr
K(R-r) • CTC + K(R-r)

2 . (G-S. r)r 
k(R-r)2

l2
CTr + X ctr

.

(C -SXR )r  
k2 (R-r) X ctr2 +

(3)

k(R-r) X ov Rr
k(R-r) X av (4)

For the Oxford counter at the Herald reactor, the following values 
for the constants apply:

R = (43 ± 2), r = (1.00 ± 0.02), K = (430± 4) counts/pg, 
k = (1.16± 0.02) counts/pg.

To be in a position finally to compute the standard deviations, the 
effect of the counter background and the effect of replicate measure
ments in reducing crc and crs must be considered. If T is the total 
unshielded count and t the total shielded count, then if the counter 
background is B,

C = T -B , S = t-B

If the counts are repeated n times, with resultant means of C and 
S, the fractional errors are

y t  + iï y c+2y b
U—jn n n n

IT-IB Ie
n n n

Ei+IB̂2 [ys + 2IB]n n _ Z - j  n n

I*-IB Is
These values for ac and crs must then be inserted in expressions

(3) and (4) to allow the computation of the error in the uranium and 
thorium determinations.

The results of sample calculations of the errors in determining 
uranium and thorium in typical concentration ranges are presented in 
Table V, using parameters appropriate to the Oxford neutron counter 
used in conjunction with the Herald reactor and for a 5-g sample weight.



TABLE V. SAM PLE ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR URANIUM AND 
THORIUM ANALYSIS B Y  THE DELAYED NEUTRON METHOD

Concentrations present
in the sample 

u  (ppm ) Th(ppm)

Counter
background

(counts)

Replicate
measurements

(N o .)

Error in 

U
(% )

Error in 

Th 
(%>

Constants assumed in the 
computations

0.1 0 .3 25 1 7.7 400

0.1 0 .3 5 1 7.1 230 K = (430 ± 4 )  c /| ig U

0.1 0 .3 5 9 2 .7 79

0.1 0 .3 5 25 1.7 45 k = (1 .1 6  è 0 .0 2 ) c /| ig  Th

1 3 25 1 2 .4 60 R = (43 + 2)

1 3 5 1 2 .4 51

1 3 5 9 1 .2 20 r = (1 .0 0  ± 0 .0 2 )

1 3 5 25 1.0 15

5 15 5 1 1 .4 24

5 15 5 9 0 .9 14

500 1500 5 1 0 .9 4 .0

K = (860 ± 8) c / p g  U

0.1 0 .3 5 1 3 .5 115

k = (2 .3 2  ± 0 .0 4 ) c / p g  Th

1 3 5 1 1 .3 25

R = (43 4 2 ); r = (1 .0 0  ± 0 .02 )
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TABLE VI. ANALYSES OF STANDARD ROCK SAMPLES
Results of other

Rock standard

Source

Replicate 
measurements 

(on same sample)

U
Concentration

(ppm)

Th
Concentration

(ppm)

analyses

U Th
Ref.

Split Position Type (N o.) (ppm) (ppm)

W -l Diabase 6 0.62 * 0.02 3.5  * 1.5 0. 52 2.4
[25]

G -1 Granite 6 4.42 * 0.07 53.0 * 6.5 3.7 52

AGV-1 84 8 Andesite United States 5 2.09 4 0.06 8.1 4 2.0 2.17 4 0.02 6.47 4 0.13

BCR-1 78 16 Basalt Geological Purvey 4 1.80 * 0.05 7.6  4 1.3 1.81 4 0.14 6.00 4 0.19

DTS-1 42 19 Dimite 4 0.004 4 0.001 - 0.0032 4 0.0003 0.0101 4 0.0001 [24]

G2 44 15 Granite 5 2.07 * 0.03 24.6 4 2.0 2.16 4 0.08 24.1 4 0.05

GSP-1 84 7 Grano-
diorite

5 2.68 4 0.04 116.4 4 4.7 1.7 4 0.8 106 4 1

PCC-1 29 13 Peridotite 4 0.005 * 0.001 - 0.0041 4 0.0001 0.0101 4 0.0004

GA No. 1172 Granite Centre de 4 4.26 1 0.09 15.8 4 2.7 - -

GH No. 273 Granite recherches pétro-

graphiques et 4 19.71 * 0.28 111.0 4 5.0 - -

GR - Granite géochimiques, 4 21.35 * 0.15 45.0 4 5.0 - -

BR No.2137 Basalt Nancy, France 4 2.65 * 0.01 12.6 4 1.2 - -

T - l Tonalité Geological Survey 

of Tanganyika

6 0.79 * 0.02 4.2  4 1.3 -

S
M

-87/38 
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3. 1. Results

As an illustration of the reproducibility and accuracy attainable 
using this technique, the results are presented in Table VI of some 
preliminary measurements made on international rock standards. One 
of the prime advantages of this technique is that many replicate measure
ments may be made on the same sample, and since each measurement 
takes only three minutes (or six minutes for determining both uranium 
and thorium) it is feasible to take this approach to increasing the accuracy 
of measurement for particularly important samples. In the Table the 
errors quoted for the delayed neutron analyses are not computed from  
the formulae quoted in section 3, but are the standard deviations 
calculated from the spread of the measured concentrations.

Where possible, the results are compared with other measurements. 
It will be noted that the agreement of the delayed neutron measurements 
with those of Morgan and Heier [24], who used the radiochemical 
technique, is good, except for GSP-1, where the results of Morgan and 
Heier were admittedly inaccurate, since they were forced to use a 
gamma-spectrometric method for this sample.

A correlation of uranium and thorium measurements in zircons 
and sphenes with those made by isotope dilution on the same samples 
is at present in progress. Much work has been done in collaboration 
with P. Henderson and A. Mackinnon of Oxford on uranium and thorium 
in the Skaergaard intrusion, and with P. Wood of Leeds on African 
volcanic suites; this work will be reported elsewhere.
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. HERR: This is an interesting and, I think, very promising
technique. There are three points which I should like to raise in connection 
with it.

First, it is a well-known fact that BF3 counters have a relatively long 
dead time and I should be interested to hear whether Dr. Gale regards 
this as a disadvantage.

Secondly, does he believe that by modifying his detector assembly 
(I am thinking in terms of, for example, a larger, boron-loaded glass 
detector), the sensitivity could be raised substantially?

And thirdly, what was the delay time between removing the sample 
from the reactor and getting it into the counting equipment?

N. H. GALE: Thank you for your kind observations on the prospects
for the technique, Professor Herr. Regarding your first point, the 
relatively long dead time of the BF3 counters is of no significance for the 
counting rates resulting from the detection of neutrons, which need never 
be higher than about 5000 cps even when analysing zircons. On the other 
hand, it is an embarrassment in the case of the high count rate resulting 
from the detection of gamma rays, where pile-up becomes a problem.

In reply to your second point, I may say that I have considered many 
different possible detectors for this work, including 3He counters, fission 
counters, loaded glass and plastic scintillators, etc. Most of these have 
had to be rejected so far on grounds of expense or technical difficulties.

29
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It would clearly be difficult to secure a dramatic increase in detection 
efficiency; the efficiency is already ** 17% and I doubt whether it would be 
possible to increase this beyond 50%, if even this far. In that sense it is 
easier to go to a reactor, such as DIDO, with ten times the neutron flux. 
However, it is certainly true that the use of a proper thickness of boron- 
loaded glass scintillator might enable the gamma rejection to be improved, 
and would certainly give a much shorter dead time. All the same, I feel 
that it might still be difficult and expensive to achieve the same neutron 
detection efficiency as we have already with the BF3 tubes.

Concerning your third point, the delay time selected so far is 25 s, 
chiefly in order to be quite sure that one avoids counting delayed neutrons 
from 9Li and 17 N. The transit time from the irradiation position in the 
reactor to thé laboratory is «  10 s, so that one has 15 s to unload the 
sample from the rabbit and drop it into the counter. Because of the 
simplicity of the remote handling facilities this period of time is quite 
adequate.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE: I should like to describe briefly a neutron
method for determining U and Th which we introduced ten years or so ago.
A quantity of 0.1 -  1 g of mineral, ii) powder form and about 1 m g/cm 2 

thick, is placed on a slide made of pure aluminium. This is then irradiated 
in a reactor. A stream of helium flowing over the slide carries off the Kr 
and Xe fission gases from the sample, and outside the reactor an electric 
field collects, on a foil, the short-lived isotopes of Ru and Cs; these are 
counted on the foil by a spectrometric scintillation detector.

As I recall, the sensitivity is enormous: using a thermal flux in the 
neighbourhood of 101 2  n /cm 2 s one can detect about HT1 2  g of 235U per g 
of sample, and with a fast neutron flux of the same intensity about KT10 g 
of 232Th per g can be detected.

N. H. GALE: I certainly did not know of this method, and if it is
indeed as sensitive as you recall and is also quantitatively precise, it is 
certainly a powerful technique and one that should receive wide application. 
Without having seen the results of a careful appraisal of the technique I 
should be a little apprehensive about the reproducibility attainable, partly 
because of the differing retentivities for krypton and xenon exhibited by 
various minerals — but perhaps the sample is strongly heated in the 
reactor. A further (but not insuperable) difficulty is that "pure" alu
minium commonly contains from 0 . 1  to 2 ppm of uranium, although zone- 
refined aluminium is obtainable with negligible uranium content.

P. PELLAS: You term your method "non-destructive", but will
not the neutron irradiation cause irreversible changes in the sample?
This aspect is of great importance when one is dealing with rare or 
valuable materials, such as meteorites.

N. H. GALE: It is of course true that one needs to define exactly what
one means by the term "non-destructive". In one (perhaps pedantic) 
sense, any examination whatever of a specimen produces irreversible 
changes, and must strictly be classed as destructive, since even the 
mildest investigation requires that a specimen be exposed to interaction 
with photons in some region of the electromagnetic wave spectrum.

However, I think that most workers would allow me to use the term 
"non-destructive" in a slightly less rigorous connotation, in the sense that 
many other measurements that one might wish to make on a sample are 
still possible after it has been analysed for uranium and thorium by the

29*
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delayed neutron method. Even for ten replicate determinations one is 
still only in the region of a total dose of 1015 n/cm 2 to the sample, which 
is far too low to alter appreciably either the isotopic abundances or the 
chemical concentrations. The delayed neutron technique is therefore 
non-destructive in the sense that it is subsequently possible to determine 
on the same sample the isotopic abundances and concentrations of lead, 
strontium, rubidium, rhenium, osmium and the rare gases, or to make a 
complete chemical analysis for the major, minor and trace elements, 
and so on.

On the other hand there are certainly two types of work for which the 
delayed neutron analysis is destructive of information, namely fission- 
track observations and the determination of the natural radioactivity of 
a sample. For very precious samples one would clearly make such 
observations first, following them by delayed neutron analysis and subse
quently, say, by rare-gas or lead analysis.

M. H. DODSON: How long do you have to wait for the activity to
decay sufficiently?

N. H. GALE: This depends of course on the type of sample. For
example, the activity of a typical zircon sample will have decayed in about 
a week to a level at which it may be analysed for such a characteristic
as the isotopic abundance of its lead content.

G. J. WASSERBURG: Your method appears to possess reasonable
precision at levels down to a couple of ppm, although such precision is 
also quite achievable for normal rocks and minerals using gamma-ray 
spectrometry. However, at really low levels, where the problems become 
more serious, and also more interesting, the delayed neutron technique 
does not seem to me to give very precise results. In addition, the inability 
to measure thorium with the necessary accuracy is a particularly 
disturbing feature. In what fields do you think that your technique could be 
applied with better effect and greater accuracy than that yielded by other 
methods?

N. H. GALE: I must apologise to the participants in the Symposium
if my reply to Dr. Wasserburg involves some repetition of the contents 
of the written paper and of my oral presentation. The salient points are 
the following:

In the first place, at the ppm level the technique is capable, using 
the HERALD reactor, of giving uranium to an accuracy of about 1 - 2% 
and thorium to about 20%, after nine replicate measurements on the same 
sample occupying about half an hour in all. At the 0.1 ppm level for 
uranium the error is about 2.7% at present. With the factor of ten increase 
in flux obtainable with the DIDO reactor, one will be able to achieve for 
nine replicate measurements about 2.7% error for uranium at the HT8 g 
per g level, and roughly the same error for thorium at the 1 ppm level.
It is of course a prime advantage of this technique that one may make many 
replicate measurements of the same sample in order to improve the 
statistical accuracy of the analysis. It is indeed unfortunate that the 
method is at present almost two orders of magnitude worse for thorium 
than for uranium, although it should be pointed out that this difficulty is 
not fundamental, but merely requires for its elimination access to a more 
intense fast neutron flux, such as is found near the core of most reactors.

I have summarized in Table I of my paper a comparison between 
various methods of assay for uranium and thorium. It is indeed surprising
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to me that Dr. Wasserburg can seriously regard the gamma-ray radio- 
metric method as competitive with the delayed neutron technique. As I 
understand that method, it is so insensitive as to require, in the ppm 
region, a mass of sample weighing anything from 25 to 150 g and long 
counting times of the order of 10 h or more; the resulting accuracy appears 
to be about ± 15%. Apart from anything else, the advantage which the 
delayed neutron technique affords of avoiding sampling errors by the 
subsequent analysis (for lead, or rare gases, say) of exactly the same 
sample as has previously been analysed for uranium, does not exist with 
the gamma spectrometric technique — one would not commonly wish to 
assay the whole 100 g!

As to the areas of applicability of the delayed neutron technique, I 
have briefly suggested some of these in the Introduction to the paper 
(Section 1.1).

E. E.  PICCIOTTO (Chairman): A great advantage of the delayed
neutron technique is that it is independent of the radioactive equilibrium 
conditions and is really specific.

N. H. GALE: That is indeed true, Mr. Chairman, and I am grateful
that you should have drawn attention to another advantage of the technique, 
which I may not have sufficiently emphasized.
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Abstract

ABSOLUTE DATING OF MOUNTAIN BUILDING EVENTS. In the past year over fifty absolute 40K /40Ar 
whole-rock and mineral age determinations have been made in the authors' laboratory to elucidate some 
of the time relationships of the orogenic or mountain building movements in southern Nevada and southeastern 
California in the United States o f America. Detailed field mapping revealed a number of igneous rocks 
crosscut by thrust faults or crosscutting thrust faults. The absolute ages demonstrate unambiguously that 
faulting in the Clark Mountains and the Hunter Mountains (150 miles apart) was separated in time by at 
least fifty m illion years. It is noteworthy that the Clark Mountain orogenic event falls in geologic time 
almost exactly mid-way between the classical Nevadan (conventionally 135 m .y . ) and classical Laramide 
(conventionally 63 m. y. ) orogenies.

In several cases it was also possible to co llect blastomylonite — material right at the fault plane that 
had been crushed, metasomatized, and recrystallized. Carefully selected mylonites, containing quartz with 
no evidence of straining, yielded ages within the bracket provided by the minimum and maximum ages from 
crosscutting relationships. T he40Ar determinations were made by isotope dilution with a conventional mass 
spectrometer. The potassium was determined gravim etiicaU y  as well as by flam e atom ic absorption.

By extending such techniques to orogenic belts in other parts o f the world, it ’now appears possible to 
determine whether mountain building occurs as a more or less continuous process in geologic time, or 
whether it is confined to rather short periods in geologic time corresponding to the great mountain building 
revolutions postulated in classical geology.

Introduction
As a first approximation the average rate of mountain 

building or elevation of the land above sea level must have 
been approximately equal to the average rate of erosion 
throughout geologic time. If the rate of erosion were to 
exceed greatly the rate of mountain building or uplift, then 
the land areas would be eroded down to a nearly flat equi
librium surface or peneplain. The geologic record indicates 
that this has happened regionally. If the rate of mountain 
building were to exceed greatly the average rate of erosion, 
the geologic record would exhibit few signs of peneplains and 
most sediments would have the poor sorting and other character
istics of short distances of transport down steep slopes. A 
fundamental hypothesis of classical geology was that the rate 
of mountain building increased greatly during short intervals 
or revolutions that occurred at the end of each geologic 
period. Every angular unconformity at a geologic period 
boundary supports this hypothesis, but its global extrapola
tion from small areas, e.g. Wales and southeastern England, is 
not undisputed. The present work is directed toward applying 
the techniques of absolute geochronology to the elucidation 
of the time relationships in mountain building events [1].
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Such relationships are essential to any hypothesis about the 
causes and mechanisms of mountain building.

Collection of Samples
The collection of samples was made within the context 

of an active and detailed field mapping program that has been 
in progress over the past 9 years in southeastern California,

FIG. 2. Generalized structural map o f area o f investigation

U.S.A. [2][3][4][5][6][Figure l][Figure 2], The structural 
relationships mapped in the field provided a number of 
opportunities to collect samples that might yield a minimum 
or maximum absolute age for movement along thrust planes.
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Thus, a granitic intrusion with baked contacts in the lower 
plate that is truncated or crosscut by the upper plate, 
provides a maximum absolute age for the thrusting on the 
assumption that the intrusion and solidification of the gran
ite preceded the thrusting in time. At the other limit, an 
intrusion that crosscuts the lower plate, the fault, and 
the upper plate, with baked contacts and chilled margins at 
the contacts with both plates, provides a minimum absolute 
age for the thrusting on the assumption that the intrusion 
took place after thrusting ceased. Every known structurally 
unambiguous situation of the two types just described was 
sampled to obtain the freshest possible material for absolute 
geochronology. The best and most numerous known possibilities 
for such sampling were found in the Clark Mountains and in 
the Hunter Mountain Complex. The exact sample localities 
will be given elsewhere [7],

Early in the sampling program it was decided to collect 
blastomyIonites that occurred right in the thrust fault 
planes. These mylonites represented material that had been 
crushed during faulting and perhaps metasomatized and re
crystallized during and after the faulting. Preliminary 
4ÛAr/40K ages indicated that some of the blastomyIonites 
yielded absolute ages that were within the maximum and 
minimum ages provided by crosscutting and crosscut intru
sions. These mylonites were characterized by quartz and 
feldspar that showed no indication of being strained when 
examined under the petrographic microscope; these mylonites 
also had higher potassium contents than the rocks in the 
plates immediately above and below them.
Potassium Determination

Potassium analyses were done in three ways; 1) by flame 
atomic absorption after the sample had been brought into 
solution; the flame atomic absorption was done by both the 
dilution and spiking techniques; 2) gravimetrically using 
tetra-phenyl-boron; 3) flame atomic absorption on the solu
tion obtained after redissolving the tetra-phenyl-boron 
precipitate; at the same time rubidium was also determined. 
These methods yielded consistent results on the rock 
standards G-l and W-l and on the mica standards p-207 and 
Bern 4m . The overall precision and accuracy of the potas
sium determination is ±1% of the amount present. Analyses 
were first performed on whole rocks in order to determine 
the intrusions that yielded the narrowest range between 
minimum and maximum ages for the thrusting.
4®Argon Determination

The 4®Ar was determined with a metal mass spectrometer 
of the general Nier type. An 38^r spike was added to each 
sample by means of pipetting from a reservoir. All samples
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discussed here were run in duplicate with an overall pre
cision, including whole rock analyses, of 2.2%. Determina
tions on the mica standards p-207 [8] and Bern 4M [9] 
yielded ages within about one million years of the accepted 
ages [Table i].

TABLE I 4®K/4®Ar Age Determinations on Standard Minerals

Sample Mineral % K
Spike
No.

% Rad. 
40Ar

Age in
million
years

Average age 
in million 
years

Recommended
age in million 
years

P-207
[8] Mica 8.54 459 85.3 79.5

8.54 460 81.4 80.2 79.7±0.5 81
8.54 496 80.8 79.4

Bern 4M Mica 8.57 332 59.3 19.8
[9] 8.57 382 51.3 20.1

8.57 438 41.2 19.8
8.57 434 44.9 17.8 19,1±1.3 19
8.57 497 55.4 17.8

^®Ar/^®K Age Calculations
The absolute ^®Ar/^®K ages were calculated with an 

Olivetti-Underwood Programma 101 computer using the 
following constants: \e = 0.585 x 10-10 yr-1, Xg = 4.72 x 
1 0 "10 yr-l, = y_po x 10~4 mole/mole. More detailed
descriptions of the analytical methods will be published 
elsewhere [7].
Results

Most of the absolute ages on whole rocks from
the Hunter Mountain complex or pluton,[Figure 2][Table II], 
are not very diagnostic because all but one (Panamint Butte, 
spike no. 417) is considerably lower than the ages obtained 
on mineral separates (Panamint Butte biotite, spike nos. 423 
and 477 and Grapevine Canyon hornblende, spike nos. 419 and 
485). The Grapevine Canyon sample is from near the center 
of the large pluton and the Panamint Butte sample is from 
near the eastern edge. The Hunter Mountain complex may 
consist of several intrusions, but the biotite and horn
blende ages are consistent with an independently determined 
age on a sample from the northern part of the pluton 

40 40(156t4 M.Y., K/ Ar age on biotite [10]) and lead to the 
conclusion that the pluton was emplaced and solidified 
between 155 and 165 million years ago.

The Hunter Mountain complex crosscuts the Last Chance 
Thrust and two related thrusts. It is concluded that these 
thrusts ceased activity some 155 to 165 million years ago. 
The youngest rocks involved in the thrusting are probably 
Middle Triassic in age.
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The Clark Mountains are 150 miles southeast of the 
Hunter Mountain Complex. In the Clark Mountains the 
structural relationships are complex, but provide many 
opportunities for absolute dating of crosscutting situa
tions and for absolute dating of blastomyIonites [Table 
III]. A generalized cross section of the structural 
relationships in the Clark Mountains is given in Figure 3.

C r y s ta l l in e

FIG.3. Composite structural cross-section o f Clark Mountain area

Not all the thrusts are necessarily of the same age, but 
they fall within restricted time limits. Unfortunately 
attempts to separate potassium minerals from the Delfonte 
Volcanics failed and the whole rock ages (spike nos. 397 
and 400) indicate that the thrust cutting these volcanics 
may have been active as recently as 86 million years. One 
intrusion in the Ivanpah Mountains is crosscut by a thrust, 
which must have been active after the 137 million year 
biotite age (spike nos. 476 and 495). The whole rock age 
determination on the oro Wash mylonite indicates that that 
thrust became inactive 87 million years ago (spike nos.
470 and 494). The Oro Wash mylonite is formed by the 
grinding along the thrust plane of 137 million years old 
Ivanpah granite. The Patchalka Springs mylonite, which 
contains 80% fine grained, well cemented mica, yields a 
whole rock age of 78 million years, suggesting that this 
thrust was inactive by that time. A thrust fault cross
cut by the Teutonia granite and by the Copper World plution 
must have been inactive since the 92 million year hornblende 
age on the Teutonia (spike nos. 421 and 474) which is con
sistent with the whole rock age of 93 million years (spike 
nos. 402 and 415). A biotite age on the crosscutting 
Copper World plution yields 88 million years (spike nos.
428 and 431), which is slightly older than the whole rock 
age of 84 million years (spike nos. 320 and 399).

All of the above data are consistent with the activity 
on these various thrusts being confined to a period between 
about 80 and 140 million years ago. The two mylonites are 
both fine grained and firmly cemented. The mylonite ages,
78 and 87 million years, and the Delfonte Volcanic age of 86 
million years suggest that thrusting took place at the 
younger end of the 80-137 million year range.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Figure 4 summarizes the absolute geochronological data 

in the Hunter Mountain and Clark Mountain areas. In these 
parts of the Western United States of America it has been 
customary to assign mountain building events to two short 
periods - the Nevadan orogeny or revolution near the Jurassic- 
Cretaceous boundary and the Laramide orogeny near the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. The evidence presented here 
[Table II] , consisting of several absolute 40K/4®Ar ages on 
different mineral separates analyzed independently in two 
laboratories, indicates that the Hunter Mountain pluton was 
emplaced at least 155 million years ago and by that time 
movement on the Last Chance and related thrusts had ceased.

M illio n s  Of Yeors B e fore  l i te  P re se n t

20 4 0
1— 1 - .  1 1____ l  J -  ■ -  -  ■ ■  » * « 1 -t 1 * 1 1 * » ■ 1 ■____ 1____ i

1 T E R T I A R Y I c r e t a c e o u s I J U R A S S I C  [ T R I A S S I C

l-«
h-------------- H Sevier Orogeny

Classical °*  c *ork M*ns Classical Last Chance Range
Laramide Nevadan12 Samples 

27  Runs

Thrusting 

5 Samples 

12 Runs

FIG. 4. Summary o f  data

Thus, this thrusting was Middle Jurassic or older and cannot 
be considered a part of the classical Nevadan orogeny.

Formerly the Clark Mountain thrusting had been assigned 
to the Laramide orogeny. All of the absolute 40K/40Ar age 
data presented here [Table III]indicate that the Clark 
Mountain thrusting is older than Laramide times. The exact 
time of thrusting is not determined precisely within the 
interval of 80 and 140 million years. The maximum possible 
age of 140 million years would be classical Nevadan times; 
this interpretation would require thrusting immediately 
after the emplacement of the Ivanpah Mountain granite. The 
whole rock age determinations on the two blastomyIonites and 
the Delfonte Volcanics suggest a younger time of thrusting 
near the middle of the Cretaceous, which might correspond to 
the Sevier or Mid-Mesozoic orogeny proposed by Armstrong 
[11] [12], Additional data, e.g. an absolute age on a 
mineral separate from some crosscut igneous rock such as 
the Delfonte Volcanics, will be needed to narrow the time 
range assigned to the Clark Mountain thrusting.

It is noteworthy that in the two areas investigated, 
the absolute geochronology indicates times of mountain 
building much older than previously thought. Furthermore, 
these two times of mountain building are more likely to be 
near the middles of geologic periods rather than at the ends.
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TABLE II 4V 40Ar Age Determinations in the Hunter Mountain Complex
(Last Chance Thrust)

Age in Average age
Spike % Rad. 

40Ar
million in million

Sample Mineral % K No. years years

Panamint Butte Whole
Rock

4.41 417 84.8 151.2 151±5

Panamint Butte Bio- 3.31 423 83.9 151.3 156±4tite 3.31 477 86.3 159.8

Grapevine Whole 4.27 395 96.3 135.4 134 ±2Canyon Rock 4.27 396 95.5 133.5

Grapevine Horn- 0.79 419 78.6 167.0 165±3Canyon blende 0.79 485 84.2 163.3

Palm Springs Whole 3.91 405 87.0 129.4 127±3Rock 3.91 408 80.6 125.3

Racetrack Whole 1.96 416 69.7 131.7 13 2 ±4
Valley Rock

Ubehebe Mine Whole 3.80 323 63.1 138.0 139±2#4 Rock 3.80 325 93.4 139.9

TABLE III 40K/40Ar Age: Determinations in the Clark Mountain Area

Age in Average age
Spike % Rad. million in million

Sample Mineral %  K No. 40Ar years years

Delfonte Whole 3.78 397 80.1 87.2 86±2Volcanics Rock 3.78 400 81.2 85.2

Ivanpah Bio- 6.39 476 90.1 138.1 137±2Pluton tite 6.39 495 79.6 135.6

Oro Wash Whole 5.19 470 82.8 86.7
Mylonite Rock 5.19 494 82.2 86.4 87±2

Patchalka Whole 6.90 398 86.5 77.6 78±2Springs Rock 6.90 401 92.9 77.5
Mylonite (80% Mica)

Teutonia Horn- 1.40 421 74.5 91.5 92±2Peak blende 1.40 474 72.9 92.6

Teutonia Whole 4.58 402 85.6 94.2 9 3 ±2Peak Rock 4.58 415 77.7 91.6

West of Bio- 4.19 428 76.2 85.4 88±3Copper World tite 4.19 431 79.3 90.6

West of Whole 3.89 320 71.8 85.7 84*2Copper World Rock 3.89 399 89.1 84.0

The stratigraphic relative age evidence is not more defini
tive and is consistent with either the older interpretation 
or the conclusion presented here. In southeastern California 
at least,one may advance the alternative working hypothesis 
that thrusting was not confined to two intervals of some 10 
or 15 million years, but was spread out over a number of
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intervals. The number of intervals may prove to be so large 
that mountain building activity during any given 10 million 
years may be essentially equal to the activity in the preceding 
or subsequent 10 million years. Additional studies of the 
type described here, using an integrated program of detailed 
field mapping and absolute geochronology, will help to 
determine the distribution of mountain building events in 
geologic time.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. I. WENDT: You assign individual errors to your age measure
ments. These errors are from ± 2 m.y.  to ± 5 m. y.  for your sample, 
and ± 0.5 m.y.  and ± 1.3 m. y.  for the standards. How do you calculate 
these individual errors? A statistical treatment of all the duplicates of 
your samples yields an average standard deviation slightly lower than 
± 2 m. y.

J. A. S. ADAMS: The plus value is the age calculated by taking the
minimum experimental value for potassium-40 and the maximum experi
mental value for radiogenic argon-40. The minus value is the age 
calculated by the converse process.

M.H.  DODSON: The hypothesis that orogenies extend over long
periods of time is in keeping with observations on the British Caledonides 
published from 1961 onwards. The problems of interpretation of K /Ar  
ages in relation to such extended orogenic activity are considerable, and 
I should like to suggest an ideal approach which, however, often may not 
be feasible for practical reasons. Analytical errors (estimated from 
replicate analyses) should be compared, by appropriate statistical methods, 
with the scatter among each group of observations obtained from samples, 
of varying origin or lithology, which might be expected to record one 
event. If the observed scatter can be largely or wholly explained by ana
lytical error, then a significant "numerical event" is defined. Identification 
of this with the appropriate tectonic event can then be attempted with more 
confidence, I believe, than if a less rigorous approach be made. I hope 
that Professor Adams and his co-workers will be able eventually to 
provide such a basis for their integration of age determinations with field 
mapping data.

J. A. S. ADAMS: Everyone would like to have additional and more
"rigorous" data. I can only say that these studies are continuing.

P. E. DAMON: Your evidence from the Last Chance Thrust seems
to be the least strong, the reason for this being that you relied on whole 
rock dates, using a hornblende and a biotite with very low K content. It 
appears that your results may suffer from an uncertain combination of 
argon loss and excess argon, which may account for the large spread.
Would you care to comment on this point?

J. A. S. ADAMS: Our conclusion does assume that argon losses
exceed excess argon for the four K /A r ages (151 to 165 m. y.  ). An isotopic 
Rb/Sr age for the Panamint Butte part of the Hunter Mountain pluton 
would greatly assist in solving the problems you mention; a Rb/Sr age 
would also contribute to an understanding of the tectonic events in this 
area.

G. J. WASSERBURG: I think that the discussion on this paper calls
in particular for two comments.
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First, the analytical techniques which can be used at present allow, 
in most cases, the determination of daughter-parent ratios with great 
accuracy. Statistical analysis of the results provides a convenient basis 
for data presentation, but should not obscure the physical and geological 
problems at issue, or the necessity of doing carefully designed experi
ments. Most of the effects which are observed require a physical and 
not a statistical explanation.

Secondly, with regard to the use of standard samples for checking the 
analytical results, this procedure is of course very convenient. However, 
for purposes of doing absolute calibrations, these secondary "standards" 
should not be allowed to replace the gravimetric and volumetric methods 
which depend only on atomic weight determinations and the gas laws.
In almost all cases these calibrations can easily be performed accurately 
to within 0.5%.
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Abstract

PROBLEM OF EXCESS ARGON-40 IN VOLCANIC ROCKS. Recent investigations have demonstrated 
that under favorable conditions it is possible to obtain reasonable ages for Pleistocene volcanic rocks 
by the K-Ar method. Experimental precision in determining the ratio o f radiogenic argon-40 to potassium-40 
is not necessarily the ultimate limitation on the meaningful dating of these rocks. This limit will probably 
be set in many cases by the phenomenon o f excess argon-40 in minerals and the inheritance of argon-40 
in xenolithic materials.

It is now apparent that some level of excess argon-40 in minerals from intrusive environments is 
a ubiquitous phenomenon. Measurements in this laboratory indicate typical levels of around 10"10 moles/gram 
for the major rock-forming feldspar minerals. Retention of only 1% of this amount presents a significant 
limitation to dating of late Pleistocene volcanic rocks. Measurements on large phenocrysts from volcanic 
rocks demonstrate that this amount can be retained (1 to 5 X 10-12 moles/gram).

The critical factors in outgassing o f volcanic minerals are the cooling rate and the diffusion parameters. 
Fine-grained minerals are most suitable. Rapidly chilled boundary zones should be avoided. Measurements 
on cogenetic nonpotassic-potassic minerals can aid in the evaluation of errors due to the phenomenon of 
excess argon-40.

INTRODUCTION

Evernden and Curtis [lj have demonstrated that precise ^^Ar/^^K ratios 
can be obtained for potash feldspars that are less than 50 000 years old. 
Thus it appears that analytical techniques per se, including the air ^®Ar 
correction, are not the ultimate limitation on K-Ar dating of late Pleis
tocene minerals. This ultimate limitation will probably be set by the 
difficulty in distinguishing radiogenic ^ A r  produced in the mineral 
following cooling below the critical isotherm for diffusion from extran
eous components of nonatmospheric, environmental ^®Ar. It is, in part, 
this difficulty which has led some workers to be pessimistic about a 
meaningful comparison between the ^ C  and K-Ar methods [2]. For example, 
it now appears that some level of excess ^®Ar in minerals is a ubiquitous 
phenomenon for the intrusive environment (Table I) and may even be a 
significant limitation for relatively old micas from the abyssal intru
sive environment. The question is, how much excess ^ A r  is retained 
after eruption of the magma during volcanism?

There are four components of extraneous argon; (1) inherited ^ A r  
in xenolithic material, (2) inherited ^®Ar in authigenic material,
(3) environmental excess ^®Ar, and (4) contamination of samples by small 
amounts of older material. Inherited ^®Ar is a radiogenic component 
produced within xenolithic or authigenic material preceding the eruptive 
event. Environmental excess ^ A r  is a component incorporated from the

463
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TABLE I

EXCESS ARC ON-40 IN MINERALS

Mineral
3

40Excess Ar 
. 10-10 moles/g

Reference

Chlorite < 0.009 Hart [3]

Fluorite with
fluid inclusions

0.0 to 0.17 Lippolt and Gentner [4] 
Rama and others [5]

Margarite < 0.45 Damon and Kulp [6]
(calcium mica) < 0.031 Hart [3 ]

Phlogopite 4.0 and 11.3 Lovering and Richards [7]
(in xenolith)

Albite 0.19 to 0.57 Laughlin [8]

Plagioclase 0.15 to 0.35 Livingston and others [9]

Plagioclase-quartz 0.0 to 1.21 It It It

Orthociase 0.0 to 2.71 It It It

Sodalite 1.74 to 6.68 York and MacIntyre [10]

Pyroxene 5 to 50 Hart and Dodd [11] 
McDougall and Green [12]

Pyroxene 0.0 to 0.85 Lovering and Richards [7]
(xenolithic)

Hornblende 8.6 Pearson and others [13]

Quartz with 0.016 to 5.4 Rama and others [5]
fluid inclusions

Tourmaline 8 to 52 Damon and Kulp [14]

Cordierite 61 to 360 Il fl II

Beryl 20 to 14 360 II It II

intrusive magmatic environment into the mineral rather than by radio-
active production within the mineral itself. Contamination is post" 
volcanic incorporation of foreign material from the field or laboratory. 
Extreme care is required to eliminate the possibility of contamination.
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In general, argon in authigenic or xenolithic minerals within the 
magmatic environment will either build up or decay away until it reaches 
secular equilibrium between radioactive decay and leakage and equili
brates with the environment. This can be expressed mathematically by the 
following equation [15]:

40,'Ar
40K ( A a “ A) [*■

exp ( A - Ad) t

40Ar,

4(\c

TERM 1

exp (- A.t) +
40,Ar_

Ĵl - exp (- Adt)j • (D

TERM 2 TERM 3

where A = the total decay constant, A^ = the decay constant for 
electron capture, 40K is the potggsium-40 content at time t , 4®ArQ is 
the argon-40 content at t = 0, Ar^ is the amount of excess argon-40 in 
the mineral upon complete equilibration with the environment, and Ad is 
the diffusional escape probability given by the following equation:

Ad (2)

where D is the diffusion constant, x is the pertinent diffusion para
meter and g is a constant which depends upon the geometry of the mineral 
The half life for diffusion (0.693/ A,j) will vary from a few days to a 
few hundred years at 1000° C depending upon the size and diffusional pro
perties of the mineral. However, Xd will always be much greater than A 
for silicate magmas and TERM 1 reduces to the following:

4<W 4%  = - Ï 3 L  ^1 - exp (- Adt)| .................. (3)

when the time, t, is sufficiently long, the 4®Ar/4%  ratio in the high 
temperature environment reduces to the following relationship:

40Ar - . XK
4<* • Xd

as exp (- A. t d

40,
ArE

4(k

0

(4)

That is, the initial excess decays away and a steady state is reached 
which includes a secular equilibrium component and a component resulting 
from equilibration with the environment.
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At the temperature of silicate lava ( > 800° C), the secular equilib
rium component would be negligible for all but very large and very reten
tive crystals. However, the environmental excess component may be signi
ficant even for the ground mass. The inherited argon content is dependent 
upon the potassium content of the mineral. The environmental excess ^OAr 
content is dependent only upon the solubility of argon in the mineral 
along with the composition and pressure of the environmental volatiles. 
Thus, in order to distinguish between inherited ^9&r and environmental 
excess ^Ar, it is necessary to measure ^®Ar and ^9k in minerals of both 
high and low potassium content and with different diffusion parameters.

Upon extrusion of lava, the extraneous components of ^®Ar will tend 
to be purged and minerals will tend to equilibrate with atmospheric argon. 
The extent of equilibration will depend upon the rate of cooling. Rapid 
chilling at surfaces and contacts will tend to freeze within crystals the 
components derived from within the magmatic environment. Slow cooling 
will tend towards more or less complete exchange with the atmosphere.
Large, retentive crystals will require a longer time for complete exchange 
than fine-ground mass crystallites. Therefore, for chemically and ther
mally unperturbed lavas, dating the relatively unchilled ground mass 
should yield the best approximation to the correct age.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND DATA

Analytical procedures in use at the University of Arizona laboratories 
have recently been thoroughly discussed by Livingston et al. [9], Only 
a brief summary will be given here.

Potassium analyses were performed on a modified Perkin-Elmer flame 
photometer equipped with a Bausch and Lomb K768 interference filter by a 
method similar to that described by Cooper [16, 17]. No significant Rb 
or Fe bias was observed for any of the samples in this study. The average 
precision of determination for all samples, excluding the olivines, was 
0.95%.

The argon analyses were determined on a dynamically operated 6-inch 
Nier type mass spectrometer. A highly enriched ^®Ar diluent was added by 
means of a spike ampoule. Samples were fused in molybdenum crucibles sus
pended in a Pyrex envelope and were heated by an induction furnace. The 
gas was purified by synthetic 4 A zeolite, hot copper oxide and either 
titanium sponge or foil. The analysis of three interlaboratory standard 
samples indicate an accuracy of 0.5% (s.d.) and seven duplicate analyses 
indicate a precision of 1.74% (s.d.).

Whole-rock samples were prepared in general by removing all surface 
weathered material and crushing the remainder of the sample to approxim
ately 5-10 mm pieces. Large phenocrysts were removed from the whole-rock 
material for further treatment. Splits of the 5-10 mm pieces were taken 
for potassium and argon analysis and the potassium splits ground in a 
Pica blender. Phenocryst material was further crushed and high purity 
samples were obtained by the use of an asymmetric vibrating table, iso
dynamic magnetic separator and heavy liquids. Two of the plagioclase

30*
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samples were treated with a HF leach [1], The plagioclase from the Black 
Point flow (PED-6-65) was simply leached in HF, washed, dried, and fused. 
The atmospheric argon content of this sample was 98.6%, much higher than 
the untreated samples. In contrast, PED-6-66 was leached in HF and then 
placed in an ultrasonic vibrator for 15 minutes (suggested by G. B. Dal- 
rymple, personal communication). No atmospheric argon could be detected 
in this sample. A maximum atmospheric argon content of <77. could be set, 
using a 2-sigma criterion. It appears that the additional step of Bonifi
cation is necessary to reduce the level of atmospheric argon.

The experimental data are presented in Table II.

GEOLOGY AND PROVENIENCE OF VOLCANIC SITES

Three volcanic sites were selected for investigation. The selection 
criteria were (1) young geologic age, late Pliocene (Blancan) or younger, 
(2) the presence of large phenocrysts in a fine-grained groundmass. The 
size of the phenocrysts and their geologic youth tends to exaggerate the 
effect of relatively small amounts of excess ^°Ar. Conversely, because Aj 
is inversely proportional to the square of the pertinent diffusion para
meter (x), the fineness of the groundmass allows for a more thorough purg
ing of excess 40^r derived from the pre-extrusive environment. The geo
graphic coordinates of these three sites are given in Tables III, TV, V.

The youngest volcanic rock investigated is a flow associated with the 
volcano, Vulcan's Throne, which erupted at the mouth of Toroweap Valley 
and cascaded its basaltic lavas into the Grand Canyon of the Colorado 
River. This black symmetrical cinder cone rises 600 feet above the floor 
of Toroweap Valley. Its youth is evidenced by how little it has yielded 
to the assault of erosion and the scarcity of vegetation. Sabéis [18] 
has dated the Vulcan's Throne eruption by the thermoluminescence method at 
12 500 years. We are intuitively inclined to suspect that this estimate 
is, if anything, somewhat too old, but certainly close enough for our 
purposes.

The flow from which our sample, PED-46-66, was derived consisted of 
fresh basalt with segregated pods consisting of olivine and pyroxene. The 
pods vary in size from a centimeter or two in diameter to about 10 cm.
The pods in our sample averaged about 3 cm in diameter with olivine grains 
1 to 2 mm in diameter. The groundmass is extremely fine grained ( < 1/2 mm) 
and dense appearing. Vesicles ranging in size up to 1 mm are sparsely 
scattered through the groundmass.

The first volcanic rock which we investigated for excess ^®Ar was 
the Black Point Basalt flow. This rock lies on Black Point Mesa and can 
be traced from US Highway 89 to the Little Colorado River which it once 
dammed [20], According to Cooley [21], the Black Point Basalt is 
Blancan(?) (late Pliocene) in age. This basalt contains very large crys
tals (up to 2 cm long) of plagioclase in an aphanitic groundmass. The 
phenocryst plagioclase which is Ab^Angg makes up approximately 90% of the 
phenocrysts. The groundmass consists of plagioclase, pigeonite, olivine, 
and magnetite in order of abundance and ranges in size from less than 
1/2 mm to 1-1/2 mm.
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The remaining sample site is a camptonite dike which crosses US 
Highway 93 approximately eight miles south of Boulder Dam (Fig. 1). The 
dike has intruded poorly consolidated fan gravels. Campbell and Schenk 
[22] have studied the geology and petrology of the extrusive center and 
swarm of camptonite dikes with which our sample dike is associated.

TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Sample No., rock, Weight 40Ar 40aAr K
mineral, spike No. grams radiogenic 

x 10“12
atmospheric

%
%

moles

PED-8-64, Sandy Point basalt, 
whole rock, Zurich II No. 2

11.0668 63.8 93.7 1.25
1.25

PED-11-64, Fortification Hill 
Basalt, whole rock, Zurich II 
No. 1

8.4136 170.5 74.7 1.09
1.10

PED-15-64, Anderson Mesa 
basalt, whole rock, Zurich II 
No, 1

10.6277 105.0 79.6 0.89
0.89

PED-6-65, Black point Basalt, 0.833*
whole rock, Zurich III : 10.2388 27.3 91.6 0.836
whole rock, Zurich III s 8.3263 35.8 85.4 0.871*
whole rock, Zurich III : 9.1951 31.0 88.2 0.871

0.851*
plagioclase, naturally 
weathered from rock,

0.849

Zurich II No. 1 : 5.1975 17.4 39.2 0.190
0.191

plagioclase, separated from 
fresh rock, Zurich III: 3.1750 8.74 71.6 0.190

0.190
plagioclase, as above,
HF leached, no Bonification, 
Zurich III: 5.3310 13.1 98.6
olivine, separated from 
fresh rock, Zurich III; 6.0940 < 44.4** ~  100 0.021

0.021

* Fe bias not evaluated 
** 2 sigma criteria. (Continued)
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TABLE II Continued 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Sample No., rock, Weight 4 0 aAr 40Ar K
mineral, spike No. grams radiogenic 

x 10‘12
atmospheric

%
%

moles

PED-6-66, camptonite dike 
whole rock, interior of 
dike, Zurich IV: 6.6884 73.6 88.4 1.68 4= 

1.68
plagioclase, interior of 
dike, HF leached, with 
sonification, Zurich IV: 3.0611 25.1 «  7 *** 1.06

1.06
kaersutite, interior of 
dike, Zurich IV: 5.1829 78.9 72.9 1.64 *

1.64
whole rock, from chilled 
border, Zurich IV: 6.4787 109.4 70.4 1.02 4= 

1.02

PED~46-66, Vulcan's Throne 
basalt,
whole rock, Zurich IV: 8.9605 ~ 0.3 99.9 1.47 4:

< 15** 1.47

olivine from segregated 
pod, Zurich IV: 9.8198 32.9 33.1 0.016

0.016

* Fe bias not evaluated.

** 2 sigma criteria.

*** Indistinguishable from blank.

+ Rb filter, Fe correction negligible in all cases.

According to these authors, the fanglomerate into which the camptonite 
magma has intruded lies with angular unconformity upon beds of the Muddy 
Creek formation. According to Longwell [23], the Muddy Creek formation 
is probably early Pliocene(?) in age but he has also suggested a late 
Miocene age. The underlying Mount Davis volcanics have been dated at 15
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TABLE III

K-Ar DATES FOR TOROWEAP VALLEY AREA

Sample No., rock, 
mineral, location

40Ar/40K 
x 10-3

Apparent
age
Myr

Remarks and 
reference

PED-46-66, Vulcan's 
Throne basalt, beside 
Colorado River,
35° 13' 12" N,
113° 05' 06" W

Recent vulcanism.

whole rock 0.0008 ~  0.01 Very high atmospheric 
correction permits only 
order of magnitude age 
estimate

olivine 6.94 114 ± 3 From segregated pod, low 
K content exaggerates 
the effect of excess 
40Ar

PED-5-65, "A" flow 
basalt of Lower Canyon 
Group, whole rock, at 
bottom of wash along 
banks of Colorado 
River, 36° 11' 53" N, 
113° 05' 00" W

0.682 1.2 ± 0.2 Geomorphologically and 
stratigraphically much 
older than Vulcan's 
Throne eruption [19]

Myr by the K-Ar method [24], We have dated the basal flow of the Fortifi
cation Hill Basalt, upper member of the Muddy Creek formation, at 10,6 -
1.1 Myr (Table V) which confirms a late Miocene-early Pliocene age for 
this formation. The fanglomerate is thus of post-early-Pliocene age and 
the camptonite dikes are younger.

The texture of this camptonite dike was ideal for our study. It con
tains large amphibole crystals (up to 10 cm diameter) in a grey aphanitic 
groundmass. Phenocrysts of olivine, diopside, labradorite, sanidine, and 
quartz are also present although, with the exception of olivine, they are 
rare. According to Campbell and Schenk [22], "the groundmass is in con
siderable part microaphanitic and shows little change from wall to center 
of dike. Microlites of calcic andesine, usually less than 0.1 mm in 
length, are abundant, as are tiny euhedrons of magnetite and somewhat 
larger subhedrons of olivine largely altered to serpentine and 'limonite1. '

Although the rusty olivine subhedrons are distributed uniformly 
throughout the dike including the chilled margin, Campbell and Schenk
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TABLE IV

K-Ar DATES FOR. SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELD

Sample No., rock, ^°Ar/^^K Apparent
mineral, location x io~3 Age Remarks
_______________________________________Myr________________________

PED-6-65, Black Point 
Basalt, Black Point 
Mesa near Little 
Colorado River,
35° 17' 24” N,
111* 21' 06" W
Whole rock; 0.140 2.4 - 0.3 Plagioclase crystals

excluded *
Plagioclase

phenocrysts: 0.548 9.3 - 0.8 Discordant age relation
ship indicates 
excess ^A r

PED-15-64, Anderson 0.368
Mesa basalt, whole
rock, 30 ft below the
Ohio State Univ.
telescope on mesa
summit, 35° 06' 54" N,
111* 33' 25" V

6.2 - 1.2 Anderson Mesa surface 
is older than Black 
Point surface

* Except for fine-grained groundmass.

found no amphibole crystals in the chilled margin and the average diameter 
increases to a maximum from just inside the chilled margin to the center 
of the dike. (Our study did, however, reveal a few small amphibole crys
tals in the chilled zone.) Furthermore, the composition of the titanium- 
rich amphibole (kaersutite) and the camptonite are very similar. The 
petrology of the dike led Campbell and Schenk to the following supposition
[ 2 2 ,  p .  6 8 6 ] ;

"It seems not unreasonable to suppose, therefore, that the initial 
intrusion consisted of camptonite magma in which only olivine and 
magnetite had already crystallized. Volatiles in the magma would 
find easy escape through the permeable fanglomerate, so easy indeed 
that no trace remains of their passage. Magma in immediate contact 
with fanglomerate walls and thus depleted of its volatiles would 
chill rapidly, thereby providing a fine-grained, dense seal which 
prevented loss of volatiles to the walls from the remainder of the 
intrusion. The slowest cooling, more fluid central portions subse
quently may have been enriched by access of volatiles from depth.
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It was the volatiles thus concentrated in the central portion, which 
were chiefly responsible for formation of the amygdules, which by 
lowering viscosity permitted growth of exceptionally large amphibole 
crystals, and which caused serpentinization of olivine. But these 
volatiles, largely excluded or escaped from the chilled margins, 
formed practically no amphibole, developed only microscopic vesicles, 
and produced a lesser degree of serpentinization of olivine in the 
selvage of the dike. Within intermediate portions of the dike these 
processes operated to intermediate degrees."

TABLE V

K-Ar DATES FOR LAKE MEAD AREA

Sample No., rock 
mineral, location

40Ar /40r 
x 10-3

Apparent
age
Myr

Remarks

PED-8-64, Sandy Point 
basalt, whole rock, 
south side of Sandy 
Point along banks of 
Colorado, 36° 06' 32" N, 
114° 06' 26" W

0.153 2.6 t 0.9 Lies above Colorado 
River gravels and 
below Chemehuevi(?) 
lake beds

PED-6-66, camptonite dike 
on US Highway 93, 7,5 
miles south of Boulder 
Dam, 35° 59' 20" N,
114° 39' 16" W

Intrusive into fan
glomerate which 
unconformably over- 
lies the Muddy Creek 
formation

whole rock
plagioclase phenocryst 
kaersutite phenocryst 
whole rock

0.217
0.256
0.308
0.549

3.7 -  0.7 
4.3 * 0.1
5.2 t 0.3
9.3 ± 1.1

Interior of dike 
Interior of dike 
Interior of dike 
Chilled border

PED-11-64, Fortification 
Hill basalt, whole rock, 
ESE side of hill,
36° 02' 45" N,
114° 39' 35" W

0.613 10.6 - 1,1 Basal flow directly 
above Muddy Creek 
formation sediments

Although they considered the dike to be sealed from the fanglomerate by
the nearness of the dike to the surface, they concluded that the volatiles 
could stream through the magma and escape through outlets other than the 
chilled margin itself.

Following Lovering's [25] discussion of cooling in a dike, these 
authors made rough computations on the rate of cooling of the camptonite 
dike at the exposure on US 93. The dike there maintains a width of four
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feet between parallel, straight and nearly vertical walls (Fig. 1). 
Assuming that the amphiboles began to crystallize at not over 800° C or 
under 200° C, they estimated the time for their crystallization at 25 days 
or perhaps less.

F IG .l. Camptonite dike intruded into post Muddy Creek formation. Width o f dike is 4 ft (1 .2  metres) 
O Olivine ---------  Kaersutite

CHRONOLOGY OF VOLCANIC EVENTS

As previously mentioned, the fine-grained matrices of volcanic rocks, 
excluding phenocrysts and chilled contacts, should be most thoroughly 
degassed and consequently provide the best samples for K-Ar dating. With 
this in mind, we have plotted the K-Ar dates for the fine-grained whole- 
rock samples from Tables III, IV and V on the chart of volcanic sequences 
(Fig. 2). The stratigraphy is taken from the papers discussed in the 
previous section.

These whole-rock dates are internally consistent and are consistent 
with the stratigraphy and rough estimates of geologic age. For example, 
as previously mentioned, the Mount Davis volcanics which underlie the Muddy 
Creek formation have been dated at 15 Myr by Armstrong. We have dated a 
fine-grained whole-rock sample of the Fortification Hill basalts which are
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near the top of this formation at 10.6 Myr. The whole-rock camptonite 
dike sample dates at 3.7 Myr in agreement with the stratigraphy. The date 
on the Sandy Point basalt of 2.6 Myr places the Chemehuevi formation as 
late Blancan-early Irvington in accord with Longwell's estimate, if we 
assume the validity of the Evernden et_ al. [26] Cenozoic-Pleistocene 
time scale.

C H A R T  O F  V O L C A N IC  S E Q U E N C E S

Time Scote Million Loke Meod Areo Toroweap Valley San Francisco
Years Area Volcanic Field

Evemden, Ago Longwell (1963) McKee f t  Schenk Colton, Cooley
e ta l.0964 ) . Í I9 4 2 ) (I964)

UPPER CANYON h e  a "SC
ALLUVIUM MIDDLE CANYON

f .
GROUP _ W UPATKI__

l  » j LOWER CANYON SURFACE:
CHEMEHUEVI •  GROUP IE

■ 2
FORMATION river grovels E. WUPATKI

T s u r f a c e
focal basalt 7 BLACK PT

Ï •  flows, SURFACE
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s cemented
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'  gravels ' r
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?
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gravels
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> b * T ir r c s iw
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o
'

FIG.2. K-Ar chronology o f stratigraphic sequences. K-Ar dates are for fine-grained whole-rock samples 
which appear to contain negligible excess environmental 40Ar
• Whole-rock K-Ar dates excluding large phenocrysts and chilled contacts (see Tables III, IV, V)

Likewise, the Irvingtonian age for the McKee and Schenk [27] Lower 
Canyon group does no violence to any reasonable geologic age estimate, 
and the whole-rock K-Ar date for the Vulcan's Throne basalt is, within 
experimental error, in agreement with Sabéis ' thermoluminescence date.

Cooley [21] estimated a middle Pliocene age for the Anderson Mesa 
basalts and Blancan for the Black Point Basalt. Again, the K-Ar dates 
for fine-grained whole-rock samples are in agreement with geologic 
estimates of age.

We must conclude that the level of excess ^®Ar in fine-grained 
volcanic minerals is very low. Thus, as a first approximation, the 
whole-rock K-Ar dates may be accepted as a measure of the correct age of 
these volcanic rocks.
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EXCESS Ar IN PHENOCRYSTS AND CHILLED MARGIN40

The most obvious case of environmental excess 4®Ar is for the 1 to 
2 mm olivine crystals from the segregated pods in the Vulcan's Throne 
basalt (Tables II and III). Clearly the 114 Myr date is absurdly anoma
lous. With reference to equation (4), the very low potassium content 
of this mineral makes authigenic inheritance of 49Ar extremely improbable
We may conclude, with confidence, that virtually all of the 
olivine is environmental excess 40Ar (Table VI).

40,’Ar in this

The data for the large plagioclase crystals from the Black Point 
Basalt also indicate the presence of extraneous 4®Ar (Tables II, IV, VI). 
No reasonable diffusion coefficient for these crystals will permit an 
interpretation of this anomaly as resulting from inherited UAr. This

TABLE VI
40EXCESS Ar IN VOLCANIC MINERALS

Sample No., 
mineral

40,Ar
nonatmos- 
pheric 
x lO-l2 
moles/g

Estimated 
correct 
a8e (tc) 
Myr

40Ar
produced 
in time 

(tc)
x 10-12 
moles/g

Apparent 
excess 

x 10-l! 
moles/g

PED-6-65, plagioclase, 
naturally weathered 
from rock; 3.35 2.4 0.82 2.5
separated from 
fresh rock: 2.75 2.4 0.82 1.9
as above, HP leached, 
no Bonification: 2.46 2.4 0.82 1.64
olivine, separated 
from fresh rock; < 7.3* 2.4 0.09 < 7.2*

PED-6-66, plagioclase, 
interior of dike, HF 
leached, with 
Bonification: 8.20 3.7 6.97 1.2
kaersutite, interior 
of dike: 15.2 3.7 10.7 4.5
whole rock, from 
chilled border: 16.9 3.7 6.7 10.2

PED-46-66, olivine 
from segregated pod; 3.35 ~  0.01 ~0.00 3.4

* 2 sigma criteria
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interpretation would require a D/x^ of 4 x 10”^  sec"-*-, a value which is • 
greatly exceeded at the temperature of lavas [28],

40At the Lake Mead site, there is clearly extraneous Ar present in 
the sample of whole rock from the chilled border (Tables XI and V). This 
may be interpreted as the result of a frozen-in environmental excess ^®Ar 
component. However, it is difficult to rule out some inheritance of ^®Ar 
from xenolithic material derived from the intruded fanglomerate. The cal
culated value of 10.2 x 10"^ moles/g is probably a maximum for the envir
onmental excess ^®Ar (Table VI).

Actually, the data for the camptonite dike do not allow an unequiv
ocal interpretation. However, if we assume the validity of the who^e- 
rock K-Ar date from the interior of the dike, the levels of excess Ar 
in the single large plagioclase phenocryst (3 cm x 3.cm) and the kaersu- 
tite phenocrysts (1 to 5 cm lengths) are similar to those calculated for 
other volcanic sites (Table VI). The water content of the dike environ
ment must have been high and the lava breached the surface within 500 
yards of th^sample site. Perhaps this accounts for the similarity of 
the excess uAr level in the dike and extrusive environments.

In addition to the three sites studied during this investigation, 
there is evidence from the work of other investigators for excess ^®Ar in 
minerals from volcanic rocks (Table VII). The discordant plagioclase 
reported by Bassett e£ al. [29] for the Mt. Taylor volcanic suite allows

TABLE VII

OTHER VALUES OF EXCESS 40Ar CALCULATED FROM DATA IN THE LITERATURE

Sample No 
reference No.

Mineral Published
age
Myr

Estimated 
correct age 

Myr

Apparent 
excess ^®Ar 

x 1 0 " 1 2  moles/g

KA 417 [1] anorthoclase 0.276 0.012 2.6

KA 458 [1] anorthoclase 0.273 0.012 2.6

KA 459 [1] anorthoclase 0.098 0.012 0.7

KA 963 [1] anorthoclase 0.230 0.025 1.9

KA 1086 [1] anorthoclase 0.244 0.025 1.9

KA 1089 [1] anorthoclase 0.439 0.025 3.9

(6) [29] plagioclase 9.2 ] 
4.1 ] 6

3.3 .65 
av.

2.6
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such an interpretation, as do highly discordant results reported by 
Evernden and Curtis [1] for anorthoclase crystals extracted from volcanic 
rocks which are related to post-Olduwan cultural sites in East Africa.

These volcanic rocks are interbedded with, or lie above, Stillbay or 
Pseudo-Stillbay cultural sites which have been related to Gamblian pluvial 
or Würm glaciation (Wisconsin) age. Carbon-14 dates appear to support 
this correlation. In his comments following the Evernden and Curtis 
paper, L.S.B. Leakey presents cogent arguments supporting the validity of 
the correlation and the carbon-14 dates and casting grave doubts on the 
accuracy of the K-Ar dates.

Evernden and Curtis [1, p. 362] refer to the coarse crystal size 
(1 to 3 mm) of the anorthoclase from one site (KA 963, KA 1086), a size 
which is similar to that of the olivine from the Vulcan's Throne basalt.
If we interpret this discrepancy as being the result of retention of 
excess environmental ^Ar, the calculated excess ^®Ar contents are well 
within the range of contents observed during the present investigation. 
Thus it seems to us that Leakey's objections are valid. K-Ar dates are 
not infallible.

FIG. 3. Non-ideal K-Ar time keeping resulting from excess environmental 40Ar in phenocrysts of 
plagioclase, anorthoclase and amphibole (kaersutite)
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When we compare minerals of similar potassium content from the hyp- 
abyssal intrusive [9] and extrusive (this study) environments (Fig. 3), 
it can be seen that the level of environmental excess ^®Ar in large pheno
crysts from the volcanic environment is almost two orders of magnitude 
less than in phenocrysts from the hypabyssal plutons. The concordant 
results for finer-grained minerals demonstrate that these minerals are 
much more thoroughly degassed. This is not unexpected if one considers 
the inverse dependence of Aj on the square of the pertinent diffusion 
parameter.

If exposed to the atmosphere, fine-grained minerals (x = 0.01 to 
0.1 mm) in a lava should degas within a few days to a year. On the other 
hand, coarse minerals (x > 1 mm) may take more than 100 years to com
pletely degas at lava temperatures. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
measurable quantities of environmental excess ^°Ar are retained in larger 
phenocrysts. Indeed, from the point of view of geochronologists, we are 
gratified that this limitation is not more severe. In order to minimize 
this problem, geochronologists should select for K-Ar dating fine-grained 
minerals of high potassium content from a portion of the volcanic rock 
which has cooled slowly.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the presence of measurable quantities of envir
onmental excess ^ A r  in large phenocrysts from volcanic rocks (1 to 5 x 
10 ^  moles/g). This amount is almost two orders of magnitude less than 
observed in similar phenocrysts from the hypabyssal environment. Although 
this presents a serious limitation for K-Ar dating of young volcanic 
rocks, by avoiding large phenocrysts and chilled margins, accurate K-Ar 
dates may be obtained for Pleistocene volcanic rocks. By dating only 
fine-grained minerals of high potassium content which have cooled slowly 
at the earth's surface, it may even be possible to make meaningful com
parisons of K-Ar dates with carbon-14 dates. This has yet to be accom
plished.
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D IS C U S S IO N

D. KRUMMENACHER: I am at present studying this subject from a
different angle by performing isotopic measurements on the 40A r /36Ar 
ratio of the rare gases extracted from lavas. The lavas are collected in 
the molten state from active volcanos. Some have already shown 40A r /36Ar 
isotopic ratios of up to 330, and for these cases a rough calculation gives 
an excess of 1-2 X 1CT12 m ol/g. This figure, as you will see, is of the 
same order of magnitude as yours.

P .E . DAMON: I am pleased to learn of this independent confirmation
of our results.

R. M. WALKER: As I understand it, your limits on excess argon to
be expected indifferent mineral phases in different tectonic environments 
come from empirical observation of a selected number of sites. I wonder 
how generally valid these results are and whether it might not be possible 
in certain cases to have values that greatly exceed your limits.

P. E. DAMON: The amount of excess Ar will depend on a number of
factors, and the amount which we believe we observe in the hypabyssal 
environment would be equivalent to anything from 0.01 atm to 1 atm of 
radiogenic 40Ar — which means it would vary over a fairly wide range.
I also believe that excess Ar would depend on water content, because if 
the solubility is actually in part controlled by defects, then under con
ditions of very high water content in the environment, water would compete 
with argon for the defects and tend to saturate them. This may well be 
one reason for the severity of the abyssal environment; another reason 
for this is constituted by the higher pressures involved, and a third
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reason is that if the mantle has been degassing continuously, the only 
component generated abyssally will be the inert gases. In the sedimentary 
environment, on the other hand, N, H20 , C 02, Ar and He will be excluded 
from the atmosphere. To sum up then, the levels are likely to vary by 
several orders of magnitude.

G. J. WASSERBURG: Are you implying that the diffusion parameter
is given by the physical size of the mineral?

P. E. DAMON: No, this would only be the case for a volume diffusion
in a perfect crystal. Nevertheless, we do find a gross correlation between 
physical size and retentivity in the case of muscovite, for example. This 
phenomenon is associated with the fineness of grain.

J. G. MITCHELL: In the minerals you discuss, on which crystal
lattice sites are the atoms of excess argon located?

P. E. DAMON: In the case of beryl and cordierite the locus of excess
argon and helium is within the channels formed by the six-membered 
silica tetrahedral rings. In other minerals the locus has not been 
established. Some workers have suggested cation-anion vacancies, others 
liquid-gas inclusions, yet others boundary defects. There seems to be 
little general agreement as to the relative importance of the various 
possible sites.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE: In rocks situated in the vicinity of radioactive
minerals, or exposed at high altitude for a long period, some 36Ar may 
be produced from the action of neutrons on chlorine in the rock, giving 
36Cl (which then decays to 36Ar).

This may then cause an error in the evaluation of the atmospheric 
fraction of 40Ar present in the rock, because this fraction is usually 
estimated from the abundance of 36Ar by multiplying the latter value by 
a large factor (about 300).

J. G. MITCHELL: At Cambridge we have been investigating argon
isotopes induced in minerals by neutron irradiation and have never 
observed 40A r /36Ar ratios below atmospheric, suggesting that 36Ar is 
not generated to any significant extent even for neutron doses up to 
1019 n /cm 2 .

G. J. WASSERBURG: There would in fact appear to be overwhelming
evidence that the mechanism to which Dr. Labeyrie has just referred does 
not operate in any significant way in terrestrial specimens at aH events.

P. E. DAMON: I believe that Dr. Labeyrie is formally correct in
proposing that this mode of generation of 36Ar must be evaluated. We have 
observed very high ratios of 40A r /36Ar and 40A r /38Ar in beryl and 
cordierite, which indicates that the effect is at any rate not a strong one.
I note that Dr. M itchell's experiments seem to confirm this. I would 
nevertheless agree with Dr. Labeyrie that in special environments 
(uranium ores) the mechanism in question could be of importance.

H. J. LIPPOLT: How are the samples treated following the procedures
to get rid of the atmospheric argon?

P. E. DAMON: For minerals such as the feldspars we now use HF
leaching followed by sonification and baking under high-vacuum conditions 
(24 h). For cores and chips of whole rock we are trying baking under 
vacuum conditions at slightly above 100°C for several weeks, followed by 
saturation with helium before introduction into the fusion furnace.
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Abstract

ARGON AND POTASSIUM IN MINERAL FRACTIONS OF THREE ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS FROM THE 
BALTIC SHIELD. Three xenolithic ultramafic rocks from Nittis and Montsche Tundra, Kola peninsula, were 
divided into 15 fractions using magnet separation and heavy liquids. 40Arrad and 4He were measured in each 
fraction by mass spectrometry. The potassium contents were estimated by neutron activation and ñame 
photometry. The correlation between 40Arrad and K, observed in similar samples in a previous work, was 
checked, using better separated fractions with larger differences in potassium. Diffusion measurements were 
also carried out on the whole rock samples to determine how the argon was bound. 40Arrad and K are correlated 
in all three samples. The 40Arra(j /K  ratios in different fractions vary much less than the potassium contents 
themselves, and are approximately represented by isochrons o f 3.4 ± 0.2; 3 .9  ± 0 .6  and 10. 7 í  0 ,6  x 109 yr 
for the three rocks. However, the fractions high in plagioclase content show lower 40Arrad/K  ratios as can 
also be seen from previous work. The first two ages range near the age of the Montschegorsk pluton 
(3 .4  x 109 yr) from which the samples were obtained. The explanation o f the 10. 7 x 109 yr "age" is com pli
cated because o f  the K-Ar correlation. The Earth's mantle can be older than the crust, but a lim it o f  
7 x 109 yr for the age o f the Earth is imposed by the present isotopic composition o f natural uranium. The 
diffusion experiments show that the radiogenic argon in this sample consists o f  two components: 76°¡o o f the 
radiogenic argon can be released up to 1100°C with a maximum at 800°C, but 24%  is still bound at 1250°C 
and could be released only by melting the sample. The different components can be related to in situ 
radiogenic argon and dissolved excess argon in one or more mineral components. Nevertheless, the K-Ar 
age is still greater than 8 x 109 yr even using only one argon component in the age calculation. A process 
o f  argon inclusion which is correlated by some means with potassium content should be considered.

Experimentally, both the K-Ar correlation and the high potassium-argon ratios were confirmed. The 
solution o f the discrepancy is still pending.

INTRODUCTION

Dating of the Earth's mantle is an interesting problem in geochronology. 
Mantle material is perhaps more primary and uniform than crustal rocks; 
therefore, it is suitable for studies of processes concerning the solidification 
of the upper layers of the earth. In previous papers attempts to date xenoliths 
from the Baltic Shield were reported [1-4] . The uranium and rubidium 
concentrations of ultrabasics are extremely low; therefore, work is done 
now using the K -A r method only. Unfortunately, methodical difficulties 
arise. K -A r ages above 7 X 109 yr indicate the presence of dissolved 
radiogenic argon, or, less probably, K losses. To differentiate between 
in situ-produced 40Arrad and excess 40Arrad, the dating of mineral fractions 
obtained from one xenolith, or diffusion experiments, can be helpful. 
Discussing the results of such experiments [2,4], two dfficulties remain: 
1) K and 40Ar also seem to be correlated if the K -A r age is extremely

high [4] .

^ Present address: State University o f New York, Stony Brook, N. Y . , United States o f  America,
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2) Anticorrelation of K content and K -Ar age is not a sufficient argument 
for the presence of excess argon. It is natural that minerals low in 
alkali content crystallized earlier than alkali-rich minerals [5] .
In this paper are reported the results of new K and Ar measurements 

in separated mineral fractions of three ultrabasics and A r- and He - 
diffusion experiments on whole-rock samples.

SAMPLES AND PROCEDURE

Samples Nos 4743B and 4702B are pieces adjacent to the corresponding 
samples N o.4743, peridotite, Nittis, Kola peninsula, and No. 4702, 
peridotite, Montsche Tundra, Kola peninsula, which were described 
earlier [4] . Sample No. 601 is a lherzolite, Montsche Tundra, Kola 
peninsula, from Professor Chukrov of the Moscow Academy of Sciences.
The mineralogical composition of the samples is given below.

Mineral separation

Working with heavy liquids, the best grain size is 100-200 (in . Larger 
grains retain too many intergrowths, smaller ones require an impractically 
long sedimentation time. After crushing the sample, the ferromagnetic 
parts were picked up with a hand magnet and cleaned from silicate residues. 
The remaining silicate fraction was run through the Frantz magnetic 
separator a few times to remove grains with small magnetic inclusions as 
far as possible.

For gravity separation the following heavy liquids were used:

Bromoform, density 2.89 g /cm 3
Acetylene tetrabromide, density 2.965 g /cm 3
92% acetylene tetrabromide + 8% benzene, density 3.13 g /c m 3
Methylene iodide, density 3.32 g /cm 3.

Glass burettes, 25 cm high, 4 cm diam., with extra-large outlets, 
were used. Each separation step was carried out twice. Filling the 
column with 100 mg, separation times ranging from 2 to 10 h were re
quired. The filtrate was washed successively with benzene, acetone and 
distilled water. Then it was purified again with the Frantz separator, ob
served in the microscope, etched for 5 min with 1 N HC1, washed with 
distilled water, dried, mixed, and finally divided into three parts -  one 
for K analysis, one for Ar analysis and one for grain assembly thin 
sections. The thin sections were analysed, using a point counter and a 
U table. However, counting six hundred grains in each thin section, an 
expedient differentiation between olivine and clinopyroxene was not possible.

Potassium analysis

Samples expected to be high in potassium were measured flame photo
metrically. In the other cases the neutron activation technique was used.
In one case both methods were applied to correlate the two methods. The 
activation analysis procedure was as follows:
1. Washing successively with acetone, benzene, acetone, distilled water,

1 N HC1, distilled water and acetone.
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2. Wrapping in aluminium foil.
3. Irradiation for one hour in the Karlsruhe reactor pile with a neutron 

flux of around 1014 n /cm 2 sec.
Serving as a standard, a potassiumbiphthalate sample was also 
irradiated.

4. Washing procedure as described above.
5. Addition of potassium carrier.
6. Break-up, using sodium carbonate, hydrofluoric acid and sulphuric 

acid.
7. Purification processes.
8. Mounting the preparation in the form o f potassium perchlorate.
9. Counting the (3 radiation of 42K with a 2-in end-window counter.
10. Checking the radiochemical purity by Al-absorption plates and by 

observation of the decay curve.
11. Estimation of the K yield for both sample and standard by flame 

photometry.
12. Yield correction.

Serving as standard a potassium biphthalate sample was also irradiated. 
For more details see [6] .

Rare gas analysis

The procedure is extensively described in [7] . Therefore, only some 
key words are given here. After degassing for two hours at 150°C, the 
samples were melted inductively in a high vacuum line. The active gases 
were removed by gettering. The measurement occurred in a 60° mass 
spectrometer with a 25-cm  deflection radius. Calibration was performed 
with air argon and helium, using the standard addition method. A few 
control measurements were carried out making use of an AEI metal 
spectrometer (type MS 10, 5 cm deflection radius, no multiplier), which 
had been prepared for static operation. It was shown that this small 
instrument can be employed for age determination purposes.

Diffusion measurements

The samples were wrapped in platinum foil. The grain size of 100- 
200 pm guaranteed that, in general, no single crystals were destroyed.
A quartz tube was connected in a horizontal position with the high vacuum 
line. A SiC low-voltage oven was placed around this tube. An Ir /lr -R h  
thermocouple was used for temperature estimation. A quartz spoon with a 
long handle and a metal end piece, manipulated by a magnet, served to 
move the sample in the vacuum oven. Applying the isothermal heating 
method [8], 200, 400, 600, 800, 900, 1100 and 1250°C were selected as 
degassing temperatures. First, the desired temperature regulation was 
brought about with the primary transformer. Then the sample was intro
duced into the middle of the hot quartz tube. In general, degassing was 
done at each temperature level between two and three hours. A small time 
correction was made, taking care of the warming-up time (e .g . 35 min at 
200°C, < 2 min at 1100°C. For details see [9] ). At the end of the degassing 
time the sample was pulled out and the gas was measured. In the next 
step the same sample was degassed for an appreciably longer time at the 
same temperature. In some cases a third degassing was carried out.



TABLE I. M INERAL COMPONENTS IN THE SEPARATED FRACTIONS GIVEN IN NUMBER OF 
GRAINS PER 100 GRAINS2

Fraction
No.

Sample
No.

Fraction
O livine and 

clinopyroxene
Plagioclase 
and chlorite

Orthopyroxene Biotite
Opaque

minerals

1 4743B W hole rock 79 19 < 1 0 2

2 4743B d < 2 .965 No estimate

3 4743B 3 .1 3  < d < 3 .32 97 2 0 0 1

4 4743B d > 3 .3 2 96 < 1 0 0 4

5 4743B M agnetic - - - - ~  100

6 4702B W hole rock 63 29 1 < 1 7

7 4702B d < 2 .8 9 38 53 5 2 2

8 4702B 2 .8 9  < d < 2 .965 12 79 5 1 3

9 4702B 2 .9 6 5  < d < 3 .3 2 63 24 6 0 7

10 4702B d > 3 .32 96 3 0 0 1

11 4702B M agnetic - - - - ~  100

12 601 W hole rock 86 10 1 < 1 3

13 601 d < 2 .8 9 2 98 < 1 0 < 1

14 601 2 .8 9  < d < 2 .965 10 84 5 1 < 1

15 601 2 .9 6 5  < d < 3 .32 73 25 2 < 1 < 1

16 601 3 .3 0  < d < 3 .3 2 99 1 < 1 0 < 1

17 601 d > 3 .32 98 1 0 0 1

18 601 M agnetic - - - - -  100

a In each  case 600 grains were counted, d = density in g /c m 3
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40Ar, 36Ar and 4He were measured. The gas permeability of the quartz 
tube was estimated for the different temperatures without samples. The 
argon correction was never difficult because it was mostly small compared 
with the 40Ar from the sample; moreover, it was easy to correct from the 
40A r /36Ar ratio. However, the He permeability limited the He measurements 
for temperatures  ̂ 800°C. After finishing the diffusion experiments, the 
sample was melted in the induction furnace to extract all the remaining 
gases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Mineral separation

Besides the three magnetic fractions Nos 5, 11 and 18 (see Table I), 
the density fractions: d < 2.89; 2.89 < d < 2.965; 2.965 < d < 3.32 and 
d < 3.32 (d in g /cm 3 ) were obtained. In sample No.4743B, the two lightest 
fractions were combined because of the low yield. The fraction 
2.965 < d < 3.32 completely sank in a liquid with d = 3.13; therefore, 
sample No. 3 has the narrower density range of 3.13 to 3.32 g /cm 3 . For 
sample No. 601, an extra fraction from grains which were suspended in 
methylene iodide was obtained, even by four repetitions of the procedure.
The density of this sample (No. 16) is somewhere close to 3.32 g /c m 3.
Thin grain sections were prepared from the whole-rock samples and all 
silicate fractions except No. 2 (where there was not enough material). The 
results of the grain counting are shown in Table I. All three samples 
contain olivine, clinopyroxene (diopside, augite, diallage), plagioclase 
and opaque minerals. Orthopyroxene and biotite are rare. As can be seen 
from Table I, completely pure mineral fractions were not obtained because 
many crystals were smaller than 100 ¡um and grew together in the grains 
(especially on sample NO.4702B). Moreover, the density of olivine and 
pyroxenes can vary within large intervals. However, takihg into consider
ation that only 50 to 100 g of each sample were available, the result of the 
separation is satisfactory. In 9 out of 14 fractions one of the mineral 
groups could be enriched to more than 96%. The preparation of fractions 
with large differences in potassium content was successful, as shown below, 
and this was the main aim of the separation.

Potassium analysis

Columns 3 and 4 of Table II show the results of the potassium analyses 
and the analytical method which was used. The experimental error totals 
± 3%. Sample No. 15 was measured with both methods and agreement is 
very good. Sample No.4743B contains an average of 20 ppm K compared to 
sample No. 4743 (reported in [4] ) with 50 ppm K. It is shown from this 
difference that the K distribution in ultramafics can be very inhomogeneous, 
even within small areas, most probably due to a heterogeneous mineralogical 
structure. Also different are the potassium contents of samples Nos.4702B  
and 4702 (3720 and 4850 ppm, respectively). Most importantly, the 
potassium contents of the fractions vary widely for each sample, i .e . within 
sample No.4743B up to a factor of 22, within sample No.4702B up to a 
factor of 9 and within sample No. 601 up to a factor of 100. In general,



TABLE IL POTASSIUM, ARGON, HELIUM AND K -A r  AGES IN BALTI C XENO LITHSa)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Fraction
No.

Sample
No.

Fraction
K

(ppm )
Method

4He
(10 -8  cm 3

40Arrad
S T P /g)

Air argon
(°¡0 o f  total Ar)

4H e /40Arrad
40 Arrad/K  

(10 -8  cm 3/ g  ppm)
K -A r age 
(103 yr)

i 4743B W hole rock 20 n .a . b> 3260 4440 5 .6 0 .7 4 222 10.7

2 4743B d < 2 .965 156 n .a . 7630 8600 4 .6 0 .8 9 55.2 8.1

3 4743B 3 .1 3  < d < 3 .3 2 15 n .a . 1470 2490 5 .1 0 .59 166 10.2

4 4743B d > 3 .3 2 7 n. a. 2090 1610 5 .3 1 .30 230 10.8

5 4743B M agnetic 32 n .a . 20 400 10 000 3 .0 2 .0 4 313 11.3

6 4702B W hole rock 3720 f .p h .c) 2800 16 000 2.0 0 .18 4 .3 3 .6

7 4702B d < 2 .8 9 4790 f. ph. 2870 41300 2 .7 0 .07 8 .6 3 4 .8

8 4702B 2 .8 9  < d < 2 .9 7 5370 f. ph. 3000 10 700 2 .3 0 .28 1 .99 2 .5

9 4702B 2 .9 6 5  < d < 3 .32 4070 f. ph. 4650 14650 2.6 0 .32 3. 6 3 .3

10 4702B d > 3 .32 600 f . ph. 1830 1930 1 .9 0 .9 5 3 .22 3 .2

11 4702B M agnetic 5400 f. ph. 4300 20 500 2.0 0.21 3 .8 3 .4

a) Error for K measurements ±3% , for argon ± 5% and for helium  ±10% . D ecay constants: \ g  = 4 .7 4  x 10"10 y r-1 ¡ \ e c  = 0 .583  x 1 0 "10 y r -1. 
d = density in g / c m 3 .

b) . .n . a . :  neutron activation
Q )

f. ph. : flam e photometry
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TABLE II. (cont.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Fraction
No.

Sample
No.

Fraction
K

(ppm )
Method

4He
CIO'8

40Arrad
c m 3 ST P /g)

Air argon
(°}o o f  total Ar)

4H e /40Arrad Arf ad/K
(10 -8 cm 3 /g  ppm)

K -A r age 
(109 yr)

12 601 Whole rock 321 n. a. 1790 1740 4 .4 1 .03 5 .42 4 .0

13 601 d < 2 .8 9 2210 f. ph. 500 11180 1.6 0 .0 4 5 .0 5 3 .9

14 601 2 .8 9  < d < 2 .965 3880 f. ph. 1300 10300 1 .4 0 .13 2 .6 5 2 .9

15 601 2 .965  < d < 3 .3 2 1270 f. ph. 3060 4510 2 .3 0.68 3 .5 4 3 .3

1280 n .a .

16 601 3 .3 0  < d < 3 .3 2 64 n. a. 1300 485 10.7 2.68 7 .57 4 .5

17 601 d > 3 .32 39 n. a. 1020 340 12.2 3 .0 8 .7 2 4 .8

18 601 M agnetic 1190 n. a. 3320 4130 4 .3 0 .81 3 .4 8 3 .3

SM-87/19 
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potassium is heavily enriched in the light fractions, showing that plagioclase 
contains most of the total potassium. However, some potassium is also 
concentrated in the metallic ore grains. This was also observed in the 
earlier paper [4] .

Rare gas diffusion experiments

The results of the 4He and 40Arraci measurements are given in Table II, 
columns 6-and 7. The numbers are averaged from at least two measure
ments of each fraction. The sample weights were between 10 and 100 mg. 
The error for 40Arra(i is ± 5%, and for 4He ± 10%. (The source of errors 
and the blank corrections are discussed in [7] ). The air argon content of 
the samples is listed in column 8 of Table II. It amounts to 1 to 12% of the 
total argon. The 4H e /40Arra(¡ ratio is listed in column 9, the 40Arrad/K  ratio 
in column 10, and the K -A r age in column 11 of Table II. The results of 
the diffusion measurements for 40Arra[) and 4He are shown in Figs 1, 2 and 3. 
Most of the air argon measured in the different steps originated from the 
blank. It was not possible to differentiate this part from the sample origi
nated air argon. However, the total air correction was always lower 
than 6%. The diffusion rate of 40Ar through the quartz tube was estimated 
to be 3 X 10~8 cm3 STP/h at 1250°C. The He diffusion increased from 
1 0 '9 cm3 STP/h at 200°C to 4 X HT9 cm3 STP/h at 500°C, 1.5 X 1 O'7 cm3 
STP/h at 800°C and 7.5 X 1CT6 cm3 STP/h at 1100°C. Therefore, He could 
be measured only between 200 and 800°C and in the melting run (>1250°C).

F IG .l. Isothermal degassing o f  peridotite No.4743B
Sample weight 893.3 mg. The columns represent the 40Airacj or the 4He amounts in 10"8 cm sSTP/sample, 
which were liberated during degassing at the temperature noted on the abscissa. The numbers in the 
columns indicate the corrected degassing time in minutes

Total ^ A r^ d  released: 4110 x 10~8 cm3 STP/sample corresponding to 4600 x 10” 8 cm 3 STP/g 
Total 4He released: 3040 x lO "8 cm3 STP/sample corresponding to 3400 x 10 “8 cm 3 STP/g

In this range all numbers are blank corrected. Discussing the results it 
can be seen that one part of the radiogenic argon can be released up to 
1250°C with a maximum at 800°C, but another component is still bound at 
1250°C and could be released only by melting the sample. However,
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significant differences exist for the different samples. The high- 
temperature component amounts to 24% in sample No.4743B and 21% in 
sample No. 601, but is almost zero in sample No.4702B.

FIG.2. Isothermal degassing of peridotite NO.4702B.
Sample weight 347.8 mg. The columns represent the 4°Arra[j or the 4He amounts in 10~* cm3 STP/sample, 
which were liberated during degassing at the temperature noted on the abscissa. The numbers in the 
columns indicate the corrected degassing time in minutes

Total 40Arra(j released: 5750x10"* cm 3STP/sample corresponding to 1 65 5 0 x l0 “ 8 cm 3STP/g 
Total 4He released: 1065x10-* cm 3STP/sample corresponding to 3060x10** cm 3STP/g

FIG. 3. Isothermal degassing o f lherzolite No. 601.
Sample weight 688.8 mg. The columns represent the 40Arracj or the 4He amounts in 10"* cm 3STP/sample 
which were liberated during degassing at the temperature noted on the abscissa. The numbers in the 
columns indicate the corrected degassing time in minutes

Total 40Arracj released: 1140x10“* cm 3STP/sample corresponding to 1655x10"* cm*STP/g 
Total 4He released: 1200x10“ * cm 3STP/sample corresponding to 1740x10”* cm *STP/g

The addition of all the He portions liberated during the degassing 
experiments up to 800°C, and the portion obtained by melting, give an 
average concentration in agreement with the total He content as shown in
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Table II. Therefore it can be said that no appreciable amounts of He were 
released in the unmeasured range of 800 to 1250°C. He diffusion takes 
place similarly to the low-temperature Ar component, but the maximum of 
the distribution is lowered to 600°C. However, in the case of sample 
No. 601, a high-tempe rature component also exists.

For the low-temperature components activation energies were deter
mined. The activation energies which result from the diffusion constants 
(calculated directly from the measurements) are too low because of the 
influence of the so-called grain-size effect at different degrees of degassing; 
therefore, the diffusion constants obtained at the different temperatures 
were extrapolated to an equal degree of degassing as far as possible. The 
activation energies obtained in this way (for procedure see [8, 9]) are given 
together with the directly measured minimal values:

Sample No. (kcal/mol) Minimum value 
(kcal/mol)

4743B: 40 a r  
A r rad 62 ± 14 13 ± 1

4He 47 ± 16 15 ± 1

4702B: 4°A r rad > 100 16 ± 2

4He (~ 35) 19 ± 2

601: 4°A r rad 82 ± 20 19 ± 2

4He 45 ± 5 17 ± 2

Taking into consideration all results, it is seen that the samples show the 
same typical relationships as other Baltic ultrabasics reported in [2] and 
[41 . 40Artad contents and K -A r ages are extraordinarily high, whereas 
air argon and 4He concentrations are relatively low. The three samples 
are discussed separately below:

Peridotite Nittis, No.4743B

The K -A r age of the whole-rock sample is 10.7 X 109 yr. This cannot 
be a true age because a limit of 7 X 109 yr for the age of the Earth is 
governed by the present isotopic composition of natural uranium. It can be 
suspected that the radiogenic argon is composed of several components. 
Generally, these can be

(a) Radiogenic argon, produced by 40K decay in situ;
(b) Argon occluded during mineral formation [10] . The occlusions 

can be submicroscopic in size;
(c) Argon, which was dissolved during mineral formation, or came 

into the crystals by diffusion during geological time. Each Ar atom 
is singly localized and belongs to the crystal, which is different
in the case of occluded argon.

The distribution of argon in different minerals is expected to be 
different for each kind of argon. The in-situ component should show large 
variations corresponding to the different K contents of the minerals. 
Dissolved argon should be less selectively distributed. The occluded 
component would be either by chance or homogeneously distributed, but 
not mineral specific.
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Looking at the 4°Ar/K ratio of the fractions of sample No.4743B (Fig.4), 
it is surprising that, with the exception of fraction No. 2, a correlation 
between K and 40Ar exists. Indeed the 4<?Ar/K ratios are not equal, but 
it is possible to approximate the ratios by an isochrone corresponding to
10.7 ± 0.7 X 10® yr. This means that a disposal of the fractions according 
to increasing potassium content leads to a corresponding disposal respecting 
the 40Ar. Assuming a true age of maximum 4.5 X 10s yr, the excess argon 
amounts to 97% of the total 40Arra(j. Therefore, the K -A r correlation must 
be connected with the excess component alone. This excludes interpretation 
as occluded argon. Other arguments against occluded argon Fre:

(a) The diffusion experiments show the influence of time for the 
degassing. Decripitation would take place practically immediately 
at each temperature.

(b) No inclusions are visible in the microscope.
(c) During extraction no appreciable amounts of argon with atmospheric 

composition, water vapour, carbon dioxide, or other active gases 
were found.

FIG .4. 40 Arra(j versus K in separated fractions of sample N0.4743B
Numbers indicate the mineral fraction (see Table I)

Comparison of the data obtained on samples Nos 4743B and 4702B with 
the data of the adjacent samples Nos 4743 and 4702 [4] shows that corre
sponding samples have different K concentrations and 40A r /K  ratios. The 
K versus Ar diagrams are approximated by different "isochrones". From  
this it is evident that chemical or physical processes in a very inhomo
geneous system influenced the measured concentrations. These processes 
must have been correlated by some means with the potassium content of 
the minerals. Considering only in-situ-produced argon and dissolved 
argon, two attempts are made below to explain the data:
1. The low-temperature component contains both in-situ-produced argon 
from the K-rich plagioclase and dissolved argon; a resolution of these 
components did not occur during degassing. The high-temperature 
component contains in-situ-produced argon from the highly-resistant 
olivine and pyroxene and also a dissolved part. Potassium-poor minerals, 
like olivine, were formed first. At this time the partial pressure of 
40Ar in the magma was lower than during formation of the potassium-rich 
minerals at a later time. Moreover, local variations of Ar-partial
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pressure existed at all times. The different crystallographic behaviour of 
the single minerals contributed also to the different amounts of dis
solved argon.
2. The low-temperature component represents in-situ-produced argon 
mainly from the K-rich plagioclase. The 40A r /K  ratios are too high 
because of K losses without proportional Ar losses, but the true age is 
still extraordinarily high. The high-temperature component is mostly 
dissolved argon, but some radiogenic argon from the potassium-poor 
olivines is also included. The enrichment of potassium on the borders of 
the opaque minerals is a sign of potassium exchange processes. The 
lower 40A r /K  ratio of the plagioclase fraction No. 2, which was highest 
in potassium content, can result from greater argon loss relative to 
K loss because of the lower activation energy of plagioclase compared with 
olivine.

Helium-4 in sample No.4743B behaves similarly to Ar. It is enriched 
in the plagioclase phase and in the magnetic fraction, and depleted in the 
olivine-dominated fractions. But, contrary to 40Ar, no high-temperature 
component exists, and the liberation of He takes place at low temperatures 
with a maximum at 600°C. The absolute amount is not unusually high.
For example, during 4.5 X 109 yr the 4He could be produced from 0.02 ppm 
uranium and 0.07 ppm thorium by radioactive decay. However, inherited 
helium cannot be definitely excluded because no uranium analyses are 
available.

•

Peridotite Montsche Tundra, No.4702B

This sample can be characterized by the following facts:
(a) The K-content is two orders of magnitude higher than in sample 

No. 4743B.
(b) The degassing experiments show only one low-temperature component 

with a maximum at 800°C for 40Arrad and 600°C for 4He.
(c) The 4(jAr/K ratios of the heavy fractions can be approximated by an 

isochrone corresponding to 3.4 ± 0.2 X 109 yr (Fig. 5). For example, 
fractions No. 10 and No. 11 are different in potassium by a factor of 
9 and in 4(Arrad by a factor of 10.6. An accidental origin of such a 
correlation is improbable.

(d) The fraction highest in plagioclase (No. 8) again shows a lower 
40A r /K  ratio.

(e) The lightest fraction (No. 7) has an anomalously high 40A r /K  ratio 
which is not understood.

(f ) The 40A r /K  ratios in sample No.4702B are, in general, twice as low 
as in the adjacent sample No. 4702, as reported in [4], thus lowering 
the K -A r age from 4.2 to 3.4 X 109 yr.
The facts may be explained by a combination of radioactive in-situ 

decay and a superposition of other processes, like diffusion or exchange 
processes. Most probably the true age of the xenolith is somewhere 
between 3.4 and 4.2 X 109 yr because of the K -A r correlation.

Lherzolite Montsche Tundra, No. 601

From its mineralogical composition this sample seems to be the most 
original xenolith of the three samples discussed in this paper. Olivine is 
by far the predominant component. The results show
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(a) Except for the plagioclase-rich fraction No. 14 40A r and K are corre
lated again in so far as the argon content increases with increasing 
K content. The approximating "isochron" corresponds to
3.9 ± 0.6 X 109 yr (Fig. 6). It should be pointed out that the K content 
varies up to a factor of 57 between these fractions, but the 4(ÎAr/K ratio 
varies only by a factor of 2.5.

(b) For Ar, as well as for 4He, the degassing experiment shows a low 
temperature component with a maximum at 800°C for argon and 600°C 
for helium, and a high-temperature component which amounts to 
21% for 40Arrad and 33% for 4He.
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FIG. 5. 40Arracj versus K in separated fractions of sample NO.4702B. 
Numbers indicate the mineral fraction (see Table I)
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Both components were most probably formed by radioactive in-situ 
decay, the high-temperature component related to the highly-resistant 
olivine and pyroxene, the low-temperature component in the rare but 
potassium-rich plagioclase fraction. During the formation and history of 
the xenolith, exchange and diffusion processes could have changed the 
original ratios. However, from the data it is possible to conclude that 
the age of the lherzolith lies between 3.3 and 4.5 X 109 yr, most probably 
around 3.9 X 109 yr.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In addition to the ages of xenoliths, a comparison of the xenolith ages 
with the age of the host rocks is interesting. If a confirmed xenolith age 
exceeds the host-rock age, then an accidental origin of xenoliths can be 
concluded and it follows that these xenoliths are part of the primary mantle 
material [2,4,11-17] . The incorporation can take place either suddenly, 
by eruptions (e .g . kimberlite pipes), or by a slow tectonic ascension of 
solidified fragments (no magmatic intrusion) [18, 19] . In the last case, 
the radiogenic argon can be retained and, in principle, the K -A r method 
can be applied. However, the detection of excess argon in pyroxenes and 
xenoliths [4, 15, 20-23] (also in this paper, especially sample No. 4743B) 
makes the situation more difficult. Detailed studies are necessary for 
each K -A r age to find out if it is a true geological age (e. g. dating of 
separated fractions, diffusion experiments). From such studies on 
xenoliths from the Baltic Shield the conclusion is reached by Gerling et al. 
[2], Kirsten and Centner [4] and the authors of the present paper that the 
ages of some of these xenoliths exceed the age of the Montschegorsk host 
pluton (at most 3.4 X 109 yr [2, 24] ) and therefore that the xenoliths are 
accidentally incorporated. This means that in some favourable cases the 
in-situ-produced argon is not completely concealed. However, multiple 
processes have always more or less affected the originality of the material 
(Ar inclusion, diffusion and chemical exchange reactions with the matrix 
magma or within the xenoliths themselves). Dating on samples with very 
low K content is especially difficult or impossible, but there is the 
interesting fact to be learned that a considerable 40Ar partial pressure 
existed in the ultrabasic magma. In more suitable cases dating can be 
possible; however, the range of error will be much larger than normal for 
K -A r dating of pre-Cambrian rocks. For example, from the data given in 
this paper the authors conclude the age of the Baltic xenoliths to be within
3.4 to 4.6 X 109 yr.

For further work two approaches are possible;
1. It is to be hoped that, with further development of the Rb-Sr and U-Pb 
methods, the dating of xenoliths will be possible in the future.
2. Concerning the K -A r method, at present it seems more important to 
make principal studies with different methods about identification, binding 
and liberation mechanisms of the different kinds of argon in different 
xenolithic minerals than to try dating samples from more localities with 
the methods used at present.
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D I S C U S S I O N

P. E.  DAMON; I would like to congratulate Drs. Müller and Kirsten 
on their confirmation of Professor Gerling1 s experimental work on the 
argon content of Kola Peninsula ultramafic rocks. I would myself expect 
very large amounts of excess 40Ar in abyssal rocks of such great age 
because of the environment and because of the "age effect" observed in 
beryl and cordierite. The gross decrease of the 40A r /40K ratio with 
increasing potassium content is also quite reasonable. However, I am 
puzzled by the apparent (partial) argon-potassium isochron relationship

32
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within a single rock unit. Build-up of argon in pore space and back- 
diffusion into minerals is a mechanism for producing such an effect but 
would not yield such discordantly high ages. Do you have a physical model 
to explain an effect of this kind? Although they are bound to be speculative, 
models are extremely useful, almost a necessity, for the purpose of 
designing new definitive experiments.

O. MÜLLER: I should point out that we confirmed Professor Gerling's
experimental work only for the Nittis peridotite sample with the very 
great age. The other two samples yielded age values similar to that of 
the Monchegorsk host rock. There is geological evidence that these 
peridotites were transported to the surface as solid fragments from the 
peridotite layer.

At present we have no satisfactory model to explain our results.
J. ZAHRINGER: It should be emphasized, in connection with

Dr. Damon's remark, that the Monche Tundra peridotite sample has a 
remarkably high K content, and it is difficult to understand how host rocks 
with even higher K contents and higher 40Ar concentrations could have 
been present.

H. J. LIPPOLT: We have performed the Rb-Sr analysis on samples
kindly supplied to us by Dr. Kirsten. We split the samples into mineral 
fractions using a procedure similar to that adopted by Kirsten and Müller. 
Although the concentrations of Rb and Sr in these rocks are very low, we 
succeeded in finding an isochron for two of the rocks. The preliminary 
results indicate an age of 3000 m. y.  for sample 601 and 1800 m. y.  for 
sample 4702. The latter age conflicts with the K /A r result. Assuming a 
high age for these samples — as may be inferred from the K /A r results — 
it is to be noted that the initial 87S r /86Sr ratios are a lot higher than 
expected.

D. KRUMMENACHER: Could Dr. Müller enlarge a little on his
explanation of how such a large amount of radiogenic Ar has been incorpo
rated in the xenolith? I ask this question because I myself feel that this 
incorporation should have occurred in a relatively shallow environment, 
very rich in K, and probably in the pluton itself or at the point where the 
pluton was forming.

If, on the contrary, incorporation had occurred in an environment 
extremely poor in K, and at the deep-seated level at which the xenolith 
is supposed to have originated, the age of the xenolith would have been 
less than that of the host rock because, 3000 or 4000 m. y. ago, the 
isotopic composition of the Ar pervading this level would still have been 
close to that of primordial Ar, whose 40A r /36Ar ratio should be very low.

O. MÜLLER: One may imagine that there was a relatively high
radiogenic argon partial pressure in the magma which, especially in the 
Nittis peridotite sample, caused the high A r /K  ratios.

As is known from meteorite measurements, primordial argon has 
indeed a much smaller 40A r /36Ar ratio than present atmospheric argon.
The presence of primordial argon would, however, only appear as an 
increase in the correction for atmospheric argon, and this correction, 
as made, amounted to only a few percent of the total 40Ar.

3 2 *
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT AND RECENT APPLICATIONS OF TH E Re/Os DATING METHOD. Using isotope 
dilution techniques combined with neutron activation analysis the Re/Os and 187Os/186Os ratios in a larger 
number of sulphide minerals, especially molybdenites, were determined. Iron meteorites were also 
studied. As the ratios vary sufficiently, the 181 Re/ 1870s method has proved to be applicable and to be a 
valuable tool for dating sulphidic ore deposits. The results on 17 minerals are in agreement with those 
obtained by conventional methods. The lim its of the ls1Re 8 -decay constant were narrowed further, and 
a possible application for the estimation of the age of the galaxy is considered.

INTRODUCTION

Naldrett and Libby, surely led by Mattauch's isobar rule, discovered 
in 1948 that the element rhenium is a weak natural ¡3 emitter [1] . However, 
by reason of the low ¡3 energy, which has proved to be < 4  keV, counting 
experiments, which were done to establish the half-life, gave no satisfying 
results. Several scientists have since tried to tackle the problem with 
sophisticated counting techniques, but were severely hampered by difficul
ties [2-13] . The widespread values measured are listed in Table I. In 
1954 Herr, Hintenberger and Voshage [14,15] already succeeded in the 
isolation and identification of radiogenic 187Os from a pre- Cambrian 
molybdenite and were able to set the limits of T i remarkably lower 
(5 X 109 s T  ̂ 2.5 X 1011 yr). Development in the last decade has shown 
that the 18TRe radionuclide can be very useful in application to geological 
dating problems. This was accomplished at first by neutron activation 
techniques [16] and later refined by mass spectrometry [17-19].  With 
respect to the ¡3 energy of 187Re there is still no agreement (a) on the 
possibility of the existence of a so-called "bound ¡3~decay" and (b) how far 
the chemical form (or binding) will influence the half-life of this special 
nuclide. To explain the discrepancy between the counting and "indirect" 
half-life determinations (by analysis of the daughter product) an (at least) 
partial decay by "electron creation" has been proposed instead of direct 
(3 decay [20] .

Normally molybdenites show the highest enrichment in Re, often 
from ten to a few hundred ppm.

Pure Re minerals are extremely rare. The formation of a CuReS4 
compound was discovered recently by Russian scientists [21] and, so far, 
dating by the Re/Os method has also been practised [22] . Rare exceptions 
are Re contents above 1000 ppm; it might be of interest that, by chance,

*  Institute o f  Radiochemisrry, Nuclear Research Centre, Jiilich.
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TABLE I. COUNTING MEASUREMENTS OF 187Re H A L F -L IF E

187Re h a lf-life
(yr)

M axim . 3 energy
(keV)

References

(4 ± 1) x 1012 43 Naldrett and Libby [1948]

(4 - 7) X 1012 - Sugarman and Richter [1948]

- 400 Curran [1952]

- 34 Gauthé and Blum [1953]

>  1015 < 1 Dixon and Me Nair [1954]

Dixon et al. [1955]

< 10u < 8 Suttle and Libby [1954]

(2.1 ± 0. 5) X 1011 2.4 ± 0. 5 Walton [1957]

(3. 2 ± 0.7) X 10u 20 Naldrett [1958]

7. 9 X 1010 - K ocol [1961]

(1. 2 ± 0.4) X 10U 3 W olf and Johnston [1962]

3 X 1010 - Watt and Glover [1962]

the authors just got a molybdenite from a S.W.  African mine containing 
as much as 5500 ppm Re.

Since the authors demonstrated that practically pure radiogenic 187Os 
is always present in MoS2 minerals, undiluted by common osmium [23], 
a good number of age determinations were done on suitable materials. 
Indeed, for any application of the Re/Os method exact knowledge of the 
half-life of 187Re is of great importance. Therefore it was their primary 
aim to establish the 187Re decay constant more precisely by comparison 
with the ages of cogenetic rocks and minerals, which had to be derived 
independently by other conventional dating methods.

In this way the weighted mean value of the half-life of 187Re is found 
to be Ti = (4.3 ± 0.5) X 1010yr [24] .

In smaller mineral samples (0.5 to 5 g), normally the absolute amount 
of radiogenic 187Os is very low (in the range of 1 /jg only) so, for a quanti
tative chemical separation and the following mass-spectrometric measure
ments, the addition of a normal Os spike is not only advisable, but rather 
necessary. The minimum amount of radiogenic 18 7Os, which could be 
measured by the ratio 187O s/186Os with an accuracy of about 10% was 10" 7 g. 
However, the limits of detection can be lowered further, to < 0.01 /ug 
187Os by using an 190Os spike (from ORNL in the United States). In this 
case the ratio 187O s/189Os is very suitable; 189Os has an abundance of
1.41% in the 190Os spike; preliminary results were very encouraging 
(see Fig. 1).

EXPERIMENTAL

The rhenium content was determined by neutron activation. The 
method is similar to the one described already by Herr et al. [25] ; also,
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7  spectroscopy was used for checking the radiochemical purity. Simulta
neously a possible (non-radiogenic) osmium content was analysed with a 
sensitivity of 1 0 " 9 g /g  for both elements.

FIG. 1. Mass spectrum of 190Os spike

Chemical separation was done by dissolution of the MoS2 (plus spike) 
in about 5 N_ H2SO4 +CrC>3 followed by an exhaustive distillation of the 
0 s 0 4 into thiourea-HC1 solution. Osmium sulphide was precipitated and 
reduced in a micro quartz vessel and H2 atmosphere to Os metal.

The isolated Os was oxidized to 0 s 0 4 and introduced into the mass 
spectrometer; 0 s0 4 ions were registered.

A N ier-type instrument, with gold-plated ion source and multiplier 
detector, was used for the isotopic dilution measurements of 18 1Os. (The 
error in 187Os is three times the standard error calculated on the basis of 
3 to 6 independent measurements.)

RESULTS

The Re/Os method applied to geological problems surely deserves 
more interest because it can be used as a method for the direct dating of 
mineral veins and sulphide deposits. If no chemical fractionation of Re 
and Os occurred in a M0 S2 mineral since the time of its formation -  as 
one can assume in most cases -  the age can be determined just by com
paring the Re content with the amount of radiogenic Os.

In a later investigation the authors dealt with 17 molybdenites, which 
are listed in Table II. Remarkable is the resulting high age for the 
Fiskenaesset sample from Greenland. Also the complex Vatterfjord area 
turns out to be of older pre-Cambrian age. However, the Spikkestad 
Norwegian molybdenite is comparatively young, but this is in good agree
ment with other age determinations listed in Table III.

An area which is very well studied is that of the Shap Granite in 
England. Here, too, rather concordant ages (~400 m. y . )  were found.



TABLE II. R e /O s AGE DETERMINATIONS OF MOLYBDENITES

Sample
Weight

(g)

m Re
(ppm)

181O s/ 186Os a) 1S7Os (radiogenic) 
(ppm )

A ge in 106 yr

Fiskenaesset, Greenland 1. 015 138 ± 3 4 .1 7 7  ± 0. 026b 7. 03 ± 0. 06 3080 ± 70

Ivigtut, Greenland 4. 582 3 0 .0 ± 0 . 7 2. 770 ± 0. 015b 0. 862 ± 0. 008 1750 ± 50

Vatterfjord, Norway 3 .020 192 ± 10 7. 594 ± 0. 051b 4. 93 ± 0 .0 4 1570 ± 85

Tuftan, Norway 1. 565 54 .8 ± 1 . 3 1 .714  ± 0. 007b 0 .996 ± 0. O il 1120 ± 30

Spikkestad, Norway 5.021 22 .6 ± 1 . 3 1. 269 ± 0. 017b 0 .110 ± 0. 008 300 ± 30

Y lojârvi, Finland 9. 359 22 .4 ± 2 . 3 4 . 070 ± 0. 050C 0 .765 ± 0. 014 2090 ± 250

Graingsgill, England 11. 87 2 .6 ± 0 . 1 1 .130  ± 0. 006b 0. 0199 ± 0. 0013 470 ± 40

Shap Granite, England 9. 524 11 .2 ± 0 .4 1 .3 5 2  ± 0. 009b 0.0775 ± 0. 0023 430 ± 20

Azegour, M orocoo 8 .110 5 .4 5  è 0. 55 1. 21 ± 0. 03e 0. 0204 ± 0. 0035 230 ± 50

Xam chab, S. A frica 0. 816 617 ± 12 5. 032 ± 0. 038b 11.10 ± 0 .1 0 1110 ± 30

Natas m ine, S. A frica 0.1656 291 ± 20 1. 313 ± 0. 013b 3. 93 ± 0 .1 9 830 ± 70

Phoenix Prince m ine, 
S. A frica

4. 969 4 .2 ± 0 . 3 1. 339 ± 0. 003b 0 .143 ± 0. 005 2070 ± 140

N am bucca, Australia 12. 07 29 .8 ± 2 . 3 1. 622 ± 0. 010b 0 .112 ± 0. 002 235 ± 20

Napier Wilkinson, 
Australia

6 .669 4 . 54 ± 0.  20 1 .1 1 2  ± 0. 008b 0. 0292 ± 0. 0029 400 ± 45
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TABLE II. (contd)

Sample
Weight

(g)

187 Re 
(ppm)

187O s /186Osa
1S7Os (radiogenic) 

(ppm)
A ge in 106 yr

Queensland, Australia 26. 065 1 .1 0  ± 0 .1 3 1 .120  ± 0 .004d 0. 00408 ± 0. 0002 230 ± 30

Nevada m ine,
United States o f  A m erica

0 .454 1240 ± 130 1. 511 ± 0. 006b 2 .4 2  ± 0. 04 120 ± 15

Magna Plant,
United States o f  A m erica

1. 593 170 ± 20 1. 099 i  0. 005b 0 .1 0 4  ± 0. 008 38 ± 6

a Nat. Os added as spike in p g : b = 144. 7. c = 151. d = 72.33 . e = 57. 34: J87O s /186Os ratio o f  spike = 1. 026 ± 0.003.

S
M
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TABLE III. COMPARATIVE GEOLOGICAL AGES FOR SOME MOLYBDENITES

Sample name Origin
Re/Os age 
CIO6 yr]

Associated material age 
[106 yr]

Remarks

Fiskenaesset Greenland 3080 4 70 ~  2520 K/Ar, O. Larsen Communication 
Dr. Bridgewater 
Geological Survey 
Greenland

Ivigtut Greenland 1750 4 50 > 1000
The Geological Survey of 
Greenland, Rept No. 11 
(1966)

Tuftan, Iveland Norway 1120 4 30 1040 (Uraninit age) Communication 
Dr. H. Neumann 
Geological 
Museum, Oslo

Spikkestad Norway 300 ± 30 259 (H. Faul, Geochim. et 
cosmochim. Acta 17 (1959) 
153, 308 (Mayne)

Shap Granite England 430 4 20 475 -  510 (Mayne et a l. , 
Nature 183 (1959) 212)
391 4 7 (K/Ar, Kulp et a l. , 
Nature 185 (1960) 495-7. 
385 ± 11 (Rb/Sb, Oxford) 
380 i  19 (Rb/Sb, Harwell)

Xamchab S. Africa 1110 è 30
j- ca. 1000 (uraninite age)

Communication 
Dr. Truter, Pretoria

Natasmine S. Africa 830 è 70

Phoenix Prince mine S. Africa 2070 ± 140 ca. 2700 Communication 
Dr. H. Neumann, 
Oslo
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The three Australian M0 S2 samples gave only ages of 200 to 400 m .y .
For the Queensland molybdenite with an unusually low Re content of 1 ppm 
the utmost amount of material (26 g) was needed. On the other hand, in 
the case of the sample "Natas mine", S .W . Africa, only 150 mg of pure 
M0 S2 were sufficient for dating. Even such a very young sample as 
"Magna Plant", from the United States (38 m .y . ) can still be dated with 
a considerably small error. However, the full geological meaning of these 
results is not to be discussed here; this task can only be done in co
operation with geologists.

Some years ago Herr [26], and recently in a more detailed form 
Clayton [27], pointed out that there is another important reason for 
wanting information on accurate measurements of the 181Re half-life in 
respect of the Re and Os abundances in chondrites and irons, because the

decay of 187Re Í  187Os (the former can be regarded as a shielded nuclide) 
can be used to calculate the time at which galactic núcleo-synthesis began, 
relative to the time the solar system had formed. Such a calculation can 
be made provided (a) the neutron capture cross-sections of 186Os and 187Os

can be measured; (b) the 187Re 5- 187Os half-life is established; and (c) the 
Os/Re ratio in chondrites and irons as representative for galactic material 
is determined as precisely as possible [28] .

With regard to the necessary assumptions as to the course of the 
nucleosynthesis in the centre of a star, values of the order of 
12.5 - 18 X 10® yr were computed for the age of the galaxy. To develop 
these ideas the authors isolated a sufficient amount of pure 187Os and also 
prepared 186Os plus 188Os by an intense neutron bombardment of Re. These 
Os isotopes are being transformed by long-term neutron irradiation into 
the heavier isotopes. Following Os-abundance measurements may soon 
provide a clue to some of the wanted data.
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APPENDIX TO TABLE II

Origin of dated molybdenite samples

1. Fiskenaesset, W. Greenland:
Occurs as a pure mineral segregation in the centre o f an anorthosite layer from a granulate facies chromite 
bearing com plex. A K/A dating o f  biotite gives a preliminary age o f 2520 m .y . (O. Larsen).
Supplier: Prof. Dr. A. Noe-Nygaard, Geological Museum, Copenhagen.

2. Ivigtut, S .W . Greenland:
By the dating o f biotite from rocks o f the Ivigtut area an age o f 1600 to 1800 m .y . would be conceivable. 
(Possibly the age o f Ketilidian folding.)
From: Prof. Dr. A . Noe-Nygaard, Geological Museum, Copenhagen.

3. Vatterfjord, Nordland, Norway:
Lofoten-Area.
From: Dr. H. Neumann, Oslo, Mineral. Geol. Museum.

4. Tuftan, Iveland, Norway:
The district is full o f  pegmatite dikes, all o f them certainly o f the same age (uraninite age: 1040 m .y .)  
From: Dr. H. Neumann.

5. Spikkestad, near Drammen, Norway:
Molybdenite formed by a mineralization from Drammen granite. Probably contemporaneous nordmarkite 
gave 259 m .y . (238U /206Pb in zircon).
From: Dr. H. Neumann.

6. Ylojarvi, Finland:
Ore deposit in Finland.
From: Dr. O. Konoo, Geological Survey o f  Finland, Otaniemi.
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7. Graingsgill, England:
Cumberland.
From: Dr. H. Neumann.

8. Shap Granite, England:
Molybdenite probably formed at the same time as the. Shap Granite in Westmoreland, which gave ages o f 
380 to 510 m .y .
From: Dr. H. Neumann.

9. Azegour, N. Africa:
M orocco.
From: Prof. F. Leutwein, Nancy, France.

10. Xamchab, S. Africa:
Orangeriver, Namaqualand, Cape Province, in granitized Lava o f the Wilgenhout Drift.
From: Dr. Truter, Geological Survey, Pretoria, S.A frica.

11. Natas mine, S .W . Africa:
70 miles west o f  Rehovoth, in pegmatite cutting shists o f the Damara system.
From: Dr. Truter.

12. Phônix Prince mine, S.Africa;
40 miles NNE Salisbury, Rhodesia, longitude 30°21’ east, latitude 70',18, . Much determination work done 
at the area, age about 2700 m .y .
From: Dr. H. Neumann.

13. Nambucca, Australia:
Ref.: E .C . Andrews in Molybdenum Industry o f  New South Wales, N .S .W . Geol. Survey, Mineral
Sources N o .24 (1916).
From: Dr. N .H. Fisher, Bureau of Min. Resources, Canberra, Australia.

14. Napier a. Wilkinson, C laim , Mt. Korrong, V ictoria, Australia:
Coarse-grained biotite mica granite, through which occur masses o f  muscovite mica granite.
From: Dr. N .H. Fisher.

15. Queensland, Australia:
Ref.: The Wolfram Camp Rare Metal Field, C .C . Morton and J.E. Ridgeway. Q .G .M .I . (1944) 43,117. 
From: Dr. N.H. Fisher.

16. Nevada mine, United States o f  America:
Details o f  origin not yet available.
From: Dr. W .M . Tuddenham, Kennecott-Mining Corp. USA.

17. Magna Plant, United States o f  America:
Details o f  origin not yet available.
From: Dr. W .M . Tuddenham.

D I S C U S S I O N

P. K. KURODA: Was the rate of the £-process assumed to be constant
in the galactic age calculation mentioned in your paper? It seems to me 
that more than one unknown is involved in this calculation.

W. HERR: The calculation of D. Clayton to which you refer includes
the extreme cases of a sudden and a continuing nucleosynthesis. Thus, 
the derived ages lie in between the values indicated. This calculation 
does of course rest on a number of assumptions and there are various 
factors involved on which more accurate information is needed. Perhaps 
the most important point, however, is that a new attempt can now be 
made to calculate the age of the Galaxy on the basis of normal laboratory
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experiments such as the determination of afterm values and, even more 
important, resonance absorption cross-sections.

M. H. DODSON: To what other ore minerals, more common than
molybdenite, could the Re/Os method be applied?

W. HERR: Apart from molybdenites, copper sulphide ores in
particular seem to contain sufficient amounts of Re to be datable. We have 
used the method to investigate a gadolinite from Norway. As the technique 
becomes increasingly sensitive, it will be possible to consider using it 
with other minerals such as euxenites, niobites, lead sulphides, etc. One 
advantageous factor is the extremely low abundance of common Os in most 
minerals. Even if some of the minerals did contain small amounts of 
common Os, we could still probably perform accurate determinations 
by using a 190Os spike.

R. M.  WALKER: Have you determined the uranium concentration
in any of the molybdenites? I am asking this question because molybdenite 
is a substance that can easily be examined with the electron microscope.
In fact, it was one of the first materials in which fission tracks were 
studied without the use of etching. When examined with the electron 
microscope in the molybdenites, these tracks appear to have a definite 
structure, which is different from that observed in mica. Because of 
this structure molybdenite might be a very interesting material in which 
to study long-term annealing effects. The crucial question is whether 
it contains enough uranium for this purpose.

W. HERR: This is certainly a very interesting idea but, unfortunately,
we have not yet determined the uranium content of these materials. I am 
sure that the molybdenite samples we use would interest you. They are 
reminiscent of mica and consist of very pure flakes from which thin layers 
can easily be prepared.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE (Chairman): Do you happen to know whether
there is any molybdenite mixed with troilite in meteorites? If this were 
the case, it might be possible to date the troilite formation, which, in 
some meteorites — e. g. the Saint-Séverin chondrite — seems to be much 
more recent than the sintering of the matrix minerals. This might enable 
us to estimate the age and perhaps even the duration of the "cosmic  
metamorphism" process.

W. HERR: It is quite possible that troilite contains Re or Os and
that this Re or Os content will be different from that found in the iron 
phase of meteorites. We have simply had no troilite material with which 
to examine this possibility but the problem is certainly well worth studying. 
The main difficulty for us at the moment is to obtain suitable samples.



GEOLOGICAL MEANING OF Rb-Sr AGE 
RESULTS AS STUDIED ON SAMPLES 
FROM THE CENTRAL ALPS
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Abstract

GEOLOGICAL MEANING OF Rb-Sr AGE RESULTS AS STUDIED ON SAMPLES FROM THE CENTRAL 
ALPS. The Rb-Sr method has been applied to many rocks from the Central Alps. The analysed samples 
were selected from regions o f  different degrees o f Tertiary Alpine metamorphism : from the zone where 
petrologically no metamorphism can be detected to the kyanite-staurolite and sillimanite zones.

Biotites give pre-Alpine ages o f  about 300 m. y. in the zone o f lowest degree o f metamorphism.
In the stilpnomelane zone the transition from pre-Alpine to young Alpine ages is found. In this zone the 
type o f rock influences the age results on the biotite ; more acid rocks tend to give younger biotite ages. 
There exists a correlation between triclinify o f the K-feldspars and the biotite ages; rocks with triclinic 
K-feldspars give young biotite ages, m onoclinic feldspars are associated with biotites o f  pre-Alpine ages.

In the zone o f Alpine kyanite and staurolite no biotite o f  pre-Alpine age was found. In this zone 
o f young ages the type o f rock has no influence on the biotite age result. The young biotite ages show a 
regular regional distribution, ranging from 25 m .y . in the East (Bergell) to 11 m. y. in the West (Simplon).

These data are explained as ages o f cooling to a certain temperature after the last main phase of 
Alpine metamorphism. These ages do not represent the time o f a tectonic or metamorphic phase. In the 
area o f the youngest biotite ages biotites from fissures give the same age result as the biotites from the 
country rocks.

Muscovites are less influenced by the Alpine metamorphism than the biotites. Several pre-Alpine 
muscovite ages were found in the chloritoid zone.

The young Alpine muscovite ages are higher than the ages on biotite from the same rock. For 
different regions with different age results the age difference is usually constant, 8 m. y. The young 
muscovite ages are explained as ages o f cooling to a certain temperature ; this temperature is higher for 
muscovite than for biotite. The constant age difference points to a constant cooling rate.

Even in the zone o f highest metamorphism only pre-Alpine total rock ages were found, except on 
Alpine pegmatites.

On samples from a rather small area of the central Alps more than 
200 Rb-Sr age determinations were performed. The region from which 
the samples were taken covers an area of 200 X 100 km. In this part of 
the Alps different tectonic units are found: the Aare and Gotthard massif, 
the Penninic nappes, the Austroalpine nappes and part of the southern 
Alps.

The Aare and Gotthard massifs were formed in Palaeozoic time and 
their rocks were metamorphosed to different grades during the Tertiary 
Alpine orogeny. South of these massifs, in the region of an uplift are 
the deepest nappe units, the Penninic nappes. In the central part of the 
Penninic nappes and in their steeply dipping southern end, the root zone, 
the Alpine metamorphism reaches its maximum intensity. By petrofabric 
studies E. Wenk [1] could show that the main minerals of these gneisses 
were crystallized or recrystallized during the Alpine metamorphism.
The Bergell granite is situated in the eastern part of the Penninic region. 
This granite cuts the Alpine structures; it is certainly younger than the 
emplacement of the nappes, but the western and deeper part of the granite 
shows Alpine metamorphism. The Austroalpine nappes represent higher
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tectonic units. The rocks in this part of the Alps are less influenced by 
the Alpine metamorphism, the structure and minerals of these rocks are 
generally pre-Alpine. The southern Alps are situated south of the Penninic 
and Austroalpine nappes, separated from them by a tectonic line. The 
influence of the Alpine metamorphism on these rocks is small.

In these different tectonic units varying degrees of Alpine meta
morphism have been described. E. Niggli [2, 3] constructed zones of 
minerals which were formed during the Alpine metamorphism.
E. Wenk [4, 5] studied the anorthite contents of plagioclases which coexist 
with calcite. He found a zonal distribution of plagioclases with a certain 
anorthite content. In rocks of higher degree of Alpine metamorphism 
the plagioclases have higher anorthite content. Generally, these plagio
clase zones agree well with the zones of Alpine minerals.

The region of the highest degree of metamorphism showing a special 
structural style was called the Lepontic region by E. Wenk [6 ],
V. Trommsdorff [7 ] studied the degree of Alpine metamorphism and came 
to the conclusion that during the Alpine metamorphism the temperature 
must have reached 550 to 600°C in the central Lepontic region. Around 
this area of high-grade metamorphism both E. Wenk and E. Niggli report 
decreasing degrees of metamorphism to chloritoid grade and stilpnomelane 
grade and to regions where no newly formed minerals were found. Wenk 
established zones of anorthite content in the plagioclases from more than 
90% An to less than 10% An. South of the Insubric line which delineates 
the southern Alps to the north, no Alpine minerals were found.

From this well-studied area the samples for the Rb - Sr age determi
nations were collected, mainly pre-Triassic and some Mesozoic rocks.
The analysed samples were selected from all the different zones of Alpine 
.metamorphism. Thus the influence of regional metamorphism on the age 
results of micas and total rocks could be studied. The low ages of the 
micas result in a high resolution of the ages.

400 m. y.

FIG. 1. Compilation o f Rb-Sr age data on micas from the central Alps 

muscovite from pegmatite 

□  muscovite or phengite 

biotite

A compilation (Fig. 1) of age data on micas shows a maximum between 
10 and 20 m. y.  , a smaller maximum between 260 and 300 m . y . , and a 
spread of age results between the two peaks. In the following it is shown 
that even in this rather small area a straight compilation of age data might 
result in a misleading interpretation.
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In regions where no Alpine minerals were found biotites retain their 
pre-Alpine age. The transition from pre-Alpine to young Alpine biotite 
ages is found in the zone of Alpine stilpnomelane. In this transition zone 
the biotites yield intermediate age data; generally, in more acid rocks 
the biotite age seems to be more affected than in basic rocks. In a very 
resistant ultrabasic rock, a pre-Alpine biotite age was preserved under a 
higher degree of metamorphism [8 ] in the zone of chloritoid. In the zone 
of intermediate biotite ages a correlation between age result and triclinity 
of the K-feldspars was described [9]; rocks with triclinic K-feldspars 
give young biotite ages, monoclinic feldspars are associated with biotites 
of pre-Alpine ages. In the zone of Alpine staurolite only young Alpine ages 
are found, ranging from 11 to 25 m. y.

The young biotite ages show a very regular regional distribution.
The youngest age values are not found in the centre of the metamorphism 
but they are found farther west in the Aare massif and in a small area of 
the Penninic nappes, in pre-Triassic and Mesozoic rocks. Regions of 
a certain age value clearly cut tectonic lines and the zones of Alpine 
metamorphism. These young biotite ages must date an event which is 
younger than the metamorphism.

In the zone of the youngest biotite ages the results are the same for 
biotites from fissures and their country rocks. The youngest biotite ages 
are around 10 m. y. younger than muscovite Rb - Sr ages on unmeta
morphosed Alpine pegmatites. The youngest biotites in the West are about 
15 m. y.  younger than the biotite from the Bergell granite. This again 
points to the fact that the Rb -  Sr ages on biotite date a post-metamorphic 
event. The authors explain these ages as ages of cooling to a certain 
temperature.

As L. T. Aldrich, G. L. Davis and H. L. James [10] showed, 
muscovites retain their Rb - Sr age better than biotites. In the zone of 
Alpine chloritoid, pre-Alpine muscovite ages are frequent. Even in the 
zone of Alpine kyanite a pre-Alpine Rb -  Sr age on muscovite was 
measured [11]. As Fig. 1 shows pre-Alpine micas often give Rb -  Sr age 
data around 300 m. y.  . This age dates the end of an intensive pre-Alpine 
orogeny. The spread of ages between the young Alpine age data and the 
peak around 300 m. y.  is explained as reduced ages. The Rb -  Sr and 
K - Ar data on pegmatitic muscovites of around 220 m. y.  , however, may 
indicate'the formation time of these pegmatites [12], In the age range of 
150 to 170 m. y.  is found a small peak of seven age data. Based upon the 
geographic distribution of these samples this 170-m.y.  peak is not 
considered to represent a distinct geological event.

On muscovites which crystallized during the Alpine metamorphism 
Rb-Sr age results up to 28 m. y.  were found. The alpine metamorphism 
must therefore be older than 28 m. y.  All the younger muscovite and 
biotite ages give the time of regional cooling. The peak between 10 and 
20 m. y.  in Fig. 1 results from the analysis of a large number of samples 
from one small region. Since the authors were mainly interested in the 
area of the youngest mica ages, these young age data are most frequent.
A detailed study 60 km to the east and in the same tectonic unit of the 
Penninic nappes would have yielded a maximum of 20 or 25 m. y.

The young muscovite ages are always higher than the biotite ages 
from the same rock. This means that the muscovite becomes a closed 
system earlier during the cooling period and at higher temperatures than
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the biotite. In all samples except one a constant age difference between 
muscovite and biotite of 8 m. y. was found. This points to a constant 
cooling rate. In the one sample, the gneiss from the deepest tectonic unit, 
the window of Verampio, a smaller mus covite-biotite age difference of
1.7 m. y.  was found. This small age difference could indicate a quicker 
cooling during the updoming of this window.

Muscovites are more resistant against reheating than biotites; they 
also start to be a closed system during the cooling period earlier than 
biotites. But muscovites can form at lower temperatures. So it is 
possible that Alpine muscovite and phengite can form in the neighbourhood 
of pre-Alpine muscovite which preserves its pre-Alpine Rb-Sr age. 
Therefore, only muscovites which were formed or rejuvenated at higher 
temperatures date a time of cooling. Rb-Sr ages on muscovites which 
were formed at lower temperatures must date the time of the crystalli
zation.

Rb-Sr age determinations on total rock samples from Alpine pegma
tites give young Tertiary age results. The highly recrystallized gneisses 
of the Lepontic region yield pre-Alpine total rock ages. This shows that, 
even in the zone of kyanite and sillimanite, these rocks were closed 
systems for Rb and Sr. With total rock analyses it is possible to distinguish 
different pre-Alpine rock-forming phases in the Alps. Rocks from the 
Penninic nappes often give total rock ages of 240 and 300 m.y.  ; rocks 
from the Austroalpine Silvretta nappe give total rock ages of 350 and 
430 m. y.  [13].
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D I S C U S S I O N

C. ALLEGRE: Have you made any K-Ar determinations in this
region? If so, have you observed any agreement between the K-Ar and 
Rb-Sr regional discordances in micas?

E. JÁGER: Determinations of K -Ar have been made on biotites
from this region by Armstrong and co-workers. In most cases there is 
good agreement between the K-Ar and the Rb-Sr age results. The cooling 
ages are similar with both methods.

C. ALLEGRE: In that case it seems to me that your data provide
a very good illustration of Prof. Damon's theory of the "secular equi
librium of radioactive clocks". The systematic difference found between 
the "biotite ages" and the "muscovite ages" would seem to be due to the 
fact that the "critical isotherms" are different for the two minerals.
These extremely interesting results seem to show that the "cooling 
isotherms" are slightly oblique with regard to the metamorphism isograds. 
I think these facts are very important from the point of view of improving 
our understanding of the mechanism of orogenesis.

E. JÂGER: I agree. The zones for certain cooling age values cut
into the metamorphism zones and the intermediate age zone, which is 
parallel to those zones. This provides information on the history of the 
Alps which cannot be obtained by classical geological methods.

R. M. WALKER: Is it possible to assign temperatures to the closing
of the biotite and muscovite systems and hence to express the age 
difference in degrees Centigrade per year? If so, how does the measured 
cooling rate compare with a calculation of the expected cooling rate for 
the rock mass? A certain thermal conductivity, etc. would of course have 
to be assumed for the purpose of such a calculation.

E. JAGER: The temperatures at which muscovites and biotites
become closed systems for Re and Sr during the cooling period are not 
really known. It is possible to make an estimate, however, if it is 
assumed that these critical temperatures are the same for the opening of 
the system during the heating stage and for the closing of the system 
during the cooling period. If such an assumption is made, the critical 
temperature for biotite can be put at about 300°C and the critical tempera
ture for muscovite would be in the range of 450 -500°C. This would mean 
a maximum cooling rate of 200°C per 8 m. y. We think that the cooling 
rate in this area is determined by uplift and erosion. If a geothermal 
gradient of 3°C per 100 metres is assumed, the uplift rate would be 0.8 mm 
per year. This is in good agreement with the rate of uplift predicted by 
geologists. It must be emphasized, however, — in view of all the various 
assumptions used — that this figure for the rate of uplift is rather specu
lative.

P. E.  DAMON: In our work with potassium — argon we find a spread
of ages which compares well with your data, viz. from about 32 m. y.  for 
pegmatitic muscovite to 28 m. y.  for fine-grained biotite. In our case the 
geological area concerned was the Catalina Mountains near Tucson,
Arizona. Alkaline metal equilibration data suggest that the temperature 
was between 400 and 500°C and we estimate that the build-in age due to 
secular equilibrium would be about 4 m. y.  Our interpretation is therefore 
that cooling began at a temperature of 400-500°C about 28 m. y.  ago and 
that the process reached a temperature of 100°C about 24 m. y. ago, the
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age of the finest-grained biotite. These results are subject to further 
experimental verification by diffusion experiments. Anyway, there would 
seem to be a biotite/muscovite diffusion effect and a pegmatitic-muscovite/ 
schist-muscovite grain-size effect.

I find it most encouraging that your results and our results, which 
relate to such widely different geological areas, should be so similar.
Of course it has to be borne in mind that you use rubidium-strontium and 
we use potassium-argon. On the other hand, the diffusion coefficients 
are very similar for strontium and argon so that the result should be 
comparable.

I should be interested to know whether, in addition to the muscovite/ 
biotite effect, you also find a muscovite or biotite grain-size effect.

E. JAGER: Unfortunately we have not had any suitable material
with which to study the grain-size effect in muscovite. We did try with 
biotite but could not find any sign of it. We found the same cooling age 
of 16 m. y.  in coarse-grained biotite obtained from a pegmatite and also 
in fine-grained biotite obtained from the gneissic country rock. In the 
same pegmatite we found a higher muscovite age, which indicates that we 
had in fact dated the cooling age of this pegmatitic biotite.

Without being able to prove it, I would have thought that 100°C was 
too low a temperature for the closing of the system in biotites for rubidium 
and strontium. I would have tended to put this critical temperature as 
high as 300°C.

3 3 *
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Abstract — Résumé

DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD OF MEASURING THE AGE OF ROCKS BASED ON THE LUTETIUM-176/ 
HAFNIUM-176 RATIO. The pair hafnium-176/lutetium-176 can be used to date certain relatively wide
spread rare-earth ores. The authors undertook the development o f  methods o f chem ical analysis o f Lu and Hf 
and o f isotopic analysis o f  Hf which can be used for routine measurements o f quantities of ore o f  the order of 
1 g. The Lu is measured by flame photospectrometry using atomic absorption. In its present stage of 
development this method can be used to measure concentrations o f  the order o f  10 ppm o f Lu without serious 
interference from other rare earths.

Mass spectrometry o f Hf has been developed to measure the principal isotopic ratios using an amount of 
Hf o f  the order o f  1 jig extract o f  the ore, with a relative precision o f  about ± 1%. This same method can be 
used to measure the Hf concentration on the scale from 0.1  to 1 ppm, using the method o f isotopic dilution 
with a stable isotope.

A fast activation analysis method has also been developed for Hf; it is based on the reaction 
119Hf (n ,y ) 18omHf (T i  = 5. 5 h), thus making the chem ical separation o f the zirconium unnecessary.

These methods are at present being applied to a series o f  rare-earth ores dated by the Pb/U isotopic
ratios.

DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA METHODE DE MESURE D’ AGE DES ROCHES FONDEE SUR LE RAPPORT 
LUTETIUM-176/HAFNIUM-176. Le couple hafnium-176/îutétium-176 pourrait être utilisé pour dater 
certains minéraux de tenes rares relativement répandus. L’ auteur s'est attaché à développer des méthodes 
d’ analyse chimique de Lu et de Hf et d’ analyse isotopique de Hf se prêtant à des mesures de routine applica
bles sur des quantités de minéral de l’ ordre du gramme. Le lutétium est mesuré par spectrophotométrie de 
flamme par absorption atomique. Dans son état actuel, cette méthode permet de mesurer des concentrations 
de l’ ordre de 10 ppm de Lu sans interférence sérieuse des autres terres rares.

La spectrométrie de masse de Hf a été développée pour mesurer les rapports isotopiques principaux sur 
une quantité de Hf de l ’ ordre du microgramme extrait du minéral, avec une précision relative d’ environ 
± l°/o. Cette même technique permet de mesurer la concentration en Hf à l’ échelle de 0,1  à 1 ppm, en 
appliquant la méthode de dilution isotopique par isotope stable.

On a également mis au point une méthode rapide d’ analyse par activation de Hf, fondée sur la réaction 
179Hf (n, y )  18omHf (T i  = 5 ,5  h), qui permet d’ éviter la séparation chimique du zirconium.

Ces méthodes sont actuellement appliquées à une série de minéraux de terres rares datés par les rapports 
isotopiques Pb/Ü.

1. INTRODUCTION

Les méthodes de datation des roches fondées sur la radioactivité des 
nucléides primaires ont connu un développement important depuis que le 
perfectionnement des techniques a permis leur application aux minéraux 
de roches ordinaires. Les méthodes fondées sur cinq radionucléides 
appartenant à quatre éléments différents (235U, 238U, 232Th, 87Rb, 40K)
sont couramment appliquées à l'heure actuelle.

Parmi les autres nucléides potentiellement utilisables figure le 
lutétium-176, émetteur j8 de période mal connue {Ti ~  3,6*1010 ans) et 
dont le descendant stable est le hafnium-176; en supposant une concentra
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tion en lutétium de 1000 ppm, on peut s'attendre à la production de 0,5 ppm 
de hafnium radiogénique par milliard d'années.

A cause des difficultés analytiques considérables, une seule tentative 
a été faite par Herr et al. [1] . Des résultats très encourageants ont été 
obtenus sur une gadolinite, mais en utilisant plusieurs kilogrammes de 
minéral.

Le but du présent travail est de mettre au point des méthodes d'analyse 
chimique et isotopique relativement simples et rapides, permettant de 
mesurer le rapport 176Lu /^ H f  sur des quantités de minéral de l'ordre 
du gramme. Ce mémoire est en fait un rapport sur l'état d'avancement 
de ce programme, qui est encore loin d'être réalisé; il nous a cependant 
semblé utile de rapporter les résultats obtenus à ce jour.

L'âge apparent d'un minéral se calcule par

où
Ti = période de 176Lu
[176Lu] = concentration de 176Lu en nombre d'atomes dans le minéral 
[r176Hf] = concentration de 176Hf en nombre d'atomes provenant de la 

désintégration de 176Lu présent dans le minéral.

La détermination de t implique
a) la connaissance de la période de 176Lu
b) la mesure de la teneur en lutétium
c) la mesure de la teneur en hafnium radiogénique; elle peut être 

calculée en mesurant la concentration en hafnium et en déterminant 
sa composition isotopique.

2. PERIODE DU LUTETIUM

Brinkman et al. [2 ] ont fait une revue critique des valeurs actuelle
ment connues. Les dernières indiquent une période de 3,6 • 1010 ans. 
Herr et al. [1] avaient, par comparaison avec la méthode au plomb, 
calculé une période de 2,17 • ÎO10 ans. Vu ces contradictions, des études 
complémentaires s'imposent.

3. MESURE DE LA TENEUR EN LUTETIUM

3.1.  Colorimétrie

La colorimétrie est une méthode sensible et précise, mais qui néces
site dans le cas des terres rares une séparation chimique, longue et 
délicate, avec traceurs ou activation préalable. Nous l'avons écartée vu 
sa complexité.

3.2.  Fluorescence des rayons X

La méthode pourrait être excellente pour les minéraux riches, mais 
elle est inapplicable lorsque le lutétium est un constituant mineur.
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3.3.  Activation neutronique

L'activation neutronique est praticable sur les minéraux pauvres en 
lutétium sans grosses difficultés. De nombreux travaux ont été publiés 
à ce jour dont ceux de Herr et al. [1] . Mais une méthode simple restait 
à mettre au point. En effet, lors de l'irradiation d'un mélange de terres 
rares, 17 7 Lu, radioisotope le plus couramment utilisé, est produit non 
seulement par la réaction

176L u  (n , 7 ) 177 L u

mais aussi par la réaction

T i  = 2 h
176 Yb (n, 7 ) 177Yb —— -̂---- > 177Lu

On peut commettre une erreur par excès atteignant 20% si l'on ne 
tient pas compte de la contribution de l'ytterbium. Nous proposons donc 
de mesurer le radionucléide 176mLu, dont la période est de 3,7 h et qui 
n'est produit que par la réaction

175L u  (n , 7 ) 176mL u

La section efficace élevée et la période courte simplifient considérable 
ment l'analyse. D'autre part, ce radionucléide peut être mesuré par son 
rayonnement 7  (Er = 0,089 MeV) ou par son rayonnement (3 (E0 = 1,2 MeV). 
Dans ce dernier cas, une épaisseur de 0,5 mm d'aluminium permet 
d'éliminer presque complètement les rayonnements de 177Lu et 17 5Yb. La 
séparation du lutétium des autres terres rares peut ainsi être beaucoup 
plus grossière.

3.4.  Photométrie d'absorption atomique dans la flamme

Nous avons également recherché une méthode plus propice aux ana
lyses de routine des minéraux riches, et qui évite les dangereuses mani
pulations nécessaires dans l'analyse par activation; la spectrophotométrie 
d'absorption atomique dans la flamme semble réunir les conditions re
quises: spécificité totale, sensibilité suffisante, coût modéré par analyse.

Malheureusement, le lutétium forme dans la flamme normale air- 
acétylène des monoxydes extrêmement stables [3] qui se manifestent par 
des spectres de bandes [4] . Aucune absorption n'est décelable dans de 
telles conditions. La dissociation thermique de ce monoxyde est cependant 
possible dans une flamme acétylène-protoxyde d'azote (T = 3000°C). Les 
premiers essais avec un brûleur spécial que nous avons construit ont 
montré une limite de sensibilité de 1 0  ppm (concentration nécessaire à 
l'obtention d'une absorption de 1 %) pour des perchlorates en milieu 
éthanolique.
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4. MESURE DE LA TENEUR EN HAFNIUM

Nous avons mis trois méthodes à l'étude:
a) activation neutronique et mesure des isotopes 175Hf et 181Hf
b ) a c t iv a t io n  n e u tro n iq u e  e t  m e s u re  de l ' is o to p e  180mH f
c) dilution isotopique par isotopes stables au spectromètre de masse.

4 . 1 .  Activation neutronique

4 . 1 . 1 .  Séparation radiochimique du hafnium après irradiation

Vu les hautes activités présentées par certaines des terres rares, 
après irradiation, une séparation chimique très sérieuse s'impose. Nous 
avons mis au point une méthode qui comporte des étapes sélectives 
différentes dont nous donnons ici le résumé (elle sera décrite en détail 
dans une autre publication [5] );

a) mise en solution totale de l'échantillon en présence d'hafnium stable 
comme entraîneur

b) extraction du complexe Hf-TTA dans le xylène, récupération du 
hafnium en phase aqueuse

c) précipitation du fluorohafniate de baryum, dissolution par l'acide 
nitrique et l'acide borique

d) précipitation du tétramandélate de hafnium, dissolution par l'acide 
nitrique

e) précipitation du phénylarsonate de hafnium, dissolution par HF, 
élimination de F , colorimétrie pour doser l'entraîneur.

A l'aide de traceurs radioactifs, nous avons vérifié que cette méthode 
permet de récupérer 80% du hafnium avec un facteur de décontamination 
des terres rares supérieur à 4 ■ 107.

4 . 1 . 2 .  Causes fréquentes d'erreurs

a) Les minéraux riches en terres rares présentent des sections efficaces 
d'absorption pour les neutrons thermiques telles que l'intérieur de 
l'échantillon subit une irradiation sensiblement plus faible; pour la 
gadolinite, l'épaisseur de demi-absorption a été calculée: 0,3 mm.

b) Une interférence grave est celle du zirconium qui accompagne tou
jours le hafnium dans la nature, en abondance toujours supérieure.
Le rayonnement y de 95Zr étant plus énergétique que celui de 18 1Hf, 
la plupart des analyses par activation du hafnium qui se voulaient 
précises impliquaient la séparation chimique hafnium-zirconium 
avant la mesure de l'activité. Nous avons utilisé deux méthodes 
d'analyse permettant de se passer de cette séparation difficile.

4 . 1 . 3 .  Analyse numérique des spectres y  complexes.

Introduite il y a peu de temps [6 - 8 ] , l'analyse numérique des spectres 
y complexes est fondée sur le calcul d'une matrice représentant l'appareil
lage et qui restitue le rayonnement monoénergétique incident sous la forme 
du spectre y.  Appliquée aux mélanges de radionucléides, l'inverse de
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cette matrice restitue quantitativement la distribution initiale en énergie 
du rayonnement. Ce procédé est donc particulièrement bien adapté à 
l'analyse par activation. Il a été testé sur des mélanges 17 5 H f+181Hf + 95Zr  
(voir tableau I). La précision du rapport H f/Z r  déterminé par analyse 
numérique est d'environ 1 %, hormis quelques cas probablement dus à 
des erreurs expérimentales. Précisons que les calculs sont extrêmement 
longs et doivent être effectués sur ordinateur.

TABLEAU I. ANALYSE NUMERIQUE DES SPECTRES y D'UN 
MELANGE 175Hf + 181Hf + 95Zr

Activité (7o) Activité calculée (%)

Hafnium Zirconium Hafnium Zirconium

89, 95 10,05 89,83 10,17

79,56 20,44 76,42 23,58

70,45 29, 55 70,34 29,66

60, 05 39, 95 57,20 42,80

50,12 49, 88 50,46 49,54

40, 30 59,70 40, 58 52,42

29,88 70,12 30,33 69,67

20,38 79,62 22, 51 77,49

9, 86 90,14 10,00 90,00

4 . 1 . 4 .  Utilisation de 180mHf

Nous avons été amené à déterminer la section efficace d'activation 
de 179Hf par les neutrons thermiques, qui semblait fort mal connue [5] . 
Notre valeur est 0,34 ± 0,15 b. La réaction conduit au nucléide 180mHf. 
Cet isotope présente des avantages considérables dans l'analyse par 
activation du hafnium [5] : la décomposition simple de la courbe de dé
croissance (fig. 1 ) permet de mesurer avec une précision de quelques % le 
rapport H f/Z r, dans une plage très étendue (1/100 s H f/Z r  s 1 ) avec un 
appareillage simple (détecteur et échelle de comptage), sur des quantités 
d'échantillon inférieures-au microgramme. Bien entendu, il reste néces
saire de séparer d'abord la fraction Hf -Zr du mélange extrêmement actif 
des terres rares.
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5. SPECTROMETRIE DE MASSE DU HAFNIUM A L'ECHELLE DU 
MICROGRAMME

5.1.  Préparation de l'échantillon

Nous avons mis au point une méthode d'attaque et de mise en solution 
du minéral (expérimentée sur la gadolinite) ainsi qu'une méthode de ré
cupération du hafnium à l'échelle du microgramme: Le minéral (1 g) est 
fondu avec un poids 10 fois plus élevé de borax dans un creuset de platine 
et chauffé au rouge pendant 1 heure environ. Le verre formé est dissous 
dans HCl 1 /5  chaud et le hafnium est extrait, toujours à chaud, par une

FIG. 1. Décroissance d'un mélange de hafnium et de zirconium naturels (Zr/H f = ~  50 en poids)

solution 0 ,5M de TT A dans le xylène; il est récupéré de la phase orga
nique par HF 1/10.  Cette phase aqueuse est évaporée lentement et le 
résidu est transféré par HCl sur le filament du spectromètre de masse.

Le rendement a été testé en utilisant 181Hf comme traceur radioactif. 
Il varie de 60 à 80%. Le facteur de décontamination (~ 104) est suffisant 
pour empêcher toute interférence des isobares des terres rares.

5.2.  Mesure de la composition isotopique à l'échelle du microgramme

Le potentiel d'ionisation élevé du hafnium rend les mesures difficiles: 
toutes les mesures effectuées à ce jour l'avaient été sur des quantités de 
l'ordre du milligramme ou plus. Nous avons atteint l'échelle du micro
gramme en utilisant une source à double filament de rhénium. Le hafnium 
est déposé sous forme d'oxychlorure. La figure 2 montre un spectre ob
tenu sur 1,5 pg. Le rapport 176H f/177Hf a été déterminé dans de telles 
conditions; notre résultat:

176H f/177Hf = 0,2817 (cr = 0,0022)

est en bon accord avec les valeurs déterminées par d'autres auteurs [9] : 

176H / 177Hf = 0,281 (o- = 0,001)
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Si l'on admet dès lors que l'on puisse mesurer 1% de variation de ce 
rapport, la limite de détection de 176Hf radiogénique dans le hafnium 
naturel est de 0,05%, l'abondance de 176Hf commun étant de l'ordre de 5%. 
Il s'ensuit que tout minéral d'un milliard d'années environ ne pourra 
être daté par cette méthode que si le rapport Hf/Lu est largement infé
rieur à 1.

FIG 2. Spectre de masse du hafnium (1 ,5  pg sous forme d'oxychlorure déposé sur filament de rhénium; 
utilisation d'un filament latéral ionisateur)

5.3.  Mesure de la teneur en hafnium par dilution isotopique par isotopes 
stables

Les résultats du paragraphe précédent montrent la possibilité de 
réaliser une mesure précise a l'échelle du dixième de microgramme. Le 
traceur isotopique enrichi en 174Hf ou 179Hf est disponible commercialement.

6. CONCLUSION

Ce rapport sur l'état d'avancement des nouvelles méthodes d'analyse 
chimique et isotopique du lutétium et du hafnium montre que des résultats 
encourageants ont été obtenus. Les limites d'application proviendront 
probablement, non pas des méthodes analytiques, mais bien du rapport 
Hf/Lu trop grand que l'on pourra rencontrer dans les minéraux de terres 
rares.
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. HERR: These techniques you have developed look very promising
indeed. Have you made any estimates of the amount of radiogenic 176Hf 
that can be expected in chondrites?

A. BOUDIN: No, I have mqde no estimates of the production of
radiogenic 176Hf in chondrites.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE (Chairman): Do you think that these rare-earth
isotopes are liable to be affected by neutrons? I am thinking of the neutrons 
that might be produced by alpha particles emitted by atoms of the thorium 
family located in these rare-earth minerals.

A. BOUDIN: Yes, we have calculated a certain induced neutron effect
inside the mineral but it is too small to produce any change in isotopic 
composition visible by mass spectrometry.
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Abstract

THERMOLUMINESCENCE DATING OF ANCIENT CERAMICS. Absolute dating by the thermo
luminescence technique, rather than the relative dating previously aimed for, is possible i f  allowance is 
made for radiation attenuation effects. To do this the thermoluminescence measurements are made on 
crystalline inclusions separated out from the fine-grained clay matrix. These inclusions, which are usually 
quartz, are large enough for their average radiation dose from alpha particles originating in the clay matrix 
to be negligible. Since the uranium and thorium are carried predominantly in the clay matrix, the natura^ 
thermoluminescence acquired by the inclusions comes effectively only from the beta and gamma contri
butions. A preliminary test programme on known-age pottery fragments dating back to 8000 B. P. has given 
correct absolute ages to within ± 20%.

INTRODUCTION

The dating of ancient ceramics by thermoluminescence measurements 
was first suggested by Daniels in 1953 [1]. The basic idea is that the 
natural thermoluminescence (TL) observed from a ground-up sample of 
pottery is proportional to the archaeological age, any thermoluminescence 
acquired by the raw clay during geological times having been drained to 
zero when it was fired into pottery by ancient man. The rate of accumu
lation of potential thermoluminescence is proportional to the radiation 
dose rate to which the pot has been exposed, and this dose comes pre
dominantly from the uranium, thorium and pbtassium contents of the pot 
itself. Thus, in order to determine the age, three measurements are 
necessary:

(a) The natural thermoluminescence observed in a temperature range 
(typically 350 - 450° C) high enough for decay during burial to be 
negligible;

(b) the thermoluminescence acquired by the given fragment of pottery 
when exposed to a known dose of radiation from an artificial 
source; and

(c) the radioactive content of the pottery.
From (a) and (b), the ' equivalent dose' to which the pot has been 

exposed during burial is deduced, and then, by dividing this by the dose 
rate calculated from (c), the age is determined. Test programmes more 
or less on this basis using samples of known age have been reported by 
Kennedy and Knopff [2], Houtermans et al. [3], Aitken et al. [4], Ralph 
and Han (5] and Mazess and Zimmerman [6]. All have given encouraging 
results, ' TL ages' being proportional to the archaeological ages to within 
10 to 20%. However, in the reports listed, no attempt was made to calcu
late the age on an absolute basis and, when this was done by Tite [7], it 
was found that the TL ages underestimated the archaeological ages by a 
factor of approximately 0.2. This underestimate was ascribed to the
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reduced effectiveness of alpha particles (which carry most of the dose in 
typical pottery) in inducing TL compared to the effectiveness of the radi
ation used in the artificial irradiation (e. g. beta-, X - or gamma-rays). 
While direct experiments have confirmed that alpha particles are intrinsi
cally less effective than lightly ionizing radiation [8, 9], the work reported 
in the present paper indicates that allowance for radiation attenuation 
effects is also necessary in order to obtain correct absolute ages.

MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS

The thermoluminescence was detected by a photomultiplier (EMI 
type 6255 S/A) with two blue filters (Chance Pilkington OBIO) interposed 
in the light path which limited the effective spectral response to the range 
370-480 mpm (to reduce interference from thermal radiation). The 
powdered sample, usually 10 mg in weight, was spread over a 1 cm2 area 
in the middle of a nichrome plate, which was heated electrically at 20°C /s. 
All measurements were made in an atmosphere of oxy-free nitrogen in 
order to eliminate non-radiation-induced TL. Artificial irradiations were 
administered by means of a 40-m Ci 90Sr beta source supplied and cali
brated by the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, United Kingdom. For 
measurement of TL sensitivity, the artificial dose was not applied to the 
same portion of the sample as used for measurement of the natural TL, 
but to a second undrained portion. This procedure is necessary to avoid 
error due to changes in the sample that might be produced by heating.

NON-UNIFORMITY OF THERMOLUMINESCENCE PROPERTIES

The fabric of ancient pottery is far from homogeneous, and it is not 
surprising to find that the different minerals present exhibit widely differing 
degrees of TL sensitivity. This has been demonstrated by Fremlin and 
Srirath [10], who photographed the TL from thin sections of Roman pottery 
after heavy artificial irradiation; bright spots in the photographs correlated 
with visually observable small lumps of quartz embedded in the fine-grained 
fired clay mineral. Also, Ichikawa [11], using magnetic separation 
techniques, has shown that the non-magnetic colourless fraction extracted 
from some Japanese pottery has a very much higher TL sensitivity than 
the magnetic fraction.

These indications have been confirmed and elaborated in the present 
work. Using magnetic and heavy liquid (bromoform) techniques a number 
of ancient pottery fragments have been separated into (a) fired clay mineral 
(the magnetic fraction), and (b) crystalline material occurring as lumps 
(' zenocrysts') in the clay matrix (the non-magnetic fraction). The zeno- 
crysts are usually quartz, but calcite and feldspar inclusions have also 
been found; these indentifications were made by X -ray  diffraction photo
graphs and by chemical analysis, using optical emission spectrography.
The natural TL observed from equal masses (5 mg) of the separated 
fraction of one fragment (sherd 6b6), for which the inclusions were quartz, 
is shown in Fig. 1, together with the natural TL from the unseparated 
sample. It will be seen that the level of the TL from the crystalline 
fraction in the 400°C region is some fifteen times greater than that from
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the magnetic fraction. The ratio of the T L ' s  observed after exposure of 
each fraction to the same dose of beta radiation is higher still — approxi
mately 26. By noting the height of the characteristic 110°C quartz peak 
in the artificially-induced TL, it is estimated that, due to incomplete 
separation, about 30% of the light in the artificial TL comes from quartz; 
if a better separation could be achieved it is anticipated that the ratios 
just quoted would be higher still.

FIG. 1. Natural TL from sherd 6b6 
a -  magnetic extract 
b - quartz extract 
c  - bulk sample

Although lower optical transparency may account for part or all of 
the lower sensitivity of the magnetic fraction, it cannot explain the different 
ratios between the two fractions for natural and artificial TL. An alterna
tive way of expressing this is in terms of the artificial dose that is 
necessary to induce TL equal to the natural TL (in the temperature region 
above 350°C). For the magnetic fractions this is 450 rads, whereas for 
the crystalline fraction it is only 280 rads. The simplest explanation is 
that the two fractions have been exposed to different doses during burial, 
and on examining the individual radioactive contents, this proved to be 
the case.

NON-UNIFORMITY OF RADIOACTIVE IMPURITIES

The uranium and thorium contents were determined by alpha counting, 
using the zinc sulphide screen technique described by Turner et al. [12], 
The count rates for the separated fractions from several pot samples are 
given in Table I. These are the counts registered per 1000 s from an 
alpha-thick sample of area 15.2 cm2, the loss due to the finite discrimi
nator level being 15%. Also included in the Table are the potassium 
contents, as determined by X-ray fluorescent analysis. While there is 
no striking difference between the potassium contents of each fraction, the
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TABLE I. RADIOACTIVITY OF SEPARATED FRACTIONS

Sherd No. M agnetic fraction Crystalline fraction
Alpha count K (% ) Alpha count K (% )

6b4 24. 06 1 .7 0 2 .0 6 2. 10

6b6 22. 8 2. 20 4 .4 6 1 .20

k 3 7 .4 0 .2 5 1 .20 < 0 . 1

18f 9 .46 1 .45 2. 00 1 .5 0

alpha activity is carried predominantly by the magnetic fraction. The true 
alpha activity of the crystalline fraction may be even lower than indicated 
in Table I, because the counts observed from it could be partly due to 
contamination by clay material adhering to the surface of the crystalline 
grains.

Radiation-attenuation effects

The alpha particles emitted in the uranium and thorium decay chains 
have energies between 4.0 and 8.8 MeV, corresponding to ranges of between 
16 and 50 pm in aluminium. Since the crystalline material is present as 
grains that range up to half a millimetre in diameter, it is evident that the 
major portion of the crystalline material will be shielded from alpha 
particles originating in the clay matrix. Since 90% of the radiation dose 
in a typical pot (see Table II) is carried by alpha particles, of which the 
majority originate in the clay matrix according to Table I, there is, at 
any rate, a qualitative explanation of the low equivalent dose found for the 
crystalline material — irrespective of any reduced intrinsic effectiveness 
of alpha particles. Since the crystalline material makes a substantial 
contribution to the natural TL, radiation-attenuation effects will also 
cause TL ages to be too low, if determined by measurements on unsepa
rated samples.

The dependence on grain size of the radiation dose received by zeno- 
crysts in a uranium-bearing matrix has been calculated (assuming 
spherical grains) from the theory given by Kononenko [13]. The effective

TABLE II. ANNUAL DOSE (mrads) FOR TYPICAL POTTERY

Alpha Beta Gamma

Uranium (3 ppm) 860 39 36

Thorium (12 ppm) 855 26 63

Potassium ( 1%) 0 86 26

T ota l: 1715 151 125
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dose received is shown in Fig. 2; the alpha-particle contribution has been 
reduced by a factor of 0.2 to allow for its reduced effectiveness in inducing 
TL. It is seen that, for grains above 100 pm, the alpha-particle contri
bution becomes negligible. Attenuation of the beta contribution also occurs,

FIG. 2. Theoretical average dose for quartz grains embedded in uranium-rich matrix

Grain Diameter -  microns

FIG. 3. Grain size distribution o f quartz in sherd 6b6

but does not become serious until the grain size exceeds 0.5 mm. For 
the grain size distribution measured for the crystalline extract of sherd 
6b6 (see Fig. 3), which is not untypical, it is seen that few crystalline 
grains should receive a significant alpha dose, but that nearly all should 
receive the full beta contribution. Experiments to check the validity of 
the theoretically-deduced curve of Fig. 2 are in progress, using uranium 
and thorium-rich matrices.
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AGE DETERMINATION

The age of eight pottery fragments has been, determined on the basis 
of TL measurements on the crystalline extract, assuming that both the 
alpha contribution, on the one hand, and the beta attenuation, on the other 
hand, are negligible. The potsherds were ground to less than 200 jum, and 
the 90 to 125 /um range taken out for separation. The standard techniques 
for TL measurements described elsewhere [14] were used, and the results 
obtained are given in Table III, the alpha contribution being omitted from 
the estimate of the annual dose. A cosmic-ray contribution of 15 mrads 
has been included in the total annual dose [7], The TL age is obtained 
simply by dividing the total annual dose into the equivalent dose determined 
from the TL measurements.

TABLE III. TL AGES OF CRYSTALLINE FRACTIONS

Sherd
Equivalent dose 

(rads)
U +  Th

Annual dose 
(mrads)

K Total

TL age 
(yr)

4 b l 2480 43. 8 265 3 24 .8 7650

4b2 688 2 8 .2 45. 2 89 .4 7700

4b3 755 20 .4 5 6 .5 92 .9 8130

6b4 276 287 276 579 475

6b 6 283 288 285 589 480

6d l 461 316 249 581 790

k 905 450 20 .4 4 8 6 .4 1860

18f 391 72.2 220 3 08 .2 1275

The TL ages so obtained have been plotted against the archaeological, 
or radiocarbon, age in Fig. 4. The agreement is remarkably good and 
all points lie on the ideal line of 1 : 1 correspondence to within the ± 20% 
limits shown (these are a subjective estimate of various systematic 
uncertainties inherent in the present technique; experimental error in 
measurement of the TL itself is about ± 5%). Referring back to Table II, 
it is to be noted that for sherds 4bl and 4b2 from the same archaeological 
context, the ratios of the U + Th content to the K content differ widely. 
Nevertheless, the TL ages obtained are close, and this is a satisfying 
internal check of the assumptions about alpha attenuation that have been 
made.

COMMENT

It cannot be expected that the good results reported are necessarily 
the general rule without further sophistication of the method. Firstly, 
in some sherds the zenocryst size is large enough for beta attenuation to
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become serious. Secondly, because the alpña contribution is ignored by 
the crystalline material, the gamma contribution from the soil in which 
the potsherd was buried becomes significant; for the sherds used, samples 
of burial soil were available, and they did not have dissimilar radioactive 
contents to the sherds themselves. However, this is not always the case 
and, in addition to evaluating the correct gamma dose, it may also be 
necessary to take account of the gradient in beta dose that will occur across 
the outer millimetre of the sherd. On account of these difficulties it would 
be preferable to utilize the fine-grained clay matrix for dating so that the 
radiation dose is predominantly internal; testing of this alternative tech
nique is in progress.

Gd 1 
6b4 
6b6

18f

Ab3
4b2
4b1

S o u rc e  o f  S h e rd s

R a s  S h a m ra  . M id d le  
-  D N e o l G a l lo  -  R o m a n

L e z o u x ,  M e ro v in g  

L e z o u x , M e ro v in g  

M o r e t t ,  M e x ic o

FIG. TL age for crystalline fractions

Finally, in considering the precision ultimately obtainable, a rather 
serious difficulty should be mentioned. For one type of quartz studied the 
TL sensitivity is 30% lower at very low dose levels than at, say, 500 rads. 
It is not possible to evaluate the degree of this ' supralinearity1 for each 
material dated, because of the difficulty of draining the material to zero 
TL without changing its properties. In the foregoing work the growth of 
TL has been assumed to be linear with dose; however, the underestimation 
of age resulting is unlikely to be greater than 15%.
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D I S C U S S I O N

R. M. WALKER: Have you performed any other physical measure
ments on samples of separated grains? I have in mind in particular 
optical absorption (colour), electron paramagnetic resonance, and the 
spectrum of thermoluminescence radiation.

M.J.  AITKEN: No.
R. M. WALKER: Do you think it is possible for any of the trapped

electrons to be removed as a result of shock effects? What would happen, 
for example, if a pot were dropped?

M.J.  AITKEN: Effects from a severe shock, e. g. the impact of a
bullet or an underground explosion, have been known to occur in thermo
luminescence work but I don't think there is much danger in the cases 
you are referring to. The shock caused by dropping a piece of pottery 
would be too slight to matter — there would be no question of an archaeo
logist giving us a whole pot to grind up, by the way! We have made 
controlled checks to make sure that there is no emptying of traps when 
the pottery is ground up into powder. We have also used ultrasonics to 
break up pottery but we observed no effects due to ultrasonic degradation.

R. M. WALKER: Do you know what the total trap density is in
mineral grains?

M.J.  AITKEN: No.
H. OESCHGER: Do you think it is possible for new traps to be

formed during the natural radiation time?
M.J.  AITKEN: Unfortunately this possibility cannot be ruled out.

As is mentioned at the end of the paper, supralinearity has been observed 
in quartz at fairly low doses. This is not necessarily due to trap 
formation. It could arise from competition on the part of another set of 
easily saturated traps but in any case it presents a serious difficulty.

W. HERR: Have you observed any effect on the annealing rate in the
case of samples found in places with different climatic conditions? I can 
imagine it might make a difference whether a piece of pottery is found in 
Egypt or in England.

M.J.  AITKEN: We have not observed any such effect. The oldest
samples in Fig. 4 are in fact from Syria, which is fairly hot although 
perhaps not as hot as Egypt. These samples yield a reasonable TL age, 
and the correspondence between the "natural" and "artificial" glow curves 
indicates that there was negligible decay effect for light emitted above 
350°C. On theoretical grounds it is unlikely that an ambient temperature 
of even 50°C would affect the stability of electrons in traps that emit their 
light in the 400°C region.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE (Chairman): Do you think that the impregnation
of potsherds by sea or other water could change the amount of thermo
luminescent substances present and thus modify the coefficient of linearity 
as a function of age?

M. J. AITKEN: I have no conclusive evidence on this, but I think
it is unlikely that water would enter the quartz grains themselves although 
it could well penetrate the pores of the pots. We have obtained reasonable 
answers from pottery fragments picked up on the beach at Caesarea but 
conditions were not suitable for a precise test. It seems to me that 
leaching of uranium would be more likely to be troublesome in cases of 
this sort.
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Abstract

GEOLOGIC DATING BY ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE. A new method o f geologic age determination 
using electron spin resonance to measure trapped charge in minerals has been developed and tested. The 
method is based upon the assumption that the trapped charge accumulation in crystals is a fonction o f  the 
total radiation dose to which they have been exposed. Factors controlling the origin and retention o f the 
charge are reviewed and the principles o f  electron spin resonance are described.

The method has been tested by dating apatite crystals from Durango, M exico. This sample shows two 
ESR absorption peaks which increase in intensity when the crystals are irradiated with gamma rays. The 
total radiation dose which the crystals have received during their geologic history is determined from the 
natural ESR signal and the signal growth curves after artificial irradiation. Counting measurements o f 
the radioactive impurity content o f  the sample were used to compute the annual natural radiation dose.
The age calculated from the ESR and counting data is 2 to 4 x  106 yr. Annealing measurements indicate 
that the ESR signals are associated with traps capable o f retaining charges in excess o f 4 x 106 yr. Although 
the apatite samples have not been independently dated, the geology o f the Durango region puts an upper 
limit on their age as approximately 3 x 107 yr.

INTRODUCTION

Among the current geologic dating techniques, only the thermo
luminescence method is based upon the accumulation of charges trapped 
during geologic time. The trapped charge results from ionization caused 
by radiations from radioactive impurities in the minerals. One of the 
principal disadvantages of the thermoluminescence method is the fact that 
the light emitted during a measurement is only rarely a direct measure 
of the number of trapped charges. Electron spin resonance permits 
direct measurement of the charge contained in certain traps and thus 
eliminates one of the important sources of error inherent in the thermo
luminescence method. Furthermore, it becomes possible to measure 
charges in traps which are much deeper than those detectable with 
thermoluminescence.

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS RELATING TO AGE 
DETERMINATIONS

When a crystal is formed, either by solidification or from a solution, 
defects are incorporated into the lattice. These include vacant lattice

*  Research performed under the auspices o f the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
*  *  Guest scientist at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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sites, impurity atoms substituted for normal lattice atoms, and occasion
ally interstitial lattice or impurity atoms. Typically, there are from 
1015 to 1017 vacancies per cm3 . In addition, defects are produced by 
radiation damage processes from the radiations emitted by radioactive 
impurity atoms. If the radioactive impurity content is below about 50ppm, 
the total number of defects produced during geologic time will be small 
when compared to the concentration of defects from other sources.

The ionizing radiation from the radioactive impurities produces free 
electrons and holes which may become trapped at defects in the crystal 
lattice. A large fraction of the charges may undergo recombination by 
combining with charges of the opposite sign which have been trapped 
previously. Trapped charge population will be a linear function of dose 
if less than approximately one-fifth of the total number of traps is 
populated.

To be of use for geologic age determination, the trapped charge 
population must represent a true measure of the radiation dose accumu
lated in specific defects. The probability that a charge will be thermally 
liberated from a trap is given by an expression of the form s exp(-E/kT), 
where s, the frequency factor, is between 107 and 1013 sec'1 , E the trap 
depth. It can be shown that the charge will not be released thermally in 
less than 107 yr if an activation energy of 1.5 eV, a frequency factor of 
1010 sec '1, and a temperature of 300°K is assumed. If a sample is heated 
to a temperature high enough to release all the charges from a given trap, 
an age determination based on a measurement of the charge in that trap 
will indicate only the period of time after the thermal excursion. If the 
concentration of traps is large compared to the concentration of trapped 
charge, some of the thermally released charges may be re-trapped rather 
than lost by recombination. If re-trapping occurs, conservation of trapped 
charge is improved and the time period over which reliable measurements 
can be made is extended. It is recognized, however, that recrystallization, 
heat, pressure, mechanical shock and other geological processes can alter 
both the number of traps and their charge population.

APPLICATION OF ESR TO THE MEASUREMENT OF TRAPPED CHARGE

A brief description of the physical principles of electron spin reso
nance (ESR) will indicate the manner in which this technique is applied to 
measure directly the trapped charge concentration. Although these argu
ments consider the trapped charge to be an electron, they can be extended 
to apply to trapped (electronic) holes.

First consider the system consisting of a free electron in a finite non
varying magnetic field. This system has two energy levels corresponding 
to the electron spin vector being either parallel or anti-parallel to the 
magnetic field vector. The difference in energy between the two levels is 
given by AE= g /3H, where g is the spectroscopic splitting factor, (3 is the 
Bohr magneton, and H is the magnitude of the magnetic field. An alter
nating magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the steady field will induce 
transitions from one level to the other (spin flips) if the frequency of the 
alternating field and the magnitude of the constant field satisfy the reso
nance condition: hv = g|3H. The electron spin system absorbs energy if 
the electron spin vector is flipped from a direction parallel to the steady 
field to the anti-parallel direction; the opposite process, equally probable, 
emits energy.
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Let the system under consideration be expanded to include a large 
number of nearly free electrons in a crystal lattice. If at a given tempera
ture these electrons are in thermodynamic equilibrium with the lattice, the 
ratio of the number of electrons in the lower energy state to that in the 
excited state is given by the Boltzmann factor. Due to the excess electron 
concentration in the ground state this system at resonance will absorb 
energy from the alternating field as long as the lattice carries energy away 
from the spin system fast enough to maintain a constant difference in 
population between the two states.

In practice the steady magnetic field is produced by a large electro
magnet; the alternating magnetic field is obtained from the magnetic 
component of a microwave-frequency electromagnetic field generated by 
a klystron. The sample under study is contained in a resonant microwave 
cavity located between the poles of the electromagnet. The steady magnetic 
field is adjusted until resonance is obtained. At resonance the absorption 

.of microwave energy by the spin system is detected by a change in the 
power reflected by the cavity to the klystron bridge. This change in power 
at resonance is directly proportional to the number of spins being flipped 
from the lower to upper state, and thus to the total number of spins parti
cipating in the resonance process.

Consider next the perturbations on this ideal system that are pertinent 
to the measurement of the trapped charge concentration in a geologically 
interesting material. Assume the sample contains lattice defects that have 
trapped and retained single electrons for geologic periods of time. The 
properties of the ideal, almost free, electron population described above 
are modified by the detailed structure of the defect or impurity which has 
trapped the electron. First, the spectroscopic splitting factor g, which is 
a simple constant (scalar) in the ideal free electron case described above, 
becomes a matrix (actually a second-rank tensor). In other words, the 
magnetic moment vector need not be parallel to the spin angular momen
tum vector. Second, the electron may interact with non-zero magnetic 
moment nuclei. This interaction splits the original energy levels into 
additional sublevels, the number of which depends on the spin of the nuclei. 
These interactions and others produce differences in the ESR absorption 
spectra between different kinds of trapping centres. The total area (inte
grated intensity) under the absorption peaks attributable to a single centre 
is a measure of the population of electrons in that particular trap.

The interaction of the trapped charge with the atoms surrounding the 
trapping centre and the crystal field causes the microwave absorption to 
depend on the orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the fixed 
magnetic field. This orientation dependence provides information about 
the local environment of the paramagnetic trapping centre. However, the 
details of the spectrum may depend so critically on the precise relation 
between the field and the crystal axes that it is difficult to reproduce 
accurately the position of the crystal in the cavity. This difficulty may 
be overcome by using a sample prepared by powdering the crystal fine 
enough to obtain a spectrum which is effectively an average of the ab
sorption over all angles. Although this procedure tends to broaden the 
absorption lines, and, of necessity, destroys much of the angular 
information, the most important parameter for geologic applications, the 
total absorption, remains constant.
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It must be emphasized that not all traps containing electrons are 
paramagnetic, and that not all paramagnetic centres can be detected. If, 
for example, an even number of electrons are trapped on a defect or 
impurity, it is likely that the ground state configuration will not be para
magnetic. The ability to detect a given concentration of paramagnetic 
species depends both on the sensitivity of the ESR spectrometer and the 
physical properties of the paramagnetic species. A typical spectrometer 
can detect a concentration of 1012 AH spins, where AH is the width, in 
gauss, of the absorption line. Even if a paramagnetic species normally 
capable of detection exists in a mineral, the presence of ESR-active im
purity atoms, such as Mn++, may overwhelm the contribution to the ab
sorption spectrum from the geologically interesting defects.

GEOLOGICAL AGE DETERMINATION USING ESR TECHNIQUES

Basically, the method requires the measurement of the natural charge 
population in a specific trap, the radiation dose required to produce that 
population, and the natural radiation dose-rate. The ESR absorption of the 
powdered untreated mineral is first determined. The mineral is then 
subjected to known doses of gamma rays and the increase in the ESR signal 
amplitude is plotted against the radiation dose. An idealized plot of this 
type is shown in Fig. 1 [1] . The ESR absorption is then extrapolated
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FIG. 1. Signal intensity in an experiment to determine the trapped charge in a mineral. It would be 
necessary for this material to have two relatively empty traps when measurements were started. It 
would be essential to determine, e .g .  by annealing experiments, that the trapped charges were almost 
completely stable at the highest temperature reached by the sample in the time it acquired the "prior 
dose"

"backward" to obtain the total gamma-ray dose accumulated during the 
geologic lifetime of the sample. The prior dose which is assumed to have 
been imparted by the radioactive impurity content of the mineral can be 
determined by either chemical or counting techniques. The annual dose 
attributable to each ppm of uranium, thorium, or potassium impurity has
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been determined by Stauffer [2] . If the stability conditions described 
below are fulfilled, the time required for the sample to acquire the trapped 
charge is the prior dose divided by the annual dose.

Certain conditions must be fulfilled if the measurements are to be of 
value for geologic age determination. First, the ESR signal must be a 
linear function of the dose when the lowest increments of artificial radiation 
are added to the sample. If this is not the case, a reliable extrapolation 
cannot be made. Second, it must be established that the traps in question 
will retain the trapped charge for periods that are long compared to the 
computed age of the sample. This can be verified in a cursory way by 
studying the untrapping processes as a function of temperature.

SELECTION OF A MINERAL FOR A PRELIMINARY DATING ATTEMPT

ESR measurements were made on thirty minerals in an attempt to find 
suitable material for geologic age determination. Nineteen minerals 
showed absorption spectra suitable for quantitative measurements and in 
six samples the signals increased after irradiation with gamma rays [3] .

After making preliminary studies on apatite samples from different 
localities, crystals from the Cerro del Mercab iron mine at Durango, 
Mexico were selected for all the measurements described in this paper. 
These crystals have not been dated directly by isotopic methods. They 
were obtained from rocks of Middle Tertiary age, however, and they could 
not be older than approximately 3 X 107 yr.

DETERMINATION OF THE 238U CONTENT AND THE ANNUAL DOSE 
ACQUIRED BY THE MEXICAN APATITE

The 238U content of the Mexican apatite samples was determined by 
measuring the intensity of the RaC (214Bi) 611 keV gamma ray, using 
standard scintillation counting techniques. A large thallium-activated 
sodium iodide crystal, approximately 3 in. across its flat face, was used 
as a detector. The detector, photomultiplier, and preamplifier were 
located in a 14-in-thick iron shield. The pulse height spectrum was 
determined with a 400 channel analyser. Calibrated 137Cs and 22Na sources 
were used to determine the counter efficiency and energy calibration.
These sources produce peaks on either side of the 611-keVline, providing 
a convenient way to correct the variation of counting efficiency with 
gamma-ray energy.

Weighed apatite samples (and the calibration sources) were placed on 
the flat surface of the scintillation crystal at a point where the counting 
efficiency is nearly independent of position. Reasonable counting statistics 
were obtained by counting the apatite and the background for approximately 
24 h. The calibration samples required only one or two minutes. Both 
spectra, corrected for background, used to determine the 238U in the 
Mexican apatite are shown in Fig. 2.

The computation of the uranium content from the 611 keV gamma-ray 
counting data requires several assumptions. First, the 238U and its 
daughters must be in equilibrium. This assumption could have been tested 
experimentally for the apatite samples by using chemical or possibly
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counting techniques. Second, it must be assumed that the contribution of 
radioactive species other than RaC (214Bi) to the 611-keV peak is negligible.
In addition, it is necessary to know the fraction of RaC (214Bi) disintegrations 
that give rise to the 611-keV gamma ray. The value used was: one RaC 
disintegration results in 0.45 of the 611-keV gamma rays. Since a precise 
value for this branching ratio was not found in the literature, the value 
given was deduced from compilations of nuclear data; it is possible that 
this value is as large as 0.9.

CHANNEL (ENERGY)

FIG.2. The gamma-ray pulse height spectra used to determine the 238U content o f the Mexican apatite. 
Only the 6X1 keV peak was used in the present determination. More detailed work should make use o f 
both this and the other prominent uranium series peaks, such as the 1.12 MeV RaC peak between 
channels 130 and 140, to obtain improved accuracy

In addition to 238u  and its daughters the apatite might contain both 40K  
and thorium series activities. Gamma-ray peaks from these additional 
activities could not be detected in the counting spectrum. Therefore, it 
was concluded that the contribution of these activities to the annual dose 
was negligible.

From the data given in Fig. 2, and using the values given above, it 
was determined that the Mexican apatite contained 3.2 ppm ïï !ü , If it is 
assumed that this material was subjected to the radiations from only its 
own impurities it would accumulate a dose of 1.04 rad/yr. This compu
tation is based on the value of 0.35 R /yr per ppm 238U in equilibrium with 
its daughter products given by Stauffer [2] .
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EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

To facilitate an accurate measurement of the trapped charge by ESR 
methods, several refinements were incorporated into the experimental 
procedure. First, the sample tube was equipped with a "built-in" 
calibration signal. Powdered MgO with a high concentration of Cr^+was 
sealed into the centre of a thin-walled high-purity quartz tube in a location 
that placed both the calibration sample and the powdered mineral in the 
same region of the microwave cavity. The narrow absorption peak from 
the C r3+ ion served as a stable reference for calibrating both the magnetic 
field and the overall spectrometer gain.

Several Mexican apatite crystals were selected which showed little 
discoloration. These were powdered until the ESR absorption spectrum 
was independent of the relative orientation between the magnetic field and 
the angular position of the sample tube in the cavity. For each series of 
measurements approximately 300 mg of powder were prepared, from which 
approximately 100 mg were used in any given spectrum determination.
For any series of data the sample mass was constant to within 0.5 mg.
After the ESR absorption spectrum was obtained, the entire sample 
supply was irradiated in a 60Co gamma-ray source at 30°C at a rate of
7.1 X 105 R/h; this process was repeated with appropriate increases in 
dose.

Analysis of the ESR spectra obtained by this procedure indicated that 
the absorption band labelled a in Fig. 3 increased with dose. The intensity 
of this peak is plotted against dose in Fig. 4. Examination of the spectra 
also revealed the presence of an unstable absorption peak labelled y  in 
Fig. 3. This peak decayed for several days after irradiation when the 
sample was held at room temperature. Annealing data showed that the 
transient peak could be removed by heating the sample to 200°C for 30 min 
without measurably affecting the intensities of any other absorption peaks. 
To obtain the absorption amplitude for the y  peak plotted in Fig. 4 the 
sample was annealed for 30 min at 200°C after each irradiation. This 
procedure simulates the redistribution of charge occurring in the sample 
over long periods of time.

The ESR data was digitally recorded, then analysed and plotted with 
a CDC 6600 computer. In the analysis the spectrum obtained prior to 
irradiation was subtracted from the spectrum recorded after each irradi
ation. All the spectra were corrected for spectrometer gain changes and 
magnetic-field shifts. The plots obtained showed only the changes in 
absorption induced by the total added radiation. Both peaks grew with 
additional gamma-ray dose. The amplitude of both the a and y peaks, 
prior to irradiation and after the indicated radiation dose are shown in 
Fig. 4. The o-peak intensities were obtained from the irradiation series 
which did not include the annealing step. Reliable measurements of the 
y-peak absorption amplitude could be obtained only after the annealing 
procedure described was used to remove the transient absorption contribu
tion to this peak.

Using the annual dose computed from the measured uranium content, 
the age obtained for the Mexican apatite samples is between 2 to 4 X 106yr. 
It should be mentioned again that this age indicates the time elapsed since 
the traps were last empty. The method cannot distinguish between the 
time of formation and the occurrence of a possible subsequent thermal 
excursion high enough to empty the traps.
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The stability of the two peaks was determined by annealing the samples 
for 40 min at temperatures from 50°C to 550°C at intervals of 50°C. The 
a peak was not diminished appreciably after heating as high as 300°C; the

r

FIG. 3. The electron spin resonance derivative absorption spectrum o f the Mexican apatite after it 
was powdered but prior to any other treatment or irradiation. The magnitude o f the a  and y  peaks is 
proportional to the charge, contained in two separate traps. This charge is assumed to have accumulated 
since the material was formed or had been subjected to a temperature high enough to liberate charges 
from these traps

FIG. 4. The magnitude o f the a  and y  ESR absorption peaks in the Mexican apatite as à function o f 60Co 
gamma-ray dose. The signal versus dose curve has been extrapolated to the zero signal level to deter
mine the dose accumulated prior to the initial ESR measurement. The assumption is made that the 
curve is linear when only a small fraction o f  the traps are filled

y  peak remained roughly constant in amplitude over the entire temperature 
range. Cursory calculations indicate that certainly the y, and probably 
the a, peak would be stable at a temperature of 50°C for longer than 
4 X 106 yr.
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D IS C U S S IO N

H. I. WENDT: I notice that you relate your gamma-spectrometric
determination to 22Na and 137Cs standards. Why didn't you use a 
synthetic sample consisting of a known amount of uranium ore in equi
librium with its daughter products?

E. J. ZELLER: This would certainly have been very much better
but, unfortunately, we didn't have a suitable standard available at the 
time. The standards used were the best calibrated material we had.

H. I. WENDT: If no samples of natural uranium and thorium were
available, how did you find out that there was no thorium present in the 
sample?

E. J. ZELLER: Some spectra were available from samples which
had been previously measured on the spectrometer and we used these.

R. M. WALKER: In connection with these electronic effects, it is
important, I think, to bear in mind that the situations one is dealing with 
can be extremely complicated and that considerable caution has to be 
exercised when drawing conclusions. For example, with both these 
techniques — thermoluminescence and electron spin resonance — the 
implicit assumption is made that there is no dose-rate dependence. Now 
I agree that this may be true in some cases but it need not, and probably 
will not, be true in all cases.

I also have a brief comment on the subject of apatite. I should like to 
point out that natural structural radiation damage is perhaps not negligible 
with this substance and that here again the linear dependence could be 
upset.

May I ask a question concerning powder samples? Is unique identi
fication of the defects involved possible with such samples? If not, might 
not the differences in relaxation times, etc. confuse the relationship 
between the amplitude of the resonance signal and the amount of stored 
charge?

E. J. ZELLER: The best answer I can give to your question is to
say that we do recognize that this is a problem and that we plan to use 
electron nuclear double resonance to learn more about the exact location 
of the charges in the minerals. It is perfectly true that powders have 
certain disadvantages and that it might be better to use crystals. This is 
a matter of technique and we have not yet had time to go into the matter 
as thoroughly as we would wish.

As for the dose-rate dependence, we have actually studied this problem 
and we know that this dependence does exist for high doses. However, we 
would not expect to have too much difficulty with samples of average 
radioactivity.
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M .J . AITKEN: I would like to add a comment on this question of
dose-rate dependence. This possibility has been exhaustively studied 
in the field of TL dosimetry and to my knowledge no substance has yet 
been found that exhibits any dose-rate dependence.

C. ALLEGRE: May I ask, Dr. Zeller, whether you have thought of
heating the samples or subjecting them to pressure in the gap of your 
electromagnet? I should think that the spin resonance method is the only 
technique that could be used to make a step-by-step study of what happens 
to a crystal when the pressure and temperature are increased. The data 
obtained from such studies could be of great importance for the investi
gation and dating of tectonic phases. Do you think that this is a practical 
proposition?

E. J. ZELLER: What you suggest is certainly feasible. We have not
actually performed any such studies so far but I would expect them to 
yield results. The method could perhaps supply temperature and pressure 
information about tectonically deformed rocks. We have no plans to carry 
out such work at the moment but I very much hope that someone else will 
take up this extremely interesting idea.

J. M. NIELSEN: You say that ESR absorption increased with dose
for the six minerals tested. Apart from apatite, what minerals did you 
test?

E. J. ZELLER: The other minerals were zircon, calcite, dolomite,
halite and mica. Zircon provides a very narrow and distinctive absorption 
signal, which decays at 250°C. It would be of little use for age determi
nations but might be valuable for climatological or palaeoclimatological 
studies. Calcite yields a number of signals which are related to the radi
ation history of the material and which are very often partially obscured 
by manganese lines. In very pure calcites as many as 26 lines appeared 
after irradiation and heating. We made simultaneous studies with thermo
luminescence and found that some of the lines could apparently be related 
directly to specific glow-curve peaks. Dolomite, halite and mica all 
produce lines which can be related to radiation effects. Mica is difficult 
to study because of the large impurity signals one obtains.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE (Chairman): Have you tried minerals from
chondrites?

E. J. ZELLER: No, but this is something we would very much like
to do. All I can say is that sulphide minerals such as lead sulphide do 
yield strong resonance signals. I think that some of the minerals from 
meteorites, e. g. troilite, would definitely produce signals. We did test 
a sample of olivine but it was not from a meteorite and it did not yield 
any significant signal.

J. J. R. LABEYRIE: We have tested troilite with spin resonance but
with negative results.

R. M. WALKER: At our laboratory we have made a cursory study of
terrestrial and meteoric olivine samples. A very broad resonance was 
obtained with both samples but this was considered to be due to iron. 
Nothing extraordinary which might have been attributable to radiation 
effects was observed. I repeat, however, that this was only a preliminary 
and very superficial investigation and no firm conclusions can be drawn 
from it.

P. E. DAMON: Have you studied electron spin resonance in fluorite?
E. J. ZELLER: Yes, we have. We found that it yields a spin 

resonance signal which can be related to radiation damage.
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Abstract

SURVEY OF SYSTEMS FOR CONCENTRATION AND LOW BACKGROUND COUNTING OF TRITIUM 
IN WATER. This paper surveys systems used for concentrating and counting tritium activities in the 
range 0.1-5 000 TU. It should serve as a guide to the factors involved in such measurements, for 
scientists interested in practical applications o f  natural and bomb-produced tritium as a tracer, and for 
those who wish to construct similar apparatus.

In most tritium-counting systems the criterion to be applied in comparing methods is the time 
required to achieve the desired rms relative precision. This time decreases with increasing sample 
activity, increasing amount o f  sample in the counter and with decreasing background. Counting systems 
compared are gas counters and the filling gases, scintillation counters and scintillators. The best 
proportional counters are considerably better than the best scintillation counters, but benzene synthesis 
and assay by liquid scintillation counting is as good as the best Geiger counters.

To concentrate a single sample by a factor o f  10, thermal diffusion is quicker and gives a more 
accurate enrichment factor. However, as thermal diffusion columns are bulky, it is easier with 
electrolysis to run simultaneously a larger number o f samples, and the reproducibility is adequate for 
most purposes.

The absolute accuracy o f measurements at different laboratories is compared and it is shown that 
the standard deviation is generally better than about ±2%.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1946 Libby [1] postulated the production of 14C and tritium by 
cosm ic-ray interactions with constituents of the upper atmosphere and 
the search for tritium in nature, which had been pursued unsuccess
fully in the 1930's, was resumed. Natural tritium was finally detected 
in water by von Grosse, Johnston, Wolfgang and Libby in 1951, using 
electrolytic concentration and gas counting [2],

Typical levels of tritium reported by early investigators [3-5] 
were a tritium to hydrogen (T /H ) ratio of 17-42 X 1 0 - 1 8  for Ottawa 
rains in the period 1951-1953, 7 .8 X 10-18 for the average level in 
Chicago rainwater during 1953 and 0 .2 -1 .6 X  10-18 for sea-water 
samples. A T /H  ratio of 10-18 is known as one tritium unit (TU) and 
corresponds to 7.2 dpm/1 water.

With the advent of thermonuclear weapons tests in 1954, tritium 
activities greater by several orders of magnitude were introduced into 
the upper atmosphere of the northern hemisphere and subsequently 
deposited as precipitation. Maximum levels in precipitation of about 
10 000 TU were recorded in 1963. Tritium levels in the southern 
hemisphere have also increased since 1954 due to stratospheric diffusion, 
but the levels in precipitation at the present time are lower than those 
in northern hemisphere precipitation by about one order of magnitude.
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The usefulness of natural tritium as a tracer in meteorological 
and hydrological studies was soon apparent and the first of the rapidly- 
increasing number of papers describing its applications appeared in 
1957 [6], Artificially-produced tritium introduced by the bomb tests 
complicates some types of studies but has provided many huge tracer 
pulses which make other studies feasible and also ease the problem of 
measurement.

In the northern hemisphere, tritium concentrations in precipitation 
at the present time are a few hundred TU; surface-water concentrations 
are lower than current precipitation due to dilution with older ground 
water, while concentrations in ground water and in lakes range from zero 
to several hundred TU [7, 8], Southern hemisphere levels are lower by 
about one order of magnitude [7, 8],

A number of laboratories throughout the world are now equipped to 
measure these tritium concentrations. The data on tritium concentration 
which they produce is collected by the IAEA and published periodically [7]. 
Laboratories currently contributing to this list, as well as some other 
laboratories known to exist, are listed in the Appendix.

This paper surveys systems used for concentrating and counting 
tritium activities in the range 0.1-5000 TU by the laboratories currently 
contributing to the IAEA Tritium Lists [9-67], It should serve as a 
guide to the factors involved for scientists interested in practical appli
cations of natural and bomb-produced tritium as a tracer, and for those 
who wish to construct similar apparatus.

2. DESIRABLE CRITERIA FOR CONCENTRATION AND COUNTING
SYSTEMS

In the vast majority of studies using natural tritium many samples 
have to be measured. In the world-wide study of tritium in precipitation 
organized by the IAEA almost 1000 samples per year are taken. Some 
hydrological studies involve the measurement of about 100 samples in 
the first year and then a smaller number over a period of years. The 
accuracy required in the measurements is generally limited by the 
accuracy to which other essential data are known. For example, the 
total water input to a catchment area or the volumes of underground 
reservoirs of water can often not be measured to an accuracy within ±10%  
or even a factor of 2. However, an accuracy of better than ±10% is 
generally desirable as significant information can sometimes be 
obtained from tritium data alone.

Thus the most desirable criteria for a tritium-measuring system  
are that it should be capable of measuring large numbers of samples 
as rapidly, simply and cheaply as possible, with a rms relative error 
of about ±10%, or better. It is generally more important to measure 
100 samples with a rms relative error of ±10% than 10 samples to a 
rms relative error of ±3%.

2. 1. Time of measurement and precision

In low-level counting, one of the most important factors is the 
counting time required to achieve a desired statistical precision. The 
time of measurement is determined by the tritium content of the sample,
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the amount of sample in the counter and the counter background. In a 
counter which gives C cpm from the sample and has a background of 
B cpm the statistical standard deviation in the net sample count rate in 
a counting time t is given by the equation:

C + B B_
t tB

where te is the time for which the background is measured. In low- 
level counting the background is generally counted periodically (e.g. 
over weekends) for much longer times than samples, so that oB , if due 
to statistical variations in the detection of background radiation would 
generally be negligible. However, it is invariably found that ctb , 

although often a constant for a particular system, is seldom negligible 
in comparison to oc + B due to various experimental factors, variable 
degrees of contamination, electronic instability, variations in cosmic-ray  
intensity, etc. These variations in B determine the ultimate limit of 
detection. For the IAEA proportional counter with a background of
1.1 cpm, for example, for a weekend count (crB)stat is ±0.015 cpm, 
and the total standard error averaged over several weekends is ±0 .05 cpm, 
which corresponds to ±2 .5  TU. The minimum error quoted for direct 
counting with this counter is always ±5  TU [9].

If P is the percentage relative standard deviation in net sample 
count rate C, then

P 2 =  1 0 4 * ê  - 1 0 *  f ç ± b

^  c 2 V t

t = 104 (C + B )/(P 2C2 - 104 a B2 )

For a counter which gives F cpm TU, the time required to achieve 
a percentage relative precision P for a sample of N TU is

t = 104 (FN + B )/(P 2F2N2 - 104 ctb2 ) (1)

or if ctb is assumed to be negligible

t = 104 (FN + B ) /P 2F2N2 (la)

The ratio C2 /B  is sometimes used as a figure of merit in comparing 
counting systems, but this criterion is only applicable if C <  B. In 
most tritium counting systems, however, this is not the case and the 
criterion to be applied in comparing counting systems is the time 
required to achieve the desired rms relative precision. This time 
decreases with increasing sample activity, increasing amount of sample 
in the counter and with decreasing background. The time required to 
achieve precisions of 3%, 5% and 10% for different tritium activities 
in typical counters is summarized in Table I. These calculations are 
applicable when statistical errors predominate and when B is constant 
and accurately known, i. e. aB is assumed to be negligible. In low- 
activity tritium measurements, instrumental and experimental errors

35
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF GAS COUNTERS AND 
LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

Precision
required

Counting tim e t (min) a

Counter
100

Sam ple a ctiv ity  (TU) 
500 1000 5000

Prop. Counter (IAEA) 860 120 60 10
G eiger Counter (Stockholm ) 12140 860 330 50

0 .03 Packard Tri-C arb (benzene) 750 240 28
(3%) Large V o l . S cint. (w ater-dioxane) - 1150 330 25

Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-T riton-X ) 1150 360 39
Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-dioxane) 2500 750 71

Prop. Counter (IAEA) 310 44 20 4
G eiger Counter (Stockholm) 4370 310 120 20

0 .0 5 Packard Tri-C arb (benzene) * 270 90 10

(5%) Large V ol.S cin t.(w ater-d ioxan e) " 415 120 9
Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-T riton-X ) - 415 130 14
Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-dioxane) 900 270 26

Prop. Counter (IAEA) 78 11 5 A )
Geiger Counter (Stockholm) 1092 77 30 5

0 .1 0 Packard Tri-C arb (benzene) “ 68 22 2
(10%) Large V o l.S c in t . (water-dioxane) 105 30 2

Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-T riton -X ) 104 33 4
Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-dioxane) 224 67 6

Proportional Counter (IAEA)
Geiger Counter (Stockholm)
Packard T ri-C arb (benzene)t>
Large V o l.S c in t . (water-dioxane)
Packard Tri-C arb (w ater-Triton-X )
Packard Tri-C arb (water-dioxane)

a C alcu lated using form ula (la ) 
b Estimated figures

are generally small in comparison with statistical errors. The background 
is generally constant and known to the required accuracy. Only in 
measuring very low tritium activities (~  5 TU) does a variation in the 
background become important.

The sample activity can be increased by a concentration system but 
the concentration takes an appreciable time. Therefore, it is preferable 
to compare counting and concentration systems separately. No simple 
relation can be given as to when it is desirable to concentrate, but the 
main considerations are discussed in detail below.

C = 1 cpm  per 50 
C = 1 cpm  per 210 
C = 1 cpm  per 100 
C = 1 cpm  per 66 
C = 1 cpm  per 138 
C = 1 cpm  per 230

TU, B = l . i cpm
TU, B = 2 cpm
TU, B = 12 cpm
TU, B = 52 cpm
TU, B = 10 cpm
TU, B = 8 .4 cpm

35»
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2. 2. Other considerations

The cost of measurement is mainly determined by operator time 
and therefore preference should be given to the system which can 
concentrate and measure the largest number of samples per man day 
and the apparatus should operate 24 h per day. Reliability is essential.
It is generally cheaper to buy an existing commercial apparatus than to 
build one from scratch, as considerable experience and skill are 
required. Personal preferences for, and experience with, a particular 
system such as electrolysis versus thermal diffusion for concentration, 
or gas counters versus scintillation counters for measurement, are 
intangible but important factors.

Some of the systems surveyed below have been in existence for 
over ten years. As a considerable amount of time and expense is 
involved in modifying an existing system, the reluctance to change an 
existing system which is producing results in order to introduce improved 
techniques, is understandable. From the discussions, however, the 
merits of each system and the choice of the optimum system to meet 
individual requirements should be clear.

3. COUNTING SYSTEMS

Methods used for counting low tritium activities are liquid 
scintillation counters and gas counters. The latter are operated either 
in the proportional or Geiger region. Other possible methods are 
gas-filled ionization chambers or cloud chambers, or bubble chambers 
filled with liquified gas. However, the difficulties involved in routinely 
measuring small currents with the first system and the subjective 
nature of the second make them less suitable than the electronic counting 
methods, and bubble chamber counters are still under development.

3 .1 . Gas counters

Gas counters operated in the Geiger or proportional region are used 
by the majority of laboratories for low-level counting of tritium and 
details of some of these systems are given in Tables II and III. The 
counter containing the tritium sample is surrounded by an anticoincidence 
ring and massive lead or iron shields.

Counter construction

The central, sample counter is generally of conventional cylindrical 
form but some laboratories use a special design proposed by Houtermans 
and Oeschger [51], In this design a very thin wall between the main 
counter and the anticoincidence ring reduces to a minimum the contri
bution to background from contamination in the cathode and from secondary 
electrons released from this wall which do not pass through the anti- 
coincidence counter. The wall sometimes consists of a number of 
wires to obtain the ultimate minimum wall mass per unit area. An 
annular anticoincidence counter surrounds this wall and both counters 
are within the same pressure shell and filled with the sample gas. Due



TABLE II. LOW-BACKGROUND GAS COUNTERS OPERATED IN THE PROPORTIONAL REGION

Laboratory 1. IAEA 6. Heidelberg 7 . Darmstadt 9. Bombay 10. Israel 14. Berne

1 2a>b) 1 2 St.St.3
Cu Cua St.St.a St.St. St.St.

Cathode Diameter 86 mm ; 74 mm 80 mm 70 mm 76 mm 76 mm

'  Length 310 mm; 300 mm 800 mm 300 mm 280 mm 600 mm
Anode • Material St.St. : St.St. St. St.St. St.St. St.St. : St.St. St.St.

Diameter 50 pm : 40 Jim 100 Jim 50 Jim 40 pm 25 Jim 25 Jim
Insulators PTFE : PTFE Quartz Teflon Nylon Araldite Nylon
Sensitive V o l.(l) 1.75 : 1.2 3.2 2.6 1.2 1.2 2.7 1.0

Gas Ethane H2 +A;Methane (95:5) Ethane Methane Ethane Methane
Pressure 140 cm Hg 100 cm + 100 cm 75 cm  Hg 89.5 cm Hg 200 cm Hg 120 cm Hg

Preparation Table 4; lb  +2a Mg at 600’ C Table 4; lb + 2 a Table 4; 3a Table 4; lb  + 2a Table 4; 3
Time o f prep. 6 samples/ 2 h 8 h overnight 2-4 h overnight

operator day
Length (V) 1200 V: 1000 V ± 1000 V changes 1000 V 500 V 200 V
Slope (%/100V) 0.2% : 0.2% Std. by -3 +0.5% 1% 0 . 3 %

Bgd. by 40.15
cpm

Operating Voltage 5000 : 5700 5000 4300 4720 2400

Outside A/C 20 cm Fe : 10 cm pb 10 cm Pb 10 cm Fe. 10 cm pa- 5 cm  Pb + 15 cm Fe + 10 cm Fe 10 cm Fe+ 20 cm Fe;
raffin +B, 20 cm Fe 2, 5 cm Hg 2 .5  cm Hg 2 .5  cm pb 5 cm paraff.

Shield + B
Inside A/C - : - - - - - - -

Pulse height ratio 20:1 00 20 : 1 10 : 1 5 : 1 30 1 10 : 1
Bgd. (cpm) 1.1 ± 0.03 : 1 .6  ± 0.05 2.5 2.74 ± 0.03 0.9 4.5  ± 0.2 5.0  ± 0.5 0.2

Equiv. wt -h2o . W g 2.8 : 1.7 3.0 1.8 1.8 3.0 6.5 2.0
TU/cpm (140/W) 50 : 80 47 76 77 67 30 70
w . b :5 2 .5  : 1.4 2.0 1.1 1.9 1.4 2.9 4.5
Time for 500 ± 25 TU 44 min : 80 min 50 min 77 min 70 min 86 min ; 30 min 58 min
Time for 5000 ± 250 TU 4 min : 7 min 5 min 6 min 6 min 5 min 3 min 6 min

a Oeschger-type counter 
b Also used by CEA Grenoble
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TABLE II (cont. )

Laboratory 15. UKAEA 16. La Jolla 18. Florida 19. Washington

1 2

Cathode
f  Material Cu or Brass (Ni plated) Cu (Ni plated) Cu : Cu : Cu
[Diameter 76 mm 62 mm 51 mm ; 90 mm : 86 mm

' Length 410 mm 345 mm 490 mm : : 406 mm
Anode Material Ni St.St. St.St. : : St.St.

Diameter 25 /im 25 /im 120 /im ; : 60 pm
Insulators PTFE Teflon Quartz : Teflon ; Teflon
Sensitive Vol. (1) 1.7 0.8 1.0  : 2.C 2 .0  : 2 .3

Filling
'Gas Ethane Ethane H2 +Propane H* H2 + Methane

pressure 2 atm 2.6  atm 2 atm + 0 .4  atm 4 atm 114 + 20.5 : 123 + 30
Preparation Table IV; lb + 2 a Table IV; 2b Mg at 600° U (800° C) or Mg (600° C)
T im e o f prep. 2-4  h 4 h 20 - 30 min 1.5  h

Plateau f  Length (V) 600 V 150 V 500 V 700 V ; 800 V
{  Slope (ty/lOO V) 1% 0.8<ft 1-2 °!o Wo/lOO V

Operating Voltage 4200 5000 4400 3700 : 5100

Outside A/C 20 cm Fe 21 cm Fe 20 cm Fe •+ 10 cm 11 cm Hg ; 40 cm Fe
paraffin + B

Shield
Inside A/C . 2 .5  cm Pb 2.5  cm Hgj -

Pulse height ratio 20 ; 1 22.5 : 1 00
Bgd. (cpm) 6.7 1.7 2.1 2.8  : 4 .4

Equiv.wt. u p ,  W g 2.24 3.5 1.34 2 .2  : 2.8
TU/cpm (140/W) 62.5 40 104 63 ; 50
W .B .'i 0.86 2.7 0.9 1.34 : 1.38
Tim e for 500 ± 25 TU 92 min 49 min 120 min 85 min : 72 min
Time for 5000 ± 250 TU 5 min 4 min 9 min 5 min ; 5 min

SM-87/25 
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TABLE III. LOW-BACKGROUND GAS COUNTERS OPERATED IN THE GEIGER REGION

Laboratory 2. Chalk 
River 3. Saskatoon 8. Iceland 11. Japan 12. New 

Zealand 13. Sweden 15. UKAEA 17. Los 
Angeles

Material Cu Cu Cu Cu St.St. Cu & Brass Cu or Brass Brass
Cathode (Ni plated)

.Diameter 31.8 mm 31 mm 55 mm 70 mm 38 mm 51 mm 76 mm 51 mm

Length 89 mm 130 mm 480 mm 500 mm 333 mm 490 mm 410 mm 457 mm
Anode Material W or St.St. St.St. Steel W W St.St. St.S t . St.St.. W,Cu

Diameter 25 Mm 90 Mm 100 Mm 60 Mm 100 Mm 120 Mm 150 Mm . 100-400 Mm
Insulators Sa ran Epoxy Resin Plexiglas Teflon, Glass Teflon Quartz P .T .F .E . Plexiglas

Sensitive Vol. (1) 0.06 0.074 0.8 1.92 0.38 1 1.7 0.8

Gas H, H, « 2 h2 h2 h2 h 2 h2
Press- 0.85 cm Hg 30 cm Hg 0-140 cm Hg 75 cm Hg 40 cm Hg 75 cm Hg 70 cm Hg 2-30 cm Hg
Quench Propane A +Ethylene Propane Propane Ethylamine Propane Toluene A +Ethylene
Press. 2 cm Hg 20 cm Hg 1.2  cm Hg 1 cm Hg 5 cm Hg 1.2 cm Hg 1.6  cm Hg 2.0  + 2 .0  cm Hg

(1 .2  msec (♦electronic (♦multivib.) (10 msec
quench) quench) quench)

Preparation Zn at 400° C Zn at 400° C Mg at 600* C Mg at 600* C Zn at 395° C Mg at 600* C Mg at 600* C CaO/Zn at 475°C
Time o f prep. 2 h 30 min 15 min 30 min 30 min 20 min 30 min 1.5 h

Length 200 V 300 V 300 V 200 V • >200 V 150 V 500 V 20 - 200 V
Slope 2V 100  V 2V 100  V 370/100 V 1.37o/100 V 97o/100 V 2-37o/100 V 1%/100 V 257o-57o/100 V

Operating Voltage 2300 3000 3500 3100 1650 3400 3300 1500 - 2500

Outside A/C 10 cm Pb 15 cm Fe 20 cm Fe 20 cm Fe 20 cm Fe ' 20 cm Fe 20 cm Fe 20 cm Fe
Shield 2.5  cm Fe 5 cm paraff. + 10 cm paraff.

2 .5  cm Cu boric acid + B
Inside A/C - - - 2 cm pb - 25 cm pb - -

Bgd. B cpm 1.0 1.0 5-6 7.9 2 .8 -3 .3 2 10.8 4 -6 .5

Equiv.wt. H.O. W g 0.05 0.024 0.72 1.45 0.26 0.66 1.0 0.2
TU cpm (140/W) 2800 5800 200 90 538 210 140 700
W.B-3 0.05 0.02 0.3 0.52 0.11 0.45 0.3 0.1
Time for 500 ± 25 TU 14 600 min 59 000 min 510 min 175 min 1819 min 310 min 440 min 4810 min
Time f. 5000 ± 250 TU 340 min 1006 min 20 min 8 min 60 min 18 min 15 min 100 min
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to the small range of tritium /3-particles, the proportion of particles 
which are "lo st" by ionizing the gas in both sections of the counter, is 
very small. The disadvantage of the "Oeschger-type" counter is that 
a portion of the sample is wasted in the anticoincidence ring and the 
complex construction is more difficult to service. It does generally 
achieve a lower background but this is more than offset by the loss 
in sample volume (see Table II, 1. IAEA, and Ref. (9]).

Volume. The volumes of counters in routine use range from 0.06 to
3. 2 litres. Many factors enter into the choice of volume. The main 
consideration is that the amount of sample in the counter increases with 
increasing volume and although the background also increases there 
is always a reduction in counting time for a given sample activity [2 0 ], 
However, construction of large-volume counters is more difficult and 
the increase in operating voltage also entails additional complications 
with high voltage supplies and insulators. Sample preparation time 
also increases. Thus a volume of 0 .5-2 litres is a reasonable 
compromise adopted by most people.

The ratio of length to diameter should be large to decrease the 
importance of end effects and varies in practice from 10: 1 to 4: 1. Anode 
diameter should be small to minimize the operating voltage but a diameter 
less than 25 /urn is fragile and difficult to use.

Materials. Counter cathodes are selected from low background materials. 
Oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper is most used but some 
brasses and stainless steels also give low backgrounds. For the anode, 
stainless-steel wire has the requisite qualities of uniform diameter, high 
tensile strength and freedom from sharp spikes and is now the material 
mostly used. PTFE (Teflon), nylon, quartz and glass, and even plexiglas 
(Perspex), are used for insulators.

Filling gases

For filling gas counters, water samples are converted to hydrogen 
or a hydrocarbon and methods used are summarized in Table IV.

Hydrogen. Hydrogen is prepared by reducing water vapour over hot Mg,
Zn or U. Magnesium is most widely used as the temperature necessary 
for a rapid reduction is not so near the melting point of the metal as with 
Zn and the weight of metal required is smaller. Uranium has been avoided 
by most people due to the possibility of contamination from radon, but 
Stewart [59] finds no detectable contamination. The hydrogen is usually 
absorbed on a molecular sieve or charcoal cooled with liquid air to 
achieve a rapid controlled reduction but is sometimes passed directly 
into the counter. Stainless steel, glass and quartz are used for the 
reduction zone but troublesome contamination found when using Mg in a 
glass reaction vessel [34] was eliminated on changing to stainless steel. 
Care should be taken to ensure that all the metal is within the central zone 
of uniform high temperature to avoid the formation of hydroxides and 
the resultant isotope effects and contamination.

Hydrogen is generally counted in the Geiger region at about 1 atm 
pressure with a quenching agent. Of the quenching agents used only 
toluene satisfies all the conditions necessary for Geiger operation and
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TABLE IV. GASES USED FOR TRITIUM COUNTING 
AND METHOD OF PREPARATION

Gas Method o f  preparation

1 Hydrogen

2 Ethane

3 Methane

(a) HTO + Zn (400° Q ----------*  HT + ZnO
(b) HTO + Mg (6 00 °C)----------► HT + MgO
(c) 2HTO +U  (800° C )-----------► 2HT + U 0 2

Pd(a) HT + C 2H4 ------ ------->• C 2H5T
(b) 2HT + 0 ^ 2  ------^ — ► C 2H4T2

p i i
2HTO + C 0 2 + 4  Z n — * CH2T2 + 4  ZnO

4 Propane 2HT + CgH4 Pd — C ,H 6T2

5 A cetylen e 2HTO + C a C 2 -------------- ► G ,H T + C a fO ^ T )

gives good plateaux and, with the ethylene or propane generally used, 
an external electronic quenching circuit giving a dead time of about 
1 msec is desirable. Ostlund [45] uses a mixture of hydrogen (2 atm) 
and propane (0.4 atm) in the proportional region, and the Heidelberg 
laboratory use a hydrogen-argon-methane mixture, also'in the proportional 
region.

Hydrocarbons. To convert water samples to a hydrocarbon the water is 
first reduced to hydrogen using one of the above methods and then 
combined with an unsaturated hydrocarbon using a catalyst. The 
techniques used are summarized in Table IV. The method developed 
by Oeschger [50] of combining hydrogen with tank ethylene to produce 
ethane, is a rapid reaction which works without difficulty. Commercial 
ethylene is produced from natural hydrocarbons and should be tritium 
free. However, samples from some manufacturers recently have shown 
a tritium content of about 50 TU, which is probably introduced in the 
purification process, and thus it should be purchased from a supplier 
whose stock is tritium free.

In the method developed by Bainbridge [56, 57] two hydrogen 
molecules from the sample are added to one molecule of acetylene to 
form ethane. Difficulties with this method are that commercial acetylene 
is made using local water which, in the northern hemisphere, often 
contains several hundred TU. In fact, the La Jolla laboratory now 
produce their own acetylene from tritium-free water. Furthermore, 
commercial acetylene is supplied dissolved in acetone-soaked pumice 
in metal cylinders and some uranium compounds which release radon 
are contained in the pumice. Bainbridge was fortunate in obtaining 
a local supply of tritium-free acetylene initially and got rid of the 
radon by extracting the acetylene and storing it in glass bulbs for 
several weeks before use. However, the latter procedure is cumber
some for a laboratory measuring a large number of samples.

Lai [31] synthesizes methane in a stainless-steel reaction vessel 
containing the water sample, carbon dioxide, zinc and ruthenium
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catalyst and the one-step reaction proceeds overnight. Eulitz has 
described a system in which propane is synthesized from propyne 
(methyl acetylene) and hydrogen. Commercial propyne, unfortunately, 
is prepared from acetylene, and, therefore, generally contains 
tritium but some "dead" propyne has recently been extracted [9] from a 
petroleum by-product and if the price is not prohibitive this technique 
could be attractive, although it is not used at the present time.

Acetylene is easily prepared by reacting the water sample with 
calcium carbide and the isotope effects which lead to depletion of 
tritium in the acetylene can be made reproducible. However, the 
counter characteristics [6 8 ] are not as good as with ethane and some 
radon is liberated from the carbide. This method is therefore not used.

Gas pressure. A high gas pressure is desirable as it increases the mass 
of hydrogen in the counter. When using hydrogen a high pressure can be 
achieved only with complicated compressors and a pressure less than 
1 atm is generally used. High pressures can readily be achieved with 
a hydrocarbon by freezing it into the counter and allowing it to expand. 
However, high pressures complicate counter design, involve the use of 
a higher voltage and a longer time is needed to prepare the larger 
sample required. Thus pressures in excess of 2 atm are unusual.

In the Heidelberg laboratory [17] the 100 cmHg of a 95: 5 argon: 
methane mixture added to the 100 cmHg of sample hydrogen, in addition 
to giving good counter characteristics, also increases the average 
pulse heights of some of the background components. This raises 
these background pulses above the region of the tritium spectrum and 
results in a further decrease in background.

Time of preparation. The time to prepare 5 litres hydrogen is about 30 min, 
while synthesis of a hydrocarbon from this volume of hydrogen takes
0 .5 -2  h. In the IAEA laboratory, for example, one operator can prepare 
6 ethane samples per day which is sufficient to keep two counters 
operating 24 h/d. As the limit to the number of samples measured per 
day is generally the time of counting, these preparation times are 
sufficiently short.

Plateaux slopes and operating voltage. The slopes of the plateaux on the 
curves relating anticoincidence count rates to counter voltage vary 
between 0.1 and 3%/100 V.

Operating voltages are 2 .0 -3 .5  kV for G-M  counters and 2 .5 -5 .5  kV 
for proportional counters. As the operating voltage can be set with a 
precision better than ±50 V, the reproducibility of counting should be 
better than ± 1 %.

When the anticoincidence background count rate in a selected 
energy range is measured in a proportional counter, it is necessary 
to adjust the gas gain of each sample by varying the high voltage. This 
is done using cosmic rays [50, 27, 28] or an external source of 13,,Cs [9] 
or X -rays [17]. Adjustment to the correct voltage takes about 15 min.

Shielding [69, 70], Shields consist of an anticoincidence ring immediately 
surrounding the sample counter and massive shields of iron (about 
25 cm thick) or lead (about 10 cm thick) or combinations of iron and



TABLE V. LOW BACKGROUND COINCIDENCE LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

Laboratory 1. IAEA
4. BRGM

21. CEA, Grenoble
22. Bordeaux

5. CEA. Saclay 19, Washington Packard Tri- 
carb (Benzene)

Large Vol.Scint. 
IAEA

Solvent, Vol. Dioxane 20 ml Dioxane 16 ml Benzene 17 ml Toluene 6,66 ml Benzene 6 ml Dioxane
Toluene 2 ml Triton-X 3.33 ml

Scintillator Phosphor a) 2 g naphthalene PPO POPOP Naphthalene, a)
4 g/1 PPO PPO, POPOP

0. 1 g/1 POPOP
Vol. HjO V ml 5 ml 4 ml = 10 mi 2 ml -  4 ml 32 ml

Method of preparation Mixing Mixing C2H2 polymeriza- Mixing C2H2 polymeriza- Mixing
tion tion

Time o f preparation 5 min 5 min 48 h 4 h 30 min
Total volume (ml) 25 ml 20 ml 20 ml 12 ml 10 ml 150 ml
Temperature 38C r c -8°C 2*C 09C 2°C

Shield 5 cm Pb plus a 5 cm Pb plus a 7 cm Pb 5 cm Pb plus a 5 cm Pb plus a 5 cm Pb
graded X-ray graded X-ray graded X-ray graded X-ray

filter filter filter filter
Pulse height ratio 10 : 1 10 : 1 50 : l b 10 : 1
Background, B cpm 8.4 11 15 9 12 + 52
Efficiency, E 12.1% 16% 34% 28% 34% 6.3%

Equiv. wt. H p  W = EV g 0 .6 1 g 0.64 g 3.4-g 0.56 g 1 .4  g 2.1  g
TU/cpm (140/W) 230 220 41 250 100 66
W .B .'i 0.21 0.19 0.9 0.2 0.35 0.3
Time for 500 ± 25 TU 900 min 1030 min 75 min 1300 min 272 min 420 min
Time for 5000 ± 250 TU 25 min 26 min 4 min 30 min 10 min 10 min

a 100 g /I naphthalene, 6 g/1 PPO, 0 .3  g/1 POPOP, 

 ̂ Estimated values.
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lead. To reduce the neutron component of background 10-20 cm of 
boron-loaded paraffin is sometimes inserted between the main shield 
and the anticoincidence ring. Further reduction in background is 
sometimes achieved by having a 2.5-cm -thick layer of low-background 
lead or mercury between the anticoincidence ring and the main counter. 
Anticoincidence rings are constructed either from individual counters 
or from an annular, multiple-anode counter and are operated in the 
proportional or Geiger region. The latter system is generally preferred 
nowadays as construction is simple and there is no "dead space" due to 
the walls between adjacent counters. Counters operated in the pro
portional region can achieve further reduction in background (2-4 times) 
by counting only pulses in the region of the tritium j3 -spectrum.

The background achieved in practice is a function of the design 
of the main counter, anticoincidence counter and shield, of the type and 
pressure of the gas used and also of the altitude and location (e. g. 
additional shielding achieved by being in a basement of a large building), 
but is typically 1 - 2  cpm for counters of volume 1 - 2  litres filled to 
1 - 2  atm pressure.

3. 2. Liquid scintillation counters

With liquid scintillation counters, the stability in background 
required for low-level counting can most easily be obtained with a 
coincidence system [71, 72], Details of different counting systems are 
given in Table V. Most low-background liquid scintillation counting 
systems nowadays use commercially-available equipment.

For direct counting of water, the most widely-used scintillator is 
dioxane, containing 100 g/1 naphthalene, 6 g/1 PPO and 0.3 g /1 POPOP, 
and this scintillator will hold up to 25% water at 0°C. However, it is 
almost certain that this scintillator will be replaced by the Triton-X  
emulsion system [73-75], which gives an improvement by about a factor 
of two in the counting times quoted in Table I for the Packard Tri-Carb  
(water-dioxane) system.

In measurements of natural tritium concentrations, sample volumes 
are often unlimited and a special, large-volume sample container can 
be used with a corresponding reduction in the theoretical counting 
time [71, 72], However, as the samples must be left for several hours 
for chemiluminescence to disappear, the overaU advantage, as compared 
with the standard vials holding about 4 ml of water, is very small, and 
thus large-volume scintillators are not currently in use.

Another alternative is to synthesize benzene from the water by 
first reacting the water with calcium carbide to produce acetylene and 
then converting the acetylene to benzene with a suitable catalyst [13-16, 
76, 77]. This gives a considerable increase in efficiency and in the 
weight of hydrogen in the sample and as several samples can be "dark- 
adapting" in the refrigerator while a sample is being counted, there is 
no loss of time waiting for chemiluminescence and phosphorescence to 
disappear. The isotope effect involved in generating acetylene can be 
made reproducible as can that due to the incomplete catalysation of 
acetylene to benzene. These combined isotope effects lead to a reduction 
by 30-40% in the specific activity of tritium in the final product as 
compared with the original water, but the variation in the isotope effect
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can be made as small as 1-2% [76, 77]. The carbide should be free 
from recent carbon.

Unfortunately, benzene scintillator is not being used for routine 
measurements at the present time, and thus it is not possible to quote 
precise times for sample preparation and counting with recently- 
developed techniques.

It should also be pointed out that if a gas counter is available the 
acetylene could be directly counted with a higher efficiency and lower 
background, or the water converted to another more suitable gas. Hence 
the benzene-synthesis method is attractive only when a scintillation 
counter is available and a gas counter is not available.

3 .3 . Comparison of gas and liquid scintiHation counters

It is apparent from the details given in Tables I-V  on gas and 
scintillation counters that the performance of the latter is often more 
favourable than the former. The best proportional counters are consi
derably better than the best scintillation counters (reduction in counting 
time by a factor of about 5), but benzene synthesis and assay by liquid 
scintillation counting is as good as the best G-M  counters.

Thus, if starting from scratch to set up a laboratory, a proportional 
counter is the best investment as it enables the largest number of low- 
activity samples to be counted. If a commercially-available scintillation 
counter is already available, or is preferred, the water-Triton-X  
scintillator with a 6 -m l water sample can be used to assay tritium 
activities down to about 200 TU with a precision of ±10% in 12 h and a 
benzene scintillator will permit even lower activities to be counted.

4. CONCENTRATION SYSTEMS

Methods currently used for concentration are electrolysis and thermal 
diffusion. Elution gas-chromatography can also achieve useful concen
trations reproducibly [78-80], The method described by Crespi and 
Perschke [78, 79] has now been developed to the stage where 96% of the 
tritium in 20 litres hydrogen canbe concentrated into 2 litres hydrogen in 3 h, 
so the method is now becoming competitive with electrolysis. However, 
considerable development is still required before the method will 
compete with electrolysis for routine concentration of large numbers of 
samples. Distillation of water has been investigated [81] but is not used 
on account of the bulky apparatus and the excessively long equilibration 
times required.

4. 1. Concentration by electrolysis

When the water is decomposed electrolytically, the deuterium and 
tritium content in the resultant hydrogen is lower than in the electrolyte 
and, as the electrolysis proceeds, the tritium concentration in the re
maining electrolyte increases. The concentration is due to isotope 
effects affecting the rates of the different chemical exchange reactions 
taking place in the formation of hydrogen and oxygen at the electrodes. (Table VI).
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The tritium and deuterium enrichment or concentration factors a 
and /3 relative to protium are defined by the relation:

(2)

where np, nt and nj are the numbers of molecules of protium, tritium 
and deuterium respectively. Then, if a volume Vo of water containing 
initial concentrations n£, , n̂  is electrolysed to a final volume V,
since np S> n¿ »  nt

and the initial and final concentrations of tritium T0 and T are given by:

Factors which affect the separation factor are electrode material, 
current density, temperature and the nature of the electrolyte [2 2 , 82-86]. 
The most commonly-used materials for the anode and cathode are Ni 
and Fe respectively, but stainless steel/mild steel, stainless steel/stainless 
steel, Ni/Ni and Pt/Pt combinations also give comparable results.

The electrodes are arranged either as parallel plates or concentric 
cylinders. The container is either glass or the outer electrode (anode 
or cathode). Better cooling is obtained when the outer metal electrode 
is used as the container, but it is then more difficult to electrically 
insulate one cell from another. When the outer electrode is covered 
with an insulator, the advantage of better conductivity is lost so some 
laboratories use a separate cooling container for each cell. Metal cells 
are more robust than glass and consequently easier for routine handling. 
However, the overall advantages of one system or the other are not 
very marked.

Electrolysis is performed in an alkaline solution. NaOH (from 
Na2Ü2 ) is preferred by most laboratories but KOH and K 2CO3 are also 
used. Theodorsson [29] prefers the latter for the first stage of 
electrolysis as it is not necessary to neutralize it before distillation 
even though it gives a slightly lower separation factor. Experience has 
shown that although the concentration of the electrolyte does not affect 
the separation factor, it has to be between 1% and 20%. Outside these 
limits corrosion is appreciable and higher concentrations are unmanageable. 
Thus an initial concentration of about 1% is used and a volume reduction 
by a factor of about 10 is made in each stage. Larger volume reductions 
are achieved in one stage by periodic addition [47] or continuous addition 
[29] of sample from an auxiliary reservoir to the electrolyte in the cell.
When the reservoir is empty the volume in the cell is reduced by a 
factor of about 10. If large concentration factors are required this method 
is probably preferable to a two-stage system as there is no need to transfer

( 3 )

( 4 )

if it is assumed there is no loss by evaporation or spray. T /T 0 is 
called the enrichment factor or concentration factor. Thus for a

volume reduction ^  = 15 and a typical value of j3 = 12, T /T 0 =12.



TABLE VI. ELECTROLYTIC CONCENTRATION SYSTEMS

Laboratory
1 . IAEA &

4 .,  2 1 . and 2 2 .
2 . Chalk 

River
3 . Saska

toon
5 . CEA 

Saclay
8 . Iceland 9 .  India 1 0 . Israel

N o . o f  stages 1 1 : 2 : 3 1 : 2 : 3 1 : 2 1 : 2 1 1
f  Anode S t.S t. Ni S t.S t. : Ni Ni : Ni Ni : Ni Ni Ni

Materials -1 Cathode M i. St. Fe S t.St. S t.S t. : S t.St. Fe : Fe S t.S t. Fe
[  Container Anode Glass S t .S t .: Glass Glass Cathode Glass

Electrolyte ( in it .c o n c .) Vfo , 1% KOH 1 .5 %  KOH 1 .5 %  NaOH 
1% Na20 2

10% K2COs: 

1% Na20 2

1% NaOH 1% KOH

Neutralized by: co2
' '

V o lts /ce ll 2 -3 ~  4 4 : 4 : 2 3 . 9  : 3 2. 5 0. 7
Amps. 10 10-2  : 0 .8 -0 * 2  

: 0 .2 -0 .0 3
25 : 10 : 0 .8 8 - l ¡  0 .8 -0 .1 5 10 : 2 10 3

m A /c m 2 20-200 ■V 80 160 : 160: 290 100-200 100-500 30 100-1000
Tem p (“ Q 0“ C 5 -10 “ C 5“ C : 5° C : 5“ C 5 -10“ C 0“ C 10“ C 13“ C
N o .o f  ce lls 20-32 6 : 6 : 6 S : R : 6 12 : 12 10 : 4 6 6

„  , f  Initial (ml) 
V olum e d '

(  Fmal (ml)
250 140 : 10 : 0 .6 1 litre 250 : 20 100a : 10 600 or 500 100

15-10 10 : 0 .6 : 0 .06 0 .5 -1 0 20 : 2 10 : 1 27 or 45 4
T im e 70 h 3d : 3d : Id 130 h (total 12 d) 1 -2  d 130 -  160 h 90 h
Enrichment Factor 13-20 12 : 15 : 8 .5 ~  120 12-20  : 12-20 1 4 .5  8 .5 20
Measured by: Spiked cells D20  in final 

sample
D20  in final 

sample
D20  in final 

sample
Spiked cells Spiked cells D^O in final 

sam ple
Tritium  recovery 80% 88%:90%:85% 

~ 9 , «  18
'"'30<#> overall 

~  7
55% : 85% 69% : 77% 80%

Estimated error ± 5 °Jo i  5% ± 5%

.

± 6% ± 7 -10% ± 3%

3 Fed continuously from a 900 ml reservoir.
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TABLE VI (cont. )

Laboratory 11. Japan 12. New Zealand 13 . Swedei
1 4 . Switzer

land
1 5 . UKAEA 16. La Jolla

17. Los 
Angeles

19. Washing
ton

N o .o f stages 1 : 2 1 : 2 : 3 1 1 1 1 : 2 1 : 2 : 3 i
Anode Ni : Ni St.St St.St St.St Ni Ni N i/F e S t.S t . Ni : Ni : Ni Ni

Materials- Cathode Fe : Ni Mi .St M i . St M onel Fe Fe Fe M i. St Fe : Fe : Ni M i.S t .
Container Cathode: Glass Glass Glass Glass Anode Glass

Glass
Electrolyte (init. l% N a ¿0 2: 1% NaOH 1 .3 %  NaOH 1% Na20 2 0 .5%  Na20 2 0.2N  Na20 2 2% Na20 2 1%

co n e .) 1% NaOH
Neutralized by: c o 2 c q . c o 2 c o 2 PbfN O^ c o 2 c o 2 c o 2

V o lts /ce ll 3 2 -6  -  2 .9 3 .0  - 2 . 4 3 .2 2 .5 3 : 3 : 3 3 -4
Amps 1 0 :3 -0 .4 50:7 : 0 .5 3 -  0 .3 12 6 -  3 40 : 10 6 : 1 .3  : 0 .1 3 -6
m A /c m 2 100 ~ 5 0 0 100 114 -  600 40 : 25 38 : 38 : 40 100 n

N o. o f  cells 7 : 10 10 : 10 : 5 40 8 8 10 : 10 6 : 4 : 8 50
T em p . " C 18°C  : 1 0 .5 °C 20" C 10" C 2*C 2’ C 4“ C 6° : 6" : 6" 2"C

r Initial (m l) 3 00 -1 0 00 :1 0 0 4 .5  or 9 .0  litres 100a 200 100 + 2000 : 250 1000:100:10 100b
Final (ml) 100 : 4 -7 2 .5 20 5 270 : 14 100: 10: 1 4

Tim e 7 -  15 d lOd : 4 .5 d  : 6d 16 a 45 h 50 h 120 h : 72 h (20d overall)
Birichm ent Factor 2 .5 - 1 0 :1 0 - 1 5 6 -14  : 6 -13  : 7 -15 (0=15 +2) 8 = 12 16 (100-150 over - 600 -1000 1 week (2 weeks

(overall ~ '2000 ) all) for 500 ml)
Measured by: D20  in final D^O in final Constant 6 D20  in final Constant 8 Spiked cells D20  in final Spiked cells

sam ple: sam ple sam ple sample
Constant 8

Tritium  recovery 60 -  80% 80% : 70% : 80% 73% for 8 = 12 80% 80% 60% 75-85%
(overall 40%) Oo11

>1 >

Estimated Error ±10% : ±5% ± 6% overall ± 5% ±  4 % ± 7% ± 5-10% ± 5%

a Fed period ica lly  from 250 m l reservoir, 
b Fed period ica lly  from 500 m l reservoir i f  required.
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the sample, distill and re-add electrolyte. Added to the disadvantage' of 
handling, there is also the possibility of contamination involved in this 
procedure. Many laboratories neutralize the electrolyte before 
distillation to avoid corrosion of the distillation vessels and to extract 
the hydrogen from the hydroxide, but many laboratories now distill 
without neutralization, which is quicker.

The temperature of the electrolyte is kept low as the separation 
factor increases with decreasing temperature and evaporation losses 
are reduced. Current densities in the range 20-500 m A /cm 2 are used 
and low current densities are desirable to reduce heating.

The time involved for a single-stage reduction depends on the 
initial volume and the current used. From the electrochemical 
equivalent of hydrogen 2.96 Ah are required to decompose 1 ml of water. 
A typical reduction from 250 ml to 15 ml at 10 A takes about 3 d.
Tritium recoveries as high as 90% are achieved in a volume reduction of 
about 15 :1 , but more typical values are about 80% giving tritium 
enrichment factors of 12-15 times. The number of cells run in 
series is chosen to meet the requirements of the counting system and 
varies from 6 to 40. Theodorsson prefers to run the cells in parallel 
so that one can be removed for measurement when required without 
disturbing the rest of the cells. He also uses cylindrical cells in which 
the length of the inner electrode is such that the electrolyte falls below 
the electrode when the desired volume reduction has been achieved, 
and the cell is automatically shut off.

To measure the enrichment factor two methods are used. The 
method originally used by Libby of obtaining a correlation between the 
tritium and dëuterium enrichment factors and measuring the deuterium 
enrichment is still used by some laboratories. Normally only the 
deuterium concentration in the final sample is measured and the 
initial concentration is either assumed constant or estimated from the 
origin of the water. Calculations must take into account spray and 
vapour losses [40,41], With the improvement in electrolysis techniques 
it has been found possible to achieve nearly the same enrichment factor 
in a batch of cells run in series and the enrichment can then be 
measured directly by using a sample spiked with relatively high- 
activity tritium in one or more of the cells and measuring the initial 
and final concentrations of the spike. This method was first used by 
Bainbridge [56] and has now been adopted by several other laboratories.
It is considerably simpler and there is no need for deuterium esti
mations and the tedious calculations involved. When the final volume 
is accurately measured, as is readily done with the Ostlund-type cells 
when the final sample is distilled from the cell, then |3 is often 
sufficiently constant to estimate the concentration factor from the 
initial and final volumes. Surface treatment of the electrodes is essential 
to obtain a reproducible enrichment factor [9, 56, 86]. The precision 
of the enrichment achieved by all three methods is about the same, a 
typical value being ±5%, which is quite adequate.

4. 2. Concentration by thermal diffusion

A thermal diffusion column, such as that devised by Clusius and 
Dickel, consists of two concentric, vertically-mounted cylinders, the 
inner one heated and the outer one cooled. The gas mixture is contained
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in the annular space between the hot and cold walls. Thermal diffusion 
causes the lighter molecules to move toward the inner, hot wall, where 
they enter the rising convection current and are transported upwards; 
the heavy molecules undergo a similar transport downwards. A concen
tration gradient is set up along the length of the column, the gas at the 
top and bottom of the column becoming enriched in the light and heavy 
components, respectively. Because of this concentration gradient, 
re-mixing sets in and this limits the enrichment attainable.

The design of a practical thermal diffusion concentration system  
is a compromise between the optimum conditions for thermal diffusion 
and laminar flow in the column [17-19, 24, 63, 64], The Heidelberg 
system [17-19] is the only one in routine use and it consists of two 
thermal diffusion columns each about 2 m in effective length and a 10 litre 
storage bulb connected in series by thermal convection tubing. The 
columns are of the hot-wire type. The outer wall is of glass and is 
water-cooled; the diameter varies from 2 cm at the tritium-rich end 
to 3.8 cm at the other end. Only the central wires, their supports and 
the current leads are of metal. The central wire is 0.08 cm diam. and 
is heated to 500°C by alternating current at 0.7 kW. The system is 
filled with approximately 15 litres hydrogen at almost atmospheric pressure.

Equilibrium enrichment of each column is 60-fold, and, when 
equilibrium is reached, 95% of the tritium is found in the first column 
which has a volume of about 10% of the total. In routine operation the 
column is run for 20 h and the first column then contains 88 ± 1.5% of 
the tritium. This column is then closed off and the hydrogen pumped 
into the counter.

This system has been in routine operation for about 5 years and 
has proved itself to be an accurate, reliable method of enriching 
tritium in hydrogen by a factor of about 10. It is theoretically 
possible to achieve higher enrichments by thermal diffusion and 
this technique is still being developed [17, 63].

4. 3. Comparison between concentration by electrolysis 
and thermal diffusion

To concentrate a single sample by a factor of 10, thermal diffusion 
is quicker and gives a more accurate enrichment factor. However, as 
the thermal diffusion columns are more bulky, it is easier with 
electrolysis to run simultaneously a large number of samples and the 
reproducibility is adequate for most purposes. In addition, larger 
concentration factors (e .g .X  100) of low-activity tritium have not yet 
been achieved in practice with columns. For these reasons the majority 
of people prefer electrolysis.

5. STANDARDIZATION AND ACCURACY 
OF TRITIUM MEASUREMENTS

Tritium  m easurem ents are made in a number of laboratories  and 
the com bined data from  severa l laboratories are often used in p ractica l 
applications. T herefore , it is particu larly  desirable  that the stated 
absolute values are c o rre c t  and the accu racy  known. It is  apparent

36
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TABLE VII. INTERCOMPARISON OF UNKNOWN TRITIUM STANDARDS 
(Deviation in Brackets)

< 100 TU 200 -  800 TU 1000 -  6000 TU

Chalk River N uclear Laboratories, 
Canada 511 ± 15 125) 3970 ± 120 (40)

W eizmann Institute o f  Science, 
Rehovot, Israel __ 527 ± 50 (11) 3698 ± 70 (230a)

University o f  C alifornia, 
Los Angeles 47 ± 5 (0) 760 ± 200 (220b) 3645 ± 100 (280a)

University o f  Californ ia, 
San D iego, La Jolla 5 1 .6  ± 5 (4) 558 ± 35 (22) 3913 ± 156 (20)

US G eo log ica l Survey, 
Washington, D ,C . 45 ± 4 (2) 581 ± 30 (45) 4050 ± 200 (120)

Tata Institute o f  Fundamental Research, 
Bombay, India 3 9 .2  ± 5 (8) 492 ± 25 (44) 3485 ± 40 (440a )

Tritium  Laboratory, 
IAEA 67 ± 5 (20a) 542 ± 45 (6) 4088 ± 50 (160a)

Institute o f  N uclear Sciences, 
Lower Hutt, New Zealand 4 3 .6  ± 2 .6  (4) 492 ± 30 (44) 4040 ± 85 (110)

University o f  H eidelberg, 
F ed .R ep .o f Germany 4 9 .2  ± 2 (2) 545 ± 1 6 .5 (10) 3830 ± 1 1 5 (100)

University o f  Iceland, 
Reykjavik 47 ± 5 (0 600 ± 40 (64) 4090 ± 40 (160a)

Radioactive Dating Laboratory, 
Stockholm , Sweden 52 ± 1 .5 (5 a) 518 ± 10 (18) 3910 ± 100 (20)

Institute o f  Marine S cience , 
M iam i, Fla.USA - 535 ± 10 (0 4025 ± 100 (100

Mean

Value ca lcu lated  from NBS standard

47 ± 2
(E xcl. IAEA)
40 + 13 = 53 ± 4

536 ± 10 
(E xcl. L. A .)
526 + 13 = 539 ± 5

3930 ± 34 
(E xcl. Tata) 
4020 + 13 = 4033 ± 40

and 13 ± 2 TU content o f  water

a 6 > ±2
k uncertainty in value due to experim ental m ishap.
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from the Tritium Lists [7] that there is some discrepancy between the 
TU values obtained by different laboratories on the same sample.
However, as a result of recent intercomparisons of samples these 
differences are now greatly reduced.

Absolute tritium values are obtained by calibrating the counters 
with a standard of known disintegration rate. Almost all laboratories 
nowadays use a dilution of an NBS absolute standard of tritiated water 
which they prepare themselves or obtain from the IAEA. The results 
of an intercomparison of known standards was published in the IAEA 
Tritium List No. 4 (August 1964) and the agreement between laboratories 
was good, deviations from the mean being less than ±1%.

Backgrounds are determined using water of zero tritium content or, 
in practice, the lowest tritium content available or a tritium-free 
sample of the counting gas. Repeat runs with a standard and background 
then give practical figures for the reproducibility of the system and 
the accuracy.

Concentration systems are checked in a similar manner and the 
overall accuracy can then be determined. In addition, most laboratories 
periodically intercompare samples with other laboratories.

As a check on the overall accuracy of different systems a number 
of samples of unknown content were circulated by the IAEA. The 
samples were prepared by the standards laboratory of the IAEA from an 
NBS standard and water containing 13 TU. Three activities, <100 TU, 
200-800 TU and 1000-6000 TU were used. In the results summarized 
in Table VII two major discrepancies are apparent. One is the very 
low value for the 1000-6000 TU s'ample obtained by the Tata Institute.
This sample was subsequently remeasured by Stockholm and the IAEA, 
who obtained 3790 ±120 and 3710 ±80  TU, respectively. It was 
concluded that this sample was probably "contaminated" with low 
ambient tritium activity, either by diffusion through the walls of the 
polyethylene bottle or when opening and closing the bottle.

The second major discrepancy is the IAEA value for the <100 TU 
sample. When the discrepamcy was noted, this sample was remeasured 
seven times, three times after concentraxion, four times directly. All 
the results agreed. Two further low-activity (10, 40 TU) samples were 
exchanged with Heidelberg and Stockholm and all agreed within ± 3 TU [9], 
It can only be concluded that this sample was also contaminated, but in 
the reverse sense to the Tata Institute case since the water vapour in 
the laboratory had at that time a mean tritium content of about 800 TU.
It is also possible that the contamination may have arisen from the 
three standards being stored close together for about two months.

Another point apparent in Table VII is that an excessively high 
proportion (5 in 31 excluding the two "bad" samples) exceed the mean 
value by more than twice the stated standard deviations, and in four of 
these cases the deviation stated is lower than the average deviation.
This could be interpreted as meaning that reasonable minimum deviations 
are ± 2 TU at 50 TU, ±20  TU at 500 TU and ±100 TU at 4000 TU. 
Practically all measurements are within these limits. Another conclusion 
which may be drawn from the results summarized in Table VII is that 
such intercomparisons should be conducted frequently.

For samples which can be counted directly (i. e. without pre
enrichment) an accuracy of 2-3% is a reasohable level to achieve. The
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reproducibility of enrichment is generally ± 5% and this rms error
will apply till the error due to variations in background becomes
important. The latter will probably impose an ultimate limit of ± 0 .1 -0 .5  TU.

Contamination of samples during storage or handling is now a well- 
recognized cause of error. Unfortunately no thorough study has been 
made. From published tritium values it is apparent that the measured 
tritium values of samples which should contain practically no tritium 
nearly always show a positive minimum content which is typically 0.1 TU.
The number of negative values reported is very small. Bearing in mind 
the possibilities of contamination, e .g . during sampling, due to 
diffusion through container walls while in storage, and during 
distillation, electrolysis (e.g. from the previous sample in a cell) 
and counting, this is probably hardly surprising. Contamination can 
give rise to both an increase or decrease in the tritium content, de
pending on ambient concentrations relative to the sample. It will be 
least when the ambient air concentrations are of the same order as the 
samples and the samples themselves do not differ radically in concen
tration. The utmost care should be taken to avoid contamination by 
minimizing handling, using proper handling procedures and storing in 
non-permeable containers.

The availability of electronic computors to most laboratories can 
now eliminate tedious calculations to convert count rate to TU (with the 
appropriate rms errors), and the mistakes which inevitably occur [9],

6. CONCLUSIONS

In general, the concentration and counting systems presently in 
use meet most of the desirable criteria outlined in section 2. They 
are sufficiently sensitive to measure the tritium concentrations of 
interest and are reliable and reproducible. Concentration systems are 
not available commercially but sufficient details have been published, 
certainly of electrolysis systems, to enable a laboratci-y to construct 
a suitable apparatus without difficulty and some laboratories are willing 
to make their cells available at moderate cost. Vacuum apparatus 
for gas preparation is available commercially but is also easy to 
construct. Suitable counters and associated electronics can be purchased.

For a laboratory about to construct a tritium concentration and 
assay system the choice depends on many factors, including tritium 
concentrations of interest, number of samples to be measured, 
available funds and experience of operating personnel.

The most sensitive detector used in practice is a proportional 
counter. Counters with a volume of 0.5-2 litres filled to 1-3 atm pressure 
give a satisfactory compromise between sensitivity and volume of 
sample to be prepared. A typical counter of this type can measure 
100 TU with a rms error of ± 5 TU in less than 6 h, and after 
enrichment by 10 or 50 times can measure the lowest tritium levels 
of interest.

Commercial scintillation counters with vials holding 6 ml of water 
in a Triton-X scintillator can measure directly 1000 TU with a rms 
error of ± 50 TU in 5 h and 100± 5 TU after an enrichment of X 10.
If the water sample is converted to benzene a further reduction in
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counting time is possible, or alternatively lower activities can be 
determined with specified precision and counting time.

To achieve an enrichment factor of 10, cells with concentric metal 
electrodes (the outer one forming the electrolyte container) are robust 
and easy to manufacture from readily-available materials. The cells 
designed by Ostlund also give excellent results and although they are 
more difficult to construct they can be purchased. If higher enrichment 
factors are required, the teichnique of feeding the cell from an 
auxiliary reservoir seems to be preferable to using two stages.

It is of interest to note that the recently-established laboratories 
and those presently under construction are using proportional counters 
for measurement of low activities, scintillation counters containing 
water for higher activities and electrolysis concentration systems of the 
type suggested.
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A P P E N D I X  1

Laboratories presently contributing to the IAEA Tritium Lists

1. AUSTRIA

2. CANADA

3. CANADA

4. FRANCE

5. FRANCE

6. GERMANY

7. GERMANY

8. ICELAND

9. INDIA 

10. ISRAEL

IAEA Tritium Laboratory, 
Kàrntnerring 11, Vienna [9]

Environmental Research Branch, 
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. [5, 10], 
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, 
Chalk River, Ont.

University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon [11]

Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et 
Minières [12],
74, Rue de la Fédération, Paris 15e

Service d'Electronique Physique,
C. E. N. de Saclay [13-16],
Gif-sur-Yvette (S .-e t-O . )

Zweites Physikalisches Institut der 
Universitat Heidelberg [17-19], 
Heidelberg

Institut für Technische Kernphysik, 
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, 
Darmstadt [20-28]

Physical Laboratory, University of 
Iceland, Reykjavik [29]

Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research, Colaba, Bombay [30-32]

The Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot [33, 34]
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11. JAPAN : Institute of Physical and Chemical 
Research, Tokyo [35, 36]

12. NEW ZEALAND : Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Dept, 
of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
Lower Hutt [37-43]

13. SWEDEN : The Radioactive Dating Laboratory, 
Geological Survey of Sweden, 
Frescati, Stockholm [44-49]

14. SWITZERLAND : Physikalisches Institut der 
Universitat Bern [50-53]

15. UNITED KINGDOM : U. K. A. E. A. , Wantage Research 
Laboratory [54]

16. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA ■: University of California, San Diego, 

La Jolla [55-57]

17. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA : Department of Chemistry, 

University of California, 
Los Angeles [58]

18. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA : The Marine Laboratory, Institute of 

Marine Science, University of Miami, 
Florida [45-49]

19. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA US Geological Survey, 

Washington D. C. [59, 60]

Other existing laboratories

20. AUSTRIA : Bundesversuchs- und Forschungs- 
anstalt Arsenal, Vienna [61]

21. FRANCE CEA Grenoble, Chemin des 
Martyrs, Grenoble (Isère) [62]

22. FRANCE : Faculté des Sciences de Bordeaux, 
France [12]

23. SOUTH AFRICA : Nuclear Physics Research Unit, 
University of Witwatersrand, 
Johannesburg [63,64]

24. SOUTHERN RHODESIA : Agricultural Research Council of 
Central Africa, Salisbury, 
Rhodesia [65]

25. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA : New Mexico Institute of Mining and 

Technology, Socorro [66]
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26. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA Department of Internal Revenue 

Washington, D. C. [67]

27. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA: National Center for Atmospheric 

Research, Boulder, Colorado

28. UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA Isotopes Inc., Westwood, 

New Jersey

29. UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST 
REPUBLICS All-Union Scientific Research 

Institute of Nuclear Geophysics 
and Geochemistry, Moscow

D I S C U S S I O N

J. COLOMER: Regarding proportional counter background, could
you state the detecting efficiency for the radioisotope in question, and 
indicate whether an upper threshold was established in such a way as to 
eliminate the pulses corresponding to energies higher than the maximum 
energy of the beta spectrum of the isotope?

J.F.  CAMERON: Details of the proportional counters are given in
Table II of the paper, including the pulse height ratios of the discriminators 
when used. In all cases the range of pulse heights measured is such that 
only a few percent of the tritium disintegrations are not measured, so 
that the efficiency can be considered as almost 100%.

B. T. VERHAGEN: Could you give a more systematic idea of
contamination and memory effects in the systems you described?

J.F.  CAMERON: This aspect is not covered in detail in the paper
but is very important. The two sources of contamination are other samples 
and the tritium in the water vapour of the laboratory atmosphere. As 
mentioned in the paper, contamination is least when the ambient air 
concentrations are of the same order as the samples and the samples 
themselves do not differ radically in concentration.

In the electrolysis concentration systems used in the IAEA laboratory, 
for example, there is no appreciable contamination from previous samples 
or from spiked samples in the adjacent cells. Simultaneous and repeated 
runs with dead water and water containing 10s TU indicated that contami
nation of the dead samples by the active ones was less than 0.01% of the 
latter1 s activity. As the activity of the spike is generally about 2000 TU 
any possible contamination is negligible for the majority of samples.

In the gas counting procedure in this laboratory, tests were made in 
which three samples containing 104 TU were passed through a furnace 
and ethylene was prepared and counted. A tritium-free background sample 
was then passed through without changing the magnesium in the furnace 
or the catalyst and with normal outgassing and pumping procedures. The 
background sample gave a count rate of 2.1 ± 0.03 compared with a 
background of 2.1 ±0.1 cpm. On one occasion a sample containing about
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105 TU was prepared which gave a count rate of about 1100 cpm and two 
successive samples containing no tritium showed increased count rates 
above background of about 1.4 cpm and 0.3 cpm respectively.

In normal counting procedures samples are selected so that those of 
approximately identical activity are passed through the same magnesium 
filling. Thus contamination in this stage is virtually negligible.

Nevertheless, as mentioned in the paper, the total standard deviation 
in a large number of backgrounds is approximately ± 0.05 cpm when the 
statistical standard deviation is ± 0.'02 cpm. This may be due to contami
nation — as the deviations do not correlate with variations in cosmic-ray  
activity — to the prior counting of a high-activity sample, or to any other 
obvious cause of variations in background.

W. R. SCHELL: I should like to describe some very recent work
done in my laboratory at Palo Alto, California on low-level proportional 
counting. We have determined background with methane at pressures up 
to 10 atm. The counter we used is similar in design to the Curran and 
Oeschger counter and has an aluminized Mylar membrane separating and 
isolating the anticoincidence guard counter from the sample counter. The
1.2-litre volume of the sample counter is surrounded by the 8.8-litre volume 
of the guard counter. In this arrangement, background tank methane and 
sample methane are added simultaneously by means of a pressure 
controller, a differential pressure across the membrane of about 1 cmHg 
being maintained. The voltage required at 10 atm pressure is 10 kV.

The background determined under various shielding conditions is 
shown in the figure. Background activity with no massive shielding varies 
from 10 cpm to 55 cpm at pressures of 1 and 10 atm respectively. Inside 
an 8-in.steel shield the background count rate varies from 1.5 to 10 cpm.
In the basement of a four-storey steel and concrete building at the 
University of Washington with steel, mercury and boron paraffin shielding, 
the extrapolated background would be between 1.15 and 5 cpm. By reducing 
the upper discriminator, which is set to count 14C pulses, the tritium 
counting background can be further lowered.

At 10 atm pressure the count rate would be 1 cpm per 8 TU. It 
should easily be possible, using this system, to measure tritium samples 
down to the cosmic particle production level without enrichment. These 
are preliminary data and a more complete description will be published 
shortly.

H. OESCHGER (Chairman): Thank you, Dr. Schell. Your report
confirms our own feeling that with really good low-background proportional 
counting equipment it is possible to count tritium even to as little as 1 TU 
without enrichment.

J. E. NOAKES: Some experiments designed to lower the background
and raise the counting efficiency for liquid scintillation counters have been 
carried out by us at the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies during the 
last few months. A liquid scintillation counter for 14C dating purposes 
has been developed with a background count in the region of 1.5 cpm and 
a counting efficiency for 14C approaching 70% when a 5-cm 3 sample of 
benzene is used.

We have also been studying tritium benzene chemistry and we feel 
that the 34% negative fractionation now encountered can be eliminated.

B. T. VERHAGEN: Perhaps I may comment briefly on the topic of
enrichment. As Dr. Cameron mentioned, attaining high enrichment, say
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greater than 10 times, with electrolysis requires considerable sample 
handling through several stages, and normally the best solution is to adopt 
the Ostlund system of periodic addition. However, I should just like to 
mention that the thermal diffusion systems developed by us at 
Johannesburg and by Dr. Ravoire and his colleagues at Saclay are capable 
of enrichments well in excess of 100 times in a single process, without 
additional sample handling.

FIG. ID. Background (cpm ) as a function o f  pressure
Foil membrane proportional counter. Window discriminator open wide enough for both 14C and 3H beta 
energies. Counting gas is tank methane

T. RADOSZEWSKI: May I ask the author of the paper if he observed
a difference in chemiluminescence and phosphorescence as between 
counting the sample in coincidence and in a single channel system or a 
double channel system working in parallel?

J. F. CAMERON: Chemiluminescence and phosphorescence result
in the emission of single photons; the count rate registered with a 
coincidence system is therefore due to chance coincidences and depends 
on the single channel count rates and the resolving time of the system.
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With the water-dioxane scintillator appreciable coincidence count rates 
have been reported several times in the literature.

K. O. MÜNNICH: When using a commercial scintillation spectrometer
and polyethylene bottles we have no difficulties with chemoluminescence or 
phosphorescence provided that not less than 10 min. elapse between mixing 
the sample and counting. The only thing to be avoided is direct exposure 
of the scintillator to sunlight before measurement. The degree of purity 
of the dioxane and the other chemicals such as naphthalene likewise 
seems to have no measurable effect, and we therefore generally use 
commercial-grade chemicals.

J.F.  CAMERON: I agree that ten to fifteen minutes are enough
(and is the period used by most people) to allow the intensity of chemi
luminescence to decrease to a negligible level for the relatively small 
volume of sample used in commercial liquid scintillation counters.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE GATHERED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF LOW-LEVEL-COUNTERS. Three different 
types o f counters have proved successful in the low -level technique, namely, the quartz-tube counter, 
the Oeschger-type counter, and the plastic-scintillation counter.

In constructing these types o f counter diverse difficulties arise if high factors o f merit and excellent 
plateau properties are desired. This paper gives detailed information on this subject, and both the ad
vantages and disadvantages of the individual constructions are compared.

Investigations were carried out on the suitability of several cathode materials to provide low back
ground for quartz-tube counters.

In the construction o f the second and third type o f counter the main problem is the selection of 
suitable plastic materials and their processing and treatment under special manufacturing instructions.
By using unsuitable materials, and carelessness in the processing, irregular variations in the background or 
the sensibility of the counters to soft beta rays by de-gassing o f the plastic materials occurred. Information 
was also collected on the suitability of anode wires and aluminized plastic foils for the construction of 
low -level counters. In particular, the properties of a 40 cm 3 plastic scintillation counter are described.

In connection with the mixing o f samples with oíd material, a formula was derived that allows 
prediction of the dating accuracy o f a counter, which may be constructed, in comparison with existing 
counters.

1. INTRODUCTION

To obtain small errors of 14C age determinations, it is required that 
the factor of merit of low-level-equipments — n , / n 0 — (where ns is the 
14C standard net counting rate and no the background counting rate, 
respectively), is as high as possible. Usually it is possible to fulfill 
this demand by measuring with proportional counters or scintillation 
detectors. The latter have recently been improved [24] and, for solving 
many problems they are equally as good as the low-level counters. 
However, if relative measurements of low specific activities [20] are 
required and only small carbon quantities per analysis are available, 
the age determinations carried out with proportional counters are still 
superior. The question of their construction is therefore of interest.

The most important consideration in the development of low-level 
counters is to obtain low backgrounds. This requires time and experience. 
Therefore, at first, it is recommendable to investigate other possibilities 
for improving the factor of merit, which are:
(a) use of an optimum graduated shield [1, 6, 16, 21] by means of which 

it is possible to reduce the background;
(b) testing of the employed counting gases (methane, acetylene or ethane) 

to ascertain whether or not they are contaminated with 3T;
(c) improvement of the efficiency of the muon detector [1, 7, 19, 21], 

Variations in the arrangement and a construction often resulted in 
considerable decrease in the background;

575
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(d) checking of the usefulness of the a discrimination or the 14C dis
crimination in case of 3T determinations to improve n^/nj [1, 8,
15, 16];

(e) elimination of electrical disturbances and spurious counts, by means 
of which the limited errors may be reduced [9, 11, 14, 19];

(f ) location of the best position of the counter in the shield [25] to obtain 
the lowest background.
On conclusion of these investigations for obtaining the optimum 

measuring conditions, a further lowering of the background is only 
possible by changes in counter construction, which, in turn, depends 
on the type of counting tube. One has to distinguish between the following 
three types:
1. The quartz-tube counter: a common proportional counter with a 

metallically coated quartz tube as cathode [8],
2. The Oeschger-type counter: a detector with a combined 14C and 

muon counter [15, 16] .
3. The plastic-scintillation counter: a proportional counter placed in 

a plastic-well scintillator and used as the muon detector [4, 11],

2. PROPERTIES OF THE LOW-LEVEL COUNTERS AND RESULTS 
FOR OBTAINING LOW BACKGROUNDS

Besides a low background, an ideal low-level counter should have the 
following properties:
Uncomplicated and robust construction.
Small overall dimensions of the 14C and muon detector system.
Large effective volume.
Optimal counting properties.
Optimal cathode thickness of the 14C counter, according to the theory 

developed by Oeschger [13, 20],
Counter construction from materials of high radioactive purity.
Small memory effect.

An ideal counter possessing all the required properties has not yet 
been developed. Therefore, the decision to use one of the three counter 
types is always based on a compromise.

2 .1,  Quartz-tube counter

The quartz-tube counter [8] is an uncomplicated and robust low-level 
detector. Its basic construction is shown in Fig. 1. The outer cylinder 
is made of electrolytic copper, stainless steel or mild steel. The inside- 
mounted quartz tube is coated with a metallic film or surfaced with a 
metallized foil. The front discs of the quartz tube are made from nylon 
or quartz. For the construction of leak-proof high-voltage insulators, 
Teflon can be utilized. Stainless steel has proved to be useful for anode 
wire materials.

The quartz-tube counter has small dimensions, a large effective 
volume (90%), and excellent counting properties. In comparison with 
the common proportional counters, the quartz-tube counter has a lower 
background, but it is higher than that of an Oeschger-type detector with 
the same dimensions. To illustrate the difference, the background was
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calculated for a counter (effective volume: 4 .5  litres) shielded by 10 cm of 
lead, 4 cm of iron, and 10 cm of boron-loaded paraffin, according to 
the formula derived by Oeschger [13, 20], The quartz-tube counter has a 
theoretical background of 15 cpm, which is 7 cpm higher than that of 
the Oeschger counter. This is due to the higher cathode thickness of 
the quartz-tube counter. Unfortunately, it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to obtain radioactive pure material for the outer cylinder. The 
memory effect of the quartz-tube counter is usually low. Quartz-tube 
counters of different sizes were built in the Hanover Radiocarbon 
Laboratory. They are used for 14C age determinations of samples which 
have carbon quantities smaller than 1 g.

Ü U  Copper m  Teflon and Nylon füjjff Quartz

FIG. 1. Quartz tube counter

According to previous investigations electrolytic copper, mild steel 
or stainless steel are suitable for the construction of the outer cylinder as 
far as radioactive purity is concerned [1, 3, 5, 8], Since radioactive 
isotopes are often used in métallurgie processes, these statements are 
no longer valid. Therefore, tests of the radioactive purity of different 
materials are always required nowadays before starting the counter 
construction. Concluding from the author's experiences, electrolytic 
copper has the lowest specific activity; however, it must be guaranteed 
that the name "electrolytic copper" is not only the degree for the con
ductivity of this metal but also indicates the method of manufacturing.

The background of counters with different outer cylinders are 
compiled in Table I. Electrolytic copper1 was used as material for the 
construction of the counters M -ZR and L -ZR . Although the outer cylinders 
of the counters L -ZR  I and L -ZR  II are made from the same piece of 
tube, their backgrounds differ from each other. This indicates that the 
radioactive contamination in the same material is not homogeneously 
distributed in the metal. The author's recently developed counters 
A -ZR  are made from copper tubes 100 yr old, which can be supplied easily 
by breweries. In general, the radioactive purity of these tubes is very 
high, except for the tube used in the construction of the A -ZR  I.

Partial decontamination of the cathode cylinder is possible by etching 
with suitable acids [3, 14], Having treated the cathode of a 3-litre copper 
counter with concentrated nitric acid, a background lowering of
0. 67 ± 0. 21 cpm was obtained, whereas the use of chromo sulphuric acid 
caused an increase in the background counting rate by more than 10 cpm. 
Repeated tests carried out with chemicals from other suppliers confirmed 
these results.

1 Supplier: Osnabrücker Kupfer- und Stahlwerke A .G .

37
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TABLE I. BACKGROUND OF DIFFERENT QUARTZ-TUBE 
COUNTERS

Copper
counter

Voleff
(1)

Background (cpm )

Without With 

quartz tube

and

nylon front plates

M- ZR 0.87 5.63 ± 0.07 3.26 ± 0 .04 1.78 ± 0.03

L-ZR I 0.22 2 .42 ± 0.05 1.22 ± 0 .04 1.01 ± 0.02

L- ZR 11 0.22 - - 2.36 ± 0.07

A -ZR  I 0.22 3.49 ± 0.03 ? ?

A -ZR  n 0.22 1.65 ± 0 .04 ? ?

Shield : 10 cm  lead, 4 cm  iron, 8 cm  paraffin loaded with boron, 2 .5  cm  radioactive pure lead 
Filling gas: acetylene 
Filling pressure: 1 atm

A quartz tube with high radioactive purity was mounted into a metallic 
leak-proof envelope with the intention of allowing the a -  and /3-rays 
originating from it to be absorbed, and thus cause a lowering of the 
background. Two different qualities of transparent quartz, Heralux and 
Suprasil2 were tested. They are equally suitable for the construction of 
detectors with low background.

To avoid contamination the quartz tubes were not metallized, but 
instead were surfaced with a very pure Mylar foil of 40 pm3. An additional 
lowering of the background can be achieved if both front sides consist of 
or are covered by nylon4 . The results of these experiments are presented 
in Table I.

The anode wires of 25 and pm, respectively, are made of stainless 
steel. The construction materials of the high-voltage insulators were 
stainless steel and Teflon. They replace the expensive Kovar glass end 
terminals used previously5. Differences in the background were not 
observed. Araldite end terminals were not investigated since they often 
cause vacuum leakage due to capillary fissures [19],

For technical reasons, Araldite or Peciin are used for the sealing 
of counters. The disadvantageous properties of soldering tin [8], which 
should cause increased background, were not confirmed by the authors1 
experiences.

Summarizing, it can be stated that the quartz-tube counter is superior 
to the common proportional counter. Suitable construction materials can 
either be old copper tubes or electrolytic copper tubes checked for radio
active purity. Decontaminations are partly obtainable by etching with 
nitric acid. For surfacing of the casing, Heralux quartz tubes with 
metallized Mylar foils and nylon front plates can be used.

2 Supplier: HEREAUS, Hanau.
3 Supplier: Verolme Vakuum technik A .G . , Eltville.

Supplier: Polypenco, Bergisch-Gladbach
5 Supplier: Deutsche Carborundum-Werke GmbH., Düsseldorf.

3 7 *
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2.2.  Oeschger-type counter

The Oeschger-type counter is a very complicated and non-robust 
low-level detector [2, 15, 16, 18]. The basic construction is demonstrat
ed in Fig. 2. Both the muon detector and the 14C proportional counter are 
placed into a vacuum-proof cylindrical casing and are only separated by 
a Mylar foil, aluminized on both surfaces. It serves as cathode for the 
two counters. Using suitable diameters of the anode wires, it is possible 
to operate both detectors with only one high-voltage supply.

The overall dimensions of the Oeschger counter system are small. 
Using the primary design by Oeschger [15, 16], its effective volume of 
less than 75% is not large. Additionally, the counting properties of the 
Oeschger-type counter are not so favourable in comparison with the 
quartz tube counter, because of the low mechanical stability of the foil. 
Therefore, the length of the detector is limited, so that there is only 
little choice for variation of the ratio of counter length and radius, which 
is the most important factor for the plateau properties. Nevertheless, 
small Oeschger-type counters have good counting properties. Such a 
detector, with an effective volume of 1.51itres and containing 1 atm acetylene, 
shows a plateau of 800 V length and a slope of 1 to 3 % /100 V. The 
introduction of field tubes considerably improves the counting properties of 
the Oeschger-type counter and a tube of 5-litre volume and pressures up to 
4 atm have been operated successfully over long periods of time (Fig. 3).

The construction of short Oeschger-type counters is necessary if 
large effective volumes (Veff ) are desired. According to Sheckler [22], 
a ring counter of 1 cm thickness (d) detects all muons. If the total

M etallic m ateria! Plastic m aterial

FIG.2. Oeschger-type counter
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volume of the Oeschger-type counter (Vtotal ) is given, Veff can be 
calculated by

Veff V,total

100

1 + 2 d^
r 2

where r is the radius of the central counter. Since d is constant, V eff 
increases with increasing r.

FIG. 3. Plateau improvement by field tubes

Measurement conditions: 
Total volt 5.93 1 
Effect, vol: 4 . 57 1
------  without field tubes
------- with field tubes

Oeschger-type counter 
Counting gas: Ethane 
Source: 131 Cs

V o lta g e  [ k V ]

The Oeschger-type counter became famous because of its extremely 
low background. As it is possible to use a very thin cathode for the 
14C counter, the partial background produced by gamma rays is much 
lower than that of a quartz tube counter. The factor of merit is highest 
if, for the 14C measurement, the cathode thickness is 7 m g/cm 2 . When 
3T determinations are performed, wires instead of a foil are used to 
obtain the best measuring conditions.

For the construction of the central counter, plastic parts are mainly 
used because of their high radioactive purity. A contamination of the 
metallic casing is of little influence on the background, since the a - and 
¡3- rays originating from it are cancelled by the guard counter and, owing 
to the small thickness of the cathode, the y  sensibility of the central 
counter is low.

The memory effect of the Oeschger type counter is considerable 
compared with the quartz tube counter, because the plastic materials 
are capable of absorbing organic gases. The time dependence of the 
memory effect for an Oeschger-type counter with an effective volume of
1 .5  litres is illustrated in Fig.4. After several days1 filling with a radioactive 
gas of ten times standard activity, the tube was evacuated for 5 h and 
refilled with background gas. During 60 h the counting rate increased 
steadily to a saturation value that exceeded the background counting rate 
by 5%o of the net counting rate of the previous filling gas. The mean slope 
of the memory curve is 0. /h  of the counting rate difference between 
the first and second filling. During an 18 h measuring time for the samples, 
a memory effect of 1. 5<jí»> must be expected. Further tests showed that 
this value has only little dependence on the pumping time and remained 
the same by using Trolytul, Plexiglas or nylon in the counter construction.
In case it is planned to measure the 14C samples in an increasing or 
decreasing age sequence, the error due to the memory effect will become 
negligible.
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To test the suitability of different materials for the construction of 
low-level counters, several investigations were performed. The results 
of different wire materials are compiled in Table II. The same back
ground counting rates, within the limits of error, were found in counters 
with wires made of stainless steel, nickel and tungsten, previously 
annealed and cleaned. Using chromium/nickel-resistance wires, higher 
values were obtained. This result agrees with the observation that the 
background increases when metal parts are etched with chromosulphuric 
acid.
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FIG.4 . Tim e dependence o f memory effect 
Measurement conditions: Oeschger-type counter
Total vol: 2 .91 1 Counting gas: Acetylene
Effect, vol: 1.50 1 Filling pressure: 1 atm

With regard to the gas discharge properties, it was found that tungsten 
wires show several disadvantages in the construction of counters. By the 
formation of carbide, the wires change in thickness and thus cause a

TABLE II. BACKGROUND OF AN OESCHGER-TYPE COUNTER 
WITH DIFFERENT 50 pm ANODE-WIRES

Material Supplier
Background

(cpm )

Tungsten
cleaned and annealed

Osram (Berlin) 6.10 i  0 .05

Stainless steel (V2AS) Rheinische Feindrahtindustrie 6.10 ± 0.05
nickel 6 .13  ± 0.07

Stainless steel (V2A) Loccard, Switzerland 6 .2 1 ± 0.05

Chromium- nickel 
(resistance wire)

SiiBman, Hanover 6.63 ± 0.10

Shield: 10 cm  lead, 4 cm  iron, 10 cm  boron-loaded paraffin, 3 cm  radioactive pure lead 
Filling gas: acetylene 
Filling pressure: 1 atm 
Counter: weakly contaminated
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gradual Increase of the working voltage. Wires of stainless steel have 
no such properties. Besides, counters with unannealed tungsten anode 
wires possess the tendency for multiple discharges.

The radioactive purity of aluminized PVC-, nylon- and Hostaphan 
foils serving as cathode materials, has proved to be satisfying. The 
capability of the foils to absorb water is small. One test was performed 
in such a way that they were kept in contact with tritiated water vapour 
for a long period of time. Before and after treatment, a differente of
0. 20 ± 0. 13 cpm for the background counting rate was observed.

Foils with defects in the conductive layer do not influence the muon 
detection. There was a difference of +0. 04 ± 0. 09 cpm between the 
background of the Oeschger-type counter, containing a foil aluminized on 
one side only, and the normal set-up.

The radioactive purity of Araldite used to glue the foil cylinder was 
investigated by placing many Araldite drops on the cathode. Before and 
after this test, the backgrounds did not change more than -0 . 10 ± 0. 09 cpm.

Investigations on the gas permeability of the plastic foils were not 
performed, since it was not intended to construct an Oeschger-type tube 
with a separate central counter [2], According to the measurements by 
Fleck [10], Mylar foils have a considerable porosity for organic gases.

The author's investigations also show that Plexiglas, PVC, Trolytul, 
nylon, and Teflon, which are useful in the manufacturing of holding or 
adjusting accessories, possess a high radioactive purity and have the 
same usefulness. PVC and Teflon have the disadvantage of being able 
to destroy plateaux by degassing, when under high pressure, and reduce 
the counting rates (Fig. 5). Presumably, this is caused by halogens 
escaping from the molecular plastic compound [23],

FIG. 5. Quenching effect o f  Teflon and PVC 
Measurement conditions: Oeschger-type counter
Total vol: 5.93 1 Counting gas: Ethane
Effect, vol: 4 .57  1 Filling pressure: 3 atm

To investigate the effect of different organic liquids which are used to 
clean the surface of the plastic parts, these parts were exposed to the 
cleaning liquids, such as alcohol and petrol ether, dried at elevated 
temperatures and mounted into the counting tube. An increase of the 
background counting rate of +8. 55 ± 0. 16 cpm could be observed in the 
case of alcohol and +0. 93 ± 0.46 cpm in the case of petrol ether. The 
conclusion was reached that cleaning the plastic surfaces by means of 
dry cloths or a stream of compressed nitrogen should be preferred.
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A further result was obtained from investigations on the suitability 
of different materials for the construction of low-level counters. Plastic 
parts from a counting tube, which has been operated for several months, 
were contaminated as soon as they came into contact with atmospheric 
air, an effect which could be observed several times. New plastic 
parts do not show this strange behaviour. This can be illustrated by the 
following example: the background of a counter that had been in operation 
for a long period and had subsequently been under air access increased 
from 2. 13 cpm to 6. 12 cpm after the first air access, to 10. 37 cpm 
after the second, and then to 12.23 cpm with the third. Although the 
plastic parts were machined or ground with emery, their initial purity 
was not attainable again. Only a slight reduction of 3 .4  cpm for the 
background counting rates was obtained by machining the metallic parts 
(polishing and turning off). The previous background was only reached 
again when all plastic parts were renewed.

At present it can only be mentioned that during several years of experience 
in low-level counter construction, the author has observed that plastic 
parts which had already been used in the counter are easily contaminated, 
and that this contamination obviously penetrates into the material because 
it cannot be removed by machining or polishing the surface. This type 
of contamination causes an exaggerated background counting rate which, 
opposite to the normal background, decreases with increasing filling 
pressure. This indicates that the source of contamination emits low- 
energy radiation and is located outside the effective volume (Table III).

TABLE III. DEPENDENCE OF THE BACKGROUND OF A 
CONTAMINATED OESCHGER-TYPE COUNTER ON 
THE FILLING PRESSURE

Experiment Filling pressure (torr) Remarks

750 500 410

I 2 .34  ± 0.02 - 2 .12  ± 0 .04 uncontaminated

II 5 .48  ± 0 .02 - 8.08 ± 0.09

III 6 .1 1 ± 0.05 9.09 ± 0.08 1 0 .7 1 ± 0.09

Shield: same as in Table II 
Filling gas: acetylene

Tritium contamination, which has been considered first, is very 
improbable because one has to assume 2 ml of water with 1000 TU to 
explain the observed background increase. Exo-electrons could not be 
responsible, since the counting rate remains constant in time.

Additionally, it should be mentioned that the background of uncon
taminated Oeschger-type counters, which are in permanent operation, 
decreased in time by -0 . 18 ± 0. 04 cpm/yr (effective volume of the 
counting tube is 1. 5 litres).

Summarizing, it can be stated that the construction of the Oeschger- 
type counter with a low background, in spite of its complicated construction, 
is possible without any difficulties if special attention is paid to certain
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manufacturing methods. If a large effective volume is not required the 
Oeschger-tube is generally better than the quartz tube counter.

2,3,  Plastic scintillation counter

The plastic scintillation counter represents a new type of low-level 
counter [4, 11, 17], The construction of one prototype, built in the 
laboratory, is given schematically in Fig. 6.

The counter consists of a cylindric plastic scintillator (Type N 102A)6 
of 12 cm diameter and 10 cm length. The scintillator is covered with a 
reflecting layer on its outside. The centre well of 2. 5 cm and 9. 5 cm 
depth serves as the 14C counting tube. The cathode of this tube consists 
of an aluminized foil of optimal thickness. Actually, this arrangement 
represents a small size of Oeschger-type counter, but because of using 
the plastic scintillator as muon detector, only the centre tube at about 
40 cm 3 volume has to be filled with sample gas.

FIG.6. Plastic scintillation counter 
Total vol: 0 .04  1
Counting gas: Ethane

The detection of muon by the plastic scintillator is very efficient and, 
additionally, contrary to the other counter types, counting properties of 
the central sample counter are as excellent with ethane as the counting 
gas. The predominant use of plastic materials guarantees a high radio
active purity but, on the other hand, causes a considerable memory effect.

When constructing a plastic scintillation counter, special attention 
has to be paid to a complete optical separation of the i4C counter and 
plastic scintillator. This requires, for instance, that the cathode con
sists of two layers of aluminized foil and that the front sides are covered 
with rubber discs. If the counter is not light proof, the anticoincidence 
counting rate decreases with increasing anode voltage, since 14C coin- 
cide/ice pulses are found.

At 20°C a complete detection of muons by the plastic scintillator is 
guaranteed only when it is operating below the threshold of noise. Then 
its total counting rate is high (Na = 15 000 cpm) and the number of 
accidental coincidences is no longer negligible. Cooling of the multiplier 
reduces the total counting rate to about 1900 cpm.

With an ethane filling and an extremely stable voltage of 1450 V at 
the photomultiplier, the 14C counting rate of the 40 cm3 plastic scintillation 
counter proved to be constant for several weeks and, in addition, the 
60Co plateau, which had a slope of 0. 5 %/100 V and a length of 1500 V,

Supplier: NUCLEAR Enterprises.
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remained stable. With a filling of acetylene, the plateaux shifted con
siderably over two d|iys which, in turn, caused a decrease of the 
14C counting rate.

A background of 0. 250 ± 0. 022 cpm was obtained at a threshold of 
the 14C and muon detector of 20 mV. The coincidence rate was 16 cpm, 
and that of the plastic counter 1960 cpm. Under the same conditions a 
modern 14C net counting rate of 0. 305 ± 0. 025 cpm was measured. This 
corresponds to a counting efficiency of 70%. In comparison with this a 
background of 0. 17 cpm was measured by Loosli [18] with an Oeschger- 
type counter of the same size and a 14C efficiency of 75%. Additionally, 
a 1.5 litre plastic scintillation counter built by Huber [ 17] shows aback-  
ground of 3. 28 cpm, i. e. a lower quality than the Oeschger-type 
counter [16],

Because of its low volume, the memory effect of the 40 cm3 plastic 
scintillation counter was not determinable, but information on a 1 .5  litre 
plastic scintillation counter with an aluminization of 1 pm is given by 
Huber [17], Within a period of ten days the background increased with 
2% of the initial counting rate. It is supposed that the lower memory 
effect of the plastic scintillation counter, compared with that of the 
Oeschger-type counter, could result from the aluminization.

For practical considerations, the plastic scintillation counter appears 
to be much better than the other types of counter. So far, no counter 
fulfilling ail expectations has been built. Its factor of merit could be 
increased if, instead of a glass photomultiplier-, two quartz photo
multipliers in coincidence were employed.

3. CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE USE OF SEVERAL COUNTERS
WITH DIFFERENT SIZES

In the 14C routine laboratories with a high dating capacity preference 
is given to counters of different sizes, because the sample quantities vary 
over a wide range. Only in a few cases will the samples be mixed with 
materials of known activity, although by this method the age errors could 
often be reduced. To illustrate this, the age error functions (measuring 
time 2000 min) of five different counters are given in Fig. 7. Their 
characteristic values are compiled in Table IV. The standard deviations 
are higher, the smaller the counter volume. When mixed samples are 
measured, the age error curves shift parallel with the growing mixing 
ratio q, where q is the quotient from the admixed carbon quantity and 
the sample quantity.

In practice, the alternative arises as to whether or not a sample 
should be measured either unmixed in the small counter or mixed in the 
large counter. An answer is received by calculation of qmax, for which 
the age error curve of the smaller counter coincides with that of the 
larger one.

The standard deviation (era) of the small counter can be calculated 
from the following equation:
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where, ns, np, n0 are the net counting rates of the standard, the sample 
and the background, and crns, crnp, an0 their errors, respectively, t is the 
14C half-life and t the measuring time.

FIG. 7. 14C age error as function o f sample age from different counters
Measurement time: 2000 min Oeschger-type counter: B-ZR, G-ZR
Quartz tube counter: L-ZR, M -ZR Plastic scintillation counter: S-ZR

In the case of mixing with i4C-free material [12], the age error aA 
of the larger counter, regarding the mixing ratio q, can be obtained 
from:

o - (A )2 (_ l N 2 I / g N A 2 2 a (N n  ) 2 J _
Vln2y Lvns

' Np +2N0 2Nr

NsNp N2
N£±NiL + + u(N0)

à
t Ns ff(N0)2 + 2a(N0 ) j  +

Here, Ns, Np, and N0 are the net counting rates of the 14C standard, the 
sample and the background, and aNs, crNp, and ctN0 their errors, respect
ively. Vz is the volume of the large counter and the filling line, VM the 
volume of the mixing tank, Pz the filling pressure of the counter, and 
ffP = ±1 Torr its error.

By equalizing both relations, an equation in the second power in q is 
obtained, from which qmax , as a function of the age, can be calculated. 
This was carried out for two cases. In Fig. 8 the results are graphically 
represented and modified in such a way that the quotient from the sample 
quantity required for the filling of the large counter and for the filling 
of the small counter is plotted on the ordinate, and the sample age on the
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TABLE IV. CHARACTERISTIC VALUES OF THREE 
QUARTZ-TUBE COUNTERS

Counter

S-ZR L- ZR M-ZR

Background (cpm ) 0.25 i  0 .02 1.01 ± 0.02 1.78 ± 0 .03

Standard-net 0 .31  ± 0.03 2.32 ± 0.02 7.32 ± 0 .05
Counting-rate (cpm )

Volumetotal (1) 0 .14 0.32 0.96

Mixing volume (1) 0.09 0.80 0.90

Filling pressure (Pz ): 750 ± 1 (torr). 
Counting time (t): 2000 (min). 
Filling gas: ethane and acetylene.

abscissa. In the case of L -Z R /S -Z R , the sample quantity for filling the 
large counter L -ZR , is only half of that necessary for the filling of the 
small S-ZR counter, if the same age errors are required. Therefore, 
the application of the S-ZR is uneconomical. The curve M - Z R / L - Z R  
illustrates that, regarding its dating accuracy, the small L- ZR follows 
the large M -ZR.

7.5

1,0

ors
0 ,5

Q (M 2JV/Q (L

Q(L-ZR)/Q(S--ZR)

0,1 0 .5  1 5  10 2 0  3 0 4 0Age[100 x YRSS.P.]

FIG. 8. Optimal mixing conditions 
QL: mixing gas quantity o f  large counter 
Qs: sample quantity for small counter

f S-ZR:
Total volume o f  counter and filling line - L-ZR:

M-ZR:

0.14 1 
0.32 1 
0.96 1

From the previous considerations it follows that estimations should 
be made prior to the construction of a new counter to reveal whether or 
not an improvement in measuring accuracy is possible by means of the 
planned construction. The derived formula allows such a prediction, 
when the counter volume and the background to be expected are given.
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4. SUMMARY

The advantages and disadvantages of the three different proportional 
counter types commonly used in the low-level measuring technique are 
described, and instructions as to the construction, obtaining low back
grounds, and efficient counting properties, are given. In spite of its 
relatively complicated arrangement the Oeschger-type counter proved 
to be most successful, if sufficient sample quantities are available. For 
a more extended application in practice constructive improvements for 
the plastic scintillation counter are necessary.

In connection with the mixing of samples, a formula is derived which 
allows a prediction on the improvement of dating accuracy with a new 
counter.
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D I S C U S S I O N

R. TYKVA: In connection with Dr. Geyh1 s references to plastic
scintillation counters, I should like to give a short account of our 
experience with an instrument of this type, developed by Mr. Kokta and 
myself about two years ago. The figure shows the general layout of the 
device.

The counter is placed in a hole bored in a cylindrical plastic scintillator 
(diam. 100 X 100 mm) at right angles to the axis. The cathode is made of 
Teflon foil, vacuum coated with gold. The counter fronts, made of 
Plexiglas are screwed into the scintillator. If natural gas (98 vol. % CH4 ) 
is used for rinsing, the background of the counter, which has an effective 
volume of 52.4 ml, is 0.29 ± 0.03 cpm in the 14C channel at atmospheric 
gas pressure. The counter is used for relative determinations of low-
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level 3H or 14C radioactivity, with the sample usually in gaseous form, 
or occasionally in a solid layer on chromatographic paper or a membrane 
filter. We also use the equipment for approximate alpha and beta surface 
activity determinations on metals and alloys. We have found that the 
memory effect can be considerably reduced when the hole in the plastic 
scintillator is covered with a layer of silicon oil after manufacture, 
evacuated, and filled with a gas containing no radioactive aerosols.

Finally, I would mention that the surface resistivity of the counter 
fronts is a factor of importance. We originally made the fronts out of 
polystyrol. These accumulated an electrostatic charge which distorted 
the field. When we changed to Plexiglas, no such effect was found.

H. WLLLKOMM: May I ask Dr. Geyh, how and to what temperature
do you cool the photomultiplier?

M. A. GEYH: We used a Philips cooling element which brought the
temperature down to 10°C. This is sufficient for our purpose.

W. R.  SCHELL: What radioactivity did you find in nylon?
M. A. GEYH: We did not find the absolute activity of nylon, because

we could.only compare the background of counters using different plastics. 
Our experiments show, however, that the activity of nylon did not differ 
from the activity of the other materials investigated.

G. RAJAGOPALAN: I think that the memory effect can be consider
ably reduced by using a number of cathode wires instead of a foil and 
operating the counter at a higher pressure, so that the 14C electrons are 
completely stopped inside the counter. Regarding contamination in plastic 
material, we have observed that small Geiger counters give a lower 
background if the plastic body is stripped down and heated in an oven at 
60°C for two hours.

It is also our belief that the plastic scintillator need not be operated 
below the noise level if the aim is to detect muons alone, since muons 
lose about 2.5 MeV per cm of path length.

M. A. GEYH: I believe your statement on the subject of memory
effect to be true, provided that the shielding is efficient enough to ensure 
that the increase in background with filling pressure does not lower the 
factor of merit. So far our own lead shielding has been inadequate in this 
respect.

I do not agree with your suggestion that the plastic scintillator may 
be operated above the noise level, firstly because one wants to reduce 
the gamma background as well and secondly because (as has been shown 
by Huber) the efficiency of muon detection is less than 100% when 
operating with a high threshold.

J. COLOMER: In an Oeschger-type counter, how are the metallized
plastic foils formed into a cylindrical sleeve?

M. A. GEYH: The foils, aluminized on both sides, are simply glued
together with Araldite in order to form the sleeve.

T. FLORKOWSKI: Do you, with an Oeschger-type counter, use
channel counting for recording 14C and tritium, and if so do you observe 
any decrease of background count rate, particularly in the case of tritium?

M. A. GEYH: We apply channel counting only with an Oeschger-type
counter having an effective volume of 4.5 litres and filled with ethane at 
3 atm. In the case of 14C we have found no decrease in the background of
7.5 cpm, if the highest factor of merit is required. In the case of tritium 
the background can be lowered by approx. 3.5 cpm in the T-channel. We
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believe that a further improvement can be achieved by replacing the foil 
with a grid cathode and by using more efficient shielding; this is in process 
of development.

B. T. VERHAGEN: In my own counter, which has Teflon insulators,
no radioactive contamination has been observed when the counter is 
opened to the atmosphere for servicing, except for some short-term  
activity presumably due to radon. This situation contrasts with the perma
nent contamination effects you observed. It is true that the insulators 
in my counter are well outside the counting volume, which may account 
for the absence of contamination in my particular case. Can you suggest 
any cause for the effect in yours?

M. A. GEYH: As a matter of fact there is not really so much of a
discrepancy between the two situations. With quartz-tube counters we 
have observed no contamination effect. This is only measurable in the 
Oeschger-type counter, in which large plastic components are in the 
vicinity of the effective volume. We have checked several possible sources 
for the contamination, for instance 3T and Exo-electrons, as described 
in the paper, but have still found no satisfactory explanation. I can only 
repeat that we have always observed the effect when stripping the counting 
tube.

T. FLORKOWSKI: Still on the subject of contamination in plastic
parts exposed to air, may I ask if you measured the background in various 
energy channels, in order to discover whether the contamination was due 
to tritium or other isotopes with higher beta energy?

M. A. GEYH: We did not measure the spectrum, because the data
we expected to obtain from these measurements did not appear to us to 
justify the time-consuming experiments required. A ®T contamination 
seems to be improbable because, as mentioned in the paper, the amount 
of water necessary to produce the observed effect would be too large 
even if an activity of 1000 TU were assumed.

K. O. MÜNNICH: All good insulators are subject to radioactive
surface contamination. Particularly during thorough cleaning they may 
reach a considerable electric potential with respect to their environment. 
They then act as very efficient electrostatic collectors for the radioactive 
aerosols in the laboratory air. Normally they collect practically nothing 
but short-lived natural nuclides, but in years of very high bomb activity 
they may also gather artificial ones, especially if they remain exposed 
to the air for fairly long periods.

M. A. GEYH: I am not quite certain whether or not our contamination
effect is the same as the one you have just mentioned, because the plastic 
components in question have not been cleaned or left exposed to the air 
for any appreciable time after opening the counter. The activity measure
ments likewise did not suggest that short-lived isotopes were present, 
since the counting rates remained constant for several weeks.
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Abstract

NEW ATTEMPTS IN LOW-LEVEL COUNTING AND A SEARCH FOR COSMIC-RAY-PRODUCED 39Ar.
Two low -level counting systems developed for special problems, requiring minimum background, are 
described.

For the measurements o f  low -activity tritium samples o f high pressure a proportional counter with 
wire electrodes in a matrix array was built. It allows avoidance o f losses of the sensitive volume due to 
end effects and electronegative impurities. The signals o f  each of the electrode wires can be collected 
separately. The anodes are combined into four groups, so that each wire is surrounded only by wires 
belonging to the other groups. Because o f the short range o f the electrons from the tritium decay only one 
wire group should show a signal.

For the detection o f 39Ar in atmospheric argon and other isotopes o f  low specific activity and high 
B energy, a 1-litre proportional counter o f  Plexiglas coated with A l and Au was constructed. It is surrounded 
by a cylindrical guard counter o f the same material. The shield consists o f specially selected radioactively 
pure lead. On the top and on the sides big, flat multiwire guard counters are operated in anticoincidence. 
Pulse height analysis helps to identify the 39Ar radiation and to reduce the background.

The background reductions by different shield and anticoincidence counter arrangements are determined. 
It is shown that the estimated 39Ar activity o f  0. 05 dpm/1 atmospheric Ar can be measured with an accuracy 
o f about 10<7o.

INTRODUCTION

Whereas the low-level counting technique used at present is sensitive 
enough for the various standard methods of radioactive dating, it is clear 
that technical improvement would open new and promising applications of 
radioisotopes to radioactive dating and the study of geophysical processes. 
For example, the activity of cosmic-ray-produced 39Ar is expected to be 
about 0.05 dpm/1 argon [1], This lies at the limit of present counting 
techniques. Therefore a further development of the measuring techniques 
was attempted in two different directions:
1. For the detection of low-energy beta particles (Emax< 50 keV) the 
principle of internal anticoincidence was pursued by the construction of a 
counter with anode and cathode wires in a matrix array.
2. For the measurements of higher energy beta particles (e. g. cosmic- 
ray-produced 39Ar, Emax = 0.57 MeV) the principle of internal anticoinci- ' 
dence cannot be applied. Therefore, a "beta-thick" wall counter was 
constructed, taking into account the experience previously gained from  
low-background counting. This type of counter construction also eliminates 
the effective loss of sample gas in the anticoincidence volume.

The main purpose of this paper is to present the improvements in 
counting techniques which the authors are attempting. Because the 
mechanical construction of these new types of counters is rather compli
cated, and because part of the equipment is still missing, only the ideas 
behind these new developments and preliminary results are presented in 
this paper.
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1. PROPORTIONAL COUNTER WITH ELECTRODES IN A MATRIX 
ARRAY

If the present counters with internal anticoincidence are used at high 
pressure of the counting gas, the background rapidly increases. This 
is due to the fact that the efficiency of the internal anticoincidence system  
is reduced for the background electrons which are more easily absorbed 
at higher pressures before reaching the outer anticoincidence volume.

Furthermore, a common difficulty for any type of proportional 
counter when operated at high pressures is the loss of primary electrons 
moving toward the central anode because of the formation of negative ions.

These disadvantages can be avoided by the following principle of 
counter construction for high pressure (Fig. 1):

Principle of internal anticoincidence
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Schematic c o u n te r c o nstruc tio n

FIG. 1. Proportional counter with electrodes in a matrix array (for details see text)

The counter consists of a matrix array of thin anode and thick cathode 
wires inside a thick-walled counter vessel, where the pulses from each 
wire can be analysed separately. With this construction the loss of 
efficiency due to the electronegative impurities of the gas at high pressure 
is reduced because of the smaller dimensions of the counting cells which 
results in a smaller number of collisions for the primary electrons moving 
towards the anode. In addition, the relative dead volume can be con
siderably reduced. The principle of internal anticoincidence can be applied

3 8 »
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for low-energy beta particles as from tritium decay in the following way: 
the anode wires are collected in four groups as shown in Fig. 1. Each 
anode wire is surrounded by anode wires belonging to the other three 
groups. An electron from tritium decay due to its short range triggers 
only one of the anode wires, while a higher energetic electron will trigger 
several anode wires. An anticoincidence circuit cancels events which 
show simultaneous pulses from more than one wire group. In addition, a 
ring-anticoincidence is used for suppressing pulses by particles from the 
wall. The counter is operated in a lead shield extremely low in radio
activity and in anticoincidence with flat counters covering the surface of 
the shield.

Besides the application to low-level counting for radioactive dating and 
geophysical studies, such a counter will serve to solve problems of 
nuclear and cosmic-ray physics, where detailed information on track and 
energy loss of particles is necessary.

While the mechanical construction is rather complicated and cumber
some, the preliminary tests show encouraging results and at present a 
prototype of such a counter is mounted and will be tested shortly.

2. COUNTER WITH A BETA-THICK WALL AND A SEARCH FOR
COSMIC-RAY-PRODUCED 39Ar

2.1.  Counter construction and characteristics

The counter construction is illustrated in Fig. 2 and the counter 
characteristics are given in Table I.

Plexiglas was chosen as material for the counter construction because 
of its known low specific radioactivity, and because it is easily machined. 
A further advantage is that higher energy X -rays (>  30 keV) suffer only 
small attenuation in the 5-mm-thick wall, so that the proportional counter 
can easily be calibrated by external sources without the necessity of a 
special window. The difficulty due to degassing is considered of minor 
importance.

As cathode a metallized Mylar foil is used and the end pieces are 
evaporated with gold. Due to the special arrangement of the metaHized 
end pieces, as shown in Fig. 2, the dead volume is small and the electric 
field very rapidly becomes uniform so that end effects are reduced.

The effects of degassing of Plexiglas on the counter characteristics 
were studied. The plateau obtained with a filling of 3000 Torr of Ar 
and 2% CH4 did not show any change after three weeks. Furthermore, 
the width of half height of the 30-keV peak from the K a line from 129I was 
monitored. The results are shown as a function of time in Fig. 3. It is 
evident that, even after ten days, the line width is still satisfactory and 
proportional counting with sufficient energy solution for measuring 39Ar 
is possible during such a period.

2.2,  Shield; arrangement of counting and electronic equipment

Because of the sensitivity of the background to secondary electrons 
produced by y-rays  in the beta-thick wall and in the counting gas {1 litre of 
argon at several atmospheres) special attention was given to the choice
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of radioactively specially pure shielding material. The surface (3-activity 
of different qualities of lead was measured at the Physikalisch-Technische 
Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig [2], and in the authors' laboratory with 
similar results to those already obtained in other low-level laboratories, 
especially in Heidelberg. Some'results are shown in Table II. For 12 
other lead samples from various origins activities of between
2.2 cpm/100 cm2 and about 65 cpm/100 cm2 were obtained. This activity 
is probably due to natural radioactivity (especially Ra D+ E) and contami
nation with fission products.

FIG.2. Construction o f the main counter o f 1 litre

1. Plexiglas wall 5 mm thick
2. Central wire (0 .04  mm diam.)
3. Metallized foil (Mylar)
4. End pieces evaporated with gold in the area between the end points o f  the arrows
5. Metal ring for mechanical support o f the fo il. This also makes electrical contact with 

the gold surface o f  the end piece
6. Guard electrode o f  stainless steel
7. Electrical insulation o f Plexiglas
8. O-ring
9. End piece o f Plexiglas

10. Bolt
11. Lines o f  force shown schematically

Based on these results a shield, as shown in Fig. 4, was constructed.
For suppression of cosmic-ray-produced events a cylindrical 

Plexiglas guard counter and, in the final version, big flat guard counters 
on five sides of the shield, are operated in anticoincidence. The character
istics of these counters are given in Table I. By means of these counters 
not only the muon pulses in the actual counter but also the pulses induced 
by any secondary particles produced by charged cosmic particles in the 
shield are eliminated. The 2-cm-thick cylindric lead wall between the 
main and the guard counter gives an essential background reduction because 
pulses due to 7 -rays induced by muons in this lead cylinder are cancelled.
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TABLE L COUNTER CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics o f the main counter

Counter volume 

Dead volume

Inner diameter o f the counter 

Thickness o f  the wall o f Plexiglas 

Length o f the central wire 

Diameter o f the central wire 

Foil metallized with Al or Au 

Maximum pressure

Loss o f pressure/month at filling o f 4300 Torr 

Length o f plateau at 3000 Torr (Ar + 2% CH4) 

Slope o f plateau

Characteristics o f the guard counter o f  Plexiglas

Length o f sensitive volume 

Diameter o f the wire grid 

Filling pressure 

Operation time for one filling 

Length o f plateau 

Slope o f plateau

Characteristics o f the big flat counters

Dimensions o f one counter 

Flow gas

Length o f plateau 

Slope o f plateau 

Pulse rate

1000 cm 3 

60 cm3 

6 cm 

5 mm 

33 mm 

0. 04 mm 

7 m g/cm 2 Mylar 

5700 Torr 

< 50 Torr

> 700 V (at 3500V)

1%A00V

51 cm 

17. 5 cm  

700 Torr C 2H4 

several months

> 500 V (at 4500 V) 

< 2%/100V

60 X 70 cm 

Butane

> 500 V (at 5100 V) 

2%/100 V 

5800 cpm

FIG. 3. The width at half height o f  the 30 keV peak from 129I as a function o f  time
Note the increase from 12% to 20% in 10 d because o f  degassing o f  the Plexiglas connter wall
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TABLE II. BETA CONTAMINATION OF LEAD SAMPLES OF 
VARIOUS QUALITIES

Type Beta activityAOO cm 2 of surface Source

H < 0. 5 cpm Age: > 100 years; from old boat

Wreck (Muller, Netherlands 1965)

B 1. 8 ± 0. 5 cpm (Ra E: 4. 5 10"13 Ci/g Boliden-B, charge B1

2. 2 ± 0. 5 cpm Lemer, Paris

FIG. 4. Counter and shield arrangement

1. Main counter, Volume: 1 litre
2. 2 cm of radioactive pure lead, type H
3. Anticoincidence ring counter
4. 5 cm  old lead (H)
5. 20 cm  lead type B
6. Big flat counters in anticoincidence

FIG. 5. Schematic electronic block diagram

Besides the effective reduction of the background due to these external 
anticoincidence counters, the elimination of cosmic-ray-induced pulses 
gives a reduction of the barometric effect and possibly corrections will 
not be necessary.

The electronic block diagram is shown in Fig. 5. For pulse height 
analysis a TMC-256 channel is used.

2,3,  Background

The small 39Ar activity requires an extremely low background which 
the authors tried to obtain by the use of highly selected counter and 
shielding materials and with the help of two anticoincidence systems. 
Some background results are listed in Table III. These data show that a 
considerable background reduction can be obtained by the layer of lead
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TABLE III. BACKGROUND REDUCTIONS BY DIFFERENT SHIELD 
AND ANTICOINCIDENCE COUNTER ARRANGEMENTS3

Shield
"Background" 

> 6 keV
"Background" 

> 31 keV

Shield A : 160 cm  concrete + 25 cm  lead 4 cpm 2. 2 cpm

Shield A + 1 flat counter on top o f shield 
random coincidences: < 1. 5 % 3. 6 cpm 1. 9 cpm

Shield B: shield A + 2 cm  lead between main 
and anticoincidence counter 3 cpm 1. 7 cpm

"Background 1 reductions

Shield B + 1 flat counter on the shield -0 . 2 cpm -0 .1 8  cpm

Shield B + 1 flat c . in front o f main counter -0 .1  cpm -0 .1  cpm

Shield B + 1 flat c . on the side o f the shield -0 .1  cpm -0 .1  cpm

Expected "Background"

Shield B + 5 flat counters around the shield 2.4  cpm 1.1 cpm

Filling o f the main counter: 4000 Torr Ar from 1901 + 2% CH4.

between main and guard counter and by operating big flat guard counters 
around the shield. It is hoped that further background reduction will 
result from more careful foil selection.

As an 39Ar-free background counting gas the authors will use 6 litres of 
40Ar separated by rectification from natural gas in the Physikalisch 
Chemisches Institut of the University of Zurich1, containing less than
0.003% 36Ar, which means less than 1% atmospheric Ar.

2,4,  Modern 39Ar activity

For measurement, a 256-channel pulse height analyser is used 
(Fig. 5) in order to identify the energy spectrum and to reduce the 
background by discriminating. As a test run the pulse height spectrum 
of 85Kr with Emax = 0.67 MeV has been measured. In Fig. 6 the low-energy 
parts of the spectra of 85Kr and of the background are plotted. The 
relative statistical error obtained after a counting time of 10 000 min is 
estimated as a function of the cut-off energy. For a pressure of 4000 Torr 
of Ar with 2% CH4 the minimum error is obtained with a lower cut-off 
energy of 20 keV. At these conditions the estimated specific 39Ar activity 
of 0.05 dpm/1 Ar could be measured with an accuracy of better than 10%. 
From this the application of 39Ar measurements to ocean circulation 
problems as proposed by different authors seems feasible.

1 The authors thank Professor Labhart. Dr. W. Meier and Mr. Spalinger for their active help during 
this five months' work.
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A possible contamination of the Ar standards by bojnb B5Kr can be 
excluded since by mass spectrometric measurements an Ar/K r ratio of 
5 X 107 is found, which means that the 85Kr contribution is lower than 
3 X 10~4 dpm/1 standard [3]2.

COUNTS/CHANNEL 
(a rb itra ry  scale)

FIG.6. Low-energy part o f  the pulse height spectra o f  Ar standard and o f Ar standard with 
~  10"2 cm3 Kr (150 cpm 85Kr). A minimum statistical error for a given counting time is obtained 
with a cu t-o ff energy o f  20 keV
--------  Ar standard
--------  Ar with 85Kr
À: overload
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D IS C U S S IO N

J. L. RAP AIRE: I have a general question to ask, and should then
like to put four further questions in connection with it. The general 
question is: What is responsible for the reduction in background which 
you get with the old lead ring?

The authors thank O. Eugster for these mass spectrometric measurements.
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1. Is it a shielding effect?
2. Do you consider that it may be due to the fact that the gamma rays are 
emitted by the muons traversing the old lead?
3. If that is so, is not the best anticoincidence achieved with flat counters, 
and in that case what is the use of the anticoincidence ring as far as muon 
detection is concerned?
4. Could you explain what you mean by "changed cosmic particles" in 
connection with flat counters? Do you mean protons?

H. H. LOOSLI: The 2 cm of lead reduce the contribution to the
background from the material of the ring anticoincidence counter.

Regarding specifically your questions 2 and 3, I agree that for routine 
low-level counting it is not essential to use two similar anticoincidence 
systems, but in view of our special problem we wanted to apply every 
possible means of reducing the background. It should be remembered that 
muons produce energetic Bremsstrahlung in the shield, and when captured 
by lead atoms give rise to 6 MeV gamma rays and energetic neutrons, 
some of which can penetrate the 2 cm of lead. This means that the ring 
anticoincidence counter alone is not sufficient. On the other hand, 
considerations of geometry mean that the shielding by the external flat 
anticoincidence counter is likewise not sufficient in itself, and with the 
high counting rates involved there are also difficulties associated with the 
dead time of the electronics.

By "changed cosmic particles" I mean muons, protons and pions.
J. J .R . LABEYRIE: What is the surface activity of your very "good"

old lead? I ask this because I am interested in comparing your "good" 
lead with ours.

H. H. LOOSLI: I have only measured the beta surface activity, for
which our old lead gives < 0 .5  cpm per 100 cm2 . For my work it is not 
necessary to measure absolute activities; what I am trying to do is find 
the radioactively purest lead available.

J. PAHOR: What is the energy resolution of the proportional counter
with counting units in a matrix array?

H. H. LOOSLI: This has not yet been measured, but it will depend
closely on the counting gas used and the filling pressure.
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Abstract — Résumé

STUDY OF THE BACKGROUND OF A LOW-LEVEL COUNTING DEVICE. The residual background 
o f a carbon-14 dating device was studied under different shieldings with a view to analysing its various 
components. Measurements were made successively with a steel-bodied counter and a copper-bodied 
counter in the laboratory under shieldings o f 320 and 510 g /cm 2 and in a cave under 15 000 g/err? (about 
60 m o f calcareous rock).

The improvement in the background obtained with the device in the cave made it possible to deduce 
the component o f  the residual background due to cosm ic radiation, since a shielding o f  15000 g /c m 2 
suppresses the whole o f  the nucleonic component o f  the cosm ic radiation and 98.7% o f the muons.
With this degree o f  shielding the background o f the copper counter was improved by 0 .71  cpm by 
comparison with the laboratory (510 g /c m 2), while the background o f the steel counter was improved 
by only 0.35 cpm.

Various considerations lead us to think that this difference is due to nuclear reactions produced by 
the nucleonic component o f the cosm ic radiation on the counter walls. The difference cannot be 
attributed to the muons since, firstly, the contribution in question is the same for the two countersand, 
secondly, the barometric effect observed on the copper counter under 510 g /c m 2 (larger than that observed 
with the steel counter) would, if  attributed to the muons, lead to a background contribution from this 
component incompatible with values measured elsewhere.

In the case o f the copper counter, whose background is 1.62 cpm under 510 g /c m 2, the proportion o f 
this background due to the whole nucleonic component is estimated at 0. 61 cpm and the muon component 
also at 0.10 cpm (efficiency o f discriminating ring ^  99%).

Under the same conditions, the nucleonic component in the case o f  the steel counter is estimated 
at less than 0 .25  cpm.

ETUDE DU MOUVEMENT PROPRE D'UNE INSTALLATION DE COMPTAGE A BAS NIVEAU. Le 
mouvement propre résiduel d ’une installation de datation par le carbone-14 a été étudié sous différents 
blindages en vue d’analyser ses différentes composantes. Des mesures ont été effectuées successive
ment avec un compteur a coque en acier et un compteur à  coque en cuivre, en laboratoire sous un 
blindage de 320 et 510 g /cm 2 et dans une grotte sous 15000 g /c m 2 (~ 6 0  m de roche calcaire).

L'amélioration de mouvement propre obtenue lorsque l ’installation était sous grotte a permis de 
déduire la composante du bruit de fond résiduel due au rayonnement cosmique. En effet, un blindage 
de 15 000 g /cm 2 supprime la totalité de la composante nucléonique du rayonnement cosmique et 98,7% 
des muons. Avec cette protection, et par rapport au laboratoire (510 g /c m 2), le mouvement propre 
du compteur en cuivre s'est trouvé amélioré de 0,71 coup/m in tandis que le mouvement propre du compteur 
en acier ne se trouvait amélioré que de 0,35 coup/m in.

Diverses considérations conduisent les auteurs a penser que cette différence est due a des réactions 
nucléaires engendrées par la composante nucléonique du rayonnement cosmique sur les parois des compteurs. 
En effet, cette différence ne peut pas être attribuée aux muons puisque, d'une part, cette contribution 
est la même pour les deux compteurs et que, d'autre part, l ’ effet barométrique observé sur le compteur 
en cuivre sous 510 g /cm 2 (plus important que celui observé sur le compteur en acier), attribué aux muons,
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conduirait a une contribution de cette composante au bruit de fond résiduel incompatible avec les mesures 
effectuées par ailleurs.

Pour le compteur en cuivre, dont le mouvement propre est de 1,62 coup/m in sous 510 g /c m 2, la 
part de ce  bruit de fond attribuée a la totalité de la composante nucléonique est estimée a 0 ,61  coup/m in 
et la composante de muons a 0 ,10  coup/m in (rendement de la couronne de blocage s  99%). Dans les 
mêmes conditions, pour le compteur en acier la composante nucléonique est estimée a 0,25 coup/m in.

1. INTRODUCTION

L'origine du mouvement propre résiduel d'un compteur proportionnel 
faisant partie d'une installation de mesure à très bas niveau a déjà été 
étudiée par différents auteurs. Leurs conclusions, surtout en ce qui 
concerne la contribution des composantes du rayonnement cosmique à ce 
mouvement propre et en ce qui concerne l'influence de l'effet barométrique, 
sont très diverses.

Une installation de datation par le 14C a été montée au laboratoire et 
consacrée pendant deux ans â l'étude du mouvement propre. Les 
résultats que nous donnons proviennent des observations faites pendant 
cette période.

2. ETUDE DE LA COMPOSANTE COSMIQUE DU MOUVEMENT PROPRE 
D'UN COMPTEUR PROPORTIONNEL

Le mouvement propre d'un compteur proportionnel est dû à différentes 
composantes:
- radioactivité des matériaux constituant le compteur
- radioactivité des différents blindages
- radioactivité de la salle de mesure
- bruit de fond électronique variable avec le seuil de discrimination de 

l'appareillage de mesure et la dérive thermique
- rayonnement cosmique.

Pour étudier la composante due au rayonnement cosmique, nous 
avons conservé tous les autres paramètres identiques en travaillant 
toujours avec la même installation de mesure et en la transportant 
intégralement en des lieux présentant v is-à -v is  du rayonnement cosmique 
des blindages très différents.

2 .1 . Conditions de mesure

L'installation de mesure est constituée par un compteur proportionnel 
de 1, 2 litre de volume, rempli avec du gaz carbonique à 1 atm, protégé 
par 2 cm de mercure, 5 cm de fer et 15 cm de plomb. Le mercure est 
placé entre le compteur proportionnel et la couronne d'anticoïncidence 
faite de 36 compteurs Geiger-Müller placés en quinconce.

Cette installation a été successivement montée
- dans un laboratoire correspondant à un blindage de 320 g /cm 2 (85 g /cm 2 

de béton + château de plomb)
- dans une casemate présentant un blindage supplémentaire de 150 cm 

d'eau, soit au total 510 g /cm 2 (126 g /cm 2 de béton + 150 g /cm 2 d'eau + 
château de plomb)

- dans une grotte sous 60 m de roches calcaires, soit un blindage de 
15 000 g /c m 2.
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Au cours de ces expériences, nous avons utilisé à la fois un compteur 
en cuivre et un compteur en acier de mêmes géométries et de mêmes 
dimensions.

Il faut noter que, les conditions de travail dans la grotte étant parti
culièrement difficiles, nous avons dû pour éviter les ennuis dus à 
l'humidité enfermer détecteurs et électronique dans des boîtes étanches 
(fig. 1).

2 ,2 , Mesures effectuées et commentaires

Les résultats obtenus sont portés dans le tableau I. Le mouvement 
propre du compteur en cuivre, qui est de 2, 39 coups/min dans le la
boratoire, devient 1,62 coup/min dans la casemate et 0 ,90 coup/min 
dans la grotte. De même, pour le compteur en acier on a respective
ment 3, 95, 3 ,2 4 , et 2, 88 coups/min.

Les différences observées entre les mouvements propres des 
compteurs au laboratoire, dans la casemate et dans la grotte sont dues 
à l'atténuation du rayonnement cosmique sous les différents blindages, 
puisque l'épaisseur du château de plomb est suffisante pour éliminer 
entièrement la radioactivité ambiante. Dans la grotte, sous 60 m 
de roches, le rayonnement cosmique est pratiquement négligeable 
[1 ,2 ] : on a 136 coups/min dus aux muons dans le laboratoire et 
1, 7 coup/ min dans la grotte, soit un rapport d'atténuation de 98, 8%.
On peut donc estimer que la contribution cosmique au mouvement propre 
résiduel des compteurs dans la grotte est négligeable. Ainsi, les 
mouvements propres observés dans la grotte représentent la radio
activité due aux matériaux de construction des compteurs et de 
l'installation.

En prenant les valeurs des mouvements propres obtenus dans la grotte 
comme référence, on peut en déduire la contribution du rayonnement 
cosmique au mouvement propre des compteurs dans le laboratoire et 
dans la casemate (fig. 2).

Il apparaît que cette différence est beaucoup plus importante dans 
le cas d'un compteur en cuivre que dans celui d'un compteur en acier:
0, 71 et 0, 35 coup/min respectivement pour la casemate, 1,48 et
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TABLEAU I. TAUX DE COMPTAGE OBTENUS AVEC LES 
COMPTEURS EN CUIVRE ET EN ACIER FONCTIONNANT SOUS 
DIFFERENTS BLINDAGES

Compteurs a

Taux de com ptage exprim é en cou ps/m in  pour une pression atmosphérique 
de 7 6 ,1  cm H g

Grotte (15 000 g / c m 2) 1 Casem ate (510 g /cm 2)
. 2

Laboratoire (320 g /c m  )

Cuivre

CR 0 ,9 0 5  è 0 ,021 1 1 ,620  ± 0 ,0 2 8 2 ,3 9 0  ± 0 ,034

c 2 ,6 7 7  ± 0 ,033 1 113 ,24  ± 0 ,2 3 1 38 ,84  ± 0 ,2 6

C -CR 1 ,772  i  0 ,054 1 111,62 ± 0 ,2 5 136 ,45  ± 0 ,2 9

A cier

CR 2 ,8 8 2  è 0 ,038 1 3 ,2 4 0  ± 0 ,0 4 0 3 ,955  ± 0 ,0 4 4

C 4 ,6 5 2  è 0 ,048 1 115 ,04  ± 0 ,2 4 1 40 ,04  ± 0 ,2 6

C -C R 1 ,770  ± 0 ,086 1 111,80 ± 0 ,2 8 1 36 ,09  ± 0 ,3 0

CR représente le  taux de com ptage apres an tico in cid en ce , C représente le  taux de com ptage 
brut d'un com pteur.

Nota: Les valeurs portées sur le  tableau sont la m oyenne d 'au  moins 15 mesures de 1000 m in.
L'erreur statistique est ca lcu lé e  pour un temps de mesure de 2000 m in.

FIG.2. Contribution du rayonnement cosmique au bruit de fond des compteurs proportionnels en 
fonction du blindage (grotte 15 000 g /c m z prise comme référence)
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1, 07 coup/min respectivement pour le laboratoire. Cette différence 
ne peut être attribuée qu'à la différence de nature de la coque des 
compteurs. On est donc amené à conclure que le rayonnement cos
mique n'a pas la même influence sur un compteur en cuivre et sur un 
compteur en acier.

Le rayonnement cosmique contribuant au mouvement propre 
d'un compteur proportionnel est généralement présenté comme étant 
la somme de deux composantes:
-  Une composante de muons, due à un défaut d'efficacité de la couronne 

d'anticoïncidence et à un défaut de détection, c 'est-à-dire une absence 
de protection aux deux extrémités du compteur proportionnel [3,4] .
Cet effet de bout est de l'ordre de 0, 06 coup/min sur notre installation 
au laboratoire.

- Une composante neutronique, initiant des particules chargées dans le 
gaz de remplissage des compteurs [3,5] .

La géométrie de l'ensemble et la nature du gaz étant restées les 
mêmes lors de nos différentes expériences, ces deux composantes 
sont identiques sur les deux compteurs. On est ainsi amené à trouver 
une troisième composante, agissant préférentiellement sur le compteur 
en cuivre.

Examinons quels peuvent être les effets de la composante neutronique 
de faible énergie, c 'est-à -d ire les neutrons thermiques créés et ralentis 
dans les différents blindages. Les neutrons thermiques peuvent donner 
lieu à une activation des matériaux constituant les compteurs. Les 
rayonnements gamma ou X émis par activation sont détectés par les 
compteurs.

Un simple calcul mettant en jeu les sections efficaces des neutrons 
thermiques sur le cuivre et sur le fer montre que, dans les mêmes 
conditions de blindage et de flux, le quotient d'activation fer/cuivre est 
égal à 0, 1. De plus, la période du fer radioactif principalement formé, 
le fer-55 , est de 2, 7 ans, et celle du cuivre est de 13 h.

S'il y a une modification dans l'intensité du flux de neutrons ther
miques par suite d'une variation brutale et importante du blindage total, 
il s'ensuivra presque immédiatement une variation dans le mouvement 
propre du compteur en cuivre. La période d'activation étant beaucoup 
plus importante dans le cas du fer que dans le cas du cuivre, on n'obserVera 
aucune variation de mouvement propre sur le compteur en fer pendant 
le même temps.

2 .3 . Calcul de la contribution du rayonnement cosmique au mouvement
propre des compteurs sous les blindages utilisés

Cela nous permet de calculer les contributions de la composante 
de muons et de la composante neutronique au bruit de fond du compteur 
en fer.

L'atténuation de la composante muonique entre le laboratoire et la 
casemate est donnée par nos mesures sur le taux de comptage du 
compteur, soit

I0/I  = 136/111 = 1,219 (D
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L'atténuation de la composante neutronique entre le laboratoire et 
la casemate, atténuation moitié en 100 g /cm 2 [6] soit en 190 g /cm 2 est 
donnée par

La différence de mouvement propre du compteur en acier entre la 
grotte et la casemate, 0, 358 coup/min, représente la somme des contri
butions des composantes muoniques et neutroniques au mouvement propre 
de la casemate:

De même, la différence de mouvement propre du compteur en acier 
entre la grotte et le laboratoire, 1, 073 coup/min, représente la somme 
des contributions des composantes muoniques et neutroniques au mouve
ment propre dans le laboratoire:

On a alors un système de quatre équations à quatre inconnues, ce 
qui nous permet de compléter la figure 2.

Pour les deux compteurs, le mouvement propre dû à la composante 
muonique est de 0, 104 coup/min dans la casemate et de 0, 127 coup/min 
dans le laboratoire. De même, le mouvement propre dû à la composante 
neutronique est de 0,253 et 0, 946 coup/min respectivement. On en déduit 
par différence la valeur de la contribution des neutrons thermiques au 
bruit de fond du compteur en cuivre, soit 0, 357 coup/min dans la casemate 
et 0,412 coup/min dans le laboratoire. Ces résultats sont portés sur le 
tableau II.

2 .4 . Effets barométriques observés sur les mouvements propres 
des compteurs

Si les valeurs que nous avons calculées pour les composantes 
nucléoniques sont exactes, on doit retrouver un effet barométrique 
d'environ un dixième de ces valeurs. En effet, l'effet barométrique 
sur la composante nucléonique est de 10%/cmHg. Par ailleurs, l'effet 
barométrique sur la composante muonique étant seulement de 1, 5%/cmHg, 
il ne sera pas visible sur le mouvement propre du compteur [7] .

Le tableau III résume les différentes contributions des neutrons au 
bruit de fond des compteurs, dans la casemate et le laboratoire; on voit 
que les effets barométriques trouvés sont, aux erreurs statistiques près, 
les mêmes que les effets barométriques théoriques. Les effets baro
métriques théoriques sont donnés par la somme des différentes 
contributions et représentent le dixième de ces valeurs.

Remarquons que l'effet barométrique attribuable à la composante 
de neutrons thermiques peut être détecté avec une assez bonne précision 
sur le compteur en cuivre, à condition de ne pas avoir de variations 
brutales de pression atmosphérique.

I' = 1̂  exp (-1 , 90 Log 2) = 3, 731 (2)

I +1' = 0, 358 (3)

(4)
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TABLEAU II. ESTIMATION DES DIFFERENTES COMPOSANTES DE 
LA CONTRIBUTION DU RAYONNEMENT COSMIQUE AU BRUIT DE 
FOND DES COMPTEURS FONCTIONNANT SOUS DES PROTECTIONS 
TOTALES DE 510 g /cm 2 ET DE 320 g /cm 2

Taux de com ptage (coups/m in)

Blindage Casem ate (510 g /c m 2) \ Laboratoire (320 g /c m 2)

Compteur Cuivre A cier Cuivre A cier

Muons 0 ,104 0 ,1 0 4
1
i 0 ,127  
1

0 ,127

Composante nucléonique 0 ,253 0 ,253 1 0 ,946 0 ,946

Neutrons thermiques 0 ,357 Constante 1 0 ,412  
Í

Constante

D ifférence sur les 
taux de com ptage par 
rapport à  la grotte

0 ,715  ± 0 ,049 0 ,3 5 8  ± 0 ,078

1
1
1 1 ,485  ± 0 .0 5 5  
1

_J--------------------------------

1 ,0 7 3  ± 0 ,082

TABLEAU III. COMPOSANTES DONNANT LIEU A UN EFFET 
BAROMETRIQUE MESURABLE
Les effets barométriques donnés sont déterminés expérimentalement

Blindage
( g / c m 2)

Taux de com ptage (cou ps/m in )
Effet barométrique 

((cou p s /m in )/cm H g )
Compteur

Composante
nucléonique

Neutrons
thermiques

Total

r510 0 ,253 0 ,357 0 ,610 -  0 ,0 4 5  è 0 ,025
Cuivre

U 2O 0 ,946 0 ,412 1 ,358 -  0 ,112  ± 0 ,025

r510 0 ,253 Constante 0 ,258 ==0,025
A cier

1 320 0 ,946 C on sta n te 0 ,946 -  0 ,0 8 9  ± 0 ,025

3. CONCLUSION

En conclusion, nous avons pu mettre en évidence qu'une partie non 
négligeable du mouvement propre d'un compteur en cuivre est due à 
l'activation de sa coque par les neutrons thermiques. Les différences 
d'effet barométrique observées par certains auteurs sont probablement 
dues à cet effet.

39
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D IS C U S S IO N

H. H. LOOSLI: I think that the background distribution shown in
Fig. 2 indicates a relatively high nucleonic contribution compared with the 
muonic component. On the basis of the statistical errors of your 
background measurements, I calculate that the nucleonic component is 
determined with an uncertainty of about 20% and the muonic component 
with an uncertainty as high as 80%. Would you agree, therefore, that 
your background distribution should be accepted with some reservations?

J. L. RAPAIRE: The nucleonic component shown in Fig. 2 is calcu
lated on the basis of the system of four equations with four unknowns 
explained in the paper. Of these four equations, three are derived from 
experimental values, and only the last one, representing the attenuation 
of the nucleonic component as a whole for a given shielding expressed in 
g /c m 2, is based on a theoretical value. Thus, if the results obtained 
are in doubt, this means that the figure for attenuation of the nucleonic 
contribution is in doubt. We believe that the last equation is correct, at 
least to a first approximation. In order to refine our figures there would 
be no point in giving further consideration to the nucleonic component as 
a whole; instead, we should have to measure the intensity of the 
"components of the component", with the shieldings used, and obtain an 
accurate knowledge of the operation and detecting efficiencies of the 
counters. This is a very complex problem.

I agree with your estimate of the statistical errors. However, even 
if we go further and assume an error of 100% for the muonic contribution 
instead of 80% — which would mean 0.2 cpm instead of 0.1 — we do not 
think that that would make much difference to the evaluation of the various 
components.

H. H. LOOSLI: In the cave you recorded a larger background with
the steel counter than with the copper one, and I should like to know 
whether you are certain of these figures, from the viewpoint of repro
ducibility I mean. We have had some experience of the difficulties of 
obtaining reproducible background measurements at different locations 
under difficult conditions.

If, for instance, the value of 2882 cpm (steel counter in cave) shown 
in Table I is too high, the difference between the copper and the steel 
counter might be partially explained by the difference in sensitivity of
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these materials to gamma rays, the difference being due to their differing 
atomic numbers.

J. L. RAP AIRE: Regarding the measurements in the cave, even
though the background of the steel counter is overestimated and that of 
the copper counter underestimated, the effect of the cosmic ray component 
will of course be the same for both counters.

However, as between the two counters, the difference in background 
in the cave and in the casemate is probably a real one. Out of 22 measure
ments carried out in the cave with the copper counter, for example,
16 were to within ± 1 a, 5 were to within ±2  a and one only exceeded 2 a.

In any event, we believe that we have solved the problem of repro
ducibility of background measurements at different locations and under 
difficult conditions by using: (1) equipotential points on the instrument,
instead of earthing which by its nature varies with the place of operation;
(2) transistorized electronics, which emits only a minimal amount of heat 
and thus permits the use of hermetically sealed housings, so eliminating 
problems of dampness or saline air; and (3) a buffer battery on the part 
causing spurious pulses in order to eliminate these.

I take it that at the end of your remark you are referring to gamma 
rays produced by muons. As far as the gamma rays formed in the lead 
castle as a whole are concerned, we do not think that the relatively thin 
(3 mm) counter bodies, made of iron or copper (similar Z numbers), will 
have a marked effect on interactions between them. As to those formed 
in the counter bodies (or even in the mercury), they are eliminated by 
anticoincidence since the muon which produced them must have passed 
through the anticoincidence ring before reaching the counter (the dead 
time for the proportional counter pulses is 5 ms).

J. J. R. LABEYRIE: Have you tried placing a thin layer of boron
inside the upper counter in order to test your conclusion that a substantial 
part of the background of the counter was due to neutrons? This might be 
expected to give a large increase in the counting rate.

J. L. RAP AIRE: We had postulated the existence of a neutron
component within the lead castle under the various shieldings used, and 
it seemed to us appropriate to check this hypothesis. For this purpose 
we painted the internal face of a series of rings, which could be slid inside 
a proportional counter, with a mixture containing 92% boron, 90% of which 
was 10B. The difference in counting rate, with and without the paint, was 
of the order of 10 cpm in our laboratory (through shielding of 320 g /cm 2).
I should mention that this is only the preliminary result of a fresh series 
of experiments, to which a special publication will be devoted at a future 
date.

S. K. AEGERTER: It appears from Fig. 2 that with all types of
shielding the nucleonic component was reduced by a factor of about three, 
whereas the thermal neutron component was reduced by only 25%. This 
is scarcely comprehensible, unless most of the thermal neutrons are 
originally produced by muon capture in the lead shield.

J. L. RAP AIRE: It should be noted that the attenuation factor for the
thermal neutron component as between laboratory and casemate is obtained 
from experimental values. The attenuation factor of 3.7 is applicable to 
shielding expressed in g /c m 2 and to the whole of the nucleonic component, 
or rather to the component initiating the neutrons.
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The thermal neutron component, like that from fast neutrons, in fact 
shows sharp variations in intensity as a function of changes in the kind 
of shielding used to attenuate it. Thus the passage from air to water 
gives rise to an increase in the thermal neutron flux associated with a 
decrease in the fast neutron flux.

It is therefore possible that in the casemate the attenuation in the 
thermal neutron component, calculated with respect to the entire shielding 
expressed in g /c m 2, is offset by the formation of thermal neutrons in the 
water (first part of the shielding), only very few of which are halted by the 
lead (second part of the shielding).

We do not believe that this thermal neutron component is due to 
capture of muons in the shielding. The phenomenon becomes preponderant 
only for large shielding thicknesses. Also, the barometric effect observed 
in our measurements should be insignificant since it is due to muons.

H. OESCHGER (Chairman): In my opinion the nucleonic component
of the background is too large and conflicts with the very low backgrounds 
obtained for example by I. Olsson at Uppsala ( ~  1 cpm for a 1-litre 
counter) and by us in our laboratory (~  0.5 cpm for a 1.5-litre grid-wall 
counter). If it were really so large, a rapid increase of background with 
increasing filling pressure should be observed.

J. L. RAP AIRE: We have performed no background measurements
with varying filling-gas pressure.

Assuming that the shieldings used in our casemate, your laboratory 
and M rs. Olsson's laboratory are of the same material and thickness, we 
do not believe that the differences in background observed, when related to 
a standard counter, are really significant. You have a shielding effect 
produced by boron paraffin, of which we have none in our lead castle.
Also, in the case of the steel counter operating in the casemate, the 
nucleonic component is only 0. 25 counts/min.

C. SONNTAG: Since muon-induced neutron emission is associated
with a preceding muon-capture process, the fluorescence radiation due 
to this process should be detectable by a low-level gamma spectrometer 
if this part of the neutron component is relevant. Some years ago, using 
an Nal(Tl) spectrometer which was very sensitive in the 6-M eV energy 
region, we looked for the fluorescence radiation of the muonic lead atom 
corresponding to the muon capture process in our lead shield. Despite 
the sensitivity of the spectrometer we could not find this radiation. I 
therefore believe, like Professor Oeschger, that the muon-induced neutron 
component will not be as large as Mr. Rapaire has found.
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Abstract

SENSITIVE AND DESCRIPT 8 AND B~y COUNTING ASSEMBLIES. In this paper are described recent 
advances that have been made in the authors' laboratory towards "high-sensitivity" and "descript" measure
ment of trace quantities o f radioactivity due to 3 and 3-y  emitters in solid sources o f relatively high specific 
activity. The B-detection assembly provides accurate information on the characteristic energy o f the 
radiation permitting its identification at low levels. The detection system is relatively inexpensive and 
simple as Geiger counters are used as detectors. The information on the energy o f the 3 radiation is obtained 
while measuring the total disintegration rate; thus the system has the versatility o f  detectors capable o f 
providing information on the energy o f individual 3 particles, e. g. solid state detectors and scintillators.

The observed counting efficiencies and background rates of a few 6 and B~y systems constructed are 
discussed. The figure o f merit o f  these detectors can be considerably enhanced by certain modifications 
which are in progress.

The techniques discussed above have been developed to m eet specific requirements encountered in 
the study o f certain problems in nuclear physics and geocosmophysics. The 8-y system has been employed 
to measure the half-life o f  48Ca for single 3 decay; the measurements to date have yielded a lower limit 
o f 1019 yr for its half-life.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent improvements in counting techniques permit one to determine 
the disintegration rates of small amounts of radioactivity (cf. Watt and 
Ramsden [ l ] ) .  Small-size flow-type beta counters, constructed from 
clean materials, have been used to detect activities in the region of a few 
counts per hour in solid sources of relatively high specific activity [2] .
At these levels of activities it becomes important to know the radio
chemical purity of the sample, and absorption measurements become 
necessary to check on the characteristic energy of the ¡3 radiation. This 
measurement is time consuming at low levels and the errors associated 
with energy estimates remain large.

In this paper the authors discuss how an array of Geiger counters 
mounted in close juxtaposition can be used with advantage to measure and 
identify ¡3 activities at low levels. The construction and performance of 
two-counter assemblies are discussed in detail. These counting arrange
ments provide simultaneous information on the disintegration rate and the 
maximum energy of the bêta radiation. If the source contains two known 
¡3 emitters of significantly different E values, the quantities provided by 
the detector unit suffice to determine their individual disintegration rates.

These counters meet the requirements in some of the geophysical 
experiments utilizing cosmic-ray-produced isotopes as tracers (cf. Lai 
and Peters [3] ,). They are ideally suited for the measurement of weak 
¡3 activities encountered in such investigations; in particular, they are 
very useful for an ultra-sensitive measurement of low-energy {3 emitters,
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e .g . 35S, and of the mixed J3 radiation, e .g . 33-32P and 39.33.34mci. These 
short-lived meteorologically useful tracer radionuclides [3] can now be 
measured accurately in relatively short periods of counting.

A ¡3-y  coincidence system developed to check on the single )3-decay 
mode of 48Ca is described. The measurement comprises looking for the 
activity of 48Sc (a complex (3-y emitter) milked from natural CaCl2 . If the 
beta decay becomes observable it would be possible to unambiguously check 
on the identity of 48Sc by measuring the ¡3 energy, using the two-counter 
array system described in this paper.

II. MULTI-GEIGER COUNTER ARRAYS

Improvements in the construction of beta counters allow one to easily 
detect ¡3 activities of the order of 1 cph (counts per hour) emerging from 
solid sources of 1 cm2 cross-section [2] . At these low levels of activities 
the conventional method of estimating the energy of the f3 radiation by 
repeated counting of the activity with different thicknesses of absorbers, 
placed between the counter and source, becomes very time consuming and 
imprecise. To overcome this problem a significant advance was made 
recently by Tanaka [4], who employed a double-detector system com
prising a flat-disc Geiger counter and a plastic scintillator. The size of 
the scintillator was kept large enough so that the ionization loss of the 
majority of the environmental (cosmic) charged particle radiation exceeds
2.5 MeV. The background counting rate due to pulses of < 2 .5  MeV energy 
was thus kept small without the use of an anti-coincidence shield (guard 
umbrella). The main advantage of this system is that the energy of all 
¡3 particles detected by the flat-disc Geiger counter is ascertained. The 
authors discuss in this paper how one can achieve comparable versatility 
with a simpler and inexpensive arrangement employing an array of Geiger 
counters combined with the well-known methods of reducing environmental 
background radiation (metal shielding and Geiger guard umbrella).

The absorption of a pure ¡3 radiation of maximum energy, E follows the 
well-known observed exponential behaviour:

Ct + t = Ct e

l~t and E are closely related by the following empirical relation:

Ut = A E 'r

( 1 )

(2)

where, Ct = counting rate due to ¡3 particles which penetrate an absorber 
thickness, t (mg cm“ 2)

ju = absorption coefficient for the ¡3 radiation (cm2 m g '1)
7, A = constants which depend on the geometry of the Geiger counter 

and the mass number of the absorber, respectively.

At low levels of activity, the measurements have to be carried out with 
small values of additional absorbers (i .e . t2 < l/p ) so that e*11’'2 does not 
become too small and a net signal remains detectable. For such measure-
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ments, the relation (1) between the absorption coefficient, /u and the 
observed quantities Ct and Ct +t becomes:

C t, +t„
= 1 - e

-Mt
/ut9 ( 3 )

and essentially, the accuracy of the determination of p (or E) depends on 
the accuracy with which the finite difference, (Ctl - Ct + t ), can be deter
mined. In repeated countings of the source with different values of t, the 
counting rates are unrelated in time and the statistical errors become 
large. Clearly a way to overcome this problem will be to directly measure 
this quantity electronically using a suitable Geiger array, i. e. the window 
or the channel counting rates of particles which get absorbed in the 
additional thickness t2, after traversing a thickness tj, should be recorded. 
The multi-element counter array achieves this objective and the discussion 
is restricted to two-element counter systems for evaluating the relative 
merit in the determination of fx (or E), i. e. the authors confine discussion 
to the case when one determines only the counting rates for the two ab
sorber thicknesses % and t2. ;

In the two-element counter, as discussed later in this paper, one
directly measures the window counting rate, ACÎ* . = C, - C, , t and4 4 11 4 4
also the rates Ctj and Cti + t2. The error on the absorption coefficient ix,
then depends only on the experimental uncertainty in ACÍ1. .  if it is assumedi 4
that no errors are introduced due to the finite background counting rate of 
the detector employed. (The error on Cti has to be considered only when

one evaluates the absolute disintegration rate of the source). In contrast, 
for repeat measurements with a single counter, one has to take into account 
the errors on both Ct and . It can be easily shown that the ratio of

statistical errors for the two modes of operation is:

1 +e Th

e ^ - 1  ^
2 ( l / iut, )1 ( 4 )

where ój and 62 are the one standard deviation errors in the estimation 
of the quantities

C  -  c
Lt, S + b  

Ct
with a single counter, and

A C  1

Ct
using a two-element counter array.

respectively, when the total periods of counting are kept the same in the 
two cases to obtain the desired quantities. With values of ¡xt2 «  1, ¿r/óg
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also represents the relative errors in the estimation of n or E. As 
illustrations, the accuracy in the measurement of energy in the two-element 
counter array is higher by factors of about 9, 6 and 4.5 for jut2 = 0.05,
0.1 and 0.2, respectively. In the limiting case when absorption measure
ments are made with large values of p t2, the energy estimates are based 
in the two cases on the relation ( 1 ) itself and the ratio 6 2 / 6 2  is s¡2, which 
advantage arises from the fact that the two counting rates Ct and Ct + t are 
obtained in a single run in the two-element counter.

In summary, the chief merit of using a two-element counter array 
lies in the fact that one obtains the counting rates Cti, Ctj+ t2 and ACj‘ + t

with much higher precision on the latter quantity when q t 2 is «  1. As was 
discussed earlier, it becomes necessary to work with such values of q t 2 

because one is dealing with low activities. Furthermore, this becomes 
imperative if one has to check on any possible contaminating activity 
present in the source or to ascertain individual counting rates of two 
activities which may be present due to isotopes of a given element.

The simple case of a two-Geiger-counter array system is discussed 
above to illustrate the method for determining the energy of the /3 radiation 
with ease and accuracy. In a n-element counter, one obtains a set of values 
for Ct. and ACj) +-tj in a single run which allows determination of Ct¡ 
values with a precision obtained with a single counter in a time shorter by 
a factor of n, besides yielding more precise values of ACtj + and thereby 
considerably increase the precision of the measurement of E. Clearly, 
the multi-element-counter arrays find special application in ascertaining 
any contaminating activity present or the individual disintegration rates 
if the characteristic energies of the activities present are known.

The design and performance of two-element counters constructed are 
now described.

(i) Design and performance of two-element counters

Figure 1(a) shows a block diagram of the two-element counter system. 
The "source" is kept against the window of the primary detector, called 
Counter I. The other two counters, Counter II and Guard, are relatively 
large in size and their dimensions are not critical; it is only necessary 
that they should be large enough to nearly completely record all charged 
particles capable of reaching or emerging from the primary detector. All 
the counters are constructed according to the design discussed by Lai 
and Schink [2], The Counter I is however constructed somewhat 
differently; the effective wall of this counter is defined by the grid (earth) 
wires (see Figure 1(a)). This is done to increase the solid angle of 
Counter II for ¡3 particles emerging from the source. This arrangement 
provides an envelope of gas on the periphery of the sensitive area of 
Counter I, thus permitting most of the electrons detected by this counter 
to reach the absorber t2.

The electronics selection system is shown in Fig. 1(b). The anti
coincidence-counting rates, C¡ and Q  n represent the counting rates devoid 
of the penetrating component of the cosmic radiation, cancellation for 
such pulses being provided by Counter II and the guard counter, re
spectively (Fig. 1(b)). These rates, in the presence of a source, or other
wise, are expected to be dependent on the thickness of the absorber, t2, 
between the two counters. If a particle not registered by the guard counter
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traverses the active volume of both the counters, it will be recorded only 
in the C^n channel; the channel Ci thus records those particles which are 
recorded only in Counter I. Thus, when a source is being counted, no 
part of the counting rates in Ci and Ci_n channels is common; in fact, 
these channels represent counting rates due to particles which can traverse 
a thickness tibut not ti +Í2 and those which can traverse a thickness 
ti+ t2 , respectively. In terms of the authors' earlier notation we can
identify: Ci = ACÍi + t , C, n = Ct + , and Ct +C,, = Ct . It may be noted

1 2 ’ 1 2 1

here that the sum, C] + CIf jj , represents the counting rate as would be 
expected if the Counter I was operated as a single-element counter.
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F IG .l. Block diagrams showing (a) the two-element counter and (b) the electronics pulse selection 
system

The authors constructed and studied the performance of three two-element 
counters. The details of the construction of one of these have been de
scribed in detail earlier [5] . The Counter I in this case is a rectangular 
one with "active" dimensions of 1.27X2.54 cm. The grid wires were kept 
at a distance of 1.2 7 cm from the wall. The relative solid angle factor of 
the second counter with respect to the first, K = n II/Q I, was determined to 
be 0.87 by counting a 40K source in the two counters, each operated in
dependently in such a manner that the amount of material traversed was 
identical in both cases. The efficiency of the second counter is thus 13% 
smaller due to the solid angle factor alone. The value of K would be about 
0.5 in the present design if the grid wires were not used.

The counter was operated inside a metal shield providing successive 
shielding with 5 cm steel and 7.5 cm lead. An additional shielding (about 
27r solid angle) with a 2.5-cm-thick layer of mercury was provided by 
placing plastic containers filled with mercury on the guard counter. The 
flow gas mixture used was of helium and isobutane (1.3%), available commer
cially as "Q " gas. The counter displayed high stability during several 
individual runs of approximately 24 h duration, each made during a four
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months' period. The total counting rates, and , as well as the channel 
rates, Ci and CI>n, remained within the expected statistical fluctuations.

The observed channel counting rates Ci and Ci,n are plotted in Fig. 2 
as a function of absorber thickness, t2; the value of ti was 1.9 m g/cm 2 
(one gold-plated Mylar sheet) in all cases.

FIG.2. Background counting rates, Cj and C¡ ¡j (cph), for different values o f t2 for the rectangular 
geometry counter o f cross-section (active) 1 .2 7 x 2 .5 4  cm

The background rates depend on the cleanliness of the materials used 
in the construction of the counter, the degree of shielding from cosmic 
rays and the environmental radiation present. The observations (Fig. 2) 
on the change of background counting rates of Ci and Ci,n with differing 
amounts of absorber thickness, t2, clearly show that low-energy Compton 
electrons of a few hundred keV due to the environmental gamma radiation 
contribute significantly to the background rate and a shielding by cleaner 
materials should be effective. This conclusion receives support from the 
authors' observation that the total counting rate (Ci +Cj,n ) was higher by 
about 2 cph when the 2 .5 -cm layer of mercury was removed. (Though the 
dimensions of Counter II are much larger than those of Counter I, the 
rates Ci and Ci,n are comparable. This would be expected, since C i, h  
represents only those pulses of Counter II which occur in Counter I also).

For counters of identical counting efficiency, a comparative figure of 
merit is the ratio of the counting rates due to the penetrating particles of 
the cosmic radiation, Ccosm and the background counting rate rate [2],
The rate Ccosm is easily derived by subtracting the background rate Ci 
from the total rate, j3j. The observed merit index ratio for Counter I is 
found to lie between about 50 and 25 for values of t2 lying between 3.8 and 
40 m g/cm 2 . The background counting rates, and therefore the ratios, 
become nearly independent of thickness for t2> 30 m g/cm 2. For t2> 30 mg/cm2 
the observed ratio is similar to that observed for a typical flat-disc counter. 
However, for t2 < 30 m g/cm 2, the ratio is progressively higher for de-
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creasing values of X2 due to elimination of high-energy electrons capable of 
traversing this amount of absorber. The two-element counter thus permits 
a more sensitive detection of low-energy (3 radiation. From this it follows 
that if a low-energy radiation (E < 200 keV) is to be counted, the Counters I 
and II alone with t2 < 10 m g/cm 2 can be used as a sensitive (3-counting 
assembly. (The guard counter is not required). For such (3 energies, most 
of the activity of the sample will be registered in the channel Ci.

Two other two-element counters built employ a circular geometry for 
Counter I, other features being identical. This geometry was employed 
for the (3-y detection system discussed later in this paper. Figure 3 shows 
a photograph of the counting chamber of Counter I to illustrate the grid

FIG.3. Photograph o f  the counting chamber o f the circular geometry counter (diam. - 6 . 3  cm ). 
Active diameter is 3 .8  cm

FIG. 4. Background counting rate C j cph for different values o f  t2 for circular geometry counter 
o f  diameter (active area) 3 .8  cm

wire and the central anode wire arrangement. The general characteristics 
of these counters are identical to those of the rectangular two-element 
counter discussed above. Figure 4 shows the observed variation of Cj
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with t2 for a counter of diameter 6.35 cm (active diameter defined by earth 
wires = 3.8 cm). The counting rate Ci is again seen to drop by a factor of 
more than 2 when t2 is small (< 5 mg c m "2).

The figure of merit for all the two-element counters studied is identical, 
showing that one can scale up or down the size of Counter I according to 
requirements. Further improvements in the figure of merit can be made 
by employing cleaner shielding materials and a plastic (or liquid) scintil
lation umbrella for more effective elimination of the environmental gamma 
background in the shield. Work in this direction is now in progress.

The authors now discuss the application of multi-element counters for 
determining characteristic energy of the ¡3 radiation of the source, con
sidering the case of two-element counters for simplicity.

(ii) Determination of E

The counting rates in channels Ci and Ci,n due to a radionuclide of 
D dpm are given by the following relations:

t. -(It, _ fl (t. +t.)
A C t‘ + t = D e (e 1 - Ke 1 2)

1 2 (5)

-Ut,
c i +C I,II = ct = DK e e (6)

where e denotes the "ideal" counting efficiency of Counter I. K is the 
relative solid angle factor, defined earlier. The ratios,
R' = C i/(Ci+  Ci, n ) and R = C i/Q ,n  are functions of the absorption coefficient 
for the |3 spectrum, which is related to the maximum energy of the 
j3 spectrum by a simple power law relation (Eq. 2). The exact relation has 
to be evaluated for the counter system used. The authors find that the 
relation given by Libby [6] holds fairly well for their counters:

(j. = 1.6 X 1 0 '2 E '3/2 (7)

H is expressed in cm 2/m g and E in MeV. The constant in Libby's equation 
has been modified by the Lerch factor [7] to hold good for "plastic" 
absorbers used in the experiment.

Relations 5, 6 and 7 then yield:

R = K '1 exp (1.6 X 1 0 '2 t2 E 'S/2) (8)

or R' = 1 - K [exp (1.6 X 1 0 '2 t2 E '3/2 )] (9)

The calculated dépendance of R as a function of E is plotted in Fig. 5 
for a value of K = 0.8 7.

From the curves in Fig. 5 it becomes apparent that a fixed absorber, 
t2, suffices to determine the ¡3 energy fairly precisely over a wide range 
of energies; the ratio R is independent of ti. It may be noted that with 
t2 = 10 m g/cm 2 the range of E values covered with a fair degree of precision 
is 0.15 - 1.5 MeV, as can be seen from the slope of the curve in Fig. 5.
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(iii) Estimation of individual counting rates in a source containing two 
¡3 radiations

The principle of estimation of individual disintegration rates in a mixed 
I3 source is identical to that for determining E. Relations for the measured 
quantities C; and Ci_u are:

C j  = D j  C l (e V ’ - K e

( 10)

"i, n K(Dj
'l l  (t + t )

ei e 11 2 + D 2 e '"A  + V ■
( 11 )

where e represents the counting efficiency for the first counter; other 
symbols represent the quantities defined earlier. The. sub scripts refer 
to the two radiations present in the source. Relations (10) and (11) suffice 
to determine the individual disintegration rates, Di and D2, from a single 
counting run, carried out for a time period sufficient to yield the desired 
accuracy. The value of the variable absorber, t2, can be chosen to 
minimize the error.

M A X I M U M  E N E R G Y ,  E MAX ( M e V )

FIG. 5. The calculated ratios of net sample counting rates, C j/C ¡ jj , based on Eq.(9), are plotted 
against E, the maximum energy o f the 0 radiation. The curves refer to different values o f t2 as marked

For mixed ¡3 sources, it is clearly more advantageous to use a multi
element counter to increase the precision of measurement. Once again, 
the accuracy of measurement of Di and D2 is considerably higher, as in 
the case of the determination of E (cf. discussions of Rajagopalan and 
Lai [5],
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IE. j3-y COINCIDENCE SYSTEM

It becomes feasible to employ more specific counting techniques for 
certain radionuclides having multiple decays in coincidence. Such tech
niques have been employed extensively in the literature for j3- y and y-y  
decay modes. The authors discuss here the system developed by them for 
the detection of j3*-y emitters.

The system employs a Nal(Tl) crystal of 7.6 cm diam. and 7.6 cm 
height. A two-element counter with Counter I of circular geometry is 
employed as the ¡3 detector. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 6.

FIG.6. Block diagram showing the B_y coincidence detector assembly

This counting arrangement has been used to measure the activity of 
48Sc milked from 48Ca with a view to checking on its half-life for single 
¡3 decay. Calculations based on reaction kinematics suggest [8] a difference 
of 289 ± 12 keV between the ground states of 48Ca and 48Sc; the ¡3 transition 
is fourth, fifth or sixth forbidden respectively depending on whether 48Ca 
decays to the second excited, first excited or the ground state of 48Sc 
(Van Itallie [9] ). The nuclide 48Sc decays to 48Ti by complex ¡3 -mode 
with a half-life of 44 h. Three high-energy cascade y rays of 1.04,
1.32 and 0.98 MeV occur in coincidence with the l3~emission. For
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measuring the decay rate of 48Sc the authors looked for /3-y coincidence 
pulses, selecting an energy interval of 0.9 - 1.4 MeV for the y rays, using 
a single-channel analyser. The background in the coincidence channel was 
observed to be six and three counts per day, respectively, with Counter I 
of active diameters of 3.8 and 2.54 cm. (The value of t2 was fixed at 
96 mg cm "2). The expected counting efficiency for 48Sc disintegrations in 
the (3-y channel selected was estimated as 7% based on the observed counting 
efficiency of 46Sc (/3 -y  nuclide; Eg" = 0.35 MeV. Two cascade gammas 
of 0.89 and 1.04 MeV).

Counting 48Sc milked from 50 kg CaCl2 (natural abundance of 
48Ca = 0.185%) resulted in a net signal of 0.66 ±1 .5  counts per day, which 
corresponds to a lower limit of 1.3 X 1019 yr for the half-life of 48Ca, 
assuming the observed activity of 48Sc to be one standard deviation above 
the net counting rate. This experiment leads to about three orders of 
magnitude higher value than the best earlier estimate (cf.Van Itallie [9]).
The half-life estimate of > 1.3X1019 yr apparently rules out the transition 
of 48Ca to the first excited state of 48Sc for which Van Itallie [9] theoretically 
estimates a half-life of ~  1018 yr (assuming log ft = 23).

So far, the results on the counting of 48Sc are consistent with no 
measurable activity. It is now planned to continue the measurements by 
milking its activity from larger amounts of CaCl2 and using an improved 
jS--y system (higher efficiency using well geometry for the Nal crystal1).
If and when a signal becomes observable it should become possible to check 
on the characteristic energy of the (3 radiation, specifically for those 
(3 particles which lead to (3-y coincidence pulses, using the two-element 
counter principle discussed in this paper. At such low levels of counting 
it thus becomes possible to make the identification of the activity very 
"specific" and "descript" by ascertaining the energy of both the (3 and 
7 radiations, and thus rule out any chances of the observed signal being due 
to some contaminating activity which may result in spurious coincidence 
counts in the selected channel. Clearly, the usual techniques of (3-energy 
measurement are not applicable, as the contaminating J3 activities present 
would almost certainly make this measurement meaningless. One could 
use a thin plastic scintillator for the (3 detector to ascertain the energy of 
the (3 particles leading to the /3-y coincidence -  however, the /3-y back
ground with plastic scintillators is expected to be considerably higher than 
with the gas-flow Geiger detector used in our system.

The /3-y system should find general applications for a "descript" 
measurement of /3*-y emitters -  for example, cosmogenic 26A1 in small 
samples of meteorites.

CONCLUSIONS

The construction and performance of multi-element Geiger counters 
are discussed. It is shown that, for solid sources containing known 
/3 emitters, these assemblies permit one to accurately measure the dis
integration rates as well as the characteristic energies of the (3 groups 
present, even when the total activities are small. The performance

1 In this case, the Counters I and II are placed inside the w ell; the umbrella for charged cosm ic-ray 
particles is provided by the Nal crystal as these will produce large pulses.

40
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compares well with more sophisticated assemblies employing combinations 
of Geiger and scintillation counters. In essence, the versatility of such 
system is due to the fact that one can simultaneously measure the counting 
rates due to |3 particles which have sufficient energy to travel thicknesses, 
t¡, tj. . ,  as well as those which are absorbed in thickness intervals, 
tj-ti, t^-tj etc ., in a single counting run. (The construction and mode of 
operation allows such measurements to be carried out for samples having 
activities of the order of a few counts per hour). Precision of measurement 
is considerably enhanced over the conventional technique of repeated counting 
with different absorbers because the above information is obtained in a 
single run and the window-counting rates, AC[j , due to fi particles, which 
cannot penetrate a thickness, tj-t¡ after traversing t¡, are measured with 
a high precision, as the system sorts out this information for nearly all 
the )3 particles registered by the counter.

The incorporation of channel analysis in a Geiger-counting mode makes 
such systems unique in as far as they can be used to check on the charac
teristic energy of the (3 radiation at low levels of activities. Multi-element 
ft counters thus serve as "descript" detectors and should prove very useful 
for the study of several problems in nuclear physics and geocosmophysics.

A low-level fi-y system is described. Using this system the half-life 
of 48Ca for single J3 decay is found to be greater than 1.3X 1019 yr (one 
standard deviation value). The use of a two-element ]3 counter in this 
assembly for ascertaining the energy of the J3 particles leading to (3- t 
coincidences is discussed.
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D I S C U S S I O N

H. OESCHGER: One of the interesting things about this paper is
that it shows how easily certain problems of low-level counting can be 
solved by means of specific types of proportional and Geiger counter. 
Another point worth noting in connection with these counters is that, 
unlike solid-state detectors, they produce signals of between several 
millivolts and several volts. This is of considerable importance in low- 
level counting from the point of view of suppressing parasitic pulses.

G. SPANNAGEL: We have constructed a counter similar to the
authors' central rectangular counter but we have not used grid wires. 
What is the reason for using such wires? If it is only to enlarge the 
cathode, could one not simply employ coated Mylar film?

G. RAJAGOPALAN: I can best answer that by referring to the
following diagram:

As you will see, with this system the geometrical factor increases for 
the coincident count between Counters I and II, while the dimensions of 
Counter I remain the same. This is the main advantage of using the grid 
wires.

P. K. KURODA: What values of high specific activity can you measure
with this counter? Can it be used for low specific activities?

G. RAJAGOPALAN: In cases where the Emax-value of the beta radi
ation is low, specific activities as low as 0.5 dis/h per mg can easily be 
measured with reasonable accuracy with this counter. In the case of high 
Emax -values, the measurable specific activity would be lower.

With samples of very low specific activity, the sample size is large 
and the correction due to self-absorption effects is rather high. For the 
counter to be effective, the activity has therefore to be chemically 
concentrated when use is made of solid sources.

O rdinary  Counter

source holder

-Counter I
Two -  el e m en t Counter





SPECTROMETRE A GRANDE SENSIBILITE 
DESTINE A LA MESURE DU RAYONNEMENT X  
DE FAIBLE ENERGIE

C . LEGER, R. BIBRON, J, LABEYRIE, G, DELIBRIAS
CEA, CENTRE D'ETUDES. NUCLEAIRES DE SACLAY, FRANCE

Abstract — Résumé

A HIGH- SENSITIVITY SPECTROMETER FOR MEASURING LOW-ENERGY X-RAYS. The paper 
describes a proportional counter for measuring low-energy X-rays.

Information is given on the main characteristics o f  the counter, viz. linearity, detection efficiency, 
resolving power and background.

The apparatus described has been used to determine the concentrations o f  X emitters contained in two 
meteorites which recently fell in France: The Granès meteorite (13 November 1964) and the Saint-Séverin 
meteorite (27 June 1966).

SPECTROMETRE A GRANDE SENSIBILITE DESTINE A LA MESURE DU RAYONNEMENT X DE FAIBLE 
ENERGIE. On décrit un compteur proportionnel destiné à la mesure des rayonnements X  de faible énergie.

Ses principales caractéristiques -  linéarité, rendement de détection, pouvoir de résolution et bruit 
de fond -  sont également indiquées.

Cet appareil a permis en particulier de déterminer les concentrations des émetteurs X contenus dans 
deux météorites tombées récemment en France: la météorite Granès tombée le 13 novembre 1964 et la 
météorite Saint-Séverin le 27 juin 1966. 1

1. INTRODUCTION

Au cours de ces dernières années, les activités de plusieurs labora
toires ont été orientées vers l'investigation des nucléides stables et radio
actifs produits dans les météorites par le rayonnement cosmique.

Les émetteurs radioactifs les plus fréquemment rencontrés sont les 
émetteurs |3, y  et les émetteurs de rayonnement X . Le spectromètre 
décrit ici a précisément pour but la mesure des activités des nucléides 
émetteurs de rayonnement X .

Remarquons que le nombre de masse des nucléides, formés par des 
réactions de spallation principalement, varie depuis 1 jusqu'à la masse la 
plus élevée des noyaux cibles. Ainsi, étant donné la composition chimique 
des diverses météorites, l'énergie la plus élevée que l'on devra détecter 
sera la raie à 6,93 keV provenant de la désintégration du nickel-59.

Les activités présentes sont extrêmement faibles -  elles varient, 
suivant l'élément considéré, de quelques désintégrations à quelques di
zaines de désintégrations par minute et par kilogramme de météorite; 
il est nécessaire par conséquent d'utiliser une quantité d'échantillon suffi
sante, sans introduire toutefois une auto-absorption trop grande. On a 
donc été conduit à déposer l'échantillon sur une surface aussi grande que 
possible à l'intérieur même d'un compteur proportionnel. Le niveau du 
bruit de fond du compteur revêt aussi une importance particulière.

629
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2. DESCRIPTION DU DETECTEUR

Le schéma du compteur est montré sur la figure 1. Il s'agit de la 
transposition, en compteur à circulation gazeuse, d'un compteur propor
tionnel habituellement utilisé pour la mesure des activités naturelles du 
radiocarbone [1] . Le corps du compteur est constitué par un cylindre de 
cuivre de 31 cm de longueur et 71 mm de diamètre interne. L'échantillon 
est déposé sur la face interne d'anneaux de cuivre qui sont ensuite intro
duits à frottement doux dans le corps du compteur. Selon l'activité 
spécifique et l'importance de l'auto-absorption de l'échantillon considéré, 
le dépôt est effectué sur un ou plusieurs des cinq anneaux, atteignant une 
surface utile maximale de 510 cm2. Ces anneaux forment la cathode du 
compteur. L'anode est constituée par un fil de nickel de 1/10 mm de 
diamètre, tendu entre des isolateurs d1 araldite moulée.

Le débit du gaz -  argon 90%, méthane 10% -  est maintenu constant 
à 100 cm3/min à l'aide d'un régulateur pneumatique (régulateur Inter
technique, type 901 B). Une fenêtre de mylar permet, à l'aide d'une 
source de 55Fe, l'étalonnage en énergie du détecteur (fig. 2). Lors des 
mesures, la source est occultée par un écran à guillotine.

Les matériaux utilisés pour la construction du détecteur ont été 
choisis en raison de la faible activité parasite qu'ils présentent: en parti
culier, le corps du compteur ainsi que les anneaux sont en cuivre OFHC.
La protection contre le rayonnement cosmique et le rayonnement ambiant 
est réalisée de façon classique par une couronne de compteurs Geiger- 
Müller en anticoincidence, et un blindage de 5 cm de fer et 15 cm de plomb. 
Une protection supplémentaire de 2,5 cm de bismuth est disposée entre le 
compteur proportionnel et les compteurs de la couronne.

Les impulsions, après amplification, sont dirigées sur un sélecteur 
d'amplitude à 200 canaux (SAI-332 Intertechnique) (fig. 3).

F E N E T R E  D E  M Y L A R

FIG. 1. Schéma du compteur



FIG. 2. Spectre caractéristique du fer-55 (gaz: argon + méthane) FIG.3. Diagramme des composants électroniques

SM-87/6 
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3. DEPOT DES ECHANTILLONS

L'électro-déposition de l'échantillon n'étant pas possible dans tous 
les cas, nous avons utilisé une méthode de dépôt par sédimentation ne 
nécessitant aucun liant, ce qui est favorable à la transmission du rayonne
ment émis et confère au dépôt une homogénéité plus grande.

L'élément ou son composé réduit en fine poudre est mis en suspension 
dans un faible volume d'alcool (quelques cm3), variable suivant la quantité 
et la nature du matériau à déposer. Bien agitée, la suspension est ensuite 
versée à l'intérieur de l'anneau animé d'un mouvement lent de rotation.
Dès mouillage complet de l'anneau, celui-ci est chauffé afin d'obtenir 
une évaporation rapide et régulière de l'alcool. Cette méthode nous a 
permis d'obtenir dans le cas du calcium, mis sous forme de CaF2 , une 
transmission, pour le rayonnement 3,31 keV du calcium-41, égale à 
0,458.

On utilisait au cours de cette mesure une surface de dépôt de 510 cm2 . 
L'expérience a montré qu'une mince couche de matière même non conduc
trice ne nuit pas à la stabilité de fonctionnement du compteur.

4. CARACTERISTIQUES DU SPECTROMETRE

4 .1 . Résolution

Le pouvoir de résolution -  rapport de la largeur de la raie a m i- 
hauteur à l'amplitude moyenne des impulsions -  dépend essentiellement 
de l'énergie du rayonnement incident. La figure 4 indique les résolutions 
obtenues de l'énergie de 4,5 keV à 8 keV. Les sources utilisées étaient 
quasi ponctuelles, mais on a constaté expérimentalement que la résolution 
pour une énergie donnée ne varie pas lorsqu'on déplace la source dans les 
limites de la surface utile du compteur.

4 .2 . Proportionnalité

L'amplitude moyenne des impulsions devant être proportionnelle à 
l'énergie du rayonnement X  détecté, la linéarité de l'appareil a été déter
minée à l'aide de sources de plutonium-239 (20,2 keV -  17,2 keV -  
13,6 keV) et de fe r -55 (5,9 keV, et 2,9 keV correspondant au pic de fuite 
associé dans l'argon). La figure 5 montre que la réponse du détecteur est 
linéaire à moins de 2% près.

4 .3 . Rendement de détection

Pour que le rendement global de détection soit satisfaisant il est 
indispensable qu'une fraction importante du rayonnement X émis soit 
absorbée dans le gaz de remplissage.

Les facteurs déterminant l'absorption d'un rayonnement X de longueur 
d'onde donnée sont:
- le coefficient d'absorption par le mélange gazeux du rayonnement 

considéré,
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la pression de remplissage, égale à 1 atm dans le cas du compteur à 
circulation,
la longueur d'absorption, déterminée par les dimensions géométriques 
du détecteur.

FIG.4. Résolution du compteur en fonction de l'énergie

FIG. 5. Linéarité du spectromètre
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FIG.6. Rendement du compteur en fonction de l'énergie

FIG. 7. Variation du rendement de détection dans le compteur
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Il convient en outre de tenir compte du rendement de fluorescence du 
gaz de remplissage. Lorsque ce rendement de fluorescence est élevé, le 
phénomène de pic de fuite devient plus important et l'intensité mesurée 
sous le pic correspondant à l'énergie du rayonnement incident en est 
d'autant plus réduite.

Cela nous a conduit à utiliser l'argon comme gaz de circulation.
Etant donné les dimensions du compteur, les rayonnements X  d'énergie 
inférieure ou égale à 7 keV sont presque totalement absorbés dans le volume 
gazeux du détecteur, comme le montrent les résultats expérimentaux de 
la figure 6.

De plus, le rendement de fluorescence de l'argon étant de l'ordre de 
10%, la majeure partie de l'intensité du rayonnement correspond au pic 
principal et, les activités à mesurer étant très faibles, le pic de fuite 
associé n'est pratiquement pas détectable.

Les rendements de détection indiqués sur les figures 6 et 7 ont été 
obtenus à l'aide de sources étalons de différentes énergies: 49V (4,51 keV), 
53Cr (4,95 keV), MMn (5,4 keV), 55Fe (5,9 keV), 65zn(8,05 keV), on con
sidérant uniquement le pic principal.

Les valeurs indiquées sur ces figures sont relatives à l'émission  
dans 4r.

Les résultats de la figure 7, obtenus en faisant varier la position de 
la source dans le compteur, nous ont permis de fixer expérimentalement 
la valeur de la plus grande surface de dépôt utilisable (510 cm2) tout en 
conservant un rendement de détection constant.

4 .4 . Bruit de fond

La figure 8 montre la distribution en amplitude des impulsions com
posant le bruit de fond du compteur avec et sans anticoïncidence cosmique.

Les courbes a et c correspondent au blindage schématisé dans la 
partie supérieure de la figure, les courbes b et d ont été obtenues avec un 
blindage identique mais dans un laboratoire situé au sous-sol, sous une 
nappe d'eau de 1 m d'épaisseur.

On remarque sur les courbes a et b une réduction plus importante du 
bruit de fond dans la région des basses énergies, au-dessous de 12 keV.
Cette atténuation se traduit de façon exactement semblable pour les bruits 
de fond résiduels c et d.

On notera en outre que ces deux dernières courbes, c et d, présentent 
une légère bosse. Celle-ci est attribuée à l'absence de protection du 
compteur proportionnel vers les extrémités de la couronne cosmique.
Cette contribution est estimée à 0,15 coup/min (courbe c).

Le spectre des impulsions de bruit de fond a été tracé également 
dans le domaine des grandes énergies (fig. 9). On peut constater que la 
contribution du rayonnement a due à une contamination éventuelle des 
matériaux de construction du compteur est négligeable: aux environs de 
700 keV le bruit de fond résiduel est déjà réduit d'un facteur 1000; observé 
jusqu'à 5 MeV il continue à décroître régulièrement.

5. CONCLUSION

Grâce à la variation très faible du bruit de fond dans la région de 2 à 
20 keV, on a pu mettre en évidence la présence de calcium-41 (3,31 keV) 
dans la météorite Granès [2] .
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a - sans anticoïncidence cosmique b - sans anticoïncidence cosmique, 1 m d'eau
c -  avec anticoïncidence cosmique d - avec anticoïncidence cosmique, 1 m d'eau
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L'élément calcium étant relativement abondant dans les chondrites 
(1,35% dans Granès) la quantité d'échantillon utilisée, déterminée princi
palement par le facteur auto-absorption, était limitée à une épaisseur de 
matière de 3,6 m g/cm 2 de fluorure de calcium. La fraction de rayonne
ment transmise dans ces conditions était de 45,8%.

L'activité spécifique étant extrêmement faible, les mesures ont été 
poursuivies pendant 541 h. Les étalonnages en énergie effectués toutes 
les 1000 min permettaient de contrôler périodiquement la stabilité de 
l'installation.

Pendant toute la durée des mesures, le bruit de fond dans le domaine 
d'énergie considéré est resté stable aux fluctuations statistiques près 
et égal à 0,101 ± 0,003 coup/min par keV. Le taux de comptage observé 
dans ces conditions, dû à la présence de calcium-41, était de

0,008 ± 0,004 coup/min 

ce qui conduit à une activité de

4,3 ± 2,6 désint. /m in par kilogramme de météorite.

Nous avons pu également déterminer les concentrations des différents 
nucléides émetteurs X  dans cette même chondrite: 49V, 51Cr, 53Mn, ^Mn, 
56Co + 57Co + 58Co, 59Ni [3] .

Les mesures relatives à la météorite Saint-Séverin, tombée plus 
récemment, sont actuellement en cours. La figure 10 montre le spectre 
du chrome-51 (4,95 keV - période: 27,8 j) contenu dans cette météorite, 
spectre observé 35 j après la chute.
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D IS C U S S IO N

H. OESCHGER: How accurately could you measure 0.1 dis/m in of
53Mn?

C. LEGER: In the case of measurements lasting 540 hours — to
take the same period as was used for the 41Ca measurements — the 
counting rate for 0.1 dis/min of 53Mn would be 0.011 ± 0.007 counts/min, this 
latter error corresponding to a = 2 >/n .

H. OESCHGER: Have you thought of constructing a counter with a
4tt- geometry?

C. LEGER: No, this possibility has not so far been considered.
J. COLOMER: Use has often been made of field rings to define the

electric field in the useful volume. Did you consider doing this with your 
spectrometer? In your case there would certainly be an advantage from 
the point of view of the useful surface of the cathode.

C. LEGER: The proportion of the surface not utilizable for the
deposit is 20% with our spectrometer. Under these circumstances, there 
would seem to be little point in complicating the design of the detector.
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Abstract — Résumé

NEW TECHNIQUE FOR ENRICHING TRITIUM BY THERMAL DIFFUSION. Tritium counting is 
generally preceded by enrichment, either by electrolysis o f the water or by thermal diffusion over hydrogen. 
Electrolysis, a simple and certain method, is by far the more common, but the more delicate technique of 
thermal diffusion becomes interesting for concentrations lower than about 10 TU (1 TU equals T/H = 10“ 18).
The enrichments are, in fact, more reproducible, especially above a factor o f 10, and the risks o f  contami
nation are lower.

A programme o f isotope measurements in glaciology, performed in collaboration with the French Polar 
Expeditions, led die authors to apply this technique.

The samples being in the form o f water, the latter had always before been transformed into hydrogen 
by reduction over magnesium. To avoid this operation an instrument, which was suggested by Dr. Gat, was 
built by the authors. This operates on the following principle: an auxiliary hydrogen current circulating in 
a closed loop is enriched in tritium from the water sample by the following exchange reaction:

HTO + H2 — H20  + HT

which takes place in the vapour phase at high temperature, the water itself circulating in a co-current closed 
circuit; the enriched hydrogen then passes the depleted end of a thermal diffusion cascade, where it yields 
up part of the tritium it contains.

The columns, o f the hot wire type, are arranged in a two-stage cascade.
After a sufficient time, almost all the tritium in the sample is transferred to the column which 

constitutes the second stage o f the cascade, i. e. into a known volume of hydrogen. This hydrogen is counted 
under the form of ethane in an Oeschger counter provided by Philips Industries.

A series o f  measurements was performed in which two 80-cm 3 samples were treated per week, the 
first stage consisting o f only one column. Since then the first stage has been increased to five columns, which 
means that three 250-cm 3 samples can be treated per week.

NOUVELLE TECHNIQUE D'ENRICHISSEMENT DU TRITIUM PAR DIFFUSION THERMIQUE. Le comptage 
du tritium est généralement précédé d'un enrichissement par électrolyse de l ’ eau ou diffusion thermique sur 
l'hydrogène. L*électrolyse, méthode simple et sûre, est de loin la plus utilisée, mais la diffusion thermique, 
plus délicate, devient intéressante pour les concentrations inférieures à 10 UT environ (1 UT équivaut à 
T/H = 10 18 ). Les enrichissements sont en effet plus reproductibles, surtout au-delà d'un facteur 10, et les 
risques de contamination moindres.

Un programme de mesures isotopiques en glaciologie, mené en collaboration avec les Expéditions polaires 
françaises, a conduit les auteurs à mettre en oeuvre cette technique.

Les échantillons'étant sous forme d’ eau, c e l le -c i  était jusqu'à présent transformée en hydrogène par ré
duction sur magnésium. Pour éviter cette opération, on a mis au point un dispositif qui a été suggéré par le 
Dr Gat et dont le  principe est le suivant. Un courant d’hydrogène auxiliaire, circulant en boucle fermée, 
s'enrichit en tritium aux dépens de l'échantillon d’ eau grâce à la réaction d’ échange

HTO + H ^  H O  + HT
2 2

réalisée en phase vapeur à haute température, l ’ eau circulant elle-m êm e à cocourant en circuit ferm é; cet 
hydrogène enrichi traverse l ’ extrémité pauvre d'une cascade de diffusion thermique oti i l  cède une partie du 
tritium contenu.

Les colonnes, du type à fil chaud, sont disposées en une cascade de deux étages. Au bout d'un temps 
suffisant, la quasi-totalité du tritium de l'échantillon se trouve dans la colonne qui constitue le deuxième étage 
de la cascade, c'est-à -d ire dans un volume connu d'hydrogène. Cet hydrogène est compté sous forme d'êthane, 
dans un compteur du type Oeschger fourni par Philips-Industrie.
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Une série de mesures a été effectuée au cours de laquelle on a traité deux échantillons de 80 cm 3 par 
semaine, le  premier étage comportant une seule colonne. Depuis, on a porté à cinq le nombre de colonnes 
du premier étage, ce  qui permet de traiter trois échantillons de 250 en? par semaine.

INTRODUCTION

Le problème de la mesure du tritium dans les eaux naturelles s'est 
posé à nous dans le cadre des recherches sur les neiges et glaces des 
régions polaires: Continent antarctique et Groenland. Il s'agit, d'une 
part, de recouper les datages effectués par d'autres méthodes -  en 
particulier tentés par l'étude des courbes isotopiques de l'oxygène-18 et 
du deutérium -  , d'autre part, d'obtenir des informations liées au parallé
lisme ou à la divergence des variations de concentration du tritium et du 
deutérium avec l'altitude, la distance à la côte, la température moyenne 
du lieu.

Nous voulions mesurer les teneurs les plus faibles possibles pour 
pouvoir explorer les glaces les plus anciennes. Nous nous sommes fixé 
de pouvoir déceler 0,1 UT1, ce qui implique une méthode de comptage très 
sensible et un enrichissement isotopique. Nous nous sommes donc équipés 
d'un compteur à gaz k remplissage interne.

En ce qui concerne l'enrichissement, la méthode classique est 
l'électrolyse. Un étage permet d'obtenir un enrichissement de 10 environ. 
Au-delà de 10, l'électrolyse k plusieurs étages est toujours la méthode la 
plus utilisée (voir notamment [1-3]). On peut utiliser aussi la méthode 
d'addition périodique de l'échantillon dans la cellule [4]. Trois autres 
méthodes ont été étudiées. Ce sont la diffusion thermique sur l'hydrogène 
[5 -8 ], la distillation de l'eau [9] et la chromatographie en phase gazeuse 
[10-12] . Seule la première est couramment utilisée pour des mesures.

Nous avons choisi la diffusion thermique car, contrairement à l'é lec
trolyse, elle permet d'introduire dans le compteur la quasi-totalité du 
tritium présent initialement dans l'échantillon, même pour un enrichisse
ment important (de l'ordre de 100). Le taux d’ extraction est donc néces
sairement connu avec une grande précision. Un autre avantage d'un taux 
d'extraction voisin de 100% est de limiter le volume des échantillons, 
dont on verra (paragraphe 5) qu'il peut être de 250 cm3 pour une limite 
de détection de 0,1 UT.

La contamination était à priori moindre avec la diffusion thermique 
qu'avec l'électrolyse, car on peut éviter au maximum le contact des 
échantillons avec l'atmosphère et, de plus, le récipient contenant l'eau 
n'est jamais en contact avec de fortes concentrations en tritium car il n'y 
a pas d'enrichissement dans cette partie de l'appareil.

Une particularité essentielle de notre installation, qui nous a été sug
gérée par Gat [13], est que le passage du tritium de la phase aqueuse à 
la phase hydrogène est effectué par échange isotopique. On évite ainsi la 
réduction de grosses quantités d'eau, délicate à réaliser.

Enfin, un autre intérêt de cette méthode est que, après l'introduction 
de l'échantillon et de l'hydrogène dans l'appareil, l'ensemble des opérations 
jusqu'au prélèvement de l'hydrogène enrichi en tritium peut se poursuivre 
sans intervention de l'opérateur.

IU T  (unité tritium) correspond au rapport T/H = 10"18.
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Nous avons installé notre laboratoire de mesure du tritium dans un 
bâtiment appartenant au Centre d'études nucléaires de Saclay, mais situé 
à Orsay, à quelques kilomètres. Cet éloignement a été motivé par le 
souci d'éviter les dangers de contamination radioactive inhérents à un 
centre nucléaire.

1. ENRICHISSEMENT PAR DIFFUSION THERMIQUE

La séparation des isotopes par diffusion thermique en phase gazeuse 
s'effectue pratiquement dans des colonnes qui sont essentiellement consti
tuées de deux cylindres concentriques verticaux, le mélange gazeux à 
séparer se trouvant dans l'espace annulaire compris entre les deux. Le 
cylindre intérieur est chauffé, le cylindre extérieur refroidi. Les molé
cules légères sont entraînées vers le haut et les molécules lourdes vers le 
bas par effets cumulés de diffusion thermique et de convection. La 
séparation est limitée par le remélange dû à la diffusion ordinaire et à la 
convection. Le cylindre intérieur peut être très petit par rapport au cy
lindre extérieur, la colonne est alors du type à fil chaud. C'est sous cette 
forme que Clusius et Dickel [14] ont mis au point les premières colonnes. 
Si le cylindre intérieur est voisin du cylindre extérieur, les colonnes sont 
du type à tubes concentriques. La théorie de la diffusion thermique appli
quée à la séparation des isotopes a été établie par Jones et Furry [15] .

L'équation de transport d'une colonne est, si un constituant est en 
grand excès par rapport à l'autre (c «  1) comme c'est le cas dans ce 
travail,

r = He - Kdc/dl (1)

où r est le transport de l'isotope le plus léger (H2) en g /sec  
c est la concentration en isotope lourd 
1 est la coordonnée le long de l'axe de la colonne en cm 
H est le coefficient de transport en g/sec  
K est le coefficient de remélange en g -cm /sec .
Quand l'état d'équilibre est atteint, t  = 0 et, en intégrant l'équation 

(1) de 0 à L, L étant la longueur de la colonne, on a

qe = exp H L/K  (2)

qe, facteur de séparation à l'équilibre, est égal au rapport c0/c L,, 
cQ et cL étant les concentrations aux cotes 0 et L.

H et surtout K sont plus élevés pour les colonnes à tubes concentriques, 
de sorte qu'à longueur égale elles conduisent à un transport plus élevé 
mais à un facteur de séparation à l'équilibre plus petit.

L'installation décrite par Israel [5] est constituée par une cascade de 
deux colonnes à fil chaud reliées à un réservoir de 12 litres. L'hydrogène 
contenu dans la cascade et le réservoir provient de la réduction d'un 
échantillon. Pour pouvoir traiter de plus gros échantillons, Gonsior [6] 
effectuait la réduction en continu. C'est ainsi qu'opèrent actuellement 
von Buttlar et Wiik [7], Verhagen et Sellschop [8] . L'hydrogène alimente 
une cascade qui possède une section d'enrichissement et une section 
d'épuisement, et il en sort très appauvri en tritium. Le tritium retenu par
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la cascade est prélevé intégralement [7] ou partiellement [8] pour le 
comptage.

L'appareil que nous avons monté se compose d'une cascade à deux 
étages connectée à un dispositif dans lequel les atomes de tritium sont 
transférés en continu de l'échantillon d'eau dans l'hydrogène, qui sert de 
gaz porteur, par échange selon la réaction

HTO + H2 s=s H20  + HT

L'ensemble est du type statique; après un certain temps, la majorité 
du tritium est dans la colonne du deuxième étage, d'où il est prélevé pour 
le comptage.

2. CHOIX DU TYPE DE COLONNES

La théorie des cascades montre que le premier étage doit être carac
térisé par un coefficient de transport élevé et le deuxième étage par un 
facteur de séparation à l'équilibre élevé. Il faut donc utiliser, pour le 
deuxième étage, une colonne à fil chaud et, pour le premier étage, un tube 
concentrique ou plusieurs colonnes à fil chaud en parallèle. On a comparé 
ces deux solutions par le calcul [16] et montré que, pour des dimensionne
ments voisins, les performances étaient elles aussi voisines. On a opté 
pour les colonnes à fil chaud, pour lesquelles la retenue d'hydrogène est 
beaucoup moindre et qui offrent la possibilité d'une construction en verre. 
Ce matériau présente l'inconvénient d'une plus grande fragilité que le 
métal, mais la technologie en est plus aisée et on sait qu'il ne présente 
pas d'effet de mémoire avec l'hydrogène gazeux.

3. DESCRIPTION DE L'APPARELL D'ENRICHISSEMENT

Un traitement mathématique rigoureux et une optimisation ont été 
donnés dans [16] . Les caractéristiques de la cascade sont finalement un 
peu différentes de celles qui y sont indiquées. Elles sont données dans le 
tableau I. Les filaments sont alimentés en courant continu, ce qui permet 
de limiter le nombre des espaceurs à trois par colonne, un à chaque 
extrémité et un au centre. Ils sont terminés par un poids de 20 g en acier 
inoxydable, prolongé par une tige qui plonge dans du mercure. C'est 
ainsi qu'on assure la tension du fil et la connection électrique en bas de 
colonne.

Les essais préliminaires ont été effectués avec de l'hydrogène ordi
naire, les mesures isotopiques étant faites sur le deutérium, à l'aide d'un 
spectromètre de masse spécialement conçu pour les concentrations voisines 
de la concentration naturelle [17] .

Pour passer des résultats en deutérium aux résultats en tritium, on 
a pris pour constantes de diffusion thermique u(H 2 -  HD) = 0,076 et 
u (H2 -  HT) = 0,113 et on a utilisé la corrélation

Djg "■/9/10 D12

où Dj3 et Di2 sont les diffusivités pour les systèmes H2 -  HT et H2 -  HD 
[18] .
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TABLEAU I. CARACTERISTIQUES DE L A CASCADE

1er étage 2e étage

. Nombre de colonnes 5 1

Rayon de la colonn e, rx 2 ,1 5  cm 2, 00 cm

Rayon du fil , r? 0, 03 cm 0, 03 cm

Longueur du fil  chaud 2 ,4 0  m 2 ,4 0  m

D ifférence de potentiel 
(continue) aux extré
m ités du fil  chaud

120 V 120 V

Intensité par fil  chaud 27 A 27 A

V Ti 6 6

Pression de fonctionnem ent 820 mmHg 820 mmHg

C apacité en fonctionnem ent 10, 8 litres TPN 1, 94 litres TPN

qg (820 mmHg) 244 2090

La figure 1 montre les courbes qe = f(p) obtenues avec le deutérium 
pour la colonne du deuxième étage et une colonne du premier étage. Pour 
le deuxième étage, la pression optimale en tritium est égale à la pression 
de fonctionnement (820 mmHg). On bénéficie ainsi du facteur de séparation 
à l'équilibre maximal. Pour le premier étage, le fort coefficient de trans
port recherché est obtenu grâce au nombre de colonnes (5) et à leur rayon 
élevé (2,15 cm). On aboutit finalement (voir paragraphe 6) à un coefficient 
de transport pour le premier étage H(l)2 du même ordre que celui indiqué 
par Verhagen et Sellschop dans [8] avec une colonne à tubes concentriques:
1,0 • 10 3 g /sec .

La connection entre les deux étages (fig. 2) est effectuée à l'aide d'un 
oscillateur dont le principe est légèrement différent de celui mis au point 
originalement par Clusius [19] . Un tube unique est chauffé et refroidi 
alternativement, le chauffage étant assuré par effet Joule dans un fil de 
tungstène et le refroidissement par l'air ambiant. La quantité d'hydrogène 
contenue dans le deuxième étage (1,94 litres TPN) est faible devant la 
quantité contenue dans le premier étage et le dispositif d'échange 
(16,5 litres TPN), et on a principalement affaire à un débit alternatif entre 
le bas du premier étage et l'oscillateur, le courant gazeux balayant le 
haut du deuxième étage. La quantité d'hydrogène contenue dans l'oscilla
teur est en moyenne de 1,52 litres TPN et le volume déplacé de 119 cm3 
TPN. Un tube capillaire de 0,025 cm de rayon et de 30 cm de longueur, 
situé entre l'oscillateur et le deuxième étage, régularise le débit. La 
connection entre les deux étages est constituée par une partie commune 
qui est un tube de 0,15 cm de rayon et de 300 cm de longueur, et par cinq

2 H (l) , K (l) , H(2), K (2) sont les coefficients de transport et de remélange respectivement pour le
premier et pour le  deuxième étage.
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tubes en parallèle de 0,075 cm de rayon et d'une longueur voisine de 
50 cm. Les longueurs ont été ajustées de façon que tous les tubes donnent 
la même perte de charge, à 1% près, avec le même débit d'hydro
gène. On est ainsi assuré que le débit total se divise en cinq débits 
égaux. Le volume total de la connection est de 25 cm3, de sorte que le 
volume déplacé effectivement du premier étage à l'oscillateur est de 
94 cm3 TPN. La période d'une oscillation étant de 47 s, cette connection 
équivaut à un débit de 2 cm3 T P N /s.

F IG .l. Facteurs de séparation du deutérium (qe = facteur de séparation à l'équilibre)

La pression fluctue en cours de fonctionnement, mais on a vérifié 
que ces fluctuations ne modifiaient pas les caractéristiques des colonnes.

Le principe du dispositif continu de transfert des atomes de tritium est 
montré à la figure 3. Le haut du premier étage est connecté à une boucle 
dans laquelle l'hydrogène circule en circuit fermé. L'hydrogène sortant 
du premier étage, où il a perdu du tritium, est mélangé à un débit de 
vapeur d'eau entretenu par ébullition de l'eau de l'échantillon avec lequel 
cette vapeur est en équilibre isotopique. Le mélange s'équilibre selon la 
réaction

HTO + H2 H20  + HT

puis est séparé en ses constituants par condensation de l'eau qui retourne 
à l'échantillon. L'hydrogène, qui s'est rechargé en tritium, est ensuite 
desséché complètement et retourne au premier étage. Ce dispositif serait
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M M VIDE

FIG.2. Appareil d'enrichissement par diffusion thermique

P trompe à eau O oscillateur
A réfrigérant C tubes capillaires
T thermomètre à contact D partie commune de la connexion
M manomètre B transfert de l ’échantillon
R rotamètre

FIG.3. Schéma de principe de l'échange

équivalent au point de vue de la vitesse d'extraction à un réservoir d'hydro 
gène gazeux contenant le même nombre d'atomes d'hydrogène que l'eau de 
l'échantillon si les conditions suivantes étaient réalisées:
- facteurs de séparation du tritium entre l'eau et la vapeur (av )3, d'une part 

l'eau et l'hydrogène (o^)3, d'autre part, égaux à l'unité;
- débits d'hydrogène et d'eau infinis;
- séparation hydrogène-eau effectuée sans perte d'eau.

3 “ V ^ n ^ O l i q i ^ H p v a p . ;  “ c =  <T/H)H20 v a p . / (T/H)H2
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Pratiquement ces conditions ne sont pas réalisées et les conditions 
réelles sont toutes telles qu'elles conduisent à une extraction plus lente que 
dans le cas du réservoir précédent. On a cherché à minimiser l'écart.

nv et ac sont tous deux plus grands que 1 (ce qui est défavorable) et se 
rapprochent de l'unité quand la température augmente. L'équilibrage 
entre l'eau et la vapeur est réalisé au voisinage de 100°C, où qv est égal 
à 1,035 [20, 21] ; l'équilibrage entre l'eau et l'hydrogène est réalisé à la 
température effective de 1000°C, où ac est égal à 1,10 [21, 22]. Une 
température d'échange aussi élevée que 1000°C présente en outre l'avantage 
d'assurer une vitesse d'échange très grande sans catalyseur.

Le débit d'hydrogène d est voisin de 3H(1). Loin de l'équilibre, où 
le terme K(l)dc/dl de l'équation (1) est négligeable, le transport peut 
s'écrire

t  = H(l) c = d(cF - cD) (3)

où c = |(cF + c D) (concentration moyenne en haut du premier étage), cF et 
cd étant les concentrations en tritium à l'entrée et à la sortie du haut du 
premier étage. Si d = 3H(1), c est plus petit que cF de, 14%; la perte en 
transport par rapport à un débit infini n'est donc pas très importante.

Le débit d'hydrogène n'étant pas infini, il faut que, lors de l'échange, 
l'eau soit en excès pour que la concentration de sortie de l'hydrogène soit 
aussi près que possible de la concentration d'entrée de l'eau. Les pres
sions partielles d'eau et d'hydrogène sont respectivement de 695 mmHg et 
125 mmHg. Une représentation schématique des concentrations dans le 
circuit est montrée à la figure 4.

EQUIL.

EAU LIQUIDE

FIG. 4. Représentation schématique des concentrations à un instant donné

C'est le procédé de séparation de l'eau qui limite le débit d'hydrogène 
à 3H(1). Après l'échange, le mélange gazeux est refroidi d'abord jusqu'à 
0°C. A cette température, l'eau sous forme liquide peut retourner à
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l'échantillon par gravité. La pression résiduelle de la vapeur d'eau est 
alors de 4,6 mmHg. Cette vapeur est ensuite retenue complètement et 
irréversiblement par de l'anhydride phosphorique avant l'entrée du premier 
étage. Dans nos conditions opératoires, on retient ainsi 9% de l'eau et 
3% du tritium d'un échantillon (car la concentration moyenne au cours de 
l'extraction est environ 1/3  de la concentration initiale). Il est important, 
pour ne pas nuire à la reproductibilité, de ne pas augmenter ces quantités.

Les détails du montage sont montrés à la figure 2. L'échantillon est 
maintenu dans un ballon et porté à ébullition. La vapeur d'eau sèche 
alimente une trompe à eau P qui sert de pompe pour l'hydrogène. Immé
diatement après la trompe à eau, un réfrigérant A condense une partie de 
l'eau qui retourne à l'échantillon. Cette condensation partielle contribue au 
pompage. Le mélange gazeux passe en T où se trouve un thermomètre à 
contact. Au-delà, le tube est surchauffé. T est donc le point le plus froid 
entre la pompe et le four et c'est lui qui détermine la pression d'eau. Le 
thermomètre à contact est à 97,5°C (tension de vapeur d'eau: 695 mmHg); 
il commande le chauffage de la circulation de l'eau du réfrigérant A, dont 
la température est d'environ 50°C. La température de cette eau est infé
rieure à 97,5°C car ce réfrigérant est peu efficace et l'équilibre thermique 
n'est pas réalisé. Le mélange gazeux passe dans le four dont la longueur 
est de 45 cm et le diamètre intérieur de 5,5 cm. Dès sa sortie de la partie 
chaude du four, le gaz est trempé de façon à séjourner un minimum de 
temps dans une zone où ac est supérieur à 1,10 et la vitesse d'échange 
encore suffisante pour que la réaction fasse le chemin inverse.

La séparation de l'eau sous forme liquide se fait dans un tube de 2 cm 
de diamètre et de 1,50 mètre de longueur, dans deux réfrigérants refroidis 
à l'eau du robinet et dans un condenseur maintenu à 0°C. Le séchage 
s'effectue d'abord dans deux tubes facilement démontables dans lesquels le 
débit d'hydrogène lèche l'anhydride phosphorique. La plus grande partie 
de l'eau restante y est retenue sans variation de résistance à l'écoulement 
du gaz due à la formation de l'acide phosphorique. L'eau qui reste (quel
ques ppm) est retenue par un tube où l'hydrogène traverse l'anhydride 
phosphorique. La teneur en eau à la sortie n'est pas détectable avec une 
sensibilité de 0,5 ppm. L'hydrogène traverse ensuite le haut du premier 
étage, passe par un rotamètre R et retourne à la trompe à eau.

Avant une extraction, l'appareil est évacué à une pression de 
1CT4 mmHg. L'eau est introduite par distillation entre une ampoule 
chauffée et le condenseur à 0°C, qui sont connectés par des tubes de 
3 cm de diamètre comportant deux robinets de 1 cm de voie pour que le 
transfert soit rapide. Au cours de cette introduction, seule la partie du 
circuit comprise entre les robinets ^  et r2 est au contact de l'eau. L'hy
drogène est ensuite introduit à une pression de 506 mmHg, qui correspond 
à une pression de 820 mmHg en fonctionnement. On veille à n'ouvrir la 
partie qui contient l'eau que lorsque la pression est bien supérieure à la 
tension de vapeur de l'eau à la température ambiante. On fait fonctionner 
d'abord séparément la cascade et le circuit en by-passant le premier 
étage. Quand le circuit a atteint son régime stationnaire on le connecte 
au premier étage; c'est le temps zéro de l'extraction.

A la fin de l'extraction, la dernière colonne est isolée et son contenu 
transféré pour le comptage. L'hydrogène restant est évacué; l'eau est 
retirée par distillation, comme pour l'introduction.
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L'appareil est muni d'un dispositif de sécurité. Toute fuite sur 
l'appareil proprement dit ou dans les canalisations d'eau entraîne une 
coupure des alimentations en électricité et en eau. De plus, les six colon
nes sont installées à l'intérieur d'un caisson en grillage qui sert de pro
tection en cas d'explosion.

4. COMPTAGE

Le comptage est effectué dans un compteur proportionnel du type 
Oeschger [23] fourni par Philips-Industrie. C'est l'éthane qui est utilisé 
comme gaz de comptage. Il est produit par hydrogénation catalytique 
d'éthylène mort, l'hydrogène provenant soit de l'appareil d'enrichissement, 
soit de la réduction directe d'un échantillon d'eau. La technique de réduc
tion de l'eau et d'hydrogénation de l'éthylène est similaire à celle utilisée 
par le laboratoire de 1' AIEA [24] .

Le tube a un volume de 2,50 litres (dont 1,50 litre pour le compteur 
principal). Il est rempli à une pression de 800 mmHg et à une tempéra
ture moyenne de 298°K avec un mélange éthane-éthylène dans un rapport 
19/1 (on met un léger excès d'éthylène lors de l'hydrogénation). On intro
duit ainsi 2,29 litres TPN d'hydrogène provenant de l'échantillon. Comme 
cela se fait maintenant dans de nombreux laboratoires, on pourrait aug
menter la quantité d'hydrogène introduite dans le compteur, par exemple 
en augmentant la pression ou en incorporant l'hydrogène dans du méthane 
et en augmentant aussi la pression. Dans l'installation d'enrichissement 
par diffusion thermique, quand on approche de la fin de l'extraction, le 
profil de concentration du tritium dans la cascade est tel que la quasi
totalité du tritium contenu dans cette cascade est rassemblée dans la 
colonne du deuxième étage. L'accroissement du volume d'hydrogène 
prélevé dans la cascade n'augmenterait pratiquement pas la quantité de 
tritium introdui+e dans le compteur. En d'autres termes, en partant d'un 
échantillon d'eau donné il est aussi aisé d'incorporer tout le tritium qu'il 
contient dans 1,94 litre TPN (deuxième étage) que, par exemple, dans
12,7 litres TPN (premier et deuxième étage).

Pratiquement, le transfert de l'hydrogène du deuxième étage dans le 
compteur s'effectue ainsi. L'hydrogénation de l'éthylène a lieu dans un 
ballon de 6,6 litres contenant le catalyseur (platine déposé sur charbon 
activé). L'éthylène est introduit sous une pression de 305 mmHg (c'est 
la pression qui correspond à 800 mmHg dans le compteur) et il est condensé 
à la température de l'azote liquide. L'hydrogène est introduit à son tour, 
d'abord par détente directe, puis par pompage avec un tamis moléculaire 
4A. La pression est alors légèrement inférieure à la pression désirée,
290 mmHg. On l'ajuste en prélevant dans l'oscillateur. On laisse ré
chauffer l'éthylène et, une fois l'hydrogénation terminée, le mélange est 
transféré intégralement dans le compteur.

Le compteur est protégé des rayonnements cosmiques et gamma par un 
blindage de plomb d'une épaisseur de 10 cm (dessus), 7,5 cm (côtés) et 
5 cm (dessous). La haute tension est de 4800 V; on n'utilise pas de seuil 
supérieur. Des essais systématiques avec de l'éthane mort ont montré 
une très bonne stabilité. Il n'y a pas de dérive avec un remplissage donné 
et des remplissages périodiques conduisent au même résultat, aux erreurs 
statistiques près. Le taux de comptage de l'éthane est, à la suite de
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ces essais, de 2 ,55±  0,02 coups/min (tous les résultats de comptage sont 
donnés à ± la). On se propose de diminuer cette valeur en ajoutant un 
écran neutronique en paraffine borée.

Le rendement global du compteur, déterminé à l'aide de deux eaux 
étalons voisines de 1000 et 10 000 UT fournies par l'AIEA, est de 45%.

5. VOLUME DE L'ECHANTILLON

Si le bruit de fond est voisin de 2 coups/min et parfaitement connu, l'écart 
type sur une mesure proche du bruit de fond et pour un temps de comptage 
de 1000 min (une nuit) est donné par

a =^2/1000 = 0,045 coup/min

250 cm3 d'eau à une concentration en tritium de 0,1 UT subissent 0,18 
désintégration par minute. Si l'on prend 40% comme rendement global 
pour l'extraction et le comptage, un échantillon d'eau de 250 cm3 donne 
0,07 coup/min.

On voit donc que, en l'absence de toute autre cause d'erreur que 
l'erreur statistique de comptage, le minimum détectable avec un tel échan
tillon est voisin de 0,1 UT. C'est cette limite qu'on se propose d'approcher 
pour notre programme de glaciologie; c'est pourquoi Ce volume a été choisi.

6. FONCTIONNEMENT

L'appareil tel qu'il a été décrit au paragraphe 3 a été terminé récem 
ment. Dans tous les essais préliminaires, le premier étage ne comportait 
qu'une seule colonne et les échantillons étaient de 80 ou 88 g.

Une extraction a fait l'objet d'une analyse détaillée en deutérium. Le 
premier étage était la colonne qui est maintenant celle du deuxième étage; 
le deuxième étage était une colonne de 1,4 cm de rayon. Les résultats 
sont donnés dans le tableau IL Le taux d'extraction est de 67% au bout 
des 64 h de fonctionnement, en tenant compte de la quantité non négligeable 
de deutérium prélevée pour les analyses en bas du deuxième étage.

On remarque que
r  , cf  '  CD— = d --- ;------C c

est sensiblement constant pendant la plus grande partie de l'extraction. On 
en conclut qu'au début K (l)d c/d l reste très petit devant H(l)c, et on en 
tire H(l) égal à 0,86* 10~4 g /se c . On a montré indépendamment que la 
valeur de H obtenue par cette méthode était une valeur par défaut, car il 
faut tenir compte d'une résistance entre le débit gazeux et le haut du fil 
chaud, bien que les colonnes soient munies de déflecteurs qui forcent le 
gaz à circuler sous le premier espaceur. Si l'on admet K (l)d c/d l = 0, 
l'extraction s'effectue selon l'équation suivante, valable en haut du premier 
étage;

dN
dt H(l)c (4)
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TABLEA U  II. CONCENTRATIONS DU DEUTERIUM EN FONCTION  
DU TEMPS

Nombre de colonnes du 1er étage : 1 (q  = 2, 0 cm ) 
Poids de l'é ch a n tillon  : 88 g 
Poids de l'hydrogène dans le  2e étage : 0, 088 g 
Débit d 'hydrogène d = 6 • 10~4 g/sec.
Les concentrations sont ramenées à  Cj.-q  = 1.

a Concentration en deutérium de l'hydrogène en équilibre avec l ’ échantillon ( c g = C g /a ^ /x J  
b Concentration à l ’ entrée du 1er étage 
c  Concentration à la  sortie du 1er étage 
d Concentration au bas du 1er étage 
e Concentration au haut du 2e étage 
f  Concentration au bas du 2e  étage 
g Concentration m oyenne du 2e étage.

où N est le nombre d'atomes de deutérium présents au temps t dans 
l'échantillon et l'hydrogène auxiliaire. On a porté sur la figure 5 la vari
ation de c en fonction du temps. La courbe représente l'équation obtenue 
a partir de (4); les points sont les valeurs expérimentales de c. C'est 
seulement a la fin qu'un léger écart apparaît. L'inversion de gradient 
observée en début d'extraction (cXf >  C2 0 ) n'apporte aucun ralentissement.

Le volume effectif déplacé par l'oscillateur pendant 23,5 s (une demi- 
période) était alors de 55 cm3. C'est avec le nouveau montage qu'il a 
été porté à 94 cm3.

L'équilibrage de la réaction

HTO + H2 H20  + HT

est bien assuré à chaque instant. On peut en juger par la valeur de cf au 
voisinage du temps 0. Un calcul similaire à celui qui conduit au schéma 
de la figure 4 donne 0,895 pour cF extrapolé au temps 0. cF mesuré est 
0,892 et 0,879 après 15 min et 30 min, donc en excellent accord avec le 
calcul. Si le réacteur n'assurait pas l'équilibrage de la réaction d'échange, 
cF décroîtrait rapidement.
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La majorité des extractions a été effectuée avec l'appareil tel qu'il a 
ete décrit, sauf en ce qui concerne le premier étage qui ne comprenait 
qu'une seule colonne. Le poids de l'échantillon était de 80 g, la durée d'ex
traction de 64 h. Des essais de reproductibilité ont été faits avec la même 
eau et sont montrés au tableauIII. Il s'agit d'une eau prélevée au robinet du 
laboratoire, à Orsay, en octobre 1965. Les mesures de deutérium ont été 
ensuite utilisées pour contrôler l'enrichissement. On mesure ce et c t, 
concentration en deutérium de l'hydrogène avant réaction avec l'éthylène.

FIG. 5. Concentration moyenne du deutérium au haut du 1er étage en fonction du temps

TABLEAU III. REPRODUCTIBILITE DU TAUX D'EXTRACTION  
(Eau du robinet prélevée le 3 octobre 1965 à Orsay)

N” de l 'échantillon
Taux d 'extraction  

du deutérium
(7o)

Teneur en tritium 
(le  3 octobre 1965) 

(UT)

1 80 ,2 249 è 5

2 82,6 242 ± 5

3 80,1 contam iné

4 82,6 257 ± 4
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Les valeurs du rapport ct /c e sont les suivantes pour les quatre 
extractions précédemment citées et pour sept mesures de glace effectuées 
dans les mêmes conditions: 41,2, 42,5, 40,9, 42,1, 40,7, 42,1, 40,7,
42,2, 40,6, 39, 2 et 41,8. Tous les résultats, sauf un anormalement
bas (39,2), sont compris entre 40,6 et 42,5 (4,5% d'écart entre les 
extrêmes).

En utilisant l'équation (4) et les corrélations deutérium-tritium, on en 
tire un taux d'extraction du tritium de 91%, en tenant compte des 3% 
retenus irréversiblement par l'anhydride phosphorique. On doit s'attendre 
à une meilleure reproductibilité pour le tritium puisque le taux d'extraction 
est plus près de 100%. On l'a  admise du même ordre et on a pris 1% 
comme écart type. Le rendement du compteur étant de 45%, la sensibilité 
globale est de 4,26 UT par coup/min.

Pour l'installation sous sa forme définitive, le calcul approché et le 
programme [16] permettent de prévoir un taux d'extraction du tritium de 
91% en 40 h avec un échantillon de 250 g. Il est donc possible de faire 
trois extractions par semaine, avec un taux d'extraction suffisamment 
près de 100% pour attendre une très bonne reproductibilité. Les essais 
de fonctionnement sont en cours.

7. EFFETS DE MEMOIRE ET CONTAMINATION

Pour ce qui concerne le tube de comptage lui-même, le ballon d'hydro
génation avec le catalyseur, le tamis moléculaire, la ligne en verre avec 
ses robinets graissés, aucun effet de mémoire n'a pu être mis en évidence.

Les risques d'effet de mémoire pour la partie en contact avec l'eau 
sont minimisés par le principe même de l'enrichissement puisque à la fin 
d'une extraction la teneur de l'eau est environ 5% de la teneur initiale de 
l'échantillon.

La seule source d'effet de mémoire est la cascade et surtout la colonne 
du deuxième étage où est accumulé le tritium en fin d'extraction. Une 
étude a.été faite de différents filaments, les mesures isotopiques étant 
effectuées sur le deutérium. On introduit dans une colonne du deutérium 
pur pendant 48 h, puis on le remplace par de l'hydrogène dont on suit la 
teneur en fonction du temps. Un effet de mémoire apparaît seulement si le 
filament est chauffé, et il est à peu près le même pour un alliage de 
nichrome V, le platine, l'alliage platine (80%) -  irridium (20%) et le 
tungstène, 0,2% environ (il est un peu plus élevé pour le nichrome V).
C'est à la suite de ces essais que le tungstène a été choisi car il permet de 
travailler à 1500°C (T2/ Tj = 6 ), donc de conduire à de meilleurs résultats.

Une autre expérience a été faite avec le tritium. La cascade (une 
seule colonne au premier étage) fonctionne en hydrogène mort pendant 
16 h, puis en hydrogène tritié, puis à nouveau deux fois de suite en hydro
gène mort.

L'hydrogène du deuxième étage est compté; les quatre résultats sont 
dans l'ordre, en coups/min, 2,60 ± 0,064, 211,5 ± 1,4, 4,17 ± 0,04 et
2,71 ± 0,06. L'effet de mémoire est dans ce cas de 0,75%.

4 Ce résultat est en accord avec trois mesures directes de cet hydrogène mort, fourni par Air Products 
and Chemical In c ., New York: 2,52 è 0,05, 2,55 ± 0,05, 2,65 è 0.05. Ces résultats sont également en 
accord avec la mesure de l'éthane mort: 2,55 ± 0,02. Ces données confirment l'absence de tritium dans 
l'hydrogène, l'éthane et l'éthylène (ces deux derniers composés étant fournis par Air Liquide France).
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D'après les données en deutérium, l'effet de mémoire peut être réduit 
d'un facteur 3 environ en faisant fonctionner la colonne du deuxième étage 
avec de l'hydrogène mort pendant 4 h entre deux échantillons.

Contrairement à ce que nous avons observé, von Buttlar et Wiik [7] 
n'ont pas décelé d'effet de mémoire avec des colonnes en verre et des 
filaments en alliage Pt-Ir. Verhagen et Sellschop [8 ] , qui utilisent une 
installation métallique, mentionnent un effet de mémoire plus important:3%.

Le test de l'installation dans le cadre du programme de glaciologie a 
été fait avec la mesure de la teneur en tritium d'un forage, Gj ,̂ effectué en 
Terre Adélie par les Expéditions polaires françaises en janvier 1965. 
L'analyse en deutérium et les conclusions qu'on en a tirées ont été 
publiées [25] .

Les carottes de glace sont stockées en chambre froide dans des réci
pients hermétiquement clos. Elles sont coupées dans la chambre froide 
puis traitées dans un caisson étanche et froid. La partie périphérique est 
éliminée en raison des risques de condensation atmosphérique. Pour plus 
de sécurité, la moitié environ de la glace est ainsi éliminée. L'échantillon 
est alors fondu; à l'aide d'une éprouvette on en mesure 80 cm3 que l'on 
verse dans le tube d'introduction, qui est ensuite connecté à l'appareil 
d'enrichissement.

La mesure du volume liquide se fait également en caisson étanche, et 
l'échantillon proprement dit n'est jamais en contact avec l'atmosphère.
Les conditions d'extraction sont celles qui ont été décrites dans le para
graphe précédent.

Certains échantillons ont été retraités deux fois. Une extraction ter
minée, le résidu de l'échantillon est retraité comme un échantillon. Il a 
perdu par rapport au précédent environ 9% de son poids et 95% du tritium.
Un échantillon mort devrait donner dans ces conditions trois fois de suite 
le même résultat. Les résultats de cette série de mesures sont montrés 
au tableau IV.

Les échantillons prélevés au-dessous de 30 m peuvent être considérés 
comme morts d'après les données glaciologiques; tous cependant conduisent 
à des taux de comptage supérieurs à 2,55 coups/min.

On observe d'abord en traitant le résidu d'extraction une diminution du 
taux de comptage, et. on arrive en deux fois à 2,88 ± 0,05 coups/min dans 
un cas (R2) et à 2,80 ± 0,04 coups/min dans l'autre cas (R4 ). Le résidu 
R2 a été transféré par distillation dans un tube identique aux tubes qui ont 
contenu les échantillons provenant de la glace et stocké 17 jours; le ré
sidu de R 4 a été transféré par distillation dans le même tube et le mélange 
stocké 7 jours. Le mélange est mesuré normalement et le résultat est 
3,84 ± 0,03 coups/min. Cette valeur est voisine des valeurs obtenues pour 
les échantillons 4, 5, 6 et 8 , respectivement; 4,08 ± 0,03, 3,50 ± 0,06,
3,81 ± 0,03 et 3,64 ± 0,03 coups/min. On peut en conclure que l'écart 
entre ces valeurs et 2,55 coups/min (hydrogène mort) est dû à une conta
mination par les tubes de pyrex et non à du tritium présent initialement 
dans l'échantillon. Le bruit de fond pour cette série de mesures a été pris 
égal à 3,80 coups/min avec pour écart type 0,15 coup/min. La contami
nation observée est importante, 1,25 coup/min, soit 5,3 UT. Il faut l'attri
buer probablement à la très forte teneur en tritium de l'atmosphère (souvent 
supérieure à 1000 UT) au cours de ces dernières années et à son incidence 
sur la teneur de l'eau de la surface du verre pyrex.
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TABLEAU IV. MESURE DES GLACES

Echantillon 
et profondeur

Ordre chronologique
Résultat

(coupsAnin)

G j, 2 ,4 0  m 1 5, 58 è 0, 04

G j, 16 m 2 4, 87 ± 0, 07

G j . 30 m 8 3, 64 ± 0 ,0 3

G j, 35 m 3 4, 64 ± 0, 03

G ,,  40 m 4 4 , 08 ± 0, 03

Résidu R j 3 ,2 8  ± 0 ,0 5

Résidu R2 2, 88 ± 0, 05

Gj . 45 m 5 3, 50 i  0 ,0 6

G j . 77 m 6 3, 81 è 0, 03

Résidu R
3

2, 87 ± 0, 04

Résidu R ,4 2, 80 ± 0, 04

G j . 97 m 7 non com pté

Prélevé sur
R 2 et R4

9 3, 84 ± 0, 03

Ce verre a de plus séjourné au Centre d'études nucléaires de Saclay et 
il n'est pas impossible qu'il y ait eu contamination par des fuites des deux 
réacteurs à eau lourde.

Les résultats mettent aussi en évidence un «lavage» de l'installation 
d'enrichissement. La valeur pour l'échantillon 8 est plus basse que pour 
le 3, vraisemblablement parce que celui-ci est mesuré à la fin de la 
série. C'est à partir de l'échantillon 4 que l'on a considéré la contamination 
comme constante.

Cet effet n'est pas en contradiction avec l'absence d'effet de mémoire dû 
à l'eau mentionné au début de ce paragraphe. Par cet effet de mémoire, on 
entend un effet à courte échéance qui se traduirait par l'influence d'un 
échantillon sur celui qui le suit immédiatement.

CONCLUSION

On a mis au point une technique d'enrichissement par diffusion ther
mique qui permet d'extraire, puis de compter, la quasi-totalité des atomes 
de tritium d'un échantillon. C'est une méthode efficace puisque l'extraction 
dure 40 h seulement pour un échantillon de 250 cm 3. Son principal avantage 
est que l'introduction des échantillons et les extractions se font en évitant 
tout contact avec l'atmosphère. Malgré cela, dans notre situation géo
graphique, la contamination reste pour l'instant la limitation de la méthode 
pour les mesures de l'ordre de 1 UT.
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D I S C U S S I O N

B. T. VERHAGEN: Would it not be possible to improve the enrich
ment rate by operating the system to obtain a lower extraction percentage? 
As far as I can see, you would lose nothing since your present system 
extracts only about 90% of the tritium.

J. RAVOIRE: The rate of extraction could be increased by a factor
of two by increasing the volume of the sample and reducing the percentage 
extracted. The trouble is that the precision would be poorer for such 
extractions and the sample size would have to be about five times larger.
In our glaciology programme the samples have to be small.

H. OESCHGER: Do you think that any contamination occurs during
the first step of your system, i. e. the exchange between HzO and H2?

J. RAVOIRE: The contamination is known to be due to water and not
hydrogen.

J .F.  CAMERON: Having designed and constructed this apparatus,
you now have considerable experience of the advantages and disadvantages 
of the thermal diffusion technique. Do you think that this technique is 
preferable to electrolysis from the point of view of someone wishing to 
construct a concentration system?

J. RAVOIRE: Thermal diffusion apparatus is obviously more compli
cated to set up and, for this reason, I think that anyone unfamiliar with 
this technique would be better advised to use electrolysis. Another 
disadvantage of thermal diffusion is that the number of units used cannot 
be multiplied as in the case of electrolysis. For routine work involving
a large number of samples, electrolysis is to be recommended.

K. O. MÜNNICH: I should like to comment briefly on this question
of the economic efficiency of thermal columns in routine use. It seems 
to me that columns of very simple design can compete with eléctrolysis 
techniques to a certain extent. Thermal columns of this sort can also 
be arranged as a number of individual systems in parallel in such a way 
as to make it possible to process a number of samples at one time. The 
handling time required is about the same as is needed for refilling a gas 
counter.

As for contamination, we have no problem of this sort in our work 
with this technique. This is presumably because we prepare the hydrogen 
samples in individual steel pressure tanks which are cleansed with acid 
and baked before re-use.
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Abstract

RAPID ISOTOPE ENRICHMENT OF GASES BY THERMAL DIFFUSION FOR NUCLEAR DATING. Consider
able interest has developed in the use o f thermal diffusion as a means o f increasing the sensitivity o f carbon-14 
and tritium detection for dating purposes.

Systems developed by a number o f workers for the enrichment o f  tritium in the gaseous phase are 
briefly reviewed.

Thermal diffusion columns are capable o f great accuracy o f enrichment, as the operating conditions 
can be closely controlled. Hot-wire columns have low transport o f  enriched material, and require high 
hot-wall temperatures. Greater rapidity o f  enrichment can be obtained with concentric tube columns, in 
which the hot-wall temperature can be kept low enough to permit the use o f  dissociable gases.

Single-stage and multi-stage enrichment of tritium in hydrogen are discussed in relation to different 
tritium levels and counter capacities, as well as the advantages o f static and flow systems.

Experimental results are presented on two systems for routine operation:
(a) Giving an enrichment o f  68 times in 8 h with a final yield of 1 1 STP hydrogen:
(b) Giving enrichments o f six times in 4. 5 h with a yield o f  10 1 STP hydrogen.
The applicability o f multi-stage enrichment to and the use o f concentric tube columns in the enrichment 

o f  in carbon monoxide are briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The application of the principle of thermal diffusion to the practical 
separation of gaseous isotopes was devised by Clusius and Dickel in 
1939 [1] .

The specific application of thermal diffusion to the problem of in
creasing the sensitivity and extending the range of radioactive dating has 
been realized more recently. In 1952, Anderson et al. [2] applied the 
technique to the enrichment of 14C in sewage methane. They were thus 
able to demonstrate the occurrence of natural 14C, as had been predicted 
by Libby [3] .

Since then, as counting techniques developed, it became possible to 
extend radiocarbon dating to about 50 000 yr without enrichment. This 
range has been further extended to 70 000 yr by a thermal diffusion system 
developed by Haring et al. [4], which is capable of enriching 14C by a 
factor of 16.

It is in the field of tritium 'dating' that considerable interest in this 
technique has developed. The contemporary concentration of tritium in 
rain water and surface water ranges from about 10 to many hundreds of 
TU (1 TU represents a concentration of [T] / [H] = 10"18 or a tritium 
activity of 7.2 dpm/1 of water). Such activities can be measured by the 
latest counting techniques without enrichment.

The concentration of tritium in, for example, groundwater and ocean 
water, is usually lower than 10 TU, and its measurement demands isotope 
enrichment. Thermal diffusion plants for the enrichment of tritium have

657
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been constructed by Gonsior [5], Verhagen and Sellschop [6, 7], Israel [13], 
von Buttlar and Wiik [8, 9] and Shimizu and Ravoire [10] .

2. THEORY

The theoretical treatment of Jones and Furry [11] expresses the 
transport of the desired isotope along the vertida (z) axis of a thermal 
diffusion column as

where t  is the transport in g se c "1, H the thermal diffusion transport co
efficient, c «  1 the concentration of the desired isotope, K the total re
mixing transport coefficient and dc/dz the concentration gradient set up 
along the length of the column.

The coefficient H is dependent on the thermal diffusion constant a, 
which, in turn, is a function of (m2- m 1) / (m2 + m1), where mj and m2 are 
the masses of the molecules containing the more abundant and desired 
isotope, respectively.

In the case of very small concentrations, the separation factor, q, can 
be expressed as the ratio of the concentration at the positive, or collection 
end to that at the negative, or depletion end. If a constant input of feed gas 
is maintained at the negative end, the latter will be the feed concentration, 
and q simply becomes the enrichment.

When separation and remixing balance, the transport r in Eq.(l)  
becomes 0, and the equilibrium separation factor qe will be

where A = H/2K represents a figure of merit, and L is the total length of 
the column.

At the start of a separation, when no concentration gradient is present, 
the transport of the desired isotope will be a maximum. He, and is called 
the initial transport.

The relaxation time, tr, characterizing the approach to equilibrium is 
the mass of the desired isotope that should be transported into the column 
to achieve equilibrium, divided by the initial transport or

where ju is the mass of gas per unit length of the column.
As both the separation factor and the relaxation time are proportional 

to L, a single column used to achieve a large separation factor can have a 
prohibitively long relaxation time.

Jones and Furry point out that this problem can be overcome in a 
multi-stage apparatus by designing the first stages to have a large initial 
transport and the final stages to have a small hold up or mass per unit 
length. They show that the most efficient production of enriched material 
is achieved when the separation factor is the square root of the equilibrium

t  = He- K(dc/dz) (1 )

qe = exp 2AL ( 2 )

(3)

42*
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separation factor. The characteristic time (tc) for the approach to this 
value is given by

t  = (m c / 2A ) n (4)

(He)!

where 1 and N refer to the first and final stages, respectively. The 
simplest means of minimizing tc is by the use of a two-stage system, the 
first stage having a large initial transport He, the second having a small p 
and large A.

3. COLUMN TYPES AND MODES OF OPERATION

Two extreme types of column can be employed: the concentric-tube 
type and the hot-wire type.

Concentric tube columns generally have large values of both p and H, 
and can therefore be employed where a high initial transport is desired and 
larger volumes of gas must be processed. Hot-wall temperatures are 
moderate (~300°C) so that dissociable gases can be handled. Large values 
of K limit the separation factors obtainable.

Hot-wire columns have smaller values of both H and p, and require 
higher hot-wall temperatures for efficient operation. As the remixing 
factor K is usually comparable to H, large separation factors can be ob
tained in columns of a few metres in length.

As the transport coefficients depend only on the column dimensions, 
the wall temperatures, the type of gas present and its pressure, the 
operating conditions can be closely controlled and great accuracy of 
enrichment can be obtained. This is an impressive characteristic of 
thermal diffusion systems.

The simplest way in which to operate a column is in the static mode, 
with reservoirs attached to its positive and negative ends. The desired 
isotope is enriched in the positive reservoir, and depleted in the negative 
reservoir. The transport from the negative end, He, therefore drops 
during operation, increasing the relaxation time.

The relaxation time can be reduced by increasing the value of H. This 
can be done by connecting a number of hot-wire columns in parallel, or 
by employing a concentric tube column.

The negative reservoir can be replaced by a stripping or derichment 
column, through which the feed gas is allowed to flow in opposition to the 
transport and, depending on the flow rate, emerges more or less completely 
stripped of the desired isotope. The point of introduction of the feed 
material will thus be held at the feed concentration, which is equivalent to 
connecting the system to an infinite reservoir. The thermal diffusion 
transport from the negative end now remains at its initial, maximum 
value.

The most rapid and efficient means of obtaining high enrichments is to 
use a two-stage system which would optimize the conditions set by Eq. (4). 
This could be achieved by a number of hot-wire columns in parallel for 
the first stage, followed by a single column in the second. It is more 
simple, however, to employ a single concentric-tube column as first stage, 
followed by a hot-wire column. A similar concentric-tube column can be 
employed as stripping stage.
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It is clear that a number of column configurations and modes of 
operation can be devised to suit the particular requirements, such as yield, 
enrichment and available sample material. Several such widely varying 
systems designed for the enrichment of tritium by the authors mentioned 
earlier are reviewed in the following section.

4. REVIEW OF THERMAL DIFFUSION PLANTS FOR TRITIUM
ENRICHMENT

The system devised by Gonsior [5] consists of two sections, a strip
ping section and an enrichment section, each of two hot-wire columns in 
series. Hydrogen is liberated from the water sample by electrolytic 
decomposition, and is allowed to flow through the stripping section, where 
about 99% of its tritium is retained. The tritium (as HT molecules) is 
transported to the collection end of the system, which is the bottom of the 
second enrichment column. The stripping rate is 2.5 1 STP/h. When a 
predetermined amount of gas has been processed the flow is stopped, the 
system run to equilibrium and the second enrichment column isolated. Its 
contents, which have been shown to contain well-nigh 100% of the tritium 
in the original gas, are withdrawn for counting.

This system relies on the quantitative concentration of tritium into a 
smaller volume and, given an exact knowledge of initial and final volumes, 
requires no calibration nor knowledge of the separation factor. The final 
yield is about 1 1 STP. A total time of about 25 h would be required to 
achieve an enrichment of 25 times. No figures of memory effects are 
given but they can be presumed to be negligible, as the system is con
structed of glass. A major disadvantage is the electrolytic conversion 
process, which implies intrinsic derichment of tritium in the gaseous 
phase.

Von Buttlar and Wiik [8, 9] employ a four-column glass apparatus 
similar to that described by Gonsior. Hydrogen is produced by the reaction 
of the water sample with magnesium. This step is quantitative and does 
not produce fractionation. A derichment section strips the gas of about 
99% of its tritium, at a flow rate of 2 1/h. In routine operation, 50 1 STP 
of hydrogen are processed, after which time is allowed for the system to 
run to equilibrium. The final yield after a total of two days' operation is 
3.8 1 STP at an enrichment of 13 times. The transfer is again quantitative, 
and reproducibility is excellent. The authors found no appreciable memory 
effect.

Both these plants are essentially single-stage enrichment systems, 
preceded by a stripping section. They have to be filled with hydrogen from 
a substantially tritium-free source before operation commences, i .e .  
sample gas flow is started.

The system used by Israel [13] was developed from Gonsior's 
apparatus and consists of two hot-wire columns in series. It is operated in 
the static mode, the negative, or top end, being connected to a 12-1 reser
voir. Hydrogen prepared by chemical decomposition of the water sample 
is filled into the system. Equilibrium is reached in 24 h. For routine 
operation the apparatus is run for 20 h, when about 89% of the tritium finds 
itself in the second column, an enrichment of about ten times. The re
producibility is 0.6%. The memory effect is not discussed.
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A new method for the extraction of tritium from the water sample 
simultaneously with its enrichment is reported by Shimizu and Ravoire 
[10] and is presented in greater detail elsewhere in these proceedings. 
Here, the water sample is introduced into the separating system itself, 
the vapour from the boiling liquid passing over a catalyst bed and ex
changing its tritium with hydrogen gas. The vapour is then condensed and 
returned to the boiler. The hydrogen is circulated past the top of a number 
of hot-wire columns in parallel, which deriches the gas of tritium. It is 
thence returned through the exchange cycle. As the water sample is de
pleted in tritium, the transport in the system decreases, i .e .  it is con
nected to a finite negative reservoir. The columns in parallel act as first 
enrichment stage. A single column constitutes the second stage from 
which the sample is collected, containing 91% of the original tritium. The 
yield is 1.94 1 STP, the enrichment depending on the volume of the water 
sample, which also determines the running time. A source of tritium-free 
hydrogen is required to act as exchange and enrichment medium.

An enrichment of 47 times is obtained in 64 h with a single column in 
the first stage. It is foreseen that 160 times enrichment can be achieved 
in 40 h using five columns in parallel in the first stage [14] .

Verhagen and Sellschop [6, 7] have described an enrichment plant 
which was designed according to the simple two-stage concept of Jones and 
Furry. It consists of two columns. The one is a concentric-tube column, 
into which hydrogen, produced from the water sample by magnesium

TABLE I. DIMENSIONS AND CONSTANTS OF 
THE TWO COLUMNS

C oncentric-tube Hot-wire
colum n colum n

Length, enrichm ent section

Length, stripping section

Radius, hot wall

Radius, co ld  wall

Gas hold-up (STP) at operating 
temperature

Tem perature, hot wall

Tem perature, co ld  wall

Power consumption

Separation factor
(theoretica l, for m axim um  effic ien cy ) 

Pressure 

H (theor. )

K (theor. )

3 .6 0  m 2 .7 5  m

3 .6 0 -m -

6 .3 0  cm 0. 05 cm

8. 70 cm 1 .6 0  cm

3 9 .5  1 1 .3  1

635'K 1200°K

300'K 300°K

18 .5  kW 1 .6 6  kW

26 384

0 .85  atm 0 .8 5  atm

1 .5 0 x  1 0 "3 g s e c '1 4 .8 8  X 1 0 '5 g s e c '1

1 .1 6  x 1 0 -1 g sec _1 1 .46  X 10 ~3 g s e c '1
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conversion, is introduced at its mid-point. Allowed to flow from the top, 
this gas is stripped of more than 95% of its tritium at flow-rates of up to 
330 m l/m in. The lower half of this column acts as first enrichment stage, 
a hot-wire column forms the second stage. Gas collecting at the positive 
end of the system is circulated through a palladium purifier, to eliminate 
heavy contaminants. Operating in this mode, with negligible positive 
collection volume, the system was run to enrichments of 800 times in 30 h. 
The intrinsic enrichment, without product gas withdrawal, was found to 
be reproducible to ± 1%, independent of the enrichment attained. For 
routine enrichment of low-level tritium, the system was run for 6 h, after 
which the gas was withdrawn at a predetermined rate. One litre STP of 
gas at 45 times enrichment was so obtained in an additional 3.2 h. The 
withdrawal step was found to be error-prone, the reproducibility in this 
mode being ± 10%. The memory effect is 3% without special precautions, 
such as flushing the apparatus with inactive hydrogen between runs.

This system is non-quantitative, and recovers about 50% of the 
tritium in the original sample. It requires prior calibration, but is capable 
of high enrichment in modest running times. It derives its intrinsic re
producibility from the fact that the feed point is at all times fixed at the 
initial concentration, and its speed of enrichment from always running well 
below its equilibrium conditions.

Further-development and experimental results on two different configu
rations, based on the columns employed in this system, are reported in 
the following section.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON A TWO-STAGE SYSTEM AND A 
SINGLE-STAGE SYSTEM

5. 1. General remarks

The constructional details and general mode of operation of the two 
columns employed in the Witwatersrand University tritium-separator have 
been described elsewhere [6, 7] . They are of all-metal construction and 
are mounted in a 50- ft shaft. The relevant dimensions and constants are 
given in Table I.

The water sample is converted to hydrogen in a self-regulating stainless- 
steel reaction vessel containing magnesium shavings at 600°C. It provides 
hydrogen at 5 PSI at flow rates of up to 4 l/m in  and can convert about 
200 ml of water with a single magnesium filling at near 100% efficiency.
This converter is an essential feature of an enrichment system of this type, 
as it is capable of filling both columns in about 10 min (i. e. a short 
time compared with the duration of an enrichment run) and can maintain a 
constant throughput of > 350 ml/min through the stripping stage. All the 
hydrogen contained in the system is therefore derived from the original 
water sajnple.

Two such vessels are at present being used; the one can be prepared 
with fresh magnesium whilst the other is in operation. The vessels can be 
exchanged rapidly. It takes about 20 min for the freshly prepared and 
evacuated vessel to attain operating temperature and to be adequately 
outgassed by further pumping. The columns are usually pumped down to 
about 10~4 Torr before a new sample is introduced. This takes about 1 h.
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5.2.  Two-stage enrichment system

This system consists of a stripping section and first and second 
enrichment stages (see Fig. 1(A)). The optimum flow rate for about 95% 
stripping efficiency for tritium is 350 m l/m in, but a somewhat higher flow 
rate is maintained. The resulting loss in efficiency is offset by the as
surance that the mid-point of the column is maintained at the feed 
concentration.

STRIPPED STRIPPED

TOEPLER

AUTO
TOEPLER

(A| (B )

FIG. 1. Flow diagram o f (A): 
<B):

two-stage system and 
single-stage system

The material collecting at the bottom of the first enrichment stage is 
circulated past the top of the second stage. Gas at the bottom of the 
second stage (or positive end of the system), is drawn through a palladium/ 
silver purifier, which removes heavy contaminants, such as air. It is 
then re-compressed by an auto-Toepler pump through a 1-1 collection 
volume back into the system at a flow rate of about 20 ml/min. In this 
way the tritium concentration in the collection volume is held close to 
that attained at the positive end of the separator. The contents of this 
volume also remain free of the collected impurities. At the end of an 
enrichment run the outlet stopcock to the collection vessel is closed, the 
pressure allowed to rise to 1.05 atm. and its contents transferred to a 
reaction vessel by mercury displacement.
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TABLE II. ENRICHMENT OF TW O-STAGE SYSTEM . (8 h)

Initial 
count rate 

(cpm )

Final
count rate

(cpm )
Enrichment

5 .2  i  0 .2 366 i  4 70 á 4

5 .2  i  0 .2 357 ± 4 69 i  4

5 .2  ± 0 .2 349 ± 4 67 ± 4

This method of sampling has provided an important improvement in 
both simplicity of operation and accuracy of enrichment. As was pointed 
out in section 4, the withdrawal step previously employed introduced an 
unduly large error (about 10%).

An enrichment time of 8 h has been standardized upon with this system. 
This is the maximum time during which the magnesium converter is able to 
operate efficiently at the required flow rate.

The enrichments obtained in three separate runs employing spiked 
material at about 1000 TU are shown in Table II. The errors stated are 
assessed from counting alone. The results reflect a scatter of about 3%.

The collected hydrogen is converted to ethane by reaction with 
acetylene in a 5-1 vessel which is directly connected to the separator. The 
product gas is counted in a |-1 proportional counter with a total background 
of 5.5 cpm and a sensitivity of 1 cpm per 200 TU at 65 cmHg. At 68 times 
enrichment, the sensitivity becomes 1 cpm per 3 TU. Applying the 4cr 
criterion in a 10-h count, the minimum detectable activity is 1.5 TU.

The memory effect of this system has been previously reported to be 
3% [7] . This has been shown to be a maximum cross-contamination 
between successive samples. By running the system once with tritium- 
free material between samples, the memory in the following sample is 
reduced to well below 1%. Such precautions are rarely necessary in 
practice, however, as all samples are first monitored for their concen
tration by direct counting, only those below 50 TU being enriched. The 
maximum cross-contamination is then 1.5 TU, which is about the limit of 
detectability.

5 ,3 . Single-stage enrichment system

This consists of the stripping and first stage of the above-mentioned 
system, i .e .  the concentric-tube column (see Fig. 1(B)). The positive, or 
collection end of this stage alone is connected to a loop consisting of the 
auto-Toepler, 1-1 collection volume, and an additional 10-1 collection 
vessel in series. Gas is circulated through this loop at about 1 1/min.

Because of this high flow rate, purification of the gas by palladium- 
silver barrier becomes impracticable and impurities collect in the enriched 
material. As the collection volume is large, however, the impurity con
centration in a typical run never exceeds 1%. This increases the average
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molecular weight at the positive end of the column by about 15%, and can 
noticeably affect the transport at that point.

At the end of the enrichment run the outlet stopcock of the 10-1 vessel 
is closed, and the final stroke of the Toepler pump, as well as the contents 
of the 1-1 collection volume, compressed into it. The inlet-stopcock is 
closed as well, and the contents of the vessel, now 10 1 STP, is transferred 
to a 20-1 reaction vessel for conversion to ethane. The transfer is done 
by absorbing the gas on a type 4A Linde molecular sieve at liquid nitrogen 
temperature. On desorption at room temperature part of the impurity 
fraction is retained, but some is transferred to the reaction vessel. This 
does not seem to interfere with the hydrogen-acetylene reaction, and is 
easily separated from the product ethane by differential pumping during 
vacuum distillation. A completely pure gas is so obtained which gives 
normal counting characteristics.

The samples are counted in a 2-1 proportional counter with energy 
discrimination. The background in the tritium channel is 2.6 cpm. For 
routine operation it is filled to 125 cmHg of ethane with a sensitivity of 
1 cpm per 35 TU.

A number of calibration runs was performed on the column with a 
tritium sample of 270 TU in the static mode (i .e . no stripping flow) for 
2.75 h, and in the stripping mode for 2.75, 4.50 and 8.00 h, respectively. 
The results are shown in Table III. The errors in the results on individual 
runs are counting errors only.

TABLE III. ENRICHMENT OF SINGLE STAGE-SYSTEM

Mode
T im e

(h)
Enrichment Mean

2 .6 5  ± 0 .06

Static 2 .7 5 2 .9 0  ± 0 .08 2 .7 9

2 .8 2  1 0 .08

4 .2 5  ± 0 .15

Flow 2 .7 5 4 .5 0  ± 0 .13 4 .3 5

4 .2 9  è 0 .1 5

6 .2 6  ± 0 .1 7

Flow 4 .5 0 6 .3 8  ± 0 .18 6 .2 8

6 .2 1 1 0 .1 5

7 .9 3  ± 0 .2 1

Flow 8 .0 0 7 .98  ± 0 .2 4 7 .9 3

7 .8 8  ± 0 .26
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The reproducibility of individual runs is good, varying from about 
4% at 2.75 h to about 1% at 8 h. The accuracy tends to improve with the 
duration of the run, indicating that errors in timing are important. This 
is to be expected, as a total variation of 5 min in starting up and closing 
down, which is not unreasonable, implies an error of nearly 2% in a run 
of 4| h.

The static running time of 2.75 h was chosen as it ensures equilibrium 
conditions, the resulting enrichment being the maximum attainable in the 
static mode. Even in such a short running time, an appreciable increase 
in enrichment can be achieved by operating the column in the stripping 
mode.

The results in Table III are presented graphically in Fig. 2. The 
errors plotted are 95% confidence limits, i .e . twice the deviation from the 
mean. The curve is an exponential fit to these results and is a plot of

(q-1) = (qe- 1 )( 1 - e r) (5)

(Jones and Furry [11], Eq. 195). This represents the approach to equili
brium for a column with an infinite negative reservoir and a finite positive 
reservoir, where

q = separation factor (enrichment)
qe = equilibrium separation factor
t = time
tr = relaxation time

The parameters which give the best fit of Eq. 5 on visual inspection 
are qe= 10 and tr = 5.4 h.
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Running the column in the static mode, with no stripping flow and with 
the positive end blanked off, it was found that the experimental value of 
2AL corresponded well with theory [12] . An experimental value of 
H= 0.75 X 10~3 g s e c '1 was obtained [7, 12] for the column in the stripping 
mode, from initial transport considerations. The fact that this is sub
stantially lower than the theoretical value of H = 1.5 X 1 0 '3 g se c '1 was 
ascribed to the upsetting of the streamline conditions in the upper half of 
the column, caused by the stripping flow. No experimental value of K is 
available, but as the lower half of the column remains undisturbed, it is 
reasonable to assume the theoretical value of K = 1.16 X 10 '1 g cm s e c '1. 
One can now calculate the equilibrium separation factor for the enrichment 
stage which gives qe = 10.3, in good agreement with the value extracted 
experimentally.

The yield of this system (10 std litres), when synthesized to ethane 
with acetylene can fill the 2-1 counter to more than its routine operating 
pressure of 125 cm Ilg. At 6 times enrichment the minimum detectable 
activity at 125 cm Ilg is about 1.5 TU in a 10-h count and 4a statistics.

As the down time between enrichment runs is at most an hour, the 
column can be run at two samples per working day at 6 times enrichment.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Thermal diffusion enrichment systems for tritium can be designed to 
operate in a large variety of modes, and such systems are flexible, in that 
enrichment, yield and running times can be adjusted to suit specific 
applications.

General experience by a number of authors shows the intrinsic accu
racy of enrichment attainable by this technique, and, although the initial 
construction and optimization of a system might present difficulties, the 
routine operation of established systems becomes quite simple and 
straightforward.

Results on the two systems described in this work show that the non
equilibrium approach provides a worthwhile reduction in running times in 
both single and multistage operation, without sacrificing the intrinsic 
accuracy of the method.

Whereas the metal construction of this apparatus increases the risk 
of cross-contamination, or memory effect, between samples, this does not 
present great difficulties when the systems are correctly handled.

The use of a concentric-tube column, either by itself or as the first 
stage in a multi-stage system, is an essential feature for short running 
times and high yields. It has been found to be completely reliable, with 
no breakdowns and little maintenance required during several years of 
operation.

The two enrichment/detection combinations: single stage enrichment 
and two-litre counter, and two-stage enrichment with half-litre counter, 
give comparable sensitivities of about 1.5 TU in running times presently 
employed.

The single-stage system is best suited to rapid routine analysis of 
samples down to about 2 TU. The two-stage apparatus is capable of much 
greater enrichments without loss of accuracy when running times are 
extended and can be employed to analyse samples with activities lower than 
can be handled by the former system.



TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE FIGURES FOR TRITIUM ENRICHMENT SYSTEMS 
AS REPORTED BY DIFFERENT AUTHORS

Author
N o. o f  
stages

Column
type

Routine 
enrichm ent, q

Running 
tim e, t 

(h)

Y ie ld , V 
(litres STP)

3h

recovery
Scatter 
% o f  q

M em ory
e ffe ct

Y ie ld  rate 
R = q V /t  
( litre /h )

Gonsior i H .W . ~ 2 5 ~ 2 5 1 100% - <i% 1

Von Buttlar e t al. 1 H .W . 13 48 3 .8 99 ± 1% <10% <i% 1

Israel 1 H .W . ~ 1 0 20 1 .4 90% 0 .6% - 0 .7

Ravoire et a l. ; i H .W . 47 64 1 .94 91% 4 .5 % 0.8% 1 .4
Shimizu 2 H .W . 160 40 1 .94 91% “ 7 .8

Verhagen et a l. 2 H .W .
C .T .

45 9 .2 1 ~50% 10% 3% 4 .9

Verhagen 
(this work)

2 H .W .
C .T .

68 8 1 ~50^o 3% 3% 8 .5

Verhagen 
(this work)

1 C .T . 6 .2 4 .5 10 ~ 50% 2 -  4% . 3% 13.8
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In the range of 1 TU and less, the memory effect becomes important, 
however, and special care would have to be exercised, such as decontami
nating the system with 'dead1 hydrogen. With such precautions it should be 
possible to detect concentrations down to 0.5 TU.

The most important features of the systems reviewed in section 3, as 
well as the two configurations described in this work, are summarized in 
Table IV. The performance of these systems is given in terms of the yield 
rate R = qV/t, where q is the enrichment attained in routine operation, V 
the yield of enriched material in litres STP and t the routine running time 
in hours.

7. SOME REMARKS ON 14C ENRICHMENT

It is interesting to investigate whether the arguments on two-stage 
operation and the use of concentric-tube columns are applicable to the 
enrichment of 14C.

The single-stage apparatus described by Haping et al. [4] employs 
five parallel hot-wire columns of 4.3 m in length. The negative and 
positive ends are connected to reservoirs of 350 1 and 8 1, respectively. 
Carbon monoxide, derived from the original C 0 2 sample, is introduced 
at about one atmosphere and the system allowed to run in the static mode. 
An enrichment of 16 times is obtained in a running time of about two 
months, during which the 14C concentration in the negative reservoir drops 
to about 30%.

To compare the expected performance of a two-stage system with 
Haring's apparatus, the transport coefficients for three types of column 
have been calculated for the separation of 14C from 12C in carbon monoxide 
and are presented in Table V. These are
1. The concentric-tube column described in this work.
2. A concentric-tube column with optimum dimensions for CO.
3. A hot-wire column with optimum dimensions for CO.

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED COEFFICIENT 
FOR 14C -12C IN COa)

H (g  sec"1) K (g  cm  sec *) A (cm  *)

1 6 .3 X 1 0 " 3 6 .3 X 1 0 '1 4 .8 5 X 1 0 '5

2 7 .5  x 1 0 "5 1 .3 X 1 0 '2 2 .9  X lO '3

3 3 .2  x 1 0 "5 3 .2 X 1 0 '3 1 .0  X l O '2

a) 1 . C .T .  co lum n. 2 . optim um  C .T .  co lum n. 3. optim um  H .W . colum n. 
(H ot wall temperatures for C .T .  colum ns: 600*K, H .W . colum n 1200°K. 
C old  w all temperatures: 300°K)
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It is clear from these results that although the concentric-tube column 
(case 1) has a substantially higher value of H than either the optimum 
concentric-tube column or hot-wire column, the figure of merit, A, is so 
low that a column of 43 m in length would be required to give an equili
brium separation factor of 100. This size is clearly prohibitive.

The optimum concentric-tube column has a value of H somewhat 
larger than that for the hot-wire column, but a lower figure of merit. As 
its mass per unit length is about four times that of the hot-wire column, 
it is clearly more advantageous to employ two hot-wire columns in 
parallel to achieve the same H.

It is clear that, for a gas such as CO, with its high density and low 
diffusivity, coupled with the low thermal diffusion constant for the 
14C -12C system, a concentric-tube column does not perform sufficiently 
well to justify its use over a hot-wire column. The simple two-stage 
design which performs so well for hydrogen presents no advantages here.

The only way to reduce the running time found by Haring would be to 
add more columns to the parallel array, and to fit the system with a 
stripping stage.

As the concentration in the negative reservoir in Haring's apparatus 
drops to one third during operation, the addition of a stripping stage would 
increase the average value of He by about 30%. Adding another three 
columns in parallel would increase He by 60%. The total reduction in 
running time to achieve the same enrichment would then amount to some 
50%.

Assuming that the stripping stage is identical to the enrichment stage, 
with a flow rate giving a derichment of about 100, the efficiency of the 
modified system would be much improved, as the amount of material held 
in the stripping stage at any time would be about 5 1 STP at feed concen
tration compared with more than 100 1 left in the negative reservoir of 
Haring's apparatus at the end of an enrichment run.

The increase in efficiency and decrease in running time achieved by 
these modifications would be worthwhile but it is doubtful whether they 
would weigh up against the attendant increase in complexity of the apparatus 
and its operation.
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D I S C U S S I O N

J. RAVOIRE; Have you measured any "dead" water with this sytem, 
with and without enrichment? If so, how did the results compare with one 
another?

B. T. VERHAGEN: We did make a comparison along these lines
using a water sample from the Sabi valley in Rhodesia. The water from 
this valley is assumed to be tritium-free but is not guaranteed to be "dead". 
Water from the same source has been measured by various laboratories 
and the results obtained lie between 0 and 5 TU. The minimum count 
rate obtained with our single-stage system was 1.5 counts/min, which corre
sponds to an activity in the original sample of about 10 TU. It is impossible to 
say how much of this activity is attributable to the water sample and how 
much was due to the tritium we introduced by contamination on the walls 
of the system. We shall only be able to separate these two components 
when we obtain "dead" material which is absolutely reliable.

J. RAVOIRE; Did you compare the results with those obtained with 
pure ethane?

B. T. VERHAGEN; It was difficult to make a comparison of this sort 
because the acetylene we use has a tritium content of about 40 TU and 
the ethylene reference material is also contaminated, as has been found 
by the IAEA laboratories.

T. FLORKOWSKI: You give a value of ± 3% for the memory effect
of your enrichment system. Does this figure refer to the initial or to 
the final tritium concentration? Do you have any ideas about the origin 
of this effect?

B. T. VERHAGEN: Unfortunately, I do not have a slide with me to
illustrate this point, but I can explain it as follows. We once ran a two- 
stage system and accidentally introduced a sample of about 10 000 TU 
into it. This is about 3 orders of magnitude higher than the activities 
we usually encounter in the southern hemisphere. We followed up this 
enrichment run on this very hot material with a number of runs on what 
we regarded as "dead" material and an exponential decrease was found 
to occur in the activity of successive samples. The ratio of the different 
points was, in every case, 3%, up to about 4 or 5 samples. After this it 
dropped to practically the normal level again. This is, of course, the 
overall memory effect. It can be in the water sample holder, the 
magnesium converter, the first or second-stage column or the purifier.
We have not separated these different components of the overall effect.
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H. I. WENDT: I should be interested to hear your views on the 14C
enrichment method. Would you not agree that it is more reasonable to 
try to improve counting techniques rather than to use the expensive and 
tedious enrichment procedure? The maximum age already obtained 
without enrichment is a little over 60 000 years.

B. T. VERHAGEN: I do not myself work with 14C so it is difficult
for me to answer this question. I merely happened to come across the 
work of Haring and thought it might be interesting to see whether the 
system he proposed could be improved. I understand, however, that 
Haring's system is being used on some samples by the 14C laboratory 
at Groningen, which has been able to extend its range of dating by about 
10 to 15 000 years in consequence. I would not venture to discuss the 
merits of improved counting techniques as opposed to the isotope 
enrichment method.
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EXTREMELY LOW-LEVEL 
SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER

C. SONNTAG
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Abstract

EXTREMELY LOW-LEVEL SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER. A 4 in. X 4 in . Nal(Tl) gamma 
spectrometer with an extremely low background o f 120 cpm above 30 keV is described. The y detection 
lim it for material in the 2-litre sample container surrounding the crystal ranges between 0 .3  and 0 .8  dpm 
over the spectral range from 0 .1  to 3 MeV. The spectrometer has been used for the measurement o f  low 
gamma activities, such as those due to small traces o f  impurities in various materials, and in searches for 
the decay o f extremely long-lived naturally occurring isotopes, such as vanadium-50 (fourfold forbidden 
8 transition, lower limits o f  h a lf-life  found to be 9 x 1016 and 6. 9 x 1016 yr for the two modes o f decay), 
calcium -48, nickel-58 and tellurium-130 (double 8 decay, half-life limits found for these three nuclides 
being 2. 0 X 10ls , 2 .4  X 1019 and 1. 6 X 101! yr, respectively). Recently the spectrometer was used for 
meteorite measurements. For the better detection of positron emitters, the spectrometer was extended 
by a yy-coincidence system by the addition o f an ordinary 3 in. x 1 ) in. Nal crystal. The detection 
efficiencies for annihilation radiation, !2Na and 26Al are 0. 3, 0. 7 and 0. 8 dpm respectively. In the 
St. Séverin meteoritic material 16. 8 dpm 40K (933 ppm K), 10. 7 dpm 54Mn, 9 .1  dpm n Na and 5. 8 dpm 
“ Al per 100 g were found. The material o f Esebi contains 11. 5 dpm 40K (638 ppm K) and 6.1  dpm 
26A1 per 100 g .

A Harshaw 4 X4-in. Nal (TI) crystal, specially designed for low-level 
radiation measurements, is surrounded by a 2-litre sample container, an 
inner shield of 4 cm of selected lead, a Geiger anticoincidence ring, and 
an outer 1 0 -cm shield of ordinary lead bricks with moderate intrinsic 
activity (Fig. 1). The inner lead absorber mainly eliminates quantum 
radiation produced in the outer lead shield by muons via knock-on 
electrons [1], This radiation forms an appreciable contribution to the 
crystal background which will not be eliminated by the Geiger ring unless 
the ring is hit by the muon itself or a charged secondary. The inner lead 
shield also suppresses the slight radioactive impurity contributions from 
the Geiger ring and construction material outside it. The whole system 
is located in a cellar with a 3-m  soil cover. The residual background 
has the extremely low value of 120 cpm for the total energy range above 
30 keV. The background fluctuation is below 2 per mille over several 
months. Figure 2 represents the background spectrum. It should be 
mentioned that in the dN/d InE plot used here two peaks of quite different 
energies, but of the same intensity and half-width, will be congruent.
The area under the spectrum represents the integrated count rate in the 
energy interval in question.

Generally, the y-detection limit ranges between 0.3 and 0.8 dpm over 
the spectrum range from 0.1 to 3.0 MeV, neglecting self-absorption in the 
sample material.

The maximum detectable half-life depends on the amount of the radio
active isotope which can be accommodated in the sample container, and 
consequently on the percentage occurrence of this isotope in theinatural 
element. If, for example, the amount of the isotope contained in the

675
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total sample (container capacity several kg for most materials) is one 
mole, the maximum detectable half-life ranges between 1 and 2.7 X 1018yr, 
depending on energy.

m

-Lead bricks 

-Geiger ring

-rial-crysfa/

■inner lead 
shield

a)

6)

FIG. 1(a) and (b). Geiger counter anticoincidence shield, (a) Overall cross-section, (b) longitudinal 
section o f  the inner part with sample container and second crystal for yy-coincidence measurements 
(dimensions in mm)

FIG.2. Anticoincidence background spectrum (one unit area under the 
spectral curve is equivalent to 1 cpm)

With this low-level spectrometer, long-lived naturally occurring 
Isotopes, such as 50V (fourfold forbidden /3 decay) 58Ni, 48Ca and 13i>Te 
(double /3 decay) were investigated for their y  activity. Since the activi
ties were expected to be very small, large amounts of sample material
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(séveral kg) had to be used. Here the problem arises that the sample 
material must be reasonably free from radioactive impurities. As will 
be shown in the following, an even more serious difficulty is due to the 
fact that the measurements of the background, which have to be subtracted 
from the sample spectrum, must in all cases be performed with a blank 
material of the same amount and a Z similar to that of the sample. The 
blank material must be absolutely pure radiochemically, a requirement 
essential for the reliability of long half-life measurements. Since no 
material available in large amounts (several kilograms) can be assumed 
to have no intrinsic activity at all, it is very difficult to decide whether a 
given material will be sufficiently pure for no intrinsic activity to be 
detectable. It is not sufficient to notice that this material lowers the 
background if packed around the crystal. If background reduction with 
increasing absorber thickness is less than expected from known absorption 
coefficients, there are always two possible causes for this — either the

E (MeV)-------- --

FIG.3. Copper blank spectrum after subtraction o f the background spectrum without blank material

absorber or the detector itself contains radioactivity. Since it is not 
possible to discriminate between these two possibilities, one cannot prove 
an absorber to be impure other than by finding a better one. It is a 
plausible assumption, however, that radiochemical purity usually goes 
with normal chemical purity, though there are several orders of magni
tude between the concentrations of these two kinds of impurities. This 
assumption has been verified in the present study. Moreover, a number 
of extremely pure materials, which had been submitted to quite different 
purification processes by the individual manufacturers, were shown to 
give an identical background reduction in the energy region between 1 
and 2 MeV, where Z dependence of absorption is small (Compton attenu
ation prevailing). These materials were copper (99.9998%), mercury 
(99.996%), tellurium ( > 99.999%), nickel (>  99.99%), double sublimed 
iodine (99.98%) and various organic compound samples. This leads to the 
belief that these materials have, in fact, negligible intrinsic activity and 
are therefore suitable as blank materials. This assumption leads to the 
remarkable result that 95% of the residual background is due to the 
detector itself. This would mean that only about 5% of the background is 
due to slight impurities of the inner lead shield. If one takes into account



TABLE I. RESULTS OF THE H A L F -L IF E  MEASUREMENTS FOR THE NATURALLY OCCURRING 
ISOTOPES 50V, 58Ni, 48Ca, 130Te

Investigated nuclide, 
isotopic abundance 

(%), and m ode o f  decay

Sample and 
its degree 
o f  purity

Background 
count rate

(cpm )

Sample 
activ ity 

count rate
(cpm )

Peak
e ffic  iency

(%)
H a lf-life

< yr)

V anadium -50, 0. 25 5 kg vanadi- 0. 888 * 0. 045 0. 037 ± 0. 068 3 .1 > 9. 0 X 1016 [2]

SOy -  EC -5»*x i  - um m etal,
99.66%

y (1. 58 M eV) -  s0Ti

5“V - 0 - 5“*Cr -
b lank: 5 kg

y (0 .7 8  M eV) -  5flCr
Copper m etal 99. 9998%

3 .3 9  ± 0. 086 0 .4 9  ± 0 .1 3 4. 5 > 6. 9 X 1016 [2]
radium

N ick el-58 , 68 4 kg nickel

58Ni -  2EC -  51 *  Fe -
powder > 99. 99% 
blank: 4 kg

3. 63 ± 0. 018 0 i  0. 026 4 .8 > 2 .4  X 1019

y (0. 81 M eV) -  58Fe copper m eta l 99. 9998%

C alciu m -4 8 , 0 .1 8 5 1. 36 kg CaF2

" C a - S "  0“ - 48* T i -
purified

y (0 . 99 M eV) - 48Ti or blank: 1 .3 6  kg 7. 07 ± 0. 027 1. 07 ± 0. 038 10 > 2 X 1018

" C a - B ' - ^ S c - B "  - c  c i 4+ c h 3o h
thorium

y (1 .0 4  M e V ) -^ T i
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TA B L E  I. (contd)

Investigated nuclide, 
isotopic abundance 

(7o), and m ode o f  decay

Sample and 
its degree 
o f  purity

Background 
count rate 

(cp m )

Sample 
activ ity 
count rate 

(cpm )

Peak
e ffic ie n cy

(ft)
H a lf-life

(yr)

T ellurium -130, 34. 5 

isoTe -  6" g~ 130 *  Xe -

1 kg Te m etal
> 99. 999

y  (0 . 528 MeV) - ls0Xe blank: 1 kg 
iodine 99. 98 
double sublimed

7. 22 ± 0. 025 0 ± 0. 036 5 .6 > 1. 6 X 10“

SM
-87A8 
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that the low-level mounted detector already has an extremely low 
background in view of its size, the shield turns out to be a very good one.

It should be noticed that the insertion of several kilograms of 
extremely pure blank material between lead shield and detector does not 
reduce the background count rate over the entire spectral range, as can 
be seen from the difference spectrum in Fig. 3, where the crystal 
background spectrum is subtracted from that with the copper blank. Only 
above 300 keV is the count rate negative, as expected from the slight 
intrinsic activity of the lead. The principal y  energies of the radium 
series are indicated.

FIG.4. Gamma spectrum o f  the purified CaF2 sample C C l4 background subtracted

In the energy regions from 0.1 to 0.3 MeV and from 0.4 to 0.55 MeV, 
however, the count rate is positive. This is brought about by different 
backscattering of y  quanta due to the detector activity (photo
multiplier etc .). In the absence of the sample, or blank material, these 
y quanta are backscattered by the lead shield, which is relatively far 
away from the detector. If, however, sample material is packed around 
the detector system, backscattering occurs at its inner surface very near 
to the detector. The detection geometry is thus improved, and the 
background in the low-energy region raised, even if' an extremely pure 
sample is inserted. Moreover, the occurrence of backscattering quanta 
depends on the atomic number of the material, being less at higher atomic 
numbers, since self-absorption of the soft backscattered quanta strongly 
increases in high Z materials. The backscattering effect shown in Fig. 4 
is only 3% of the total background, but will affect the results of large 
sample measurements, where weak activities are measured as small 
differences of relatively large count rates. This demonstrates that, even 
with best 7 -detector shields, 7 -activity measurements of large samples 
have to be performed in comparison with an absolutely pure blank material 
of the same weight and with similar atomic number.

Results for the long-lived nuclides studied are summarized in Table I. 
In the first column a description of the nuclide, its isotopic abundance 
and mode of decay are given. Column 2 shows the amount of sample and 
blank material used and its degree of purity. In columns 3 to 6 the count 
rates of the background and the net count rates of the sample in the particu
lar energy channels are listed. The peak efficiencies and the resulting
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half-lives are also given. In all cases no activity searched for could be 
detected. This leads only to lower limits for the half-lives. The nickel 
and tellurium samples have proved to be radiochemically pure, i. e. no 
activity could be detected. Small radium and thorium impurities were 
found in the vanadium sample, which could be accurately corrected for.
In the case of 48Ca, however, the radium and thorium impurities were so 
high that a correction was not feasible. A purification of the CaC03 sample 
by an ion-exchange method has therefore been attempted. The impurities 
were thereby reduced by a factor of 5. The resulting 48Ca spectrum shown 
in Fig. 4 has been corrected for the remaining radium and thorium by 
comparing it peak for peak with the spectrum of the extracted impurity, 
which spectrum had been obtained by subtraction of the purified sample 
spectrum from that of the original sample.

FIG. 5. yy-coincidence background spectrum for a crystal distance o f 1 .8  cm

The peak efficiencies of the spectrometer for a source homogeneously 
spread over the total volume of the container were determined experi
mentally for two energies, 0.661 MeV and 1.46 MeV, with homogeneous 
samples of CaSC>4 containing known amounts of potassium-40 and 
caesium -137. The gypsum calibration sample was homogeneously mixed 
with a sufficient amount of small iron bolts, to obtain the same bulk 
density, and thus the same degree of self-absorption, as in the vanadium 
or nickel sample, for instance. For the other y  energies the peak 
efficiencies were calculated on the basis of these measured efficiencies. 
The results are given in column 5 of Table I.

More recently, the apparatus was extended to a 7 7 - coincidence 
spectrometer by the addition of a normal 3-in.X 1^-in.NaI crystal facing 
the low-level crystal in such a way that only the front face of the crystal 
is exposed to the low-level crystal, the rest of the detector being com
pletely shielded (Fig. 1). This second crystal allows a triggering of the 
low-level channel by the annihilation quanta due to the positron emission 
accompanied by a 7  radiation to be measured in the low-level channel. 
Similarly to the work of several other authors [3-6] the authors used this 
technique primarily in the investigation of meteorites. Meteorites are 
first scanned for their total activity (potassium-40, manganese-54, and 
others), and then measured in coincidence for the radiation of 22Na and 
26A1 at a considerably lower background level. With a crystal distance 
of 1.8 cm the total 7 7 - coincidence background above 200 keV is 0.5 cpm. 
Its spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. The relatively broad peak at 950 keV 
is due to those 1.46-M eV potassium-40 quanta which have lost approxi
mately 510 keV by Compton scattering in the triggering crystal, then
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leave this crystal and enter the 4-in.X 4-in. crystal where they are 
absorbed. The background count rate below this peak is in part due to 
the Compton distribution of these quanta. As can be seen from the 
spectrum the channel coincidence background for the annihilation peak 
(511 ± 75 keV) is 0.065 cpm, for 22Na (1280 ± 75 keV) 0.010 cpm and 
for 26Al (1830 ± 75 keV) 0.0055 cpm. The corresponding detection 
limits (2 a) are 0.3, 0.7 and 0.8 dpm, respectively.

FIG. 7. 7'Spectrum o f the positron activity o f  the Saint Séverin meteorite

The meteorites St. Séverin and Esebi have been measured with this 
apparatus. Figures 6 and 7 show the spectra of the total y activity and 
that of the positron activity for the St.Séverin sample. The results of 
the spectrum analysis are summarized in Table II for St. Séverin and 
Esebi. The total specific positron activity is given twice for the yy- 
coincidence technique and for the single counter technique. In the case 
of St. Séverin, which fell in June of last year, the specific activities of 
aluminium-26, sodium-22, manganese-54, which have been corrected to 
the date of fall, give nicely consistent exposure ages with an average of 
(13 ± 2) X 106 yr. In the case of Esebi, which fell in 1957, 22Na decayed 
completely. The positron activity can be ascribed totally to its aluminium- 
26 activity giving an exposure age of (1.2 ± 0.15)X 106 yr. The specific 
potassium-40 activities correspond to a potassium content of 930 ppm for 
St. Séverin, and 640 ppm for Esebi. No photopeaks due to the y activi-
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TABL E II. RESULTS OF 7 - RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS FOR 
THE METEORITES ST. SEVERIN AND ESEBI

Name o f  m eteorite St. Séverin Esebi

Sample W eight (g) 95.7 138

Date o f  fall 27 June 1966 July 1957

Total specific  e+ activ ity 
(e + decaysAnin 100 g) 16- 1 ± 0 .4 5 6 .1  ± 0 .3 5

(511 ± 75 keV) (511 ± 70) 
co in c id en ce  count rate 
(cpm )

0 .4 5  ± 0. 012 0 .128  ± 0. 009

Crystal distance (cm ) 1. 8 2. 8

e+ peak e ffic ie n cy  (% ) 2. 8 2. 1

26A l:  specific  activity 
(dpmAOO g) 5 .8  i l . O 6 .1  ± 1 .3

22N a: specific  activ ity  
at date o f  fa ll (dpmAOO g) 9. 1 ± 1 .4 -

S pecific  e+ activ ity  with
out co in c id en ce  technique
(dpmAOO g)

1 6 .8  ± 0. 52 6. 2 ± 0 .  50

40K : specific  activ ity 
(dpm /100 g) 16. 8 ± 0. 73 11. 5 ± 1. 2

K content (ppm ) 933 ± 40 638 ± 67

54M n: specific  activ ity 
(dpm /100 g) 10 .7  ± 0 .7 3 -

Estimation o f  the radium 
and thorium activity 
(dpm /100 g)

< 5 < 2

Exposure age (X  106 yr) 13 ± 2 1 .2  ± 0 .1 5

ties of the thorium and radium decay series could be found in the 7  spectra 
of the meteorites. Unfortunately, the most intense 7  energies of the 
series are within the range 0.2 to 0.4 MeV, where many Compton scattered 
7  quanta generated from higher energy quanta occur. Slight radium and 
thorium contents therefore may be disguised by the broad distribution of 
the scattered quanta. Near 0.6 MeV both series emit an intense 7  radi
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ation but this peak may be covered from the right flank of the predominating 
annihilation peak. Therefore, only a gross estimate of the specific radium 
and thorium activity can be made, resulting in upper limits of 5 dpm/100 g 
for St. Séverin and 2 dpm/100 g for Esebi, respectively.

The peak efficiencies for the meteorite measurements were de
termined by a technique similar to that for the half-life measurements 
described above. For this purpose a model equal to the meteorite sample 
in magnitude and shape is filled with a homogeneous mixture of small 
steel balls simulating sample density and a water dissolving salve basis 
(alcohol cetylstearylicus emulsificans) containing a spike of a calibrated 
aqueous aluminium-26 and sodium-22 solution. This technique auto
matically makes allowance for self-absorption in the sample material.
Since the peak efficiencies for single counter technique are similar to 
those obtained for the half-life investigations, only the yy-coincidence 
peak efficiencies for the St. Séverin model will be given. These are 
2.8% for 511 keV annihilation quanta, 0.27% for the y radiation of 22Na 
and 0.22% for the sum peak of gamma 22Na and one annihilation quantum.
The efficiencies for 26A1 are 0.22% for the y and the sum peak.
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D I S C U S S I O N

E. E.  PICCIOTTO: What is your counting efficiency for gamma-
gamma coincidence in 26Al?

C. SONNTAG: In the case of the Saint-Séverin sample the crystal
distance was 1 . 8  cm and our gamma-gamma coincidence counting 
efficiency for 26A1 was 0.22%, both as regards the gamma and the sum 
peak. Self-absorption in the meteorite sample is included in this figure.
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S. PSZONA: Have you any measurements confirming the advantage
of using GM anticoincidence counters on the lower side of the Nal(Tl) 
crystal? Since the meson component of cosmic radiation is closely 
governed by the angle of incidence (Io cos3 6 , 6 -vertical angle), the upper 
part of the anticoincidence counters completely eliminates this component.

C. SONNTAG: It is true that in principle only the upper side of the
crystal requires to be shielded by the Geiger counters. However, a 
double range of counters should then be used in order to eliminate the 
muons traversing the space between the counters. If a double range of 
counters is used, they can also be placed around the crystal in the way 
we have done.

H. OESCHGER: I was impressed by the statement in your oral
presentation that 95% of the background is due to radioactivity in the 
crystal. This is something of importance to all of us working in this field, 
and I wonder whether you have contemplated any action to encourage 
manufacturers of crystals for scintillation counting to devote more 
attention to radioactive purity problems.

C. SONNTAG: We believe that the crystal background can be lowered
if the structural materials are carefully selected for low intrinsic activity. 
Prom blank measurements we know that such materials do exist, and we 
do in fact intend to discuss the problem with crystal manufacturers.

G. RAJAGOPALAN: Have you tried putting a disc-type anticoincidence
counter over the shield in order to reduce the background, as Mr. Loosli 
reported in his paper (SM -87/34)?

I am somewhat at a loss to understand how you get negative count 
rates in the 40K region when you subtract the background with the inner 
shield from the background without it.

C. SONNTAG: No, we have not tried the kind of anticoincidence
counter device described by Mr. Loosli.

Regarding your other point, 5% of the background is due to slight 
radium and thorium impurities in the inner lead shield. Radium and 
thorium, of course, emit gamma quanta of energies higher than that of 
potassium-40. The Compton distribution of these quanta falls partly into 
the 40K region. If therefore the radium and thorium activity of the inner 
shield is-nbaorbed by the copper blank, the result will be negative count 
rates in the 40K region also, as indicated in the difference spectrum.

H. WILLKOMM: What is the material of your anticoincidence
counters?

C. SONNTAG: The material is brass. The counters were supplied
by the Zentralwerkstatt für Geigerzâhler, Gottingen, Germany.

G. BERTOLINI: With reference to your study of the double beta
decay half-life of 48Ca, I should just like to mention that Goldhaber and 
der Mateosian at Brookhaven National Laboratory, working with 48Ca- 
enriched Cal(Tl) crystals, have lowered your limit for the half-life by 
two orders of magnitude.

C. SONNTAG: That is most interesting. However, it is not
surprising that our lower limit for the half-life of calcium-48 is several 
orders of magnitude below the true value apparently now found by 
Goldhaber, since the half-lives for double beta-decay are expected to be 
very high. The difficulty besetting the measurement of 48Ca gamma activity 
lies in the fact that its isotopic abundance is very small (0.185%), which
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requires the counting of large samples. Moreover, calcium has similar 
chemical properties to radium, resulting in relatively high radiochemical 
impurities in all calcium samples. Sample purification has proved to be 
not very efficient, so that only the use of enriched calcium samples, as 
Goldhaber clearly has now done, may partly eliminate these problems.
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Abstract

ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDED MULTIDIMENSIONAL GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETERS FOR LOW- 
LEVEL COUNTING. Multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometry is a new technique for the measurement 
o f  many gam m a-ray-emitting radionuclides which allows their direct identification and measurement in 
com plex mixtures o f radionuclides in diverse sample matrices without prior chem ical treatment. Great 
selectivity is obtained by providing an additional parameter o f separation for those radionuclides which 
decay through the emission o f  two or more gamma rays in cascade. The spectrometer measures the energies 
o f  these coincident gamma rays and stores the values obtained uniquely in the electronic memory according 
to the energy lost by each o f  them in the two primary crystals o f  the detector. Measured events from 
radionuclides which decay by single or non-coincident gamma-ray emission are stored according to the single 
parameter o f  energy lost in one o f the primary crystals. This greatly improves the selectivity while e ffe c 
tively decreasing the background and Compton event interference.

Through the use o f  anticoincidence shielding and special detector selection and design the high 
sensitivity necessary for low -level counting has been obtained. To achieve high efficiency, large detectors 
capable o f  accepting large samples in a near 4tr geometry are used to approach a total absorption detector 
system. An anticoincidence shield, consisting o f an annular detector o f  thallium-activated sodium iodide, 
or plastic phosphor, encloses the two primary detectors. This shield reduces the background by eliminating 
from analysis cosm ic-ray or other events occurring simultaneously in die principal detectors and the shield, 
as well as reducing the interference from those events wherein full energy absorption o f the gamma ray does 
not occur in the principal detector, and die degraded photon from this Compton event interacts with the 
shield crystal.

Performance capabilities have been determined o f several multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometers 
with primary detectors o f Nal(Tl) as large as 11 in diam. by 6 in.thick and with anticoincidence shields o f 
plastic phosphor as large as 36 in.diam. by 36 in.thick. Applications o f  these instruments to the natural or 
induced radionuclides useful in radioactive dating in m eteorological, oceanographic and sedimentation 
studies are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

For many years low-level alpha and beta counting instruments have 
been capable of measuring radionuclides at levels at least as low as a few 
tenths of a disintegration per minute. In the case of alpha counting this 
low level capability is possible even with alpha energy analysis, thus 
providing identification as well as activity determination of trace radio
nuclides. Although a similar capability for gamma emitters would be of 
even wider application, and possibly of greater value, such capability has 
been difficult to achieve. The largest of the multidimensional gamma- 
ray spectrometers described in this report is capable of measuring and 
providing gamma-energy spectra of some gamma emitters at levels of a 
few tenths of a disintegration per minute.

This paper is based on work performed under United States Atom ic Energy Commission Contract 
AT (45-U -1830.

687
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Although this low-level capability provides the sensitivity needed for 
many applications in the field of radioactive dating, other features of this 
counting system contribute importantly to its value. Great selectivity is 
obtained in multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometry, since it is a 
form of coincidence spectrometry and provides an additional parameter 
of separation for those nuclides which decay through the emission of two 
or more gamma rays in sequence (cascade). A multidimensional analyser 
analyses the cascade gamma rays received at the same time but in dif
ferent crystals according to their energies and stores them uniquely in the 
memory according to the energy lost by each of them in two primary 
crystals of the detector. Radionuclides which decay by single or non
coincidence gamma emission do not provide coincident signals to the 
analyser, so their counts are stored only on the axes of the analyser 
memory. This greatly improves the selectivity while effectively de
creasing the background and Compton interference by orders of magnitude 
for many radionuclide measurements. An example of the great selectivity 
afforded by this system is its ability to determine 18 radionuclides in air- 
filter samples containing mixtures of nuclear-test fallout, natural radio
nuclides and cosmic-ray spallation-produced radionuclides without 
requiring any prior chemical separation [1], And, in addition, because 
of the comparatively low self-absorption of gamma rays in materials, 
large samples may be counted with only small, readily corrected self
absorption errors. Even with large samples the counting efficiency is 
high, since very large detectors are used in this system.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The largest detector system [2] in use at the authors' laboratory is 
shown in Fig. 1. The two principal detectors are 11-in-diam. by 6 -in-thick 
Nal(Tl) crystals with 4-in-long pure Nal light pipes, and were obtained 
from the Harshaw Chemical Company. The top and bottom crystals with 
their light pipes have resolutions for the 137Cs line of 7.7% and 7.4%, 
respectively. Each crystal is housed in a 36-in. -diam. by 18-in. -thick 
plastic phosphor anticoincidence shield. Each plastic phosphor is viewed 
with six 5-in.-diam. RCA 8055 phototubes. A white reflective coating 
(Japalac ultrawhite) 1 covers those surfaces not viewed by the phototubes 
and the entire assembly is made light-tight by three layers of 1  mil alu
minium foil. The cladding of all detectors has been kept minimal to reduce 
photon interactions. The Nal(Tl) detectors are clad in 25 mil aluminium 
with a minimum of light reflecting material between this cladding and the 
crystals. The upper phosphor and crystal assembly can be raised or 
lowered by a geared screw mechanism to allow introduction of the samples. 
The lower phosphor is stationary, but the enclosed Nal(Tl) detector can be 
raised or lowered independently by a lifting mechanism mounted on the 
bottom plate of the lower phosphor to adjust for large samples. The entire 
detector assembly is housed in a shield of lead and borated paraffin bricks 
to provide four inches of lead in all directions and four inches of paraffin 
on the sides and top.

The Glidden Company.
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Amplified signals from the two principal detectors are routed to a 
4096-channel analyser (both Nuclear Data, Inc. and Packard Instrument Co. 
analysers have been used). The analysers have photographic readouts 
(Optikon) which permit a readout of the memory on four 3-in. by 4 -in. 
Polaroid prints in about four minutes. Paper tape perforator readouts 
(Tally) are used when data are to be analysed by a computer. Magnetic 
tape units are also used to enter background or standard spectrum data 
into the analyser memory for background subtraction and spectrum 
stripping operations. Each channel is capable of storing 262 144 (218) or 
99 999 events (depending on the type of analyser) before it re-sets to zero 
and continues to store.

Screw Gear 
Lif ting Mechanism

F IG .l. Large multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometer

3. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCEDURES

The 4096 channels of the multiparameter analyser are used in a 
rectangular 64 X 64 channel grouping where signals are stored in energy 
groupings of units of 47 keV so that an energy range of 3 MeV is provided. 
If a simultaneous (coincidence) event occurs in both crystals the pulse 
will be stored in a channel on the plane of channels bounded by the X and 
Y axes, and whose co-ordinates are determined by the energies of the 
events in the two detector crystals. Thus, in the case of 60Co, if the
1.333-MeV gamma rays were absorbed in crystal 1 and the 1.173-MeV 
gamma rays were absorbed in crystal 2 , the events would be stored in 
a gaussian distribution depending on the resolution of the detection systems 
and centred near the channel with an X co-ordinate of 28 (i. e. ~  1333/47) 
and a Y co-ordinate of 25 (i. e. ~  1173/47). Since it is equally likely that

44
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crystal 1 will get the 1.173-MeV gamma and crystal 2 the 1.333-MeV gamma 
a similar distribution of stored events will occur at the channel with an 
X co-ordinate of 25 and a Y co-ordinate of 28. The analysers have iso
metric oscilloscope displays of the spectrum which can be photographed 
for examination. Figure 2 compares such a photograph of a portion of 
the multidimensional gamma spectrum obtained from a mixture of 60Co 
and 46Sc with that from a single crystal, as in ordinary gamma spectro
metry. Scandium-46 also decays by the emission of two gamma rays in 
cascade, but the resolution of the ordinary gamma spectrometer is not 
sufficient to separate the 1.118-MeV peak of 46Sc from the 1.173-MeV'peak 
of S0Co for measurement. In contrast, the upper spectrum in which the 
brighter dots indicate channels where counts are stored which are in 
excess of the background, shows a clear separation of the four areas repre
senting 60Co and 46Sc.

Energy 1

FIG.2. Comparison o f multidimensional gamma-ray and single-crystal spectra

3. 1 Compton interference reduction

In these systems Compton events are mostly cancelled by the anti- 
coincidence annulus detectors. Although some are counted, their inter
ference with the measurement of the photopeaks of other radionuclides is 
much less than with single crystal spectrometry. Because of the added 
dimension the Compton events occur mainly in bands a few channels wide 
extending from each axis to each photopeak. Photopeaks from other radio
nuclides generally fall in areas little affected by these Compton areas. 
Figure 2 clearly shows that few of the 60Co Compton events lie in the areas 
of the 46Sc peaks. The authors' measurements show that, if in this case 
there were equal numbers of counts in the 60Co and 46Sc peaks, the 60Co 
Compton correction for the 46Sc peak would be less than 4%. Small back- 
scatter peaks can also be seen on these spectra in the Compton regions.

3. 2 Background reduction

The background counting rates, which normally underlie the gamma 
spectra, are spread out over the energy-energy area in multidimensional

44*
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gamma spectrometry so that the background correction for any specific 
peak is also reduced. In addition, many other factors of these detector 
systems operate to reduce the background counting rates. The sensitivity 
obtainable with these detectors is strongly dependent upon these back
ground counting rates. The background counting rate for an 11-in-diam. 
6 -in.-thick detector shielded with four inches of lead and used as a normal 
gamma spectrometer is shown as the top curve in Fig. 3. Prominent on 
this curve are photopeaks which result from contamination in the materials 
of the detector and its surroundings. Among these are a peak of 0.51 MeV 
from the annihilation of positrons, a peak at 1.47 MeV from 40K, and 
peaks at 2.61 and 3.2 MeV from 208T1. Although the 40K photopeak is 
large, it is lower by a factor of 2 to 3 than it would be without the 4-in . 
pure sodium iodide light pipe which shields the detector from the 40K in 
the photomultiplier tubes. A reduction in the background of about 20% at 
energies lower than 1.47 MeV also results from the light pipe. Although 
this reduction is small, it is a reduction which cannot be obtained by 
massive shielding or anticoincidence techniques.

FIG. 3. Comparison o f  background count rates o f  an 1 1-in .-d iam ., 6-in .-th ick crystal with 
various types o f  shielding

The large plastic phosphor shield generally reduces the background 
two- to threefold just by bulk shielding. Greater reduction is obtained when 
it is operated as an anticoincidence shield. In this application it is used 
without energy analysis to operate the anticoincidence gate of the analyser 
so that signals from the principal detectors are not accepted for analysis 
during the period when a signal is received from the annulus crystal. This 
reduces the background by eliminating from analysis normal background 
and cosm ic-ray events occurring simultaneously in the principal detector(s)
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with the anticoincidence shield. It also acts to increase the sensitivity for 
measuring a radionuclide in a mixture of radionuclides by reducing the 
interference from those events wherein full energy absorption of the gamma 
ray does not occur in the principal detector and the degraded photon from  
the Compton event interacts with the shield crystal. These events are not 
stored.

When operated with anticoincidence shield the background is generally 
three- to tenfold lower, except at some photopeaks. Some of these photo
peaks are not present in the non-shielded spectrum. The very prominent 
peak at 2.225 MeV is due to cosmic-ray interactions with the lead shielding 
and plastic phosphors [3], Cosmic-ray showers in the lead or other 
materials produce neutrons which are thermalized and captured by hydro
gen nuclei with a resultant 1H(n, y)2H reaction, giving the 2.225 MeV prompt 
gamma rays. A threefold reduction in this photopeak was obtained by 
lining the lead shield with a 4-ia-thick layer of borated paraffin (5 wt. %B) 
which captured most of the neutrons. Although this capture of the neutrons 
by the boron also results in a prompt gamma ray, it has a low energy and 
is readily cancelled by the anticoincidence shield. If the anticoincidence 
shield is a Nal(Tl) crystal no 2.225-MeV peak is observed [4]. However, 
a Nal(Tl) crystal large enough to be used as an anticoincidence shield for 
an ll-in .-diam . detector is not available at present.

An additional neutron reaction which contributes noticeably to the 
background of the Nal(Tl) crystal is neutron capture by the iodine in the 
crystal, 127I(n, y)128I. A cascade of gamma rays is emitted in this reaction 
with a total energy of about 6.8 MeV and with the anticoincidence shielding 
this full energy peak becomes very prominent. The neutron shielding 
provided by the borated paraffin walls and ceiling reduces this sum peak 
substantially with a small but significant reduction in the background at 
energies below the sum peak.

The incorporation of high-purity materials of construction, sodium 
iodide light pipes on the detector crystals, anticoincidence shielding and 
borated paraffin shielding produces a background reduction of about an 
order of magnitude. The addition of the coincidence mode of operation 
brings the total background reduction to three to five orders of magnitude 
lower than that obtained with the same crystals used in normal gamma 
spectrometry with four inches of lead shielding.

3. 3 Counting efficiency and sensitivity

The efficiency of the new 11-in. -diam. by 6-in. -thick crystal system  
for point sources of radioactivity is compared with that of a 5-in. -diam. 
by 6-in. -thick crystal system in Fig. 4. The total efficiency is given as 
the per cent of the gamma rays emitted by a source, which are totally 
absorbed in the two detectors. The coincidence counting efficiency is 
given as the per cent of total absorption of two cascade gamma rays, one 
each in each of the two detectors. The coincidence counting efficiency of 
the large system is three- to five-fold greater than that of the 5-in. system 
for energies above 1 MeV. An additional major advantage of the new 
system compared with a smaller system is its high counting efficiency for 
large diameter samples (Fig. 5). In the larger system both the single 
crystal and the coincidence counting efficiencies remain relatively high 
for increasing source diameter. For example, the coincidence counting
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FIG. 4. Total counting efficiencies and total coincidence counting efficiencies for two multidimensional 
gamma-ray detector systems

FIG. 5. 60Co counting efficiencies in two crystal systems as a function o f sample diameter

efficiency of 60Co on the smaller system drops almost three times as fast 
in going from a point source to a 5-in. -diam. source. Thus, the total 
coincidence counting efficiency of a 5-in. -diam. 60Co source would be 
approximately nine times greater on the new detector system than on the 
smaller detector systems. This allows the direct counting of many large, 
low-activity, samples with counting efficiencies comparable to that of 
small samples.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITIES FOR SOME 
RADIONUCLIDES OF THE 11- IN .-D IA M . BY 6- IN .-THICK DUAL 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM USING THREE DIFFERENT COUNTING 
TECHNIQUES

N uclide Gamma peak 
(M eV)

D etection  lim it (dpm )

Gamma spectrometry3 Gamma spectrometry 
with A. C .a

MDGRSb

22Na 0 .5 1 45 13 0. 20

0 .5 1  + 1 .2 8 50 10

«N a 1 .3 8 48 12 0. 07

2 .7 5 23 3

26A1 0. 51 43 12 0. 11

0 .5 1  + 1 .83 35 6

S9C1 0. 25 72 25 0 .67

1 .27 109 22

“ Ti 0. 51 47 13 0 .1 4

0 .5 1  + 1 .16 56 11

“ C o 1 .1 7  and 1 .3 3 42 8 0. 21

Assume activ ity  equivalent to 0 .1  background rate measurable. 

Assume activ ity  equivalent to  0. 5 background rate measurable.

Table I gives a comparison of the sensitivity performance capabilities 
of the dual 11-in. -diam. by 6-in. -thick detector system used in normal 
gamma spectrometry, normal gamma spectrometry with an anticoincidence 
shield, and multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometry (MDGRS). The 
sample size was chosen as 2-in. -diam. by 0.5-in. -thick, and the channels 
chosen for analysis generally included only about 80% of the photopeak so 
as to represent common counting practices. It was assumed that, for 
normal gamma spectrometry, an activity level equivalent to 0.1 of the 
background counting rate could be measured. However, since the back
ground for multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometry would only give on 
the order of 7 to 54 counts for 1000 min. (and Poisson statistics would 
need to be used) is was assumed that, for this case, only an activity level 
equivalent to one half of the background counting rate could be measured.
On these bases the large multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometer is 
more sensitive by a factor of about 200 than normal gamma-ray spectro
metry, and about a factor of 40 better than normal gamma-ray spectro-
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metry with an anticoincidence shield. It should be emphasized that the 
counting efficiencies obtainable under the conditions chosen for Table I 
are lower than those shown in Fig. 4 by factors of 2 or more since the 
sample size was chosen to be 0 .5 -in. thick, which requires the crystals 
to be separated by that distance. Where smaller samples can be used, 
either because the specific activity is sufficiently high, or because a 
chemical separation has been effected, greater sensitivities are obtained.

Important as this great sensitivity is, in many cases the outstanding 
selectivity of this counting method may prove more valuable. Where 
trace quantities occur and must be measured in samples which contain 
other radionuclides at trace or higher levels, radiochemical methods are 
often difficult, lengthy, and in some cases complicated by trace radio
nuclides present in reagents, on laboratory ware and even on the dust 
carried by laboratory air. In many cases the high selectivity allows 
essentially total instrumental analysis of a wide spectrum of radionuclides 
with little or no handling or possibility of contamination during laboratory 
manipulations.

4. APPLICATION TO GEOCHRONOLOGY

The unique combination of great sensitivity and selectivity of multi
dimensional gamma-ray spectrometry makes it of great potential value 
for the measurement of many gamma-emitting radionuclides at very low 
levels in environmental samples containing other radionuclides. The 
method is most effective for gamma emitters where decay results in the 
emission of two or more gamma rays in coincidence. Such complex decay 
schemes are more the rule than the exception so that most radionuclides 
can be measured by this technique. An indication of the capability of this 
technique for measuring radionuclides in meteorites can be seen in the 
results of a measurement made by Wogman of the authors' laboratory on 
material from the Bruderheim meteorite. Although only 40 g of this 
meteorite were available, a 4000-min. count allowed measurement of the 
following radionuclides to the standard deviations shown: 22Na (20%),
26A1(10%), 40K (3%), ^ T i (30%), 60Co (33%), 232Th (50%), and 238U (35%).
This may be compared, for example, to the 26A1 measurement made by 
Rowe [5] with an estimated error of 3.5% on a 2.15-kg sample — a sample 
over 50 times as large. It should be noted that values were also obtained 
for 44Ti, 60Co, 232Th and 238U which, were not measured by the normal 
gamma spectrometric method used by Rowe. Although measurement did 
not include the 54Mn, this was due to the fact that over four years (over 
four half-lives) had elapsed between Rowe1 s count and the authors' . Rowe 
also saw indications of the additional short-lived radionuclides 46Sc, 56Co 
and 58Co. Each of these radionuclides decays with gammas in cascade and 
thus their spectra could have been separated and identified by multi
dimensional gamma-ray spectrometry if the sample had been counted soon 
enough.

Another example of the unique usefulness of this multidimensional 
gamma-ray spectrometer is in the study of mixtures of trace levels of 
radionuclides in which some have half-lives so short as to preclude chemi
cal separations that take much time or are very complex. The natural 
radionuclides in the atmosphere produced by cosmic-ray spallation of
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argon present such a mixture. Among the radionuclides in this mixture 
are 34mCl (32 min.), 38C1 (37 min.), 39C1 (55 min), 38S (2.9 h) and % a  (15 h). 
The decay of each of these radionuclides involves the emission of at least 
two photons in coincidence and they are thus particularly suitable for 
multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometry; in fact, the first observation 
of 38C1 and 38S in rain-water was made by this method [6]. To eliminate 
all interference from other airborne radionuclides and to facilitate their 
rapid measurement, the radioisotopes of chlorine are separated from the 
rain by a rapid AgCl precipitation. The precipitate containing the chlorine 
radioisotopes is then counted directly while the supernate is evaporated 
and its residue counted directly for 38S, 24Na and other airborne radio
nuclides (e. g. radium and thorium daughters, and nuclear-test debris).
The only interference from these other radionuclides in the 38S and 24Na 
measurements is that resulting from the high-energy coincidence gamma 
rays of 208T1 (10.6 h), a thoron daughter. The 208T1 gamma rays normally 
produce negligible interference in the 38S measurement but may account for 
as much as 10 to 20% of the count-rate at the 24Na coincidence peak. 
However, the strong coincidence peak of 208T1 at 2.61 by 0.58 MeV allows 
its precise measurement, and very accurate corrections for its minor 
interference at the 24Na or the 38S coincidence peaks can be made. Although 
the concentrations of all these radionuclides are very low in rain (less than
1 to about 100 dpm/1), except for 34mCl they are normally measured with 
a standard deviation of 3 to 10%.

The half-lives of this group of radionuclides are short compared with 
the sedimentation rate of the atmospheric aerosol to which they become 
attached, and thus they exist at very nearly equilibrium at a given altitude. 
When precipitation scavenging occurs, either by rainout (in the cloud) or 
washout (below the cloud), this equilibrium is disturbed and the change in 
radionuclide ratios permits an estimate of precipitation scavenging plus 
residence time in cloud droplets, while the absolute concentrations are 
indicative of the altitude at which the precipitation originated. Measure
ments of both absolute and relative concentrations of this group of radio
nuclides are presently being made in rain samples which show substantial 
differences. These differences are being used to help define the precipi
tation mechanisms which occur both in the cloud and in the air below it.

In addition to the examples discussed above other valuable appli
cations are; (a) counting of 26A1 in meteoritic material and, perhaps, deep- 
sea sediments in the presence of some radium and thorium which interfere 
with normal gamma spectrometry; (b) direct determination of uranium in 
achondrites which contain some thorium; (c) the direct measurement of 
minute amounts of airborne radionuclides, including 134Cs, 22Na and 137Cs 
on air filters from various altitudes and geographical locations to define 
atmospheric circulation and mixing [7]; (d) the direct measurement of 60Co 
and 46Sc ratios in the Columbia River and ocean water, and in their sedi
ments, to determine mixing and deposition rates [8, 9]; and (e) the direct 
counting of 226Ra and 228Th in biological samples to define biological uptake 
and retention [10].
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D IS C U S S IO N

E. E. PICCIOTTO: What is the approximate cost of the spectrometers
described in your paper?

J .M . NIELSEN: The large system cost about $70 000, while the first
one, with a crystal 6 in. in diameter by 4 in.thick, cost around $50 000.

G. SPANNAGEL: Have you ever looked for 26A1 in tektites? The
origin of tektites is still a mystery, and your spectrometer might well 
be useful in elucidating it.

J .M . NIELSEN: So far we have had no opportunity to do this. If
someone will let us have some tektites, we shall be very pleased to carry 
out the measurements.

P. K. KURODA: How much rain water do you need in order to measure
the 38C1 and 39C1 activities, and what are the levels of these activities?

J. M. NIELSEN: The amount required depends on the time taken to
get the water to the laboratory. We have done it with slightly over 1 litre, 
but we prefer 30 or 40 litres. Regarding the activity levels, we get about 
100 counts from 1 litre over several half-lives.

G. RAJAGOPALAN: Would not a Perspex light pipe be better than
one of Nal, because of the inherent 40K contamination in the latter material?

J .M . NIELSEN: You are, of course, right about 40K contamination
in Nal, but the high Z and high density of Nal make it on balance more 
suitable. We have indeed constructed a system with an 8-in.Perspex light 
pipe, the main effect of which was to reduce the geometrical efficiency 
for the 40K in the photomultiplier tubes. Low -40K photomultipliers could 
be used, but at the time of construction of the system described the light 
pipe cost less.

G. F. CLEMENTE: I should like to give a description of an apparatus
for low-level radioactivity measurements with a gamma-gamma coincidence 
spectrometer. Further improvements in gamma-ray spectrometer 
measurements consist in the employment of gamma-gamma coincidence 
methods. These methods range between a simple coincidence circuit 
gating a multichannel analyser and a multidimensional gamma-ray 
spectrometer [1-4].

A multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometer is rather expensive 
and its use is therefore not widespread. On the other hand, any other 
gamma coincidence device requires the use of one or more windows, which 
select a suitable portion of a gamma spectrum to obtain the gating signal. 
When using a standard single-channel analyser the exact positioning of 
the window is rather difficult, if accurate discrimination between very 
near regions of a spectrum is required. The instrument I describe here



TABLE I. ENERGIES OF SELECTED PEAKS, BACKGROUND AND MINIMUM DETECTABLE AMOUNTS

Radio
nuclide

C oin cidence  peak 
(keV)

Sum
peak
(keV)

C oin cidence  
betw een sum 

peak and: 
(keV)

Measured
peak

(keV )

Background
(cp m )

Minimum 
detectable 

amount 
(pC i) 

(see text)

22Na 551;1276 1787 511 1276 0. 07 1

. R u-106Rh 513:624 1137 513 624 0 .1 5 100

“ C o 1173:1133 2506 1333 1173 0 .035 10

88 y 908:1853 2761 908 1853 0 .0 4 10

B a-140La 328 :490 818 490 328 0 .0 5 4

C e - 144Pr 695:1485 2180 695 1485 0 .1 1 400

698 
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has been developed to overcome this difficulty. It consists of a single
channel analyser provided with an output1 which, when directly connected 
to a multichannel analyser, gives the display of the portion of the spectrum 
passing through the window whose position is therefore much simplified.

The block diagram is shown in Fig.- 1. Two Nal (TI) crystals,
4 in.X 4 in.each, are employed. The signal from one of the two crystals 
is fed into a multichannel analyser through a suitable delay line. A signal 
obtained from the coincidence of two signals (one passing through a 
window positioned on the sum peak, the other one passing through another 
window positioned on a single peak) triggers the gate circuit of the multi
channel analyser, and the signal (coming through the delay line) corres
ponding to the second peak can be counted.

FIG. ID . Block diagram o f the experimental arrangement

The couple of crystals, 3 cm distant from one another, are surrounded 
by a 20-cm-thick lead shield, to reduce the background when the assembly 
of the two crystals is used as a quasi 4w gamma-ray counter. The 
preamplifiers are simple emitter follower circuits. The adding circuit 
is a voltage divider, which consists of two resistors of 500 each, 
connected to each arm of a potentiometer (linear, 1000 Í1). The output is 
obtained from the central arm of the potentiometer. The amplifiers, 
windows, coincidence circuit and scaler are grouped into a single unit 
completely transistorized and specially designed according to the require
ments of the measurement.

A typical sum coincidence spectrum obtained from a 22Na source with 
the above-described instrument is shown in Fig. 2.

Obviously, when the apparatus is properly calibrated the use of a 
multichannel analyser is no longer necessary and it can be cheaply substi
tuted by a scaler counting the coincidence pulses. The number of these 
pulses is equal to the one accumulated by the multichannel analyser 
(see Fig. 2,B).

The following radionuclides were considered: 22Na, R u -106Rh, 60Co,
88Y, Ba- 140La, C e -144Pr. In Table I are given the energies of the selected 
peaks, the background, and minimum detectable amounts2 in the selected 
counting conditions. In Table II there are shown the minimum detectable

1 and 2 in Fig. 1.



TABLE II. MINIMUM DETECTABLE AMOUNTS OF NUCLIDES TO BE MEASURED

N uclides to
Interfering nuclides

be measured 22Na R u-106Rh OU3

88 y

22Na
^ ------500

1
not

interfering
not

interfering

Ru-106Rh 150

50
not

interfering
not

interfering

“ C o
15 ' ' ' '

3000 10000

15
X

not
interfering

88 y
15

3000 10000

10
-

interfering
X

L a -140Ba
50

3000 10 000 

50
not

interfering
not

interfering

C e -144Pr 500

3000 10000

500
not

interfering
not

interfering

700 
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amounts2 in picocuries (left lower half) of the radionuclide to be measured 
in the presence of a certain amount (right upper half) of the interfering 
radionuclide.

FIG.2D. Normal (A) and sum -coincidence (B) gamma spectra o f  a 22Na source

When the number of counts due to the interference of another nuclide 
is of the same order of magnitude as the one due to the radionuclide to 
be measured, it is necessary to calculate them separately by means of an 
obvious system of two linear equations.
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20% error at 95% confidence level in an average time o f measurement o f 20 h.
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Abstract

COMPARISON OF TRITON-X EMULSION SYSTEMS WITH DIOXANE SOLUTIONS IN LIQUID 
SCINTILLATION COUNTING OF LOW-LEVEL TRITIUM IN WATER. The recent development o f  a technique 
involving the use o f  a Triton-toluene mixture as solvent for aqueous low -level tritium scintillation counting 
has prompted a comparison o f this system with that based on dioxane-naphthalene as solvent. Optimum results 
o f measurements made with a com m ercial Packard liquid scintillation spectrometer are as follows: for the 
dioxane system, a 25-m l sample containing 20% (i. e. 5 ml) water has a background o f 8 .4  cpm and efficiency 
o f  12.1%, corresponding to 230 TU/cpm, and for the Triton system, a 25-m l sample containing 24% (i. e.
6 m l) water has a background o f 10.0 cpm and efficiency o f 16.8%, corresponding to 138 TU/cpm.

Reproducibility o f  the Triton-toluene system (in which part o f  the water is solubilized and part emulsified 
by die Triton) is excellent and only a very little extra care is required for sample preparation.

A comparison o f actual counting times needed to give specified statistical precisions for samples in 
the range 500-10 000 TU shows that very considerable reduction is possible with the Triton system. The 
advantages o f  this system are also clearly demonstrated from a comparison o f com m only used figures of 
merit.

INTRODUCTION

The use of a homogeneous dioxane-naphthalene solvent system for the 
scintillation counting of tritiated water, pioneered by the work of Furst, 
Kallmann and Brown [1], was developed by Langham et al. [2] and Werbin 
et al. [3] . Kaufman et al. [4] compared the various solvent systems and 
concluded that dioxane-naphthalene is the best available; this has formed 
the basis for much of the HTO counting done in recent years [5, 6, 7] . 
Suspension counting techniques, mainly employed for inorganic and bio
chemical samples have been reviewed by Davidson [8] and Rapkin [5, 9] ; 
their use circumvents the problems of quenching action and sample insolu
bility but is limited, especially for low-energy beta particles from 
tritium, by opacity effects and self-absorption [10-12] . However, the 
potential of a heterogeneous system for the counting of tritiated water 
samples is evident from the results of Shapira and Perkins [13], who 
obtained efficiencies of up to 10% for 2 0 -ml samples containing 5% water 
dispersed with Thixcin and Hyamin in toluene, while Gordon and Wolfe [14] 
reported 14% efficiency with Cab-O-Sil as dispersion agent for water in a 
mixed solvent system, 20 ml samples containing up to 6.5% water.

Promising results were obtained by Meade and Stiglitz [15] for tissue 
samples suspended in a toluene solution with the detergent T riton -X -100; 
the use of the latter as emulsifying agent for aqueous solutions in toluene 
was first reported by Patterson and Greene [16] who found efficiencies of 
up to 10% for 2 0 -ml samples containing 23% water. Important limitations

703
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of the technique and precautions to be observed in its use were emphasized 
by Benson [17] . The results of these investigators point to the high 
potential and excellent sensitivity of the method and have led to the present 
comparison.

BASIS OF COMPARISON

In low-level counting one of the most important factors is the actual 
counting time required to achieve a desired statistical precision. This 
time can be estimated as follows:

The standard deviation (as ) of the net sample counting rate (Rs ) can 
be estimated from

° s  = -I a t  +  °b  =
Rs + Rb Rb

Tt + Tb
( 1)

where Rb and Rt = Rs + Rb are, respectively, background and gross counting 
rates and Tb , Tt corresponding counting times.

In low-level counting practice, the standard deviation of Rb is usually 
determined by counting backgrounds periodically for much longer counting 
times than samples, and although often a constant for a particular system  
is seldom negligible in comparison to at (due to various experimental 
factors such as electronic instability, e tc .). Furthermore it provides a 
practical estimate of the limit of detection.

Rewriting (1)

Rs + Rb 
T, +  <*b (2)

And, if a represents the per cent error in Rs, arbitrarily taken at the 
"68% confidence lim it".

a 10°os
R s

1 0 0  / R s + R b  . 2-----  / -----------  + a
R s. V  T t b

(3)

whence

104(RS+R b)

Tt = a2 R2 - 104ct,2 (4)s b

An "optimum system" may be considered as one where Tt is a minimum, 
or l /T t a maximum, and this is the criterion applied to compare the dioxane 
and Triton systems. Less specifically, but again from the point of view of 
minimizing the counting time, and to facilitate comparison with other experi
mental set-ups, the two systems are also compared with respect to the 
commonly used figures of merit [18] E2V 2/R b and e2/R b where E is the 
efficiency, V the volume of tritiated water, and e represents counts per 
unit time per unit specific activity, henceforth referred to as the 
"sensitivity".
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

All samples were counted in a Packard Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer, Model 3002 (Packard Instrument Co, La Grange, 111. ) in 
25-m l screw-cap polyethylene vials supplied by the Packard company, as 
were scintillator solutes (naphthalene, POPOP and PPO) and T riton -X -100 
(Rohm and Haas trademark), purified for liquid scintillation counting. The 
T rito n -X -100 was further purified by silica gel [16] ; after three months 
of storage its counting and emulsifying properties remained unchanged. 
Commercial toluene and 1-4 dioxane were of AR grade. Further purifi
cation of the dioxane by reflux and distillation over sodium was found not 
to improve its counting properties (i .e . lower background, higher 
efficiency) sufficiently to justify the effort involved. The counting proper
ties of the Packard polyethylene vials were found to be very reproducible 
and considerably superior to those of glass vials (cf. ref. 19). NBS 
standard tritiated water was used for all necessary calibrations.

DIOXANE SYSTEM

The scintillator solution consisted of dioxane containing, per litre of 
solution, 100 g naphthalene as secondary solvent, 6.0 g PPO and 0.3 g 
POPOP, this mixture having been shown by Kaufman et al. [4] to be of 
optimum composition for the counting of tritiated water. Figure 1 shows the 
quenching effect of the addition of tritiated water to this mixture -  succes
sive increments causing progressively greater quenching until the point is 
reached where the increase in quenching on further sample addition equals 
or exceeds the additional radioactivity. Total volume of the counting sample 
was kept constant at 20 ml. From the above discussion of criteria, the 
"optimum mixture" is one for which e2/R b (or E2V2/R b) is a maximum. In 
this case, since background decreases slowly with increase of water con
centration, maximum e (or EV) is required. From the curve, the optimum 
mixture is: 20% water, 80% scintillator -  this result agreeing fairly 
closely with that of Kaufman et al. [4] who found 18.6% to be the best value 
for the proportion of water.

The samples were counted under optimum conditions for low-level 
activities in a relative channel width of 1:10 and at a temperature of 3°C.
At this temperature phase separation occurred in samples containing water 
proportions greater than 20.5%. A check on counting sensitivities and 
backgrounds for the best mixture, versus total sample volume, showed 
that optimum results could be obtained if practically all the volume of the 
polyethylene vials were used. Thus the best system was found to be one 
of 25 ml volume, containing 5 ml water, 20 ml scintillator, for which 
background was 8.4 cpm and efficiency 12.1%, corresponding to 230 TU/cpm.

TRITON SYSTEM

Preliminary experiments were made with several different scintillator 
compositions, similar to those described by Patterson and Greene [16] 
and Benson [17] . The one used by Benson was finally adopted and consisted 
of two parts by volume of toluene and one part by volume of Triton, this

45
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mixture containing 5.5 g PPO and 0.1 g POPOP per litre of solution.
Sample preparation was found to be one of the most important variables, 
a point particularly emphasized by Benson [17], whose "method 2 " was 
found to give the only really satisfactory results (with respect to both re
producibility and efficiency) as it did with him also. The method is as 
follows: The scintillator solution and water sample are accurately pipetted 
into the counting vial which is then placed in a warm water (38-42°C) bath 
and shaken occasionally until the contents become transparent, about three 
minutes being required. The vial is then placed in the counter without 
further agitation (so that no air bubbles are trapped in the resulting fine, 
viscous emulsion) and allowed to cool before being counted. It was found 
that if the samples were not heated, but simply well shaken, the amount 
and type of shaking markedly affected the properties of the emulsion so 
that reproducibility of counting was impossible to attain even if the vials

W ATER CONTENT OF COUNTING SA M P L E  
1 % BY  VOL)

FIG. 1. Dioxane system. Influence o f  addition o f  water (constant specific activity) on count rate 
efficiency . Volume o f counting sample constant (20 ml)

were carefully tapped down to distribute the contents uniformly. On the 
other hand, with the heating method, not only were sensitivities better but 
the count rate remained stable for three days, and identical samples, 
counted long enough for statistical errors to be very small, gave count 
rates reproducible to 1-2%, which compares very well with the reproduci
bility encountered with the dioxane system. Reduction of temperature from
4.0 to -4.0°C was found not to increase efficiency as claimed by Benson; 
also a cooling period of about two hours only was needed for the count rate

45*
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to become steady. The fact that toluene diffuses slowly through polyethylene 
[19] ] was found not to measurably affect count rates -  at least over a three- 
day period.

Figure 2 shows the variation in count rate and counting efficiency with 
the percentage of tritiated water incorporated into the sample, of total 
volume 20 ml. Between water concentrations of 14 and 16% there is a 
discontinuity in both curves, a result in agreement with that of Benson, who 
found that this critical range was from 14.3% to 16.5%. Benson investi
gated this region slightly more thoroughly and gives an interesting dis
cussion of its interpretation, which may be summarized as follows. For 
samples containing less than 14% water the Triton solubilizes the water,

WATER CONTENT OF COUNTING SAMPLE 
(•/. BY VOL)

FIG. 2. Triton system. Influence o f  addition o f  water (constant specific activity) on count rate and 
efficiency. Volume o f  counting sample constant (20 ml)

the appearance of the resulting solution at room temperature ranging from 
clear (up to 10% water) to hazy. The steady decrease in counting efficiency 
is due to dilution and chemical quenching mechanisms normally encountered 
in homogeneous systems. As the proportion of water is increased above 
14%, the Triton begins to emulsify the excess water; an abrupt decrease in 
quenching occurs and the counting efficiency rises, only to decrease again 
beyond the critical region due to light losses in reflections from emulsified 
droplets and to absorption of weaker beta particles within the droplets 
(self absorption).
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From the curve, the optimum solution mixture is one containing 25-2 7% 
water. The region between 2 7 and 30% was not investigated -  the sample 
containing 30% water did not become transparent at 40°C and the emulsion 
was not stable but settled out rapidly. As for the dioxane measurements, 
optimum instrument settings for low activities were employed at a relative 
channel width of 1:10. Temperature was set at 3°C, since no improvements 
were noticed for temperatures below this value.

For a sample of total volume 25 ml, containing 6 ml, i .e . 24%, water 
and 19 ml scintillator as specified above, background count rate was
10.0 cpm and efficiency 16.8%,corresponding to 138 TU/cpm .

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Dioxane Triton
Counting times (min) Rb = 8 .4  ± 0 .1 Rb = 10.0 ± 0.1

from Eq. (4) 1/e = 230 TU/cpm 1/e = 138 TU/cpm
E = 12.1% , V = 5 m l E = 16. 8%, V = 6 m l

500 T U  -  10% precision 
(1. 62 X 1 0 '6 pCiAnl)

286 112

1000 T U  -  5% precision 
(3. 24 X 10"6 pCi/tnl)

342 142

5000 T U  -  2% precision 
(1. 62 X 10‘ 5fiCi/m l)

169 90

10 000 T U  -  2%  precision 
(3. 24 X 10-5 jiC iAn l)

69 39

e2/Rb (e in cpm/TU) 2. 25 X 10~6 5. 26 X 10"6

cpm
(e in  . , ) 

( iC iA n r
2.14 X 1011 5.01 X 1 0 11

E2V z
— —  (V in ml) 

Rb
436 1016

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

Table I summarizes the experimental results and facilitates a compa
rison of the two systems. It is clear that the counting properties of the 
Triton system, where the water sample is partly emulsified in toluene, 
are superior to those of the homogeneous dioxane system. Use of the 
former makes possible a considerable reduction in counting times, or, 
alternatively, the determination of lower activities for specified counting
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times and precisions. The slight amount of extra care and time involved 
in sample preparation is more than justified on these grounds; moreover 
improvements in the Triton figures could result from a more thorough 
investigation of the possible combinations of water, toluene and Triton. 
Improvements to both systems could perhaps be achieved through use of 
other scintillator solutes, such as butyl PBD, recently investigated by 
Scales [20] . A systematic search for other emulsifying agents, leading to 
partly or completely emulsified water samples in efficient scintillating 
solvents, should provide interesting results from both the theoretical and 
practical points of view.
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D IS C U S S IO N

H. BARKER; Did you give any consideration to the use of ultra
sonics to facilitate the formation of the emulsions?

P. H. WILLIAMS: Since the emulsions obtained by the heating method
were so fine and stable, we did not consider the use of ultrasonics to be 
necessary for the preliminary work. However, it should be emphasized 
that the above experiments are by no means exhaustive, because we had 
available, before this Symposium, only one 500 g bottle of Triton. We 
have been informed that the Packard company will have larger supplies 
in stock in the future, and we hope to continue our investigation as soon 
as possible.
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Abstract

LOW-BACKGROUND COUNTING WITH SILICON DETECTORS. Large-area silicon detectors with a 
sensitive area o f up to 4. 5 cm 2 have been prepared. Their use in  total activity measurements on low levels 
of activity was investigated. The stability, accuracy and reproducibility o f  counting rates in long-term 
operation are given. Measurement o f the pulse-height distribution and intensity o f  cosm ic-ray background 
are presented for various detector thicknesses. The large-area single-unit detectors are suitable for 
beta-ray spectra analysis in the low-energy range down to 10 keV. The background count o f a beta-ray 
spectrometer consisting o f two shallow silicon detectors operating in anticoincidence was less than 0. 26 cpm 
per c m 2.

INTRODUCTION

Over recent years semiconductor detectors are in wide use in beta 
spectroscopy, showing high energy resolution, low-background count and 
good, long-term stability.

The present work is related to the application of silicon surface 
barrier and lithium-drifted detectors to low-background total beta activity 
measurements from solid sources. Included are measurements of counting 
efficiency, background count rates and count-rate reproducibility.

For total activity measurements the silicon surface barrier detectors 
with sensitive areas of about 4. 0 to 4. 5 cm2 were used. Using a field 
effect transistor (FET) input stage preamplifier an overall energy reso
lution at the temperature of about 5°C was better than 9 keV (FWHM* 1) for 
625 keV (ICE2). For spectroscopic measurements lithium-drifted silicon 
detectors with thicknesses of up to several millimetres were used.

COUNTING EFFICIENCY

The effective counting efficiency of silicon detectors applied to total 
activity measurements depends on the pulse height distribution given by 
the detector and on the discrimination threshold. As is well known, the 
signal produced by the detector is proportional to the beta-particle energy 
loss in the sensitive volume of the detector.

If the sensitive thickness is small compared to the beta-particle 
range, the pulse height distribution given by the counter will exhibit a

1 FWHM = full width half maximum.
1 ICE = internal conversion electrons.
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sharp maximum corresponding to an average energy loss of long-range 
beta particles. This energy peak must be well resolved from the noise 
background spectrum; however, the low discriminator setting is limited 
by the background count arising from the pile-up of noise crests. In 
addition, the beta particle backscattering out of the detector sensitive 
volume distorts the spectrum, giving rise to the number of pulses in the 
low-energy tail. In accordance with Bothe's theory [1], the ratio of the 
number of backscattered electrons to the number of incident electrons f  
is independent of the primary energy. The backscattering effect depends, 
however, on the angle of incident particles to the detector surface.

In the present measurements the counting efficiency was estimated 
on the basis of the analysis of pulse height spectra given by 2it and 4w 
silicon detectors.

For the study beta spectra of 35S for the low-energy region and 32P 
for the high-energy region were used. Measurements of the 35S were made 
with silicon surface barrier detectors and measurements of the 32P with 
lithium-drifted silicon detectors. The carrier-free radioactive 35S 
solution was dropped directly onto the surface of one of the detectors.
The total number of particles detected and their pulse height distribution 
were measured. Afterwards, a second identical detector was placed 
close to the first one, giving 98% of 4ir counting geometry. The indivi
dual yields of both detectors were measured and found to be equal within 
the statistical error of measurements when a geometrical correction 
factor for the second detector was used. This proved that the direct 
evaporation of the source on the detector's sensitive surface did not 
introduce any additional errors into the measurement. After electrically 
connecting both detectors in parallel, a 4 tt counter was obtained and the 
total count and pulse height distribution measured.

The method used for 32P measurements was identical, except that 
the source was evaporated on a thin plastic foil placed between the 
detectors.

Figure 1 shows the pulse height distributions obtained with 2 w  and 
4 ît silicon detectors. The Kurie plot of experimental results is presented 
in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the results obtained with a 47r counter are 
in good agreement with the theoretical plot and indicate almost a 100% 
intrinsic counting efficiency. Thus, the counting efficiency of a 27r counter 
can be calculated as a ratio of the number of counts yielded by both 
detectors. Figure 3 shows the effective counting efficiency versus dis
criminator bias obtained from the measurements of 35S beta particles, 
with a source-to-detector distance of 1 mm and a ratio of the effective 
counting efficiency to the counting efficiency calculated on the basis of a 
theoretical spectrum of 35S. It can be seen that about 35% of the counts 
are lost due to the backscattering of beta particles away from the 
detector's sensitive volume. The counting efficiencies estimated for 
several beta emitters are given in Table I. If the detector's sensitive 
thickness is thinner than the particle range, as has been pointed out 
previously, the result is an additional distortion of the high-energy tail 
of the spectrum given by the detector; however, if the discriminator level 
is being set at the low-energy end, which is not distorted, the effective 
counting efficiency will not be affected.
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BACKGROUND COUNTS

As is well known, the background counts arise from radioactive 
contamination of construction materials, from environmental radiation, 
from detector and preampliefier noise and from cosmic radiation.

Energy f keV)
F IG .l. Pulse height distribution o f beta particles from 35S source yielded by 2n and 4ir silicon counters

FIG.2. Kurie plot o f  35S spectrum obtained with silicon detector

Operating the counter in a chamber made of materials free of radio
active contamination [2], and with minimum air within the chamber, 
decreases the alpha and beta background to a negligible level. Also, the
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environmental gamma radiation background can be considerably reduced 
by appropriate lead or iron shielding. Thus, when the discriminator level 
is set high enough to disregard the counts from the pile-up of noise, and 
assuming that the semiconductor detector is not yielding any spurious 
counts due to breakdown effects in its sensitive volume and on the contacts, 
the main contribution to the background count will arise from cosmic 
radiation.

5 0  !0 0  1 5 0

c ' a  p

D is c r im in a to r  level (keV )

FIG. 3. Counting efficiency o f silicon detector in beta particles measurement o f  35S source

TA B L E  I. COUNTING EFFICIENCIES VERSUS DISCRIMINATOR 
LEVEL SETTING OBTAINED WITH 2tt SILICON COUNTER

Source Fc m ax

(keV)

Counting e ffic ien cy
( %

Discriminator level

20 keV 30 keV 80 keV

14C 158 .5 30 19 6

35S 167 .4 28 18 7

32p 1711 36 35 32

90 y 2260 35 35 32

Examination of background count rate was made with a silicon counter 
450 juin thick. The background count rates under various shielding 
conditions are given in Table II.

The basic phenomenon in a semiconductor detector responsible for 
pulse production by cosmic rays is the direct ionization involved by charged 
particles passing through its sensitive volume.
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For high-energy mesons and electrons a semiconductor counter can 
be regarded as a dE/dx counter. Assuming a complete charge collection 
in the counter, an observed pulse height spectrum produced by cosmic 
rays will depend on the intensity, mass, energy, the angle of incident 
particles to the detector surface, and on the probability of the partition 
energy loss ( A, A + dA) by a particle on its way (x) through the counter 
(according to the Landau function) [3, 4],

The counting system applied to measure the cosmic-ray background 
count rate and its pulse height distribution consisted of two silicon 
detectors placed coaxially in horizontal planes with d m illim etres1 
separation. The upper detector was a lithium-drifted detector made of 
p-type silicon 3 cm2 in a sensitive area and 2500 pm thick. The lower 
detector was a surface-barrier detector 38 mm2 in sensitive area and 
450 pm thick, made of 3000 ohm cm n-type silicon. Figure 4 presents 
a spectrum taken with the silicon surface-barrier detector 450 pm thick. 
The observed maximum corresponds to the energy loss 175 keV ± 20 keV.

FIG.4. An energy loss o f  cosm ic-ray spectrum taken with silicon detector 450 pm thick

The result obtained is in good agreement with the most probable 
energy loss calculated according to the theoretical Landau function, as
suming that the average particle path through the detector corresponds 
to the cosm ic-ray intensity maximum at an angle of 30° to the detector 
surface.

A theoretical and most probable energy loss in a silicon wafer 1 mm 
thick (p = 2 .4  g /cm 3) was calculated to be 350 keV, and an experimental 
average energy loss is 325 keV ± 20 keV. Figure 5 shows the theoretical 
Landau distribution and an experimentally measured energy loss plotted 
as E /A o  (Ao - most probably energy loss). In addition, the angular cosmic- 
ray intensity distribution is shown.
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TABLE II. BACKGROUND OF SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR  
COUNTER 450 /Km THICK

Shielding
conditions

Background count measured 
in the energy range 

15 keV -  3 MeV 
(cp m /cm 2)

Detector loca ted  in
a thin brass 4 .3  ± 0 .1
enclosure

Bakelite sm all-volum e
counting cham ber 3 .7  ± 0 .1

Additional lead
shielding 8 cm  thick 1 .6  è 0 .1

* Theoretical Landau d is tribution

FIG. 6. A percentage number o f background counts due to cosm ic rays as a function o f discrimination 
level setting for various detector thicknesses
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The results obtained permit prediction of the cosm ic-ray energy loss 
distribution for detectors of various thicknesses. A family of curves 
giving the percentage of counts due to cosmic rays as a function of dis
criminator level setting for various detectors is presented in Fig. 6.

The cosm ic-ray background measured with the lithium-drifted silicon 
detector was 1.43 ± 0.1 cpm /cm 2.

COUNT-RATE REPRODUCIBILITY

Investigations have been made as to whether, in long-term operation, 
any errors may be found in addition to the statistical fluctuations theo
retically expected.

A test was carried out with a silicon surface barrier detector 2 cm2 
in a sensitive area having, at a temperature of 25°C, an energy resolution 
of 9 keV (FWHM). During the test period gain and discriminator level 
stability were better than 1%. The source-to-detector distance was kept 
constant. The detector's sensitive depth was 400 ium. The discriminator 
bias was set at 60 keV.

The count-rate reproducibility in measuring 90S r -90Y beta activity 
was within a statistical error of 1%. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
The detector yield was 15 cpm and the test period six days.

FIG.7. The counting rates reproducibility in measuring 90Sr-9(lY beta activity

The total activity measurements of a 210Po source, using 105 counts, 
after 13 days gave a drop in count rate of 6.28%, which was within the 
statistical error, taking into account the half-life of 210Po. Deviation of 
the measuring points from the average decay curve was within the theo
retically expected percentage standard deviation of 0.3% (Fig. 8).
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The results obtained indicate high accuracy and good reproducibility 
of count rates in long-term operation at room temperature; however, the 
following requirements must be fulfilled: changes in the detector noise 
level should not affect the count rates in the region above the discriminator 
level. The discriminator bias instability should not limit the accuracy of 
measurements.

These requirements are relatively easy to fulfil in measurements of 
high-energy particles but for weak beta emitters such as 14C and 35S, these 
conditions become rigorous.

1 210 Po source T?e ■ ¡38,4 d -

J, 103000
SifAujZcrri
Discriminator 5.3 rms noise

^ >02000 x_  theoretical points 
—  measuring points

101000

100000

99000 /
a*T

98000
/ i r

97000

96000

HIIÍK*
1 2  3 4 S Í  7 â S 10 It 12 13

Time, days — —

FIG.8. Counting-rates o f  210Po source in long-term stability test

FIG.9. A theoretical screening coefficient and experimental results obtained with an 
anticoincidence silicon counter

LOW-BACKGROUND COUNTER

The necessity to eliminate the cosm ic-ray background has led to an 
anticoincidence arrangement consisting of two shallow silicon detectors 
placed back to back in a horizontal position.

The background count rate measured with the lower detector in 
anticoincidence with the upper-guard detector was 0.26 ± 0.05 cpm per 
1 cm2 of sensitive area, and the screening coefficient was 97%.
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In Fig. 9. can be seen the theoretical curve and experimental results 
obtained for various spacings between the main detector and the guard 
detector.

The theoretical screening coefficient was calculated using a GIER 
computer, and assuming the formula J = J0 cos2 cp for the angular distri
bution of cosmic rays.

LARGE-AREA COUNTERS

Large-area counters were constructed by the electrical connection of 
single-element detectors in parallel; however not much was gained in 
counter efficiency in beta-particle measurements by increasing the sensi
tive area over a few cm2 , as the capacitance and reverse current increase 
involve rapid increase in the noise level and decrease in energy resolution.

Relatively good results were obtained by constructing a 100 cm2 
mosaic consisting of five in-series connected rows, each consisting of ten 
single-element detectors connected in parallel. The overall energy 
resolution was about 160 keV for 625 keV (ICE). Such connection ensures, 
at the preamplifier input, a relatively low capacitance and a low overall 
reverse current.

Experience obtained in the course of the construction and testing of 
multi-element detectors has proved that it is possible to obtain low-noise 
large-area detectors only, when individual preamplifier input stages for 
each detector are used. The signal-to-noise ratio of a large area mosaic 
can be achieved which is as good as that available for a single detector. 
However, such procedure increases the cost of the counting assembly and 
seems at present to be out of practical use.

CONCLUSIONS

Since the beginning of 1966 silicon detectors have been used in the 
authors' laboratory as 2w counters in measurements of weak beta samples 
in the region of 0.1 to 10 dpm. They proved to be easy in operation, and 
stable. The counting efficiency obtained indicates that they are superior 
compared with conventional G-M counters and plastic scintillators.

The low-background count of an anticoincidence counter shows a 
possibility of constructing a low-background counter of extremely low 
overall size. The residual background can be further considerably reduced 
by using specially selected shielding conditions.

The useful detector area of about 4 cm2 is considered to be optimal 
in the present state of the art of detector technology and preamplifier 
parameters. The use of large-area mosaic-type detectors does not seem, 
at present, to be of any practical interest in routine measurements, 
mainly aue to the high cost of the assembly.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T
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D I S C U S S I O N

W. R. SCHELL: Have you measured conversion electron spectra
with the silicon detectors?

J. CHWASZCZEWSKA: We measured 201Bi internal-conversion
electrons, and found from the results that the resolving power of the silicon 
detector was 9 keV at 0°C. I should add that the measurements were 
performed in 2.-7r geometry, not 4-7T.
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Abstract

4tt LOW-LEVEL BETA COUNTER USING TWO Si-Au DETECTORS. In connection with 32Si dating, a 
4tr counter using two Si-Au detectors was constructed for counting 0 radiation from 32P.

The Si-Au counters were operated in parallel; the active area was 2 cm2 for each counter. In the 
100 keV -  400 keV interval the background was as low as 2 cph, and the efficiency for 50 mg KC1 was 50%.

INTRODUCTION

In connection with the laboratory's 32Si measuring programme [1, 2], 
the detection of extremely low activities (a few dph) became an urgent 
necessity. While fabricating solid sample flow counters of a type, pre
viously described [3], the possibility [4, 5] of using Si-Au (surface barrier) 
detectors for low-level counting of beta and alpha radiation was recognized.

Low background may be expected because (a) the compactness and the 
small volume of the sensitive region of the counter makes it relatively 
insensitive to gamma rays, (b) the high purity of the silicon crystal makes 
radioactive contamination extremely unlikely and, (c) false pulses can be 
suppressed by adapting the discriminator settings to the energy of the 
radiation to be measured.

In this paper a description is given of a counting system which employs 
two Si-Au detectors operated in parallel as a 4ir counter. Special care 
was taken to select clean material for the encapsulation of the detectors. 
Background as low as 0.5 cph/cm2 of the counting area and, at the same 
time, counting efficiencies of 50% for 50 mg of KC1 compare favourably 
with the solid sample flow counters reported previously [3] .

DETECTOR PRODUCTION

The detectors are made of 3000 ohm/cm n-type silicon, cut into
1.5-m m -thick circular slices of 2.2 cm diam.

The processing of the crystals mainly follows the conventional methods 
[6, 7] . No attempt is made to perform the processing in dust-free air. 
Visible dust particles are wiped off the crystal surface by a fine, clean 
brush before depositing the back and front contacts by evaporation. The 
barrier is grown in the laboratory air.

MOUNTING

Shortly after depositing the front and back contacts the detectors are 
mounted on a piece of Perspex with thermosetting silver paste. A 0.1-m m  
silver wire fixed in the silver paste makes electrical connection to the

721
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back contact (Fig. 1). Electrical connection to the front contact is made 
in a similar way (not shown in Fig. 1).

The two detectors are placed face to face, less than 1 mm from each 
other, giving essentially a full 47t counting geometry for the sample counting.

M ylar film  w ith  sam ple

___________ m_____________
V /////A

< ^ ////////////Æ >

1
’ e rspex

Silver w ire
Detectors

1cm

F IG .l. Detector assembly

The sample is mounted between two 0.9 m g/cm 2 Mylar foils glued on either 
side of a rectangular 0.13-mm-thick Mylar film with a hole somewhat 
smaller than the active area of the detectors. For 2-cm2 detectors the 
sample is spread over a 1.5-cm2 area. Centring of the sample between the 
detectors is ensured by giving the Mylar film the same outer dimensions 
as the Perspex pieces on which the detectors are mounted. The detectors 
and the sample are then put into a box with the same inner dimensions as 
the outer ones of Perspex pieces. The box is made of Trovidur, the 
inner surface of which is coated with silver. The silver surface, which 
serves as an electrical shielding for the detectors is connected to the outer 
shielding of a doubly shielded coaxial cable.

METAL AND ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING

The counter is operated in anticoincidence with a flat multiple anode 
flow-type counter (Fig. 2). The dimensions of the latter counter are 
14 X 14 X 2 cm, the cathodes being copper sheets mounted on a Perspex 
frame. The anodes are 0.1-mm platinum wires with 2 cm spacing. The

A ntic o in c id e n c e  c o u n te r

FIG. 2. Hg shielding and anticoincidence counter

metal shielding is 2 cm Hg (covering 0.8 X 47t solid angle) followed by 
10 cm Fe and 5 cm Pb. The anticoincidence counter effectively covers all 
penetrating particles arriving at the Si-Au counters from zenith angles,
0, between 0° and 80°.  If all the meson pulses were higher than the 
discriminating level, the meson contribution to the background would be of 
the order of 0.1% of the coincidence count rate, assuming a cos3 0 angular

46*
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distribution of those ^-mesons which have penetrated 20 cm of steel [8] . 
However, the discriminator setting results in an even lower (and actually 
negligible) meson contribution.

ELECTRONICS

The preamplifier is of the charge-sensitive type with vacuum tubes 
having excellent noise properties (standard instrument from the Danish 
AEK Research Establishment, Ris^). The linear amplifier is a simple 
transistor type incorporating one differentiating and one integrating pulse 
shaping network.

After discrimination the pulses are delayed 50 /us to ensure that the 
meson pulses are stopped by the 200 /us blocking pulse from the anticoin
cidence unit. The overall gain of the system is found by feeding a known 
charge to the input of the preamplifier, and assuming that 1.6 X 10 19 
Coulomb corresponds to 3.6 eV, (the energy released in the detector for 
each electron-hole pair created).

COUNTER CHARACTERISTICS

After the detectors are mounted, their leakage current gradually 
stabilizes below 0.5 /uA/cm2 at 300 V bias. The output noise of the ampli
fiers originates in both the detectors and the preamplifier. The latter 
contribution is dominant and increases as the detector bias is diminished. 
For higher detector bias the detector noise becomes dominant. Other 
factors influencing the noise are the time constants of the pulse shaping 
networks. For a given detector bias the noise is minimized by choosing 
the optimal time constants [9,4] . Assuming a gaussian noise amplitude 
distribution, the noise count rate C as a function of discriminator setting 
Vd is given by [10]

Vn being the rms noise in keV, Vd the discriminator setting in keV and 
C0 a constant equal to the value of C corresponding to Vd = 0. For time 
constants of 1 /us C0 is approximately 108 cpm. Thus, in order to obtain a 
value of C as low as 0.01 cpm, the ratio Vd/V n must be as high as 7. The 
noise of two 2-cm2 detectors coupled in parallel is less than 11 keV rms 
for detector bias between 100 V and 300 V and for equal pulse shaping time 
constants of 1 /us. No further attempt is made to adjust the time constants 
to minimize noise.

COUNTING EFFICIENCY

The counting efficiency has been tested with 40K beta radiation 
(Emax = 1.3 MeV). Some results are presentéd in Fig. 3. The efficiency 
decreases with decreasing depth of the depleted layer as indicated by curves 
1 and 2 (depleted depth 0.27 mm and 0.17 mm, respectively). This effect
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is due to the fact that the energy released in the depleted layer by energetic 
electrons is approximately proportional to the layer depth.

The effect of self absorption is reflected in the difference between 
curves 2 and 3 (50 mg and 20 mg sample, respectively).

FIG. 3. Counting efficiency o f two parallel 2 cm z Si-Au detectors, for 40K beta radiation versus 
discriminator setting
Curve 1: 50 mg KC1, depletion depth 0.27 mm
Curve 2s 50 mg KC1, depletion depth 0.17 mm
Curve 3: 20 mg KC1, depletion depth 0 .17  mm

BACKGROUND

In Fig. 4 some background measurements are given as a function of the 
depletion depth for various discriminator settings.

The 126-keV curve shows a faster decrease of the background, with 
decreasing depletion depth, than would be expected if absorption of y 
radiation were the main contributor to the background (cf. Ref. [4] pp. 9- 11).

FIG.4. Background for two parallel 2 cm 2 Si-Au detectors versus depleted layer depth for discriminator 
settings 126 keV, 252 keV and 378 keV

The background, reported in [4], was 6 cph/cm2 in the interval 
150-400 keV for a Si-Au detector with a 0.3-m m  depleted layer. This is 
to be compared with 0.5 cph/cm2 obtained in the present work for a
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2 X 0.17-m m  depleted layer in the same interval. The difference is partly 
due to better shielding in this work.

CONCLUSION

The results of this work (background of 2 cph with counting efficiency 
better than 50% for 50 mg KC1) show that the Si-Au detectors are highly 
sensitive devices for low-level counting of beta-active isotopes of not too 
low energy.

As these detectors can be made arbitrarily small, they are ideally 
suited for counting small samples of high specific activity.
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D I S C U S S I O N

J. COLOMER: I should like to offer a comment which applies to a
good many of the papers that have been presented at the Symposium. It 
seems to me a little strange that so many researchers use anticoincidence 
devices embodying GM counters. These counters have a number of 
drawbacks, such as poor resolving time, ill-defined dead-time and a 
limited useful life. Instead of GM counters, we use built-up anticoincidence 
cylinders made of brass or duralumin and operating in the proportional 
region in a stream of CH4 or CH4/Ar(10%-90%). The cylinders work very 
well, have an unlimited lifetime, and are highly sensitive to radiation.

W. J. CALLOW: GM counters continue to be used, I think, because
they are simple, reliable and demand little in the way of electronics. In 
our laboratory the problem of variable and/or long dead-time is circum
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vented by live-time counting. The counters are quenched electronically 
and the anticoincidence pulses are used to block the crystal oscillator of 
the timing system.

G. RAJAGOPALAN: I think the best anticoincidence counter would
be one embodying a plastic scintillator. This would have a fast response 
and there would be no dead-time problem.

W. DANSGAARD: I cannot see that the dead-time of the GM anti-
coincidence counter is of any significance as long as one is operating in 
the count-per-hour region.

A. MORENO MORENO: I understand that, in Mr. Johnsen's
apparatus, the space between the sample and the detector is filled with 
air. Does he think that there would be any improvement if this space 
were evacuated?

S.J. JOHNSEN: No, I don11 think so; surface-barrier detectors
seem to operate as well in air as in a vacuum.

G. BERTOLINI: Would not putting the discriminator level lower
give better efficiency?

S.J. JOHNSEN: That is correct, but there would be an accompanying
increase in background, and so one might not gain anything. The discrimi
nator level must be chosen in such a way as to yield an optimum figure of 
merit for counting.

G. BERTOLINI: Have you checked your detecting efficiency against
depletion depth?

S.J. JOHNSEN: No, I have not. I can state, however, that for
depletion depths of 0.38 mm and with the discriminator level set at 
100 keV the efficiency is 75%.

E. E. PICCIOTTO: Could you not eliminate the flat anticoincidence
counter by just mounting your two silicon detectors in anticoincidence and 
not in parallel? It seems to me that any nucleonic component traversing 
one detector would also traverse the other, and would thus be cancelled 
out.

S.J. JOHNSEN: I am rather afraid that this would not be the case:
some mesons would traverse only one of the detectors and would thus 
contribute to the background.

W. DANSGAARD: If the two detectors were mounted in anti-
coincidence, the electrons that are reflected from one counter into the 
other would not be counted. Thus the efficiency would drop.

S.J.  JOHNSEN: Yes, that is correct.
G. BERTOLINI: I should like to refer the authors of the last two

papers, on low-background counting with semiconductor detectors, 
to Chapter VIB in Vol. I of "Alpha-, Beta- and Gamma-ray Spectroscopy", 
edited by K. Siegbahn.

The chapter in question includes a reference to a private communi
cation, still unpublished as far as I know, by E. B. Shera and K. J. Casper, 
describing an extremely ingenious method of mounting a pair of detectors. 
The detectors, in practically 4 -jr geometry, are placed some centimetres 
apart in a magnetic field, so that the backscattered electrons from one 
detector impinge with high efficiency on the other. With this arrangement 
the background will not affect counting much, and the particles of the 
source will be seen in what is almost 4-n  geometry. A drawback to the 
scheme, of course, is the need for a magnetic field, but I must say that 
the arrangement seems to me to be a very neat one for low-background 
counting.
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Historically, the application of radioactivity to terrestrial and 
planetary sciences has been dominated by the important tasks of es
tablishing a geological tim e-scale and evaluating the consequences of 
radioactive heat production. These tasks are no less important now but, 
as this Symposium has demonstrated, we are increasingly concerned with 
the use of radioactivity as a tracer to evaluate mass transport, residence 
times, and the rates of geophysical and geochemical processes.

The approach is exactly analogous to biochemical studies in medicine, 
where the patient is fed doses of radioactive tracer and the tracer is 
followed during its travels to the liver, or the thyroid, or some other 
locus. We ask when and by what path the tracer arrived at the gland; how 
long it resided there; and what function it performed there.

In this case our patient is mother nature; to her also have been 
administered, naturally and artificially, doses of radioactive tracer, and 
we ask similar questions. For example, where was radiocarbon formed? 
How and at what rates does it distribute itself among various natural 
reservoirs? Are these reservoirs constant or variable during the lifetime 
of radiocarbon? A rapid glance at the papers in the early sessions of the 
Symposium, devoted to geochemistry and cosmochemistry of radiocarbon, 
will serve to confirm this interest in mass transfer and residence times.
I am thinking, for example, of the papers by Stuiver, Walton et a l . , 
Aegerter et al. , Houtermans et al. , Münnich and Roether, Bien and 
Suess, Nydal, and Bainbridge et al.

Others among you have been developing and perfecting techniques for 
detecting these tracers. These techniques have advanced to the point of 
exquisite precision and delicate sensitivity. Your efforts make it possible 
now to extend measurements to tracers — e. g. 39Ar in atmospheric 
argon — which were hitherto undetectable.

Turning to the Earth1 s solid crust, we now find it somewhat tedious 
to obtain concordant ages by various methods on a single piece of rock.
Such systems are dead, rigor mortis has claimed them. Give us rather 
the live systems where rubidium, strontium, uranium, thorium and lead 
isotopes move from crystal site to pore boundary and thence to another 
crystal site.

These phenomena have been the subject of the sessions on "Dating 
by primeval isotopes", when we discussed such matters as open system 
models, episodic versus continuous mass transfer in U-Th-Pb isotopic 
systems, and the meaning of Rb-S discordancy within the metamorphic 
rocks of the Alps — a new and fresh attack on a classic geological problem.

Intriguing mysteries have also been offered for our consideration; 
for example, how does one account for the distribution of argon and 
potassium in the ultramafic rocks of the Kola Peninsula?

I should like to make an appeal for more physical models, like that 
of Schell, Fairhall and Harp, for the distribution of radiocarbon in the 
atmosphere. Their model does not claim to represent faithfully the 
complexity of nature, but it does give us a frame of reference for one 
part of the problem. Such models will help us to mount definitive experi
ments and to make the necessary observations.
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Then also, the sessions on meteorites have demonstrated that we can 
ask audacious questions and hope to receive significant answers. When 
did nucleosynthesis terminate? When did meteorites solidify? What was 
their rate of cooling? What was their history during their flight through 
the immensity of space and the vastness of time?

We have seen several new techniques in the throes of birth. Among 
these are the electron spin resonance and the alpha particle recoil track 
methods. The former may assign meaningful limits to the thermal history 
of rocks, while the latter may be applied, together with fission-track  
techniques, to evaluate the cooling history of meteorites. This latter 
method has already opened up the possibility of dating almost any man
made object containing a typical concentration of 1 ppm of uranium.

I am confident that I am speaking on behalf of all participants if I 
say, in conclusion, that we should like to express our appreciation to the 
Government of the Principality of Monaco for its invitation to hold the 
Symposium here and for its generous hospitality, and to the International 
Atomic Energy Agency, our Scientific Secretary, Mr. Florkowski, and 
his able and gracious assistants for making this Symposium possible and,
I believe, a great success.
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